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Preface
English is the language most frequently used in international military and
peacekeeping operations. This dictionary aims to provide a basic vocabulary of
British and American terms relating to the three services, and covers subjects such
as rank, organization, training, operations in the field, logistics, radio
communications, and some of the more common weapons and equipment
currently in use. In addition, there are selected items of general vocabulary
relating to geography, terrain, weather, medical treatment and other relevant
matters. New terms used by the media in reporting on recent conflicts are also
included, making this an ideal reference source for anyone involved in teaching
English to the military or armed police forces.

Definitions are written in simple English, making them easily accessible to
anyone with a basic knowledge of the language, and phonetic symbols are used to
show the correct pronunciation. Encyclopedic comments are provided where
necessary and most entries include example sentences, showing how the words
and expressions are used in practice.

At the back of the book is a supplement of further useful information on topics
such as ranks, the phonetic alphabet, formal orders, and military grouping
symbols.



Pronunciation
The following symbols have been used to show the pronunciation of the main
words in the dictionary.

Stress is indicated by a main stress mark ( � ) and a secondary stress mark ( � ) .
Note that these are only guides, as the stress of the word changes according to its
position in the sentence.

Vowels Consonants

� back b buck
ɑ� harm d dead
ɒ stop ð other
a type d� jump
aυ how f fare
aə hire � gold
aυə hour h head
ɔ� course j yellow
ɔ annoy k cab
e head l leave
eə fair m mix
e make n nil
eυ go ŋ sing
�� word p print
i� keep r rest
i happy s save
ə about ʃ shop
 fit t take
ə near tʃ change
u annual θ theft
u� pool v value
υ book w work
υə tour x loch
' shut � measure

z zone



ALPHA - Aa
A1 Echelon

A1 Echelon /�e �wɒn �eʃəlɒn/ noun
combat supplies
A2 Echelon

A2 Echelon /�e �tu� �eʃəlɒn/ noun ra-
tions, spares, clothing, etc.
A-4

A-4 /�e �fɔ�/ noun an American-de-
signed multirole attack aircraft, de-
signed to operate from an aircraft carri-
er. Also called Skyhawk (NOTE: The
plural is A-4s /�e �fɔ�z/.)
A-6

A-6 /�e �sks/ noun an American-de-
signed ground-attack aircraft, designed
to operate from an aircraft carrier. Also
called Intruder (NOTE: The plural is A-
6s /�e �sksz/.)
A-7

A-7 /�e �sevən/ noun an American-de-
signed ground-attack aircraft. Also
called Corsair (NOTE: The plural is A-
7s /�e �sevənz/.)
A-10

A-10 /�e �ten/ noun an American-de-
signed ground-attack aircraft. Also
called Thunderbolt, Warthog, Tank-
buster (NOTE: The plural is A-10s /�e
�tenz/.)
A-40

A-40 /�e �fɔ�ti/ noun a Soviet-de-
signed airborne early warning and con-
trol (AEW & C) aircraft with a large
disc-like antenna (radome) mounted on
the fuselage (NOTE: known to NATO as
Mainstay)
AA

AA abbreviation anti-aircraft
AAA

AAA abbreviation anti-aircraft artillery
AAAV

AAAV /�e e e �vi�/ noun an Ameri-
can-designed amphibious infantry
fighting vehicle (IFV), which is de-
signed to disembark from a landing ship
at a considerable distance from the
shore and is capable of travelling on wa-
ter at high speed. Full form advanced
amphibious assault vehicle
AAC

AAC abbreviation Army Air Corps
AAM

AAM abbreviation air-to-air missile

AAR

AAR /�e e �ɑ�/ noun US the debriefing
held at the conclusion of an exercise, in
which the participants discuss their per-
formance with the umpires. Full form
after action review
Aardvark

Aardvark /�ɑ�dvɑ�k/ noun an unoffi-
cial name for the American-designed F-
111 fighter bomber
AAV-7A1

AAV-7A1 /�e e vi� �sevən e �w�n/
noun an American-designed amphibi-
ous tractor. Full form amphibious as-
sault vehicle seven. Also called
Landing Vehicle Tracked Personnel
(LVTP)
AAW

AAW abbreviation anti-air warfare
AAWS

AAWS abbreviation anti-air warfare
system
AB

AB abbreviation able rating
abandon

abandon /ə|�b�ndən/ verb 1. to leave
a vehicle or ship (usually for reasons of
safety) � The captain gave the order to
abandon ship. 2. to leave behind � We
had to abandon large quantities of am-
munition during the retreat. 3. to termi-
nate an enterprise before it has been
completed � Poor visibility forced us to
abandon the remainder of patrol. �

abort
abandoned

abandoned /ə |�b�ndənd/ adjective
deserted � We found the enemy trenches
abandoned.
abatis

abatis /��bəts, ə|�b�ts/ noun an ob-
stacle constructed by felling trees to
block a likely approach � The road was
blocked by an abatis.
Abbot

Abbot /��bət/ noun a British 105mm
self-propelled howitzer (SPH)
ABCCC

ABCCC /�e bi� �si� si� �si�/ noun US a
command team operating from a C-130
aircraft, in order to coordinate close air
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abeam 2

support. Full form airborne com-
mand, control and communications
abeam

abeam /ə �bi�m/ adverb at right angles
to the length of a ship or aircraft � The
torpedo missed because we weren’t
properly abeam of the target.
able rating

able rating /�eb(ə)l �retŋ/ noun the
lowest non-commissioned rank in the
navy (equivalent of an experienced or
well-qualified private soldier in the ar-
my). Also called able seaman. Abbr
AB (NOTE: The ranks of ordinary rat-
ing and junior rating were abolished in
April 1999)
ablutions

ablutions /ə|�blu�ʃ(ə)nz/ plural noun a
room or building containing washing
facilities and toilets � The ablutions
were in a filthy state.
aboard

aboard /ə|�bɔ�d/ adverb on or onto a
boat or ship or aircraft or vehicle � He
is already aboard. � Come aboard. Also
called on board
abode

abode /ə|�bəυd/ noun a home
abort

abort /ə|�bɔ�t/ verb to stop an enter-
prise before it has been completed � We
were forced to abort the mission. �

abandon
abortive

abortive /ə|�bɔ�tv/ adjective unsuc-
cessful � The enemy launched several
abortive attacks.
about

about /ə |�baυt/ adverb the opposite di-
rection to that which you are now facing
� about turn! turn around and face the
opposite direction (drill command)
Abrams

Abrams /�ebrəmz/ noun an Ameri-
can 1980s-era main battle tank
abreast

abreast /ə|�brest/ adverb side by side
and facing the same direction � The in-
fantry advanced in line abreast. � The
tanks halted abreast of each other.
abseil

abseil /��bsel/ verb to descend, using
a rope � We had to abseil down the cliff.
� rappel
absent

absent /��bsənt/ adjective away from
a military unit (usually without permis-
sion) � He’s been absent for three days.
� AWOL
absent without leave

absent without leave /��bsənt w|

�ðaυt li�v/ adjective full form of AWOL
AB triple C

AB triple C /�e bi� �trp(ə)l �si�/ noun
same as ABCCC

AC

AC /�e �si�/ abbreviation aircraftman �

noun a type of blood agent. Full form
hydrogen cyanide. Also called HCN
A/C

A/C abbreviation aircraft
AC-130

AC-130 /�e si� w�n �θ$�t/ noun a
ground-attack variant of the Hercules
C-130 transport aircraft

COMMENT: Despite its age and old-
fashioned appearance, the AC-130
possesses an enormous amount of
firepower and earned itself a fear-
some reputation during the Gulf War
of 1991. Its slow speed makes it vul-
nerable to surface-to-air missiles, so
it is most effective at night. AC-130
aircraft are often referred to as gun-
ships.

ACC

ACC /�e si� �si�/ noun US the depart-
ment of the US forces with overall re-
sponsibility for the use of all combat
aircraft of the US Air Force. Full form
Air Combat Command

COMMENT: Air Combat Command is
an amalgamation of the former Stra-
tegic Air Command (SAC) which
was responsible for heavy long-
range bombers and ICBMs and the
former Tactical Air Command
(TAC) which was responsible for
fighters and attack aircraft. Inter-con-
tinental ballistic missiles are now the
responsibility of Strategic Com-
mand (STRATCOM).

access

access /��kses/ noun 1. a way of ap-
proaching or entering � Access to the
building is at the rear. 2. an opportunity
to look at or use � I need access to the
company records. � verb to activate a
programme or open a file on a computer
� I cannot access the database. (NOTE:
As a noun, access is often used with-
out the definite or indefinite article.)
accessible

accessible /ək|�sesb(ə)l/ adjective 1.
approachable � The castle is only acces-
sible in good weather. 2. readily availa-
ble � That information is not accessible
at the moment.
accident

accident /��ksd(ə)nt/ noun 1. physi-
cal harm or damage as a result of an er-
ror in judgement, defective equipment
or bad luck � There has been an acci-
dent on the grenade range. 2. an event
which occurs by chance or without ap-
parent cause � He was there purely by
accident.
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3 acquisition logistics
accidental

accidental /��ks|�dent(ə)l/ adjective
happening by chance or as a result of an
error in judgement or defective equip-
ment � There will be an official enquiry
over the accidental shooting of Sgt
Jones.
accidental discharge

accidental discharge
/��ksdent(ə)l �ds|tʃɑ�d%/ noun same
as negligent discharge
accidentally

accidentally /��ks|�dent(ə)li/ adverb
by accident � He shot the woman acci-
dentally.
acclimatization

acclimatization /ə |�klaməta|

�zeʃ(ə)n/, acclimatisation noun the
process of becoming acclimatized
acclimatize

acclimatize /ə|�klamətaz/, acclima-
tise verb 1. to allow someone to be-
come accustomed to new conditions
(especially climate) � We will need at
least ten days to acclimatize the troops
to the heat. 2. to become accustomed to
new conditions � The men will need at
least ten days to acclimatize.
accommodate

accommodate /ə|�kɒmədet/ verb to
provide shelter � We were accommodat-
ed in a factory.
accommodation

accommodation /ə |�kɒmə|�deʃ(ə)n/
noun 1. a place to live � The officer in-
spected the soldiers’ accommodation.
2. an act of providing shelter � You are
responsible for the accommodation of
refugees.
accomplice

accomplice /ə|�k�mpls/ noun some-
one who helps another person to carry
out an illegal act � The gunman had an
accomplice.
accomplish

accomplish /ə |�k�mplʃ/ verb to com-
plete a task successfully
accoutrements

accoutrements /ə|�ku�trəmənts/
plural noun a soldier’s equipment, not
including clothing or weapons
accusation

accusation /��kju�|�zeʃ(ə)n/ noun
an act of saying that a person has car-
ried out an illegal act � He has made an
accusation of sabotage against you.
accuse

accuse /ə|�kju�z/ verb to say that a
person has carried out an illegal act �

He was accused of war crimes.
ACE

ACE abbreviation 1. Allied Command
Europe 2. armoured combat earthmover

acetate

acetate /��stet/ noun clear plastic
sheeting, used for map overlays
achieve

achieve /ə|�tʃi�v/ verb to complete a
task successfully � We have achieved
our mission. � to achieve a solution to
have a target in the sights of a guided
weapon, with the guidance system acti-
vated � He achieved a solution on the
leading plane. � lock-on
achievement

achievement /ə|�tʃi�vmənt/ noun a
successful completion of a task � It was
a great military achievement.
acknowledge

acknowledge /ək|�nɒld%/ verb 1. to
confirm that a piece of information has
been received and understood 2. to rec-
ognize that something is true
acknowledgement

acknowledgement /ək|

�nɒld%mənt/ noun 1. confirmation that
a piece of information has been re-
ceived and understood 2. recognition
that something is true
ACLANT

ACLANT abbreviation Allied Com-
mand Atlantic
ACMI

ACMI /�e si� em �a, ��km/ noun a
computerized data system, which is
used during air-to-air combat exercises
to provide exercise controllers with in-
formation concerning an individual air-
craft’s speed, altitude, heading, etc. �

Each aircraft was fitted with an ACMI
pod. Full form air combat manoeu-
vring and instrumentation
ACP

ACP abbreviation ammunition control
point
acquire

acquire /ə|�kwaə/ verb 1. to obtain
something � Where did you acquire that
food? 2. to have a target in the sights of
a weapon � He acquired the tank with
his thermal imaging sight. 3. to select
and lock onto a target using a weapon-
guidance system � This missile can ac-
quire a target automatically.
acquired immunodeficiency syndrome

acquired immunodeficiency
syndrome /ə |�kwaəd �mjυnəυd|

�fʃ(ə)nsi �sndrəυm/ noun full form of
AIDS
acquisition

acquisition /��kw|�zʃ(ə)n/ noun an
act of acquiring � He is responsible for
the acquisition of food from local sourc-
es.
acquisition logistics

acquisition logistics /��kw|

�zʃ(ə)n lə|�d%stks/ noun the logistics
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ACR 4

involved in acquiring supplies, build-
ings and other material for armed forces
ACR

ACR1 abbreviation armoured cavalry
regiment
ACR

ACR2 /�e si� �ɑ�/ noun an administra-
tive centre on an aircraft carrier, which
deals with administration concerning
the actual aircraft. Full form aircraft
control room
act

act /�kt/ noun something which is
done � act of aggression unprovoked
attack � in the act in the process of do-
ing something � We caught them in the
act of planting the bomb. � verb 1. to do
something � We were forced to act when
the man was shot. 2. to do someone
else’s job on a temporary basis � He
acted as platoon sergeant during the fi-
nal exercise.
acting

acting /��ktŋ/ adjective doing some-
one else’s job on a temporary basis � He
is the acting platoon sergeant at the mo-
ment. Compare substantive
action

action /��kʃən/ noun 1. something
which is done � You are responsible for
your own actions. � to take action to do
something 2. an engagement with the
enemy � There were several small ac-
tions during the afternoon. � to remain
in action to stay active � verb to cause
something to be done (by another per-
son) � I have actioned your request for
a transfer.
action stations

action stations /��kʃən �steʃ(ə)nz/
plural noun a state of readiness for bat-
tle
activate

activate /��ktvet/ verb to make a
device operate � The device is activated
by pressing this button.
active

active /��ktv/ adjective 1. operating
� Enemy special forces are active in
your area. 2. working or ready to work
� The device is now active. 3. relating to
night-viewing devices which require an
external source of infrared (IR) light in
order to operate. Compare passive
active list

active list /��ktv �lst/ noun a list of
officers available for active service
active service

active service /��ktv �s$�vs/ noun
service in a war zone (NOTE: In the Brit-
ish armed forces, the term active serv-
ice is only used when the nation is offi-

cially at war. For counter-insurgency
and peacekeeping operations, the term
operational service is used.)
active service unit

active service unit /��ktv �s$�vs
�ju�nt/ noun a small group used by the
Irish Republican Army (IRA) to carry
out a terrorist attack. Abbr ASU
activist

activist /��ktvst/ noun a person,
normally holding extreme views, who
believes in the use of action rather than
debate in order to achieve their political
aims � The rioting was started by left-
wing activists.
activity

activity /�k |�tvti/ noun several dif-
ferent actions or an action which is car-
ried out repeatedly or over a period of
time � There has been very little enemy
activity today.
Adamsite

Adamsite /��dəmzat/ noun same as
DM
adapt

adapt /ə|�d�pt/ verb 1. to alter or to
modify � The APC has been adapted to
carry surveillance equipment. 2. to
modify your behaviour in order to meet
a change in circumstances � We must
adapt to these new tactics.
ADC

ADC abbreviation aide-de-camp
add

add /�d/ verb 1. to join one thing to an-
other in order to increase the quantity 2.
to correct artillery or mortar fire so that
the rounds land further away from the
observer � Add 200! add 200 metres.
Compare drop
ad hoc

ad hoc /��d �hɒk/ a Latin phrase
meaning ‘formed for a specific pur-
pose’ � They were organized into an ad
hoc unit.
Adj

Adj abbreviation adjutant
adjust

adjust /ə|�d%�st/ verb 1. to change the
position of something � He adjusted the
straps on his rucksack. 2. to direct artil-
lery or mortar fire onto a target by ob-
serving the fall of shot and sending cor-
rections back to the gun line � The ene-
my artillery is adjusting onto B
Company’s position.
adjustable wrench

adjustable wrench /ə|�d%�stəb(ə)l
�rentʃ/ noun a large spanner which can
be adjusted to undo various sizes of nut
adjusting fire

adjusting fire /ə|�d%�stŋ �faə/ noun
the firing of a single round by one gun
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5 advice

or mortar so that a forward observer can
observe the fall of shot
adjustment

adjustment /ə|�d%�stmənt/ noun 1.
an act of changing the position of some-
thing � He made several minor adjust-
ments to the weapon sight. 2. the proc-
ess of adjusting artillery or mortar fire �
We will need at least fifteen minutes for
adjustment. 3. corrections calculated by
a forward observer after observing the
fall of shot of an artillery or mortar
round � The guns were on target after
my first adjustment.
adjutant

adjutant /��d%ətənt/ noun a battalion
officer (usually a captain) who acts as
the commanding officer’s assistant and
is also responsible for discipline. Abbr
Adj (NOTE: In certain other armies, ad-
jutant is synonymous with aide-de-
camp (ADC).)
Adjutant-General

Adjutant-General /��d%υtənt
�d%en(ə)rəl/ noun a top administrative
post in the army
Adjutant General’s Corps

Adjutant General’s Corps
/��d%υtənt �d%en(ə)rəlz �kɔ�/ noun a
branch of the armed services which
deals mainly with personnel and admin-
istration. Abbr AGC
Adm

Adm abbreviation admiral
admin

admin /��dmn/ noun administration
(informal ) � I’ve got a lot of admin to
do.
administer

administer /əd|�mnstə/ verb to man-
age a unit or organization
administrate

administrate /əd|�mnstret/ verb to
administer on a national or regional lev-
el � He was sent out to administrate the
region.
administration

administration /əd |�mn|�streʃ(ə)n/
noun 1. the day-to-day management of
a unit or organization � I am responsible
for administration. 2. government � The
local administration is extremely un-
helpful.
administrative

administrative /əd |�mnstrətv/ ad-
jective relating to administration
administrative tasks

administrative tasks /əd|

�mnstrətv �tɑ�sks/ plural noun tasks
other than actual fighting (such as the
resupply of ammunition, food or fuel,
personnel matters, etc.)

admiral

admiral /��dmrəl/ noun a senior offic-
er in the British and US navies (usually
in command of a fleet). Abbr Adm
Admiral of the Fleet

Admiral of the Fleet, Fleet Admiral
noun the highest rank in the Navy. �

rear-admiral, vice-admiral
Admiralty

Admiralty /��dm(ə)rəlti/ noun the
department which administers the Roy-
al Navy
advance

advance /əd|�vɑ�ns/ adjective 1. early
� We will need advance warning for any
ammunition requests. 2. forward � Ad-
vance units of the enemy have been
seen. � noun 1. movement towards the
enemy � The advance will begin at first
light. 2. progress � In recent years there
have been great advances in the devel-
opment of armour. 3. � in advance early
� Ammunition bids must be submitted
well in advance. � verb 1. to move for-
ward 2. to move towards the enemy �
advance to contact a method of locat-
ing the enemy by advancing into his ter-
ritory until contact is made, whereupon
the leading units or sub-units engage
the enemy, while the main force de-
ploys to mount an attack
advanced amphibious assault vehicle

advanced amphibious assault
vehicle /əd|�vɑ�nst �m|�fbiəs ə|�sɔ�lt
�vi�k(ə)l/ noun full form of AAAV
advanced medium-range air-to-air missile

advanced medium-range air-to-
air missile /əd|�vɑ�nst �mi�diəm
rend% �eə tə eə �msal/ noun full form
of AMRAAM
advanced short-range air-to-air missile

advanced short-range air-to-air
missile /əd |�vɑ�nst �ʃɔ�t rend% �eə tə
eə �msal/ noun full form of ASRAAM
advance guard

advance guard /əd|�vɑ�ns �(ɑ�d/
noun a small military force which ad-
vances between the reconnaissance
units and the main body of an advanc-
ing force, in order to engage the enemy
and occupy his attention while the main
body deploys into attack formation.
Compare vanguard
adverse

adverse /��dv$�s/ adjective causing
difficulty � We were unable to fly be-
cause of adverse weather conditions.
advice

advice /əd|�vas/ noun a suggestion as
to what should be done � He refused to
take my advice.
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advise 6
advise

advise /əd|�vaz/ verb 1. to suggest
what should be done � He advised the
colonel to stop the attack. 2. to inform
someone � He was advised that the sit-
uation would not improve. � You should
be advised that the bridge is not suita-
ble for tanks.
adviser

adviser /əd|�vazə/ noun a person ap-
pointed to give advice
A Echelon

A Echelon /�e �eʃəlɒn/ noun the lo-
gistical elements of a tactical grouping
Aegis

Aegis /�i�d%s/ noun an American-de-
signed integrated naval air defence sys-
tem (AAWS), consisting of computer-
ized radar and other surveillance sys-
tems, fire control systems and surface-
to-air missiles (SAM)
AEO

AEO /�e i� �əυ/ noun an officer respon-
sible for ensuring that the aircraft of a
squadron are fit to fly. Full form air en-
gineering officer
aerial

aerial /�eəriəl/ adjective relating to the
air � noun a metal wire, rod, mast or
structure used in the receiving and
transmission of radio signals � Enemy
command tanks usually have two aeri-
als. � antenna
aerial bombardment

aerial bombardment /�eəriəl bɒm|

�bɑ�dmənt/ noun a bombing attack by
aircraft
aerial photography

aerial photography /�eəriəl fə|

�tɒ(rəfi/ noun photography involving
the use of aircraft
aerial reconnaissance

aerial reconnaissance /�eəriəl r|

�kɒnsəns/ noun reconnaissance using
aircraft
aerial torpedo

aerial torpedo /�eəriəl tɔ�|�pi�dəυ/
noun a torpedo designed to be dropped
by aircraft
aerodrome

aerodrome /�eərədrəυm/ noun a
small airbase, airfield or airport (NOTE:
This term is now obsolete)
aerodynamics

aerodynamics /�eərəυda|�n�mks/
noun a study of the effects caused by a
solid object moving through air (NOTE:
takes a singular verb)
aeroplane

aeroplane /�eərəplen/ noun a fixed-
wing aircraft (NOTE: The American
English term is airplane.)
aerosol

aerosol /�eərəsɒl/ noun tiny particles
of solid or liquid matter, which are sus-

pended in the atmosphere (e.g. mist,
smoke or vapour) � The agent is deliv-
ered as an aerosol.
AEW & C

AEW & C /e i� �d�b(ə)lju� ənd �si�/
noun a technology which detects enemy
aircraft and missiles and then controls
interception by friendly fighters. Full
form airborne early warning and
control. Also called Airborne Warn-
ing and Control System (AWACS)
affirmative

affirmative /ə |�f$�mətv/ adjective
true or accurate � That is affirmative. �

adverb that is correct (radio terminolo-
gy) � ‘Hullo 22, this is 2, are you in po-
sition yet, over?’ – ‘22, affirmative,
over’ Compare negative. � copy, roger
aft

aft /ɑ�ft/ adverb towards the rear of an
aircraft or ship � He went aft.
after action review

after action review /�ɑ�ftə ��kʃən r |

�vju�/ noun US full form of AAR
afternoon watch

afternoon watch /�ɑ�ftə|�nu�n wɒtʃ/
noun the period of duty from 1200–
1600hrs
AFV

AFV abbreviation armoured fighting
vehicle
AFV-432

AFV-432, FV-432 noun a British
1960s-era armoured personnel carrier
(APC) (NOTE: normally referred to sim-
ply as a 432)
AGC

AGC abbreviation Adjutant General’s
Corps
agent

agent /�ed%ənt/ noun 1. someone
who poses as a civilian in order to gath-
er information, carry out assassinations
or acts of sabotage � We arrested two
enemy agents near the missile base. �

spy 2. a chemical used as a weapon
Agent Orange

Agent Orange /�ed%(ə)nt �ɒrnd%/
noun an American defoliating agent
agent provocateur

agent provocateur /��%ɒn prə |

�vɒkə|�t$�r/ noun French words mean-
ing ‘agent who provokes’: a person who
provokes others to start civil disorder or
to commit a crime (often by taking part
himself) in order to start a revolution, or
to find out who is not reliable, or to en-
courage people to commit crimes for
which they will be arrested
aggression

aggression /ə |�(reʃ(ə)n/ noun hostile
behaviour
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aggressive

aggressive /ə|�(resv/ adjective of-
fensive (rather than defensive) � The di-
visional commander has called for an
increase in aggressive patrolling.
aggressive delay

aggressive delay /ə|�(resv d|�le/
noun a tactic involving the aggressive
use of small units to slow down an ad-
vancing enemy force so that a main line
of defence can be prepared or strength-
ened
aggressor

aggressor /ə|�(resə/ noun a nation
which attacks another nation without
provocation � Ruritania is seen as the
aggressor in this conflict.
aggro

aggro /��(rəυ/ noun disorderly be-
haviour leading to violence (informal ) �
We’re expecting aggro tonight.
AGM

AGM abbreviation air-to-ground mis-
sile
agreement

agreement /ə|�(ri�mənt/ noun a con-
tract made between the authorities of
different nations, or between NATO
commanders and national authorities
AH-1

AH-1 /�e etʃ �w�n/ noun � Huey Co-
bra
AH-64

AH-64 /�e etʃ sksti �fɔ�/ noun �

Apache
AI

AI abbreviation airborne interception
aid

aid /ed/ noun help � aid to the civil
authorities military assistance in main-
taining public services (such as fire-
fighting, refuse collection, etc.) � aid to
the civil powers military assistance to
the police in maintaining law and order
� verb to help � to aid and abet to help
and encourage someone to commit a
crime (legal term)
aide-de-camp

aide-de-camp /�ed də �kɒn/ noun
French an officer (usually a captain)
who acts as a personal assistant to a
general. Abbr ADC (NOTE: The plural
form is aides-de-camp)
aide-mémoire

aide-mémoire /�ed me|�mwɑ�/ noun
French a book or card containing useful
or specialist information in an easy-to-
read format � He left his aide-mémoire
in the briefing room.
AIDS

AIDS /edz/, Aids noun an infection
caused by the HIV virus which attacks
the body’s immune system. Full form

acquired immunodeficiency syn-
drome
aid worker

aid worker /�ed �w$�kə/ noun a per-
son involved in foreign aid
AIFV

AIFV /�e a ef �vi�/ noun an American-
designed infantry fighting vehicle
aileron

aileron /�elə |�rɒn/ noun a moving part
of an aircraft wing, which is used to
control lateral balance
aim

aim /em/ noun 1. the act of directing a
weapon � His aim was unsteady. 2. an
intention � Their aim was to disrupt our
communications. � verb 1. to direct a
weapon at something � He aimed at the
tank. 2. to intend � We aim to capture
the bridge intact.
AIM

AIM /em, �e a �em/ noun another
name for an air-to-air missile (AAM).
Full form air intercept missile
aiming mark

aiming mark /�emŋ mɑ�k/ noun the
point at which one aims, in order to hit
a target
air

air /eə/ adjective 1. relating to the at-
mosphere 2. relating to the use of air-
craft � noun 1. the earth’s atmosphere �
The air is contaminated with radioac-
tive dust. 2. a place where aircraft or
birds can fly � He was ordered to watch
the air. � in the air flying, in flight � the
plane is already in the air 3. using air-
craft � The battalion deployed by air. �

adverb � in the air (relating to the flank
of an army or formation) exposed or un-
protected � The enemy’s right flank is in
the air.
air-assault

air-assault /�eər ə|�sɔ�lt/ adjective US
equipped with their own transport heli-
copters and supporting attack helicop-
ters � This is an air-assault battalion. �

air cavalry
air-assault battalion

air-assault battalion /�eə ə|�sɔ�lt bə |

�t�ljən/ noun a US infantry battalion
equipped with its own transport heli-
copters and supporting attack helicop-
ters
air-assault infantry

air-assault infantry /�eə ə|�sɒlt
�nfəntri/ noun infantry equipped with
their own transport helicopters and sup-
porting attack helicopters
airbase

airbase /�eəbes/ noun a base for the
operation of military aircraft
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airborne

airborne /�eəbɔ�n/ adjective 1. carried
by aircraft. Compare air-assault, air-
portable 2. deployed by parachute �
airborne troops paratroopers
airborne command, control and communications

airborne command, control and
communications /�eəbɔ�n kə|

�mɑ�nd kən |�trəυl ən kəm |�ju�n|

�keʃ(ə)nz/ noun full form of ABCCC
airborne early warning and control

airborne early warning and con-
trol /�eəbɔ�n �$�l �wɔ�nŋ ən kən |

�trəυl/ noun full form of AEW & C
airborne warning and control system

airborne warning and control
system /�eəbɔ�n �wɔ�nŋ ən kən|

�trəυl �sstəm/ noun electronic equip-
ment, carried in specially designed air-
craft, which detects enemy aircraft or
missiles at long ranges and then coordi-
nates their interception by friendly air-
craft or missiles. Also called airborne
early warning and control. Abbr
AWAC
airburst

airburst /�eəb$�st/ noun an explosion
of an artillery round or missile in the air
(above its target)
air cavalry

air cavalry /�eə �k�v(ə)lri/ noun US
infantry equipped with their own inte-
gral transport helicopters and attack
helicopters
air chief marshal

air chief marshal /�eə tʃi�f
�mɑ�ʃ(ə)l/ noun a senior officer in the
air force (equivalent to a general in the
army)
Air Combat Command

Air Combat Command /�eə �kɒm|

�b�t kə |�mɑ�nd/ noun US full form of
ACC
air commodore

air combat manoeuvring and in-
strumentation /�eə �kɒmb�t mə|

�nu�v(ə)rŋ ən �nstrυmen|�teʃ(ə)n/
noun full form of ACMI
air commodore

air commodore /�eə �kɒmədɔ�/ noun
a senior officer in the air force, below an
air vice marshal
air component

air component /�eə kəm |�pəonənt/
noun all aircraft, regardless of whether
they are from the air force or navy or
army
air controller

air controller /�eə kən|�trəυlə/ noun
same as air traffic controller
air-cooled

air-cooled /�eə �ku�ld/ adjective
cooled by a current of air or simply by

exposure to the atmosphere � This ma-
chine-gun is air-cooled.
air cover

air cover /�eə �k�və/ noun aircraft
which are in the air or on call in order to
provide air support if required
aircraft

aircraft /�eəkrɑ�ft/ noun a machine
capable of flight

COMMENT: Aircraft are classified as
fixed-wing aircraft (aircraft with
wings) and rotary-wing aircraft (hel-
icopters).

aircraft carrier

aircraft carrier /�eəkrɑ�ft �k�riə/
noun a large ship designed to carry air-
craft and equipped with maintenance
facilities and a runway for take-off and
landing
aircraft control room

aircraft control room /�eəkrɑ�ft
kən|�trəυl �ru�m/ noun full form of ACR
aircraftman

aircraftman /�eəkrɑ�ftmən/ noun the
lowest non-commissioned rank in the
air force (equivalent to a private soldier
in the army). Abbr AC
aircrew

aircrew /�eəkru�/ noun the personnel
who man an aircraft
air defence

air defence /�eə d|�fens/ noun de-
fence against enemy aircraft � The divi-
sional artillery includes an air defence
battery.
airdrop

airdrop /�eədrɒp/ noun the dropping
of cargo or personnel from an aircraft
which is flying
air engineering officer

air engineering officer /�eə �end%|

�nərŋ �ɒfsə/ noun full form of AEO
airfield

airfield /�eəfi�ld/ noun an area of
ground (often unprepared) where air-
craft can take off and land and be main-
tained
air force

air force /�eə �fɔ�s/ noun the branch of
a state’s armed forces which operates in
the air
air-force

air-force /�eə �fɔ�s/ adjective relating
to an air force � All air-force personnel
on the base should report to the duty of-
ficer.
airframe

airframe /�eəfrem/ noun the body of
an aircraft
air intake

air intake /�eə �ntek/ noun the part
of an engine which draws air in from
outside
air intercept missile

air intercept missile /�eə �ntəsept
�msal/ noun full form of AIM
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Air-Land Battle

Air-Land Battle /�eə �l�nd �b�t(ə)l/
noun a current military doctrine in
which aircraft and long-range missiles
are used to attack the enemy’s reserves
and logistical support, at the same time
as his forward elements are being en-
gaged by ground forces using all the
principles of manoeuvre warfare
air-launched anti-radiation missile

air-launched anti-radiation mis-
sile /�eə lɔ�ntʃd ��nti �redi|�eʃ(ə)n
�msal/ noun full form of ALARM
air liaison officer

air liaison officer /�eə li|�ez(ə)n
�ɒfsə/ noun full form of ALO
airlift

airlift /�eəlft/ noun movement of men
or equipment or supplies using aircraft
� The Government authorized a mas-
sive airlift of grain to the disaster area.
� verb to move men or equipment or
supplies using aircraft � It was decided
to airlift the guns to their new positions.
airman

airman /�eəmən/ noun 1. a member of
an aircrew 2. a member of an air force
3. US the lowest non-commissioned
rank in the air force
airman first class

airman first class /�eəmən �f$�st
�klɑ�s/ noun a junior non-commis-
sioned rank in the air force
air marshal

air marshal /�eə �mɑ�ʃ(ə)l/ noun a
senior officer in the air force, below an
air chief marshal
airmobile

airmobile /eə |�məυbal/ adjective de-
ployed to an area of operations by trans-
port aircraft � an airmobile brigade
air naval gunfire liaison company

air naval gunfire liaison compa-
ny /�eə �nev(ə)l �(�nfaə li|�ez(ə)n
�k�mp(ə)ni/ noun full form of ANGLI-
CO
air officer commanding

air officer commanding /�eə �ɒfsə
kə|�mɑ�ndŋ/ noun the commander of a
large air-force grouping. Abbr AOC
air operation

air operation /�eə �ɒpə|�reʃ(ə)n/
noun a military operation involving air-
craft
air photograph

air photograph /�eə �fəυtə(rɑ�f/
noun a photograph of an area of ground
taken from an aircraft
airplane

airplane /�eəplen/ noun US a fixed-
wing aircraft (NOTE: The British English
term is aeroplane.)
airport

airport /�eəpɔ�t/ noun a complex of
runways for the take-off and landing of

civil aircraft, with facilities for aircraft
maintenance and the care of passengers
air-portable

air-portable /�eə �pɔ�təb(ə)l/ adjec-
tive capable of deploying to an area of
operations by transport aircraft. Com-
pare airborne, air-assault

COMMENT: The term air-portable is
usually applied to non-armoured or
non-mechanized infantry.

air-portable battalion

air-portable battalion /�eə
�pɔ�təb(ə)l bə|�t�ljən/ noun an infantry
battalion which is not equipped with ar-
moured fighting vehicles and can there-
fore be transported by air to an area of
operations
air-portable infantry

air-portable infantry /�eə
�pɔ�təb(ə)l �nfəntri/ noun infantry
who are not equipped with armoured
fighting vehicles (AFV) and can there-
fore be deployed to an area of opera-
tions by transport aircraft
air raid

air raid /�eə red/ noun an attack by
aircraft against a target on the ground
(usually with bombs)
air-sea rescue

air-sea rescue /�eə si� �reskju�/ noun
the use of aircraft and helicopters to res-
cue someone from the sea
air sentry

air sentry /�eə �sentri/ noun a sentry
assigned to look out for enemy aircraft
airspace

airspace /�eəspes/ noun an aerial ter-
ritory controlled by an air force or sub-
ject to the jurisdiction of a state � We
are now entering enemy airspace.
air strike

air strike /�eə strak/ noun an attack
by aircraft against a target on the
ground (usually with air-to-ground mis-
siles) � The UN Council has authorized
air strikes on the gun positions in the
Demilitarized Zone.

COMMENT: During the UN peacekeep-
ing operation in Bosnia (1992–95),
air strikes meant retaliatory attacks
on multiple targets within a specified
area, while close air support, meant
limited attacks on individual positions
or vehicles which were actually firing
at UN peacekeepers. The difference
between these two definitions was
crucial during negotiations between
the UN and the warring factions
throughout this conflict.

airstrip

airstrip /�eəstrp/ noun an area of
ground cleared of vegetation and lev-
elled in order to allow the take-off and
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landing of small aircraft � The engi-
neers prepared an airstrip close to the
field hospital.
air superiority

air superiority /�eə sυ|�pəri |�ɒrti/
noun a situation in which you have suf-
ficient fighter aircraft to prevent the en-
emy from using his air assets effectively
air support

air support /�eə sə|�pɔ�t/ noun 1. an
attack by aircraft in support of ground
troops 2. any assistance given by air-
craft to ground troops
air tasking order

air tasking order /�eə �tɑ�skŋ �ɔ�də/
noun a daily programme of all air tasks,
including routes, targets, frequencies,
call signs, logistical details, etc. Abbr
ATO
air task operations centre

air task operations centre /�eə
tɑ�sk �ɒpə|�reʃ(ə)nz �sentə/ noun full
form of ATOC
airtight

airtight /�eətat/ adjective sealed so
that air cannot enter � This equipment
must be stored in an airtight container.
air-to-air missile

air-to-air missile /�eə tə �eə �msal/
noun an anti-aircraft missile designed
to be fired from an aircraft. Abbr AAM
air-to-air refuelling

air-to-air refuelling /�eə tə �eə ri�|

�fju�lŋ/ noun a process by which an
aircraft is refuelled in mid-air from a
tanker aircraft
air-to-ground missile

air-to-ground missile /�eə tə
(raυnd �msal/ noun a missile de-
signed to be fired from an aircraft at a
target on the ground. Abbr AGM
air-to-surface missile

air-to-surface missile /�eə tə
�s$�fs �msal/ noun a missile designed
to be fired from an aircraft at a target on
the ground or on the surface of the sea.
Abbr ASM
air traffic

air traffic /�eə �tr�fk/ noun aircraft
moving in the air � There will be an ac-
cident if air traffic is not reduced.
air traffic controller

air traffic controller /eə �tr�fk kən |

�trəυlə/ noun a civilian or military offi-
cial who controls the passage of aircraft
through a defined air-space
air vice marshal

air vice marshal /�eə vas �mɑ�ʃ(ə)l/
noun a senior officer in the air force, be-
low an air marshal
air waves

air waves /�eə wevz/ plural noun the
entire range of radio frequency � The

enemy will be scanning the air waves
for our radio transmissions.
airwoman

airwoman /�eəwυmən/ noun the low-
est female non-commissioned rank in
the air force
airworthy

airworthy /�eəw$�ði/ adjective fit to
fly � This helicopter is not airworthy.
AK-47

AK-47 /�e ke �fɔ�ti �sevən/ noun a
Soviet-designed 7.62mm assault weap-
on. � Kalashnikov
a.k.a.

a.k.a. /�e ke �e/ adverb also known
as � We are looking for Sidney Logan,
a.k.a. Michael Higgins. � alias
Alamo

Alamo /��ləməυ/ noun a Soviet-de-
signed medium-range air-to-air missile
(AAM)
alarm

alarm /ə |�lɑ�m/ noun 1. warning of
threat or danger � We had a gas alarm
last night. � alert 2. a signal to be given
when there is an alarm � The gas alarm
is given by banging two mess tins to-
gether. 3. an electronic or mechanical
device designed to detect a specific dan-
ger 4. a state of fear and disorder caused
by imminent danger � There is no cause
for alarm. � verb to give someone a rea-
son to be frightened � We must not
alarm the civilians.
ALARM

ALARM /ə|�lɑ�m/ noun a British-de-
signed air-to-ground anti-radar missile
(ARM). Full form air-launched anti-
radiation missile
alarmed

alarmed /ə |�lɑ�md/ adjective fright-
ened � Do not be alarmed.
alert

alert /ə|�l$�t/ adjective watchful and
ready to take action � We must be alert
tonight. � noun a warning of a threat or
danger � There is an NBC alert. � verb
to warn someone of a danger or change
in situation, or to inform someone about
an incident � I alerted the duty officer.
Alfa

Alfa /��lfə/ US US spelling of Alpha
alias

alias /�eliəs/ adverb also known as �

We are looking for Sidney Logan, alias
Michael Higgins. � a.k.a. � noun a false
name � He uses Kurt Baumann as an
alias.
alien

alien /�eliən/ adjective 1. belonging to
or coming from another country � Alien
ships are being impounded. � foreign 2.
from another planet � He claims to have
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seen an alien spacecraft. � noun 1. a
person who is a citizen of another coun-
try � All aliens must register at their lo-
cal police station. � foreigner, foreign
national 2. a life-form from another
planet � Some people believe in the ex-
istence of aliens.
alienate

alienate /�eliənet/ verb to cause
someone to become unfriendly � The
soldiers managed to alienate the villag-
ers.
align

align /ə |�lan/ verb to bring something
into line with something else � He
aligned his sights on the church. � The
mortars are not properly aligned.
alignment

alignment /ə|�lanmənt/ noun an act
of aligning � He went to check the
alignment of the guns.
allegiance

allegiance /ə|�li�d%(ə)ns/ noun loyalty
to a person or cause � The rebels owe
their allegiance to the former president.
alliance

alliance /ə|�laəns/ noun cooperation
between two or more nations or ethnic
or political groups, usually as a result of
a formal agreement known as a treaty
allied

allied /��lad/ adjective related by an
alliance � Allied troops entered the cap-
ital yesterday.
Allied Publication

Allied Publication /��lad �p�bl|

�keʃ(ə)n/ noun a standardized docu-
ment accepted by various NATO coun-
tries. Abbr AP
Allied Rapid Reaction Corps

Allied Rapid Reaction Corps
/��lad �r�pd ri|��kʃ(ə)n �kɔ�/ noun a
British-led NATO force designed to re-
act at short notice to any crisis involving
NATO countries. Abbr ARRC
Allied Tactical Air Force

Allied Tactical Air Force /��lad
�t�ktk(ə)l �eə �fɔ�s/ noun full form of
ATAF
all-round defence

all-round defence /�ɔ�l raυnd d |

�fens/ noun a situation in which all the
approaches to your position are covered
by fire, including those from the flanks
and rear � This position offers excellent
all-round defence.
all-terrain

all-terrain /�ɔ�l tə|�ren/ adjective ca-
pable of operating in all types of terrain
all-terrain vehicle

all-terrain vehicle /�ɔ�l tə |�ren
�vi�k(ə)l/ noun a vehicle which is capa-
ble of operating in all types of terrain

ally

ally /��la/ noun a member of an alli-
ance � the Allies states which form an
alliance (used during the Second World
War to refer to states which opposed
Germany, Italy and Japan) � verb to
make an alliance � Austria has allied it-
self to Germany.
ALO

ALO /�e el �əυ/ noun an air-force offic-
er attached to an army headquarters to
coordinate close air support (CAS). Full
form air liaison officer
Alpha

Alpha /��lfə/, Alfa noun the first letter
of the phonetic alphabet (Aa)
Alphajet

Alphajet /��lfə|�d%et/ noun a
French/German-designed light fighter
aircraft
alter

alter /�ɔ�ltə/ verb to change something
� It’s too late to alter the fireplan now.
alternate

alternate /�ɒltənet/ adjective one af-
ter the other (often repeatedly) � verb to
change from one thing or activity to an-
other (often repeatedly) � He had to al-
ternate between manning the gun and
operating the radio.
alternate bounds

alternate bounds /ɔ�l |�t$�nət
�baυndz/ plural noun movement in
bounds, with one person or vehicle or
sub-unit stationary and giving or pre-
pared to give covering fire, while the
other moves past to occupy a fire posi-
tion beyond
alternately

alternately /ɔ�l|�t$�nətli/ adverb one
after the other (often repeatedly) � The
guns were firing alternately.
alternative

alternative /ɔ�l|�t$�nətv/ adjective
different or additional � That gully
would make a good alternative position
for the mortars. � noun one of two or
more possible courses of action � We
have no alternative: we must attack
now.
altitude

altitude /��lttju�d/ noun a vertical
distance from the ground or sea level
(NOTE: Altitude is usually measured in
feet.)
ambassador

ambassador /�m|�b�sədə/ noun a
diplomat sent by a state to act as its sen-
ior representative in a foreign country
amber

amber /��mbə/ adjective a colour sim-
ilar to orange. � AWLS
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amber warning light system

amber warning light system
/��mbə �wɔ�nŋ lat �sstəm/ noun full
form of AWLS
ambulance

ambulance /��mbjυləns/ noun 1. a
vehicle used to transport injured per-
sons to a hospital 2. a medical unit
ambush

ambush /��mbυʃ/ noun 1. a surprise
attack by troops who wait in a con-
cealed position for the enemy to come
to them � The patrol was caught in an
ambush. 2. troops who carry out an am-
bush � The ambush hasn’t returned yet.
� verb to carry out an ambush � We were
ambushed on our return journey.
ambush patrol

ambush patrol /��mbυʃ pə|�trəυl/
noun a large well-armed patrol sent out
to lay an ambush. � anti-ambush drill
American

American /ə|�merkən/ adjective re-
lating to the United States of America
(USA)
American Legion

American Legion /ə|�merkən
�li�d%(ə)n/ noun a group which protects
the interests of American veterans
amidship

amidship adverb US same as amid-
ships
amidships

amidships /ə |�mdʃps/ adverb in the
middle of a ship � The torpedo struck
the ship amidships.
AMM

AMM abbreviation anti-missile-missile
ammo

ammo /��məυ/ noun ammunition
(informal )
ammunition

ammunition /��mjυ|�nʃ(ə)n/ noun a
quantity of munitions (especially pro-
jectiles such as bullets, shells, missiles)
� They have enough ammunition left for
six days. � We are going to run out of
ammunition soon. � to be out of am-
munition to have fired all your ammu-
nition
ammunition compound

ammunition compound /��mjυ|

�nʃ(ə)n �kɒmpaυnd/ noun a place
where ammunition is stored
ammunition dump

ammunition dump /��mjυ|�nʃ(ə)n
d�mp/ noun a temporary store of am-
munition (usually in the field)
ammunition pouch

ammunition pouch /��mjυ|�nʃ(ə)n
paυtʃ/ noun a pouch which is attached
to a soldier’s belt or webbing, designed
to carry extra ammunition

ammunition state

ammunition state /��mjυ|�nʃ(ə)n
stet/ noun the quantity of ammunition
held by a unit or sub-unit
ammunition technical officer

ammunition technical officer
/��mjυnʃ(ə)n �teknk(ə)l �ɒfsə/ noun
full form of ATO
amphibious

amphibious /�m|�fbiəs/ adjective
suitable for use both on water and on
land
amphibious assault

amphibious assault /�m |�fbiəs ə|

�sɔ�lt/ noun an attack by land and sea
forces, usually involving a landing by
ground forces from assault craft
amphibious engineers

amphibious engineers /�m|�fbiəs
�end%|�nəz/ plural noun engineer
troops who specialize in the construc-
tion of bridges and in river crossing
amphibious operation

amphibious operation /�m|�fbiəs
�ɒpə|�reʃ(ə)n/ noun an operation in-
volving ground forces landed from the
sea
amphibious tractor

amphibious tractor /�m|�fbiəs
�tr�ktə/ noun full form of Amtrac
amphibious vehicle

amphibious vehicle /�m|�fbiəs
�vi�k(ə)l/ noun a vehicle designed for
use both on water and on land
amputate

amputate /��mpjυtet/ verb to re-
move a person’s limb (normally by sur-
gical operation) � The doctor decided to
amputate his leg.
amputation

amputation /��mpjυ|�teʃ(ə)n/ noun
an act of amputating a person’s limb
amputee

amputee /��mpjυ |�ti�/ noun a person
who has had a limb amputated
AMRAAM

AMRAAM /��mr�m/ noun an Ameri-
can-designed radar-guided air-to-air
missile (AAM). Full form advanced
medium-range air-to-air missile
Amtrac

Amtrac /��mtr�k/ noun an amphibi-
ous armoured personnel carrier (APC)
which is capable of travelling on water
from a landing ship to the shore. Full
form amphibious tractor
AMX

AMX /�e em �eks/ noun a French series
of armoured fighting vehicles
AMX-10

AMX-10 noun an infantry fighting ve-
hicle
AMX-13

AMX-13 noun a light tank
AMX-13 DCA

AMX-13 DCA noun a self-propelled
anti-aircraft gun (SPAAG)
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AMX-30

AMX-30 noun a 1960s-era main battle
tank (MBT)
AMX-40

AMX-40 noun a 1980s-era main battle
tank (MBT)
AMX-105

AMX-105 noun a self-propelled gun
anchor

anchor /��ŋkə/ noun a heavy metal
weight, which is lowered to the bottom
of the sea in order to stop a stationary
ship from drifting � at anchor moored
with an anchor � verb to moor a ship
with an anchor � We anchored in the es-
tuary.
ANGLICO

ANGLICO /��ŋ(l|�kəυ/ noun US a
small Marine Corps team, which is
trained to direct close air support, naval
gunfire support and artillery fire. Full
form air naval gunfire liaison compa-
ny
annotate

annotate /��nə|�tet/ verb to add ex-
planatory notes to a document � He an-
notated the fire plan.
Antarctic

Antarctic /�nt|�ɑ�ktk/ noun the con-
tinent at the South Pole, the region
south of the Antarctic Circle which is
largely covered in snow and ice. Com-
pare Arctic � adjective referring to the
Antarctic
Antarctic Circle

Antarctic Circle /�nt|�ɑ�ktk
�s$�k(ə)l/ noun the parallel running
round the Earth at latitude 66° 32 S, to
the south of which lies the Antarctic re-
gion. Compare Arctic Circle
antenna

antenna /�n|�tenə/ noun a metal rod,
mast or structure used in the transmis-
sion of radio signals. � aerial (NOTE:
The plural of antenna, in this context, is
antennas, rather than antennae.)
ante-room

ante-room /��nt|�rυm/ noun a draw-
ing-room in an officers’ mess � The CO
is in the ante-room.
anthrax

anthrax /��nθr�ks/ noun a disease of
cattle and sheep which is transmissible
to humans

COMMENT: Caused by a bacillus, Ba-
cillus anthracis, anthrax can be trans-
mitted by touching infected skin,
meat or other parts of an animal. It
causes pustules on the skin or in the
lungs. Some nations are known to
have developed anthrax for use as a
biological weapon.

anti-

anti- /�nti/ prefix designed to counter

anti-aircraft

anti-aircraft /��nti �eəkrɑ�ft/ adjec-
tive designed to damage or destroy an
aircraft in flight � Anti-aircraft guns
fired at the incoming bombers. Abbr AA
anti-aircraft artillery

anti-aircraft artillery /��nti
�eəkrɑ�ft ɑ�|�tlər/ noun a cannon or
heavy machine-gun (often self-pro-
pelled), which is designed to shoot
down aircraft � The radar site is sur-
rounded by anti-aircraft artillery. Abbr
AAA
anti-air warfare

anti-air warfare /��nti eə �wɔ�feə/
noun a naval term for air defence. Abbr
AAW

COMMENT: The air defence of a naval
force is organized in depth, with three
distinct defence zones. The first line
of defence is the Aircraft Defence
Zone which is patrolled by friendly
fighter aircraft (usually operating from
aircraft carriers). If the enemy aircraft
manage to evade the fighters, they
then enter the Area Defence Zone,
which is covered by the warships’
long-range surface-to-air missiles
(SAM) for the mutual defence of the
entire force. If the enemy get through
this, they enter the Point Defence
Zone, in which individual warships
use their short-range SAMs and oth-
er weapons systems (e.g. CIWS) for
self-defence.

anti-ambush drill

anti-ambush drill /��nti ��mbυʃ
�drl/ noun a standard countermeasure
for troops who find themselves caught
in an ambush
anti-armour

anti-armour /��nti �ɑ�mə/ same as
anti-tank
anti-dim

anti-dim /��nti dm/, anti-dimmer ^
/��nti �dm(ər)/ noun grease designed
to stop condensation forming on the
eyepieces of a respirator
anti-missile-missile

anti-missile-missile /��nti �msal
�msal/ noun a missile designed to
shoot down an enemy ballistic missile.
Abbr AMM
anti-personnel

anti-personnel /��nti p$�sə|�nel/ ad-
jective designed to injure or kill a per-
son
anti-personnel mine

anti-personnel mine /��nti �p$�sə|

�nel �man/ noun a mine designed to in-
jure or kill a person
anti-radar missile

anti-radar missile /��nti �redɑ�
�msal/ noun a missile designed to
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home in on an enemy radar transmis-
sion. Abbr ARM
anti-ship missile

anti-ship missile /��nti �ʃp �msal/
noun a missile designed to damage or
destroy a ship (usually launched from
an aircraft or other ship). Abbr ASM
anti-sniper

anti-sniper /��nti �snapə/ adjective
intended to counter activity by snipers
or to protect forces against sniper fire
anti-tank

anti-tank /��nti �t�ŋk/ adjective de-
signed to damage or destroy or obstruct
an armoured vehicle. Abbr A/Tk
anti-tank ditch

anti-tank ditch /��nti �t�ŋk �dtʃ/
noun a ditch dug as an obstacle to tanks
and other armoured vehicles
anti-tank grenade launcher

anti-tank grenade launcher /��nti
t�ŋk (r|�ned �lɔ�ntʃə/ noun a grenade
launcher designed to damage or destroy
an armoured vehicle
anti-tank mine

anti-tank mine /��nti �t�ŋk �man/
noun a mine designed to damage or de-
stroy an armoured vehicle
anti-tank platoon

anti-tank platoon /��nti �t�ŋk plə|

�tu�n/ noun a specialist platoon of an in-
fantry battalion, whose specific role is
the destruction of enemy armour. � LAW
AOC

AOC abbreviation air officer com-
manding
AOCC

AOCC abbreviation air operations co-
ordination cell
AOR

AOR abbreviation area of responsibili-
ty
AP

AP abbreviation 1. Allied Publication
2. anti-personnel 3. armour-piercing
Apache

Apache /ə |�p�tʃi/ noun an American
attack helicopter
APC

APC abbreviation armoured personnel
carrier � I can see three APCs on the
edge of the wood.
APDS

APDS abbreviation armour-piercing
discarding-sabot
APFSDS

APFSDS abbreviation armour-pierc-
ing fin-stabilized discarding-sabot
Aphid

Aphid /�efd/ noun a Soviet-designed
short-range air-to-air missile (AAM)
appoint

appoint /ə|�pɔnt/ verb 1. to assign a
person to a job � He was appointed as a
platoon sergeant. 2. to arrange a time
and place for something � The O Group
was appointed for 1600 hours.

appointment

appointment /ə|�pɔntmənt/ noun 1.
an act of assigning a person to a job �

He is responsible for all appointments
within the unit. 2. an arrangement to
meet at a specific time and place � I
have an appointment with the doctor. 3.
a job � He is not suitable for this ap-
pointment.
appreciation

appreciation /ə|�pri�ʃi|�eʃ(ə)n/ noun
a systematic decision-making process
involving a careful examination of all
the factors involved, the identification
of all the available options, and finally,
the selection of the most suitable option
as the basis for a plan � The company
commander is making his appreciation
at the moment.
approach

approach /ə|�prəυtʃ/ noun 1. an act of
coming near � We could hear the ap-
proach of enemy tanks. 2. a route to-
wards a specific location � We must cov-
er all the likely approaches. � verb to
come near � They were approaching the
enemy position.
approach lights

approach lights /ə|�prəυtʃ lats/ plu-
ral noun a series of lights on the ground
which show a pilot the route to an air-
port or landing strip
arable

arable /��rəb(ə)l/ adjective relating to
the cultivation of crops
arable land

arable land /��rəb(ə)l l�nd/ noun
farmland devoted to the cultivation of
crops
arc

arc /ɑ�k/ noun part of the circumfer-
ence of a circle

COMMENT: A defensive position is
normally sited so that the arcs of
each weapon or position or sub-unit
overlap with those of its neighbours;
these are called interlocking arcs of
fire.

Archer

Archer /�ɑ�tʃə/ noun a Soviet-de-
signed short-range air-to-air missile
(AAM)
arc of fire

arc of fire /�ɑ�k əv �faə/ noun a des-
ignated area of ground covered by an in-
dividual weapon � Each soldier was
shown his arcs of fire.
Arctic

Arctic /�ɑ�ktk/ noun an area of ice and
snow around the North Pole, the region
north of the Arctic Circle. Compare
Antarctic � adjective 1. referring to the
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Arctic 2. relating to conditions of ex-
treme cold
Arctic Circle

Arctic Circle /�ɑ�ktk �s$�k(ə)l/ noun
the parallel running round the Earth at
latitude 66° 33 N, to the north of which
lies the Arctic region. Compare Antarc-
tic Circle
arctic clothing

arctic clothing /�ɑ�ktk �kləυðŋ/
noun clothing designed for use in ex-
tremely cold climates
arctic warfare

arctic warfare /�ɑ�ktk �wɔ�feə/
noun military operations carried out
near both Arctic and Antarctic regions
area

area /�eəriə/ noun a piece of ground
area defence

area defence /�eəriə d|�fens/ noun a
naval anti-air warfare (AAW) term for
warships’ use of their long-range sur-
face-to-air missiles (SAM) for the mu-
tual defence
area of influence

area of influence /�eəriə əv
�nfluəns/ noun ground occupied by the
enemy which will probably affect a
unit’s current operations
area of interest

area of interest /�eəriə əv �ntrəst/
noun ground occupied by the enemy
which could affect a unit’s future oper-
ations
area of separation

area of separation /�eəriə əv �sepə|

�reʃ(ə)n/ noun same as buffer zone
area weapon

area weapon /�eəriə �wepən/ noun a
weapon which can deliver a quantity of
projectiles over a wide area and thus ef-
fectively engage several targets simulta-
neously (e.g. machine gun, artillery,
mortar, cluster bomb)
arm

arm /ɑ�m/ noun 1. a weapon � The
right to bear arms is protected by the
constitution. 2. � to order arms to hold
a rifle with the butt resting on the
ground beside the right foot (military in-
structions) � to port arms to hold a rifle
diagonally across the chest (military in-
structions) � to present arms to salute
someone by holding a rifle in front of
the body in a vertical position (military
instructions) � to reverse arms to hold
a rifle with the butt facing upwards and
the muzzle pointing at the ground (used
at funerals) � to shoulder arms to carry
a rifle by resting it on the shoulder (mil-
itary instructions) 3. � under arms
serving in the armed forces � They have

an army of 100,000 permanently under
arms. 4. a branch of the armed forces
(e.g., armour, artillery, infantry) � verb
1. to equip with weapons � The govern-
ment is starting to arm the police. 2. to
prepare a shell, bomb, etc., by removing
any safety mechanism � To arm the
shell you must remove the safety pin.
ARM

ARM abbreviation anti-radar missile
Armalite

Armalite /�ɑ�məlat/ noun an Ameri-
can 5.56mm assault weapon
armament

armament /�ɑ�məmənt/ noun 1. a
general term for a weapon 2. the proc-
ess of equipping with weapons
armaments factory

armaments factory /�ɑ�məmənts
�f�kt(ə)ri/ noun a factory making guns,
tanks, etc.
armd

armd abbreviation armoured
armed

armed /ɑ�md/ adjective 1. equipped
with a weapon � The man is armed and
dangerous. 2. ready to fire or explode �
The shell is armed when the safety pin is
removed.
armed forces

armed forces /�ɑ�md �fɔ�sz/ plural
noun a general title for all military forc-
es (army, navy, air force, etc.)
armed insurrection

armed insurrection /�ɑ�md �nsə|

�rekʃən/ noun resistance to established
authority, involving the use of weapons
armed neutrality

armed neutrality /�ɑ�md nju�|

�tr�ləti/ noun the use of armed force by
a neutral state, in order to prevent inter-
ference by the military forces of other
states which are involved in a war
armistice

armistice /�ɑ�msts/ noun an agree-
ment by both sides to stop fighting � An
armistice was signed to end the war. �

ceasefire, truce
armor

armor /�ɑ�mə/ noun US spelling of ar-
mour
armored

armored /�ɑ�məd/ adjective US spell-
ing of armoured
armorer

armorer adjective US spelling of ar-
mourer
armor-piercing

armor-piercing /�ɑ�mə �pəsŋ/ ad-
jective US spelling of armour-piercing
armory

armory /�ɑ�məri/ noun US spelling of
armoury
armour

armour /�ɑ�mə/ noun 1. a defensive
covering designed to protect a vehicle
from bullets, shrapnel and other projec-
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tiles � The frontal armour on this tank is
150mm thick. 2. a collective word for
armoured fighting vehicles (especially
tanks) � Enemy armour is concentrat-
ing to the south of Mistelbach.
armoured

armoured /�ɑ�məd/ adjective 1. pro-
tected by armour 2. equipped with ar-
moured fighting vehicles
armoured battalion

armoured battalion /�ɑ�məd bə|

�t�ljən/ noun a tank battalion
armoured bridgelayer

armoured bridgelayer /�ɑ�məd
�brd%leə/ noun an armoured vehicle
fitted with a folding bridge
armoured car

armoured car /�ɑ�məd �kɑ�/ noun a
light wheeled armoured fighting vehi-
cle, normally used for reconnaissance
armoured cavalry

armoured cavalry /�ɑ�məd
�k�v(ə)lri/ noun US highly mobile ar-
moured troops specializing in the roles
of reconnaissance and advance guard
armoured cavalry regiment

armoured cavalry regiment
/�ɑ�məd �k�vəlri �red%mənt/ noun US
a tactical organization of three com-
bined-arms groupings, each of battalion
strength, known as ‘cavalry squadrons’,
plus one air cavalry squadron of heli-
copters. It is a highly mobile force spe-
cializing in the roles of reconnaissance,
advance guard and covering force. Abbr
ACR
armoured combat earthmover

armoured combat earthmover
/�ɑ�məd �kɒmb�t �$�θmu�və/ noun an
American-designed armoured bulldoz-
er. Abbr ACE
armoured fighting vehicle

armoured fighting vehicle
/�ɑ�məd �fatŋ �vi�k(ə)l/ noun an ar-
moured vehicle equipped with some
form of weapon (e.g. anti-tank gun,
heavy machine-gun). Abbr AFV
armoured infantry

armoured infantry /�ɑ�məd
�nfəntri/ noun infantry equipped with
infantry fighting vehicles (IFV)
armoured infantry battalion

armoured infantry battalion
/�ɑ�məd �nfəntri bə|�t�ljən/ noun an
infantry battalion equipped with infan-
try fighting vehicles (IFVs)
armoured personnel carrier

armoured personnel carrier
/�ɑ�məd �p$�sə|�nel �k�riə/ noun an ar-
moured vehicle used to transport troops
or police. Abbr APC (NOTE: normally
referred to as an APC: I can see three
APCs on the edge of the wood)

armoured reconnaissance vehicle

armoured reconnaissance vehi-
cle /�ɑ�məd r|�kɒns(ə)ns �vi�k(ə)l/
noun an armoured vehicle designed for
carrying out reconnaissance
armoured recovery vehicle

armoured recovery vehicle
/�ɑ�məd r|�k�v(ə)ri �vi�k(ə)l/ noun an
armoured vehicle designed to tow a dis-
abled or broken-down an armoured ve-
hicle away from the battlefield. Abbr
ARV
armoured regiment

armoured regiment /�ɑ�məd
�red%mənt/ noun 1. a tactical grouping
of two or more armoured battalions,
possibly including armoured infantry 2.
a tank battalion

COMMENT: In the British Army, the bri-
gade is used instead of the regiment
as a tactical grouping of two or more
battalions. Battalion-sized units of
tanks or artillery are known as regi-
ments for traditional reasons, while
an infantry regiment is purely an his-
torical and administrative grouping
for two or more battalions which nor-
mally serve in different brigades. Ar-
moured regiments and armoured
infantry battalions are usually or-
ganized into armoured brigades at a
ratio of 2:1, depending upon the tac-
tical requirement.

armoured vehicle

armoured repair and recovery
vehicle /�ɑ�məd r|�peə ən r|�k�v(ə)ri
�vi�k(ə)l/ noun an updated version of
the armoured recovery vehicle (ARV)
fitted with additional lifting equipment
to assist in the repair of armoured vehi-
cles in the field. Abbr ARRV
armoured vehicle

armoured vehicle /�ɑ�məd �fatŋ
�vi�k(ə)l/, armoured fighting vehicle
noun a vehicle which is protected by ar-
mour. Abbr AVF
Armoured Vehicle Launched Bridge

Armoured Vehicle Launched
Bridge /�ɑ�məd �vi�k(ə)l lɔ�ntʃd
�brd%/ noun a British armoured vehicle
based on a Chieftain tank and fitted
with a folding bridge. Abbr AVLB
Armoured Vehicle Royal Engineers

Armoured Vehicle Royal Engi-
neers /�ɑ�məd �vi�k(ə)l �rɔəl �end%|

�nəz/ noun a British armoured vehicle
based on the Centurion tank and fitted
with one or more specialist pieces of en-
gineer equipment (such as a demolition
gun, mine plough, fascines). Abbr
AVRE
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armourer

armourer /�ɑ�mərə/ noun a technician
who services and repairs weapons
armour-piercing

armour-piercing /�ɑ�mə �pəsŋ/ ad-
jective capable of penetrating armour �

The tank was hit by a 120mm armour-
piercing round.
armour-piercing bullet

armour-piercing bullet /�ɑ�mə
�pəsŋ �bυlt/ noun a bullet designed to
penetrate armour
armour-piercing discarding-sabot

armour-piercing discarding-sab-
ot /�ɑ�mə �pəsŋ ds|�kɑ�dŋ �s�bəυ/
noun an anti-armour projectile consist-
ing of a long-rod penetrator, fitted with
a stabilizing metal collar (sabot) which
falls away once the projectile is in
flight. Abbr APDS
armour-piercing fin-stabilized discarding-sabot

armour-piercing fin-stabilized
discarding-sabot /�ɑ�mə �pəsŋ
�fn �steblazd ds|�kɑ�dŋ �s�bəυ/
noun an armour-piercing discarding-
sabot in which the long-rod penetrator
is fitted with metal fins for extra stabil-
ity. Abbr APFSDS. � long-rod pene-
trator
armoury

armoury /�ɑ�məri/ noun a secure loca-
tion where weapons are stored
arms

arms /ɑ�mz/ plural noun military serv-
ice in general
army

army /�ɑ�mi/ noun 1. the branch of a
state’s armed forces which operates on
land (e.g. infantry, armour and artillery)
� The latest Defence Review will have
serious implications for the Army. 2. a
tactical grouping of two or more corps �
The US Third Army was commanded by
General Patton.
Army Air Corps

Army Air Corps /�ɑ�mi �eə �kɔ�/
noun an air force (mainly helicopters)
which is part of the army rather than the
RAF. Abbr AAC
army group

army group /�ɑ�mi (ru�p/ noun a
large formation of land forces normally
comprising two or more armies or army
corps under a single commander
arrangement

arrangement /ə|�rend%mənt/ noun �

technical arrangements
ARRC

ARRC abbreviation Allied Rapid Re-
action Corps
arrest

arrest /ə |�rest/ noun an act of arresting
someone � A police spokesman admit-
ted that the arrest had been a mistake. �

under arrest detained in custody by the
authorities � you are under arrest! �

verb to seize a person and take him into
custody � The patrol arrested two sus-
pected terrorists.
arrestable

arrestable /ə|�restəb(ə)l/ adjective for
which you can be arrested
arrestable offence

arrestable offence /ə|�restəb(ə)l ə|

�fens/ noun an illegal act for which
someone may be arrested without an ar-
rest warrant
arrest warrant

arrest warrant /ə |�rest �wɒrənt/ noun
a document issued by a judge, magis-
trate or other official which authorizes
the security forces to arrest a specified
person
arrowhead

arrowhead /��rəυhed/ noun a tactical
formation of men or vehicles, in the
form of an inverted letter V � The pla-
toon moved across the open ground in
arrowhead formation.
ARRV

ARRV abbreviation armoured repair
and recovery vehicle
arsenal

arsenal /�ɑ�sn(ə)l/ noun 1. a room or
building where weapons and ammuni-
tion are stored � The platoon will pa-
rade at the arsenal at 0800hrs. 2. a gov-
ernment establishment for the manufac-
ture of weapons � The arsenal in
Birmingham has been closed down. 3. a
figurative term for the weaponry availa-
ble to a government or paramilitary or-
ganization � This is the most powerful
weapon in the terrorists’ arsenal.
Arsine

Arsine /�ɑ�si�n/ noun a type of blood
agent. Full form arsenic trihydride
arson

arson /�ɑ�s(ə)n/ noun the criminal of-
fence of setting fire to something �

There have been several arson attacks.
� He was arrested for arson.
artificer

artificer /ɑ� |�tfsə/ noun a mechanic
or technician
artificial

artificial /�ɑ�t|�fʃ(ə)l/ adjective man-
made
artillery

artillery /ɑ�|�tləri/ noun 1. a general ti-
tle for large-calibre guns, missiles and
air-defence weapons 2. a branch of the
army which uses these weapons �

‘Great battles are won with artillery.’
Napoleon (an ex-gunner) � He served
in the Royal Artillery.
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artilleryman

artilleryman /ɑ�|�tlərimən/ noun a
soldier serving in the artillery
artillery piece

artillery piece /ɑ�|�tləri pi�s/ noun a
large calibre gun used as an indirect-fire
weapon
artillery preparation

artillery preparation /ɑ�|�tləri
�prepə|�reʃ(ə)n/ noun the bombard-
ment of an objective, prior to an assault
artillery raid

artillery raid /ɑ�|�tləri red/ noun a
tactic using artillery, where the guns
move into enemy territory to attack a
specific target and then withdraw before
the enemy can retaliate
arty

arty abbreviation artillery
ARV

ARV abbreviation armoured recovery
vehicle
ASAP

ASAP /�es�p, �e es e �pi�/, asap /�e
es e �pi�, �es�p/ abbreviation as soon
as possible
ASM

ASM abbreviation anti-ship missile or
air-to-surface missile
asphalt

asphalt /��sf�lt/ noun US a road sur-
face made of a mixture of tar and gravel
(NOTE: The British English term is tar-
mac.)
ASRAAM

ASRAAM /��zr�m/ noun a British-
designed radar-guided air-to-air missile
(AAM). Full form advanced short-
range air-to-air missile
assault

assault /ə|�sɒlt/ adjective designed for
use in combat � noun a final stage of an
attack onto an enemy position � The as-
sault on the farm was a complete suc-
cess. � verb to use force in order to oc-
cupy an enemy position � B Company
will assault the village.
assault boat

assault boat /ə|�sɔ�lt bəυt/ noun a
light, man-portable boat designed to
carry a section of infantry
assault course

assault course /ə|�sɔ�lt kɔ�s/ noun a
series of obstacles used by infantry
training establishments to practise ob-
stacle-crossing
assault craft

assault craft /ə|�sɒlt krɑ�ft/ noun a
small boat designed for amphibious op-
erations
assault force

assault force /ə|�sɔ�lt fɔ�s/ noun a
group of troops, tanks, etc. which at-
tacks a position

assault river crossing

assault river crossing /ə|�sɒlt �rvə
�krɒsŋ/ noun the act of crossing a river
while in contact with the enemy
assault weapon

assault weapon /ə |�sɔ�lt �wepən/
noun a semi-automatic rifle, equipped
with a magazine holding 20–30 rounds
and fitted with a bayonet
assemble

assemble /ə |�semb(ə)l/ verb 1. to
come together � The battalion assem-
bled in the gymnasium. 2. to bring to-
gether � Sgt Jones assembled the pla-
toon in the briefing room. 3. to put to-
gether � They were killed as they were
assembling the mortar.
assembly

assembly /ə |�sembl/ noun an act of
coming together
assembly area

assembly area /ə |�sembl �eəriə/
noun a specified location where sub-
units of a tactical grouping assemble in
order to prepare themselves for the next
phase of an operation
assign

assign /ə|�san/ verb to appoint to a po-
sition or task � He was assigned to the
mortar platoon.
assignment

assignment /ə|�sanmənt/ noun a
task or job � My first assignment was to
update the brigade security orders.
assist

assist /ə |�sst/ verb to help
assistance

assistance /ə|�sst(ə)ns/ noun help �

We had to provide assistance to the civil
authorities.
assy area

assy area abbreviation assembly area
astern

astern /ə|�st$�n/ adverb to the rear of a
boat or ship � He went astern.
ASU

ASU abbreviation active service unit
ASW

ASW abbreviation anti-submarine war-
fare
AT-

AT- prefix anti-tank
ATAF

ATAF /�et�f/ noun a large NATO air-
force grouping. Full form Allied Tacti-
cal Air Force
ATGM

ATGM abbreviation anti-tank guided
missile
ATGW

ATGW abbreviation anti-tank guided
weapon
A/Tk

A/Tk abbreviation anti-tank
ATO

ATO1 /�etəυ/ noun an officer or non-
commissioned officer (NCO) who is
trained to make bombs, booby traps and
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unexploded munitions safe. Full form
ammunition technical officer
ATO

ATO2 abbreviation air tasking order
ATOC

ATOC /�etɒk/ noun the department of
an air-force headquarters which is re-
sponsible for allocating tasks to squad-
rons. Full form air task operations
centre
atoll

atoll /��tɒl/ noun a ring-shaped tropi-
cal island
atom

atom /��təm/ noun the smallest unit of
a chemical element, which can be used
as a source of nuclear energy
atom bomb

atom bomb /��təm bɒm/ noun same
as atomic bomb
atomic

atomic /ə|�tɒmk/ adjective 1. relating
to the structure of atoms 2. relating to
the use of nuclear energy

COMMENT: Although their meanings
are not identical, the word atomic
has now been superseded by nucle-
ar for most general contexts.

atomic bomb

atomic bomb /ə|�tɒmk �bɒm/ noun a
bomb with enormous destructive power
generated by the release of nuclear en-
ergy
atomic energy

atomic energy /ə|�tɒmk �enəd%i/
noun nuclear energy
atomic submarine

atomic submarine /ə |�tɒmk
�s�bmə|�ri�n/ noun a submarine driven
by nuclear power
atomic warfare

atomic warfare /ə|�tɒmk �wɔ�feə/
noun warfare involving the use of atom-
ic weapons
atomic weapon

atomic weapon /ə|�tɒmk �wepən/
noun a bomb, missile or other device
which utilises the release of nuclear en-
ergy
atrocity

atrocity /ə|�trɒsti/ noun an act consid-
ered by normal people to be extremely
wicked (such as murder of civilians,
rape, etc.)
atropine

atropine /��trəpi�n/ noun a substance
injected as first aid for someone who
has been exposed to a nerve agent
attach

attach /ə|�t�tʃ/ verb 1. to fasten one
object to another � Our sleeping bags
were attached to the side of the vehicle.
2. to assign a soldier or sub-unit to an-
other unit for a specific role or task � We

have a troop of tanks attached to us for
this attack. Compare detach
attaché

attaché /ə |�t�ʃe/ noun a specialist
member of an ambassador’s staff
attachment

attachment /ə|�t�tʃmənt/ noun 1.
something which is attached to another
object for a special purpose 2. the act of
sending a person or sub-unit to work
with another unit for a specific task �

He was sent on attachment to the navy.
attack

attack /ə|�t�k/ adjective designed for
offensive action � noun an offensive use
of force in order to achieve an objective
(e.g. the capture of ground) � The attack
was a complete success. � hasty attack,
quick attack an attack which is mount-
ed without the opportunity to first carry
out full reconnaissance, planning and
preparation � verb to act offensively
against an enemy, a position, etc. � C
Company will attack the village at first
light.
attack aircraft

attack aircraft /ə|�t�k �eəkrɑ�ft/
noun an aircraft which is designed to
drop bombs on or fire missiles at targets
on the ground, and is also capable of de-
fending itself against enemy fighter air-
craft. � fighter, strike aircraft
attack helicopter

attack helicopter /ə |�t�k �helkɒptə/
noun a helicopter equipped with weap-
ons to attack other helicopters or targets
on the ground
attack in echelon

attack in echelon /ə|�t�k n �eʃəlɒn/
noun same as echelon attack
attempt

attempt /ə|�tempt/ noun 1. an act of
trying (usually unsuccessful) � There
were no more attempts to escape. 2. an
attack (usually unsuccessful) � The en-
emy made several attempts on the
bridge. � verb to try � He attempted to
climb the fence.
attend

attend /ə|�tend/ verb to be present at �

He attended the conference.
attention

attention /ə|�tenʃən/ noun 1. the act of
applying your mind to something � May
I have your attention, please? 2. � at-
tention! stand to attention! (military
command) � Parade, attention! � to
stand at attention to stand in the posi-
tion of attention � to stand to attention
to change position to stand at attention
3. help or treatment give to somebody
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or something � The wounded men need-
ed urgent medical attention.
attic

attic /��tk/ noun a space below the
roof of a house, normally used for stor-
age � There was a sniper in the attic.
attrition

attrition /ə|�trʃ(ə)n/ noun 1. damage
caused to an object as a result of repeat-
ed contact with another object � This
grease will reduce the rate of attrition.
2. the gradual destruction of an enemy
force by repeated attacks or by stubborn
defence
attritional warfare

attritional warfare /ə|�trʃnl �wɔ�feə/
noun an outdated military doctrine
which seeks to destroy an enemy’s will
to fight simply through the use of attri-
tion. Compare manoeuvre warfare
Auftragstaktik

Auftragstaktik /�aυftrɑ�(z|�t�ktk/
noun a German word meaning ‘mission
tactics.’ German name for directive
command (NOTE: German nouns are
always spelt with a capital letter.)

COMMENT: Many English-speakers
prefer to use this word, since direc-
tive command was very much a
German invention. In fact, it was de-
veloped by the Prussian general staff
and used to great effect during the
war with Austria in 1866. Surprising-
ly, the British Army clung to the doc-
trine of restrictive control until the
Falklands conflict in 1982. Now the
British are also firm exponents of
Auftragstaktik.

augmentation forces

augmentation forces /�ɔ�(mən |

�teʃn �fɔ�sz/ plural noun forces
brought from Europe or North America
to provide reinforcements to NATO
forces already in a certain area
Aussie

Aussie /�ɒzi/ noun an Australian sol-
dier (informal )
authenticate

authenticate /ɔ�|�θentket/ verb to
carry out authentication
authentication

authentication /ɔ� |�θent|�keʃ(ə)n/
noun a radio procedure (usually involv-
ing a code), designed to establish
whether a radio message or radio user is
genuine
authority

authority /ɔ�|�θɒrəti/ noun 1. official
power to do something � I do not have
the authority to make that decision. 2.
an organization which exercises power
� the authorities police or other law

enforcement organization 3. strength of
character which makes other people
obey your orders � He lacks authority.
authorize

authorize /�ɔ�θəraz/, authorise verb
to give someone official permission to
do something � I am not authorized to
do that.
autojet

autojet /�ɔ�təυ|�d%et/ noun a syrette,
fitted with a mechanism which injects
the dose automatically (usually by strik-
ing it against the flesh) � Each man was
issued with an autojet of morphine.
automatic

automatic /�ɔ�tə|�m�tk/ adjective ca-
pable of performing a function by itself
� noun a firearm which will continue to
reload itself and fire for as long as pres-
sure is applied to the trigger (e.g. a ma-
chine-gun) � He was armed with an au-
tomatic. � There was a burst of auto-
matic fire from the woods.

COMMENT: Many contemporary as-
sault weapons have both an auto-
matic and a semi-automatic capabili-
ty.

automatically

automatically /�ɔ�tə|�m�tkli/ adverb
1. by itself � The door locks automati-
cally. 2. immediately and without hav-
ing to think � You should be able to do
that automatically.
automatic fire

automatic fire /�ɔ�təm�tk �faə/
noun fire from an automatic weapon
automatic weapon

automatic weapon /�ɔ�təm�tk
�wepən/ noun a firearm which will con-
tinue to reload itself and fire for as long
as pressure is applied to the trigger (e.g.
a machine-gun)
AV-8

AV-8 /�e vi� �et/ noun � Harrier
avenue

avenue /��vənju�/ noun 1. a road with
a line of trees on both sides 2. an ap-
proach route � We must cover all the
likely avenues of approach.
AVGAS

AVGAS /��v(�s/ noun aircraft fuel
aviation

aviation /�evi|�eʃ(ə)n/ noun the use
of aircraft
aviator

aviator /�evietə/ noun a pilot or oth-
er member of an aircrew
avionics

avionics /�evi|�ɒnks/ noun a general
term for all electronic systems on an air-
craft
AVLB

AVLB abbreviation Armoured Vehicle
Launched Bridge
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AWACS

AWACS /�ew�ks/ noun electronic
equipment, carried in specially de-
signed aircraft, which detects enemy
aircraft or missiles at long ranges and
then coordinates their interception by
friendly aircraft or missiles. Full form
airborne warning and control sys-
tem
award

award /ə|�wɔ�d/ noun an official recog-
nition of an achievement (e.g. a medal,
commendation) � He has been recom-
mended for a gallantry award. � verb to
give a prize or punishment to someone
� He was awarded a medal for bravery.
� He was awarded ten days’ restriction
of privileges.
AWI

AWI abbreviation air warfare instructor
AWLS

AWLS /�e �d�b(ə)lju� �el �es/ noun an
amber coloured warning light required
by law to be fitted to all armoured vehi-

cles in Germany. Full form amber
warning light system
AWO

AWO /�ewəυ/ noun an officer on a
warship who coordinates the air battle.
Compare PWO
AWOL

AWOL /�ewɒl/ adverb away from a
military unit without permission � He’s
been AWOL for three days. Full form
absent without leave
axis

axis /��kss/ noun a real or imaginary
line on the ground used to indicate the
primary direction for a unit or sub-unit
which is deployed in a tactical forma-
tion � Our axis is the main road.
aye aye

aye aye /�a �a/ adverb a traditional
sailors’ expression, meaning ‘Yes, I will
carry out your instruction’
azimuth

azimuth /��zməθ/ noun US a direc-
tion in mils or degrees of an object on
the ground. � bearing
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B-1

B-1 /�bi� �w�n/ noun an American-de-
signed long-range strategic bomber air-
craft. Also called Lancer
B-2

B-2 /�bi� �tu�/ noun an American-de-
signed stealth bomber aircraft. Also
called Spirit
B-52

B-52 /�bi� �ffti �tu�/ noun an Ameri-
can-designed bomber aircraft (NOTE:
The plural form is B-52s /�bi� ffti
�tu�z/.)
BAA

BAA abbreviation brigade administra-
tion area
back-bearing

back-bearing /�b�k �beərŋ/ noun a
bearing from a reference point to your
own location. � triangulate

COMMENT: A back-bearing is calculat-
ed by taking a bearing from your loca-
tion to the reference point and then
adding that bearing to 180 degrees or
3,200 mils if the bearing is less than
that amount, or alternatively, by sub-
tracting 180 degrees or 3,200 mils
from the bearing if the bearing is
greater. Once you have calculated
two or more back-bearings from
known or probable reference points,
your exact location should be where
they all intersect on the map. Re-
member to apply the magnetic varia-
tion.

backblast

backblast /�b�kblɑ�st/ noun gasses
and heat released to the rear when a
rocket launcher is fired (which can in-
jure a person standing in their way)
Backfire

Backfire /�b�kfaə/ noun a NATO
name for a strategic variant of the Sovi-
et-designed TU-22 medium bomber air-
craft (Blinder)
backup

backup /�b�k�p/ noun an additional
assistance or resources available in the
event of difficulty or failure � B Compa-
ny can provide backup if necessary.

bacteriological warfare

bacteriological warfare
/�b�ktərəlɒd%kəl �wɔ�feə/ noun
same as biological warfare
badge

badge /b�d%/ noun insignia worn on a
uniform or displayed on a vehicle
badge of rank

badge of rank /�b�d% əv �r�ŋk/
noun an insignia showing the wearer’s
rank (e.g. bars, chevrons, stars, etc.)
Badger

Badger /�b�d%ə/ noun a NATO name
for the Soviet-designed TU-16 medium
bomber aircraft
bag

bag /b�(/ noun a soft container made
of paper, fabric or other material
bag charge

bag charge /�b�( tʃɑ�d%/ noun a fab-
ric bag containing propellant for an ar-
tillery or tank round
baggage

baggage /�b�(d%/ noun spare cloth-
ing and other personal effects packed up
for transportation � Each company was
allocated a lorry for baggage.
bagpipes

bagpipes /�b�(paps/ plural noun a
musical instrument, traditionally used
by Irish and Scottish regiments, and
also by some Indian and Arab regi-
ments. They are played by blowing air
into a bag and then pumping it through
a set of pipes.
balaclava

balaclava /�b�lə|�klɑ�və/, Balaclava
helmet /�b�lə |�klɑ�və �helmt/ noun a
warm woollen garment which covers
the head and neck, but leaves the face or
parts of the face free, and is therefore
sometimes used to conceal a person’s
identity � The gunman was wearing a
balaclava. � ski-mask
balanced task force

balanced task force /�b�lənst
�tɑ�sk �fɔ�s/ noun two tank companies
and two companies of mechanized in-
fantry
bale out

bale out /�bel �aυt/, bail out verb 1.
to escape from a damaged vehicle or
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aircraft � The pilot baled out. 2. to clear
water from a leaking boat � They used
their helmets to bale out.
ball

ball /bɔ�l/ noun 1. a spherical object
(normally used in sport) 2. standard bul-
lets for a rifle, machine-gun or pistol �

We need five thousand rounds of
5.56mm ball. � cannonball (NOTE: no
plural in this meaning)
ball-bearing

ball-bearing /�bɔ�l �beərŋ/ noun a
small solid metal ball used to reduce
friction in machinery
ballistic

ballistic /bə |�lstk/ adjective 1. relat-
ing to projectiles � We have received the
ballistic report on the shooting of Cor-
poral Jones. 2. moving by the force of
gravity
ballistic bomb

ballistic bomb /bə|�lstk �bɒm/ noun
a bomb which is simply dropped onto a
target by an aircraft. � general purpose
bomb, iron bomb
ballistic missile

ballistic missile /bə|�lstk �msal/
noun a guided missile which ends its
flight in a ballistic descent. � intercon-
tinental ballistic missile
ballistics

ballistics /bə|�lstks/ noun the sci-
ence of projectiles and firearms (NOTE:
takes a singular verb)
balloon

balloon /bə|�lu�n/ noun a large bag
filled with gas to make it rise in the air.
� barrage balloon
ban

ban /b�n/ noun a law which makes an
activity or object illegal � We want an
international ban on biological weap-
ons. � verb to make an activity or object
illegal � Many nations wish to ban the
use of anti-personnel mines.
band

band /b�nd/ noun 1. a group of musi-
cians � The band of the Coldstream
Guards played at the reception. 2. a
group of people who have organized
themselves for a specific purpose (usu-
ally criminal or paramilitary) � There
are several bands of rebels operating in
the area. 3. a strip of plastic, metal or
other material put around an object to
keep it together � He removed the bands
from the packing case. 4. a range of ra-
dio frequencies � Which bands are you
monitoring?
bandage

bandage /�b�ndd%/ noun a strip of
fabric used to bind a wound or other in-

jury � The nurse put a bandage round
his knee. � verb to apply a bandage �

She bandaged the wound.
bandit

bandit /�b�ndt/ noun 1. a robber
(usually a member of a gang) who oper-
ates in rural areas 2. an enemy aircraft
(air-force slang)
bandoleer

bandoleer /b�ndə|�lə/, bandolier
noun a belt which goes over one shoul-
der, designed to carry ammunition
bandsman

bandsman /�b�ndzmən/ noun a
member of a musical band (NOTE: The
plural form is bandsmen.)

COMMENT: Military bandsmen are
usually employed as stretcher-bear-
ers on the battlefield.

bang

bang /b�ŋ/ noun the noise made by an
explosion � We heard a loud bang.
Bangalore torpedo

Bangalore torpedo /�b�ŋ(əlɔ� tɔ�|

�pi�dəυ/ noun a device for clearing wire
entanglements, consisting of piping
filled with explosive, which is pushed
into the obstacle and then detonated
bank

bank /b�ŋk/ noun 1. an artificial
mound of earth used to enclose a field �
We took cover behind a bank. 2. the
margin of a river or lake � The far bank
of the river has been mined. 3. a place
where people can deposit or store mon-
ey � The bank has been robbed.
banner

banner /�b�nə/ noun 1. a ceremonial
flag 2. a piece of fabric attached to two
poles and bearing a written message �

The soldiers unfurled a banner showing
instructions in Arabic for the crowd to
disperse.
BAOR

BAOR abbreviation British Army of
the Rhine
baptism of fire

baptism of fire /�b�ptz(ə)m əv
�faə/ noun the first occasion of being
shot at � He received his baptism of fire
in Vietnam.
bar

bar /bɑ�/ noun 1. a rod of metal or
wood used as an obstruction � The win-
dow was protected with metal bars. 2.
something which is long, thin and rigid
(e.g. a bar of chocolate, bar of gold) 3. a
sandbank in a river or estuary � The
landing craft had to navigate between
sand bars. 4. a place where alcohol may
be bought and consumed 5. a badge of
rank for junior officers in the US Army
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(a single bar denotes lieutenant, while a
double bar denotes captain) � verb 1. to
obstruct � The road was barred by fall-
en trees. 2. to forbid an activity � Sol-
diers were barred from all the pubs in
the town.
barbed wire

barbed wire /�bɑ�bd �waə/ noun
wire with sharp spikes attached to it,
used as an obstacle
barbed-wire entanglement

barbed-wire entanglement
/�bɑ�bd �waə n|�t�ŋ(əlmənt/ noun an
obstacle to infantry made out of barbed
wire
barge

barge /bɑ�d%/ noun a long flat-bot-
tomed boat used for carrying freight
bar mine

bar mine /�bɑ� man/ noun a type of
anti-tank mine
barn

barn /bɑ�n/ noun a large farm building
(normally used for storage)
barrack dress

barrack dress /�b�rək dres/ noun
everyday uniform consisting of a sweat-
er and service-dress trousers
barracks

barracks /�b�rəks/ noun a non-oper-
ational military base
barrage

barrage /�b�rɑ�%/ noun 1. a concen-
trated artillery attack (usually lasting
for some time) � A barrage of mortar
fire was directed at the enemy positions.
2. a man-made barrier in a river or estu-
ary

COMMENT: In the literal sense of the
word, the purpose of an artillery bar-
rage is to prevent, or at least hinder
the movements of the enemy, rather
than to destroy his men, equipment
and positions. If the latter effect is de-
sired, then the word bombardment
would be more appropriate instead.

barrage balloon

barrage balloon /�b�rɑ�% bə |�lu�n/
noun a balloon which is secured to the
ground by a wire cable, and used as an
obstacle to low-flying aircraft
barrel

barrel /�b�rəl/ noun 1. the tube part of
a gun, down which the bullet or shell
slides when it is fired � He spent hours
cleaning the barrel of his rifle. 2. a large
cylindrical container � The bomb was
attached to a barrel of oil.
Barrett

Barrett /�b�rət/ noun an American .50
calibre sniper rifle. Also called M-82
barricade

barricade /�b�r|�ked/ noun an im-
provised obstacle or fortification � The

street was blocked by a barricade. �

verb to make an obstruction (with what-
ever materials happen to be available) �
We barricaded the door.
barrier

barrier /�b�riə/ noun an obstacle
which prevents forward movement �

There was a barrier across the road. �

The mountains form a natural barrier
between France and Spain.
barrow

barrow /�b�rəυ/ noun a huge man-
made mound of earth, marking the site
of an ancient grave
base

base /bes/ noun 1. a secure location
from which military operations can be
conducted � We have several bases in
that region. 2. a part on which an object
rests � He examined the base of the con-
tainer. � verb 1. to station a soldier at a
base � I was based in Germany. 2. to use
as a starting point for a calculation or
development process � The plan was
based on the belief that the enemy
would not fight. � This engineer vehicle
is based on the Chieftain tank.
base bleed

base bleed /�bes �bli�d/ noun a sys-
tem which increases the range of an ar-
tillery shell by means of a small gas
generator fitted to the base of the shell;
the generator expels gas at low pressure
to reduce drag caused by the vacuum
which forms at the base of the shell
while it is in flight. Abbr BB
baseline

baseline /�beslan/ noun an offensive
manoeuvre carried out under fire, in
which men or vehicles move forward
into extended line in order to engage the
enemy. Compare foothold line
basement

basement /�besmənt/ noun the part
of a building which lies below ground
level
baseplate

baseplate /�besplet/ noun the firing
platform of a mortar
basha

basha /�b�ʃə/ noun an improvised
shelter made from a poncho
basic load

basic load /�besk �ləυd/ noun the
usual amount of equipment that a sol-
dier must carry in his or her pack, or the
weight of this
basic training

basic training /�besk �trenŋ/
noun a period of training for new re-
cruits � He has just completed his basic
training.
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basket

basket /�bɑ�skt/ noun a device used
in air-to-air refuelling; the basket is a
receptacle fitted to the end of a fuel
pipe, into which an aircraft must insert
its refuelling probe in order to receive
fuel
batman

batman /�b�tmən/ noun a soldier who
cleans an officer’s kit. � orderly
baton

baton /�b�tɒn/ noun 1. a stick carried
as a mark of rank � A painting of the
Field Marshal with his marshal’s baton
hangs in the mess. 2. a stick made of
wood or other material for use as a
weapon � They carried riot shields and
batons.

‘…every soldier carries a marshal’s baton in his
rucksack’ [Napoleon]

baton round

baton round /�b�tɒn raυnd/ noun a
large projectile made of plastic or rub-
ber which is fired from a special gun
and is designed to knock a person over
but not to cause a serious injury. Also
called plastic bullet, rubber bullet
battalion

battalion /bə |�t�ljən/ noun a tactical
and administrative army grouping of
three or more companies or equivalent-
sized groupings. Abbr Bn

COMMENT: British tank and artillery
battalions are known as regiments,
as are battalion-sized units of certain
supporting arms (such as engineers).
American armoured cavalry battal-
ions are known as squadrons, al-
though normal armoured units use
the term battalion. In some contexts,
British infantry battalions traditionally
use the word regimental as an ad-
jective relating to the battalion: e.g.
Regimental Sergeant Major (RSM),
regimental aid post (RAP). A British
armoured brigade might consist of
two armoured or mechanized infantry
battalions and one armoured regi-
ment or, alternatively, two armoured
regiments and one infantry battalion,
with artillery and supporting arms. On
operations, these units are broken
down and combined into battle
groups. As an example, an ar-
moured infantry battle group might
consist of two infantry companies
and one squadron of tanks, which are
organized into two company and
squadron groups and a squadron
and company group under the com-
mand of the infantry battalion HQ.
The exact composition will vary ac-

cording to the tactical requirement at
the time. In the US Army, a battle
group is known as a task force, while
company and squadron groups and
squadron and company groups are
known as company teams.

battalion landing team

battalion landing team /bə|�t�ljən
�l�ndŋ �ti�m/ noun a US combined
arms grouping based on a marine infan-
try battalion, including artillery, ar-
moured reconnaissance, tanks and engi-
neers. Abbr BLT
batter

batter /�b�tə/ verb to cause damage or
injury by hitting repeatedly � Our
trenches were battered by the enemy ar-
tillery.
battery

battery /�b�t(ə)ri/ noun 1. a compa-
ny-sized artillery grouping with six or
more guns � We have been allocated
two batteries to support the attack.
Abbr Bty 2. a power source for portable
electrical equipment � This radio needs
a new battery.
battery kapitan

battery kapitan /�b�t(ə)ri
�k�pt�n/ noun full form of BK
battle

battle /�b�t(ə)l/ noun a prolonged en-
gagement between large numbers of op-
posing troops � During the tank battle,
several enemy tanks were put out of ac-
tion. � He served in the British Fleet at
the Battle of Jutland. � engagement,
firefight, skirmish

‘Next to a battle lost, the greatest misery is a
battle gained.’ [Wellington]

battle casualty replacement

battle casualty replacement
/�b�t(ə)l �k�%uəlti r|�plesmənt/ noun
a soldier who remains on stand-by in or-
der to take the place of a soldier who is
killed or wounded. Abbr BCR
battledress utilities

battledress utilities /�b�t(ə)ldres
ju�|�tltiz/ plural noun US full form of
BDU
battle fatigue

battle fatigue /�b�t(ə)l fə|�ti�(/ noun
mental and physical exhaustion result-
ing from a long period in battle. Also
called shell shock, post-traumatic
stress disorder
battlefield

battlefield /�b�t(ə)lfi�ld/ noun the
ground on which a battle is fought � The
dead and wounded were removed from
the battlefield.
battlefield interdiction

battlefield interdiction
/�b�t(ə)lfi�ld �ntə|�dkʃ(ə)n/ noun an
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interdiction against targets close to the
battle area
battle group

battle group /�b�t(ə)l �(ru�p/ noun
1. a combined arms grouping based on
an armoured regiment or infantry bat-
talion 2. a tactical grouping of warships
(NOTE: The US Army equivalent is task
force; the US Marine Corps equivalent
is battalion landing team (BLT).) �

abbr BG
COMMENT: As an example, an ar-
moured infantry battle group might
consist of two infantry companies
and one squadron of tanks, which are
organized into two company and
squadron groups and a squadron
and company group under the com-
mand of the infantry battalion HQ.
The exact composition will vary ac-
cording to the tactical requirement at
the time.

battle handover point

battle handover point /�b�t(ə)l
�h�ndəυvə �pɔnt/ noun a point, dur-
ing the passage of lines, where the pass-
ing unit takes over or, in the case of a
rearward passage of lines, hands over
responsibility for the battle. Abbr BHP
battle honour

battle honour /�b�t(ə)l �ɒnə/ noun
official recognition of a unit’s achieve-
ments or conduct during a battle, which
gives that unit the right to carry the
name of the battle on its colours
battle inoculation

battle inoculation /�b�t(ə)l  |�nɒkjυ|

�leʃ(ə)n/ noun the process of preparing
soldiers for battle by the use of live
rounds and simulated battle effects
battleship

battleship /�b�t(ə)lʃp/ noun a large
armoured warship, equipped with
heavy guns, which is used to destroy en-
emy warships and provide naval gunfire
support (NGS) to land forces
battle stations

battle stations /�b�t(ə)l �steʃ(ə)nz/
plural noun a state of readiness for bat-
tle � The brigade remained at battle sta-
tions for most of the night.
bay

bay /be/ noun 1. the part of a coastline
where the sea curves inland � They se-
lected a lonely bay for the landing. 2. a
space set aside for a specific purpose
bayonet

bayonet /�beənt/ noun a stabbing
blade attached to the muzzle of a rifle or
assault weapon � to charge bayonets to
level the bayonet at an enemy prior to
charging at him � verb to stab someone

with a bayonet � He was bayoneted to
death. (NOTE: bayoneting – bayonet-
ed)
bayonet charge

bayonet charge /�beənt tʃɑ�d%/
noun a charge with the intention of us-
ing the bayonet
bazooka

bazooka /bə|�zu�kə/ noun a hand-held
anti-tank rocket launcher
BB

BB abbreviation 1. battleship 2. base
bleed
BC

BC abbreviation battery commander
BCR

BCR abbreviation battle casualty re-
placement
BDA

BDA abbreviation battle-damage as-
sessment
Bde

Bde abbreviation brigade
Bdr

Bdr abbreviation bombardier
BDU

BDU /�bi� di� �ju�/ noun US a camou-
flage combat uniform � He was wear-
ing BDUs. Full form battledress utili-
ties (NOTE: The British English term is
DPM.)
beach

beach /bi�tʃ/ noun a strip of sand or
gravel at the edge of the sea, lake or riv-
er
beachhead

beachhead /�bi�tʃ|�hed/ noun a defen-
sive position established around the site
of a beach landing, which is used as a
secure base for subsequent operations
beach landing

beach landing /�bi�tʃ �l�ndŋ/ noun
the act of disembarking troops and ve-
hicles onto a beach
beach-master

beach-master /�bi�tʃ �mɑ�stə/ noun
an officer who controls the movement
of troops and vehicles during a beach
landing
beacon

beacon /�bi�kən/ noun 1. a bonfire or
light used as a signal or warning 2. a
lamp designed for use as a beacon 3. a
radio transmitter which acts as a guide
to shipping or aircraft 4. a hill tradition-
ally used for beacon fires
Bear

Bear /beə/ noun a NATO name for the
Soviet-designed TU-95 strategic bomb-
er aircraft
bearing

bearing /�beərŋ/ noun a direction, in
mils or degrees, of a feature on the
ground in relation to north � The church
is on a bearing of 1825 mils.
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bearskin

bearskin /�beəskn/, bearskin cap
noun a tall ceremonial headdress tradi-
tionally worn by guards infantry sol-
diers

COMMENT: The bearskin should never
be confused with the busby, which is
a similar but much shorter headdress
traditionally worn by cavalry soldiers.

beat

beat /bi�t/ verb 1. to hit something re-
peatedly � to beat someone up to injure
a person by repeated punching and
kicking � he was badly beaten up 2. to
win a victory over someone else �

We’ve been beaten. (NOTE: beating –
have beaten)
beaten zone

beaten zone /�bi�t(ə)n zəυn/ noun an
area of ground which is hit by the bul-
lets from an automatic weapon
B Echelon

B Echelon /�bi� �eʃəlɒn/ noun the ad-
ministrative elements of a tactical
grouping
B Echelon

beginning of morning nautical
twilight /b|�(nŋ əv �mɔ�nŋ
�nɔ�tk(ə)l �twalat/ noun full form of
BMNT
belt

belt /belt/ noun 1. a strip of leather,
webbing or other material, worn around
the waist and used to support a person’s
trousers or to carry equipment-pouches.
� Sam Browne 2. ammunition which is
linked together by metal clips or fas-
tened by loops to a strip of canvas, in or-
der to be fired by a machine-gun
belt-fed

belt-fed /�belt fed/ adjective designed
to fire belts of ammunition
beret

beret /�bere/ noun a soft peakless hat
bergen

bergen /�b$�(ən/ noun a large fabric
container suspended from a metal
frame, which is designed to be carried
on a person’s back. � pack, rucksack
berm

berm /b$�m/ noun an artificial bank of
earth or sand used as a barrier or fortifi-
cation

COMMENT: Berms were extensively
used by both the Iraqis and coalition
forces during the Gulf War of 1991.

besiege

besiege /b|�si�d%/ verb to surround an
enemy town or fortress with troops in
order to prevent anyone entering or
leaving, with the ultimate intention of
capturing the place. � invest

COMMENT: Besiege is not normally
used in modern military English; it

has now been largely replaced by the
verb invest.

Betalight

Betalight /�bi�tə|�lat/ trademark a
trademark for a tiny hand-held appara-
tus, containing a luminous substance
which gives off a very weak light and is
therefore suitable for map-reading or
signalling when you are close to the en-
emy
betray

betray /b|�tre/ verb 1. to reveal a se-
cret � We were betrayed by the villag-
ers. 2. to abuse someone’s trust � The
general betrayed his men by agreeing to
surrender.
betrayal

betrayal /b|�treəl/ noun an act of be-
traying. � treachery
beyond

beyond /b|�jɒnd/ adverb on the far
side of something � The enemy position
is 100 metres beyond that line of trees.
beyond visual range

beyond visual range /b|�jɒnd
�v%υəl �rend%/ adjective, adverb full
form of BVR
BFA

BFA abbreviation blank-firing attach-
ment
BFV

BFV /�bi� ef �vi�/ noun an M2 Bradley
infantry fighting vehicle. Full form Bra-
dley fighting vehicle. Compare CFV
BG

BG abbreviation battle group
BHP

BHP abbreviation battle handover
point
bid

bid /bd/ noun a formal request for
something � You must submit your am-
munition bids at least 24 hours in ad-
vance. � verb to make a formal request
for something � I will bid for two places
on the next anti-tank course. (NOTE:
bidding – bid – have bid)
billet

billet /�blt/ noun a place (usually a ci-
vilian home) where a soldier is accom-
modated � He went back to his billet. �

verb to arrange accommodation for a
soldier � We were billeted on the local
priest. (NOTE: billeting – billeted)
bind

bind /band/ verb to fasten around
something � The containers were bound
with metal strips. (NOTE: binding –
bound)
binoculars

binoculars /b|�nɒkjυləz/ plural noun
optical instrument with a lens for each
eye, designed for looking at distant ob-
jects. � field-glasses, telescope
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binos

binos /�banəυz/ plural noun binocu-
lars � I lost my binos during the attack.
biological

biological /�baə|�lɒd%k(ə)l/ adjec-
tive relating to biology or living organ-
isms
biological warfare

biological warfare /�baəlɒd%k(ə)l
�wɔ�feə/ noun the use of disease as a
weapon
biological weapon

biological weapon /�baəlɒd%k(ə)l
�wepən/ noun a disease such as anthrax,
developed for use as a weapon

COMMENT: Biological weapons are
unstable, difficult to deliver with any
precision and impossible to control
once they are delivered. Further-
more, anyone contemplating the use
of such weapons can expect retalia-
tion in its severest form.

bioterrorism

bioterrorism /�baəυ |�terərz(ə)m/
noun terrorist acts involving the use of
biological or chemical weapons
bioterrorist

bioterrorist /�baəυ|�terətst/ noun
someone involved in bioterrorism
bioweapon

bioweapon /�baəυ|�wepən/ noun a
biological weapon
bipod

bipod /�bapɒd/ noun a two-legged
stand designed to support a weapon or
other piece of equipment
bird-strike

bird-strike /�b$�d strak/ noun a col-
lision between a bird and an aircraft �

The crash was caused by bird-strike.
Birthday Parade

Birthday Parade /�b$�θde pə |�red/
noun a ceremonial parade held by the
Household Troops in London on the of-
ficial birthday of the Monarch, during
which a battalion from the Brigade of
Guards troops its colour

COMMENT: This ceremony is more
popularly known as ‘Trooping the
Colour’.

bivouac

bivouac /�bvu�k/ noun 1. an impro-
vised shelter 2. a campsite of impro-
vised shelters � verb to sleep outside
without proper tents � They bivouacked
in the corner of a field. (NOTE: bivou-
acking – bivouacked)
bivvy

bivvy /�bvi/ noun a bivouac (informal )
bivvy bag

bivvy bag /�bvi b�(/ noun a water-
proof sleeping-bag cover. � kitbag,
sleeping-bag

BK

BK /�bi� �ke/ noun a second in com-
mand of a battery � The BK has been
killed. Full form battery kapitan
BL-755

BL-755 /�bi� el �sev(ə)n fav �fav/
noun a British-designed cluster bomb
black

black /bl�k/ � go black US to exhaust
your ammunition � our recon platoon
has gone black
Blackbird

Blackbird /�bl�kb$�d/ noun � SR-71
Blackhawk

Blackhawk /�bl�khɔ�k/ noun an
American-designed UH-60 utili-
ty/transport helicopter
Blackjack

Blackjack /�bl�kd%�k/ noun a NATO
name for the Soviet-designed TU-160
strategic bomber aircraft
black market

black market /�bl�k �mɑ�kt/ noun
an illicit trade in articles which are ille-
gal, rationed or difficult to obtain, usu-
ally at a considerable profit � Respira-
tors and NBC suits are fetching very
high prices on the black market.
blackout

blackout /�bl�kaυt/ noun measures
designed to ensure that no lights are
showing after dark � All units must ob-
serve the blackout.
bladder

bladder /�bl�də/ noun a huge inflata-
ble rubber container, which is used to
store fuel or water at a POL or water
point
blank

blank /bl�ŋk/, blank round /�bl�ŋk
�raυnd/ noun training ammunition,
consisting of the propellant but no pro-
jectile, which is designed to simulate
the firing of a weapon � We will need
5000 rounds of 7.62mm blank. � They
were firing blanks. Compare live, live
round
blank-firing attachment

blank-firing attachment /�bl�ŋk
�faərŋ ə|�t�tʃmənt/ noun a device fit-
ted to an automatic or semi-automatic
weapon to enable it to operate with
blank rounds. Abbr BFA
blast

blast /blɑ�st/ noun 1. a wave of heat
and gasses released by an explosion,
and the debris carried by it � The blast
broke all the windows in the vicinity. 2.
an explosion � Several people were
killed in the blast. � verb to use explo-
sives � We will have to blast a way
through.
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blast mine

blast mine /�blɑ�st man/ noun a type
of landmine, which is detonated when it
is stepped on
blastwall

blastwall /�blɑ�stwɔ�l/ noun a wall
which is designed to withstand the force
of a bomb blast
bleed

bleed /bli�d/ verb to lose blood � The
wound is bleeding badly. (NOTE: bleed-
ing – bled)
blend

blend /blend/ verb to mix together � to
blend in to look the same as everyone
or everything else � Camouflage ena-
bles the soldiers to blend in with the
woodland.
blind

blind /bland/ adjective unable to see �
noun 1. US a camouflaged screen de-
signed to conceal a soldier or piece of
equipment � They erected a blind in
front of the tank. 2. a missile, shell or
other projectile which has been fired but
has failed to explode � The last shell
was a blind. � verb to make someone
blind, either temporarily or permanent-
ly � He was blinded by a piece of shrap-
nel.
Blinder

Blinder /�blandə/ noun a NATO name
for the TU-22 medium bomber aircraft
blindfold

blindfold /�blandfəυld/ noun a piece
of fabric tied over a person’s eyes or
head so that he cannot see � They used
a sandbag as a blindfold. � verb to tie a
blindfold on someone � He was blind-
folded.
blinding agent

blinding agent /�blandŋ �ed%ənt/
noun a chemical agent designed to
make people blind
blind spot

blind spot /�bland �spɒt/ noun 1. a
location which cannot be observed 2. a
location in which it is impossible to
send or receive radio transmissions
blister

blister /�blstə/ noun a liquid-filled
swelling on the skin caused by a burn,
friction or chemical agent
blister agent

blister agent /�blstə �ed%ənt/ noun
a chemical designed to cause severe
blisters
blitzkrieg

blitzkrieg /�bltskri�(/ noun an offen-
sive operation making maximum use of
firepower, manoeuvre warfare and all-
arms cooperation � The enemy favour
blitzkrieg tactics.

blivet

blivet /�blvt/ noun an inflatable rub-
ber container, which is used to store fuel
blizzard

blizzard /�blzəd/ noun a combination
of heavy snow and strong wind
blob

blob /blɒb/ noun a tactical infantry for-
mation, in the form of a rough circle �

They moved through the scrub in blob
formation.
bloc

bloc /blɒk/ noun a group of nations
which share a common purpose
block

block /blɒk/ noun 1. an obstruction. �

roadblock 2. a solid piece of hard ma-
terial � a block of wood � verb to ob-
struct � The road is blocked by fallen
trees.
blockade

blockade /blɒ|�ked/ noun an obstruc-
tion of another country’s coastline or
borders in order to prevent the move-
ment of goods and supplies � Only two
ships managed to get through the block-
ade. � verb to carry out a blockade �

The enemy is blockading our entire
coast.
blockade runner

blockade runner /blɒ|�ked �r�nə/
noun a ship, vehicle or person who tries
to enter or exit a blockaded country
blockhouse

blockhouse /�blɒkhaυs/ noun a forti-
fied structure � Lines of concrete block-
houses were built along the Atlantic
coast. � bunker
blood

blood /bl�d/ noun the red liquid in the
body
blood agent

blood agent /�bl�d �ed%ənt/ noun a
chemical designed to deprive the body
of oxygen
blood bank

blood bank /�bl�d b�ŋk/ noun a
building or vehicle where blood for
transfusion is stored
bloodbath

bloodbath /�bl�dbɑ�θ/ noun a massa-
cre, the killing of large numbers of peo-
ple
blood donor

blood donor /�bl�d �dəυnə/ noun
someone who gives blood for blood
transfusions
blood group

blood group /�bl�d (ru�p/ noun a
type of blood (e.g. A, B, O, AB)
bloodless coup

bloodless coup /�bl�dləs �ku�/ noun
a seizure of power achieved without
bloodshed � The army took over after a
bloodless coup in 1994.
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bloodshed

bloodshed /�bl�dʃed/ noun an action
which results in physical injury or death
� The mission was achieved without
bloodshed.
bloodthirsty

bloodthirsty /�bl�dθ$�sti/ adjective
eager to kill � The Gurkhas have the
reputation of being bloodthirsty fear-
less soldiers.
blood transfusion

blood transfusion /�bl�d tr�ns|

�fju�%(ə)n/ noun an injection of blood,
taken from a blood donor and put into
the vein of another person
blood vessel

blood vessel /�bl�d �ves(ə)l/ noun a
vein, artery or capillary carrying blood
around the body
blow

blow /bləυ/ verb to destroy with explo-
sives � The bridge has been blown.
(NOTE: blowing – blew – have blown)
Blowpipe

Blowpipe /�bləυpap/ noun a British-
designed hand-held optically tracked
surface-to-air missile (SAM)
blow up

blow up /�bləυ ��p/ verb 1. to destroy
something with explosives � They blew
up the fuel dump. � The railway track
has been blown up in several places. 2.
to explode � The tank blew up.
BLT

BLT /�bi� el �ti�/ noun US a combined
arms grouping based on a marine infan-
try battalion, including artillery, ar-
moured reconnaissance, tanks and engi-
neers. Full form battalion landing
team (NOTE: The US Army equivalent is
task force (TF).)
BLU-82

BLU-82 /�bi� el ju� �eti �tu�/ noun a
bomb which explodes just above
ground level and is mainly designed to
clear trees and vegetation for a helicop-
ter landing zone. Also called daisy-cut-
ter
blue

blue /blu�/ noun � blue forces friendly
forces

COMMENT: The positions of friendly
forces are usually marked on a map
in blue, while those of the enemy are
marked in red.

Blue Berets

Blue Berets /�blu� �berez/ plural
noun soldiers of a United Nations force.
Compare Green Berets, red berets
blue on blue

blue on blue /�blu� ɒn �blu�/ noun
same as friendly fire
bluey

bluey /�blu�/ noun an air-mail letter �

He was writing a bluey.

bluff

bluff /bl�f/ noun 1. US a steep, almost
vertical slope (usually above a stream or
river) � The enemy is dug in on the
bluffs above the town. 2. an attempt to
deceive � The enemy withdrawal is just
a bluff. � verb to attempt to deceive �

The enemy is trying to bluff us into
thinking that he is going to withdraw.
BMD

BMD /�bi� em �di�/ noun a Soviet air-
portable infantry fighting vehicle (IFV)
BMNT

BMNT /�bi� em en �ti�/ noun US first
light. Full form beginning of morning
nautical twilight
BMP

BMP /�bi� em �pi�/ noun a Soviet series
of infantry fighting vehicles (IFVs)
BMP-1

BMP-1 /�bi� em pi� �w�n/ noun a
1960s-era IFV
BMP-2

BMP-2 /�bi� em pi� �tu�/ noun a 1980s-
era IFV
BMP-3

BMP-3 /�bi� em pi� �θri�/ noun a
1990s-era IFV
Bn

Bn abbreviation battalion
board

board /bɔ�d/ verb to attack and climb
onto a ship � The enemy boarded our
ship during cover of darkness. � on
board on or onto a boat, ship or aircraft
� The Admiral is spending the night on
board HMS Ardent. � aboard
boarding party

boarding party /�bɔ�dŋ �pɑ�t/ noun
a group of marines, sailors, etc., who at-
tack and board a ship
boat people

boat people /�bəυt �pi�pəl/ plural
noun political refugees who try to es-
cape from an oppressive regime by sea
boatswain

boatswain /�bəυsən/, bosun
/�bəυs(ə)n/ noun an officer or petty of-
ficer in charge of equipment and the
crew
boatswain’s chair

boatswain’s chair /�bəυsənz tʃeə/
noun a seat suspended by ropes for
work on the side of a ship
boatswain’s pipe

boatswain’s pipe /�bəυsənz pap/
noun a metal whistle traditionally used
by the boatswain for signalling and sa-
lutes
body armour

body armour /�bɒdi �ɑ�mə/ noun a
vest fitted with panels of synthetic ma-
terial (e.g. Kevlar) designed to protect a
soldier from shrapnel and low-velocity
bullets. � bulletproof vest, flak jacket
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body bag

body bag /�bɒdi �b�(/ noun a strong
waterproof bag designed for transport-
ing a dead body
body count

body count /�bɒdi �kaυnt/ noun 1. a
check to ensure that all the members of
a sub-unit are present � He took a quick
body-count before moving on. 2. US the
number of enemy killed � This compa-
ny has the highest body count in the bat-
talion.
bodyguard

bodyguard /�bɒdi(ɑ�d/ noun a per-
son or group assigned to guard a digni-
tary or other important person � The
general’s bodyguard was killed in the
attack.
body temperature

body temperature /�bɒdi
�temprtʃə/ noun the temperature in-
side the body, which is used as an indi-
cator of someone’s state of health. The
normal body temperature or a healthy
human being is 37°C or 98.6°F.
Bofors

Bofors /�bəυfəz/ noun a Swedish-de-
signed light anti-aircraft gun
bog

bog /bɒ(/ noun an area of permanently
wet ground
bogey

bogey /�bəυ(i/ noun an enemy fighter
aircraft (slang) � Watch out! There’s a
bogey on your tail! � bandit
bolt

bolt /bəυlt/ noun part of the firing
mechanism of a firearm, consisting of a
movable metal block which houses the
firing pin and which is used to push a
round into the breech and then seal in
the gases which are released when the
round is fired
bolt-action rifle

bolt-action rifle /�bəυlt ��kʃən
�raf(ə)l/ noun a rifle where the bolt
must be operated by hand for each
round (as opposed to a semi-automatic
rifle) � Most of the rebels are armed
with bolt-action rifles.
bomb

bomb /bɒm/ noun an explosive device
used as a weapon, consisting of a strong
metal container containing explosive
material together with a priming device
� They dropped two tons of bombs on
the castle. � Terrorists placed bombs in
the city centre. � verb to attack with
bombs � The base has been bombed
twice in the past two days. � Enemy air-
craft bombed our positions. � to bomb

up to resupply a fighting vehicle or air-
craft with ammunition
bomb-aimer

bomb-aimer /�bɒm �emə/ noun a
member of an aircrew responsible for
the aiming and release of bombs
bombard

bombard /bɒm |�bɑ�d/ verb to attack
with artillery � The enemy started to
bombard our positions. � shell
bombardier

bombardier /bɒmbə |�di�ə/ noun 1. a
corporal in the artillery 2. US the bomb-
aimer in an aircraft � abbr Bdr
bombardment

bombardment /bɒm |�bɑ�dmənt/
noun artillery attack (usually lasting
some time) � adjective US referring to
bomber aircraft � 34th Bombardment
Squadron
bomb bay

bomb bay /�bɒm be/ noun a com-
partment in an aircraft used to hold
bombs
bomb disposal

bomb disposal /�bɒm d|�spəυz(ə)l/
noun the disarming and safe destruction
of unexploded bombs
bomb-disposal unit

bomb-disposal unit /�bɒm ds|

�pəozəl �ju�nt/ noun a small group of
soldiers trained to make unexploded
bombs safe
bomber

bomber /�bɒmə/ noun 1. a large air-
craft designed to drop bombs 2. a per-
son who takes part in a bomb attack �

Two of the bombers have been arrested.
bombing

bombing /�bɒmŋ/ noun an action of
dropping bombs on a target � The
bomber squadron undertook several
bombing raids on enemy positions. �
toss-bombing an attack where bombs
are released as the aircraft is making a
shallow climb at high speed; the bombs’
trajectories then carry them forward a
considerable distance before they hit
the ground, making it unnecessary for
the aircraft to pass directly over its tar-
get
bomblet

bomblet /�bɒmlət/ noun a small bomb
released in mid-air by a cluster bomb or
missile
bomb sight

bomb sight /�bɒm sat/ noun an opti-
cal instrument in an aircraft for the aim-
ing of bombs
bomb site

bomb site /�bɒm sat/ noun an area
where buildings have been destroyed by
bombs
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bomb squad

bomb squad /�bɒm skwɒd/ noun a
bomb-disposal unit
bonnet

bonnet /�bɒnt/ noun 1. a Scottish
military head-dress � Some Scottish
regiments wear tartan flashes on their
bonnets. 2. a hinged cover for the en-
gine compartment of a car or lorry
booby trap

booby trap /�bu�bi �tr�p/ noun a hid-
den or harmless-looking device (often
explosive) designed to kill or injure an-
yone who touches it
booby-trap

booby-trap /�bu�bi �tr�p/ verb to set
a booby trap (in a house, under a car,
etc.) � Most of the houses had been boo-
by-trapped.
boom

boom /bu�m/ noun 1. a floating barrier
� There was a boom across the entrance
to the harbour. 2. a refuelling-probe on
an aircraft
boot

boot /bu�t/ noun 1. a strong item of
footwear reaching above the ankle 2. a
special compartment, usually at the
back of a car or similar vehicle, for car-
rying luggage and tools
boot camp

boot camp /�bu�t k�mp/ noun US an
army training establishment for new re-
cruits (usually with a particularly harsh
regime) (informal )
Bora

Bora /�bɔ�rə/ noun a strong cold wind
which blows in the Balkans
border

border /�bɔ�də/ noun a frontier be-
tween two countries � Two tank divi-
sions crossed the border.
border patrol

border patrol /�bɔ�də pə |�trəυl/ noun
a patrol sent out to prevent or provide
warning of border incursions
bore

bore /bɔ�/ noun a measurement across
the inside of a tube, such as the barrel of
a gun. � smallbore
boresight

boresight /�bɔ�sat/ noun a device
which is inserted into the barrel of a
weapon and then aligned on an aiming
mark, so that the weapon’s sighting sys-
tems can also be aligned on the same
mark � verb to adjust the sights of a
weapon using a boresight

COMMENT: Boresighting is only a
very rudimentary method of aligning
the sights of a weapon. To ensure ac-
curacy, you need to zero the weap-
on.

bosun

bosun /�bəυs(ə)n/ � boatswain

botulism

botulism /�bɒtjʃυlz(ə)m/ noun a fa-
tal disease, which is normally associat-
ed with food poisoning

COMMENT: Caused by a bacillus,
Clostridium botulinum, symptoms in-
clude paralysis of the muscles, vom-
iting, hallucinations and death. Some
nations are known to have developed
botulism as a biological weapon.

bound

bound /baυnd/ noun 1. a single move-
ment made by a person, sub-unit or ve-
hicle, usually from fire position to fire
position or from cover to cover � The
troop moved in bounds, with one tank
covering while the other two were mov-
ing. 2. a limit � in bounds where one is
allowed to go � That pub is in-bounds to
troops. � out of bounds (OOB) where
one is not allowed to go � That pub is
out of bounds to troops.
boundary

boundary /�baυnd(ə)ri/ noun a real or
imaginary line which marks the limits
of a grouping’s area of responsibility �

That road is the brigade boundary. �

Our mission is to destroy the enemy
within boundaries.
bow

bow /baυ/, bows noun the front end of
a ship � a shot across the bows a shot
fired in front of a ship as a warning.
Compare stern
bowser

bowser /�baυzə/ noun a cylindrical
container mounted on a trailer, designed
to carry fuel or water
box

box /bɒks/ noun 1. a square or rectan-
gular container � They used ammunition
boxes to strengthen the position. 2. a
tactical vehicle formation, in the form
of a square or rectangle � We usually as-
sault in box formation.
BQMS

BQMS abbreviation battery quarter-
master sergeant
brace

brace /bres/ verb to prepare yourself
for a crash or shock (usually by holding
tightly onto something) � Brace!
Brace! Brace! a verbal warning given
when an aircraft is about to crash or
when a ship is about to be hit by a mis-
sile or torpedo
bracken

bracken /�br�kən/ noun a plant with
feather-like leaves, which grows exten-
sively in woodland and heathland
bracket

bracket /�br�kt/ verb to correct artil-
lery or mortar fire so that each adjusting
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round lands on the opposite side of the
target to the last round, until the target is
hit � He realized that his position was
being bracketed.
brackish

brackish /�br�kʃ/ adjective (of
water ) unsuitable for drinking due to a
high mineral content
Bradley

Bradley /�br�dli/ noun an American-
designed 1980s-era infantry fighting
vehicle (M2 or M3)

COMMENT: The M2 is designed to car-
ry a squad of infantry, while the M3 is
an armoured cavalry fighting vehicle
carrying additional armament and
equipment instead.

bramble

bramble /�br�mbəl/ noun a common
name for the plant of the wild blackber-
ry, which grows as a thick thorny bush �
It was impossible to get through the
brambles.
branch insignia

branch insignia /�brɑ�ntʃ n|�s(niə/
noun US insignia which show which
branch of the armed services a soldier
serves in
branch of service

branch of service /�brɑ�ntʃ əv
�s$�vs/ noun US the section of the
armed forces, e.g. the army, navy, air
force or marines, in which a person
serves
brave

brave /brev/ adjective full of courage,
able to control fear � It was brave of him
to try to cross the street in front of the
enemy positions. � courageous
bravery

bravery /�brevəri/ noun the ability to
control fear. � courage
Bravo

Bravo /�brɑ�vəυ/ noun the second let-
ter of the phonetic alphabet (Bb)
BRDM

BRDM /�bi� ɑ� di� �em/ noun a Soviet
series of wheeled reconnaissance vehi-
cles
BRDM-2

BRDM-2 /�bi� ɑ� di� em �tu�/ noun a
late 1960s-era recce vehicle
BRDM-3

BRDM-3 /�bi� ɑ� di� em �θri�/ noun a
late 1970s-era recce vehicle armed with
ATGM
breach

breach /bri�tʃ/ noun a point at which
the enemy’s line of defence is penetrat-
ed � The infantry poured through the
breach in the enemy’s defences. � verb
to break through an enemy’s line of de-
fence � After a heavy bombardment,

they were still not able to breach the en-
emy’s defences.
break

break /brek/ noun 1. a place where
something is broken � His leg had a
clean break just above the ankle. 2. a
period of rest taken during an activity �
After two hours, we had a short break. �
verb 1. to cause damage to something �
He broke the window. � He broke his
leg. 2. to stop being in a close group �

The enemy has broken. 3. to stop an ac-
tivity (usually for a short period) � They
broke for lunch. 4. � to break contact
to stop fighting with the enemy and
withdraw. � disengage � to break cov-
er to come out into the open
breakage

breakage /�brekd%/ noun a dam-
aged object � Soldiers have to pay for
their breakages.
break down

break down /�brek �daυn/ verb 1. to
suffer from a physical and mental col-
lapse as a result of stress (used of peo-
ple) � He has broken down completely.
2. to stop working because of a mal-
function (used of machinery) � Three of
our tanks have broken down. 3. to di-
vide into separate components � A pla-
toon can be broken down into sections.
breakdown

breakdown /�brekdaυn/ noun 1. a
mechanical failure � a breakdown in
communications with headquarters 2.
physical and mental collapse � After
three months on the front line he suf-
fered a breakdown. 3. an analysis of an
organization � I want a complete break-
down of the enemy force.
break in

break in /�brek �n/ verb to use force
to enter a building or vehicle
break out

break out /�brek �aυt/ verb 1. to hap-
pen � Fighting broke out along the front
line. 2. to fight your way out of an encir-
clement � They were encircled but man-
aged to break out without much loss of
life.
break through

break through /�brek �θru�/ verb to
fight your way through a main line of
defence � The enemy have broken
through near Minden.
breakthrough

breakthrough /�brekθru�/ noun an
act of fighting your way through a main
line of defence � The enemy have made
a breakthrough near Minden.
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break up

break up /�brek ��p/ verb 1. to come
apart, to fall to pieces � The aircraft
broke up in mid-air. 2. to disperse � The
demonstration broke up when baton
rounds were fired. � Troops were sent in
to break up the demonstration.
breastwork

breastwork /�brestw$�k/ noun a low
field fortification constructed from
earth, rocks, timber, etc.
breech

breech /bri�tʃ/ noun the rear part of a
gun’s barrel, into which a round is
placed in order to be fired
Bren gun

Bren gun /�bren �(�n/ noun a type of
light machine-gun

COMMENT: The Bren was designed in
Czechoslovakia and developed in
Great Britain prior to World War II. It
is still in use in many armies, includ-
ing the British Army.

brevet

brevet /�brevt/ noun a commission
which entitles an officer to take a higher
rank without the appropriate pay � He
was a brevet lieutenant-colonel. � verb
to confer a brevet rank on someone � He
was breveted as a major. (NOTE: brevet-
ing – breveted)

COMMENT: Brevet ranks are usually
only conferred in wartime and are
seen as temporary appointments.

brew

brew /bru�/ noun a cup of tea or coffee
� They stopped for a brew. � verb 1. to
make beer 2. to make tea
brew up

brew up /�bru� ��p/ verb 1. to make a
hot drink 2. to catch fire (used of vehi-
cles)
brick

brick /brk/ noun a team of four men,
forming part of a multiple � Cpl Smith’s
brick captured the gunman. � multiple
bridge

bridge /brd%/ noun 1. a structure built
to carry a road or railway over a river,
road or railway 2. the control centre of
a ship � verb to make a bridge over
something � The enemy have bridged
the river.
bridgehead

bridgehead /�brd%hed/ noun a de-
fensive position established on the ene-
my side of a river or other obstacle,
which is used as a secure base for sub-
sequent operations
bridgelayer

bridgelayer /�brd%leə/ noun a vehi-
cle which carries and lays a portable
bridge

brief

brief /bri�f/ noun 1. orders or instruc-
tions � That is not part of our brief. 2. a
detailed summary or explanation � We
received a brief on the enemy’s organi-
zation. � verb 1. to give orders or in-
structions � He briefed his platoon for
the attack. 2. to explain a situation in
detail � He briefed the brigadier on the
tactical situation. Compare debrief
briefing

briefing /�bri�fŋ/ noun 1. orders or in-
structions � We all assembled for the
daily briefing. 2. a detailed explanation
or summary � The press officer gave a
briefing on the current situation to re-
porters. 3. a meeting where a briefing is
given. Compare debriefing
briefing room

briefing room /�bri�fŋ ru�m/ noun a
room where briefing and debriefing
take place
brig

brig /br(/ noun US a military prison
(especially on a warship)
Brig

Brig abbreviation brigadier
brigade

brigade /br|�(ed/ noun a tactical
army grouping of two or more battal-
ions or regiments. Abbr Bde

COMMENT: A British armoured brigade
might consist of two armoured or
mechanized infantry battalions and
one armoured regiment or, alterna-
tively, two armoured regiments and
one infantry battalion, plus artillery
and supporting arms. On operations,
these units are broken down and
combined into battle groups. As an
example, an armoured infantry battle
group might consist of two infantry
companies and one squadron of
tanks, which are organized into two
company and squadron groups
and a squadron and company
group under the command of the in-
fantry battalion HQ. The exact com-
position will vary according to the tac-
tical requirement at the time. An air-
portable infantry brigade might con-
sist of three infantry battalions plus
artillery and supporting arms. In the
US Army, a battle group is known as
a task force, while company and
squadron groups and squadron
and company groups are known as
company teams.

brigade administration area

brigade administration area /br|

�(ed əd |�mn|�streʃ(ə)n �eəriə/ noun
an operational location for the logistical
elements of a brigade. Abbr BAA
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brigade commander

brigade commander /br|�(ed kə|

�mɑ�ndə/ noun an officer who is in
command of a brigade
brigade major

brigade major /br|�(ed �med%ə/
noun the chief of staff of a brigade
Brigade of Guards

Brigade of Guards /br|�(ed əv
�(ɑ�dz/ noun the five guards infantry
regiments of the British Army (Grena-
dier Guards, Coldstream Guards, Scots
Guards, Irish Guards and Welsh
Guards)
brigadier

brigadier /�br(ə |�də/ noun a senior
officer in the army or marines (usually
in command of brigade). Abbr Brig
brigadier general

brigadier general /�br(ədə
�d%en(ə)rəl/ noun US a senior officer in
the army, marines or air force (junior to
a major general and senior to a colonel,
usually in command of a brigade)
BRITFOR

BRITFOR abbreviation British Force
British

British /�brtʃ/ adjective relating to
Great Britain (GB) (NOTE: Great Britain
is formed of England, Scotland and
Wales, and with Northern Ireland forms
the United Kingdom (UK).) � British
Army of the Rhine (BAOR) obsolete
title for British ground forces stationed
in Germany
British Army of the Rhine

British Army of the Rhine /�brtʃ
�ɑ�mi əv ðə �rn/ noun an obsolete title
for British ground forces stationed in
Germany. Abbr BAOR
brook

brook /brυk/ noun a small stream
BSM

BSM abbreviation battery sergeant ma-
jor
BTR

BTR /�bi� ti� �ɑ�/ noun a Soviet series of
wheeled armoured personnel carriers
(APCs)
BTR-60

BTR-60 noun a 1960s-era APC
BTR-80

BTR-80 noun a 1980s-era APC
BTR-90

BTR-90 noun a 1990s-era APC
Bty

Bty abbreviation battery
bubonic plague

bubonic plague /bju� |�bɒnk �ple(/
noun same as plague
buckshee

buckshee /�b�kʃi�/ adjective spare
(and usually acquired unofficially or il-
legally) (slang) � I’ve got a buckshee
sleeping-bag.
buddy

buddy /�b�di/ noun US a comrade
(informal )

buddy-buddy system

buddy-buddy system /�b�di �b�di
�sstəm/ noun a philosophy where com-
rades look after each other’s welfare
and protect each other in battle
buffer zone

buffer zone /�b�fə �zəυn/ noun a des-
ignated area between two groupings,
which neither grouping can enter but in
which enemy can be engaged by either
grouping (designed to avoid fratricide
between the two groupings)
bugle

bugle /�bju�((ə)l/ noun a musical in-
strument, similar to a trumpet, tradi-
tionally used to send signals or instruc-
tions in the form of music
bugler

bugler /�bju�(lə/ noun a person who
plays the bugle
bug out

bug out /�b�( �aυt/ verb to abandon a
position or location in a hurry (informal)
built-up

built-up /�blt ��p/ adjective covered
by buildings (i.e. cities, towns and other
urban areas) � We will have to move
through a large built-up area.
bull

bull /bυl/ noun the cleaning and polish-
ing of kit � The RSM expects plenty of
bull for this parade. � verb to polish
boots � He was bulling his boots.
bulldozer

bulldozer /�bυldəυzə/ noun a tracked
vehicle designed to push obstructions
out of the way
bullet

bullet /�bυlt/ noun a projectile fired
by a pistol, rifle or machine-gun
bulleted blank

bulleted blank /�bυltd �bl�ŋk/
noun a blank round designed for use
with some automatic or semi-automatic
weapons, containing a projectile which
disintegrates upon leaving the muzzle
of the weapon
bulletproof

bulletproof /�bυltpru�f/ adjective
designed to prevent penetration by bul-
lets
bulletproof vest

bulletproof vest /�bυltpru�f �vest/
noun a vest fitted with panels of syn-
thetic material (e.g. Kevlar) designed to
protect a soldier from shrapnel and low-
velocity bullets. � body armour, flak
jacket
bumf

bumf /b�mf/ noun written instruc-
tions, briefings, reports, etc. (slang) � I
haven’t had time to read all the bumf
yet.
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bunch

bunch /b�ntʃ/ verb to stand or move
in close proximity to each other, thus
presenting a good target for machine-
guns and artillery (used of a group of
soldiers or vehicles) � Don’t bunch!
Keep spread out!
Bundeswehr

Bundeswehr /�bυndəsveə/ noun the
German armed forces � The crossings
are being held by units of the Bun-
deswehr.
bungee

bungee /�b�nd%i�/ noun an elasticated
cord used as a fastening
bunker

bunker /�b�ŋkə/ noun 1. a shelter with
reinforced sides and a roof, designed to
withstand artillery and small-arms fire
2. a reinforced underground shelter
used for storage (especially of ammuni-
tion)
bunker buster

bunker buster /�b�ŋkə �b�stə/ noun
a powerful bomb which is designed to
penetrate a reinforced target and ex-
plode
burial detail

burial detail /�berəl �di�tel/ noun a
detachment of soldiers assigned to bury
the dead
burlap

burlap /�b$�l�p/ noun US a coarse
fabric used as camouflage or to make
sandbags (NOTE: The British English
term is hessian.)
burn

burn /b$�n/ noun an injury caused by
fire, heat, radiation, chemical action,
electricity, or friction, resulting in red-
ness and blistering of the skin and often
causing damage to underlying tissues �

verb 1. to damage or destroy something
by fire � The village had been burnt to
the ground. (NOTE: burning – burnt or
burned) 2. to cause burns to someone
or to part of his or her body
burst

burst /b$�st/ noun 1. the firing of a se-
ries of bullets rapidly � There was a
burst of machine-gun fire from behind
the wall. 2. an explosion � The burst of
the shell deafened him. � verb to ex-
plode � The shell burst next to the com-
mand post.

bury

bury /�beri/ verb to place an object in a
hole in the ground and then cover it with
soil � There wasn’t time to bury the
dead. � The guerillas buried their
weapons in the forest. (NOTE: burying –
buried – have buried)
busby

busby /�b�sb/ noun a ceremonial fur
headdress traditionally worn by cavalry
soldiers

COMMENT: The busby is sometimes
confused with the bearskin cap,
which is a similar but much taller
headdress traditionally worn by
guards infantry soldiers.

bush

bush /bυʃ/ noun 1. a plant resembling
a small tree 2. � the Bush in Australia
and South Africa, wild uncultivated ter-
rain
bust

bust /b�st/ (slang) adjective damaged
or broken � The radio is bust. � verb 1.
to damage or break � I’ve bust my bin-
oculars. 2. to demote � Cpl Hobbs has
been busted.
butt

butt /b�t/ noun 1. part of the rifle
which a person places against his shoul-
der during firing � He killed the man
with his rifle butt. 2. � the butts the tar-
get end of a shooting range � He’s in the
butts.
butte

butte /bju�t/ noun US a small isolated
hill, with a flat top and steep slopes
butt salute

butt salute /�b�t sə |�lu�t/ noun a sa-
lute made by slapping the butt or hand-
guard of the rifle
BVR

BVR /�bi� vi� �ɑ�r/ adjective, adverb too
far from an enemy aircraft to see it with
the naked eye � We’ll have to use our
BVR missiles. Full form beyond visual
range. Compare WVR
bypass

bypass /�bapɑ�s/ noun a road which
passes around the outside of a town (in
order to avoid going through the centre)
� The bypass has been cratered. � verb
to move past an enemy position without
engaging it � We’ve been ordered to by-
pass the village and continue our ad-
vance.
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C3

C3 abbreviation command, control and
communications
C-17

C-17 /�si� sevən �ti�n/ noun an Ameri-
can-designed heavy-lift transport air-
craft, which is capable of landing on
short runways. Also called Globemas-
ter
C-130

C-130 /�si� w�n �θ$�ti/ noun an Amer-
ican-designed transport aircraft. Also
called Hercules
C-141

C-141 /�si� w�n fɔ� �w�n/ noun an
American-designed transport aircraft.
Also called Starlifter
C-601

C-601 /si� �sks əυ �w�n/ noun a Chi-
nese-designed anti-ship missile
C-801

C-801 /si� �et əυ �w�n/ noun a Chi-
nese-designed anti-ship missile
CA

CA abbreviation cruiser (with guns)
cab

cab /k�b/ noun the driver’s compart-
ment of a lorry or truck
CAB

CAB /�si� e �bi�, k�b/ abbreviation US
combat aviation brigade
cabin

cabin /�k�bn/ noun 1. a room on an
aircraft or ship (normally used as living
quarters) � The captain called a meet-
ing in his cabin. 2. US a hut or simple
shelter � They spent the night in a cabin
in the mountains.
cable

cable /�keb(ə)l/ noun 1. a thick metal
wire which is used to convey electricity
from one place to another 2. a thick
metal wire which is used to moor a ship,
or to tow a ship or vehicle. Also called
hawser
cache

cache /k�ʃ/ noun a hidden store of
ammunition, equipment or food � We
found a cache of ammunition in a hol-
low tree. � verb to put something in a
cache � We cached our spare rations
close to the track.

cadence

cadence /�kedəns/ noun 1. a stand-
ard time and pace for marching in step
� They use a cadence of 95 paces to the
minute. 2. a drum-beat or song designed
to help maintain the cadence � I heard
the squad chanting their cadence.
cadet

cadet /kə|�det/ noun a schoolboy or
girl who is a member of an official or-
ganization, which is designed to give
young people a taste of life in the armed
forces � A party of cadets will be visit-
ing the barracks tomorrow.
cadre

cadre /�kɑ�də/ noun a small unit of
trained or experienced personnel, which
can be used to form the basis for a much
larger unit consisting mainly of un-
trained or less experienced personnel
(e.g. recruits, reservists, territorials, etc)
cairn

cairn /keən/ noun a pile of stones or
rocks, often built as a marker or monu-
ment � There’s a cairn on the summit.
caisson

caisson /�kesən/ noun a trailer de-
signed to carry ammunition
calculations in time and space

calculations in time and space
/�k�lkjυleʃ(ə)nz n �tam ən �spes/
plural noun calculations to determine
how long it will take to get from one lo-
cation to another
caliber

caliber /�k�lbə/ noun US spelling of
calibre
calibre

calibre /�k�lbə/ noun 1. the internal
diameter of a gun barrel 2. the external
diameter of a projectile
call

call /kɔ�l/ noun 1. a shout or cry 2. a ra-
dio message � on call available on re-
quest � we have a section of mortars on
call � verb 1. to speak loudly � We
heard him calling. 2. to summon � He
called the man over. 3. to request or or-
der � He called for smoke. 4. to wake
someone up � Call me at 0600. 5. to
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speak to someone on a radio or tele-
phone � He called the duty officer to in-
form him of the incident.
call out

call out /�kɔ�l �aυt/ verb to deploy a
force in response to an incident or threat
� The battalion has been called out. �

Call out the QRF!
call-out

call-out /�kɔ�l �aυt/ noun an act of de-
ploying a force in response to an inci-
dent or threat � The GOC was very un-
impressed with our performance during
the last call-out.
call sign

call sign /�kɔ�l �san/ noun a name,
letters or numbers used to identify a
person or sub-unit on the radio. Abbr
C/S � alternate call sign a second or
emergency call sign
call up

call up /�kɔ�l ��p/ verb to summon for
military service � All the young men
have been called up. � He was called up
in 1944 and immediately sent to the
front.
call-up

call-up /�kɔ�l ��p/ noun an action of
calling someone to join the armed forc-
es � His call-up was deferred because
he was still at university.
caltrops

caltrops /�k�ltrɒps/ plural noun a set
of metal spikes designed to damage ve-
hicle tyres
calvary

calvary /�k�lvər/ noun a small road-
side religious monument, in the form of
Jesus on the cross (common in Roman
Catholic regions) � There’s a calvary
100 metres before the junction.
cam

cam /k�m/ (informal ) noun camou-
flage � Put plenty of cam on this tank. �
verb � to cam up to apply camouflage
� they cammed up
cam-cream

cam-cream /�k�m kri�m/ noun same
as camouflage cream
cam-net

cam-net /�k�m net/ noun a camou-
flage net
camouflage

camouflage /�k�məflɑ�%/ noun 1.
the use of natural and man-made mate-
rials to make something blend in with
the surrounding area � Camouflage is
an essential military skill. 2. materials
used for camouflage (natural vegeta-
tion, camouflage net, fabric, paint) �

Put plenty of camouflage on this tank. �
verb to conceal something by making it

blend in with its surroundings � They
were camouflaging their vehicles.
camouflage cream

camouflage cream /�k�məflɑ�%
�kri�m/ noun cosmetic face-paint for
camouflage. Also called cam-cream
camouflage net

camouflage net /�k�məflɑ�% �net/
noun a covering of knotted cord and
pieces of fabric, used to conceal a vehi-
cle, piece of equipment or structure
camp

camp /k�mp/ noun 1. a place where
people are accommodated in temporary
shelter (such as tents) � The refugees
are being housed in camps. 2. a place
where troops are accommodated and
trained � The recruits returned to camp.
� verb to live outdoors in temporary
shelter � We camped by the river.
campaign

campaign /k�m|�pen/ noun a pro-
longed period of military activity in a
specific area or region � We are plan-
ning an autumn campaign at the end of
the rainy season. � the North Africa
Campaign a long period of warfare in
North Africa � verb to conduct or take
part in a campaign � The army spent
two years campaigning in North Africa.
campaign medal

campaign medal /k�m|�pen
�med(ə)l/ noun a medal awarded for
service during a certain campaign
camp-bed

camp-bed /�k�mp �bed/ noun a light-
weight folding or collapsible bed used
for camping (NOTE: The American Eng-
lish term is cot.)
camp-follower

camp-follower /�k�mp �fɒləυwə/
noun a civilian who attaches himself or
herself to an army during a campaign
camp site

camp site /�k�mp �sat/ noun a place
used for setting up a camp
camstick

camstick /�k�mstk/ noun a solid
stick of face paint
can

can /k�n/ noun 1. a metal container for
liquid (such as a petrol can) 2. US a
metal container in which food or drink
is hermetically sealed for storage over
long periods (NOTE: In British English,
tin is more usual.)
canal

canal /kə |�n�l/ noun an artificial wa-
terway used for navigation or irrigation
Candid

Candid /�k�ndd/ noun a NATO name
for Soviet-designed IL-76 transport air-
craft
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canister

canister /�k�nstə/ noun 1. a metal
container for gas or aerosol � You
should wear protective clothing when
handling gas canisters. 2. a direct-fire
anti-personnel round for a tank gun or
artillery piece, consisting of a fragile
container filled with small projectiles;
the container disintegrates as it leaves
the muzzle of the gun and the projec-
tiles spread out like shot from an enor-
mous shotgun 3. a disposable air filter
for a respirator � Soldiers are trained
how to change their canisters in NBC
conditions.
cannibalize

cannibalize /�k�nbəlaz/, cannibal-
ise verb to use damaged or defective
equipment as a source of spare parts
cannon

cannon /�k�nən/ noun 1. a large-cali-
bre heavy machine-gun 2. a large
wheeled gun, often capable of firing ex-
plosive projectiles 3. an outdated muz-
zle-loading artillery piece (historical)
cannonball

cannonball /�k�nənbɔ�l/ noun a
large round stone or metal ball, fired
from old cannons
cannon fodder

cannon fodder /�k�nən �fɒdə/ noun
soldiers who are seen merely as materi-
al to be used during a war
canoe

canoe /kə|�nu�/ noun a small hand-
powered narrow boat with pointed ends
canopy

canopy /�k�nəpi/ noun 1. a covering
suspended over an object � We erected
a canopy to protect the wounded from
the sun. 2. the fabric part of a parachute
� His canopy failed to open properly. 3.
a cover provided by the leaves and
branches of trees in a wood, forest, jun-
gle, etc. � The jungle’s canopy con-
cealed the enemy’s movements. 4. the
transparent cover of an aircraft’s cock-
pit � The aircraft needed a new canopy.
canteen

canteen /k�n|�ti�n/ noun 1. a place
where food and drink is sold 2. a water
bottle 3. a set of eating utensils
canvas

canvas /�k�nvəs/ noun a very strong
water-resistant fabric used to make
tents, tarpaulins, etc. � under canvas
accommodated in tents or in the field �

we’ve spent the last six months under
canvas
CAOC

CAOC abbreviation combined air op-
erations centre

CAP

CAP abbreviation combat air patrol
capability

capability /�kepə |�bləti/ noun being
able to do something
capability package

capability package /�kepə|�blti
�p�kd%/ noun forces, infrastructure
and supplies which allow a commander
to be able to do what is required. Abbr
CP
capable

capable /�kepəb(ə)l/ noun able to do
something � I don’t think he is capable
of commanding a battalion. � He is a
very capable NCO.
cap badge

cap badge /�k�p b�d%/ noun a badge
on a soldier’s cap, usually showing
which regiment or unit he or she be-
longs to
cap-comforter

cap-comforter /�k�p �k�mfətə/
noun a woollen hat, originally designed
to be worn under a helmet in cold
weather � The patrol will wear cap-
comforters.
capital

capital /�k�pt(ə)l/ adjective 1. pun-
ishable by death (legal ) � Treason is a
capital offence. 2. � capital letters the
letters of the alphabet written as A, B,
C, instead of a, b, c � noun 1. the most
important city or town in a country or
region � The army pressed on to the out-
skirts of the capital. 2. � in block capi-
tals written entirely in capital letters �

this form should be completed in block
capitals
capitalism

capitalism /�k�pt(ə)lz(ə)m/ noun
an economic system involving invest-
ment and profit-making by private indi-
viduals. Compare communism
capitalist

capitalist /�k�pt(ə)lst/ adjective fa-
vouring capitalism � noun someone
who favours capitalism
capital punishment

capital punishment /�k�pt(ə)l
�p�nʃmən(ə)t/ noun the execution of a
convicted criminal
capitulate

capitulate /kə|�ptjυlet/ verb to stop
fighting and acknowledge the suprema-
cy of an enemy. � surrender
capitulation

capitulation /kə|�ptjυ|�leʃ(ə)n/ noun
an act of capitulating
capsize

capsize /k�p|�saz/ verb to overturn (a
boat) � The ship has capsized.
Capt

Capt abbreviation captain
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captain

captain /�k�ptn/ noun 1. a senior of-
ficer in the navy (above a commander,
and usually in command of a warship)
2. an officer in the army or marines
above the rank of lieutenant and below
a major 3. US an officer in the navy
(usually in command of a warship) 4.
US an officer in the army, marines or air
force (usually in command of a compa-
ny or equivalent-sized grouping). �

group captain � abbr Capt
COMMENT: British Army captains have
enough experience to make them el-
igible for a variety of different roles.
Within a unit, they might act as sec-
ond-in-command of a company or
equivalent-sized grouping or have a
specialist role in the unit’s headquar-
ters (as for example adjutant, intelli-
gence officer, operations officer,
etc.). Outside the unit, they might be
employed as an aide-de-camp
(ADC), or as a junior staff officer in a
brigade or divisional headquarters. In
the British armed forces, a captain in
the marines is considered to be the
equivalent of a major in the army. The
rank of captain in the US Army re-
quires more experience and higher
qualifications than its equivalent in
the British Army, and is therefore
considered to have greater seniority.
Captains in the US Army are eligible
to command companies or equiva-
lent-sized groupings.

captive

captive /�k�ptv/ noun someone who
has been captured
captivity

captivity /k�p|�tvti/ noun a state of
being a captive � in captivity being
held captive
captor

captor /�k�ptə/ noun someone who
captures another person or holds them
as a prisoner or hostage � None of our
captors spoke English.
capture

capture /�k�ptʃə/ noun 1. an act of
taking someone prisoner � He evaded
capture. 2. an act of taking possession
of something by force � The capture of
the town was a disaster. � verb 1. to take
someone prisoner � We captured two
generals. 2. to take possession of some-
thing by force � They captured an ene-
my supply dump.
car

car /kɑ�/ noun a small motorized pas-
senger vehicle

carabinier

carabinier /k�rəb|�nə/ noun
(historical ) 1. an elite light infantryman
2. an elite heavy cavalryman

COMMENT: Some modern armoured
regiments retain their historical title
as Carabiniers.

carbine

carbine /�kɑ�ban/ noun a light short-
barrelled rifle
car bomb

car bomb /�kɑ� bɒm/ noun a terrorist
bomb concealed in a vehicle
card

card /kɑ�d/ noun a small piece of stiff
paper or plastic
cargo

cargo /�kɑ�(əυ/ noun goods or sup-
plies carried by an aircraft or ship.
Compare freight
cargo net

cargo net /�kɑ�(əυ net/ noun a large
strong net, usually attached to a vertical
frame, for people to climb up on an as-
sault course
Carl Gustav

Carl Gustav /�kɑ�l (υ |�stɑ�v/ noun a
Swedish-designed hand-held 84mm
medium anti-tank weapon (MAW)
car park

car park /�kɑ� pɑ�k/ noun an area of
ground or building used for parking cars
carpet bombing

carpet bombing /�kɑ�pt �bɒmŋ/
noun dropping bombs or bomblets
evenly over a wide area of ground
car phone

car phone /�kɑ� fəυn/ noun a radio-
telephone fitted to a motor vehicle.
Abbr CVW
carrier

carrier /�k�riə/ noun a person or thing
which carries something
carrier air wing

carrier air wing /�k�riə �eə �wŋ/
noun a US tactical grouping of naval
aviation squadrons operating from a
single aircraft carrier. Abbr CVW

COMMENT: A carrier air wing (CVW)
usually consists of a fighter squad-
ron, three ground-attack squadrons,
an electronic-attack squadron, an air-
borne early warning squadron, a sea-
strike squadron, a helicopter anti-
submarine squadron, and a small de-
tachment of logistics aircraft.

carrier battle group

carrier battle group /�k�riə
�b�t(ə)l �(ru�p/ noun a tactical group-
ing of warships which includes an air-
craft carrier
carrier pigeon

carrier pigeon /�k�riə �pd%ən/ noun
a bird used for carrying messages
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carrier wave

carrier wave /�k�riə wev/ noun an
electromagnetic wave used to carry a
radio signal
carry

carry /�k�ri/ verb 1. to hold � He was
carrying a gun. 2. to contain and trans-
port goods � The trucks were carrying
ammunition. 3. to have in your posses-
sion � He was carrying drugs. 4. to be
infected with but not necessarily affect-
ed by a transmissible disease � He was
carrying hepatitis B. 5. to bear the
weight of � This bridge can carry tanks.
6. to reach (used of weapons, radio sig-
nals, etc.) � This gun can carry up to
five kilometres. 7. to capture � They car-
ried the enemy position.
carry on

carry on /�k�ri �ɒn/ verb to continue
doing something � He told the men to
carry on with their tasks. � Permission
to carry on, Sir?
carry out

carry out /�k�ri �aυt/ verb 1. to do
something � He was carrying out a rou-
tine check. 2. to complete an activity �

We couldn’t carry out our mission.
cart

cart /kɑ�t/ noun a wheeled vehicle
pulled by a horse or other animal
carton

carton /�kɑ�t(ə)n/ noun a container
made of cardboard or paper
cartridge

cartridge /�kɑ�trd%/ noun a metal or
plastic case containing the propellant
for a projectile (and usually the projec-
tile as well)
cartridge-belt

cartridge-belt /�kɑ�trd% belt/ noun
a belt fitted with loops or pouches to
hold cartridges (NOTE: A cartridge to-
gether with its projectile are usually
known as a round.)
cas

cas abbreviation casualty
CAS

CAS abbreviation close air support
case

case /kes/ noun 1. a container 2. a sit-
uation � In this case, we should not at-
tack. 3. a matter under investigation or
study � He is dealing with several cas-
es. 4. a type of writing
caseless ammunition

caseless ammunition /�kesləs
��mjυ |�nʃ(ə)n/, caseless rounds
/raυndz/ noun the latest development in
small-arms ammunition, where the pro-
pellant is produced as a solid block
which is formed around the projectile,
thus removing the need for a metal car-
tridge case

COMMENT: Caseless rounds are light-
er in weight and cheaper to produce
than normal rounds and less likely to
cause a stoppage, because there is
no empty case to be ejected. They
would normally be issued ready-
packed in a disposable magazine.

CASEVAC

CASEVAC /�k�zv�k/, casevac
noun the movement of an injured per-
son to a place where he/she can receive
medical treatment � We must arrange a
casevac. Full form casualty evacua-
tion � verb to move an injured person to
a place where he/she can receive medi-
cal treatment (informal) � He has been
casevacked. (NOTE: CASEVACing –
CASEVACed)
casket

casket /�kɑ�skt/ noun US a box in
which a dead body is buried or cremat-
ed (NOTE: The British English term is
coffin.)
castle

castle /�kɑ�s(ə)l/ noun a large fortified
building or complex
casualty

casualty /�k�%uəlti/ noun someone
who is killed or injured � The enemy
suffered heavy casualties. � Newspa-
pers carried reports of civilian casual-
ties.
casualty clearing-station

casualty clearing-station
/�k�%uəlti �klərŋ �steʃ(ə)n/ noun a
place where casualties are assessed and
given emergency medical treatment, be-
fore being evacuated to a place where
they can receive proper medical treat-
ment
casualty evacuation

casualty evacuation /�k�%uəlti |

�v�kju|�eʃ(ə)n/ noun full form of CA-
SEVAC
catapult

catapult /�k�təp�lt/ noun 1. an appa-
ratus for helping planes take off from
the deck of an aircraft carrier 2. a weap-
on made of a Y-shaped piece of metal
with a rubber attached, used to send
stones and other small projectiles over
long distances (NOTE: The American
English term is slingshot.)
catering

catering /�ketərŋ/ noun the work of
buying food and drink and cooking
meals for people
Catholic

Catholic /�k�θlk/ noun � Roman
Catholic Church � adjective of the Ro-
man Catholic Church
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cattle

cattle /�k�t(ə)l/ plural noun the collec-
tive word for bulls and cows
cattle grid

cattle grid /�k�t(ə)l (rd/ noun an ob-
stacle in road, consisting of a shallow
pit covered with a metal grid, which al-
lows vehicles to pass freely but not cat-
tle or other livestock
causeway

causeway /�kɔ�zwe/ noun a raised
road or path across water or wet ground
caution

caution /�kɔ�ʃ(ə)n/ noun attention to
safety
caution signal

caution signal /�kɔ�ʃ(ə)n �s(n(ə)l/
noun a warning signal that something is
not safe (NOTE: The term caution is of-
ten used on signs warning of danger,
for example: Caution – Snipers!)
cautious

cautious /�kɔ�ʃəs/ adjective careful in
regard to possible danger � He is a very
cautious commander.
cavalry

cavalry /�k�v(ə)lri/ noun 1. troops
mounted on horseback (traditional term)
� the Household Cavalry the Life
Guards and the Blues and Royals, the
elite troops who traditionally guard the
British monarch 2. tanks or armoured
reconnaissance troops

COMMENT: With the introduction of ar-
moured fighting vehicles, the cavalry
units of most armies were converted
into armoured units. In general, these
units have preserved their historical
association with the horse, as well as
retaining the traditional cavalry roles
of reconnaissance and shock action
on the battlefield. ‘The cavalry are
there to add a touch of class to what
would otherwise be a vulgar brawl.’
[Anon]

cavalry fighting vehicle

cavalry fighting vehicle /�k�v(ə)lri
�fatŋ �vi�k(ə)l/ noun full form of
CFV
cave

cave /kev/ noun a natural chamber in
the side of a hill � The deserters hid in
a cave. � verb � to cave in to collapse �
The trench has caved in. � As we ad-
vanced the opposition caved in.
CB

CB abbreviation 1. citizens’ band 2.
confined to barracks
CBW

CBW abbreviation chemical and bio-
logical warfare
cc

cc /�si� �si�/ abbreviation cubic centi-
metres � This vehicle has an 1800cc en-
gine.

CCTV

CCTV /�si�si�ti�|�vi�/ noun a surveil-
lance system, consisting of cameras
connected by cable to television receiv-
ers. Full form closed-circuit televi-
sion
Cdo

Cdo abbreviation commando
cease

cease /si�s/ verb to stop � to cease fire
to stop shooting
ceasefire

ceasefire /�si�sfaə/ noun an agree-
ment to stop fighting � The enemy have
agreed to a ceasefire. � armistice, truce
cell

cell /sel/ noun 1. a small room used to
hold a prisoner � He was found dead in
his cell. 2. a small group which forms
part of a larger organization � There are
several terrorist cells operating in this
area. 3. the department of a headquar-
ters in the field � the G3 cell � the NBC
cell
cellar

cellar /�selə/ noun the part of a build-
ing below ground level (normally used
for storage). � basement
cemetery

cemetery /�semət(ə)ri/ noun an area
of ground used for the burial of the
dead. � churchyard, graveyard
censor

censor /�sensə/ noun a person or or-
ganization authorized to examine let-
ters, newspapers, books, radio or televi-
sion broadcasts, etc., and to suppress
any material which is judged to be sub-
versive, obscene, a breach of security,
or otherwise unsuitable for release to
the general public � The censor had de-
leted most of the letter. � verb to act as a
censor � All reports from the battlefield
have been heavily censored.
CENTCOM

CENTCOM /�senttkɒm/ noun US the
department of US forces responsible for
defending American national interests
in the Middle East (excluding Israel,
Syria and Lebanon which are covered
by EUCOM), parts of East Africa and
south-west Asia. Full form central
command
central command

central command /�sentrəl kə|

�mɑ�nd/ noun US full form of CENT-
COM
Central Intelligence Agency

Central Intelligence Agency
/�sentrəl n|�teld%(ə)ns �ed%(ə)nsi/
noun full form of CIA
centre of gravity

centre of gravity /�sentər əv
�(r�vti/ noun the main source of an
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enemy’s power and strength � The ene-
my’s centre of gravity is formed by his
elite armoured divisions.
Centurion

Centurion /sen|�tjυəriən/ noun a Brit-
ish-designed late 1940s-era main battle
tank (MBT)
CEP

CEP /�si�i�|�pi�/ noun an area surround-
ing an intended target within which a
ballistic missile or stick of bombs might
land � This missile has a CEP of around
3000 metres. Full form circular error
probable
ceramic

ceramic /sə |�r�mk/ adjective made of
clay which has been hardened by heat �
Compound armour consists of steel and
ceramic layers.
ceramic armour

ceramic armour /s|�r�mk �ɑ�mə/
noun a combination armour which in-
cludes ceramic materials in its composi-
tion
ceremonial

ceremonial /�ser|�məυniəl/ adjective
relating to formal military occasions
(such as a parade) � noun a procedure
carried out during formal military occa-
sions � He is responsible for all the cer-
emonial.
ceremonials

ceremonials /�ser|�məυniəlz/ plural
noun ceremonial uniform � The battal-
ion was in full ceremonials.
ceremonial uniform

ceremonial uniform /�serməυniəl
�ju�nfɔ�m/ noun dress worn for special
occasions, such as parades, which is
more colourful than the normal khaki
uniform � The guards were in their full
ceremonial uniforms.
cessation

cessation /se|�seʃ(ə)n/ noun the
stopping of an activity or state of affairs
� The UN has demanded a cessation of
hostilities.
CET

CET abbreviation combat engineer
tractor
Cfn

Cfn abbreviation craftsman
CFV

CFV /�si� ef �vi�/ noun an M3 variant of
the Bradley infantry fighting vehicle.
Full form cavalry fighting vehicle.
Compare BFV
CG

CG /�si� �d%i�/ abbreviation cruiser
(with guided missiles) � noun 1. US a
commanding general 2. a type of chok-
ing agent. Full form carbonyl chlo-
ride. Also called phosgene

CGN

CGN abbreviation cruiser (nuclear-
powered, with guided missiles)
CH-47

CH-47 /�si� �etʃ �fɔ�ti|�sevən/ noun �

Chinook
CH-53

CH-53 /�si� �etʃ �ffti|�θri�/ noun an
American-designed heavy transport
helicopter. Also called Sea Stallion,
Super Stallion, Jolly Green Giant
chaff

chaff /tʃɑ�f, tʃ�f/ noun strips of metal
foil dropped by aircraft in order to con-
fuse enemy radar or decoy radar-guided
missiles
chagul

chagul /tʃ�|�(υl/ noun in Arabic, a wa-
ter container made of coarse fabric,
which is designed to keep water cool by
the process of evaporation
chain-gun

chain-gun /�tʃen|�(�n/ noun a ma-
chine-gun, where the firing-mechanism
is powered by a motor in order to pro-
duce a high rate of fire
chain of command

chain of command /�tʃen əv kə|

�mɑ�nd/ noun a command structure
within a grouping � Demoralization is
evident throughout the chain of com-
mand.
chalk

chalk /tʃɔ�k/ noun 1. a soft white lime-
stone rock, often found under a shallow
covering of soil and grass � It’s very
hard work digging into chalk. 2. a writ-
ing instrument produced from chalk �

The sign was written in chalk. 3. a
group of passengers in an aircraft (espe-
cially helicopters) � The first three
chalks must be ready to move at
1400hrs.
challenge

challenge /�tʃ�lnd%/ noun 1. a call
to identify oneself � He didn’t hear the
sentry’s challenge. 2. an invitation to
take part in a contest or combat � We
have received a challenge to a football
match from B Company. 3. a difficult or
demanding task � This mission will be a
challenge for us all. 4. opposition �

Your remarks were a challenge to my
authority. � verb 1. to call upon some-
one to identify himself � We crept up to
the gate and were immediately chal-
lenged by a sentry. 2. to invite someone
to take part in a contest or combat � B
Company have challenged us to a foot-
ball match. 3. to contradict or object to
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something � He challenged his platoon
commander’s report.
Challenger

Challenger /�tʃ�lənd%ə/ noun a Brit-
ish-designed 1980s-era main battle tank
(MBT)
challenging

challenging /�tʃ�lnd%ŋ/ adjective
difficult or demanding � The marines
faced the challenging task of climbing
up a 30m vertical cliff.
chamber

chamber /�tʃembə/ noun the part of a
gun in which a round is placed for firing
channel

channel /�tʃ�n(ə)l/ noun 1. a stretch
of water between two seas 2. a stretch of
deep water through an area of shallow
water � There are several navigable
channels in the estuary. 3. a natural or
man-made ditch or watercourse 4. a
band of radio frequencies � You are on
the wrong channel. 5. the way in which
information is passed from one place to
another � verb to make something move
in a specific direction � The minefields
will channel the enemy into our killing-
zone. (NOTE: channelling – chan-
nelled; US channeling – channeled)
Channel

Channel /�tʃ�n(ə)l/ noun � English
Channel
channels of communication

channels of communication
/�tʃ�n(ə)lz əv kə |�mju�n|�keʃ(ə)n/
plural noun ways of communicating
chapel

chapel /�tʃ�p(ə)l/ noun a small build-
ing (normally without a spire or tower)
used for religious worship by Christians
chaplain

chaplain /�tʃ�pln/ noun a person au-
thorized to lead religious worship. � pa-
dre
character

character /�k�rktə/ noun 1. person-
ality � He has a strong character. 2. a
letter, number or symbol � The message
consists of one hundred and seventeen
characters.
charge

charge /tʃɑ�d%/ noun 1. a rapid and
aggressive movement towards the ene-
my � Our charge was stopped by a
minefield. 2. an official accusation of a
crime or offence � You are on a charge
of insubordination. 3. a measured quan-
tity of propellant used to fire a projectile
� The charges and shells are stored sep-
arately. 4. an explosive device � The en-
gineers placed several charges on the
bridge. 5. the electrical energy stored in

a battery � None of these batteries have
any charge left. � verb 1. to move quick-
ly and aggressively towards the enemy
� The squad charged at the bunker. � We
charged across the field towards the en-
emy positions. 2. to make an official ac-
cusation against someone � You are
charged with desertion. 3. to put electri-
cal energy into a battery or other device
� He is charging radio batteries. � to
be in charge (of someone or some-
thing) to be responsible for doing
something or for looking after someone
or something � I left Sergeant Jones in
charge of the prisoners, sir. � The cor-
poral is in charge until the sergeant gets
back.
Charlie

Charlie /�tʃɑ�li/ noun the third letter of
the phonetic alphabet (Cc)
chart

chart /tʃɑ�t/ noun a map of an area of
water (such as sea, river or lake)
chassis

chassis /�ʃ�si/ noun the base frame of
a vehicle � The Scorpion’s chassis has
been used for several other types of ar-
moured vehicle.
check

check /tʃek/ noun an examination to
establish the accuracy, amount, condi-
tion or identity of something � He or-
dered a check of all the buildings. � verb
1. to examine something in order to es-
tablish its condition � Check your
weapons. � He went round to check the
sentries. 2. to count � He checked his
platoon. 3. to look for � He checked the
room for booby-traps. 4. to stop doing
something � to check firing to stop fir-
ing � adverb � check! OK!, all right!
(informal )
checklist

checklist /�tʃeklst/ noun 1. a list of
things to be checked 2. a list of tasks to
be completed
checkpoint

checkpoint /�tʃekpɔnt/ noun 1. a
place (usually on a road) where people
or vehicles are stopped and inspected or
searched 2. a place or feature on the
ground which is used as a navigational
reference point � Our next checkpoint is
the track junction at grid 339648.
chemical

chemical /�kemk(ə)l/ adjective refer-
ring to chemistry � noun 1. a substance
formed by reactions between elements,
obtained by or used in chemical proc-
esses � These are some of the most dan-
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gerous chemicals used in warfare. 2. a
chemical weapon � The enemy are us-
ing chemicals.
chemical agent

chemical agent /�kemk(ə)l
�ed%ənt/ noun a type of chemical
weapon
chemical and biological warfare

chemical and biological warfare
/�kemk(ə)l ən �baəlɒd%k(ə)l
�wɔ�feə/ noun warfare using both
chemical and biological weapons. Abbr
CBW
chemical attack

chemical attack /�kemk(ə)l ə|�t�k/
noun an attack using chemical weapons
chemical sentry

chemical sentry /�kemk(ə)l �sentri/
noun a soldier assigned to watch for
signs of a chemical attack
chemical shell

chemical shell /�kemk(ə)l ʃel/ noun
an artillery round used as a means of de-
livering a chemical agent
chemical warfare

chemical warfare /�kemk(ə)l
�wɔ�feə/ noun warfare involving the
use of chemical weapons
chemical-warfare unit

chemical-warfare unit /�kemk(ə)l
�wɔ�feə �ju�nt/ noun a specialist unit
trained to detect the presence of chemi-
cal weapons and to decontaminate per-
sons, equipment and vehicles which
have been affected
chemical warhead

chemical warhead /�kemk(ə)l �wɔ�|

�hed/ noun the explosive part of a mis-
sile used as a means of delivering a
chemical agent
chemical weapon

chemical weapon /�kemk(ə)l
�wepən/ noun a chemical substance
used as a weapon (such as poisonous
gas)
chevron

chevron /�ʃevrən/ noun a V-shaped
stripe worn on the sleeve and used to
denote non-commissioned officer rank.
Also called stripes

COMMENT: In the British Army, as a
general rule, a single chevron de-
notes a lance corporal, two chevrons
a corporal, three chevrons a ser-
geant, and three chevrons surmount-
ed by a crown a colour sergeant or
staff sergeant.

chief

chief /tʃi�f/ adjective the most senior
or important � He is the chief adviser. �
noun 1. a ruler of a tribal group or clan
2. the head of a department

chief master sergeant

chief master sergeant /�tʃi�f
�mɑ�stə �sɑ�d%ənt/ noun US a senior
non-commissioned officer (SNCO) in
the air force
chief of staff

chief of staff /�tʃi�f əv �stɑ�f/ noun
the most senior staff officer in a head-
quarters. Abbr COS
chief petty officer

chief petty officer /�tʃi�f �peti
�ɒfsə/ noun a senior non-commis-
sioned officer (SNCO) in the navy.
Abbr CPO
Chieftain

Chieftain /�tʃi�ftən/ noun a British-
designed 1960s-era main battle tank
(MBT)

COMMENT: In a headquarters, the
chief of staff (COS) coordinates oper-
ational matters, while the deputy
chief of staff (DCOS) is responsible
for logistics.

chief warrant officer

chief warrant officer /�tʃi�f �wɒrənt
�ɒfsə/ noun US a senior warrant officer
in the US armed forces ranking above a
warrant officer and below a second lieu-
tenant or ensign
chigger

chigger /�tʃ(ə/ noun a tiny tropical
insect, which burrows into an animal’s
skin (especially on the feet) in order to
lay its eggs. Also called jigger
Chinagraph

Chinagraph /�tʃanə(rɑ�f/ noun a
wax pencil designed for writing on
plastic (such as a map-case, overlay,
talc, etc.)
Chinook

Chinook /tʃ|�nu�k/ noun an American
twin-rotor CH-47 transport helicopter
chock

chock /tʃɒk/ noun a metal or wooden
block designed to stop a wheel moving
Choghi

Choghi /�tʃɒ(/, choggie noun a per-
son of Asian origin, who runs a canteen
or other shop on a British operational
base or warship

COMMENT: The word Choghi is a leg-
acy from the British Army in India,
and is not supposed to be a deroga-
tory term.

choke

choke /tʃəυk/ verb 1. to obstruct a per-
son’s airway so that he cannot breathe �
I choked him with my belt. 2. to be una-
ble to breathe because of an obstruction
to the airway � He is choking. 3. to
block a passage � The road was choked
by refugees.
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choke-point

choke-point /�tʃəυk|�pɔnt/ noun a
natural or man-made feature which re-
stricts the movement of large numbers
of people or vehicles � The valley is a
potential choke-point for enemy ar-
mour.
choking agent

choking agent /�tʃəυkŋ �ed%ənt/
noun a chemical weapon designed to at-
tack the lungs
cholera

cholera /�kɒlərə/ noun a highly infec-
tious disease of the intestine which
causes vomiting and diarrhoea and is
often fatal; it is caused by food and wa-
ter infected by Vibrio cholerae

COMMENT: Cholera frequently occurs
during wartime due to a breakdown in
sanitation.

chopper

chopper /�tʃɒpə/ noun a helicopter
(informal )
choppy

choppy /�tʃɒpi/ adjective (of water)
rough
chow

chow /tʃaυ/ noun US food (slang)
chronometer

chronometer /krə|�nɒmtə/ noun an
instrument used for measuring time
chuck

chuck /tʃ�k/ verb to throw (informal )
� He chucked a grenade into the dugout.
church

church /tʃ$�tʃ/ noun 1. a large build-
ing (usually with a tower or spire) used
for religious worship by Christians 2. an
organized religious group of Christians
(e.g. the Catholic Church, the Greek Or-
thodox Church)
churchyard

churchyard /�tʃ$�tʃjɑ�d/ noun the
enclosed ground around a church used
as a place to bury the dead. � cemetery,
graveyard
CIA

CIA /�si� �ai �e/ noun the American se-
cret service. Full form Central Intelli-
gence Agency
CIC

CIC /�si�a|�si�/ noun US the ops room
of an American warship � He’s in the
CIC. Full form combat information
centre
CINC

CINC /�si�n|�si�, sŋk/ abbreviation US
Commander in Chief
C-in-C

C-in-C abbreviation Commander in
Chief
cipher

cipher /�safə/ noun a system of
words, letters, numbers or other sym-
bols, which is used to write secret mes-
sages. � code

circular error probable

circular error probable /�s$�kjυlə
�erə �prɒbəb(ə)l/ noun full form of
CEP
cirque

cirque /s$�k/ noun a natural depres-
sion on the side of a mountain. � corrie
citadel

citadel /�stəd(ə)l/ noun a fort guard-
ing a town
citizens’ band

citizens’ band /�stz(ə)ns b�nd/
noun a range of frequencies allocated to
the general public for the use of two-
way radios. Abbr CB
city

city /�st/ noun a large urban area
civil

civil /�sv(ə)l/ adjective 1. relating to
the ordinary citizens of a country � the
civil population the ordinary citizens
of a country 2. non-military
civil defence

civil defence /�sv(ə)l d|�fens/ noun
the organization and training of non-
military personnel for the protection of
life and property during wartime
civil emergency planning

civil emergency planning /�sv(ə)l
|�m$�d%ənsi �pl�nŋ/ noun defence
planning by a government, not involv-
ing the Ministry of Defence (i.e. the fire
service, police force, health services,
civil defence, etc.)
civilian

civilian /sə|�vliən/ adjective non-mili-
tary � The enemy aimed at civilian tar-
gets. � Newspapers reported many ci-
vilian casualties. � noun someone who
is not a member of the armed forces �

Hundreds of civilians were killed in the
air raid. � civvy
civil unrest

civil unrest /�sv(ə)l �n|�rest/ noun
the breakdown of law and order, usually
involving physical violence
civil war

civil war /�sv(ə)l �wɔ�/ noun a war
fought between groups of citizens of the
same country
civvies

civvies /�sviz/ plural noun civilian
clothing � He was in civvies.
civvy

civvy /�svi/ (slang) adjective civilian �
noun a civilian � He shot a civvy.
Civvy Street

Civvy Street /�svi stri�t/ noun civil-
ian life � What did you do on Civvy
Street?
CIWS

CIWS /�si� a �d�bl(ə)ju� �es/ noun a
radar-controlled naval anti-aircraft can-
non, which automatically detects,
tracks and engages targets (e.g. Goal-
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keeper, Phalanx). Full form close-in
weapons system
CJTF

CJTF abbreviation combined joint task
force
CK

CK /�si� �ke/ noun a type of blood
agent. Full form cyanogen chloride
clan

clan /kl�n/ noun a group of families
who share a common heritage and, of-
ten, a strong sense of group identity
clap

clap /kl�p/ noun gonorrhoea (a vene-
real disease) (slang)
clash

clash /kl�ʃ/ noun a small engagement
(usually indecisive) � Clashes reported
between border security guards.
classification

classification /�kl�sf|�keʃ(ə)n/
noun a way of organizing things into
categories � He is responsible for the
classification of documents.

COMMENT: The security classification
of information varies according to its
importance, eg: restricted, confiden-
tial, secret, top secret, etc.

classified

classified /�kl�sfad/ adjective se-
cret � That information is classified.
classify

classify /�kl�sfa/ verb 1. to desig-
nate into classes or groups 2. to desig-
nate as secret � The report has been
classified as top secret.
clay

clay /kle/ noun a wet, sticky type of
soil, which can be used as a raw materi-
al for the manufacture of ceramics
Claymore

Claymore /�klemɔ�/ noun an Ameri-
can anti-personnel device designed to
fire a quantity of ball-bearings in a spe-
cific direction

COMMENT: A Claymore can be initiat-
ed electronically or by means of a
tripwire.

clear

clear /klə/ adjective 1. free from ob-
structions � The road ahead is clear. 2.
free from hazards (such as chemical
contamination, enemy troops, explosive
devices, etc.) � The area is clear of
mines. 3. unloaded � The weapon is
clear. 4. not close to � Stand clear,
please. 5. (of weather) not cloudy or
foggy � It’s a clear day. 6. easy to un-
derstand � Is that clear? � noun an un-
coded radio transmission � He sent the
message in clear. � verb 1. to remove an
obstruction � The road has been
cleared. 2. to remove a hazard � We

cleared the enemy position. 3. to unload
a weapon � They cleared their rifles. 4.
to approve or authorize (where security
is involved) � He has not been cleared
to read this document.
clearance

clearance /�klərəns/ noun 1. an act
of clearing something � B Company is
on route clearance. 2. security approval
� You do not have clearance to enter. 3.
authorization or permission � Range
Control has given us clearance to start
firing.
cleared hot

cleared hot /�kləd �hɒt/ adjective de-
scribes an aircraft which has permission
to drop a bomb on a practice range �

Foxhound 22, this is Range Control,
you’re cleared hot, over.
cleared live

cleared live /�kləd �lav/ adjective
describes an aircraft that has permission
to drop a bomb on a real enemy target �
Foxhound 22, this is Merlin, you’re
cleared live, over.
clearing

clearing /�klərŋ/ noun 1. a small
area of ground in woodland where the
trees have been removed � We came to
a clearing. 2. an action of removing
something � The clearing of the village
took several hours.
clearing patrol

clearing patrol /�klərŋ pə |�trəυl/
noun a patrol sent out from a a patrol
base or defensive position in order to
check the surrounding area for enemy
clerk

clerk US /klɑ�k/ noun a serviceman
who carries out secretarial duties in a
headquarters
click

click /klk/ noun 1. a short sharp noise
made by a switch or lock � There was a
loud click as he released his safety-
catch. 2. US a kilometre (informal ) �

The bridge is three clicks down that
road.
cliff

cliff /klf/ noun a steep wall of rock
climate

climate /�klamət/ noun the prevailing
weather conditions of a region
climb

climb /klam/ noun an upward move-
ment � verb 1. to move upwards (espe-
cially using the hands and feet) � The
commandos had to climb a 50ft cliff. 2.
to move upwards � The planes climbed
to 30,000ft.
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clink

clink /klŋk/ noun the noise made by
something hitting metal � The sentry
heard a clink.
clip

clip /klp/ noun 1. a spring-fitted de-
vice used to attach one object to another
object, or to hold objects together 2.
several rounds of ammunition held to-
gether by a clip for easy loading � He
fired a whole clip at the man. � verb to
attach using a clip � He clipped on a
new magazine. (NOTE: clipping –
clipped)
clock code

clock code /�klɒk kəυd/ noun a sys-
tem used to indicate other aircraft in re-
lation to your own aircraft; 12 o’clock is
straight ahead; 6 o’clock is directly be-
hind you; 3 o’clock is to your right; 9
o’clock is to your left � Enemy fighters
at 3 o’clock!
clog

clog /klɒ(/ verb 1. to obstruct a mech-
anism or pipe with something � The fuel
pipe was clogged with dirt. 2. to ob-
struct a route � The road was clogged
with refugees. (NOTE: clogging –
clogged)
close air support

close air support /�kləυs �eə sə|

�pɔ�t/ noun an attack by aircraft on a
target which is close to friendly ground
forces. Abbr CAS

COMMENT: During the UN peacekeep-
ing operation in Bosnia (1992–95),
close air support meant limited at-
tacks on individual positions or vehi-
cles, which were actually firing at UN
peacekeepers, while air strikes
meant retaliatory attacks on multiple
targets within a specified area. The
difference between these two defini-
tions was crucial during negotiations
between the UN and the warring fac-
tions throughout this conflict.

close arrest

close arrest /�kləυs ə|�rest/ noun a
state in which a person is detained in a
secure location (such as a prison, police
station or guardroom)
closed-circuit television

closed-circuit television /�kləυzd
�s$�kt �tel|�v%(ə)n/ noun full form of
CCTV
close-in weapons system

close-in weapons system /�kləυs
n �wepənz �sstəm/ noun full form of
CIWS
close quarter battle

close quarter battle /�kləυs �kwɔ�tə
�b�t(ə)l/ noun combat in which sol-
diers are close enough to the enemy to

use bayonets and similar weapons.
Abbr CQB
closing down

closing down /�kləυzŋ �daυn/ noun
the ending of a radio transmission
cloud

cloud /klaυd/ noun a visible mass of
water, ice, gas, dust or other particles in
the sky
cloud cover

cloud cover /�klaυd �k�və/ noun an
area of sky covered by cloud
clump

clump /kl�mp/ noun a small group of
trees or bushes � I saw something mov-
ing in that clump on the left.
cluster bomb

cluster bomb /�kl�stə �bɒm/ noun an
aircraft-dropped device containing a
quantity of small bombs or bomblets
which are released in mid-air over a tar-
get area
CMA

CMA abbreviation convoy marshalling
area
Cmd

Cmd abbreviation command
Cmdr

Cmdr abbreviation commander (navy)
Cmdre

Cmdre abbreviation commodore
CN

CN /�si� �en/ noun a type of tear agent.
Full form chloroacetophenone
CO

CO /�si� �əυ/ noun an officer command-
ing a battalion or equivalent-sized
grouping � He was taken before the CO
on a charge of being absent without
leave. Full form commanding officer
coalition

coalition /�kəυə|�lʃ(ə)n/ noun a tem-
porary alliance formed as a result of an
agreement rather than a formal treaty
coast

coast /kəυst/ noun an area of land
where it meets the sea � The squadron
sailed along the coast. � They planned
a landing on the Normandy coast.
coastal

coastal /�kəυst(ə)l/ adjective relating
to the coast � Their coastal defences
proved to be inadequate.
coastguard

coastguard /�kəυst(ɑ�d/ noun 1. a
government organization responsible
for the safety of shipping in coastal wa-
ters and the prevention of smuggling �

The US Coastguard is on the lookout for
drug smugglers. 2. a member of the
coastguard � Three coastguards board-
ed the ship.
coax

coax /�kəυ�ks/ noun same as coaxial
machine-gun
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coaxial

coaxial /kəυ|��ksiəl/ adjective having
the same axis
coaxial machine-gun

coaxial machine-gun /kəυ|��ksiəl
mə|�ʃi�n �(�n/ noun a machine-gun
which shares the same sighting systems
as the main gun of an armoured fighting
vehicle (AFV). Abbr COAX
cobbled

cobbled /�kɒb(ə)ld/ adjective paved
with an uneven surface of rounded
stones
cobbler

cobbler /�kɒblə/ noun a person who
repairs boots and shoes
cobbles

cobbles /�kɒblz/, cobblestones plu-
ral noun rounded stones used to pave
roads
Cobra

Cobra /�kəυbrə/ noun same as Huey
Cobra
cock

cock /kɒk/ verb to pull back the firing
mechanism of a firearm so that it is
ready to fire. � lock and load
cocked

cocked /kɒkt/ adjective with the fir-
ing mechanism pulled back and ready
to fire
cockpit

cockpit /�kɒkpt/ noun the pilot’s
compartment in an aircraft � The air-
craft crashed because the cockpit cano-
py had iced up.
cock-up

cock-up /�kɒk �p/ noun a situation
where everything is going wrong
(slang) � This is turning into a right
cock-up!
code

code /kəυd/ noun a system of words,
letters, numbers or other symbols,
which is used to write secret messages
coded

coded /�kəυdd/ adjective written in
code � He received a coded message.
codename

codename /�kəυdnem/ noun a name
which, for security purposes, is used in-
stead of a real name � Your codename
will be Foxhound.
code of conduct

code of conduct /�kəυd əv
�kɒnd�kt/, code of honour /kəυd əv/
noun the correct way to behave (hon-
ourably)
codeword

codeword /�kəυdw$�d/ noun a word
or set of words which are used to con-
vey a meaning, such as arrival at a des-
tination, capture of an objective, order
to withdraw, etc. � cipher
coerce

coerce /kəυ|�$�s/ verb to persuade an
unwilling person to do something by

using force or threats � He was coerced
into helping the soldiers.
coercion

coercion /kəυ|�$�ʃ(ə)n/ noun the use
of force or threats to persuade an un-
willing person to do something
coffin

coffin /�kɒfn/ noun a box in which a
dead body is buried or cremated (NOTE:
The American English term is casket.)
CoH

CoH abbreviation corporal of horse
cohesion

cohesion /kəυ|�hi�%(ə)n/ noun a state
of being organized and working togeth-
er � The enemy’s cohesion is starting to
collapse.
COIN

COIN /kɔn/ abbreviation counterin-
surgency
col

col /kɒl/ noun a high mountain pass
Col

Col abbreviation colonel
cold steel

cold steel /�kəυld �sti�l/ noun the use
of the bayonet
Cold War

Cold War /�kəυld �wɔ�/ noun the peri-
od between 1945 and 1989, when a
state of near-hostility existed between
the USA and its Western European al-
lies (later NATO) on one side and the
USSR and its Eastern European allies
(later the Warsaw Pact) on the other
collaborate

collaborate /kə|�l�bəret/ verb to as-
sist the enemy
collaborator

collaborator /kə|�l�bəretə/ noun
someone who provides assistance to the
enemy
collapse

collapse /kə|�l�ps/ noun 1. falling
down � The explosion caused the col-
lapse of the building. 2. loss of cohesion
� The collapse of the enemy was due to
a failure in logistics. 3. a failure � We
were forced to watch the collapse of the
whole plan. 4. a mental or physical
breakdown � He suffered a collapse. �

verb 1. to fall down � The explosion
caused the building to collapse. 2. to
lose cohesion � Enemy resistance col-
lapsed as soon as the allies entered the
town. 3. to fail � The plan collapsed as
a result of poor planning. 4. to suffer a
mental or physical breakdown � He col-
lapsed from exhaustion.
collapsible

collapsible /kə|�l�psəb(ə)l/ adjective
designed to fold up or be taken to pieces
and then reassembled � We used a col-
lapsible boat.
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collate

collate /kə|�let/ verb to gather and an-
alyse information
collateral damage

collateral damage /kə |�l�t(ə)rəl
�d�md%/ noun the unintentional kill-
ing of civilians or destruction of civilian
property as a result of military action �

The Pentagon admitted that the bomb-
ing raids had caused some collateral
damage.
collect

collect /kə|�lekt/ verb to fetch or pick
up something
collection

collection /kə|�lekʃən/ noun an act of
fetching or picking something up
collection point

collection point /kə|�lekʃən pɔnt/
noun a place where personnel, equip-
ment or supplies can be delivered and
picked up
collide

collide /kə |�lad/ verb to hit another ob-
ject while moving � The helicopters
collided in mid-air.
collision

collision /kə|�l%(ə)n/ noun an act of
colliding � a mid-air collision
collocate

collocate /�kɒləket/ verb to put in the
same place � B Company was collocat-
ed with Battalion HQ.
colonel

colonel /�k$�n(ə)l/ noun 1. an officer
in the army or marines (ranking above a
lieutenant-colonel and below a briga-
dier, usually employed as a senior staff
officer). � lieutenant-colonel 2. US an
officer in the army, marines or air force
(usually in command of a regiment or
equivalent-sized grouping or employed
as a senior staff officer). Abbr Col

COMMENT: In some regiments of the
British Army, the lieutenant-colonel
commanding a battalion or its equiv-
alent is addressed as ‘Colonel’ and
referred to as ‘the colonel’.

Colonel of the Regiment

Colonel of the Regiment /�k$�n(ə)l
əv ðə �red%mənt/ noun an honorary
position (usually held by a member of
the Royal Family, a field marshal or
general)
colonial

colonial /kə|�ləυniəl/ adjective relat-
ing to colonies
colonist

colonist /�kɒlənst/ noun a settler in a
colony
colony

colony /�kɒləni/ noun a territory
which is governed and exploited by a
foreign power

color

color /�k�lə/ noun US US spelling of
colour
colour

colour /�k�lə/ noun a ceremonial flag
of a unit or sub-unit

COMMENT: If you are watching a cere-
monial parade in uniform, you should
salute when the colours march past
in front of you. If you are not in uni-
form, you should stand to attention,
removing your hat if you are a man. If
the parade includes guns from the ar-
tillery, you should salute the guns as
they go past, since the guns are also
the colours of the artillery.

colour sergeant

colour sergeant /�k�lə �sɑ�d%ənt/
noun a senior non-commissioned offic-
er (SNCO) in the infantry, usually em-
ployed as a company quartermaster ser-
geant (CQMS). Abbr C/Sgt (NOTE: The
equivalent of colour sergeant in most
other branches of the British Army is
staff sergeant (S/Sgt).)
column

column /�kɒləm/ noun 1. a tactical
formation consisting of several files of
soldiers moving forward together one
behind the other � Two columns of in-
fantry advanced across the desert. 2.
troops or vehicles moving in column
formation � The column of tanks was
strafed by enemy aircraft.
Comanche

Comanche /kə|�m�ntʃi/ noun an
American RH-66 light attack/recon-
naissance helicopter
combat

combat /�kɒmb�t/ noun fighting with
the enemy � He has no experience of
combat. � The unit was in combat three
times. � unarmed combat � verb to
take effective action against something
� This oil will combat rust and corro-
sion.
combat air patrol

combat air patrol /�kɒmb�t �eə pə|

�trəυl/ noun a patrol by fighter aircraft
over a designated area. Abbr CAP
combatant

combatant /�kɒmbətənt/ noun a per-
son who is involved in fighting � Com-
batants on both sides were affected by
the chemical attack. Compare non-
combatant
combat-effective

combat-effective /�kɒmb�t |

�fektv/ adjective capable of fighting �

Only three of our tanks are still combat-
effective.
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combat engineer tractor

combat engineer tractor
/�kɒmb�t �end%|�nə �tr�ktə/ noun a
British-designed armoured bulldozer.
Abbr CET
combat fatigue

combat fatigue /�kɒmb�t fə|�ti�(/
noun mental and physical stress result-
ing from a long period in combat
combat information centre

combat information centre
/�kɒmb�t �nfə|�meʃ(ə)n �sentə/ noun
full form of CIC
combat-loading

combat-loading /�kɒmb�t �ləυdŋ/
noun the process of loading ships with
men and equipment in such a way that
they are literally ready to fight the mo-
ment they disembark
combat readiness

combat readiness /�kɒmb�t
�redinəs/ noun the degree to which a
unit or sub-unit is considered capable of
fighting effectively � The brigade is
now at an advanced state of combat
readiness.
combat search and rescue

combat search and rescue
/�kɒmb�t �s$�tʃ ən �reskju�/ noun full
form of CSAR
combat service support

combat service support /�kɒmb�t
�s$�vs sə|�pɔ�t/ noun full form of CSS
combat supplies

combat supplies /�kɒmb�t sə|

�plaz/ plural noun ammunition, fuel
and water
combat support

combat support /�kɒmb�t sə|�pɔ�t/
noun the work of providing supplies to
soldiers who are engaged in combat
combat vehicle reconnaissance

combat vehicle reconnaissance
/�kɒmb�t �vi�k(ə)l r|�kɒns(ə)ns/
noun a light, fast-moving armoured ve-
hicle designed for reconnaissance.
Abbr CVR
combat vehicle reconnaissance tracked

combat vehicle reconnaissance
tracked /�kɒm|�b�t �vi�k(ə)l r|

�kɒnsəns �tr�kd/ noun a British series
of light armoured reconnaissance vehi-
cles (including the Scimitar and Scorpi-
on light tanks). Abbr CVR (T)
combat vehicle reconnaissance wheeled

combat vehicle reconnaissance
wheeled /�kɒm |�b�t �vi�k(ə)l r|

�kɒnsəns �wi�ld/ noun full form of
CVR (W)
combination armour

combination armour /kɒmb|�neʃn
�ɑ�mə/ noun armour composed of lay-
ers of steel and other substances (such
as ceramics, plastics, other types of

metal, etc.). Also called composite ar-
mour, compound armour. � explosive
reactive armour, rolled homogene-
ous armour
combine

combine /kəm|�ban/ verb 1. to bring
or put together � The two battalions
have been combined. 2. to come togeth-
er � We must not allow the two enemy
forces to combine.
combined arms

combined arms /kəm|�band �ɑ�mz/
plural noun two or more arms working
together � This will be a combined arms
operation.
combined joint task force

combined joint task force /kəm |

�band �d%ɔnt �tɑ�sk �fɔ�s/ noun a
multinational task force which can be
used rapidly as a peacekeeping force.
Abbr CJTF
combined logistic support

combined logistic support /kəm |

�band lə|�d%stk sə|�pɔ�t/ noun support
from various countries which is availa-
ble for use by NATO
combined operations

combined operations /kəm|�band
�ɒpə|�reʃ(ə)nz/ plural noun 1. opera-
tions involving more than one arm (e.g.
aircraft, artillery, infantry, naval gunfire
support, etc.) 2. US operations carried
out in conjunction with the armed forc-
es of other states (NOTE: The Americans
refer to combined arms operations as
joint operations.) � also called com-
bined ops
combined pursuit

combined pursuit /kəm |�band pə|

�sju�t/ noun pursuit of a retreating ene-
my by more than one part of a force, e.g.
by armoured vehicles and infantry
Combo pen

Combo pen /�kɒmbəυ pen/ noun an
automatic syrette of atropine
COMCEN

COMCEN /�kɒmsen/ abbreviation
communication centre
Comd

Comd abbreviation commander
come-on

come-on /�k�m|�ɒn/ noun an action
designed to lure someone into an am-
bush or trap � The burning car was a
come-on for a large bomb.
command

command /kə |�mɑ�nd/ noun 1. an of-
ficial instruction to do something � He
gave the command to open fire. 2. the
management and direction of troops,
vehicles or equipment � He has taken
command of B Company. � in com-
mand holding a command � he is cur-
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rently in command of D Troop � to take
command to become the officer who is
in command of a particular unit or oper-
ation 3. an organization which manages
and directs military forces at strategic
level 4. a strategical grouping of armed
forces (e.g. Bomber Command) 5. a re-
gion or district under the command of a
senior officer (e.g. Southern Command)
� verb 1. to order someone to do some-
thing � I command you to arrest that
man. 2. to manage and direct troops, ve-
hicles or equipment � He commands C
Company. 3. (of ground) to look down
on � That hill commands the whole val-
ley.
commandant

commandant /�kɒmənd�nt/ noun 1.
an officer commanding a military estab-
lishment (such as a prison camp, train-
ing depot, etc.) 2. an officer in the Irish
army above the rank of captain and be-
low a lieutenant-colonel (equivalent of
a major in the British or US army)
commandeer

commandeer /�kɒmən|�də/ verb to
take possession of something in order to
use it for a military purpose � They com-
mandeered our car.
commander

commander /kə |�mɑ�ndə/ noun 1.
someone who commands. Abbr Comd
2. a rank of an officer in the British or
US Navy (sometimes in command of a
small warship). Abbr Cmdr

COMMENT: Under unified command,
the service commander is responsi-
ble for the day-to-day management
of the forces under his command,
while the component commander de-
cides how such forces will be used in
a combined arms operation. Inevita-
bly, differences of opinion will arise,
in which case, it is the job of the com-
mander in chief to mediate or make
the final decision.

Commander in Chief

Commander in Chief /kə|�mɑ�ndə
n �tʃi�f/ noun the most senior com-
mander. Abbr C-in-C
commander royal artillery

commander royal artillery /kə|

�mɑ�ndə �rɔəl ɑ�|�tləri/ noun full form
of CRA
commanding

commanding /kə|�mɑ�ndŋ/ adjec-
tive 1. holding a command 2. looking
down on something � This position has
a commanding view over the valley.

commanding general

commanding general /kə|�mɑ�ndŋ
�d%en(ə)rəl/ noun US the commander
of a large tactical grouping (e.g. divi-
sion, corps, army). Abbr CG
commanding officer

commanding officer /kə|�mɑ�ndŋ
�ɒfsə/ noun an officer commanding a
battalion or equivalent-sized grouping �
He was taken before the commanding
officer on a charge of being absent with-
out leave. Abbr CO

COMMENT: In the British Army, the title
commanding officer (CO) is only
applied to an officer who commands
a battalion or equivalent-sized group-
ing. Likewise, the title officer com-
manding (OC) is only applied to an
officer who commands a company or
equivalent-sized grouping.

commando

commando /kə|�mɑ�ndəυ/ noun 1. a
battalion-sized grouping of the Royal
Marines (such as 40 Commando, 45
Commando) � 40 Commando will lead
the assault. Abbr Cdo 2. a member of
the Royal Marines who has successfully
completed basic training � He wants to
be a commando. 3. a special forces unit
or a unit of irregular troops � An enemy
commando is operating in the area. 4. a
member of a special forces unit or a unit
of irregular troops � The base was at-
tacked by commandos.
command post

command post /kə|�mɑ�nd pəυst/
noun the place from which a unit or
sub-unit is commanded. Abbr CP
command post exercise

command post exercise /kə|

�mɑ�nd pəυst �eksəsaz/ noun an exer-
cise designed to train commanders and
staff in the control of operations and the
use of communications within and be-
tween headquarters, in which all forces
are simulated. Abbr CPX
command sergeant major

command sergeant major /kə|

�mɑ�nd �sɑ�d%ənt �med%ə/ noun US
the most senior non-commissioned of-
ficer in an army unit. Abbr CSM
command vehicle

command vehicle /kə|�mɑ�nd
�vi�k(ə)l/ noun a vehicle used as a
command post
commend

commend /kə|�mend/ verb to praise
an achievement (usually officially) � He
was commended for his bravery.
commendation

commendation /�kɒmen |�deʃ(ə)n/
noun an official recognition for an
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achievement � He received a commen-
dation for leading the counter-attack.
Commie

Commie /�kɒmi/ noun a communist
(informal )
commissar

commissar /kɒm|�sɑ�/ noun a com-
munist official responsible for political
education and organisation
commissariat

commissariat /kɒm |�seəriət/ noun
an official department responsible for
the supply of food, clothing, etc.
commissary

commissary /�kɒmsəri/ noun an of-
ficer responsible for supply of food,
clothing, etc.
commission

commission /kə|�mʃ(ə)n/ noun an
authority by which an officer holds his
rank in the armed forces � He resigned
his commission. � Queen’s Commis-
sion, King’s Commission a commis-
sion held by an officer who has under-
gone normal officer selection and train-
ing � verb 1. to appoint someone as an
officer � He was commissioned in 1980.
2. to prepare a ship for operational duty
� The ship was in action only two weeks
after she was commissioned. Compare
decommission
commissioned officer

commissioned officer /kə |�mʃnd
�ɒfsə/ noun a serviceman with a super-
visory rank, who derives his authority
from a commission (e.g. a lieutenant,
captain, major, etc.) (NOTE: A commis-
sioned officer is normally referred to
simply as an officer.)
commissioning

commissioning /kə|�mʃənŋ/ noun
taking a ship into operational service in
the navy � The ship was in action only
two weeks after commissioning. Com-
pare decommissioning
commodore

commodore /�kɒmədɔ�/ noun a sen-
ior officer in the British or US Navy
(usually in command of a naval squad-
ron). Abbr Cmdre

COMMENT: The rank of commodore is
temporary only, and is given to a cap-
tain when his or her job requires a
greater degree of authority. When
that job is finished, he or she reverts
to the rank of captain.

commonality

commonality /kɒmə|�n�ləti/ noun a
state where various groups use common
resources or have common aims

Commonwealth

Commonwealth /�kɒmənwelθ/
noun an association consisting of Great
Britain and independent sovereign
states which were once formerly ruled
by Britain as colonies (such as Austral-
ia, Canada, New Zealand) (NOTE: The
full title is the British Commonwealth
of Nations.)

COMMENT: The armed forces of many
Commonwealth members are still
modelled on those of Great Britain
and have retained many of their tradi-
tions and customs.

comms

comms /kɒmz/ abbreviation commu-
nications
communal

communal /�kɒmjυn(ə)l, kə|

�mju�n(ə)l/ adjective for use by every-
one � We have communal showers in
this camp. (NOTE: Communal might re-
fer to facilities that can be used by all
ranks, or alternatively by both sexes.)
communicate

communicate /kə|�mju�nket/ verb
to pass information to another person
communication

communication /kə|�mju�n|

�keʃ(ə)n/ noun 1. the act of passing in-
formation to another person 2. the abil-
ity to communicate � We have lost com-
munication with B Company. 3. a mes-
sage � Did you receive my
communication? 4. � to establish com-
munications to carry out a radio check
in order to ensure that all call-signs on
the net are in radio contact
communication centre

communication centre /kə|�mju�n|

�keʃ(ə)n �sentə/ noun a place which
relays and monitors communications.
Abbr COMCEN
communications

communications /kə|�mju�n|

�keʃ(ə)nz/ plural noun the means of
passing information � Our communica-
tions have broken down.
communications equipment

communications equipment /kə|

�mju�n|�keʃ(ə)nz  |�kwpmənt/ noun
equipment for sending, receiving or
monitoring communications
communications officer

communications officer /kə|

�mju�n|�keʃ(ə)nz �ɒfsə/ noun an of-
ficer in charge of communications
communication trench

communication trench /kə|�mju�n|

�keʃ(ə)n �trentʃ/ noun a trench used
for movement from one fire trench to
another
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communism

communism /�kɒmjυnz(ə)m/ noun
1. a political theory developed by Karl
Marx, which promotes the idea that all
people should be considered equal and
that all property should be owned by the
state 2. a political system based on the
ideas of Karl Marx and others 3. any
movement which favours communism.
Compare capitalism
communist

communist /�kɒmjυnst/ adjective 1.
relating to communism 2. favouring
communism 3. relating to a country
with a communist government � noun
1. a person who favours communism 2.
� a Communist a member of the Com-
munist Party
Communist Party

Communist Party /�kɒmjυnst
�pɑ�ti/ noun an international organiza-
tion (with official status in some coun-
tries) which promotes communism
company

company /�k�mp(ə)ni/ noun a tacti-
cal and administrative army grouping of
three or more platoons. Abbr Coy

COMMENT: In the British army, compa-
ny-sized groupings of tanks and cer-
tain supporting arms (for example en-
gineers) are known as squadrons,
while artillery companies in many ar-
mies, including Great Britain and the
USA, are known as batteries. Amer-
ican armoured cavalry companies
are known as troops, although nor-
mal armoured units use the term
company. Companies or equivalent-
sized groupings are usually com-
manded by majors (although compa-
nies in the Royal Marines are com-
manded by captains). In the US Ar-
my, companies or equivalent-sized
groupings are usually commanded
by captains. A British armoured bri-
gade might consist of two armoured
or mechanized infantry battalions
and one armoured regiment or, alter-
natively, two armoured regiments
and one infantry battalion, plus artil-
lery and supporting arms. On opera-
tions, these units are broken down
and combined into battle groups. As
an example, an armoured infantry
battle group might consist of two in-
fantry companies and one squadron
of tanks, which are organized into
two company and squadron
groups and a squadron and com-
pany group under the command of
the infantry battalion HQ. The exact

composition will vary according to the
tactical requirement at the time. In
the US Army, a battle group is known
as a task force, while company and
squadron groups and squadron
and company groups are known as
company teams.

company and squadron group

company and squadron group
/�k�mp(ə)ni ən �skwɒdrən �(ru�p/
noun a combined arms grouping, based
on an infantry company (equivalent to a
company team in the US Army)
company quartermaster sergeant

company quartermaster ser-
geant /�k�mp(ə)ni �kwɔ�təmɑ�stə
�sɑ�d%ənt/ noun a senior non-commis-
sioned officer (SNCO), usually holding
the rank of colour sergeant (C/Sgt) or
staff sergeant (S/Sgt), responsible for
the logistic support of a company. Abbr
CQMS
Company Sergeant Major

Company Sergeant Major
/�k�mp(ə)ni �sɑ�d%(ə)nt �med%ə/
noun a senior non-commissioned offic-
er in the British Army who ranks above
a sergeant, but below a regimental ser-
geant major. Abbr CSM. Abbr CSM
company team

company team /�k�mp(ə)ni �ti�m/
noun a US combined arms grouping
based on a tank or mechanized infantry
company (equivalent to a company and
squadron group or a squadron and com-
pany group in the British Army)
compass

compass /�k�mpəs/ noun an instru-
ment designed to calculate direction by
indicating magnetic north
compass bearing

compass bearing /�k�mpəs
�beərŋ/ noun a magnetic bearing ob-
tained by using a compass
Compass Call

Compass Call /�k�mpəs kɔ�l/ noun
US an air-force role, involving the use
of EW aircraft to jam enemy communi-
cations
compassionate leave

compassionate leave /kəm|

�p�ʃ(ə)nət �li�v/ noun leave granted
when a serviceman has problems at
home (such as the death of a relative)
compatibility

compatibility /kəm|�p�t|�blti/ noun
being able to fit in or work with other
types of equipment
compatible

compatible /kəm|�p�tb(ə)l/ adjec-
tive able to fit in or work with other
types of equipment
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compatriot

compatriot /kəm |�p�triət/ noun
someone of the same nationality
compliance

compliance /kəm|�plaəns/ noun the
act of complying with e.g. an order or
the terms of a treaty
comply with

comply with /kəm|�pla �wð/ verb to
carry out an instruction, order or re-
quest, or the terms of a treaty � The
troops refused to comply with the order
to withdraw.
compo

compo /�kɒmpəυ/ noun a tinned or
dehydrated food supplied to the British
Army (informal; short for ‘composite ra-
tions’)
component

component /kəm|�pəυnənt/ noun 1.
part of something (especially machin-
ery or instruments) � We’ll need to re-
place many of the components of this
radio. 2. part of a combined arms force
component commander

component commander /kəm|

�pəυnənt kə|�mɑ�ndə/ noun the com-
mander of one component of a com-
bined arms force (e.g. the air compo-
nent commander coordinates the use of
all aircraft in the force, regardless of
whether they are provided by the air
force, navy or army)
composite

composite /�kɒmpəzt/ adjective
made up of several parts
composite armour

composite armour /�kɒmpəzt
�ɑ�mə/ noun same as combination ar-
mour
composite rations

composite rations /�kɒmpəzt
�r�ʃ(ə)nz/ plural noun � compo
composition

composition /�kɒmpə|�zʃ(ə)n/ noun
the particular parts or ingredients which
go together to form something � They
changed the composition of the assault
force by replacing a squadron of tanks
with two infantry companies.
compound

compound /�kɒmpaυnd/ noun 1. a
secure area enclosed by a fence 2. a
mixture of two or more substances
compound armour

compound armour /�kɒmpaυnd
�ɑ�mə/ noun same as combination ar-
mour
compromise

compromise /�kɒmprəmaz/ verb 1.
to settle a dispute by agreeing to accept
some of the other party’s demands � We
will have to compromise on this issue.
2. to reveal or to allow your intentions,

location or secrets to become known
(usually unintentionally) � The ambush
has been compromised. � Our security
codes have been compromised.
computer

computer /kəm|�pju�tə/ noun an elec-
tronic device used for storing and
processing data
computer virus

computer virus /kəm|�pju�tə
�varəs/ noun a secret code which is fed
into an existing programme, in order to
sabotage a computer system by destroy-
ing or disrupting data stored on it
comrade

comrade /�kɒmred/ noun a fellow
soldier, worker, etc.

COMMENT: Comrade was a common
form of address among communists,
and was often used to express the
idea of social equality among people
of different rank or status (for exam-
ple addressing someone as ‘Com-
rade General’).

conceal

conceal /kən|�si�l/ verb 1. to hide
something � The bomb was concealed
in a suitcase. 2. to keep something se-
cret � We need to conceal our intentions
from the enemy.
concealment

concealment /kən |�si�lmənt/ noun an
act of concealing something
concentrate

concentrate /�kɒnsəntret/ verb 1. to
bring together � He concentrated his
forces for the attack. 2. to come togeth-
er � The division will concentrate
around Bocksheim. 3. to focus your at-
tention, energy or resources on some-
thing � They concentrated on destroy-
ing the enemy rail network.
concentrated

concentrated /�kɒnsəntretd/ ad-
jective intense or strong � a concentrat-
ed barrage
concentration

concentration /�kɒnsən|�treʃ(ə)n/
noun 1. an act of bringing something to-
gether 2. an act of coming together 3. an
act of focusing your attention, energy or
resources on something
concentration area

concentration area /�kɒnsən|

�treʃ(ə)n �eəriə/ noun an area where
the units of a large tactical grouping
(such as a brigade or division) come to-
gether to reorganize, before starting the
next phase of an operation
concentration camp

concentration camp /�kɒnsən|

�treʃ(ə)n k�mp/ noun a camp where
people are interned in harsh conditions
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for political reasons or because they be-
long to a certain ethnic or religious
group
concentration of firepower

concentration of firepower
/�kɒnsəntreʃ(ə)n əv �faəpaυə/ noun
the utilization of all weapons available
aimed at the same target
concept of operations

concept of operations /�kɒnsept
əv �ɒpə|�reʃ(ə)nz/ noun a general out-
line of how an operation is intended to
proceed
concertina wire

concertina wire /kɒnsə |�ti�nə �waə/
noun barbed wire rolled into a series of
loops, which can be compressed for
storage and transportation, but easily
extended for use as an obstacle
conchie

conchie /�kɒnʃi/ noun a conscientious
objector (slang)
concrete

concrete /�kɒŋkri�t/ noun a building
material composed of cement, gravel,
sand and water � Concrete blockhouses
were built along the frontier.
concurrent

concurrent /kən |�k�rənt/ noun hap-
pening at the same time as something
else
concussed

concussed /kən|�k�st/ adjective suf-
fering from concussion
concussion

concussion /kən|�k�ʃ(ə)n/ noun 1. a
temporary incapacity caused by a blow
to the head � He is suffering from con-
cussion. 2. shock � He was killed by the
concussion from an exploding shell.
condensation trail

condensation trail /�kɒnden|

�seʃ(ə)n trel/ noun full form of con-
trail
condition

condition /kən|�dʃ(ə)n/ noun the
state of something such as a piece of
equipment, especially whether it is
clean and working properly
conduct

conduct /kən|�d�kt/ verb 1. to lead or
guide somebody 2. to carry out e.g. mil-
itary operations or an investigation �

noun the way in which somebody be-
haves � The Geneva Convention gov-
erns the conduct of military personnel
in wartime.
cone

cone /kəυn/ noun a shape which is
round at the base, tapering to a point
cone of fire

cone of fire /�kəυn əv �faə/ noun a
shape like a triangle made when guns in
two positions fire at the same target

confidential

confidential /�kɒnf |�denʃəl/ adjec-
tive secret

COMMENT: The security classification
of information varies according to its
importance e.g.: restricted, confiden-
tial, secret, top secret, etc.

confine

confine /kən|�fan/ verb 1. to keep
within specific limits 2. to imprison �

They were confined in a barn.
confined to barracks

confined to barracks /kən|�fand tə
�b�rəks/ noun a punishment by which a
soldier is not allowed to leave the bar-
racks � He was awarded 10 days CB.
Abbr CB
confirm

confirm /kən|�f$�m/ verb to say that
something is true or correct � Aerial
photographs confirmed the enemy’s
movements.
confirmation

confirmation /�kɒnfə|�meʃ(ə)n/
noun a statement that something is true
or correct � We need confirmation of the
chemical attack.
confiscate

confiscate /�kɒnfsket/ verb to take
something away from someone, with
authority � All privately owned radios
were confiscated.
conflict

conflict /�kɒnflkt/ noun a state of
hostility or war � The whole region is in
a state of conflict. � We are trying to set-
tle the conflict by diplomatic means.
confluence

confluence /�kɒnfluəns/ noun a
place where two rivers join � Koblenz
lies at the confluence of the Rhine and
the Mosel.
confront

confront /kən |�fr�nt/ verb 1. to take a
hostile attitude towards someone or
something � We were confronted by the
7th Infantry Regiment. 2. to deal with a
problem or difficulty � We need to con-
front the lack of discipline in this battal-
ion.
confrontation

confrontation /�kɒnfr�n |�teʃ(ə)n/
noun aggressive or hostile behaviour �

This confrontation could lead to war.
confusion

confusion /kən|�fju�%(ə)n/ noun 1. a
situation where no one knows what is
happening � The whole headquarters is
in a state of confusion. 2. loss of order
and cohesion � The enemy retreated in
confusion.
conifer

conifer /�kɒnfə/ noun a tree which
does not lose its leaves in winter (such
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as a fir, pine, spruce, etc.). � evergreen,
fir
coniferous

coniferous /kə|�nf(ə)rəs/ adjective
relating to trees which do not lose their
leaves in winter (such as firs, pines,
spruce, etc.). Compare deciduous
conning tower

conning tower /�kɒnŋ �taυwə/ noun
a vertical construction on a submarine,
which houses the periscope and is used
as an observation platform
CONPLAN

CONPLAN /�kɒnpl�n/ abbreviation
US contingency plan
conquer

conquer /�kɒŋkə/ verb to gain control
over an enemy’s territory by defeating
his armed forces � ’I came, I saw, I con-
quered’ [Caesar] � The victorious army
conquered one state after another.
conqueror

conqueror /�kɒŋkərə/ noun someone
who conquers � Julius Caesar was the
conqueror of Gaul.
conscientious objector

conscientious objector
/�kɒnʃienʃəs əb|�d%ektə/ noun some-
one who, for moral reasons, refuses to
serve in the armed forces when required
to do so. Also called conchie (NOTE:
The term conchie is offensive.)
conscious

conscious /�kɒnʃəs/ adjective awake
and able to know what is happening
around you
conscript

conscript /�kɒnskrpt/ noun a person
who joins the armed forces because he
is forced to do so by law, rather than be-
cause he wants to. Compare volunteer
� verb /kən|�skrpt/ to select someone
for compulsory military service � All
men over the age of 18 were conscript-
ed. � draft
conscription

conscription /kən |�skrpʃən/ noun
compulsory enlistment for military
service. � draft
conserve

conserve /kən |�s$�v/ verb to avoid un-
necessary waste � Conserve your am-
munition!
consolidate

consolidate /kən |�sɒldet/ verb to
strengthen or make more secure � The
enemy is consolidating his bridgehead.
constable

constable /�k�nstəb(ə)l/ noun a po-
liceman or policewoman
constrain

constrain /kən|�stren/ verb to restrict
someone’s actions

constraint

constraint /kən|�strent/ noun some-
thing which restricts someone’s actions
� NATO forces in the area are operating
under a number of constraints.
construction troops

construction troops /kən|�str�kʃən
tru�ps/ plural noun troops who are
trained and equipped to build large in-
stallations, e.g. roads, railways or bridg-
es
consul

consul /�kɒnsəl/ noun an official ap-
pointed to live in a foreign city in order
to protect the interests of his own coun-
trymen
consulate

consulate /�kɒnsjυlət/ noun a build-
ing used by a consul and his staff
consumer logistics

consumer logistics, operational
logistics noun logistics concerned with
the receiving and storing of supplies
contact

contact /�kɒnt�kt/ noun 1. the ability
to communicate with another person or
grouping 2. a first sighting of the enemy
(usually resulting in an exchange of
fire) � ‘Hello 2, this is 22, contact, wait
out!’ � D Company have just had a con-
tact. � in contact state in which you and
the enemy are within effective range of
each others’ weapons (and usually,
shooting at each other) � B Company
are in contact with the enemy � to make
contact to see the enemy

COMMENT: To avoid causing unnec-
essary excitement at headquarters,
you should only use the word ‘con-
tact’ on the radio when talking about
contact with the enemy. When you
are talking about your ability to com-
municate with another person, use
an alternative term: I can’t raise 22,
get in touch with 33B.

contact report

contact report /�kɒnt�kt r|�pɔ�t/
noun information relating to a sighting
of the enemy
contain

contain /kən|�ten/ verb 1. to hold �

This box contains live ammunition. 2. to
prevent or restrict the movement of a
group of people or vehicles � We have
managed to contain the enemy in the
western end of the town.
container

container /kən|�tenə/ noun 1. any-
thing which is used to contain some-
thing � The room was full of ammuni-
tion containers. 2. a very large metal
case of a standard size for loading and
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transporting goods on trucks, trains and
ships
contaminate

contaminate /kən|�t�mnet/ verb to
infect or pollute (e.g. through the use of
biological or chemical weapons) � The
whole area has been contaminated with
anthrax. Compare decontaminate
contaminated

contaminated /kən|�t�mnetd/ ad-
jective infected or polluted � The con-
taminated clothing was burnt.
contamination

contamination /kən|�t�m|�neʃ(ə)n/
noun 1. an act of contaminating some-
thing � The enemy was not responsible
for the contamination of the water sup-
ply. 2. something which contaminates
(such as a biological weapon, chemical
agent, radioactive fallout, etc.) � There
are still traces of contamination.
continent

continent /�kɒntnənt/ noun 1. one of
the major land areas in the world (Afri-
ca, North America, South America,
Asia, Australia, Antarctica, Europe) 2.
� the Continent (in Britain) the rest of
Europe, as opposed to Britain itself
which is an island � on the Continent
in Europe � to the Continent to Europe
� when you drive on the Continent re-
member to drive on the right
contingency

contingency /kən|�tnd%ənsi/ noun
an action or situation which is consid-
ered possible or likely and which could
affect another action or situation (NOTE:
The plural form is contingencies.)
contingency planning

contingency planning /kən|

�tnd%ənsi �pl�nŋ/ noun planning for
a possible future operation
contingent

contingent /kən |�tnd%ənt/ noun a
small military force which forms part of
a larger grouping � The British contin-
gent is made up of marines and recon-
naissance units.

COMMENT: Contingent is normally
used to describe the different mem-
bers of a multinational force, e.g.: the
British contingent, the German con-
tingent, etc.

contour

contour /�kɒntυə/ noun a line on a
map connecting points of equal altitude
contract soldier

contract soldier /�kɒntr�kt
�səυld%ə/ noun an ex-serviceman serv-
ing in the armed forces of a foreign state

contrail

contrail /�kɒntrel/ noun a white trail
of vapour given off by an aircraft in
flight (normally at high altitudes) � Hel-
lo 2, this is 22, contrails heading south-
west, over. Full form condensation
trail
contravene

contravene /�kɒntrə|�vi�n/ verb to act
contrary to a law or code of conduct �

Your actions contravene the Geneva
Convention.
contravention

contravention /�kɒntrə|�venʃən/
noun an act of contravening a law or
code of conduct
control

control /kən |�trəυl/ noun 1. the power
to direct the actions of people or things
� You must keep your men under strict
control � the men are out of control. �

He lost control of his vehicle. � in con-
trol of having power over something �

the rebels are in control of the southern
part of the country 2. � the controls the
instruments by which a machine or de-
vice is operated � I wasn’t familiar with
the controls of the aircraft � verb to di-
rect the actions of people or things � He
was unable to control his platoon.
controller

controller /kən |�trəυlə/ noun some-
one who controls
control station

control station /kən|�trəυl
�steʃ(ə)n/ noun the station which is re-
sponsible for the orderly operation of a
communications network
control tower

control tower /kən|�trəυl �taυə/ noun
an observation tower on an airfield or
airport used to direct the landing and
take-off of aircraft
convalesce

convalesce /�kɒnvə |�les/ verb to re-
cover your health after illness or injury
convention

convention /kən|�venʃən/ noun a for-
mal agreement
conventional

conventional /kən|�venʃ(ə)n(ə)l/ ad-
jective non-nuclear � We will be defeat-
ed if we have to rely on purely conven-
tional weapons.
convoy

convoy /�kɒnvɔ/ noun a group of
ships or vehicles travelling together
cookhouse

cookhouse /�kυkhaυs/ noun a place
where food is cooked
cook off

cook off /�kυk �ɒf/ verb (of ammuni-
tion) to explode prematurely in the
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breech of the weapon because it is too
hot
coolant

coolant /�ku�lənt/ noun a fluid de-
signed to stop an engine from overheat-
ing
cooperative logistics

cooperative logistics /kəυ|

�ɒpərətv lə|�d%stks/ noun logistics
involved in the manufacture, procure-
ment, and storage of supplies
coordinate

coordinate /kəυ|�ɔ�dnət/ noun 1. one
of a series of two-digit numbers shown
on a map grid in order to produce grid
references 2. a grid reference � What
are your coordinates? (NOTE: The coor-
dinates running from left to right are
known as eastings, while the coordi-
nates running from the bottom to the
top are known as northings.) � verb
/kəυ|�ɔ�dnet/ to manage the actions of
two or more people or groups so that
they work towards a common goal �

The attack was not properly coordinat-
ed.
coordinating authority

coordinating authority /kəυ|

�ɔ�dnetŋ ɔ�|�θɒrti/ noun authority
given to a NATO commander to coordi-
nate the work of various agencies and
forces from different countries
cop

cop /kɒp/ noun a policeman or police-
woman (informal)
copilot

copilot /�kəυpalət/ noun a second pi-
lot of an aircraft crew
Copperhead

Copperhead /�kɒpəhed/ noun an
American-designed laser-guided anti-
tank artillery round
copse

copse /kɒps/ noun a small wood
copy

copy /�kɒp/ noun 1. something pro-
duced to be the same as something else
� Local gunsmiths are producing good
copies of the AK-47 assault weapon. 2.
one specimen of a document or publica-
tion, where several specimens have
been produced � I need two copies of
the report. � verb 1. to produce a copy �
The Chinese are trying to copy the lat-
est Russian tank. 2. US to receive a ra-
dio transmission (radio terminology) �
copy that I have received (and under-
stood) your message � do you copy?
are you receiving me? � affirmative,
roger

cord

cord /kɔ�d/ noun a thick rope of twist-
ed fibres, normally used for tying things
together

COMMENT: Cord is thicker than string,
and thinner than rope.

cordite

cordite /�kɔ�dat/ noun smokeless ex-
plosive used as propellant for bullets
and other projectiles
cordon

cordon /�kɔ�d(ə)n/ noun a line of men
or series of outposts designed to con-
trol, monitor or prevent movement into
or out of an area � The cordon went in
at first light. � He broke through the
cordon. � verb to place a cordon around
an area � The village was cordoned off.
cornet

cornet /�kɔ�nət/ noun a second lieu-
tenant in certain cavalry regiments
corporal

corporal /�kɔ�prəl/ noun 1. a junior
non-commissioned officer (NCO) in the
army, marines or air force. � lance-cor-
poral 2. US a junior non-commissioned
officer (NCO) in the army or marines �

abbr Cpl
COMMENT: British infantry sections
are usually commanded by corpo-
rals. In the British Army, a corporal in
the Brigade of Guards is known as a
lance-sergeant, while a corporal in
the artillery is known as a bombar-
dier.

corporal major

corporal major /�kɔ�p(ə)rəl
�med%ə/ noun a rank used by the
Household Cavalry as an equivalent to
staff sergeant and sergeant major
corporal of horse

corporal of horse /�kɔ�p(ə)rəl əv
�hɔ�s/ noun a rank used by the House-
hold Cavalry as an equivalent to ser-
geant. Abbr CoH
corps

corps /kɔ�/ noun 1. a tactical army
grouping of two or more divisions 2. an
administrative grouping used by certain
specialist troops (e.g. the Army Air
Corps, the Royal Corps of Signals, the
US Marine Corps, etc.)
corpse

corpse /kɔ�ps/ noun a dead body
corpsman

corpsman /�kɔ�mən/ noun US a spe-
cialist soldier trained to give first aid on
the battlefield
Corps of Drums

Corps of Drums /�kɔ� əv �dr�mz/
noun a band of drummers and fife-play-
ers belonging to a battalion or regiment
(also known as the Drums or the Fifes
and Drums)
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corps support command

corps support command /�kɔ� sə |

�pɔ�t kə|�mɑ�nd/ noun US full form of
COSCOM
correct

correct /kə|�rekt/ adjective 1. true or
accurate � That is correct. 2. (of artillery
or mortar fire) on target � verb 1. to
amend or put right � He corrected the
timetable. 2. to make calculations and
issue instructions in order to bring artil-
lery or mortar fire onto a target � He
corrected onto the second enemy posi-
tion.
correction

correction /kə|�rekʃən/ noun 1. an act
of correcting something 2. a calculation
made by a forward observer and sent to
an artillery or mortar unit in order to
bring fire onto a target 3. the process of
directing artillery or mortar fire onto a
target

COMMENT: A competent FOO or MFC
should be able to hit the target with
his third correction.

correspondent

correspondent /�kɒr|�spɒndənt/
noun � war correspondent
corridor

corridor /�kɒrdɔ�/ noun 1. a passage
between rooms � He is waiting in the
corridor. 2. a strip of territory or air-
space along which one can move � Our
mission is to clear a corridor through
the enemy’s forward defences.
corrie

corrie /�kɒri/ noun in Scotland, a natu-
ral depression on the side of a moun-
tain. � cirque
corrugated iron

corrugated iron /�kɒrə(etd �aən/
noun wrinkled metal sheets used in the
construction of field fortifications and
shelters
Corsair

Corsair /�kɔ�seə/ noun same as A-7
corvette

corvette /kɔ�|�vet/ noun a small
ocean-going warship
COS

COS abbreviation chief of staff
COSCOM

COSCOM /�kɒskɒm/ noun US an or-
ganization responsible for the resupply
of a corps. Full form corps support
command
cot

cot /kɒt/ noun US a camp-bed
cottage

cottage /�kɒtd%/ noun a small rural
house
counter

counter /�kaυntə/ adjective contrary
to � Your attack was counter to my or-
ders. � verb to take action in order to

prevent or impede another action taking
place � We countered the tank threat by
mining all the likely approaches.
counter-air

counter-air /�kaυntər �eə/ adjective
relating to operations directed against
the enemy air force
counterattack

counterattack /�kaυntərə|�t�k/ noun
a retaliatory attack on an enemy force
which is in the process of attacking or
has just completed an attack � The ene-
my counterattack was successfully beat-
en off. � verb to mount a counterattack
� B Company counterattacked while the
enemy were reorganizing.
counter-battery fire

counter-battery fire /�kaυntə
�b�t(ə)ri �faə/ noun an artillery attack
on an enemy artillery fire-position � We
lost three guns through counter-battery
fire.
counter-concentrate

counter-concentrate /�kaυntə
�kɒnsəntret/ verb to bring forces to-
gether to repel an enemy attack
counterespionage

counterespionage /�kaυntər|

�espiənɑ�%/ noun action taken to im-
pede the activities of enemy spies
counterfire

counterfire /�kaυntə|�faə/ noun an
attack on the enemy’s artillery assets
counterinsurgency

counterinsurgency /�kaυnt(ə)rn|

�s$�d%(ə)nsi/ noun action taken to de-
stroy an insurgency. Abbr COIN. � in-
surrection, rebellion, revolt, revolu-
tion
counterinsurgency operation

counterinsurgency operation
/�kaυnt(ə)rn |�s$�d%(ə)nsi
�ɒpəreʃ(ə)n/ noun a military operation
mounted to destroy armed resistance to
the established government or foreign
domination
counterintelligence

counterintelligence /�kaυntərn|

�teld%əns/ noun methods used by gov-
ernments or armies to stop enemy
agents gaining information about their
plans and activities
countermand

countermand /kaυntə|�mɑ�nd/ verb
to cancel an order or instruction (usual-
ly made by someone else) � The general
countermanded the brigade command-
er’s order to withdraw.
countermeasure

countermeasure /�kaυntəme%ə/
noun an action or procedure designed to
neutralize a danger or threat
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countersign

countersign /�kaυntəsan/ noun
words, letters or numbers used as a ver-
bal recognition signal, usually in the
form of a challenge and a reply � A sen-
try should use the countersign when he
does not recognize a person. � pass-
word
country

country /�k�ntri/ noun 1. land form-
ing the territory of a nation or state 2. �
the country rural district or region
(consisting of agricultural land, villages
and small towns as opposed to large
towns and cities) � Guerrillas are still
operating in the country. 3. terrain � We
will have to cross some difficult country.
countryside

countryside /�k�ntrisad/ noun 1. a
rural district or region 2. terrain consist-
ing of agricultural land, woodland and
villages
county

county /�kaυnti/ noun a rural region
or district with its own local administra-
tion
coup

coup /ku�/ noun a significant (and usu-
ally successful) action
coup de grâce

coup de grâce /�ku� də �(r�s/ noun
the act of killing a wounded person or
animal in order to prevent further suf-
fering
coup de main

coup de main /�ku� də �m�n/ noun a
surprise attack
coup d’état

coup d’état /�ku� de|�t�/ noun a sud-
den seizure of power by use of force �

The army has staged a coup d’état.
coup d’oeil

coup d’oeil /�ku� �d$�i/ noun the as-
sessment of terrain or a situation simply
through observation
courage

courage /�k�rd%/ noun the ability to
control fear (also known as physical
courage)
courageous

courageous /kə |�red%əs/ adjective
able to control your fear. � brave
courier

courier /�kυriə/ noun a person who
takes something (e.g. a message, weap-
on, etc.) from one place to another �

The gunman escaped, but we captured
the courier and the weapon.
course

course /kɔ�s/ noun 1. a series of les-
sons, lectures and practical exercises in
a specific subject � I am going on a sur-
vival course. 2. a series of obstacles or
practical tasks forming part of a test or

competition 3. a direction taken by a
ship or aircraft � The ship was heading
on a course of 220°. � off course going
in the wrong direction
court-martial

court-martial /�kɔ�t �mɑ�ʃ(ə)l/ noun
the trial of someone serving in the
armed forces by the armed forces au-
thorities under military law � The court-
martial was held in the army headquar-
ters. � He was found guilty by the court-
martial and sentenced to imprisonment.
� verb to try someone who is serving in
the armed forces � He was court-mar-
tialled for cowardice. (NOTE: court-
martialling – court-martialled; US
court-martialing – court-martialed)
cove

cove /kəυv/ noun a small sheltered
bay or inlet
cover

cover /�k�və/ noun 1. something that
conceals or protects another object �
cover from fire anything which pro-
vides protection from bullets, shrapnel
or other projectiles � to take cover to
hide or to seek protection from enemy
fire 2. support for another person or unit
3. a false identity or explanation � His
business trip was just a cover for meet-
ing the rebel leaders. � verb 1. to put
something over another object in order
to conceal or protect it � He covered the
body with a blanket. 2. to provide fire
support for another person or unit �

Cover me while I move forward! 3. to
point a weapon at a person or group �

He covered the prisoners while they
were being searched. 4. to be able to ob-
serve or shoot into a specific area � 6
Platoon is covering the main road. �
covered by fire having a clear field of
fire over an area of ground or, if this is
not possible, having the area registered
as an artillery or mortar target � all ob-
stacles must be covered by fire 5. � to
cover for someone to carry out the du-
ties of another person � I am covering
for Sgt Hobbs tonight
coveralls

coveralls /�k�vərɔ�lz/ plural noun a
garment combining jacket and trousers,
which is worn over other clothes in or-
der to protect them from dirt, mud, oil,
etc.
covering fire

covering fire /�k�v(ə)rŋ �faə/ noun
fire designed to neutralize the enemy so
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that another person or unit can move �

My platoon provided covering fire while
the rest of the company withdrew. � Pre-
pare to give covering fire.
covert

covert /�kəυvət, �k�vət/ adjective
concealed or secret � This is a covert
operation.
cover-up

cover-up /�k�vər �p/ noun an attempt
to conceal true facts by lying or con-
cealing information � The media are
saying that there has been a cover-up.
coward

coward /�kaυəd/ noun someone who
cannot control his or her fear
cowardice

cowardice /�kaυəds/ noun 1. the ina-
bility to control your fear 2. the military
offence of running away from the ene-
my � He was shot for cowardice. Com-
pare bravery
cowardly

cowardly /�kaυədli/ adjective 1. (of a
person) unable to control fear. Compare
brave 2. (of an action) done against
someone who cannot retaliate
coxswain

coxswain /�kɒkswen, �kɒks(ə)n/
noun 1. a person who steers a boat or
ship 2. a senior petty officer on a small
ship
Coy

Coy abbreviation company
CP

CP abbreviation command post
Cpl

Cpl abbreviation corporal
CPO

CPO abbreviation chief petty officer
CPX

CPX /�si�pi�|�eks/ noun a radio exercise
involving only the command elements
of a grouping. Full form command
post exercise
CQB

CQB /�si�kju�|�bi�/ noun the skill of
fighting at very close range (e.g.
FIBUA, jungle fighting, etc.) � We’ve
set up a CQB range in the wood. Full
form close quarter battle
CQMS

CQMS abbreviation company quarter-
master sergeant
CRA

CRA /�si�ɑ�|�re/ noun a brigadier in
command of a division’s artillery as-
sets. Full form commander royal artil-
lery

COMMENT: Although regiments and
batteries are nominally allocated in
support of specific brigades and bat-
tle groups respectively, artillery is
considered to be a divisional asset
and batteries may be tasked to sup-

port other groupings as the tactical
situation dictates.

crab

crab /kr�b/ noun a member of the
Royal Air Force (army slang)
crack

crack /kr�k/ adjective elite, of very
high quality � He served in a crack cav-
alry regiment.
craft

craft /krɑ�ft/ noun a boat or ship
craftsman

craftsman /�krɑ�ftsmən/ noun a pri-
vate in the Royal Electrical and Me-
chanical Engineers (REME). Abbr Cfn
crag

crag /kr�(/ noun a rocky summit of a
hill � We lost a lot of men taking that
crag.
crampons

crampons /�kr�mpɒnz/ plural noun a
set of spikes which are fitted to the sole
of a boot for climbing on snow or ice �

We’ll need crampons for this operation.
crane

crane /kren/ noun a tall machine with
a long arm, designed for lifting heavy
objects
crap-hat

crap-hat /�kr�p h�t/ noun a deroga-
tory term used by members of the Para-
chute Regiment to describe any soldier
who is not a trained paratrooper
crash

crash /kr�ʃ/ noun a violent collision �
He was killed in a car crash. � verb to
collide violently with something else �

The truck crashed into a tank.
crash landing

crash landing /�kr�ʃ �l�ndŋ/ noun
a landing made by an aircraft in an
emergency, without using its wheels
crash out

crash out /�kr�ʃ �aυt/ verb (informal)
1. to deploy at short notice from a base
or position in response to an incident or
threat � The QRF crashed out as soon
as they heard the explosion. 2. to go to
sleep (but not in a bed) � We’ll just
crash out here.
crate

crate /kret/ noun a large container
made of wood or metal
crater

crater /�kretə/ noun a hole in the
ground made by an explosion � verb to
make craters (as an obstacle) � The en-
gineers cratered the road.
crawl

crawl /krɔ�l/ verb to move on your
hands and knees � He crawled up to the
bunker.
creek

creek /kri�k/ noun 1. a small stream 2.
a narrow inlet
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creep

creep /kri�p/ verb to move slowly and
cautiously � He crept up to the bunker.
(NOTE: creeping – crept)
creeping barrage

creeping barrage /�kri�pŋ �b�rɑ�%/
noun artillery bombardment which is
constantly adjusted, so that the shells
continue to land in front of friendly
troops as they advance � We will ad-
vance behind a creeping barrage.
creeping bombardment

creeping bombardment /�kri�pŋ
bɒm|�bɑ�dmənt/ noun same as creep-
ing barrage
crest

crest /krest/ noun the top of a hill or
ridge
crevasse

crevasse /krə|�v�s/ noun a large
crack in the surface of a glacier or mass
of snow � He fell down a crevasse.
crew

crew /kru�/ noun 1. a team of people
who man a ship, aircraft or vehicle �

The crew of the helicopter which was
brought down have all been rescued. 2.
a team of people who operate a weapon
or equipment
crewman

crewman /�kru�mən/, crewmember
noun a member of a crew
crime

crime /kram/ noun 1. an illegal act
which is punishable by law 2. illegal ac-
tivity in general
criminal

criminal /�krmn(ə)l/ adjective relat-
ing to crime � noun someone who com-
mits a crime
crippled

crippled /�krpld/ adjective 1. (of peo-
ple) physically disabled 2. (of vehicles)
badly damaged and unable to function
properly
crisis

crisis /�krass/ noun a very difficult
or dangerous situation
crisis management

crisis management /�krass
�m�nd%mənt/ noun the act of taking
rapid decisions to deal with a crisis
(NOTE: The plural form is crises
/�krasi�z/.)
critical point

critical point /�krtk(ə)l �pɔnt/
noun 1. a location or position which
could influence the outcome of an oper-
ation 2. the point midway between two
airbases from which a plane will take
the same time to reach either base. Also
called waypoint

cross

cross /krɒs/ verb to move from one
side of a feature to the other � The ene-
my are crossing the river.
cross-attachment

cross-attachment /�krɒsə
�t�tʃmənt/ noun an attachment to a
different arm or service (e.g. a platoon
of armoured infantry attached to a tank
squadron)
crossfire

crossfire /�krɒsfaə/ noun fire direct-
ed at a target from two or more different
locations � We were caught in a cross-
fire.
cross-grain

cross-grain /�krɒs (ren/ adverb
across the grain of the country � We’ll
have to move cross-grain.
crossing

crossing /�krɒsŋ/ noun 1. a place
where a railway line, river, road or other
feature can be crossed 2. a bridge or
ford � The enemy have captured several
crossings. 3. an act of crossing a feature
or obstacle � The enemy is preparing a
river crossing.
crossing point

crossing point /�krɒsŋ pɔnt/ noun
a place where e.g. a river can be crossed
crossroads

crossroads /�krɒsrəυdz/ noun a
place where two or more roads cross
over each other
cross-servicing

cross-servicing /�krɒs|�s$�vsŋ/
noun work done by one service for an-
other
crosswind

crosswind /�krɒswnd/ noun a wind
which blows across your direction of
travel
Crotale

Crotale /krəυ|�tɑ�l/ noun a French-de-
signed short-range surface-to-air mis-
sile (SAM)
crowd

crowd /kraυd/ noun a large group of
people
crown

crown /kraυn/ noun 1. a ceremonial
head-dress worn by a king or queen 2.
an insignia used in some badges of rank
of the British Army (e.g. a single crown
denotes major, while a crown and a star
denotes lieutenant-colonel)
cruise

cruise /kru�z/ verb to make a long
journey by sea
cruise missile

cruise missile /�kru�z �msal/ noun
an American-designed low-flying mis-
sile which is capable of navigating itself
to a target. � Tomahawk
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cruiser

cruiser /�kru�zə/ noun a large ocean-
going warship, armed with missiles or
guns, which is capable of spending long
periods at sea without support
CS

CS /�si� �es/ noun a type of tear agent.
Full form orthochlorobenzylidene
malononitrile. Also called CS gas
C/S

C/S abbreviation call sign
CSAR

CSAR /�si�ese|�ɑ�/ noun an operation
mounted to locate and rescue aircrew
who have been shot down over enemy
territory. Full form combat search
and rescue
CS gas

CS gas /�si� es �(�s/, tear gas /�tə
(�s/ noun a type of gas which irritates
the eyes and causes choking

COMMENT: CS gas is normally used
by riot police for crowd control.

C/Sgt

C/Sgt abbreviation colour sergeant
CSM

CSM abbreviation 1. Company Ser-
geant Major 2. US command sergeant
major
CSS

CSS /�si�es|�es/ noun a resupply of am-
munition, food, fuel and other necessi-
ties on the battlefield � We need to prac-
tise CSS on the move. Full form combat
service support
cul-de-sac

cul-de-sac /�k�l də �s�k/ noun a
street or road which suddenly ends, so
that the only way out is to go back the
way you came. Also called dead end
culminating point

culminating point /�k�lm |�netŋ
pɔnt/ noun a point at which an attack-
ing force is unable to continue its attack
or even defend itself (because of casual-
ties, shortages of fuel, ammunition, and
rations, and sheer physical exhaustion)
� The enemy attack had reached its cul-
minating point.
culvert

culvert /�k�lvət/ noun a small tunnel
used to carry drainage water under a
road � The bomb was placed in a cul-
vert.
cupola

cupola /�kju�pələ/ noun a revolving
turret housing a gun or machine-guns,
which is fitted to a warship, aircraft or
fighting vehicle
curfew

curfew /�k$�fju�/ noun a regulation re-
quiring people to be off the streets dur-
ing a specified period, usually at night �

The military commander ordered a
dusk-to-dawn curfew. � Soldiers pa-
trolled the streets during the curfew.
custody

custody /�k�stədi/ noun imprison-
ment or being held under close arrest �

He was taken into custody.
cutlass

cutlass /�k�tləs/ noun a short sword
with a curved blade, formerly used in
the navy and now only used on ceremo-
nial occasions
cut off

cut off /�k�t �ɒf/ verb 1. to prevent
someone from retreating or from rejoin-
ing his comrades 2. to surround a unit so
that it can neither retreat, nor be rein-
forced or supported � The platoon was
cut off when the rest of the company
withdrew. 3. to stop the supply of food,
power, water, etc. � The electricity has
been cut off. 4. to prevent movement to
or from a location � The village has
been cut off by snow. � isolate
cut-off group

cut-off group /�k�t ɒf �(ru�p/ noun a
small group of soldiers positioned on
the likely approaches to or exits from
the killing area of an ambush, in order
to prevent any of the survivors from es-
caping
cutter

cutter /�k�tə/ noun 1. a tool used for
cutting 2. a small armed naval boat
cutting

cutting /�k�tŋ/ noun a man-made
channel allowing a road or railway to
pass through an area of high ground.
Compare embankment
CV

CV abbreviation carrier vessel (NOTE:
CV is often used as an abbreviation for
aircraft carrier.)
CVBG

CVBG abbreviation carrier battle
group
CVN

CVN abbreviation aircraft carrier (nu-
clear powered)
CVR

CVR /�si� �vi� �ɑ�/ noun a light, fast-
moving armoured vehicle designed for
reconnaissance. Full form combat ve-
hicle reconnaissance
CVR 

CVR (T) /�si� �vi� �ɑ� �ti�/ noun an ar-
moured reconnaissance vehicle fitted
with tracks (especially the British-de-
signed Scimitar and Scorpion light
tanks). Full form combat vehicle re-
connaissance tracked
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CVR 

CVR (W) /�si� vi� ɑ� |�d�bəlju�/ noun
an armoured reconnaissance vehicle fit-
ted with wheels (as opposed to tracks).
Full form combat vehicle reconnais-
sance wheeled

CVW

CVW abbreviation carrier air wing
CX

CX /�si� �eks/ noun a type of blister
agent. Full form dichloroformixime.
Also called phosgene oxime
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D-30

D-30 /�di� �θ$�ti/ noun a Soviet-de-
signed 121.92mm light artillery piece
DA

DA /�di� �e/ noun a type of vomiting
agent. Full form diphenylchloroarsine
dagger

dagger /�d�(ə/ noun a long knife with
a thin blade, designed for stabbing
daisycutter

daisycutter /�dezi|�k�tə/ noun �

BLU-82
dam

dam /d�m/ noun a barrier designed to
restrict the flow of water, in order to
make a reservoir or to prevent flooding
� The valley was flooded when the dam
was destroyed. � verb to construct a
dam � The river has been dammed.
(NOTE: damming – dammed)
damage

damage /�d�md%/ noun harm done
to something � The bomb caused exten-
sive damage to civilian property. � verb
to cause harm to something � The rebel
radio station has been damaged.
danger

danger /�dend%ə/ noun 1. a situation
where people may be killed or injured �
danger close US deliberately calling
friendly artillery fire down on top of
your own positions � The platoon com-
mander brought the rounds in danger
close. 2. something which may cause
harm or injury � Landmines are a con-
stant danger in this area. 3. the possi-
bility of failure or unfortunate conse-
quences � There is a danger that the en-
emy will outflank us.
danger area

danger area /�dend%ə �eəriə/ noun
an area within which casualties may oc-
cur � The danger area of this grenade is
90 metres. � There is a danger area be-
hind the shooting range.
dangerous

dangerous /�dend%ərəs/ adjective 1.
likely to cause harm or injury � This ve-
hicle is in a dangerous condition. 2.
likely to have unfortunate consequences

� The international situation is now ex-
tremely dangerous.
dannart wire

dannart wire /�d�nət �waə/ noun
barbed wire
dare

dare /deə/ verb to do something in the
knowledge that it is dangerous or risky
� The sergeant dared his men to follow
him up the hill. (NOTE: Dare is followed
by the infinitive, and can be used with or
without to.)

‘Who dares wins’
[motto of the Special Air Service]

daring

daring /�deərŋ/ adjective involving
risks � It was a daring plan. � They car-
ried out a daring escape from the POW
camp.
dash

dash /d�ʃ/ noun 1. movement at high
speed � The enemy made a dash for the
coast. 2. a longer signal in Morse code
(the shorter signal is the dot) � verb to
move at high speed � He dashed to the
latrine.
dashboard

dashboard /�d�ʃbɔ�d/ noun an in-
strument panel of a vehicle or aircraft
data

data /�detə/ noun information
database

database /�detəbes/ noun informa-
tion stored on a computer � Hackers
tried to get into the Pentagon database.
date

date /det/ noun the number of a par-
ticular day, month and year
date of birth

date of birth /�det əv �b$�θ/ noun the
number of the day, month and year
when a person was born. Abbr DOB
date-time group

date-time group /�det �tam �(ru�p/
noun timing, consisting of day of the
month, time, time zone and, if neces-
sary, month and even year (e.g. 1645hrs
(GMT) on 23 September 2001). Abbr
DTG

COMMENT: If the month and year are
not included, then you can assume
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that the date-time group applies to
the current month and year.

davit

davit /�d�vt/ noun a small crane on a
ship for suspending and lowering a life-
boat
dawn

dawn /dɔ�n/ noun the time of day
when it is starting to get light. � day-
break, first light. Compare dusk
daybreak

daybreak /�debrek/ noun the time of
day when it is starting to get light. �

dawn, first light
daysack

daysack /�des�k/ noun a small ruck-
sack for carrying supplies or clothing
during an operation
DC

DC /�di� �si�/ noun a type of vomiting
agent. Full form diphenylcyanoarsine
DCOS

DCOS /�di�kɒs/ abbreviation deputy
chief of staff
DD

DD abbreviation destroyer (with guns)
D-Day

D-Day /�di�|�de/ noun the day on
which an operation starts � D-minus-
two two days before D-Day � D-plus-
three three days after D-Day

COMMENT: Other letters are also used
to mark the start of an operation. In
the Gulf War of 1991, the start of the
ground operation was designated as
G-day.

DDG

DDG abbreviation destroyer (with guid-
ed missiles)
dead

dead /ded/ adjective 1. no longer alive
� After the attack, 50% of the battalion
were left dead or wounded. 2. (of radios,
etc.) not working � plural noun � the
dead people who have died or have
been killed � After the battle, troops
were sent to collect and bury the dead.
dead end

dead end /�ded �end/ noun a street or
road which suddenly ends, so that the
only way out is to go back the way you
came
deadfall

deadfall /�dedfɔ�l/ noun a dead branch
which falls away from a tree as a result
of wind or simply because of its own
weight

COMMENT: Deadfall is a serious and
constant hazard in jungle regions.

dead ground

dead ground /�ded �(raυnd/ noun an
area of ground which provides cover
from view (e.g. the reverse slope of a
hill) � The company formed up in dead
ground to the enemy position.

dead letter-box

dead letter-box /�ded �letə �bɒks/
noun a secret location used to deposit
and collect messages, equipment, etc.
deadly force

deadly force /�dedli �fɔ�s/ noun an
action such as the firing of a weapon at
someone, which can cause death or se-
rious physical harm
dead on arrival

dead on arrival /�ded ɒn ə |�rav(ə)l/
adjective found to be already dead on
reaching a hospital or casualty clearing
station. Abbr DOA
dead reckoning

dead reckoning /�ded �rekənŋ/
noun a method of calculating your posi-
tion entirely from the compass bearing
on which you have been travelling and
the distance which you have covered

COMMENT: Dead reckoning is used at
sea or in terrain where there are no
obvious features (e.g. desert or jun-
gle). However, as a result of satellite
navigation and other modern technol-
ogy, it is rapidly becoming a forgotten
skill.

death

death /deθ/ noun an act of dying or be-
ing killed
death’s head

death’s head /�deθs hed/ noun a tra-
ditional insignia consisting of a human
skull over two crossed bones
death squad

death squad /�deθ skwɒd/ noun a
group who assassinate or execute peo-
ple
debacle

debacle /de|�bɑ�k(ə)l/, débâcle noun
a complete failure (e.g. a decisive de-
feat)
debark

debark /di�|�bɑ�k/ verb to land from a
ship. Also called disembark. Compare
embark
debarkation

debarkation /�di�bɑ�|�keʃ(ə)n/ noun
an act of landing from a ship. Also
called disembarkation. Compare em-
barkation
debouch

debouch /d|�baυtʃ/ verb to come out
of a re-entrant, valley or wood � We en-
gaged the enemy as they were debouch-
ing from the valley.
debrief

debrief /di� |�bri�f/ verb to question
people who have taken part in a mission
or operation. Compare brief
debriefing

debriefing /di�|�bri�fŋ/ noun 1. an act
of debriefing someone 2. a meeting
where debriefing is carried out. Com-
pare briefing
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debris

debris US /�debri�/ noun pieces of
something which has been destroyed or
badly damaged � We found debris from
the crashed plane.
debus

debus /di�|�b�s/ verb to get out of a bus
or other vehicle � The platoon debussed
on the objective.
decamp

decamp /d|�k�mp/ verb to leave sud-
denly � The enemy had already de-
camped.
deception

deception /d|�sepʃən/ noun an activ-
ity intended to give the enemy a false
idea of your location or intentions
deciduous

deciduous /d|�sdjuəs/ adjective re-
lating to trees which lose their leaves in
winter (such as ash, beech, oak, etc.).
Compare coniferous
decimate

decimate /�desmet/ verb to kill a
large number of people � The division
has been decimated.

COMMENT: The word decimate is de-
rived from the ancient Roman military
punishment of killing every tenth man
in a legion

decipher

decipher /d|�safə/ verb to convert
from code into normal language. Com-
pare encipher. � decode, decrypt
decisive

decisive /d|�sasv/ adjective 1. (of an
event) settling an issue (such as a cam-
paign or war) � It was a decisive victory.
2. (of a person) capable of making a de-
cision quickly � He’s not very decisive.
decisively

decisively /d|�sasvli/ adverb in a
decisive way � We need to act decisively
before the enemy recovers.
deck

deck /dek/ noun a floor or level in a
ship � to hit the deck to throw yourself
flat on the ground or floor, usually to
protect yourself. � flight deck
declaration

declaration /�deklə|�reʃ(ə)n/ noun a
formal announcement
declaration of war

declaration of war /�dekləreʃ(ə)n
əv �wɔ�/ noun a formal announcement
by one country to another, saying that
they are now at war with each other
declare

declare /d|�kleə/ verb to make a for-
mal announcement � to declare war on
someone to inform the government of
another country that a state of war exists
� Britain had declared war on Germa-
ny.

decode

decode /di�|�kəυd/ verb to convert
from code into normal language. Com-
pare encode. � decipher, decrypt
decommission

decommission /�di�kə|�mʃ(ə)n/
verb to take a ship out of operational
service with the navy. Compare com-
mission
decommissioning

decommissioning /�di�kə|

�mʃ(ə)nŋ/ noun taking a ship out of
operational service with the navy. Com-
pare commissioning
decontaminate

decontaminate /�di�kən|�t�mnet/
verb to remove or neutralize contamina-
tion (such as a chemical agent, radioac-
tive fallout, etc.) � We had to decontam-
inate our vehicles. Compare contami-
nate
decorate

decorate /�dekəret/ verb to award a
medal to someone (usually for bravery
or outstanding achievement) � a much-
decorated pilot
decoration

decoration /�dekə|�reʃ(ə)n/ noun a
medal (usually for bravery or outstand-
ing achievement) � He wore his decora-
tions to the ceremony.
decoy

decoy /�di�kɔ, d |�kɔ/ noun 1. some-
thing which is used to draw the enemy
into an ambush or to make him reveal
his location 2. /�di�kɔ/ something
which draws a guided missile away
from its intended target (e.g. chaff or
flares) � verb 1. to present the enemy
with a target in order to draw him into
an ambush or to make him reveal his lo-
cation � A small patrol was used to de-
coy the enemy into the ambush. 2. to
draw a guided missile away from its in-
tended target � The aircraft dropped
chaff to decoy surface-to-air missiles.
decrypt

decrypt /di�|�krpt/ verb to convert
from code into normal language. Com-
pare encrypt. � decipher, decode
deep interdiction

deep interdiction /�di�p �ntə|

�dkʃ(ə)n/ noun an interdiction against
targets in the enemy’s rear areas or
home territory
deer

deer /də/ noun a large brown four-leg-
ged wild animal (often with horns on its
head) � Several deer came running out
of the wood. (NOTE: The plural form is
also deer.)
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defaulter

defaulter /d|�fɒltə/ noun someone
who has been accused or found guilty of
a military offence � Defaulters will pa-
rade at 0745hrs.
defeat

defeat /d|�fi�t/ noun the act of losing a
battle, campaign or war � The enemy
will not recover from this defeat. � Mes-
sengers brought back news of the naval
defeat. � verb to destroy or drive off an
enemy force � We won a great victory
and defeated the enemy. � Napoleon’s
army was defeated by the Russian win-
ter.
defeatist

defeatist /di|�fi�tst/ adjective believ-
ing that defeat or failure is inevitable �

That is a very defeatist attitude. � noun
someone who believes that defeat or
failure is inevitable � The last president
was a defeatist.
defect

defect /d|�fekt/ verb to abandon your
country in favour of an enemy power �

He has defected to the Russians. � noun
a fault or imperfection � This equipment
has several defects.
defective

defective /d|�fektv/ adjective not
working properly � This equipment is
defective.
defector

defector /d|�fektə/ noun someone
who abandons his own country in fa-
vour of an enemy power
defence

defence /d|�fens/ noun 1. an act of re-
sisting an attack � The enemy put up a
stubborn defence. 2. a military power �

The government has cut its spending on
defence.
defences

defences /d|�fensz/ plural noun for-
tifications built to protect a place � The
enemy easily breached our defences.
defence stores

defence stores /d|�fens stɔ�z/ plural
noun the material used in the construc-
tion of field fortifications (e.g. barbed
wire, corrugated iron, sandbags)
defend

defend /d |�fend/ verb 1. to resist an at-
tack � The town was defended by a
small group of soldiers. 2. to represent
an accused person in a court of law or
court-martial (legal) � He was defended
by a major. 3. to justify an action or
opinion � He found it difficult to defend
the CO’s decision.
defended locality

defended locality /d|�fendd ləυ|

�k�ləti/ noun an area containing sever-

al defensive positions, which are able to
provide each other with mutual support
defense

defense /d|�fens/ noun US spelling of
defence
defensive

defensive /d|�fensv/ adjective relat-
ing to defence
defensive belt

defensive belt /d |�fensv belt/ noun
an area prepared for defence, surround-
ing something which must be protected
� The minefields were part of a defen-
sive belt surrounding the enemy com-
munications centre.
defensive counter-air operations

defensive counter-air opera-
tions /d |�fensv �kaυntər �eə
�ɒpəreʃ(ə)nz/ plural noun the use of
fighter aircraft and air defence weapons
to protect one’s own territory and forces
defensive fire task

defensive fire task /d|�fensv �faə
�tɑ�sk/ noun a pre-determined artillery
target, which has been registered and
given a target number. Abbr DF
defensive position

defensive position /d|�fensv pə|

�zʃ(ə)n/ noun an area prepared for de-
fence. Compare offensive
defensive systems officer

defensive systems officer /d|

�fensv �sstəmz �ɒfsə/ noun full form
of DSO
defensive tactics

defensive tactics /d|�fensv
�t�ktks/ plural noun tactics intended
to resist attack
deficiency

deficiency /d|�fʃ(ə)nsi/ noun an item
of equipment which is reported lost or
mislaid � Platoon commanders are to
report all deficiencies ASAP.
deficient

deficient /d |�fʃ(ə)nt/ adjective lost or
mislaid (used of equipment issued to a
serviceman) � He is deficient his hel-
met. � to go deficient to report the loss
of an item of equipment � You’ll have to
go deficient on your helmet.
defilade

defilade /def|�led/ adjective shielded
from observation and direct fire by a
natural or man-made obstacle � The
anti-tank missiles were sited in defilade
positions. � noun a defilade position �

Find yourself a defilade on the right and
prepare to give us covering fire.
defile

defile /d|�fal/ verb to move in file for-
mation � noun a pass or valley which
forces an advancing body of soldiers or
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other tactical grouping to move in a nar-
row column
defoliant

defoliant /di�|�fəυliənt/ noun some-
thing which kills vegetation by remov-
ing leaves
defoliate

defoliate /di�|�fəυliet/ verb to remove
the leaves from, and usually kill, vege-
tation
defoliating agent

defoliating agent /di�|�fəυlietŋ
�ed%ənt/ noun a chemical designed to
kill vegetation (such as Agent Orange)
defuse

defuse /di�|�fju�z/ verb 1. to remove
the fuse from an explosive device 2. to
reduce tension between people � The
troop withdrawal has defused the situa-
tion.
degrade

degrade /d|�(red/ verb 1. to make
something smaller or weaker 2. to de-
stroy military assets belonging to anoth-
er state, in order to reduce that state’s
ability to mount offensive operations �

The object of the air strikes was to de-
grade the country’s offensive capability.
degree

degree /d |�(ri�/ noun 1. a unit of
measurement for angles or bearings 2. a
unit of measurement for temperature
(NOTE: There are 360 degrees in a cir-
cle. 360 degrees is the equivalent of
6,400 mils. The symbol for degrees is º
(214º).)

COMMENT: Many armies use mils in-
stead of degrees in order to measure
bearings, because they offer greater
precision.

delay

delay /d|�le/ noun 1. an act of arrang-
ing or causing an action to take place
later than originally planned � He was
not responsible for the delay in imple-
menting the airstrikes. 2. an act of mak-
ing someone late or slowing someone
down 3. a period of time lost as a result
of a delay � There will be a delay of for-
ty minutes. � verb 1. to arrange or cause
an action to take place later than origi-
nally planned � The attack has been de-
layed. 2. to make someone late or to
slow someone down � We were delayed
by the weather.
delaying force

delaying force /d|�leŋ fɔ�s/ noun a
small force used to slow down an ene-
my advance while the main force pre-
pares or strengthens a line of defence

deliberate attack

deliberate attack /d|�lbəret ə|�t�k/
noun an attack which is mounted once
full reconnaissance, planning and prep-
aration have been carried out
delta

delta /�deltə/ noun a triangular area of
land or marsh at the mouth of a river �

the Danube Delta
Delta

Delta /�deltə/ noun the fourth letter of
the phonetic alphabet (Dd)
delta wing

delta wing /�deltə wŋ/ noun a trian-
gular aircraft wing
demilitarized zone

demilitarized zone /di�|�mltərazd
�zəυn/ noun an area or region in which
the presence of military forces is forbid-
den under the terms of a treaty or other
international agreement. Abbr DMZ
demining

demining /di�|�manŋ/ noun the act of
removing mines from an area
demo

demo /�deməυ/ noun a demonstration
(informal )
demob

demob /di�|�mɒb/ verb to demobilize
(informal )
demobilize

demobilize /d|�məυblaz/, demobi-
lise verb to return conscripted service-
men to civilian life
demolish

demolish /d|�mɒlʃ/ verb to destroy a
structure (such as a bridge or building)
demolition

demolition /�demə|�lʃ(ə)n/ noun an
act of demolishing something
demolition gun

demolition gun /�demə|�lʃ(ə)n �(�n/
noun a large-calibre gun, which is fitted
to an armoured engineer vehicle for the
purpose of demolishing buildings or de-
stroying obstructions
demolitions expert

demolitions expert /�demə|�lʃ(ə)nz
�eksp$�t/ noun a person who specializ-
es in carrying out demolition
demonstrate

demonstrate /�demənstret/ verb 1.
to show someone how something is
done � He demonstrated the use of the
respirator. 2. to take part in a public as-
sembly or procession in order to ex-
press an opinion or grievance � They
were demonstrating against the inva-
sion of their country.
demonstration

demonstration /�demən|�streʃ(ə)n/
noun 1. an act of showing someone how
something is done � We were given a
demonstration of how to load the mor-
tar. 2. a public assembly or procession
in order to express an opinion or griev-
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ance � The demonstration was organ-
ized to protest against the invasion of
their country. 3. a show of military
force intended to intimidate the enemy
or to divert the enemy’s attention � Our
battalion made a demonstration to the
enemy’s front while the rest of the bri-
gade moved round to attack the flank.
demonstrator

demonstrator /�demənstretə/ noun
1. someone who demonstrates some-
thing 2. someone who takes part in a
demonstration to protest against some-
thing
demoralization

demoralization /�di�mɒrə|�la|

�zeʃən/, demoralisation noun loss of
morale (usually as a result of defeat or
high casualties) � Demoralization is ev-
ident throughout the entire chain of
command.
demoralize

demoralize /d|�mɒrəlaz/, demoral-
ise verb to destroy someone’s morale
demote

demote /d |�məυt/ verb to reduce to a
lower rank (usually as a punishment) �

He was demoted for being drunk on du-
ty. Compare promote. � bust
denial

denial /d|�naəl/ noun an act of deny-
ing something
dense

dense /dens/ adjective thick or crowd-
ed � dense undergrowth � a dense
crowd
deny

deny /d|�na/ verb 1. to say that some-
thing is untrue � He denied the accusa-
tion. 2. to prevent someone from using
or having access to something � We
must deny the river crossings to the en-
emy.
depart

depart /d|�pɑ�t/ verb to leave a loca-
tion
department

department /d|�pɑ�tmənt/ noun 1.
part of an organization � Which depart-
ment do you work in? 2. a major section
of the British government headed by a
Secretary of State 3. a major section of
the US government headed by a Secre-
tary � a spokesman for the US Depart-
ment of Defense
Department of Defense

Department of Defense, Defense
Department noun the US government
department in charge of the armed forc-
es. Also called The Pentagon. Abbr
DOD

departure

departure /d|�pɑ�tʃə/ noun an act of
leaving a location
deplane

deplane /di�|�plen/ verb to get off an
aeroplane � The force will begin to de-
plane at 0600hrs.
depleted uranium

depleted uranium /d|�pli�td ju�|

�reniəm/ noun uranium with its harm-
ful radioactive properties reduced; used
in the manufacture of some long-rod
penetrators. Abbr DU (NOTE: In the US
Army, depleted uranium is known as
Staballoy.)
deploy

deploy /d|�plɔ/ verb 1. to move to a
war zone or area of operations
(strategical) � 7 Armoured Brigade de-
ployed to the Gulf in October. 2. to
adopt a battle formation (tactical) � The
platoon deployed into extended line.
deployed in depth

deployed in depth /d|�plɔ n �depθ/
adjective deployed with units or sub-
units behind the forward units or sub-
units, in order to provide support and to
deal with any enemy breakthroughs
deployment

deployment /d|�plɔmənt/ noun the
movement of troops to a war zone or
area of operations � The deployment to
Germany was completed in 72 hours.
depot

depot /�depəυ/ noun 1. a location
where equipment and supplies are
stored � The bomb hit an oil storage de-
pot. 2. a military training establishment
� Recruits were ordered to report to the
Guards’ Depot.
depression

depression /d|�preʃ(ə)n/ noun an
area which is lower than the ground sur-
rounding it
depth

depth /depθ/ noun 1. a vertical dis-
tance in water � The depth is ten metres.
2. the extent of a force’s position from
front to rear
depth charge

depth charge /�depθ tʃɑ�d%/ noun an
anti-submarine bomb which can be set
to explode at a specified depth
deputize

deputize /�depjυtaz/, deputise verb
to do someone else’s job (on a tempo-
rary basis)
deputy

deputy /�depjυti/ noun a person au-
thorized to act in support of or instead
of another official
deputy chief of staff

deputy chief of staff /�depjυti tʃi�f
əv �stɑ�f/ noun the second most senior
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staff officer in a headquarters. Abbr
DCOS (NOTE: In the British Army, the
chief of staff of a brigade is referred to
as the Brigade Major.)
derail

derail /di�|�rel/ verb to make a train
come off the rails
derelict

derelict /�derlkt/ adjective 1. (of
buildings and ships) abandoned and no
longer maintained 2. US negligent � He
was derelict in his duty. � noun an aban-
doned building or ship which is no
longer maintained
dereliction of duty

dereliction of duty /der|�lkʃən əv
�dju�ti/ noun a failure to carry out your
duty
descend

descend /d|�send/ verb to go down
descent

descent /d|�sent/ noun an act of going
down
desert

desert /�dezət/ noun a region where
there is very little water and therefore
hardly any life or vegetation � verb to
leave a military unit without permission
� He was accused of deserting his post.
deserted

deserted /d|�z$�td/ adjective with no
people present � The village was desert-
ed.
deserter

deserter /d|�z$�tə/ noun a serviceman
who leaves his unit without permission
desertion

desertion /d|�z$�ʃ(ə)n/ noun a mili-
tary offence of leaving a unit without
permission � The punishment for deser-
tion was execution by firing squad.

COMMENT: Desertion implies an inten-
tion to absent oneself permanently,
while temporary absence is usually
classified as absent without leave
(AWOL).

Desert Storm

Desert Storm /�dez$�t �stɔ�m/ noun
an operation mounted by an internation-
al coalition to recapture Kuwait in
1991, following its invasion by Iraq. �

the Gulf
designator

designator /�dez(netə/ noun � la-
ser target designator
destination

destination /�dest|�neʃ(ə)n/ noun a
location to which a person or thing is
going � Our destination is Hamburg.
destroy

destroy /d|�strɔ/ verb to damage
something completely � The factory
has been destroyed.

destroyer

destroyer /d|�strɔə/ noun a medium-
sized high-speed warship used to sup-
port amphibious or strike forces

COMMENT: In the British Navy, the de-
stroyer’s primary role is air defence
(AD).

destruction

destruction /d|�str�kʃən/ noun an
act of destroying something � He was
responsible for the destruction of the
village.
detach

detach /d|�t�tʃ/ verb to remove a sol-
dier or sub-unit from their parent unit,
in order to assign them to a separate
mission or task � 6 Platoon has been
detached to guard the hospital. Com-
pare attach
detachment

detachment /d |�t�tʃmənt/ noun 1.
an act of detaching a soldier or sub-unit
� He is on detachment to the air force.
2. a small administrative or tactical
grouping (normally attached to or sup-
porting another unit) � Two detach-
ments of sappers arrived on the scene.
detachment commander

detachment commander /d|

�t�tʃmənt kə|�mɑ�ndə/ noun an officer
who is in command of a detachment
detail

detail /�di�tel/ noun 1. one of several
items of information which relate to the
same subject � He gave me some details
on the tactical situation. � to go into
detail to give all the information availa-
ble � in detail item by item 2. part of a
diagram, photograph or picture which is
magnified for closer examination � We
studied a detail showing the bridge. 3. a
small detachment of soldiers assigned
to carry out a specific task � A detail of
Marines was sent to clear the mines. 4.
a written order or instruction � Have
you read the company detail today? �

verb 1. to give a piece of information
item by item � He detailed the duties for
the day. � detailed support arrange-
ments � technical arrangements 2. to
assign a soldier or unit to a specific task
� He was detailed to guard the prison-
ers.
detain

detain /d|�ten/ verb to confine some-
one or restrict his movements
det-cord

det-cord /�det kɔ�d/ noun an explo-
sive substance contained in a thin length
of plastic tube, which is used as an ex-
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plosive or to detonate a larger explosive
charge. Full form detonating cord
detect

detect /d |�tekt/ verb to indicate the
presence of an object or substance
detector

detector /d|�tektə/ noun a device de-
signed to indicate the presence of some-
thing
detector paper

detector paper /d|�tektə �pepə/
noun a type of specially treated paper,
which is designed to detect the presence
of chemical agents
detention

detention /d|�tenʃ(ə)n/ noun the con-
finement of a serviceman who has been
found guilty of a military offence

COMMENT: Detention normally refers
to a period of confinement at a per-
son’s unit location, whereas impris-
onment usually refers to confine-
ment in a military prison.

deter

deter /d |�t$�/ verb to discourage some-
one from doing something through fear
of unpleasant consequences
deterrent

deterrent /d|�terənt/ noun something
which deters
detonate

detonate /�detənet/ verb to make an
explosive charge explode
detonating cord

detonating cord /�detənetŋ kɔ�d/
noun full form of det-cord
detonation

detonation /�detə|�neʃ(ə)n/ noun 1.
an act of detonating an explosive charge
2. an explosion
detonator

detonator /�detənetə/ noun a small
explosive device used to detonate an ex-
plosive charge
detour

detour /�di�tυə/ noun an alteration to a
planned route � We had to make a de-
tour to avoid the minefield.
detrain

detrain /di�|�tren/ verb to get out of a
train
de-turf

de-turf /�di� �t$�f/ verb to carefully re-
move the turf from the ground, so that it
can be replaced and will continue grow-
ing � We came under fire before we had
even finished de-turfing the trenches.
devastate

devastate /�devəstet/ verb to cause
great destruction
devastation

devastation /�devə|�steʃ(ə)n/ noun
1. an act of devastating an area 2. wide-
spread destruction
device

device /d|�vas/ noun an instrument or
machine which performs a function

DF

DF /�di� �ef/ noun a pre-determined ar-
tillery target, which has been registered
and given a target number. Full form
defensive fire task
dhobi

dhobi /�dəυb/ noun a place where
clothes are washed or dirty clothes that
need to be washed � My kit is still at the
dhobi. � He’s doing his dhobi.
dhow

dhow /daυ/ noun a traditional Arab
sailing ship
diamond

diamond /�daəmənd/ noun 1. (of ve-
hicles or dismounted infantry) a tactical
formation in the form of a square, with
one corner pointing in the direction of
advance 2. (of groupings) a tactical for-
mation, with one sub-unit leading as
point, followed by two sub-units abreast
of each other, followed by one sub-unit
centre rear
DIBUA

DIBUA /�dbυə/ abbreviation defence
in built-up areas
die

die /da/ verb to stop living � Thou-
sands of soldiers died in the trenches
during the First World War.
diesel

diesel /�di�z(ə)l/ noun a liquid fuel,
made from petroleum, used in certain
motor vehicles, especially buses, vans,
trucks, etc.
diffy

diffy /df/ noun deficient or a deficien-
cy (slang) � He’s diffy his helmet.
dig

dig /d(/ verb to make a hole in the
ground � to dig in to dig trenches or
prepare other field fortifications � the
enemy is digging in
digging tool

digging tool /�d(ŋ �tu�l/ noun a
light-weight tool (such as a pickaxe or
shovel) carried by infantrymen in order
to dig trenches
dike

dike /dak/ noun another spelling of
dyke
Diphosgene

Diphosgene /�dafɒzd%i�n/ noun �

DP
direct

direct /da|�rekt/ verb 1. to control or
guide the actions of subordinates or
supporting arms � A troop commander
directs the fire of all the tanks in his
troop. 2. to tell someone the way to a
destination � A military policeman di-
rected us to the Brigade RV. � adjective
without deviation or by the shortest way
� He was ordered to find the most direct
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route to the bridge. � adverb in a
straight line or by the shortest route �

The squadron moved direct to the
bridge.
direct fire

direct fire /�darekt �faə/ noun fire
from weapons which are pointed direct-
ly at their targets (e.g. rifle, anti-tank
gun, guided missile)
directing staff

directing staff /da|�rektŋ �stɑ�f/
noun officers and non-commissioned
officers (NCOs) who act as instructors
on a course. Abbr DS
direction

direction /da |�rekʃən/ noun 1. a line
or course along which anything moves
or looks, or along which anything lies �
The enemy tanks were moving in a
south-easterly direction. � I looked in
the direction of the church. 2. a bearing
(usually a grid reference) to an artillery
or mortar target 3. control or guidance �
He was expected to work without direc-
tion from his superiors. 4. instructions
on how to go to a destination � The ser-
geant gave us directions to the fuel
dump.
direction-finding

direction-finding /�da|�rekʃən|

�fandŋ/ adjective relating to equip-
ment which is designed to locate radio
sets or radar by intercepting their emis-
sions � The enemy has good direction-
finding equipment.
directive

directive /da|�rektv/ noun an order
or instruction which indicates an in-
tended result but does not specify how
that result should be achieved
directive command

directive command /da |�rektv kə|

�mɑ�nd/ noun a doctrine of command
and control where commanders at all
levels are informed of the intended re-
sult of an operation, but are then free to
exercise their own initiative in order to
achieve that result, with minimum inter-
ference from higher command. Com-
pare restrictive control
directly

directly /da|�rektl/ adverb 1. imme-
diately, without any delay � Move to the
bridge directly. 2. in a straight line,
without deviation � Move directly to the
bridge.
direct mean point of impact

direct mean point of impact /da|

�rekt mi�n �pɔnt əv m|�p�kt/ noun
full form of DMPI

direct support

direct support /da |�rekt sə|�pɔ�t/
noun assistance from another unit or
arm in which the unit being assisted has
control over how the assistance is used
� The battalion had a battery of guns in
direct support for the entire attack.
direct weapon

direct weapon /da|�rekt �wepən/
noun a weapon which is pointed direct-
ly at its target (e.g. a rifle, anti-tank gun,
guided missile)
dirt road

dirt road /d$�t rəυd/, dirt track /tr�k/
noun US an unmetalled road or track
dirty bomb

dirty bomb /�d$�ti �bɒm/ noun a
bomb containing radioactive nuclear
waste, which is dispersed by means of
conventional explosives
disable

disable /ds|�eb(ə)l/ verb 1. to injure a
person so that he is deprived of the use
of one or more of his faculties (such as
movement, sight, etc.) � He was disa-
bled by a sniper’s bullet. 2. to do some-
thing to a machine so that it does not
work properly � The mine disabled the
tank’s steering system.
disabled

disabled /ds|�eb(ə)ld/ adjective 1. (of
people) deprived of the use of one or
more of your faculties (such as move-
ment, sight, etc.) 2. (of machines) una-
ble to work properly � They towed the
disabled tanker into the harbour.
disarm

disarm /ds|�ɑ�m/ verb 1. to take a per-
son’s weapon away from him � We dis-
armed the enemy forces as they surren-
dered. 2. to do something to a weapon
so that it cannot be fired � The gun was
disarmed by removing the firing mecha-
nism. 3. to do something to a bomb or
other explosive device so that it cannot
explode � They managed to disarm the
bomb before it exploded.
disarmament

disarmament /ds|�ɑ�məmənt/ noun
a reduction of a state’s military resourc-
es
disaster

disaster /d |�zɑ�stə/ noun a situation
where a lot of people are killed or in-
jured, or where a lot of damage is
caused
disband

disband /ds |�b�nd/ verb to break up a
group or organization � The regiment
has been disbanded.
disc

disc /dsk/ noun � ID disc
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discharge

discharge noun /�dstʃɑ�d%/ 1. the re-
lease of a person from duty 2. an act of
carrying out a duty � He was accused of
obstructing the sergeant in the dis-
charge of his duty. 3. an act of firing a
weapon � verb /ds|�tʃɑ�d%/ 1. to release
a person from duty � He was discharged
from the army. 2. to carry out a duty �

He has discharged his duties satisfacto-
rily. 3. to fire a weapon � He discharged
his weapon into the crowd.
discharge on request

discharge on request /�dstʃɑ�d%
ɒn r|�kwest/ noun US full form of DOR
discharge papers

discharge papers /�dstʃɑ�d%
�pepəz/ plural noun a document prov-
ing that a person has been discharged
from the armed forces. � dishonoura-
ble discharge
discharger

discharger /ds|�tʃɑ�d%ə/ noun 1. a
device which fires or releases a projec-
tile or other object 2. a device which re-
leases the electrical charge from a bat-
tery
disciplinary

disciplinary /�ds |�plnəri/ adjective
designed to enforce discipline
disciplinary offence

disciplinary offence /�dsplnəri ə|

�fens/ noun an offence which is punish-
able under military law
discipline

discipline /�dspln/ noun 1. control
which an army has over its soldiers’ ac-
tions and behaviour � The British Army
is famous for its discipline. 2. rules and
regulations which maintain control �

Your actions were contrary to good or-
der and military discipline. 3. self-con-
trol � verb to punish � He was disci-
plined under Section 69 of the Army Act
1955.
DISCOM

DISCOM /�dskkɒm/ noun US an or-
ganization responsible for the resupply
of a division. Full form divisional sup-
port command
disembark

disembark /�dsm |�bɑ�k/ verb to land
from a ship. Also called debark
disembarkation

disembarkation /�dsmbɑ�|

�keʃ(ə)n/ noun an act of landing from
a ship. Also called debarkation
disengage

disengage /�dsn|�(ed%/ verb to stop
fighting with the enemy and withdraw.
Compare engage. � to break contact

disengagement

disengagement /�dsn |�(ed%mənt/
noun an action of stopping fighting with
the enemy. Compare engagement
disguise

disguise /ds|�(az/ noun anything
which alters the appearance of some-
thing in order to conceal its true identity
� He was wearing a disguise. � verb to
alter the appearance of something in or-
der to conceal its true identity � The
chemical weapons factory was dis-
guised as a hospital.
dishonor

dishonor /ds|�ɒnə/ noun, verb US
spelling of dishonour
dishonorable

dishonorable /ds|�ɒn(ə)rəb(ə)l/ ad-
jective US spelling of dishonourable
dishonour

dishonour /ds |�ɒnə/ noun a state of
disgrace resulting from an action or
failure � Your actions have brought dis-
honour to the regiment. � verb to do
something which causes dishonour
dishonourable

dishonourable /ds |�ɒn(ə)rəb(ə)l/
adjective causing dishonour
dishonourable discharge

dishonourable discharge /ds|

�ɒn(ə)rəb(ə)l �dstʃɑ�d%/ noun the dis-
missal of a person from the armed forc-
es after being found guilty of a civil or
military offence
disintegrate

disintegrate /ds |�nt(ret/ verb to
come apart � The plane started to disin-
tegrate in mid-air.
disk

disk /dsk/ noun US � ID disc
dislodge

dislodge /ds|�lɒd%/ verb to remove
from a firm or secure position � The gun
became dislodged from its mounting. �

We were unable to dislodge the enemy
from the village.
dismiss

dismiss /ds|�ms/ verb 1. to send
someone away � He dismissed the
clerk. 2. to remove someone from their
job � The brigade commander has been
dismissed. 3. to release servicemen at
the end of a parade � Company, dismiss!
dismissal

dismissal /ds|�ms(ə)l/ noun an act of
dismissing someone
dismount

dismount /ds|�maυnt/ verb to get out
of a vehicle � The infantry dismounted
100 metres from the objective. � debus
dismounted

dismounted /�ds|�maυntd/ adjec-
tive (of armoured or mechanized infan-
try) on foot � This will be a dismounted
attack.
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disobedience

disobedience /�dsə |�bi�diəns/ noun
a failure or refusal to carry out an order
or command
disobey

disobey /�dsə|�be/ verb to fail or
refuse to carry out an order or command
disorder

disorder /ds|�ɔ�də/ noun 1. a lack of
order or cohesion � The enemy retreat-
ed in disorder. 2. a breakdown of law
and order � The police are unable to
deal with the disorder in the capital.
disorient

disorient /ds|�ɔ�riənt/ verb US to de-
stroy a person’s awareness of his exact
location (NOTE: disorient – disorient-
ed – disorientation. British English is
disorientate – disorientated.)
disorientate

disorientate /ds |�ɔ�riəntet/ verb to
destroy a person’s awareness of his ex-
act location (NOTE: disorientate – dis-
orientated. The US spelling is disori-
ent – disoriented.)
disorientated

disorientated /ds|�ɔ�riən|�tetd/ ad-
jective unsure of your exact location �

The squad became disorientated and
headed towards the minefield.
disoriented

disoriented /�ds|�ɔ�rənt �d/ adjec-
tive US unsure of your exact location �

When we debussed, we were completely
disoriented. (NOTE: The British English
term is usually disorientated.)
dispatch

dispatch /d|�sp�tʃ/ noun 1. a written
message 2. an official military report �

verb to send someone or something �

Messengers were dispatched to HQ.
dispatch rider

dispatch rider /d|�sp�tʃ �radə/
noun an army motorcyclist used for de-
livering messages
dispersal

dispersal /d|�sp$�s(ə)l/ noun an act of
dispersing
dispersal point

dispersal point /d|�sp$�s(ə)l pɔnt/
noun the location where the sub-units
of a grouping divide and go off in differ-
ent directions
disperse

disperse /d|�sp$�s/ verb 1. (of a crowd
or group) to split up and go off in differ-
ent directions � The crowd dispersed
when baton rounds were fired. 2. to
make something split up and go in dif-
ferent directions � The soldiers fired
into the air to disperse the crowd. 3. to
send information or instructions to sev-
eral different locations � Orders were
dispersed to the units. 4. (of a chemical

agent) to become weaker and eventual-
ly disappear � This gas takes about five
minutes to disperse.
displaced person

displaced person /ds|�plesd
�p$�s(ə)n/ noun a person who is forced
to leave his or her home as a result of
war or some other disaster. � refugee
displacement

displacement /ds|�plesmənt/ noun
the amount of water moved when a sol-
id object is placed in it � This ship has a
displacement of 17,000 tons.
disposal

disposal /d|�spəυz(ə)l/ noun an act of
getting rid of something
dispose of

dispose of /ds|�pəυz ɒv/ verb 1. to
get rid of � I disposed of the contami-
nated clothing. 2. to kill � He used a
knife to dispose of the sentry. 3. to de-
stroy � We used a missile to dispose of
the tank.
disposition

disposition /�dspə|�zʃ(ə)n/ noun the
positioning of troops on the ground
dispositions

dispositions /�dspə|�zʃ(ə)nz/ plural
noun orders for the positioning of
troops
disregard

disregard /�dsr|�(ɑ�d/ verb to ignore
� Disregard my last order.
disrupt

disrupt /ds|�r�pt/ verb to cause disor-
der, to interrupt an activity in progress �
Our mission is to disrupt the enemy’s
lines of communication.
disruption

disruption /ds |�r�pʃən/ noun an act
of disrupting something
disruptive pattern

disruptive pattern /ds |�r�ptv
�p�t(ə)n/ noun a camouflage pattern,
which is designed to break up the out-
line of an object
disruptive pattern material

disruptive pattern material /ds|

�r�ptv �p�t(ə)n mə|�təriəl/ noun full
form of DPM
dissemination

dissemination /d|�sem|�neʃ(ə)n/
noun an act of sending information or
instructions throughout a grouping or
other organization � The dissemination
of the orders took longer than expected.
dissident

dissident /�dsdənt/ noun 1. a person
who opposes the established govern-
ment of his own country (where such
opposition is illegal) or who opposes
the system of government itself (espe-
cially totalitarian forms of government
such as communism or fascism) � The
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police have been arresting known dissi-
dents. 2. a person who actively opposes
the leadership of his own political party
or group � Dissidents are trying to sab-
otage the peace talks. � adjective being
a dissident � The bombing was the work
of dissident nationalists.
distance

distance /�dstəns/ noun 1. the space
between two locations � a distance of
five kilometres 2. � the distance the
area at the limit of a person’s vision �

We saw them in the distance. � the mid-
dle distance the area half way between
an observer’s location and the horizon
distant

distant /�dstənt/ adjective far away �
We are aiming at a distant target.
Distilled Mustard

Distilled Mustard /d|�stld �m�stəd/
noun � HD
distress

distress /d|�stres/ noun 1. great un-
happiness or fear � The regulations
caused great distress to the civilian
population. 2. danger � in distress in
danger; (of ship) likely to sink
distress signal

distress signal /d |�stres �s(n(ə)l/
noun a signal signifying that a person,
ship or aircraft is in danger
district

district /�dstrkt/ noun an area (nor-
mally defined for administrative pur-
poses)
ditch

ditch /dtʃ/ noun a man-made channel
used for drainage � verb (of aircraft) to
make an emergency landing in the sea �
We were forced to ditch in the sea.
Div

Div abbreviation division
dive

dive /dav/ noun the act of diving �

verb 1. to throw oneself head first into
water 2. to operate underwater (usually
with breathing apparatus) 3. (of subma-
rines) to submerge 4. (of aircraft) to
make a steep descent
dive-bomb

dive-bomb /�dav �bɒm/ verb to make
a steep descent in order to drop a bomb
� They tried to dive-bomb the cruiser.
dive-bomber

dive-bomber /�dav|�bɒmə/ noun an
aircraft which makes a steep descent in
order to drop a bomb
dive-bombing

dive-bombing /�dav �bɒmŋ/ noun
an attack where the aircraft makes a
steep descent to drop a bomb directly
onto a target

diver

diver /�davə/ noun a person who oper-
ates underwater (usually with breathing
apparatus). � frogman
diversion

diversion /da|�v$�ʃ(ə)n/ noun 1. an
attack or raid intended to distract the en-
emy while another operation is carried
out elsewhere � The attack was just a
diversion. � feint 2. an alternative route
when the road ahead is closed � The
convoy was late because of a diversion.
diversionary

diversionary /da|�v$�ʃ(ə)nəri/ adjec-
tive relating to a diversion � This is a di-
versionary attack.
divert

divert /da|�v$�t/ verb 1. to change the
direction in which something is heading
2. to distract someone
division

division /d|�v%(ə)n/ noun a tactical
army grouping of two or more brigades.
Abbr Div
divisional

divisional /d|�v%(ə)n(ə)l/ adjective
relating to a division � He reported to
divisional headquarters.
divisional support command

divisional support command /d|

�v%(ə)n(ə)l sə|�pɔ�t kə|�mɑ�nd/ noun
US full form of DISCOM
division commander

division commander /d|�v%(ə)n
kə|�mɑ�ndə/ noun an officer who is in
command of a division
dixie

dixie /�dks/ noun a large rectangular
metal cooking-pot, used for cooking in
the field � As a punishment, you can
clean all the dixies.
DM

DM /�di� �em/ noun a type of vomiting
agent. Full form diphenylaminochlo-
roarsine. Also called Adamsite
DMPI

DMPI /�dmpi/ noun the exact grid ref-
erence of a target for an air attack. Full
form direct mean point of impact
Dmr

Dmr abbreviation drummer
DMZ

DMZ abbreviation demilitarized zone
DNBI

DNBI abbreviation US disease non-
battle injury
DOA

DOA abbreviation dead on arrival
DOB

DOB abbreviation date of birth
doc

doc /dɒk/ noun a doctor (informal)
dock

dock /dɒk/ noun a small area of water
enclosed by wharves, where a ship can
be loaded and unloaded � verb (of
ships) to go into a dock
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dockyard

dockyard /�dɒkjɑ�d/ noun a place
where ships are built and repaired
doctrine

doctrine /�dɒktrn/ noun the standard
teaching on a subject; standard princi-
ples which guide an action
document

document /�dɒkjυmənt/ noun 1. any
piece of written material (but not a
book, pamphlet or newspaper, etc),
which provides information, identifica-
tion, evidence or instructions � We
found a lot of documents in the enemy
command post. 2. a serviceman’s per-
sonal records � His documents haven’t
arrived from the depot yet.
DOD

DOD abbreviation US Department of
Defense
dog

dog /dɒ(/ noun an intelligent meat-
eating animal with four legs which can
be trained to work with man
dogfight

dogfight /�dɒ(fat/ noun a battle be-
tween aircraft
dog-handler

dog-handler /�dɒ( �h�ndlə/ noun a
person trained to work with dogs
dogleg

dogleg /�dɒ(le(/ noun a movement to
the side at an angle to the normal direc-
tion of advance � We made a dogleg to
avoid the village.
dog tag

dog tag /�dɒ( t�(/ noun a metal or
plastic disc or lozenge, bearing a sol-
dier’s personal details, which is worn
round the neck (informal) � ID disc
dogwatch

dogwatch /�dɒ(wɒtʃ/ noun one of
two short periods of duty which alter-
nate each day, in order to change a per-
son’s daily routine (naval terminology)
dominate

dominate /�dɒmnet/ verb 1. to have
control over someone or something 2.
(of ground) to look down on � This hill
dominates the entire valley.
donga

donga /�dɒŋ(ə/ noun in South Africa,
a dry riverbed
doolally

doolally /�du� |�l�l/ adjective insane
(slang) � He’s gone completely doolal-
ly.
DOP

DOP abbreviation drop-off point
DOR

DOR /�di� əυ �ɑ�/ verb US to remove
someone from a training course at his or
her request � He was DOR’d from the
SEAL programme. Full form discharge
on request

dose

dose /dəυs/ noun 1. an amount of
medicine given to a person 2. an amount
of radiation received by a person 3. an
infection with a venereal disease
(informal )
dosimeter

dosimeter /dəυ|�smtə/ noun an in-
strument which measures radiation
dossier

dossier /�dɒsie/ noun a set of docu-
ments containing information about
someone or something
dot

dot /dɒt/ noun a shorter signal in
Morse code (the longer signal is the
dash)
double file

double file /�d�b(ə)l �fal/ noun two
parallel lines of men or vehicles moving
one behind the other
downdraught

downdraught /�daυndrɑ�ft/ noun a
strong downward current of air given
off by a helicopter’s rotors
downstream

downstream /�daυn|�stri�m/ adverb
in the direction in which a river or
stream is flowing � We moved down-
stream. � The enemy are crossing down-
stream of the town. Compare upstream
downwind

downwind /�daυnwnd/ adverb in a
position where the wind is blowing
from another location towards your own
location � B Company was downwind of
the nuclear explosion. Compare up-
wind
DP

DP /�di� �pi�/ noun a type of choking
agent. Full form trichloromethyl chlo-
roformate. Also called Diphosgene
DPICM

DPICM /�di� pi� �a si� �em/ noun US
one of several small bomblets, which
are released by airburst from an artillery
shell. Full form dual-purpose im-
proved conventional munition
DPM

DPM /�di� pi� �em/ noun a camouflage
combat uniform � He was wearing
DPMs. Full form disruptive pattern
material (NOTE: The American English
term is BDU.)
draft

draft /drɑ�ft/ noun 1. especially US a
method of selecting men for compulso-
ry military service � He went to Canada
to avoid the draft. � conscription 2. a
group of newly conscripted recruits 3. a
group of reinforcements � verb to select
men for compulsory military service �

All men over 18 were drafted into the
armed forces. � conscript
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draft-dodger

draft-dodger /�drɑ�ft �dɒd%ə/ noun
someone who tries to avoid doing com-
pulsory military service
drag

drag /dr�(/ noun a natural force
which slows down a flying object � verb
to pull along the ground � The guns
were dragged into position.
Dragon

Dragon /�dr�(ən/ noun an American
hand-held anti-tank guided missile (AT-
GM)
dragon’s teeth

dragon’s teeth /�dr�(ənz �ti�θ/ plu-
ral noun concrete pillars used as an ob-
stacle for tanks
dragoon

dragoon /drə|�(u�n/ noun a heavy cav-
alryman who could also fight as an in-
fantryman (historical )

COMMENT: Some modern armoured
regiments retain their historical title
as Dragoons.

Dragunov

Dragunov /�dr�(u�|�nɒv/ noun a So-
viet-designed 7.62mm sniper rifle
drainage channel

drainage channel /�drend%
�tʃ�n(ə)l/ noun a ditch designed to re-
move surplus water
Draken

Draken /�drɑ�kən/ noun � Saab-35
draw

draw /drɔ�/ verb to collect or be issued
with something � You will draw rations
at 1500 hours. (NOTE: drawing – drew
– have drawn)
dress

dress /dres/ noun clothing � verb 1. to
put on clothing � For operations in win-
ter, the troops are dressed in white uni-
forms. 2. to apply a dressing to a wound
� He went to the RAP to have his wound
dressed. 3. to correct the alignment of
soldiers on parade � right dress! form a
straight line, aligned on the soldier at
the right end of the line (used as a
command)
dressing

dressing /�dresŋ/ noun 1. an absorb-
ent pad and bandage used to cover a
wound 2. an alignment of soldiers on
parade � The dressing is terrible.
dressing station

dressing station /�dresŋ �steʃ(ə)n/
noun a place where battle casualties re-
ceive emergency medical treatment be-
fore being moved back to a field hospi-
tal
dress rehearsal

dress rehearsal /�dres r |�h$�s(ə)l/
noun a final rehearsal just before the
operation starts

drift

drift /drft/ noun 1. the effects of a cur-
rent or wind on the course of a ship or
aircraft � The convoy was slowed down
by the strong drift. 2. a bank of snow
formed by the wind � The mountain
road was blocked by snow drifts. 3. in
South Africa, a ford � We can cross the
river at Rorke’s Drift. � verb to be
moved by a current or wind � The ship’s
steering broke and she drifted into a
minefield.
drill

drill /drl/ noun 1. a routine procedure
� The unloading drill is designed to pre-
vent accidents. 2. the practising of cere-
monial movements � There was one
hour of drill every morning. � verb 1. to
teach a routine procedure through re-
peated practice � The sergeant drilled
his recruits in the use of the mortar. 2. to
teach ceremonial movements through
repeated practice � We spent two hours
drilling on the parade ground.
drill round

drill round /�drl raυnd/ noun a round
which is not live, used to practise weap-
on-handing drills
drink

drink /drŋk/ verb 1. to swallow liquid
� The men are drinking up their water
too quickly. 2. to drink alcohol � He was
charged with drinking on duty.
drinking water

drinking water /�drŋkŋ �wɔ�tə/
noun water which is safe to drink
drip

drip /drp/ noun an apparatus, consist-
ing of a bottle or other container and a
tube, which is designed to introduce liq-
uid gradually into a person’s body, ei-
ther through a needle inserted into a
vein or through an orifice (e.g. mouth,
nose, rectum) � Every man was taught
how to insert a drip.
drive

drive /drav/ noun 1. energy and moti-
vation � He has plenty of drive. 2. a
move forwards � The enemy’s drive to-
wards the coast was halted. � verb 1. to
operate and steer a vehicle � He drives
a tank. 2. to travel by vehicle � She
drove to the hospital. 3. to make some-
one do something � He drove his men
on to take the position. 4. to push in a
certain direction � They drove on to take
the rebel stronghold. � to drive back,
drive off to force an enemy to retreat �

We drove back repeated enemy attacks.
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drive-by

drive-by /�drav ba/ noun a terrorist
assassination method, where the gun-
man drives up to the victim in a vehicle,
shoots him and then drives away �

There’s been a drive-by in the town
square.
driver

driver /�dravə/ noun a person who op-
erates and steers a vehicle
drone

drone /drəυn/ noun a small unmanned
radio-controlled aircraft designed to
carry surveillance equipment. � remote-
ly piloted vehicle. Also called un-
manned aerial vehicle
drop

drop /drɒp/ noun 1. an act of going
down � a drop in temperature 2. a verti-
cal distance downwards � There is a
sheer drop of 90m into the sea. 3. a de-
ployment by parachute � He broke his
leg in the last drop. 4. an act of leaving
something where it can be collected by
someone else � We are making a drop of
ammunition tonight. 5. a small portion
of liquid (such as blood, rain, etc.) �

There were drops of blood on the floor.
� verb 1. to let something fall to the
ground � He dropped his rifle. 2. to fall
or throw oneself onto the ground � The
platoon dropped when the enemy fired a
flare. 3. to make a vertical descent (usu-
ally under control) � He dropped from
the window. 4. to deploy troops by par-
achute � The enemy have dropped two
airborne divisions in the area of
Mensdorf. � to drop in to deploy by
parachute 5. to deliver supplies by heli-
copter or parachute � The enemy is
dropping supplies at night. 6. to offload
men or supplies from a vehicle � We
dropped the patrol at the RV. � They
dropped the ammunition at the collec-
tion point. 7. to correct artillery or mor-
tar fire so that the rounds land closer to
the observer � Drop 20! (ie. 20 metres)
Compare add 8. to shoot someone
(informal ) � Drop him!
droplet

droplet /�drɒplət/ noun a tiny particle
of liquid (such as a chemical agent)
drop-off point

drop-off point /�drɒp ɒf �pɔnt/ noun
1. a place where soldiers leave their ve-
hicles to continue an operation on foot
2. a pre-selected location where men or
supplies can be offloaded from vehi-

cles, in order to be collected by another
unit � abbr DOP
drop tank

drop tank /�drɒp t�ŋk/ noun an addi-
tional fuel tank for an aircraft, which
can be jettisoned when empty
drop zone

drop zone /�drɒp �zəυn/ noun an area
of ground selected for the landing of
troops by parachute. Abbr DZ (NOTE:
The American army uses the phrase
landing zone (LZ).)
drum

drum /dr�m/ noun 1. a musical instru-
ment consisting of a cylinder, closed at
each end with skin or plastic, which the
player beats with two sticks 2. � the
Drums a band of drummers and fife-
players belonging to a battalion or regi-
ment 3. a cylindrical container designed
to contain liquid (such as oil, petrol) �

The weapons were hidden in an oil
drum. 4. a cylindrical magazine for cer-
tain types of machine-gun � This weap-
on can use belts or drums. � verb to beat
a drum � to drum someone out of the
forces to dismiss a person from the
armed forces (informal )
drumhead court martial

drumhead court martial
/�dr�mhed kɔ�t �mɑ�ʃl/ noun a court
martial held in the field
drumhead service

drumhead service /�dr�mhed
�s$�vs/ noun a religious service held in
the field or on the parade ground
drum major

drum major /�dr�m �med%ə/ noun a
senior non-commissioned officer
(NCO) in charge of the Drums
drummer

drummer /�dr�mə/ noun 1. a musi-
cian who plays the drums 2. a rank held
by a private soldier in the Drums � abbr
Dmr
drunk

drunk /dr�ŋk/ adjective affected by al-
cohol � He was drunk on parade.
dry dock

dry dock /�dra �dɒk/ noun a dock
from which the water can be removed in
order to allow repairs to the hull of a
ship
dry run

dry run /�dra �r�n/ noun a rehearsal
for an operation � There will be a dry
run at 1400hrs.
dry season

dry season /�dra �si�z(ə)n/ noun a
time of the year when there is no rain.
Compare monsoon, rainy season
DS

DS abbreviation directing staff
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DSO

DSO /�di�səυ/ noun US an aircrew
member on a bomber, who detects and
locates threats to the aircraft (e.g. ene-
my aircraft, radar, missiles, etc). Full
form defensive systems officer.
Compare OSO
DTG

DTG abbreviation date-time group
DU

DU abbreviation depleted uranium
dual-purpose improved conventional munition

dual-purpose improved conven-
tional munition /�dju�əl �p$�pəs m|

�pru�vd kən|�venʃ(ə)n(ə)l mju�|

�nʃ(ə)n/ noun US full form of DPICM
duck

duck /d�k/ verb to lower your head
and upper body instinctively to avoid a
projectile � He ducked at the sound of
the explosion.
duckboard

duckboard /�d�kbɔ�d/ noun strips of
wood nailed together, in order to pro-
vide a dry path across muddy ground
dud

dud /d�d/ noun 1. a shell or other pro-
jectile which fails to fire or explode 2. a
battery without any electric charge
dug in

dug in /�d�( �n/ adverb protected by
field fortifications � The enemy are well
dug in.
dugout

dugout /�d�(aυt/ noun a shelter dug
into the side of a trench
dumb bomb

dumb bomb /�d�m �bɒm/ noun a
bomb without a guidance system which
is simply dropped by an aircraft onto its
target (informal ) Compare smart bomb
dum-dum bullet

dum-dum bullet /�d�md�m �bυlt/
noun a bullet modified to expand when
it hits a person or animal, thereby caus-
ing a terrible wound
dummy

dummy /�d�m/ adjective imitation
(for the purposes of deception) � The
engineers have been constructing dum-
my positions on the ridge.
dummy run

dummy run /�d�mi r�n/ noun an act
of practising an operation before doing
it for real
dump

dump /d�mp/ noun a temporary store
in the field � The bomb scored a direct
hit on an ammunition dump. � We must
try to locate the enemy’s supply dump. �
verb 1. to leave ammunition, fuel, etc.
in a temporary store � The ammunition
has been dumped at grid 341632. 2. to

abandon a vehicle � The truck was
dumped at the side of the road.
dune

dune /dju�n/ noun a bank or small hill
of loose sand formed by the wind
duplicate

duplicate noun /�dju�plkət/ a second
copy of a document � in duplicate
/�dju�plket/ in two copies � verb
/�dju�plket/ 1. to do something twice
2. to produce two copies of a document
duration

duration /djυ|�reʃ(ə)n/ noun the
length of time that an activity continues
� for the duration until an activity fin-
ishes � for the duration of the war
dusk

dusk /d�sk/ noun the period between
sunset and when it is fully dark. Com-
pare dawn
dust

dust /d�st/ noun fine particles of sand,
soil or any other material
dust-off

dust-off /�d�st ɒf/ noun US the evac-
uation of casualties by helicopter (radio
terminology) � We require dust-off at
grid 342659.
dust storm

dust storm /�d�st stɔ�m/ noun a
strong wind producing dense clouds of
dust
duty

duty /�dju�ti/ noun 1. a moral or legal
obligation � It is your duty to obey or-
ders. 2. specified tasks which a person
is required to do as part of his job � That
is not one of my duties. � off duty not at
work � on duty at work � England ex-
pects every man to do his duty – Nelson
duty officer

duty officer /�dju�ti �ɒfsə/, officer
of the day, orderly officer /�ɔ�dəli
�ɒfsə/ noun an officer assigned by his
unit to deal with incidents and carry out
various routine tasks during a specified
period
dwelling

dwelling /�dwelŋ/ noun a building
used as a home
dyke

dyke /dak/ noun 1. an embankment
built to prevent flooding 2. a drainage
ditch. Also called dike
dynamite

dynamite /�danəmat/ noun an ex-
plosive material made from nitroglycer-
ine
dysentery

dysentery /�ds(ə)ntri/ noun a dis-
ease which inflames the intestines,
causing severe diarrhoea
DZ

DZ abbreviation drop zone
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E-2

E-2 /�i� �tu�/ noun an American-de-
signed airborne early warning aircraft,
with a large disc-like antenna (radome)
mounted on the fuselage, which is capa-
ble of being used from an aircraft carri-
er. Also called Hawkeye
E-3

E-3 /�i� �θri�/ noun an American-de-
signed airborne warning and control
system (AWACS) aircraft, which is
based on a passenger airliner, and has a
large disc-like antenna (radome)
mounted on the fuselage. Also called
Sentry
EA

EA abbreviation engagement area
EA-6

EA-6 /�i� e �sks/ noun an American-
designed electronic warfare aircraft,
based on the A-6 Intruder. Also called
Prowler
Eagle

Eagle /�i�(əl/ noun � F-15
ear-defenders

ear-defenders /�ə d|�fendəz/ plural
noun a device which is placed in or over
the ears, in order to protect them from
noise � Ear-defenders must be worn on
the range.
earphone

earphone /�əfəυn/ noun part of the
headset for a radio or other audio equip-
ment, which is put on the ear to listen to
a transmission or signal
earpiece

earpiece /�əpi�s/ noun part of a radio
or telephone handset, which is put in the
ear to listen to a transmission
earthmover

earthmover /�$�θmu�və/ � armoured
combat earthmover
earthwork

earthwork /�$�θw$�k/ noun man-
made
ease

ease /i�z/ verb to move something gen-
tly and carefully � to ease springs to
perform the final action of the unload-
ing drill for an automatic or semi-auto-
matic weapon; after checking that the
breech is clear of ammunition, let the

working parts go forward and pull the
trigger
east

east /i�st/ noun 1. one of the four main
points of the compass, corresponding to
a bearing of 90 degrees or 1600 mils 2.
an area to the east of your location � The
enemy are approaching from the east. 3.
� the East the part of the world to the
east of Europe � the Far East the re-
gion consisting of China, Japan and
neighbouring countries � the Middle
East the region consisting of Arab
countries (such as Egypt, Iran, Iraq,
Saudi Arabia, the United Arab Emir-
ates) and Israel � the Near East the re-
gion consisting of countries of the east-
ern Mediterranean (such as Cyprus,
Lebanon, Turkey) 4. the eastern part of
a country � adjective relating to east �

the East Gate � an east wind a wind
blowing from the east � adverb towards
the east � The enemy is moving east.
eastbound

eastbound /�i�stbaυnd/ adjective
moving or leading towards the east � an
eastbound convoy
easterly

easterly /�i�stəli/ adjective 1. towards
the east � to move in an easterly direc-
tion to move towards the east 2. (of
wind) from the east
eastern

eastern /�i�st(ə)n/ adjective relating to
the east � The eastern part of the coun-
try.
Eastern Bloc

Eastern Bloc /�i�st(ə)n �blɒk/ noun a
term sometimes given to the Warsaw
Pact
Eastern Europe

Eastern Europe /�i�st(ə)n �jυərəp/
noun a region consisting of countries
which were allied to the USSR during
the Cold War (such as Bulgaria, the
Czech Republic, Hungary, Poland, Ro-
mania, Slovakia, and Serbia and Mon-
tenegro)
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easting

easting /�i�stŋ/ noun 1. a vertical line
of a map grid 2. one of the coordinates
running from left to right across a map.
Compare northing
eastward

eastward /�i�stwəd/ adjective towards
the east � a eastward direction � adverb
US towards the east � They are moving
eastward.
eastwards

eastwards /�i�stwədz/ adverb to-
wards the east � They are moving east-
wards.
eavesdrop

eavesdrop /�i�vzdrɒp/ verb to listen
secretly to a conversation between other
people
ebb tide

ebb tide /�eb �tad/ noun a tide which
is moving out to sea
Ebola

Ebola /i�|�bəυlə/ noun the virus which
causes Ebola haemorrhagic fever (Ebo-
la HF), a severe and often fatal disease
affecting man and monkeys

COMMENT: The Ebola virus is believed
to have originated in Africa. It is ex-
tremely rare and as yet, no one
knows how it is initially transmitted to
humans. However, once people are
affected, the disease can then be
transmitted through contact with
blood or body fluids from an infected
person. Its symptoms are fever,
headaches, vomiting, diarrhoea,
massive internal bleeding and in
most cases death. There is no known
cure at present, although some peo-
ple seem to have a natural immunity
to the disease and do recover. Re-
search has shown that the virus
could also be spread through air-
borne particles (aerosols) and there
is a strong possibility that it might be
developed for use as a biological
weapon.

e-bomb

e-bomb /�i� �bɒm/ noun a bomb which
sends out electromagnetic impulses
which can disrupt weapons and compu-
ter systems. Full form electromagnet-
ic bomb
ECCM

ECCM abbreviation electronic coun-
ter-counter measures
echelon

echelon /�eʃəlɒn/ noun 1. a tactical
formation in which troops, vehicles or
aircraft are deployed in a series of par-
allel lines, each of which is longer than
the one in front 2. part of a tactical
grouping � A Echelon the logistical el-
ements of a tactical grouping � B Eche-

lon the administrative elements of a tac-
tical grouping � F Echelon the fighting
elements of a tactical grouping
echelon attack

echelon attack /�eʃəlɒn ə|�t�k/ noun
an attack made by several units de-
ployed side by side, where one unit sets
off first, followed after an interval by
the second, followed after another inter-
val by the third, and so on. Also called
attack in echelon
echo

echo /�ekəυ/ noun a sound which is re-
flected by an object back towards the
listener
Echo

Echo /�ekəυ/ noun the fifth letter of the
phonetic alphabet (Ee)
echo location

echo location /�ekəυ ləυ|�keʃ(ə)n/
noun a method of finding objects under
water by sending sound signals down
and listening for the echo
ECM

ECM abbreviation electronic counter-
measures
ECMM

ECMM abbreviation European Com-
munity Monitoring Mission
ECOMOG

ECOMOG abbreviation Economic
Community of West African States
cease-fire monitoring group
economy of force

economy of force /|�kɒnm əv
�fɔ�s/ noun a situation in which you do
not waste your military assets and, if
practicable, use fewer forces than nor-
mal on your initial tasks, so that you
will have the maximum forces available
for your main effort
ECP

ECP abbreviation equipment collec-
tion point
ED

ED /�i� �di�/ noun a type of blister and
vomiting agent. Full form ethyldichlo-
roarsine
EF-111A

EF-111A /�i� ef w�n |�levən �e/ noun
an American-designed electronic war-
fare (EW) aircraft. Also called Raven
effective enemy fire

effective enemy fire /|�fektv
�enəmi �faə/ noun a situation where
the enemy’s fire starts to cause casual-
ties amongst your own troops
effects-based

effects-based /|�fekts �besd/ adjec-
tive warfare or operations which are de-
signed to stop the activities of the ene-
my without destroying them completely
EFP

EFP abbreviation explosively formed
projectile
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egress

egress /|�(res/ noun a means or route
out of a building or area
eject

eject /|�d%ekt/ verb 1. to throw or drive
someone or something out � The enemy
have been ejected from the village. � My
rifle is not ejecting the empty cases
properly. 2. to use an ejector seat � The
pilot ejected over the sea.
ejection

ejection /|�d%ekʃən/ noun an escape
from an aircraft using an ejector seat
ejection seat

ejection seat /|�d%ekʃən si�t/ noun
same as ejector seat
ejector

ejector /|�d%ektə/ noun something
which ejects (such as the part of a fire-
arm which ejects the empty cases)
ejector seat

ejector seat /|�d%ektə si�t/ noun a
seat designed to eject a pilot or crew
member from a damaged aircraft
élan

élan /e|�l�n/ noun great enthusiasm
and drive
electromagnetic bomb

electromagnetic bomb /|

�ləktrəυm�(netk �p�ls/ noun full
form of e-bomb
electromagnetic pulse

electromagnetic pulse /|

�ləktrəυm�(netk �p�ls/ noun a surge
of electromagnetic radiation given off
by a nuclear explosion, which causes
electrical equipment (such as radios,
vehicle batteries, etc.) to stop working.
Abbr EMP
electronic

electronic /�elek|�trɒnk/ adjective re-
lating to the use of electricity
electronic counter-countermeasures

electronic counter-counter-
measures /�elektrɒnk �kaυntə
�kaυntə|�me%əz/ plural noun the proce-
dures used to defeat the enemy’s elec-
tronic countermeasures. Abbr ECCM
electronic countermeasures

electronic countermeasures
/�elektrɒnk �kaυntə|�me%əz/ plural
noun standard procedures designed to
minimize a unit’s chances of being lo-
cated by the enemy through emissions
given off by its electrical equipment.
Abbr ECM
electronic intelligence

electronic intelligence
/�elektrɒnk n|�teld%əns/ noun full
form of ELINT
electronic silence

electronic silence /�elektrɒnk
�saləns/ noun a state when all radios
and other transmitting equipment (such
as radar) must be switched off � to im-

pose electronic silence to start elec-
tronic silence � to lift electronic silence
to end electronic silence
electronic target range

electronic target range
/�elektrɒnk �tɑ�(t �rend%/ noun full
form of ETR
electronic warfare

electronic warfare /�elektrɒnk
�wɔ�feə/ noun the location and suppres-
sion of an enemy’s electronic equip-
ment. Abbr ELW, EW
electronic warfare officer

electronic warfare officer
/�elektrɒnk �wɔ�feə �ɒfsə/ noun a
crewman of an EW aircraft who navi-
gates the aircraft and operates its elec-
tronic warfare equipment. Abbr EWO
element

element /�elmənt/ noun part of a
grouping � Elements of the enemy ad-
vance guard have been sighted.
elephant

elephant /�elfənt/ verb � You don’t
know how you’ll react until you’ve seen
the elephant. � to see the elephant US
to experience combat for the first time �
You don’t know how you’ll react until
you’ve seen the elephant.
elevate

elevate /�elvet/ verb 1. to put some-
thing in a higher position 2. to raise the
barrel of an artillery piece or mortar
elevation

elevation /�elə|�veʃ(ə)n/ noun 1. an
act of elevating something � The eleva-
tion is too high. 2. the angle at which the
barrel of an artillery piece or mortar is
raised in order to engage a target � ele-
vation: 51 degrees! 3. an area of high
ground � An enemy battalion is dug in
on that elevation.
elevator

elevator /�elvetə/ noun 1. a machine
which takes people up or down from
one floor to another in a building 2. a
moving part of the tailplane of an air-
craft, which is used to control pitch
eliminate

eliminate /|�lm|�net/ verb 1. to get
rid of � That option has been eliminat-
ed. 2. to kill � We must eliminate the
sentries before the main assault goes in.
ELINT

ELINT /�i�lnt/ noun information on
the enemy, which is obtained through
the monitoring of his electronic trans-
missions, usually by specially equipped
aircraft. Full form electronic intelli-
gence
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elite

elite /e|�li�t/ adjective of very high
quality � He commands an elite regi-
ment of Presidential Guards.
ELW

ELW abbreviation electronic warfare
embankment

embankment /m|�b�ŋkmənt/ noun
a man-made bank of soil or stone used
as a barrier, or to carry a railway or
road. Compare cutting
embark

embark /m |�bɑ�k/ verb to go on board
an aircraft or ship (in order to travel
somewhere). Compare debark
embarkation

embarkation /�embɑ�|�keʃ(ə)n/
noun an act of going on board an air-
craft or ship. Compare debarkation
embassy

embassy /�embəsi/ noun a building
used by an ambassador and his or her
staff
embed

embed /m|�bed/ noun a journalist who
travels with a military unit involved in a
war and reports on their activities � verb
to send a journalist to accompany a mil-
itary unit during fighting and to report
on it, especially a unit which is operat-
ing in a combat zone � The TV reporter
was embedded with an armoured caval-
ry unit in the Iraqi desert en route to
Baghdad.
embrasure

embrasure /m |�bre%ə/ noun an
opening in a wall or parapet, through
which a weapon can be fired. Compare
firing port
embus

embus /m|�b�s/ verb to get into a bus,
in order to travel somewhere. Compare
debus
EMCON

EMCON /�emkɒn/ noun measures to
reduce emissions which can be detected
by the enemy � We have a strict EM-
CON policy. Full form emission con-
trol
emergency

emergency /|�m$�d%ənsi/ noun a sit-
uation where immediate action is re-
quired in order to prevent injury or dam-
age or some other serious misfortune
emergency rations

emergency rations /|�m$�d%ənsi
�r�ʃ(ə)nz/ plural noun small amounts
of food and other supplies carried for
use in an emergency
emergency rendezvous

emergency rendezvous /|

�m$�d%ənsi �rɒndevu�/ noun the loca-
tion where people assemble in the event
of an emergency. Abbr ERV

emission

emission /|�mʃən/ verb 1. an act of
emitting something � This engine has
been designed to produce a lower emis-
sion of heat. 2. something emitted � We
must reduce our emissions.
emission control

emission control /|�mʃ(ə)n kən|

�trəυl/ noun full form of EMCON
emit

emit /|�mt/ verb to give off something
(e.g. heat, radiation, radar, noise, etc.)
EMP

EMP abbreviation electromagnetic
pulse
emplacement

emplacement /em|�plesmənt/ noun
a prepared firing position for an artillery
piece or other large weapons system �

The camp is surrounded with gun em-
placements.
emplane

emplane /m |�plen/ verb to go on
board an aircraft (in order to travel
somewhere) � We emplane at 0600hrs.
empty case

empty case /�empti �kes/ noun a
cartridge which has been fired
encamp

encamp /n|�k�mp/ verb to set up a
camp � They were encamped by the riv-
er.
encampment

encampment /n|�k�mpmənt/ noun
a place where troops are camped
encipher

encipher /n |�safə/ verb to convert
from normal language into code. Com-
pare decipher. � encode, encrypt
enclave

enclave /�eŋklev/ noun a piece of ter-
ritory, belonging to one state or occu-
pied by one ethnic group, which is sur-
rounded by territory belonging to an-
other state or occupied by a different
ethnic group � a Muslim enclave, sur-
rounded by Orthodox territory
encode

encode /n|�kəυd/ verb to convert from
normal language into code. Compare
decode. � encipher, encrypt
encounter

encounter /n |�kaυntə/ noun 1. a
meeting which happens by chance � He
did not report the encounter. 2. a mili-
tary engagement which happens by
chance � Three of our men were killed
in the encounter. � verb to meet or make
contact by chance � We didn’t encoun-
ter any enemy. � The invading force en-
countered only light resistance.
encrypt

encrypt /n|�krpt/ verb to convert
from normal language into code. Com-
pare decrypt. � encipher, encode
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endemic

endemic /en|�demk/ adjective (of dis-
ease) regularly affecting a large pro-
portion of the population of an area or
region � Malaria is virtually endemic
amongst the local population.
ENDEX

ENDEX /�endeks/ abbreviation end of
exercise
enemy

enemy /�enəmi/ adjective referring to
a state which is at war with your own
country � Enemy snipers attacked the
convoy. � She listened to enemy propa-
ganda on the radio. Compare friendly.
� hostile � noun 1. a national of a state
which is at war with your own country
� We consider the French as allies, not
enemies. 2. a state which is at war with
your own country 3. � the enemy ene-
my forces � the enemy is withdrawing
enemy lines

enemy lines /�enəmi �lanz/ plural
noun the forward positions of the ene-
my � We were operating behind enemy
lines.
enfilade

enfilade /�enf|�led/ adjective capable
of engaging the entire frontage or
length of a formation or position � Our
advance was halted by heavy enfilade
fire. � verb to engage the entire frontage
or length of a formation or position �

The enemy managed to enfilade our for-
ward trenches.
enforce

enforce /n|�fɔ�s/ verb to use force or
the law in order to make someone do
something
enforcement

enforcement /n |�fɔ�smənt/ noun an
act of enforcing something
engage

engage /n|�(ed%/ verb to start to fight
or shoot at someone � ‘You engage, and
then you see what happens’ [Napoleon]
� We started to engage the enemy infan-
try at around 600 metres. Compare dis-
engage
engagement

engagement /n|�(ed%mənt/ noun
an exchange of fire between opposing
forces � The engagement lasted just
over an hour. Compare disengage-
ment. � battle, firefight, skirmish
engineer

engineer /�end%|�nə/ noun 1. a spe-
cialist soldier trained in the construction
and demolition of bridges, field fortifi-
cations, obstacles, roads, etc. 2. a me-
chanic on a ship

engineering

engineering /�end%|�nərŋ/ noun 1.
the construction and use of engines and
other mechanical devices 2. the con-
struction or demolition of buildings, in-
stallations, roads, etc.
engineer officer

engineer officer /�end%|�nə �ɒfsə/
noun an officer in the navy who special-
izes in ship’s engines
engine temperature indicator

engine temperature indicator
/�end%n �temprtʃə �ndketə/ noun
an instrument on a dashboard or in a
cockpit which shows the temperature of
the engine
English Channel

English Channel /�ŋ(lʃ �tʃ�n(ə)l/,
the Channel noun a stretch of water
between England and France
enlist

enlist /n |�lst/ verb to join the armed
forces as a career � He enlisted at the
age of 18.
enlisted man

enlisted man /n|�lstd m�n/ noun
US any serviceman who is not an offic-
er (NOTE: The British English term is
other rank (OR).)
enlistment

enlistment /n|�lstmənt/ noun the act
of joining the armed forces
enquiry

enquiry /n |�kwari/ noun an official
investigation into the cause of an inci-
dent
ensign

ensign /�ensan/ noun 1. a flag 2. an
officer who carries a flag on parade 3. a
second-lieutenant in the Brigade of
Guards 4. US the lowest officer rank in
the navy
entanglement

entanglement /n|�t�ŋ(əlmənt/
noun an obstacle to infantry constructed
from barbed wire
entrain

entrain /n |�tren/ verb to get on a train
(in order to travel somewhere) � We en-
trained at Dover.
entrench

entrench /n|�trentʃ/ verb to dig a
trench (as a field fortification). � to dig
in
entrenched

entrenched /n|�trentʃt/ adjective
protected by trenches and other field
fortifications � The enemy was well en-
trenched to the north of the hill. � dug in
entrenching tool

entrenching tool /n|�trentʃŋ �tu�l/
noun a lightweight tool carried by in-
fantrymen in order to dig trenches. �

digging tool
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envelop

envelop /n |�veləp/ verb to manoeuvre
against the flanks or rear of an enemy
force in order to surround them
envelopment

envelopment /n |�veləpmənt/ noun
an attack made on one or both of the en-
emy’s flanks or rear, and usually ac-
companied by a frontal attack � double
envelopment an envelopment attacking
both of the enemy’s flanks � single en-
velopment an envelopment attacking
one of the enemy’s flanks only
environs

environs /n|�varənz/ plural noun the
surrounding area � They concentrated
the bombing on the environs of the city.
EOD

EOD /�i� əυ �di�/ noun the disarming
and safe destruction of explosive ord-
nance (such as booby-traps, misfires,
captured ammunition). Full form ex-
plosive ordnance disposal. � bomb
disposal
epaulet

epaulet /�epə|�let/ noun US spelling of
epaulette
epaulette

epaulette /�epəlet/ noun 1. a shoulder
decoration on a uniform jacket � Aides-
de-camp wear gold epaulettes. 2. a
semi-detachable flap on the shoulders
of a uniform jacket, designed to carry
badges of rank or unit insignia
epidemic

epidemic /�ep|�demk/ noun a rapid
spreading of an infectious disease
through a community � We’ve got an
epidemic of typhus in the town.
EPW

EPW abbreviation enemy prisoner of
war
Equator

Equator /|�kwetə/ noun an imaginary
line running around the earth, exactly
halfway between the North and South
Poles. � the Line
equerry

equerry /�ekwəri/ noun an officer who
acts as personal assistant to a member
of the British Royal Family � He has
been appointed an equerry to the
Prince of Wales.
equip

equip /|�kwp/ verb to provide some-
one with equipment � We equipped the
platoon with shovels. (NOTE: equipped
– equipped)
equipment

equipment /|�kwpmənt/ noun any
article which a person needs in order to
carry out a task (e.g. clothing, radios,
tools, weapons, vehicles, etc.)

era

era /�ərə/ noun a distinct period of
time � from the 1960s era introduced
during the years 1960–69 � The M-60 is
an American 1960s-era main battle
tank.
ERA

ERA abbreviation explosive reactive
armour
ERFB

ERFB /�i� ɑ� ef �bi�/ noun an advanced
aerodynamic design for artillery shells,
which increases their range. Full form
extended range full bore
ERFBB

ERFBB abbreviation extended range
full bore base bleed
ERV

ERV abbreviation emergency rendez-
vous
escalate

escalate /�eskəlet/ verb to increase
in seriousness or intensity � Fighting in
the area has escalated in recent months.
escalation

escalation /�eskə|�leʃ(ə)n/ noun an
increase in the intensity or seriousness
of something � an escalation in troop
movements
escape

escape /|�skep/ noun an act of escap-
ing � His daring escape from the POW
camp. � verb 1. to get away from captiv-
ity � Three prisoners escaped during
the night. 2. � to escape capture to
avoid being captured 3. to survive a po-
tentially lethal situation � The pilot of
the crashed helicopter escaped with mi-
nor injuries. 4. (of a chemical agent,
gas, liquid, etc.) to leak � Gas escaped
into the cabin.
escape capsule

escape capsule /|�skep �k�psju�l/
noun an enclosed box with seats and
survival equipment, in which crew-
members can escape from an aircraft
escarpment

escarpment / |�skɑ�pmənt/ noun a
steep slope along the edge of a plateau
� We saw a column of vehicles moving
along the base of the escarpment.
escort

escort noun /�eskɔ�t/ a person, vehicle
or aircraft or ship which accompanies
an individual or group in order to pro-
tect them � verb /|�skɔ�t/ to act as an es-
cort � The convoy was escorted by two
destroyers.
ESDI

ESDI abbreviation European Security
and Defence Identity
espionage

espionage /�espiənɑ�%/ noun the use
of spies, surveillance equipment, etc., in
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order to collect information about the
enemy
esprit de corps

esprit de corps /e |�spri də �kɔ�/ noun
a French phrase meaning a feeling of
devotion to and pride in your unit or
grouping
establish

establish /|�st�blʃ/ verb 1. to set
something up � We have established an
OP on the ridge. 2. to consolidate your
position � The enemy is now established
on the western bank of the river. 3. to
find out or verify a piece of information
� We haven’t managed to establish the
full strength of the enemy.
establishment

establishment /|�st�blʃmənt/ noun
1. an act of establishing something 2.
the number of men, vehicles and equip-
ment which should to be held by a
grouping at full strength � This platoon
has an establishment of 28 men.
estimate

estimate noun /�estmət/ an approxi-
mate idea of distance, size, time, etc.,
obtained by judgement rather than by
accurate measurement � We think there
are 3,000 enemy troops in the camp, but
that is only an estimate. � verb
/�estmet/ to judge distance, size, time,
etc., instead of counting or making ac-
curate measurements � He estimated
the distance at 1,500m.
estimated time of arrival

estimated time of arrival
/�estmetd �tam əv ə|�rav(ə)l/ noun
the time when a vehicle, group of sol-
diers, etc., is expected to arrive. Abbr
ETA
ETA

ETA abbreviation estimated time of ar-
rival
ethnic

ethnic /�eθnk/ adjective relating to
race or cultural background
ethnic cleansing

ethnic cleansing /�eθnk �klenzŋ/
noun a systematic attempt by the main
population to drive members of an eth-
nic minority away from their homes by
the use of force (including intimidation,
destruction of property, physical vio-
lence and even murder)
ethnic minority

ethnic minority /�eθnk ma |�nɒrti/
noun a smaller group of people who
have a different racial or cultural back-
ground to the main population
ETR

ETR /�i� ti� �ɑ�/ noun a shooting range
where the targets are raised and lowered

by electricity. Full form electronic tar-
get range
EUCOM

EUCOM /�ju�kɒm/ noun US the de-
partment of US forces responsible for
defending American national interests
in Europe and also Israel, Syria and
Lebanon. Full form European Com-
mand
Eurofighter

Eurofighter /�jυərəυ|�fatə/ noun a
European multirole fighter aircraft, pro-
duced by a consortium of companies
from the UK, Germany, Italy and Spain.
Also called Typhoon
European Command

European Command /�jυərə|�pi�ən
kə|�mɑ�nd/ noun full form of EUCOM
European Security and Defence Identity

European Security and Defence
Identity /�jυərəpi�ən s |�kjυərəti ən d|

�fens a|�dentti/ noun a unifying agree-
ment on common aims and responsibil-
ities between members of NATO in
North America and Europe. Abbr ESDI
evacuate

evacuate /|�v�kju|�et/ verb 1. to re-
move people from their homes because
of danger and make them stay else-
where until that danger is over � The ci-
vilian population was evacuated across
the river. 2. to leave a place of danger �

The platoon evacuated the position
when it became too dangerous.
evacuation

evacuation /|�v�kju |�eʃ(ə)n/ noun
an act of evacuating
evacuation procedure

evacuation procedure /|�v�kju|

�eʃ(ə)n prə|�si�d%ə/ noun a procedure
for getting people out of a place in an
organized way
evacuee

evacuee / |�v�kju|�i�/ noun a person
who has been evacuated
evade

evade / |�ved/ verb to take avoiding
action � We managed to evade the ene-
my patrols.
evasion

evasion /|�ve%(ə)n/ noun the skill of
avoiding enemy forces (usually after es-
cape from capture or encirclement)
evasive

evasive /|�vesv/ adjective intended
to evade a danger or threat � We were
forced to take evasive action.
evergreen

evergreen /�evə(ri�n/ noun a tree
which does not lose its leaves in winter
(such as a fir, pine, spruce, etc.). Com-
pare deciduous. � conifer, fir
EW

EW abbreviation electronic warfare
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EWO

EWO /�i�wəυ/ abbreviation electronic
warfare officer
exclude

exclude /k|�sklu�d/ verb 1. to keep
someone or something out � The aim is
to exclude enemy ships from our territo-
rial waters. 2. to not include � The
plane was carrying 215 men, excluding
the crew.
exclusion zone

exclusion zone /k|�sklu�%(ə)n
�zəυn/ noun an area or region, defined
by a state or by international agreement,
which the armed forces or shipping of
another state are not allowed to enter �

In 1982, the British Government de-
clared a 400-mile exclusion zone
around the Falkland Islands.
exclusive

exclusive /k|�sklu�sv/ adjective not
including � Our sector is exclusive of
the main road. Compare inclusive
execute

execute /�ekskju�t/ verb 1. to kill a
person who has been found guilty of an
offence for which the punishment is
death � He was executed for cowardice.
2. to carry out a planned task � We were
unable to execute our mission.
execution

execution /�eks|�kju�ʃ(ə)n/ noun 1.
an act of killing a person who has been
found guilty of an offence for which the
punishment is death 2. a method by
which a planned task is carried out � to
put a plan into execution to carry out a
plan � ‘The art of war is a simple art
and all in the execution. There is noth-
ing vague about it, it is all common
sense’. [Napoleon]
executive officer

executive officer /( |�zekjυ�tv
�ɒfsə/ noun US an officer responsible
for coordinating staff functions within a
headquarters. Abbr XO

COMMENT: In many groupings, the XO
is also the second in command (2IC).

exercise

exercise /�eksəsaz/ noun 1. an act of
practising the skills that a unit or sub-
unit will be required to carry out on op-
erational service 2. a physical activity
designed to improve or maintain fitness
� You should take more exercise. �

These exercises are designed to improve
your arm muscles.
exercises

exercises /�eksəsazz/ plural noun a
military training plan � The fleet is tak-
ing part in NATO exercises in the Med-

iterranean. � Joint Anglo-Spanish exer-
cises will be held next week. � manoeu-
vres, war games
exfiltrate

exfiltrate /�eksfltret/ verb to break
down a grouping into smaller groups
which can withdraw by different routes
through territory controlled by the ene-
my. Compare infiltrate
exfiltration

exfiltration /�eksfl|�treʃ(ə)n/ noun
an act of exfiltrating. Compare infiltra-
tion
exhaust

exhaust /(|�zɔ�st/ noun smoke and
waste gases expelled from a running en-
gine or motor � verb to use up a re-
source completely � We have exhausted
our fuel supply.
exhausted

exhausted /(|�zɔ�std/ adjective 1.
(of resources) completely used up �

Our ammunition is exhausted. 2. (of
people) very tired and weak, as a result
of hard physical activity � After two
weeks in the jungle, the commandos re-
turned to base completely exhausted.
exhaustion

exhaustion /( |�zɔ�stʃən/ noun a total
loss of strength (as a result of strenuous
physical activity) � The three escaped
prisoners were picked up by one of our
patrols in a state of complete exhaus-
tion.
exhaust pipe

exhaust pipe /(|�zɔ�st pap/ noun a
pipe through which the exhaust is ex-
pelled from an engine or motor
Exocet

Exocet /�eksəset/ tdmk a trademark
for a French-designed short-range ra-
dar-guided anti-ship missile, usually
launched from a ship or aircraft
expedite

expedite /�ekspdat/ verb to carry
out an action or task
expeditionary force

expeditionary force /�eksp|

�dʃ(ə)n(ə)ri fɔ�s/ noun a military
grouping sent on a special mission over-
seas � The expeditionary force landed
under cover of darkness.
explode

explode /k|�spləυd/ verb to burst out-
wards due to a release of internal energy
� The bomb exploded at five o’clock.
exploit

exploit /k|�splɔt/ verb to take advan-
tage of something � The general failed
to exploit the breakthrough.
exploitation

exploitation /�eksplɔ|�teʃ(ə)n/ noun
a continuation of a successful attack af-
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ter the objective has been taken, in order
to destroy the enemy’s ability to con-
duct an orderly withdrawal or organize
a defence or counter attack
explosion

explosion /k|�spləυ%(ə)n/ noun an
act of exploding � The bombing raid set
off a series of explosions at the muni-
tions factory.
explosive

explosive /k |�spləυsv/ adjective 1.
designed or liable to explode � Nitro-
gen-based fertilizers can be used to
make an explosive substance. 2. liable
to cause an outburst of violent behav-
iour � The Chief of Police described the
situation as ‘explosive’. � noun an ex-
plosive substance � A large quantity of
explosive was found in the house.
explosively formed projectile

explosively formed projectile /k|

�spləυzvli �fɔ�md prə|�d%ektal/ noun
an anti-tank warhead where high explo-
sive is packed around a shallow hemi-
spherical metal plate (on impact, the
plate forms itself into a solid metal pro-
jectile, which is capable of penetrating
armour). Abbr EFP
explosive ordnance

explosive ordnance /k|�spləυsv
�ɔ�dnəns/ noun a general term for any
projectile or device which contains an
explosive substance or which uses an
explosive substance as its propellant
explosive ordnance disposal

explosive ordnance disposal /k|

�spləυsv �ɔ�dnəns d|�spəυz(ə)l/ noun

the disarming and safe destruction of
explosive ordnance (such as booby-
traps, misfires, captured ammunition).
Abbr EOD
explosive reactive armour

explosive reactive armour /k|

�spləυsv ri|��ktv �ɑ�mə/ noun sec-
ondary armour, containing a thin layer
of explosive, fitted to the outside of an
armoured vehicle. It is designed to
counter the effect of an anti-tank projec-
tile by exploding outwards when hit.
Abbr ERA
ex-serviceman

ex-serviceman /�eks �s$�vsmən/
noun a man who formerly served in the
armed forces � The parade was attend-
ed by ex-servicemen. (NOTE: The Amer-
ican English term is veteran.)
extended range full bore

extended range full bore /k|

�stendd rend% �fυl �bɔ�/ noun full
form of ERFB
extract

extract /k|�str�kt/ verb 1. to remove
one object from another � He extracted
the empty case from the gun. 2. to move
out of an area of operations � We will
extract by helicopter. 3. to move some-
one out of an area of operations � The
patrol was extracted by helicopter.
Compare insert
extraction

extraction /k |�str�kʃən/ noun an act
of extracting. Compare insertion
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F-4

F-4 /�ef �fɔ�/ noun an American-de-
signed multirole fighter aircraft, suita-
ble for use from aircraft carriers. Also
called Phantom (NOTE: The plural is F-
4s /�ef �fɔ�z/.)
F-14

F-14 /�ef �fɔ�ti�n/ noun an American-
designed multirole fighter, designed to
operate from an aircraft carrier. Also
called Tomcat (NOTE: The plural is F-
14s /�ef �fɔ�ti�nz/.)
F-15

F-15 /�ef|�ffti�n/ noun an American-
designed fighter aircraft with a second-
ary attack role. Also called Eagle
(NOTE: The plural is F-15s /�ef|

�ffti�nz/.)
F-16

F-16 /�ef �sksti�n/ noun an American-
designed multirole fighter aircraft, with
advanced fighter-ground-attack (FGA)
capability. Also called Fighting Falcon
(NOTE: The plural is F-16s /�ef
�sksti�nz/.)
F-22

F-22 /�ef �twenti �tu�/ noun an Ameri-
can-designed stealth fighter aircraft.
Also called Raptor
F-111

F-111 /�ef �w�n |�lev(ə)n/ noun an
American-designed attack aircraft.
Also called Aardvark (NOTE: The plural
is F-111s /�ef �w�n|�levnz/.)
F-117A

F-117A /�ef w�n sevənti�n �e/ noun
an American-designed stealth attack
aircraft. Also called Nighthawk (NOTE:
The plural is F-117As /�ef
�w�nsevənti�n �ez/.)
FA-18

FA-18 /�ef e e|�ti�n/ noun an Ameri-
can-designed lightweight multirole
fighter aircraft. Also called Hornet
(NOTE: The plural is FA-18s /�efe e|

�ti�nz/.)
FAA

FAA abbreviation Fleet Air Arm
FAARP

FAARP /fɑ�p/ noun US a place where
forward units can replenish ammunition

and fuel during an advance. Full form
forward arming and refuelling point
Fablon

Fablon /�f�blɒn/ trademark a trade-
mark for a clear adhesive plastic sheet,
which is used to make maps waterproof
and allow them to be marked with Chi-
nagraph or Lumocolor
Fabrique Nationale

Fabrique Nationale /fə|�bri�k
�n�ʃ(ə)n|�ɑ�l/ noun full form of FN
FAC

FAC abbreviation forward air control-
ler
face

face /fes/ verb 1. to look towards a
particular direction � They occupied po-
sitions near the top of the hill, facing
north. 2. to be likely to have to undergo
something � He faced a court-martial
after his ship rammed the harbour wall.
face-veil

face-veil /�fes vel/ noun a garment
made of net-like fabric, which is usually
worn round the neck as a scarf but can
also be used as a small camouflage net
� We used a couple of face-veils to
break up the outline of the machine-
gun.
facilitate

facilitate /fə|�sltet/ verb to make
something easier (i.e. to assist) � Our
mission is to facilitate the extraction of
the patrol.
faction

faction /�f�kʃən/ noun a small group
which disagrees with the main body of
an organization or population and
makes trouble � The conflict between
the different factions may lead to civil
war.
factory

factory /�f�kt(ə)ri/ noun a large
building or complex where things are
manufactured
FAE

FAE abbreviation fuel-air explosive
fag

fag /f�(/ noun a cigarette (slang) � Put
that bloody fag out!
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fall

fall /fɔ�l/ noun 1. a descent to the
ground (usually out of control) � He
broke his leg in the fall. 2. (of places)
capture � The fall of Singapore. � verb
1. to descend to the ground (usually out
of control) � He fell out of the vehicle.
2. to be killed in action � His grandfa-
ther fell at the Battle of the Somme. 3.
(of places) to be captured � The town fi-
nally fell to the rebels. (NOTE: falling –
fell – have fallen)
fall back

fall back /�fɔ�l �b�k/ verb to withdraw
(usually under strong pressure from the
enemy or as a result of a strong enemy
threat) � 3 Brigade has fallen back to-
wards Soltau. � pull back
fall in

fall in /�fɔ�l �n/ verb to take your place
on a formal parade � The squad fell in in
front of the sergeants’ mess.
fall of shot

fall of shot /�fɔ�l əv �ʃɒt/ noun the
place where a projectile strikes
fall out

fall out /�fɔ�l �aυt/ verb to leave a for-
mal parade
fallout

fallout /�fɔ�laυt/ noun the radioactive
dust produced by a nuclear explosion
fall upon

fall upon /�fɔ�l ə|�pɒn/ verb to attack �
Government soldiers fell upon the refu-
gee column.
FA MAS

FA MAS /�ef �e �m�s/ noun a French-
designed 5.56mm assault weapon
Fantan

Fantan /�f�nt�n/ noun a NATO name
for the Chinese-designed Q-5 fighter
aircraft
farm

farm /fɑ�m/ noun 1. an area of land
used for the cultivation of crops or rear-
ing and fattening of livestock 2. a com-
plex of buildings, including the farm-
house, which form part of a farm
farmer

farmer /�fɑ�mə/ noun a person who
owns and manages a farm
farmhouse

farmhouse /�fɑ�mhaυs/ noun the
home of a farmer
farrier

farrier /�f�rə/ noun a person who fits
horseshoes onto horses
fascine

fascine /f�|�si�n/ noun a bundle of
logs or plastic pipes or other material
used to fill a ditch so that vehicles can
cross it
fast attack vehicle

fast attack vehicle /�fɑ�st ə|�t�k
�vi�k(ə)l/ noun full form of FAV

fatigue

fatigue /fə|�ti�(/ noun 1. a non-military
task or duty (such as cleaning toilets,
clearing up rubbish, peeling potatoes,
etc.) 2. being tired � They are all suffer-
ing from fatigue.
fatigues

fatigues /fə|�ti�(z/ plural noun cloth-
ing worn for carrying out a fatigue
FAV

FAV /�ef e �vi�/ noun an American-de-
signed light all-terrain vehicle fitted
with medium machine-guns, ATGM or
other weapons systems. Full form fast
attack vehicle
FC

FC abbreviation force commander
FDC

FDC /�ef di� �si�/ noun a command post
which coordinates the fire of several
batteries. Full form fire direction cen-
tre
FDO

FDO /�ef di� �əυ/ noun a person who
controls the taking off and landing of
aircraft on an aircraft carrier. Full form
flight deck officer
feature

feature /�fi�tʃə/ noun 1. any natural or
man-made thing which is visible on the
ground 2. a distinctive piece of high
ground (such as a hill, knoll, ridge, sad-
dle, etc.) � We must capture that feature.
FEBA

FEBA /�fi�bə/ abbreviation forward
edge of the battle area
F Echelon

F Echelon /�ef �eʃəlɒn/ noun the
fighting elements of a tactical grouping
federal riot gun

federal riot gun /�fedrəl �raət �(�n/
noun a gun designed to fire baton
rounds. Abbr FRG
feint

feint /fent/ noun an attack which is
not followed through, but is intended
merely to test the enemy’s defences or
to give him a false idea of your own in-
tentions � The attack was just a feint. �

diversion
fence

fence /fens/ noun a barrier made of
vegetation, wire or wood, which enclos-
es an area of ground and is designed to
control or prevent access
fence out

fence out /�fens �aυt/ verb to prepare
a jet fighter for action (i.e. by switching
on your weapons systems, RWR, HUD,
etc)
Fencer

Fencer /�fensə/ noun a NATO name
for the Soviet-designed SU-24 fighter-
bomber
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Ferret

Ferret /�fert/ noun a small British-de-
signed armoured car
ferry

ferry /�feri/ noun a boat used to trans-
port people or vehicles across a river or
lake or narrow stretch of sea, as part of
a regular service � The brigade will
cross the Channel by ferry. � verb to
carry people, vehicles, etc., across a riv-
er, lake, narrow stretch of sea � Small
boats ferried the whole battalion across
the river.
fertilizer

fertilizer /�f$�təlazə/ noun a chemical
substance used by farmers to stimulate
the growth of crops

COMMENT: Fertilizers with a high nitro-
gen content are often used by terror-
ists to produce home-made explo-
sive.

fever

fever /�fi�və/ noun sickness, where a
person’s body temperature is higher
than normal � He has a slight fever.
FF

FF abbreviation frigate (with guns)
FFG

FFG abbreviation frigate (with guided
missiles)
FGA

FGA abbreviation fighter ground-at-
tack
fiasco

fiasco /fi|��skəυ/ noun a complete
failure, resulting in chaos � The beach
landing was a fiasco.
FIBUA

FIBUA /�fbjυə/ abbreviation fighting
in built-up areas � I am going on a
FIBUA course.
field

field /fi�ld/ noun 1. a well-defined
piece of agricultural land (usually en-
closed by a fence) � They bivouacked in
a corner of a field. 2. � the field area
where a battle or other military opera-
tion takes place � he performs far better
in the field than in barracks � battle-
field
field ambulance

field ambulance /�fi�ld ��mbjυləns/
noun a battalion-sized medical unit
(usually attached to a brigade)
fieldcraft

fieldcraft /�fi�ldkrɑ�ft/ noun basic in-
fantry skills of camouflage and conceal-
ment and tactical use of ground
field dressing

field dressing /�fi�ld �dresŋ/ noun a
camouflaged dressing designed to treat
serious wounds
field engineering

field engineering /�fi�ld �end% |

�nərŋ/ noun tasks carried out by engi-

neers in support of ground forces (such
as the construction, repair and demoli-
tion of bridges, construction of field
fortifications, construction and removal
of obstacles, etc.)
field firing range

field firing range /�fi�ld �faərŋ
�rend%/ noun an area of open ground,
where soldiers can practice shooting in
battle conditions
field fortification

field fortification /�fi�ld �fɔ�tf|

�keʃ(ə)n/ noun an improvised fortifica-
tion prepared on the battlefield (e.g.
anti-tank ditch, bunker, trench, etc.)
field-glasses

field-glasses /�fi�ld �(lɑ�sz/ plural
noun an optical instrument with a lens
for each eye, designed for looking at
distant objects. � binoculars, tele-
scope
field gun

field gun /�fi�ld (�n/ noun an artillery
piece designed to be moved easily over
all types of ground
field hospital

field hospital /�fi�ld �hɒspt(ə)l/
noun a mobile hospital set up on or near
to the battlefield, which is capable of
providing surgery
field kitchen

field kitchen /�fi�ld �ktʃn/ noun a
mobile kitchen set up on or near a bat-
tlefield
field marshal

field marshal /�fi�ld �mɑ�ʃəl/ noun
the most senior officer rank in the army.
Abbr FM
field officer

field officer /�fi�ld �ɒfsə/ noun an
army officer of any rank above captain
and below general
field of fire

field of fire /�fi�ld əv �faə/ noun an
area of ground in which there is suffi-
cient visibility to shoot at targets � This
position has excellent fields of fire.
field pack

field pack /�fi�ld p�k/ noun a large
pack designed to carry the equipment a
soldier will need while on the battlefield
field rank

field rank /�fi�ld r�ŋk/ noun any army
rank above captain and below general
field training exercise

field training exercise /�fi�ld
�trenŋ �eksəsaz/ noun a training ex-
ercise in which military skills are prac-
tised in field conditions. Abbr FTX
fife

fife /faf/ noun a musical instrument,
like a little metal pipe
Fifes and Drums

Fifes and Drums /�fafs ən �dr�mz/
plural noun a band of drummers and
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fife-players belonging to a battalion or
regiment
fifth-columnist

fifth-columnist /�ffθ|�kɒləmst/
noun an agent or saboteur operating se-
cretly within the territory of an enemy
state
fight

fight /fat/ verb to use physical force
against another person, army, etc., in or-
der to defend yourself or to inflict injury
� The battle of Waterloo was fought out-
side the town of Brussels. � They fought
for possession of the hilltop. (NOTE:
fighting – fought)
fight back

fight back /�fat �b�k/ verb to defend
yourself, to resist attack � We were sur-
prised that the garrison fought back so
strongly.
fighter

fighter /�fatə/ noun 1. a light fast-
moving aircraft designed to attack other
aircraft. � attack aircraft, strike air-
craft 2. a fighting soldier � Guerrilla
fighters attacked our troops from the
cover of the woods. � The Gurkhas are
some of the best fighters in the world.

COMMENT: The word ‘fighter’ is often
used by the layman to describe any
light fast-moving aircraft. Specialists
(e.g. aircrew, air-defence, etc.) would
be more specific, and would classify
an aircraft by its primary role: e.g. at-
tack, fighter, interceptor, EW, etc.

fighter-bomber

fighter-bomber /�fatə �bɒmə/ noun
an aircraft which is designed to drop
bombs on or fire missiles at targets on
the ground, and is also capable of de-
fending itself against enemy fighter air-
craft
fighter controller

fighter controller /�fatə kən|�trəυlə/
noun an air traffic controller who works
in permanent partnership with the pilot
of a fighter aircraft, following his
progress on radar and directing him to
intercept enemy aircraft
fighter ground-attack

fighter ground-attack /�fatə
�(raυnd ə|�t�k/ noun an attack by fight-
er aircraft on a target on the ground.
Abbr FGA
fighting

fighting /�fatŋ/ noun an action of
warfare � Fighting continued along the
whole front line. � Their troops are ex-
perienced in guerrilla fighting.
Fighting Falcon

Fighting Falcon /�fatŋ �fɔ�lkən/
noun � F-16

fighting in built-up areas

fighting in built-up areas /�fatŋ
n �blt �p �eəriəz/ noun special skills
relating to combat in towns and villag-
es. Abbr FIBUA
fighting order

fighting order /�fatŋ �ɔ�də/ adjec-
tive equipped with webbing only
fighting patrol

fighting patrol /�fatŋ pə|�trəυl/
noun a large well-armed patrol sent out
on an offensive operation (e.g. snatch-
ing a prisoner for interrogation)
fighting strength

fighting strength /�fatŋ �streŋθ/
noun the number of men or vehicles
available to a unit for the purposes of
fighting
figure

figure US /�f(ə/ noun a number � a
six-figure grid reference
figures

figures /�f(əz/ plural noun minutes
(radio terminology) � I will be with you
in figures ten.
file

file /fal/ noun a tactical formation
where men or vehicles move one behind
the other � verb to move in single file �

The men filed along the jungle path.
fin

fin /fn/ noun a thin, flat projection on
an aircraft, missile or other projectile,
which provides extra stability during
flight
final protective fire

final protective fire /�fan(ə)l prə|

�tektv �faə/ noun a pre-determined ar-
tillery target, registered on or just in
front of your own position, as a final de-
fensive measure in the event of being
overrun by the enemy � The company
commander called for his FPF. Abbr
FPF
fir

fir /f$�/, fir tree /�f$� tri�/ noun a tree
which does not lose its leaves in winter
(such as a pine, spruce, etc.) � The ene-
my position is behind that line of firs. �

conifer, evergreen
fire

fire /faə/ noun 1. flames and heat from
a substance which is burning, or a small
heap of burning material which is being
used to provide heat � We saw a fire in
the distance. � to catch fire to start
burning � on fire in the act of burning �
The tank was on fire and burning fierce-
ly. 2. the discharge of a gun or missile 3.
the effect of bullets or other projectiles
hitting a target and its vicinity � The
platoon came under heavy fire from the
farm. � under fire situation of being
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shot at � ‘Hello 2, this is 22, we are un-
der fire from the village, wait out’ �

verb to discharge a gun or missile or to
detonate an explosive device � He fired
at the leading tank. � The Claymore
failed to fire. � to fire for effect (of ar-
tillery or mortars) to fire rounds as
quickly as possible � Ten rounds, fire
for effect! � fire!, open fire! start shoot-
ing � cease fire! stop shooting � hold
your fire! don’t shoot � to open fire to
start firing at someone or something
fire-and-forget weapon

fire-and-forget weapon /�faə ən fə|

�(et �wepən/ noun a missile equipped
with a guidance system which requires
no further action from its operator, once
it is locked onto its target
fire and manoeuvre

fire and manoeuvre /�faə ən mə|

�nu�və/ noun a tactic of moving in
bounds, where one soldier or vehicle or
sub-unit moves, while another soldier
or vehicle or sub-unit gives covering
fire � The platoon made good use of fire
and manoeuvre in the assault.
firearm

firearm /�faərɑ�m/ noun a hand-held
gun (such as a pistol, rifle or assault
weapon)
firebase

firebase /�faəbes/ noun 1. US a for-
tified base location containing heavy
weapons which can provide fire support
to troops operating in the surrounding
area � B Company is at Firebase Alfa. 2.
troops giving fire support during an at-
tack � The firebase was ordered to move
forward.
fire-bomb

fire-bomb /�faə bɒm/ noun a bomb
designed to set buildings alight. � in-
cendiary bomb � verb to drop fire-
bombs on � The centre of the town was
fire-bombed.
fire break

fire break /�faə brek/ noun an open
space between two areas of woodland,
which is designed to prevent the spread
of fire, but can also often be used by ve-
hicles
fire brigade

fire brigade /�faə br|�(ed/ noun an
officially organized body of men
trained to fight fires
fire control

fire control /�faə kən|�trəυl/ noun the
direction of a unit or sub-unit’s weap-
ons in battle

fire direction centre

fire direction centre /�faə da|

�rekʃən �sentə/ noun full form of FDC
fire discipline

fire discipline /�faə �dspln/ noun
personal judgement preventing unnec-
essary wastage of ammunition
firefight

firefight /�faəfat/ noun an exchange
of fire between opposing forces � A
fierce firefight developed on the edge of
the village. � battle, engagement, skir-
mish
Firefly

Firefly /�faəfla/ trademark a trade-
mark for a small pocket-sized strobe �

We’ll need a Firefly to signal to the
chopper.
fireman

fireman /�faəmən/ noun a member of
the fire brigade � Several firemen were
attacked during the riot.
fire mission

fire mission /�faə �mʃ(ə)n/ noun a
specific artillery or mortar task � ‘Hello
42C, this is 2. Fire mission, over.’ � We
only have enough rounds for one more
fire mission.
fireplan

fireplan /�faəpl�n/ noun 1. a plan
outlining the sequence in which specific
or potential targets will be engaged by
individual weapons or sub-units � The
battalion mortars were included in the
artillery fireplan. 2. a document show-
ing the fireplan � All company com-
manders were given a copy of the artil-
lery fireplan.
fire position

fire position /�faə pə|�zʃ(ə)n/ noun
any location from which a weapon is
discharged � The sniper found himself a
good fire position in the church tower.
firepower

firepower /�faə|�paυə/ noun the de-
structive capacity of guns, missiles and
other weapons � The firepower availa-
ble to the brigade was enormous.
firestorm

firestorm /�faəstɔ�m/ noun an exten-
sive burning caused by fire-bombs, pro-
ducing artificial winds which can suck
heavy objects into the fires
fire support

fire support /�faə sə|�pɔ�t/ noun ad-
ditional fire provided by another unit or
arm � A squadron from the Royal Hus-
sars will be providing fire support for
this attack.
fire support coordination line

fire support coordination line
/�faə sə|�pɔ�t kəυ|�ɔ�d|�neʃ(ə)n �lan/
noun a real or imaginary line behind the
forward line of enemy troops (FLET),
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beyond which friendly aircraft can at-
tack targets without requiring the direc-
tions or permission from friendly for-
ward air controllers (FAC). Abbr FSCL
fireteam

fireteam /�faəti�m/ noun 1. an infan-
try grouping of 4 men (half of a section)
2. US an infantry grouping of 4 men
(one third of a squad)
fire trench

fire trench /�faə trenʃ/ noun a hole in
the ground used by infantrymen as a fire
position and as shelter from enemy fire
(NOTE: The American English term is
foxhole.)
firing

firing /�faərŋ/ adjective relating to
the firing of weapons or the detonation
of explosives � noun an act of firing
weapons � We heard firing away to the
right.
firing party

firing party /�faərŋ �pɑ�t/ noun a
detachment of riflemen delegated to fire
a salute over a soldier’s grave
firing pin

firing pin /�faərŋ pn/ noun a little
metal pin which hits the end of a round
in the breech of a rifle to detonate it
firing point

firing point /�faərŋ pɔnt/ noun the
location from which an engineer deto-
nates an explosive device (as in bridge
demolition)
firing port

firing port /�faərŋ pɔ�t/ noun an ap-
erture in the side of a vehicle through
which a soldier can fire his personal
weapon
firing position

firing position /�faərŋ pə|�zʃ(ə)n/
noun a position in which a soldier or a
gun is ready to fire
firing post

firing post /�faərŋ pəυst/ noun a
missile launcher � The anti-tank pla-
toon had three firing posts on the for-
ward edge of the village.
firing range

firing range /�faərŋ rend%/ noun
same as range 3
firing squad

firing squad /�faərŋ skwɒd/ noun a
detachment of soldiers delegated to ex-
ecute a condemned prisoner
first aid

first aid /�f$�st �ed/ noun basic emer-
gency treatment given to a casualty be-
fore proper medical treatment is availa-
ble
first aid kit

first aid kit /�f$�st �ed �kt/ noun a
box or pack containing bandages and

dressings for use if someone is hurt or
wounded
first dogwatch

first dogwatch /�f$�st �dɒ(wɒtʃ/
noun the period of duty from 1600–
1800hrs
first lieutenant

first lieutenant /�f$�st lef|�tenənt/;
US /�f$�st lu�|�tenənt/ noun US a junior
officer in the army, marines or air force
(equivalent of a lieutenant in the British
Army)
first light

first light /�f$�st �lat/ noun the time
of day when daylight first appears � Be
ready to move at first light. � dawn,
daybreak
first-line

first-line /�f$�st �lan/ adjective relat-
ing to resources (e.g. ammunition, fuel,
rations) actually carried by the fighting
troops, as opposed to those carried by
the echelons or stored in dumps or de-
pots � All companies have drawn their
first-line ammunition.
First Parade

First Parade /�f$�st pə|�red/ noun the
first daily task for any unit or sub-unit
equipped with vehicles, where routine
maintenance and daily checks are car-
ried out on each vehicle � He was late
for First Parade.
first-parade

first-parade /�f$�st pə|�red/ verb to
carry out the routine tasks of First Pa-
rade � Your platoon has not been first-
parading its vehicles properly.
first sergeant

first sergeant /�f$�st �sɑ�d%ənt/
noun US a senior non-commissioned
officer (SNCO) in the army or marines
(normally responsible for administra-
tion and discipline within a sub-unit)
first watch

first watch /�f$�st �wɒtʃ/ noun the pe-
riod of duty from 2000–2359hrs
Fishbed

Fishbed /�fʃbed/ noun a NATO name
for the Soviet-designed MiG-21 fighter
aircraft
fit

fit /ft/ adjective physically strong and
healthy, especially as a result of taking
regular exercise
fitness

fitness /�ftnəs/ noun a person’s phys-
ical state
fitter

fitter /�ftə/ noun a vehicle mechanic
fix

fix /fks/ verb 1. to mend � He’s trying
to fix the radio. 2. to engage or threaten
an enemy force (usually from the front)
in order to divert his attention, and hold
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him in his current positions, while your
main forces manoeuvre to envelop him
or mount a flanking attack
fixed-wing aircraft

fixed-wing aircraft /�fkstwŋ
�eəkrɑ�ft/ noun a conventional aircraft,
with wings fixed to the fuselage (as op-
posed to helicopters and VTOL aircraft)
flag

flag /fl�(/ noun a square or rectangu-
lar piece of fabric attached to a pole,
displaying colours or insignia � flag of
truce, white flag a white flag displayed
by soldiers wishing to surrender, or by a
messenger indicating to the enemy that
they should stop shooting
flag-captain

flag-captain /�fl�( �k�ptn/ noun a
captain of a flagship
flag-lieutenant

flag-lieutenant /�fl�( lef |�tenənt/
noun the aide-de-camp (ADC) to an ad-
miral
flag-officer

flag-officer /�fl�( �ɒfsə/ noun a na-
val rank of admiral, vice admiral or rear
admiral
flagship

flagship /�fl�(ʃp/ noun a warship
used as a command vessel by the com-
mander of a fleet or flotilla
flail

flail /flel/ noun a set of revolving
chains attached to the front of a tank or
armoured engineer vehicle, designed to
clear a way through a minefield by det-
onating the mines in its path
flak

flak /fl�k/ noun anti-aircraft fire
flak jacket

flak jacket /�fl�k �d%�kt/ noun a
vest fitted with panels of synthetic ma-
terial (e.g. Kevlar) designed to protect a
soldier from shrapnel and low-velocity
bullets. � body armour, bulletproof
vest
flame

flame /flem/ noun burning gas which
forms the yellow part of a fire � in
flames in the act of burning
flamethrower

flamethrower /�flemθrəυə/ noun a
weapon which squirts a jet of burning
liquid at a target
flammable

flammable /�fl�məb(ə)l/ adjective
easy to set on fire. Same as inflamma-
ble
flank

flank /fl�ŋk/ noun the left-hand or
right-hand side of a military force
which is deployed in a defensive posi-
tion or tactical formation � The army’s
right flank was exposed. � verb 1. to

manoeuvre around the enemy’s flank �

The enemy tried to flank us on the right.
2. to be positioned next to � 6 Brigade
is flanking us on the left. � The presi-
dent stood at the saluting base, flanked
by several officers.
flanker

flanker /�fl�ŋkə/ noun a soldier, vehi-
cle or sub-unit assigned to guard a for-
mation’s flank on the move � B Squad-
ron will provide flankers for the ad-
vance.
Flanker

Flanker /�fl�nkə/ noun the NATO
name for the Soviet-designed SU-27
fighter aircraft
flanking

flanking /�fl�ŋkŋ/ adjective relating
to movement on the enemy’s flank
flanking attack

flanking attack /�fl�ŋkŋ ə|�t�k/
noun an attack on the enemy’s flank
flanking movement

flanking movement /�fl�ŋkŋ
�mu�vmənt/ noun a manoeuvre around
the enemy’s flank
flannelette

flannelette /�fl�nəl|�et/ noun a strip of
fabric used to clean the barrel of a
weapon
flare

flare /fleə/ noun a pyrotechnic which
emits a bright light in order to improve
visibility at night � Flares were dropped
over the target zone.
flash

flash /fl�ʃ/ noun 1. a sudden emission
of bright light � We saw a bright flash to
the left. 2. flame and heat given off by
an explosion � Several sailors were in-
jured by flash. 3. a coloured patch of
cloth worn on the uniform to distin-
guish a unit or grouping � He was wear-
ing yellow flashes. � Some Scottish reg-
iments wear tartan flashes on their bon-
nets. � verb 1. to produce a brief
emission of light � He flashed his torch
three times. 2. to send a radio message
with the highest priority � We flashed
the information to HQ.
flash eliminator

flash eliminator /�fl�ʃ |�lmnetə/
noun perforations at the muzzle of a
machine-gun or assault weapon, de-
signed to reduce the flashes produced
when firing
flash hood

flash hood /�fl�ʃ hυd/ noun a fire-re-
sistant covering for the head and face,
worn by sailors in battle to reduce the
effects of flash
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flashlight

flashlight /�fl�ʃlat/ noun US a hand-
held battery-powered device for pro-
ducing light � We used flashlights to at-
tract attention. � torch
flash message

flash message, flash signal noun a
high priority radio message
flat

flat /fl�t/ adjective 1. (of surfaces)
completely level � The terrain is flat. 2.
(of batteries) without electrical charge �
The battery is flat. � noun a dwelling,
consisting of a set of rooms all on one
storey of a building � We’ll have to
clear that block of flats.
flèchette

flèchette /fle|�ʃet/ noun an anti-per-
sonnel projectile in the form of a tiny
dart, designed to be released in large
numbers by certain types of explosive
projectile (especially canister rounds)
flee

flee /fli�/ verb to run away from danger
� The civilian population fled into the
hills. (NOTE: fleeing – fled)
fleet

fleet /fli�t/ noun a large number of war-
ships � The American Pacific Fleet was
based at Pearl Harbour. � The enemy
fleet could be seen on the horizon.
Fleet Air Arm

Fleet Air Arm /�fli�t �eə �ɑ�m/ noun
an air force forming part of the British
Royal Navy. � admiral. Abbr FAA
flesh wound

flesh wound /�fleʃ wu�nd/ noun a
wound which does not damage a bone
or organ
flight

flight /flat/ noun 1. an act of flying �

We were able to observe the flight of the
missile. � The plane exploded in flight.
2. a journey by air � The flight to the
target area only takes two minutes. 3. a
sub-unit of an air-force squadron 4. a
small tactical grouping of aircraft 5. an
administrative air-force grouping of ap-
proximately 30 men (equivalent to a
platoon in the army) 6. an act of running
away from danger � With the flight of
the civilian government, all resistance
collapsed.
flight control

flight control /�flat kən|�trəυl/ noun
1. the direction of aircraft within a spe-
cific airspace 2. a unit (usually located
on the ground) which directs aircraft
within a specific airspace
flight crew

flight crew /�flat kru�/ noun US an
aircrew

flight deck

flight deck /�flat dek/ noun 1. the
deck of an aircraft carrier, used for the
take-off and landing of aircraft 2. a
compartment for the pilot, navigator,
etc. on a large aircraft
flight deck officer

flight deck officer /�flat dek �ɒfsə/
noun full form of FDO
flight gear

flight gear /�flat (ə/ noun the cloth-
ing and equipment worn by aircrew
when they are on a flying mission
flight lieutenant

flight lieutenant /�flat lef|�tenənt/
noun a middle-level officer in the air
force, above flying officer and below
squadron leader. Abbr Flt Lt
flight officer

flight officer /�flat �ɒfsə/ noun a fe-
male Royal Air Force rank correspond-
ing to flight lieutenant. Abbr Flt Off
flight path

flight path /�flat pɑ�θ/ noun 1. a
course of an aircraft or missile in flight
� A flock of birds flew across our flight
path. 2. a recognized air route � You will
have to avoid all civil flight paths.
flight sergeant

flight sergeant /�flat �sɑ�d%ənt/
noun a senior non-commissioned offic-
er (SNCO) in the Royal Air Force. Abbr
Flt Sgt
flight simulator

flight simulator /�flat �smjυletə/
noun a computer program which allows
a user to pilot a plane, showing a realis-
tic control panel and moving scenes,
used as training programme
fling

fling /flŋ/ verb to throw � He flung a
couple of grenades into the bunker.
(NOTE: flinging – flung)
float

float /fləυt/ verb to rest upon the sur-
face of water
Flogger

Flogger /�flɒ(ə/ noun a NATO name
for the Soviet-designed MiG-23 and
MiG-27 fighter aircraft
flood

flood /fl�d/ noun an overflow of water
or other liquid beyond its normal limits
� The region has been affected by
floods. � verb 1. (of rivers or the sea) to
cover dry land with water � The sea has
flooded most of the town. 2. to cause a
flood � The enemy have flooded the val-
ley. 3. (of motor engines) to overfill the
carburettor with fuel � The engine is
flooded.
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flood plain

flood plain /�fl�d plen/ noun a valley
bottom which becomes covered by wa-
ter when the river floods
FLOT

FLOT /flɒt/ abbreviation forward line
of own troops
flotilla

flotilla /flə|�tlə/ noun a small group of
warships or other vessels � He com-
manded a British flotilla in the Baltic.
flotsam

flotsam /�flɒtsəm/ noun debris or oth-
er objects found floating in water
Flt Lt

Flt Lt abbreviation flight lieutenant
Flt Off

Flt Off abbreviation flight officer
Flt Sgt

Flt Sgt abbreviation flight sergeant
fluorescent

fluorescent /flυə|�res(ə)nt/ adjective
(of colours) very bright and highly visi-
ble � The ground crew wore fluorescent
orange jackets.
fly

fly /fla/ verb 1. to move through the air
� The aircraft were flying towards the
coast. 2. to travel by aircraft � We flew
to Brussels. 3. to transport men or ob-
jects by aircraft � Reinforcements are
being flown into the area. (NOTE: flying
– flew – have flown)
flying officer

flying officer /�flaŋ �ɒfsə/ noun a
junior officer in the air force, below a
flight lieutenant. Abbr FO
flyover

flyover /�flaəυvə/ noun an embank-
ment and bridge carrying one road over
another
flypast

flypast /�flapɑ�st/ noun an event in
which aircraft fly over a certain place as
part of a ceremony. Compare march
past
flysheet

flysheet /�flaʃi�t/ noun the outer-cov-
ering of a tent, designed to give extra
protection from the weather
FM

FM abbreviation field marshal
fmn

fmn abbreviation formation
FN

FN /�ef �en/ noun a series of small arms
manufactured the Fabrique Nationale in
Belgium. Full form Fabrique Nation-
ale

COMMENT: The British-made GPMG
(general purpose machine-gun) and
SLR (self-loading rifle) were modified
from the original FN designs. Howev-
er, the FN-FAL has an automatic ca-
pability while the SLR is semi-auto-
matic

FN-FAL

FN-FAL noun a 7.62mm assault weap-
on
FN-MAG

FN-MAG /�ef �en �m�(/ noun a
7.62mm general purpose machine-gun
FN-Minimi

FN-Minimi noun a 5.56mm light ma-
chine-gun
FO

FO abbreviation flying officer
FOB

FOB /�ef əυ �bi�/ noun a supply dump
(especially of ammunition and fuel)
which is located in the battle area. Full
form forward operating base
fo’c’sle

fo’c’sle /�fəυks(ə)l/ noun another
spelling of forecastle
FOD

FOD /fɒd/ abbreviation foreign object
damage
foe

foe /fəυ/ noun an outdated word for
‘enemy’
fog

fog /fɒ(/ noun a thick cloud of water
vapour at ground level, which reduces
visibility
fog bank

fog bank /�fɒ( b�ŋk/ noun a mass of
fog at sea
fog-bound

fog-bound /�fɒ( baυnd/ adjective un-
able to travel because of fog
foggy

foggy /�fɒ(i/ adjective obscured by fog
foghorn

foghorn /�fɒ(hɔ�n/ noun a noise-mak-
ing device designed to warn ships in
foggy conditions
fog of war

fog of war /�fɒ( əv �wɔ�/ noun a state
of confusion on the battlefield owing to
smoke, noise and limited information
foliage

foliage /�fəυlid%/ noun a mass of
leaves or other vegetation
follow

follow /�fɒləυ/ verb 1. to move behind
someone or something else � Follow
that truck – it’s going to the HQ. 2. to
pursue � We followed the enemy patrol
back to their camp. � They were too ex-
hausted to follow the enemy into the
mountains. 3. (of an event) to come af-
ter another event
follow-on force attack

follow-on force attack /�fɒləυ ɒn
�fɔ�s ə|�t�k/ noun a strategy by which
reinforcements are attacked by aircraft
and missiles as they are moving towards
the battle area
follow-on forces

follow-on forces /�fɒləυ ɒn �fɔ�sz/
plural noun subsequent waves of an ad-
vancing force, which are in a position to
reinforce the leading elements or take
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over the lead when required � We will
attack the enemy’s follow-on forces
with aircraft and missiles.
follow through

follow through /�fɒləυ �θru�/ verb to
continue an action to its finish � The en-
emy were able to counter-attack be-
cause the assault was not followed
through.
follow up

follow up /�fɒləυ ��p/ verb to take fur-
ther action � We followed up the attack
by shelling the enemy as they withdrew.
folly

folly /�fɒli/ noun 1. a stupid action � To
attack now would just be folly. 2. an or-
namental building (in a park or garden)
� There was a sniper in the folly.
FOO

FOO abbreviation forward observation
officer
foot

foot /fυt/ noun 1. part of the body on
which a person or animal walks � on
foot not in a vehicle � to go on foot to
walk 2. a unit of linear measurement
corresponding to 12 inches or 30.48
centimetres (NOTE: In meanings (a) and
(b), the plural of foot is feet.) 3. � the
foot, foot soldiers the infantry
(historical )
footbridge

footbridge /�fυtbrd%/ noun a small
bridge designed for pedestrians (i.e. not
suitable for vehicles)
foothold

foothold /�fυthəυld/ noun the capture
of a small area of enemy territory,
which can be used as a base for mount-
ing or supporting further attacks � We
have gained a foothold on the enemy
position.
foothold line

foothold line /�fυthəυld �lan/ noun a
tactical manoeuvre carried out under
fire, in which men or vehicles withdraw
to form an extended line out of direct
enemy fire, prior to breaking contact or
redeploying. Compare baseline
foot march

foot march /�fυt mɑ�tʃ/ noun an or-
ganized journey along roads or across
country by soldiers on foot
-FOR

-FOR /fɔ�r/ noun a suffix meaning
FORCE, used in the titles of contin-
gents engaged in international peace-
keeping operations
forage

forage /�fɒrd%/ verb to search for
food. � to live off the land

COMMENT: Foraging usually refers to
the act of taking food from the civilian
population without paying for it.

forage cap

forage cap /�fɒrd% k�p/ noun a
peaked military head-dress with a flat
top (usually worn in barracks or on pa-
rade)
foray

foray /�fɒre/ noun an operation into
enemy territory (usually a raid or recon-
naissance) � He was wounded on a for-
ay behind the enemy lines. (NOTE: The
verb form is to make a foray.)
force

force /fɔ�s/ noun 1. the use of physical
strength � We had to use force to remove
the protesters. 2. a military power � If
diplomacy fails, we will have to consid-
er using force. 3. an unspecified mili-
tary grouping � A large force of tanks is
heading this way. 4. � the forces a gen-
eral title for army, navy and air force �

the forces are expected to receive a pay
increase in the new year � verb 1. to
make someone do something against
his/her will � The enemy forced the cap-
tured soldiers to tell them where their
commander was. 2. to achieve some-
thing with the use of strength or great
effort � They forced their way through
the crowd. 3. to break a lock or fasten-
ing � The window has been forced.
forced landing

forced landing /�fɔ�st �l�ndŋ/ noun
an emergency landing made by an air-
craft on unprepared ground � We had to
make a forced landing in a potato field.
forced march

forced march /�fɔ�st �mɑ�tʃ/ noun
movement by infantry over a long dis-
tance on foot � A series of forced
marches enabled us to reach the Dan-
ube in four days.
force flow

force flow /�fɔ�s fləυ/ noun the move-
ment and number of troops and the lo-
gistics of moving them by land, sea, and
air into or out of a theatre of operations
or a deployment zone
force multiplier

force multiplier /�fɔ�s �m�ltplaə/
noun any activity or equipment which
increases the combat effectiveness of a
military grouping without actually in-
creasing its firepower (such as engineer
support, electronic warfare, deception,
surprise)
force-orientated mission

force-orientated mission /�fɔ�s
�ɔ�riəntetd �mʃ(ə)n/ noun a mission
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with the principal aim of destroying en-
emy forces
force projection

force projection /�fɔ�s prə |�d%ekʃən/
noun the process of identifying and
planning for possible future operations
forces of occupation

forces of occupation /�fɔ�sz əv
�ɒkjυ|�peʃ(ə)n/ plural noun military
forces which occupy territory belong-
ing to another state
ford

ford /fɔ�d/ noun a place on a river or
stream where the water is shallow
enough for men to wade across or for
vehicles to drive through � verb to cross
a river or stream by wading or driving
through the water
forecast

forecast /�fɔ�kɑ�st/ noun a statement
of what is likely to happen in the near
future, especially of what the weather
will be like in the next few days
forecastle

forecastle /�fəυksl/ noun the forward
part of a ship. Also called fo’c’sle
foreign

foreign /�fɒrn/ adjective 1. belonging
to or coming from another country 2.
coming from outside � He had a foreign
object in his eye.
foreign aid

foreign aid /�fɒrn �ed/ noun assist-
ance in the form of money, food or other
necessities, provided by one nation to
another in times of trouble
foreigner

foreigner /�fɒrnə/ noun a person who
comes from another country. � alien,
foreign national
Foreign Legion

Foreign Legion /�fɒrn �li�d%ən/
noun a force of foreign volunteers serv-
ing in a state’s army (such as the French
Foreign Legion or the Spanish Foreign
Legion)
foreign national

foreign national /�fɒrn �n�ʃ(ə)nəl/
noun a person who is a citizen of anoth-
er country. � alien, foreigner
foreign object damage

foreign object damage /�fɒrn
�ɒbd%ekt �d�md%/ noun damage to a
jet aircraft caused by an object being
sucked into the air intakes. Abbr FOD
foreign occupation

foreign occupation /�fɒrn �ɒkjυ|

�peʃ(ə)n/ noun the occupation of terri-
tory by military forces of another state
forenoon watch

forenoon watch /�fɔ�nu�n wɒtʃ/
noun the period of duty from 0800–
1200hrs

forest

forest /�fɒrst/ noun a very large area
of woodland
Forger

Forger /�fɔ�d%ə/ noun a NATO name
for the Soviet-designed YAK-38 fighter
aircraft
fork

fork /fɔ�k/ noun a place where a single
road divides into two. � Y-junction
form

form /fɔ�m/ verb to make � Form col-
umns of four.
formation

formation /fɔ�|�meʃ(ə)n/ noun 1. ar-
rangement of aircraft, ships, troops or
vehicles for movement or tactical pur-
poses � The tanks were moving in for-
mation. 2. a military grouping � Several
large enemy formations have crossed
the river. 3. a grouping � He was posted
to a different formation.
forming-up point

forming-up point /fɔ�mŋ ��p
�pɔnt/ noun a place where soldiers or
vehicles of a grouping get into tactical
formation before commencing the next
phase of an operation. Abbr FUP
form up

form up /�fɔ�m ��p/ verb to get into
tactical formation prior to commencing
the next phase of an operation
fort

fort /fɔ�t/ noun a small fortified build-
ing � The rebels are based in hill forts to
the north of the capital.
fortification

fortification /�fɔ�tf|�keʃ(ə)n/ noun
1. an act of preparing buildings or
ground for defence � He was put in
charge of the fortification of the town. 2.
an earthwork, structure or obstacle pre-
pared for defensive purposes � There is
a strong line of fortifications along the
coast.
fortify

fortify /�fɔ�tfa/ verb to prepare build-
ings or ground for defence � The enemy
occupies strongly fortified positions to
the north of the river.
fortress

fortress /�fɔ�trəs/ noun a fortified
place or town � They retreated to a for-
tress overlooking the Danube.
forward

forward /�fɔ�wəd/ adverb 1. straight
ahead � The tank moved forward slowly.
2. beyond � The OP was deployed for-
ward of the main position. 3. to the front
line � The battalion is moving forward
tonight. � adjective in the front line �

The forward positions were under fire
for several hours.
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forward air controller

forward air controller /�fɔ�wəd �eə
kən|�trəυlə/ noun an air-force or artil-
lery officer or NCO operating from an
aircraft or attached to ground troops in
order to direct close air support. Abbr
FAC
forward area

forward area /�fɔ�wəd �eəriə/ noun
an area occupied by troops who are
close to or in contact with the enemy �

Everyone had to wear body armour in
the forward areas. � front, front line
forward arming and refuelling point

forward arming and refuelling
point /�fɔ�wəd �ɑ�mŋ ən ri�|�fju�lŋ
�pɔnt/ noun US full form of FAARP
forward defence

forward defence /�fɔ�wəd d|�fens/
noun the NATO doctrine of stopping an
invasion as close to the border as possi-
ble
forward edge of the battle area

forward edge of the battle area,
forward line of own troops noun a line
formed by the positions of friendly
forces which are closest to the enemy.
Abbr FEBA, FLOT
forward observation officer

forward observation officer, for-
ward observer noun an artillery officer
or NCO attached to an infantry or ar-
moured unit, or operating from an air-
craft in order to direct artillery fire. �

spotter. Abbr FOO
forward operating base

forward operating base /�fɔ�wəd
�ɒpəretŋ �bes/ noun full form of
FOB
forward slope

forward slope /�fɔ�wəd �sləυp/ noun
the side of a hill which is facing the en-
emy � The enemy are dug in on the for-
ward slope. � reverse slope
four-star general

four-star general /�fɔ� stɑ�
�d%en(ə)rəl/ noun a general
Fox

Fox /fɒks/ noun a British-designed
wheeled armoured reconnaissance ve-
hicle (CVR)
Foxbat

Foxbat /�fɒksb�t/ noun a NATO
name for the Soviet-designed MiG-25
fighter aircraft
foxhole

foxhole /�fɒkhəυl/ noun US a hole in
the ground used by infantrymen as a fire
position and as shelter from enemy fire
(NOTE: The British English term is fire
trench.)

Foxhound

Foxhound /�fɒkshaυnd/ noun a
NATO name for the Soviet-designed
MiG-31 interceptor aircraft
Foxtrot

Foxtrot /�fɒkstrɒt/ noun the sixth let-
ter of the phonetic alphabet (Ff)
FPF

FPF /�ef pi� �ef/ noun a pre-determined
artillery target, registered on or just in
front of your own position, as a final de-
fensive measure in the event of being
overrun by the enemy � The company
commander called for his FPF. Full
form final protective fire
frag

frag /fr�(/ verb US to deliberately
wound an unpopular or unreliable com-
rade, while giving the appearance that
he was hit by enemy fire (slang) � The
sergeant was fragged by his own men.
(NOTE: This word is derived from frag-
mentation grenade, a common means
of fragging in Vietnam.)
fragment

fragment /�fr�(mənt/ noun a piece
which has broken off an object � He
was hit by fragments from a shell. �

verb to break up into separate parts �

The minefields will force the enemy for-
mations to fragment.
fragmentary plan

fragmentary plan /�fr�(mənt(ə)ri
�pl�n/ noun full form of FRAGPLAN
fragmentation grenade

fragmentation grenade /fr�(mən|

�teʃ(ə)n (r|�ned/ noun an anti-per-
sonnel grenade designed to explode into
fragments
fragmentation mine

fragmentation mine /�fr�(mən|

�teʃ(ə)n �man/ noun a landmine
which is designed to explode into frag-
ments
fragment of an order

fragment of an order /�fr�(mənt
əv ən �ɔ�də/ noun full form of FRAGO
FRAGO

FRAGO /�fr�(əυ/ noun US an amend-
ment to part of a set of orders. Full form
fragment of an order
FRAGPLAN

FRAGPLAN /�fr�(pl�n/ noun US a
list of actions for dealing with different
contingencies which might occur dur-
ing the course of an operation. Full
form fragmentary plan
fraternization

fraternization /�fr�təna|�zeʃən/,
fraternisation noun an act of fraterniz-
ing � Fraternization with civilians is
prohibited.
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fraternize

fraternize /�fr�tənaz/, fraternise
verb to be friendly towards enemy
troops or enemy civilians � We aren’t
allowed to fraternize with the local pop-
ulation.
fratricide

fratricide /�fr�trsad/ noun casual-
ties caused by friendly units firing on
each other in error. � friendly fire
freddy

freddy /�fred/ noun a fighter control-
ler (slang) � My freddy is on leave.
free

free /fri�/ adjective 1. not in custody or
under another person’s domination �

The hostages are now free. 2. unrestrict-
ed 3. not engaged in any other activity �
I am free at the moment. � verb to re-
lease someone from custody � The hos-
tages have been freed.
freedom

freedom /�fri�dəm/ noun a state of be-
ing free
freedom-fighter

freedom-fighter /�fri�dəm �fatə/
noun a person who uses armed force to
resist foreign domination or the estab-
lished government
free-fall

free-fall /�fri� �fɔ�l/ noun a method of
opening a parachute, where the para-
chutist descends some distance through
the air before pulling a rip-cord. Com-
pare static line. � HALO
free fire zone

free fire zone /�fri� �faə �zəυn/ noun
an area of ground in which any person
or vehicle should be considered hostile
and may therefore be shot at
free rocket over-ground

free rocket over-ground /f|�ri�
�rɒkt �əυvə �(raυnd/ noun full form of
FROG
Freestyle

Freestyle /�fri�stal/ noun a NATO
name for the Soviet-designed YAK-41
fighter aircraft
freight

freight /fret/ noun goods or supplies
carried by an aircraft, vehicle or train.
Compare cargo
frenzy

frenzy /�frenz/ adverb the target has
not been destroyed (forward air control-
ler jargon) � Hello Cowboy this is G33,
frenzy, frenzy, over.
frequency

frequency /�fri�kwənsi/ noun a radio
setting (NOTE: The plural form is fre-
quencies.)
FRG

FRG /�ef ɑ� �d%i�/ noun a gun designed
to fire baton rounds. Full form federal
riot gun

friction

friction /�frkʃən/ noun the disruptive
effect of unforeseen factors upon the
execution of a plan
friendly

friendly /�frendli/ adjective on the
same side in a conflict or war (i.e. not
enemy)
friendly fire

friendly fire /�frendli �faə/ noun an
incident where friendly forces fire on
their own troops or vehicles by mistake
� He was killed by friendly fire. Also
called blue on blue. � fratricide
friendly forces

friendly forces /�frendli �fɔ�sz/ plu-
ral noun your own forces or the forces
of your allies (i.e. not the enemy). Com-
pare enemy
frigate

frigate /�fr(ət/ noun a medium-sized
warship used to escort other ships or to
carry out missions on its own

COMMENT: In the British Navy, the
frigate’s primary mission is anti-sub-
marine warfare (ASW).

frog

frog /frɒ(/ noun a loop for attaching a
sheath or scabbard to a belt
FROG

FROG /frɒ(/ noun a NATO name for
Soviet-designed ballistic tactical sur-
face-to-surface missile. Full form free
rocket over-ground
Frogfoot

Frogfoot /�frɒ(fυt/ noun a NATO
name for the Soviet-designed SU-25
ground-attack aircraft
frogman

frogman /�frɒ(mən/ noun a person
equipped with special clothing and
breathing apparatus in order to operate
underwater � Naval frogmen attached
mines to the ship’s hull. � diver (NOTE:
The plural form is frogmen.)
front

front /fr�nt/ noun 1. the forward edge
or forward part of something � He
aimed at the front of the tank. 2. a zone
occupied by military forces which are
fighting or preparing to fight the enemy
� We are moving up to the front tonight.
� The Germans are now fighting on two
fronts. � He was drafted into the army
and immediately sent to the front. � We
attacked the enemy along a wide front. �
forward area
frontage

frontage /�fr�ntd%/ noun the distance
along the front of a tactical formation or
defensive position � The brigade ad-
vanced on a wide frontage.
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frontal

frontal /�fr�nt(ə)l/ adjective towards
the front of something
frontal attack

frontal attack /�fr�nt(ə)l ə|�t�k/ noun
an attack on the front of an enemy posi-
tion (as opposed to the flank)
frontier

frontier /fr�n|�tə/ noun a region on the
border between two states
front line

front line /�fr�nt �lan/ noun the for-
ward positions of an army at the front. �
forward area
front-line troops

front-line troops /�fr�nt lan
�tru�ps/ plural noun soldiers serving on
the front line
frost

frost /frɒst/ noun 1. freezing condi-
tions, which cover the ground and other
surfaces with ice � There’s going to be
a hard frost tonight. 2. frozen grass �

We could see tracks in the frost.
frostbite

frostbite /�frɒstbat/ noun an injury
caused to fingers, toes, ears, nose or
other parts of the body as a result of
freezing conditions � He lost six toes
through frostbite.
fruit salad

fruit salad /�fru�t �s�ləd/ noun rows
of small narrow colourful campaign,
service, and combat decorations, worn
by military personnel on the upper left
area of their uniforms (slang)
FSCL

FSCL /ef �es i� �el, �fs(ə)l/ noun a real
or imaginary line behind the forward
line of enemy troops (FLET), beyond
which friendly aircraft can attack tar-
gets without requiring the directions or
permission from friendly forward air
controllers (FAC). Full form fire sup-
port coordination line

COMMENT: During a rapid advance by
friendly forces, it will be necessary
to constantly readjust the FSCL, not
only to prevent fratricide from friendly
aircraft, but also to allow those air-
craft the maximum freedom to en-
gage enemy targets to the rear. One
solution to this problem is to have
several pre-planned FSCLs which
can be activated as the advance pro-
ceeds.

FTX

FTX abbreviation field training exer-
cise
fuel

fuel /�fju�əl/ noun a substance which is
burnt in order to provide heat or power
(e.g. diesel, gas, petrol, wood)

fuel-air explosive

fuel-air explosive /�fju�əl eə k|

�spləυsv/ noun a munition containing
a highly inflammable substance (such
as ethylene oxide) which is delivered
over a target as a cloud of vapour and
then detonated, producing a powerful
blast, intense heat, and depriving per-
sons in the target area of oxygen. Abbr
FAE
fuel tanker

fuel tanker /�fju�l �t�ŋkə/, fuel truck
noun a large road vehicle designed to
carry petrol
Fulcrum

Fulcrum /�fυlkrəm/ noun a NATO
name for the Soviet-designed MiG-29
fighter aircraft
Fuller’s earth

Fuller’s earth /�fυləz �$�θ/ noun hy-
drous aluminium silicate powder, which
is used to decontaminate things after a
chemical attack
full military nomenclature

full military nomenclature /�fυl
�mlt(ə)ri nəυ |�meŋklətʃə/ noun US an
official identifying code designation
stamped on pieces of military equip-
ment
fumigate

fumigate /�fju�m (et/ verb to disin-
fect or kill insects with smoke or chem-
ical vapour � The MO ordered us to fu-
migate the tents.
funnel

funnel /�f�n(ə)l/ noun a chimney for a
ship’s engine
FUP

FUP abbreviation forming-up point
furlough

furlough /�f$�ləυ/ noun US permis-
sion to be absent from your unit for a
specific period (NOTE: The British Eng-
lish term is leave.)
furze

furze /f$�z/ noun in Ireland, a bush
with spiked leaves and yellow flowers
(NOTE: The British English term is
gorse.)
fuse

fuse /fju�z/ noun 1. a length of fast-
burning cord which is lit from a safe
distance in order to activate an explo-
sive device 2. a component designed to
detonate a bomb, shell or other explo-
sive device on impact or after a specific
period 3. a component designed to pre-
vent serious damage or fire, by safely
burning out when an excessive electri-
cal charge passes through it
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fuselage

fuselage /�fju�zəlɑ�%/ noun the main
body of an aircraft
fusileer

fusileer /fju�zə|�lə/ noun US spelling
of fusilier
fusilier

fusilier /fju�zə|�lə/ noun (historical ) 1.
an infantryman armed with a light mus-
ket (called a ‘fusil’) 2. the title of a nor-
mal infantryman in a grenadier regi-
ment

COMMENT: Many infantry regiments
still retain their historical title of Fusi-
liers.

fusillade

fusillade /�fju�z|�led/ noun a pro-
longed period of firing of small guns
fuze

fuze noun US spelling of fuse
FV-432

FV-432 noun same as AFV-432
fwd

fwd abbreviation forward
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G1

G1 /�d%i� �w�n/ noun the department of
a headquarters responsible for person-
nel
G2

G2 /�d%i� �tu�/ noun the department of a
headquarters responsible for intelli-
gence
G3

G3 /�d%i� �θri�/ noun the department of
a headquarters responsible for opera-
tions and training
G4

G4 /�d%i� �fɔ�/ noun the department of a
headquarters responsible for logistics
GA

GA /�d%i� �e/ noun a type of nerve
agent. Full form dimethylaminoethox-
ycyanophosphine oxide. Also called
Tabun
G-agent

G-agent /�d%i�|�ed%ənt/ noun a non-
persistent nerve agent
gain

gain /(en/ noun an achievement or re-
sult � We lost all our gains next day
when the enemy counterattacked. � verb
to achieve something � We have gained
most of our objectives. � to gain
ground to move forwards � We have
gained a lot of ground since yesterday.
� After the battle we found we had only
gained 200m.
Gainful

Gainful /�(enfυl/ noun an SA-6, So-
viet-designed low to medium altitude
surface-to-air missile (SAM)
gaiter

gaiter /�(etə/ noun a garment of fab-
ric or leather, which is worn over the an-
kle and lower leg in order to keep your
trousers dry and to prevent small stones
and other objects going into your boots
� The soldiers wore white belts and gai-
ters.
gale

gale /(el/ noun a very strong wind
gallantry

gallantry /�(�ləntri/ noun bravery
gallery range

gallery range /�(�ləri rend%/ noun
a formal shooting range, consisting of a
firing point, where several people can

shoot side by side, and the butts, where
targets are positioned
galley

galley /�(�li/ noun a cabin or compart-
ment on an aircraft or ship where food
is prepared
gallon

gallon /�(�lən/ noun a unit of meas-
urement for liquids

COMMENT: In Britain one gallon (the
imperial gallon) equals 4.546 litres; in
the USA, a gallon equals 3.78 litres.

Gammon

Gammon /�(�mən/ noun an SA-5,
Soviet-designed long-range surface-to-
air missile (SAM)
Ganef

Ganef /�(�nef/ noun an SA-4, Soviet-
designed medium to high altitude radar-
guided surface-to-air missile (SAM)
gang

gang /(�ŋ/ noun a group of people
who act together for some illegal pur-
pose � Gangs of youths have been loot-
ing the town centre.
gangrene

gangrene /�(�ŋ(ri�n/ noun a condi-
tion where tissues die and decay as a re-
sult of bacterial action, because the
blood supply has been lost through inju-
ry or disease of an artery
gap

gap /(�p/ noun an interval or space �

He went through a gap in the fence. �

There are large gaps between our posi-
tions.
garden

garden /�(ɑ�d(ə)n/ noun an area of
ground (usually next to or surrounding
a house) used for the growing of flowers
and plants or fruit and vegetables
garrison

garrison /�(�rs(ə)n/ noun troops
who occupy a fortress or town in order
to defend it � the garrison commander
� The garrison held out for three weeks.
� verb to occupy a fortress or town with
troops in order to defend it � The gener-
al garrisoned the town with troops loyal
to the president. � The troops garri-
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soned in the town complained about the
lack of amenities.
garrison town

garrison town /�(�rs(ə)n taυn/
noun a town in which troops are perma-
nently stationed
gas

gas /(�s/ noun 1. a substance which
behaves like air by completely filling
the space which it occupies 2. a chemi-
cal weapon in the form of gas, used to
irritate the skin, to blind, to choke or to
kill � The president launched gas at-
tacks on the civilian population. � Gas!
Gas! Gas! a verbal alarm given for a
chemical attack 3. gas used as a fuel
(such as butane) 4. US gasoline or pet-
rol (informal ) � We are out of gas. � verb
to use poisonous gas as a weapon � He
was gassed during the war.
gas gangrene

gas gangrene /�(�s �(�ŋ(ri�n/
noun a complication of severe wounds
in which the bacterium Clostridium
welchii breeds in the wound and then
spreads to healthy tissue, which is rap-
idly decomposed with the formation of
gas
Gaskin

Gaskin /�(�skn/ noun an SA-9, Sovi-
et-designed low-altitude surface-to-air
missile (SAM), normally issued to mo-
tor rifle and tank regiments, and used in
conjunction with the ZSU-23 anti-air-
craft cannon
gas mask

gas mask /�(�s mɑ�sk/ noun a pro-
tective face-covering containing an ap-
paratus to filter air. � respirator
gasoline

gasoline /�(�səli�n/ noun US a liquid
fuel made from petroleum, used by mo-
tor vehicles (NOTE: The British English
term is petrol; in many other languages
it is benzin.)
gate

gate /(et/ noun a barrier which can be
opened and closed in order to allow ac-
cess through a fence
Gatling gun

Gatling gun /�(�tlŋ �(�n/ noun a
machine-gun with a cluster of barrels,
which revolve in order to fire
Gazelle

Gazelle /(ə|�zel/ noun a French-de-
signed and British-made reconnais-
sance helicopter
GB

GB /�d%i� �bi�/ noun a type of nerve
agent. Full form methylisopropoxy-
fluorophosphine oxide. Also called
Sarin

GBU-15

GBU-15 /�d%i� bi� �ju� ff|�ti�n/ noun
an American-designed glide bomb
GBU-43/B

GBU-43/B noun a huge aerial bomb
weighing 9,500 kg which explodes
above ground level. It is mainly de-
signed to clear trees and vegetation for
a helicopter landing zone. Also called
MOAB
GCI

GCI /�d% i� si� �a/ noun a ground-based
radar � We destroyed a GCI site. Full
form ground controlled interception
GCT

GCT /�d% i� si� �ti�/ noun a French-de-
signed 155mm self-propelled gun
GD

GD /�d%i� �di�/ noun a type of nerve
agent. Full form methyplinacolyloxy-
fluorophosphine oxide. Also called
Soman
GDP

GDP abbreviation general deployment
position
Gds

Gds abbreviation Guards
Gdsm

Gdsm abbreviation guardsman
Gecko

Gecko /�(ekəυ/ noun an SA-8, Soviet-
designed low altitude surface-to-air
missile (SAM)
Geiger counter

Geiger counter /�(a(ə �kaυntə/
noun an instrument for measuring lev-
els of radiation
Gen

Gen abbreviation general
general

general /�d%en(ə)rəl/ adjective 1. not
restricted, not specialized � This is a
general warning to all base personnel.
2. common to everyone or everything �
noun 1. a senior army commander (not
necessarily holding the rank of general)
� Napoleon was one of the greatest gen-
erals in history. 2. US a senior rank in
the British army or marines
general cease-fire

general cease-fire /�d%en(ə)rəl �si�s
�faə/ noun a cease-fire observed by all
participants in a war or armed conflict
general deployment position

general deployment position
/�d%en(ə)rəl d|�plɔmənt pə |�zʃ(ə)n/
noun a pre-selected position that a unit
or sub-unit will deploy to in the event of
war. Abbr GDP
general headquarters

general headquarters /�d%en(ə)rəl
hed |�kwɔ�təz/ plural noun the head-
quarters of an army commander. Abbr
GHQ
general officer commanding

general officer commanding
/�d%en(ə)rəl �ɒfsə kə|�mɑ�ndŋ/ noun
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the commander of a large army group-
ing (usually a division). Abbr GOC
general of the air force

general of the air force
/�d%en(ə)rəl əv ð �eə �fɔ�s/ noun the
top rank in the US Air Force (equivalent
to the British marshal of the RAF).
Abbr Gen
general of the army

general of the army /�d%en(ə)rəl əv
ð �ɑ�mi/ noun the top rank in the US
Army (equivalent to a British field-mar-
shal)
general purpose

general purpose /�d%en(ə)rəl
�p$�pəs/ adjective suitable for a variety
of different uses. Abbr GP
general purpose bomb

general purpose bomb
/�d%en(ə)rəl �p$�pəs �bɒm/ noun a
bomb which is simply dropped onto a
target by an aircraft. Also called GP
bomb. � ballistic bomb, iron bomb
general purpose machine-gun

general purpose machine-gun
/�d%en(ə)rəl �p$�pəs mə|�ʃi�n (�n/ noun
1. a medium-sized machine-gun which
can be used for a variety of roles (such
as air defence, infantry weapon, sus-
tained fire (SF), vehicle armament, etc.)
2. a British-made 7.62mm machine-gun
modified from the Belgian-designed
FN-MAG � abbr GPMG
general staff

general staff /�d%en(ə)rəl �stɑ�f/
noun a staff which has supreme control
over a state’s armed forces
generator

generator /�d%enəretə/ noun a ma-
chine designed for producing electricity
generic planning

generic planning /d%ə|�nerk
�pl�nŋ/ noun making plans for future
operations where various elements have
still to be identified
Geneva Convention

Geneva Convention /d% |�ni�və kən|

�venʃ(ə)n/ noun an international agree-
ment concerning the conduct of military
personnel in war, and dealing with sub-
jects such as treatment of prisoners,
care of the wounded, protection of civil-
ian lives and property, etc.
genocide

genocide /�d%enəυsad/ noun the
large-scale killing of people of a specif-
ic nationality, ethnic background or sec-
tarian group
Gepard

Gepard /�(epɑ�d/ noun a German-de-
signed self-propelled anti-aircraft gun

germ

germ /d%$�m/ noun a bacterium or vi-
rus which causes a disease
germ warfare

germ warfare /�d%$�m �wɔ�feə/ noun
biological warfare
ghetto

ghetto /�(etəυ/ noun the part of a city
(usually with poor housing), which is
predominantly occupied by an ethnic or
sectarian minority
ghillie

ghillie /�(li su�t/, gillie suit noun a
camouflaged suit worn by a sniper, con-
sisting of a set of khaki overalls with
large quantities of scrim sewn onto it, in
order to break up the outline of his body
GHQ

GHQ abbreviation general headquar-
ters
GI

GI /�d%i� �a/ noun an American soldier
(informal ) (NOTE: The plural form is Gis
/�d%i� �az/.)
Giant Viper

Giant Viper /�d%aənt �vapə/ noun
an apparatus for clearing a lane through
a minefield, consisting of a long length
of flexible tube filled with explosive,
which is fired into the minefield by
means of a rocket, and then detonated �
We require Giant Viper at grid 443659.
� MICLIC
gillie suit

gillie suit /�(li su�t/ noun another
spelling of ghillie
Gimlet

Gimlet /�(mlət/ noun an SA-16, Sovi-
et-designed hand-held surface-to-air
missile (SAM)
gimpy

gimpy /�d%mpi/ noun a general pur-
pose machine-gun (GPMG) (slang)
gipsy

gipsy /�d%psi/, gypsy noun a member
of an ethnic group of people who tradi-
tionally lead a nomadic lifestyle
throughout Europe and the Near East
(NOTE: The plural form is gipsies or
gypsies.)

COMMENT: The word gipsy is consid-
ered by many people to be derogato-
ry. A more acceptable alternative
these days is traveller.

give in

give in /�(v �n/ verb to admit that you
have been beaten � Groups of snipers
are still refusing to give in.
give up

give up /�(v ��p/ verb 1. to hand
something over � The enemy gave up
their weapons without a fight. � During
our attack they gave up several kilome-
tres of territory. 2. to admit you cannot
do something � After trying for six
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hours to capture the hill they gave up
and retreated to base.
glacier

glacier /�(l�siə/ noun a large mass of
ice in arctic or mountainous regions,
which moves slowly downhill
glasshouse

glasshouse /�(lɑ�shaυs/ noun a mil-
itary prison
glen

glen /(len/ noun in Scotland and Ire-
land, a valley in the mountains
glide bomb

glide bomb /�(lad bɒm/ noun an aer-
odynamic bomb which is released by an
aircraft several kilometres from its tar-
get and which then makes a ballistic de-
scent to the target controlled by a guid-
ance system
glide path

glide path /�(lad pɑ�θ/ noun a path
which an aircraft follows as it comes
down from its cruising altitude in to
land
glider

glider /�(ladə/ noun an aircraft with-
out an engine, which is used to land
troops and is normally towed to the
landing zone by a powered aircraft
global

global /�(ləυb(ə)l/ adjective relating
to the whole world
Global Positioning System

Global Positioning System
/�(ləυb(ə)l pə|�zʃ(ə)nŋ �sstəm/ noun
a satellite navigation system. Abbr GPS
Globemaster

Globemaster /�(ləυb|�mɑ�stə/ noun �
C-17
glory

glory /�(lɔ�ri/ noun fame and honour
as a result of a great achievement (such
as winning a battle)
GMT

GMT abbreviation Greenwich Mean
Time
Gnr

Gnr abbreviation gunner
Goa

Goa /�(əυə/ noun an SA-3, Soviet-de-
signed short-range surface-to-air mis-
sile (SAM)
Goalkeeper

Goalkeeper /�(əυl|�ki�pə/ noun a
Dutch-designed radar-controlled 30mm
naval anti-aircraft cannon (CIWS),
which automatically detects, tracks and
engages targets
GOC

GOC abbreviation general officer com-
manding
gofer

gofer /�(əυfə/ noun a person who goes
and gets things for other people (slang)
� Get one of the gofers to fetch my kit.

go firm

go firm /�(əυ �f$�m/ verb to stop mov-
ing and take up a position of defence �

The platoon went firm on the edge of the
wood. (NOTE: going – went – have
gone)
goggles

goggles /�(ɒ(lz/ plural noun specta-
cles with plain glass lenses, for protect-
ing the eyes from dust, rain, wind, etc. �
He was wearing goggles.
going

going /�(əυŋ/ noun conditions for
movement (such as the state of the
ground, effects of enemy fire, amount
of traffic, etc.) � The going was ex-
tremely difficult.
Golf

Golf /(ɒlf/ noun the seventh letter of
the phonetic alphabet (Gg)
gong

gong /(ɒŋ/ noun a medal (slang)
goose-egg

goose-egg /�(u�s e(/ noun a tactical
map-marking symbol for a defended lo-
cality, consisting of a circle or oval, in-
tersected by a symbol for the size of
grouping which occupies the locality �

You’ve marked B Company’s goose-egg
on the wrong hill.
goose-step

goose-step /�(u�s step/ noun a style
of ceremonial marching, with raised
steps in which the leg is kept straight �

verb to march with the legs kept straight
� The guards goose-stepped past the
President’s tomb.
Gopher

Gopher /�(əυfə/ noun an SA-13, So-
viet-designed surface-to-air missile,
usually attached to armoured and mech-
anized groupings
gorge

gorge /(ɔ�d%/ noun a deep and narrow
valley (usually with rocky sides)
gorse

gorse /(ɔ�s/ noun a bush with spiked
leaves and yellow flowers (NOTE: The
Irish English term is furze)
Gortex

Gortex /�(ɔ�teks/ trademark a trade-
mark for a type of waterproof material
which allows condensation produced by
a person’s body to escape through it
government

government /�(�v(ə)mənt/ noun an
official body of people who control all
the activities of the state � The govern-
ment is sending a task force to the area.
Abbr Govt
Govt

Govt abbreviation government
GP

GP abbreviation general purpose
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GP bomb

GP bomb /�d%i� �pi� �bɒm/ noun same
as general purpose bomb
Gp Capt

Gp Capt abbreviation group captain
GPMG

GPMG abbreviation general purpose
machine-gun
GPO

GPO /�d%i� pi� �əυ/ noun an officer in
charge of the guns of an artillery battery
when they are deployed on the gun line.
Full form gun position officer

COMMENT: The gun position officer
(GPO) normally accompanies the
commander of the battle group which
he is supporting.

GPS

GPS abbreviation Global Positioning
System
GR-7

GR-7 /�d%i� ɑ� �sevən/ noun � Harrier
grade

grade /(red/ noun a level of profi-
ciency, quality, rank, etc.
gradient

gradient /�(rediənt/ noun the steep-
ness of a slope

COMMENT: A gradient is usually
measured as a ratio, such as 1:4 (say
‘one in four’).

Grail

Grail /(rel/ noun an SA-7, Soviet-de-
signed hand-held optically-tracked sur-
face-to-air missile (SAM)
grain

grain /(ren/ noun 1. the edible seeds
from cereal plants such as barley,
maize, oats or wheat � This is a major
grain-producing region. 2. a predomi-
nant direction in which the high ground
and rivers of a region run (thereby af-
fecting the direction of routes) � We’ll
have the disadvantage of advancing
across the grain of the country. � cross-
grain
grappling-hook

grappling-hook /�(r�plŋ( �hυk/
noun a metal hook with three or more
prongs, which is attached to a rope, and
can be used as an aid to climbing or to
catch and drag in an object (especially
one floating in water) � We used a grap-
pling-hook to get over the wall.
graticule

graticule /�(r�tkju�l/ noun one of a
number of fine lines visible in the lens
of an optical instrument, as an aid to
measuring distance or sighting objects
grave

grave /(rɑ�v/ adjective serious or
threatening � The situation is extremely
grave. � noun a hole in the ground, in
which a dead body is buried � They dis-

covered the bodies of women and chil-
dren buried in shallow graves.

COMMENT: For reasons of hygiene
and logistics, soldiers killed in action
are usually buried in temporary
graves on or close to the battlefield,
until such a time as the bodies can be
returned home to relatives or, alter-
natively, reburied in a proper military
cemetery.

Graves Registration Unit

Graves Registration Unit /�(revz
�red%|�streʃ(ə)n �ju�nt/ noun a unit
responsible for recording the location of
temporary graves in wartime
graveyard

graveyard /�(revjɑ�d/ noun an area
of ground containing graves. � ceme-
tery, churchyard
green

green /(ri�n/ adjective 1. the colour of
vegetation 2. inexperienced � The
troops were completely green.
Green Berets

Green Berets /�(ri�n bə|�rez/ plural
noun an American special forces unit;
British marines; US Army airborne spe-
cial forces organization. Compare Blue
Berets, red berets
Greenwich Mean Time

Greenwich Mean Time /�(rentʃ
�mi�n �tam/ noun the local time on the
meridian at Greenwich, London; used
to calculate international time. Abbr
GMT

COMMENT: Greenwich Mean Time is
used by NATO forces on operations
and is referred to as Zulu time.

greeny

greeny /�(ri�n/ noun a strong plastic
container designed to carry two mortar
rounds and fitted with a sling for man-
packing (informal) � Greenies will be
dumped at the company RV.
gremlin

gremlin /�(remln/ noun an imaginary
goblin who is blamed for unexplained
mechanical failures in aircraft
(informal ) � There must be a gremlin at
work in this plane!
Gremlin

Gremlin /�(remln/ noun an SA-14,
Soviet-designed hand-held surface-to-
air missile (SAM)
grenade

grenade /(r|�ned/, hand-grenade
/h�nd (r|�ned/ noun a small bomb de-
signed to be thrown by hand
grenade launcher

grenade launcher /(r|�ned
�lɔ�ntʃə/ noun a gun designed to fire
small explosive projectiles
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grenade necklace

grenade necklace /(r|�ned
�nekləs/ noun an improvised booby
trap, consisting of a series of grenades
which are secured to trees or other firm
objects, with trip-wires attached to the
safety-pins
grenadier

grenadier /�(renə|�də/ noun an elite
infantryman (historical )
grid

grid /(rd/ noun 1. a system of num-
bered squares printed on a map in order
to produce references to particular
points 2. a grid reference � ‘Hello 2, this
is 22, request recovery at grid 559321,
over.’ � The bridge is at grid 423019. 3.
a framework of spaced parallel bars de-
signed to prevent entry � The entrance
to the tunnel was protected by a metal
grid.
grid bearing

grid bearing /�(rd �beərŋ/ noun a
bearing obtained from a map using a
protractor
grid north

grid north /�(rd �nɔ�θ/ noun north as
shown on a map. Compare magnetic
north
grid reference

grid reference /�(rd �ref(ə)rəns/
noun a six-figure or eight-figure refer-
ence, obtained from the coordinates of a
map grid, used to denote an exact loca-
tion on the map � The grid reference for
the church is 656364. Also called map
reference
grid square

grid square /�(rd �skweə/ noun a
segment of a map grid formed by two
eastings and two northings, normally
showing an area of one square kilome-
tre (NOTE: The horizontal lines of a map
grid and their coordinates are known as
northings, while the vertical lines and
their coordinates are known as east-
ings.)
Gripen

Gripen /�(rpən/ noun � Saab-39
groom

groom /(ru�m/ noun a person who
looks after a horse
ground

ground /(raυnd/ noun the surface of
the earth � to give ground to withdraw
� the enemy was forced to give ground
� verb 1. to stop an aircraft from flying
� The squadron was grounded by fog. 2.
to stop a pilot or member of an aircrew
from flying � He was grounded until the
investigation was completed.

ground attack

ground attack /�(raυnd ə|�t�k/ noun
an attack by aircraft on a target on the
ground
ground component

ground component noun all ground
forces, including marines (which are
actually part of the navy)
ground controlled interception

ground controlled interception
/�(raυnd kən|�trəυld �ntə |�sepʃən/
noun full form of GCI
ground crew

ground crew /�(raυnd kru�/ noun air
force personnel who maintain an air-
craft, but do not fly in it
ground forces

ground forces /�(raυnd �fɔ�sz/ plu-
ral noun military forces which operate
on the ground, such as armour, artillery,
engineers, infantry, etc. Also called
land forces
ground of tactical importance

ground of tactical importance
/�(raυnd əv �t�ktk(ə)l m|�pɔ�təns/
noun an area of ground which, if cap-
tured by the enemy, could seriously af-
fect a unit or sub-unit’s ability to fulfil
its mission. � vital ground
ground personnel

ground personnel /�(raυnd stɑ�f/,
ground staff noun non-flying person-
nel of an air-force unit
groundsheet

groundsheet /�(raυndʃi�t/ noun a
waterproof sheet which can be spread
on the ground or used to construct an
improvised shelter

COMMENT: In many armies, the
groundsheet can also be used as a
waterproof cape or poncho.

ground staff

ground staff /�(raυnd stɑ�f/ noun
same as ground personnel
ground zero

ground zero /�(raυnd �zərəυ/ noun
a point on the ground directly under the
explosion of a nuclear weapon
group

group /(ru�p/ noun 1. a number of
people or things which are close togeth-
er � a group of trees 2. a number of peo-
ple who work together 3. a division of
the air force � verb to organize people
or things into groups � The recruits
were grouped into squads.
group captain

group captain /�(ru�p �k�ptn/ noun
a senior officer in the air force, above a
wing commander. Abbr Gp Capt
grouping

grouping /�(ru�pŋ/ noun 1. a number
of people, vehicles or sub-units organ-
ized together for a specific role (such as
a brigade, company, regiment, squad-
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ron, etc.) 2. a group of bullet-holes in a
target, made by several shots which
have been fired in order to test the accu-
racy of the weapon � Your grouping is
two inches to the right of the aiming
mark.
Grumble

Grumble /�(r�mb(ə)l/ noun an SA-
10, Soviet-designed medium-range sur-
face-to-air missile (SAM)
grunt

grunt /(r�nt/ noun US an infantryman
(slang)
guard

guard /(ɑ�d/ noun 1. a person who
protects other people or things � There
are four guards at the front gate. 2. a
person who keeps control of prisoners �
The prisoners managed to kill their
guards. 3. a military force assigned to
protect other people or things � the
Changing of the Guard a ceremonial
parade in which a detachment of sol-
diers who are guarding a royal or presi-
dential palace hands over to another de-
tachment 4. � the Guards elite troops,
who traditionally guard a monarch or
head of state (such as a president) � the
National Guard US a volunteer force
of part-time soldiers, which can be used
for home defence or the maintenance of
public order, but is not deployed outside
the USA � verb 1. to protect other peo-
ple or things 2. to keep control of pris-
oners
guard dog

guard dog /�(ɑ�d dɒ(/ noun a dog
trained to attack intruders
guard force

guard force /�(ɑ�d fɔ�s/ noun a force
assigned to cover a likely enemy ap-
proach
guard of honour

guard of honour /�(ɑ�d əv �ɒnə/,
honour guard noun a detachment of
servicemen assigned to salute a digni-
tary on a parade or other formal occa-
sion
guardroom

guardroom /�(ɑ�drυm/ noun a secure
location in a barracks or base, providing
a command post and accommodation
for the guard and also secure accommo-
dation for prisoners
guardsman

guardsman /�(ɑ�dzmən/ noun 1. a
member of an elite guards regiment 2. a
private soldier in the Brigade of Guards
� abbr Gdsm

guerrilla

guerrilla /(ə |�rlə/, guerilla noun an ir-
regular soldier fighting against regular
troops. � partisan
guidance

guidance /�(ad(ə)ns/ noun 1. the
process of directing someone or some-
thing to a destination 2. advice or super-
vision � He is able to work without
guidance.
guidance system

guidance system /�(ad(ə)ns
�sstəm/ noun a component which di-
rects a missile towards its target
guide

guide /(ad/ noun 1. a person who
shows another person the way to a des-
tination � Local guides led the soldiers
over the mountain pass. 2. written in-
structions � You will find the safety in-
structions set out in the guide. � verb 1.
to show someone the way to a destina-
tion � They tried to find some local men
to guide them across the desert. 2. to ad-
vise someone how to carry out a task �

We must be guided by our instructions
from HQ.
guided

guided /�(add/ adjective equipped
with a guidance system or by remote
control
guided missile

guided missile /�(add �msal/
noun a missile which is directed to its
target by a guidance system or by re-
mote control
guided weapon

guided weapon /�(add �wepən/
noun a weapon whose projectile is di-
rected to its target by a guidance system
or by remote control
Guideline

Guideline /�(adlan/ noun an SA-2,
Soviet-designed medium-range sur-
face-to-air missile (SAM)
Guild

Guild /(ld/ noun an SA-1, Soviet-de-
signed medium-range surface-to-air
missile (SAM)
gulf

gulf /(�lf/ noun a very large area of sea
partly enclosed by land � oil explora-
tion in the Gulf of Mexico � the Gulf 1.
the Persian Gulf � I was in the Gulf or I
served in the Gulf 2. Gulf War I or Gulf
War II � � (all senses) Desert Storm
Gulf War I

Gulf War I /�(�lf wɔ� �w�n/ noun the
Gulf War of 1991, following the inva-
sion of Kuwait by Iraq
Gulf War II

Gulf War II /�(�lf wɔ� �tu�/ noun the
war fought in the spring of 2003 against
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Iraq by a coalition of US, British, Span-
ish and other forces
Gulf War Syndrome

Gulf War Syndrome /�(�lf �wɔ�
�sndrəυm/ noun the general name for
various unexplained medical conditions
suffered by servicemen after the first
Gulf War of 1991
gully

gully /�(�li/ noun a small re-entrant
gun

gun /(�n/ noun 1. any type of firearm
2. an artillery piece
gunboat

gunboat /�(�nbəυt/ noun a small ves-
sel with heavy guns, designed to oper-
ate in shallow waters
gunboat diplomacy

gunboat diplomacy /�(�nbəυt d|

�pləυməsi/ noun political negotiation
supported by the threat of military ac-
tion
gun cotton

gun cotton /�(�n �kɒtən/ noun a type
of explosive
gun crew

gun crew /�(�n kru�/ noun soldiers
who operate an artillery piece
gunfire

gunfire /�(�nfaə/ noun the firing of
guns � We could hear gunfire in the dis-
tance.
gung-ho

gung-ho /�(�ŋ �həυ/ adjective very
eager to take military action (informal )
� The general is a very gung-ho type.
gun group

gun group /�(�n (ru�p/ noun an in-
fantry machine-gunner and his loader
gun layer

gun layer /�(�n �leə/ noun a person
who aims an artillery piece
gun line

gun line /�(�n lan/ noun the fire posi-
tion of a battery
gunman

gunman /�(�nmən/ noun a person
equipped with a firearm for criminal or
terrorist purposes
gunner

gunner /�(�nə/ noun 1. an artillery
soldier � the Gunners the Royal Artil-
lery 2. a private in the artillery. Abbr
Gnr 3. a warrant officer or senior non-
commissioned officer in charge of a
battery on a warship
gunnery

gunnery /�(�nəri/ noun the training in
and operational use of artillery or large
calibre guns
gunnery officer

gunnery officer /�(�nəri �ɒfsə/
noun an officer responsible for gunnery
within a unit or warship

gunnery sergeant

gunnery sergeant /�(�nəri
�sɑ�d%ənt/ noun US a senior non-com-
missioned officer (SNCO) in the ma-
rines who acts as operations and train-
ing coordinator for a company
gunny

gunny /�(�ni/ abbreviation US gun-
nery sergeant
gun position officer

gun position officer /�(�n pə|

�zʃ(ə)n �ɒfsə/ noun full form of GPO
gunpowder

gunpowder /�(�n|�paυdə/ noun an
obsolete explosive substance, used as
propellant for muzzle-loading firearms
gunrunner

gunrunner /�(�n|�r�nə/ noun a person
who imports weapons illegally � Gun-
runners are supplying weapons to the
guerrillas.
gun salute

gun salute /�(�n sə |�lu�t/ noun a
greeting made by firing guns � The
Queen’s birthday is celebrated by a 21-
gun salute.
gunship

gunship /�(�nʃp/ noun another name
for certain types of ground-attack air-
craft (both fixed-wing and rotary) e.g.
AC-130, Mi-24, etc. � (helicopter)
gunship heavily armed attack helicop-
ter
gunsight

gunsight /�(�nsat/ noun a device on
a weapon, which is used by the firer to
aim at a target
gunsmith

gunsmith /�(�nsmθ/ noun a person
who makes firearms � Local gunsmiths
are producing good copies of the AK-47
assault weapon.
gunwale

gunwale /�(�n(ə)l/ noun the top edge
of the side of a boat or ship � Our only
air defence was a couple of machine-
guns clamped to the gunwale.
Gurkha

Gurkha /�($�kə/ noun an inhabitant of
the mountains in Nepal, serving in a
Gurkha regiment of the British or Indi-
an Army
gut

gut /(�t/ noun the intestine � to have
guts to be brave
guy

guy /(a/ noun a man (slang)
GW2

GW2 abbreviation Gulf War II
GWI

GWI abbreviation Gulf War I
gypsy

gypsy /�d%psi/ noun another spelling
of gipsy
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H

H /etʃ/ noun a type of blister agent.
Full form 2.2-dichloro-diethyl sul-
phide. Also called Levenstein Mus-
tard
hack

hack /h�k/ verb 1. to chop or cut with
a sharp tool or weapon � They hacked
their way through the jungle. 2. � to
hack into a programme to gain unau-
thorised access to a computer pro-
gramme � adverb (forward air control-
ler jargon) minutes before an aircraft
fires its weapons system at a target �

Hello G33, this is Cowboy, hack three,
over.
hackle

hackle /�h�k(ə)l/ noun a cluster of
feathers worn in a military head-dress
haemorrhage

haemorrhage /�hem(ə)rd%/ noun
loss of blood from a damaged blood-
vessel � verb to suffer from a haemor-
rhage
hail

hail /hel/ noun small round pellets of
frozen rain falling to the ground � hail
of bullets, shrapnel heavy small arms
or artillery fire � we advanced into a
hail of bullets
half-colonel

half-colonel /�hɑ�f �k$�nl/ noun a
lieutenant-colonel
half-track

half-track /�hɑ�f tr�k/ noun an ar-
moured military vehicle with two
wheels in front and tracks at the rear
HALO

HALO /�heləυ/ noun a covert method
of deploying troops by parachute: the
aircraft flies at a very high altitude in or-
der to avoid detection, and the parachut-
ists then descend a considerable dis-
tance through the air before opening
their parachutes. Full form high alti-
tude low opening
HALO Trust

HALO Trust /�heləυ tr�st/ noun a
non-governmental organization (NGO)

dedicated to clearing mines after the
cessation of an armed conflict
halt

halt /hɔ�lt/ noun a temporary stop dur-
ing a journey � After six hours marching
through jungle we decided to call a halt.
� verb to stop moving (especially as a
command) � Halt, or I fire! � Halt!
Who goes there? a traditional chal-
lenge given by sentries
hamlet

hamlet /�h�mlət/ noun a very small
village
hammock

hammock /�h�mək/ noun a bed,
made from fabric or netting, which is
suspended by cords from trees or walls
(formerly traditionally used by seamen)
hand

hand /h�nd/ noun any member of a
ship’s crew � All hands to action sta-
tions!
handcuff

handcuff /�h�ndk�f/ noun a pair of
lockable metal bracelets joined by a
short chain, which are used to bind the
hands of a prisoner (handcuffs) � The
policeman produced a pair of hand-
cuffs. � verb to secure a prisoner with
handcuffs � He was handcuffed and
placed in the vehicle. � plasticuff
hand-grenade

hand-grenade /h�nd (r|�ned/, gre-
nade /(r|�ned/ noun a small bomb de-
signed to be thrown by hand. � grenade
handguard

handguard /�h�n(ɑ�d/ noun part of
an apparatus or machine, which pre-
vents the operator from harming his
hands while using it � The handguard is
made of wood.
handgun

handgun /�h�nd(�n/ noun a small
gun designed to be held in one hand and
fired without holding it to the shoulder.
� pistol, revolver
handle

handle /�h�nd(ə)l/ noun part of an ob-
ject, which enables it to be carried by
hand � The machine-gun has a carrying
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handle. � verb to operate with the hands
� You should wear protective clothing
when handling gas canisters.
handset

handset /�h�ndset/ noun a radio or
telephone apparatus containing an ear-
piece and mouth piece, which is de-
signed to be held in the hand
hand-to-hand fighting

hand-to-hand fighting /�h�nd tə
�h�nd �fatŋ/ noun close fighting, es-
pecially with the bayonet
hangar

hangar /�h�ŋə/ noun a large building
for the housing of aircraft
harass

harass /�h�rəs, hə|�r�s/ verb to attack
again and again in order to disrupt the
enemy’s activities
harassing fire

harassing fire US /hə |�r�sŋ �faə/
noun a random artillery fire mission di-
rected at a likely area of enemy activity,
in order to disturb the enemy’s rest, dis-
rupt his movements and inflict casual-
ties, and so affect his morale
harbor

harbor /�hɑ�bə/ noun, verb US spell-
ing of harbour
harbour

harbour /�hɑ�bə/ noun 1. a natural or
man-made place where ships can shel-
ter from the weather � The ship was un-
able to enter the harbour. 2. a secure
area in the field, where units can rest
and reorganize before starting the next
phase of an operation � We set up a har-
bour in the woods. � verb to provide
shelter (especially for a deserter or es-
caped prisoner) � He was arrested for
harbouring an escaped prisoner.
hardened aircraft shelter

hardened aircraft shelter
/�hɑ�dənd �eəkrɑ�ft �ʃeltə/ noun full
form of HAS
hard-target

hard-target /�hɑ�d �tɑ�(ət/ verb to
move across ground in such a way as
not to present an easy target to the ene-
my � We had to hard-target across the
square.
harm

harm /hɑ�m/ noun injury or damage �

He is safe from harm. � Was any harm
done to the radio? � verb to cause injury
or damage � I won’t let you harm the
prisoners. � It is almost impossible to
harm this device.
HARM

HARM /hɑ�m/ noun an American-de-
signed air-to-ground anti-radar missile

(ARM). Full form high-speed anti-ra-
diation missile
harmful

harmful /�hɑ�mf(ə)l/ adjective able to
cause harm
harmless

harmless /�hɑ�mləs/ adjective not
able to cause harm
harmonize

harmonize /�hɑ�mənaz/, harmonise
verb 1. to make things similar, to stand-
ardize operations 2. to make sure that
all guns on an aircraft are aimed at the
same target
harness

harness /�hɑ�ns/ noun straps which
fasten a piece of equipment to a per-
son’s body � His parachute harness
was not attached properly.
Harpoon

Harpoon /hɑ�|�pu�n/ noun an Ameri-
can-designed anti-ship missile
Harrier

Harrier /�h�rə/ noun a British-de-
signed fighter aircraft with a vertical
take-off capability � Sea Harrier a
multirole fighter, designed to operate
from aircraft carriers
Harrier AV-8

Harrier AV-8 /�h�rə �e vi� �et/ noun
an American ground-attack variant, de-
signed to operate from aircraft carriers
and certain other ships
Harrier GR-7

Harrier GR-7 /�h�rə �d%i� ɑ� �sevən/
noun a British multirole variant, which
is specially useful for ground attack
HAS

HAS /�etʃ e �es/ noun a shelter de-
signed to protect an aircraft from artil-
lery, bomb or missile attack. Full form
hardened aircraft shelter
hash marks

hash marks /�h�ʃ mɑ�ks/ plural
noun a stripe sewn on US Army uni-
forms, one for every two years of active
duty
hatch

hatch /h�tʃ/ noun an opening in an
aircraft, ship or vehicle, which is fitted
with a cover
haven

haven /�hev(ə)n/ noun 1. an old-fash-
ioned word for harbour 2. a place of
safety
haversack

haversack /�h�vəs�k/ noun a canvas
or webbing bag, carried slung over the
shoulder
havoc

havoc /�h�vək/ noun great confusion
� to cause havoc in, to wreak havoc on
to throw something into confusion � At-
mospherics wrought havoc on our com-
munications.
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Havoc

Havoc /�h�vək/ noun the NATO name
for the Soviet-designed Mi-28 attack
helicopter
Hawkeye

Hawkeye /�hɔ�ka/ noun see � E-2
hawser

hawser /�hɔ�zə/ noun a thick metal
wire or rope used to moor or tow a ship.
Also called cable
haybox

haybox /�hebɒks/ noun an insulated
container, designed to keep food hot for
several hours � The food was brought
up to the position in hayboxes.
hazard

hazard /�h�zəd/ noun a danger
hazard beacon

hazard beacon /�h�zəd �bi�kən/
noun a warning beacon indicating that
there is some danger to aircraft
haze

haze /hez/ noun a reduction in visibil-
ity caused by dust or hot air
HCN

HCN /�etʃ si� �en/ noun a type of blood
agent. Full form hydrogen cyanide.
Also called AC
HD

HD /�etʃ �di�/ noun a type of blister
agent. Full form 2.2-dichloro-diethyl
sulphide. Also called Distilled Mus-
tard (NOTE: HD is simply a purer form of
H (Levinstein Mustard))
HE

HE abbreviation high explosive � noun
a projectile or other explosive ordnance
containing high explosive � Load with
HE!
head check

head check /�hed tʃek/ noun a check
to establish that everyone is present �

He took a quick head check and found
two men missing.
headcount

headcount /�hedkaυnt/ noun an act
of counting people � The sergeant did a
quick headcount.
head-dress

head-dress /�hed dres/ noun a cap or
hat worn as part of a uniform
heading

heading /�hedŋ/ noun 1. a direction �
We moved on a heading of 3.340 mils. 2.
a title at the head of a page or part of a
document � He prepared his report un-
der a number of headings.
Head of Mission

Head of Mission /�hed əv �mʃ(ə)n/
noun the person in charge of a national
or international mission to a particular
country. Abbr HOM
headquarters

headquarters /hed |�kwɔ�təz/ plural
noun 1. an administrative and command
centre of a tactical grouping 2. the staff
of a headquarters � Brigade headquar-

ters are being accommodated in the
school. � abbr HQ
heads

heads /hedz/ noun toilets on a ship (or
in a naval or marine establishment)
headset

headset /�hedset/ noun part of a radio
or other audio-equipment, consisting of
a set of earphones, sometimes with a
microphone attached for speaking,
which is worn on the head and is used to
listen to transmissions or signals
heads-up

heads-up /�hedz ��p/ noun US notifi-
cation by a commander to his subordi-
nate commanders, informing them what
he is thinking of doing

COMMENT: A heads-up should not be
confused with a warning order,
which is issued when the commander
has definitely decided what he is go-
ing to do.

head-up display

head-up display /�hed ��p d|�sple/
noun full form of HUD
head wind

head wind /�hed wnd/ noun a wind
blowing in the opposite direction to that
in which an aircraft or ship is travelling
hearts and minds

hearts and minds /�hɑ�ts ənd
�manz/ noun � to win the hearts and
minds of the population the philoso-
phy of trying to win the support of the
civilian population in your area of oper-
ations (e.g. by ensuring good behaviour
of troops, providing free medical care,
assistance to local authorities, enter-
tainment, etc)
heat

heat /hi�t/ noun the state of being hot.
� heat-seeking missile
HEAT

HEAT /hi�t/ noun an anti-tank projec-
tile with a shaped-charge warhead �

Load with HEAT! � The tank was de-
stroyed by a HEAT round. Full form
high explosive anti-tank
heat exhaustion

heat exhaustion /�hi�t (|

�zɔ�stʃ(ə)n/ noun physical collapse,
which is caused by carrying out intense
physical activity (e.g. running) in hot
weather, and is potentially fatal � We’ve
got three cases of heat exhaustion.
heath

heath /hi�θ/ noun an uncultivated area
of dry sandy soil, covered with bracken,
heather and small bushes
heather

heather /�heðə/ noun a low-growing
plant with wooden stems and purple
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flowers, which covers wide areas of
ground on heathland and moorland
heathland

heathland /�hi�θl�nd/ noun terrain
consisting mainly of heath
heat-seeking missile

heat-seeking missile /�hi�t si�kŋ
�msal/ noun a missile equipped with a
guidance system which homes in on a
source of heat (such as the jet pipes of
an aircraft engine)
heave to

heave to /�hi�v �tu/ verb to bring a
ship to a halt � Heave to immediately! �
We were ordered to heave to.
heavy

heavy /�hevi/ adjective 1. weighing a
lot � The troops moved through the jun-
gle carrying heavy packs. 2. difficult to
lift or support � The firing-post is too
heavy for one man to carry. 3. intense �
We came under heavy fire. 4. (of weap-
ons) having a large calibre � They
moved up heavy artillery.
Heckler & Koch

Heckler & Koch /�heklə ənd �kɒk/
noun a German-designed 7.62mm as-
sault weapon
hedge

hedge /hed%/, hedgerow /�hed%rəυ/
noun a fence made of living plants
height

height /hat/ noun vertical distance
from the ground
hel

hel abbreviation helicopter
HELARM

HELARM /�helɑ�m/ noun the use of at-
tack helicopters in support of ground
forces � HELARM is available on re-
quest.
helicopter

helicopter /�helkɒptə/ noun an air-
craft without wings, which obtains its
upward lift by means of horizontally ro-
tating blades (known as rotors), which
are fitted to the top of the airframe
heliograph

heliograph /�hi�lə|�(rɑ�f/ noun a sig-
nalling device which uses a mirror to
produce flashes of sunlight � I used my
shaving-mirror as a heliograph.
helipad

helipad /�helip�d/ noun a prepared
landing and take-off area for helicopters
Hellfire

Hellfire /�helfaə/ noun an American-
designed laser-guided air-to-ground
missile
helm

helm /helm/ noun a wheel or bar with
which a ship or boat is steered � to take
the helm to start steering a ship
helmet

helmet /�helmt/ noun a protective
head covering

helo

helo /�hi�ləυ/ noun US a helicopter
(informal)
hemisphere

hemisphere /�hemsfə/ noun half of
the earth’s surface
hemorrhage

hemorrhage /�hemərd%/ noun, verb
US spelling of haemorrhage
Herc

Herc /h$�k/ noun an informal name for
the Hercules C-130 transport aircraft
Hercules

Hercules /�h$�kju�li�z/ noun � C-130
Her Majesty’s Ship

Her Majesty’s Ship /�h$�
�m�d%əstiz �ʃp/ noun full form of
HMS
hero

hero /�hərəυ/ noun a man acknowl-
edged by other people to have carried
out an act of bravery � He was the hero
of the battle.
heroine

heroine /�herəυn/ noun a woman ac-
knowledged by other people to have
carried out an act of bravery � The me-
dia are calling her a heroine.
heroism

heroism /�herəυz(ə)m/ noun bravery
in the face of danger
HESH

HESH /heʃ/ noun an anti-armour war-
head which flattens on impact before
exploding, thereby creating a shock
wave which causes part of the armour’s
interior surface to break off and ricochet
around the inside of the vehicle � Load
with HESH! � We used HESH to destroy
the bunker. Full form high explosive
squash-head. � spall

COMMENT: HESH can also be used as
a general purpose high explosive
round by tanks and other large cali-
bre direct-fire guns.

hessian

hessian /�hesən/ noun a coarse fabric
used as camouflage or to make sand-
bags (NOTE: The American English term
is burlap.)
HET

HET /�etʃ i�|�ti�, het/ noun US a large
wheeled vehicle designed to carry a
tank or other armoured vehicle over
long distances by road. Full form heavy
equipment transporter. � tank trans-
porter
HF

HF abbreviation high frequency
H-Hour

H-Hour /�etʃ �aυə/ noun the time at
which an operation is due to begin � H-
minus-ten ten minutes before H-Hour �
H-plus-ninety ninety minutes after H-
Hour � H-minus-three hours three
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hours before H-hour � H-plus-five
hours five hours after H-hour
hide

hide /had/ noun 1. a concealed loca-
tion where a unit or sub-unit can rest or
wait in reserve � B Company is in a hide
at grid 221434. 2. a hiding place used
by guerrillas or terrorists to conceal
weapons or explosives � There is a
weapons hide in the wood. � verb 1. to
conceal something � He hid the gun in
the attic. 2. to conceal yourself � They
were hiding in the cellar. (NOTE: hiding
– hid – has hidden)
high altitude low opening

high altitude low opening /ha
��lttju�d ləυ �əυp(ə)nŋ/ noun full
form of HALO
High Command

High Command /�ha kə|�mɑ�nd/
noun a senior command organization
within a country’s armed forces
higher formation

higher formation /�haə fɔ�|

�meʃ(ə)n/ noun a grouping to which a
smaller grouping or sub-unit belongs �

Your request for a transfer has been
passed to the higher formation.
high explosive

high explosive /�ha k|�spləυsv/
noun 1. a powerful explosive substance
used in bombs, grenades, shells, etc. 2.
a bomb or projectile containing high ex-
plosive. � HEAT, HESH � abbr HE

COMMENT: Ordnance containing high
explosive is normally painted dark
green, with yellow lettering and mark-
ings.

high explosive anti-tank

high explosive anti-tank /�ha k|

�spləυsv ��nti �t�ŋk/ noun full form
of HEAT
high frequency

high frequency /�ha �fri�kwənsi/
noun a range of radio frequencies from
3 – 30 megahertz (Mhz). Abbr HF
highlander

highlander /�haləndə/ noun a mem-
ber of a British infantry regiment which
traditionally recruits its soldiers from
the mountainous regions of Scotland �

The Argyll and Sutherland Highland-
ers.
high-mobility multipurpose wheeled vehicle

high-mobility multipurpose
wheeled vehicle /�ha məυ |�blti
m�lti|�p$�pəs �wi�ld �vi�k(ə)l/ noun
full form of HMMW-V
high-power microwave

high-power microwave /�ha �paυə
�makrəwev/ noun full form of HPM

high-speed anti-radiation missile

high-speed anti-radiation mis-
sile /�ha spi�d ��ŋti �redi|�eʃ(ə)n
�msal/ noun full form of HARM
high subsonic, optically guided, tube fire

high subsonic, optically guided,
tube fire /�ha s�b|�sɒnk �ɒptk(ə)li
�(add �tju�b �faə/ noun full form of
HOT
high-tech

high-tech /ha �tek/, hi-tech adjective
using very sophisticated technology
(especially computers) � The enemy has
very little hi-tech surveillance equip-
ment. Full form high technology
high tide

high tide /�ha �tad/ noun the point at
which the tide has risen to its highest
level � The landing will take place at
high tide.
high velocity

high velocity /�ha və|�lɒsəti/ adjec-
tive (of projectiles) designed to travel
faster than the speed of sound � He was
hit by a high velocity bullet. Compare
low velocity
high-velocity bullet

high-velocity bullet /�ha və|�lɒsti
�bυlt/ noun a bullet which travels faster
than the speed of sound
highway

highway /�hawe/ noun UK, US a
public road
hijack

hijack /�had%�k/ verb to seize control
of an aircraft or vehicle � The guerrillas
hijacked a truck and killed the driver.
hijacker

hijacker /�had%�kə/ noun a person
who seizes control of an aircraft or ve-
hicle � The hijackers threatened to blow
up the plane if their demands were not
met.
hill

hill /hl/ noun an area of high ground
hillfort

hillfort /�hlfɔ�t/ noun an ancient forti-
fication (usually an earthwork)
hillock

hillock /�hlək/ noun a small hill
Hind

Hind /hand/ noun a NATO name for
the Soviet-designed Mi-24 and Mi-35
attack helicopters and Mi-17h
Hip

Hip /hp/ noun a NATO name for the
Soviet-designed Mi-8 and Mi-17 attack
helicopters
hit

hit /ht/ noun a shot which strikes the
target at which it is aimed � We scored
a direct hit on the fuel storage depot. �

verb 1. to shoot at a target successfully
2. to strike a person or thing � They
couldn’t hit an elephant at this distance
– last words of Major General John
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Sedgewick at the Battle of Spotsylvania
1864 (NOTE: hitting – hit)
hit and run

hit and run /�ht ən �r�n/ noun an at-
tack followed by immediate withdrawal
of troops (informal)
HL

HL /�etʃ �el/ noun a type of blister
agent

COMMENT: HL is a combination of the
agents HD and L.

HLS

HLS abbreviation helicopter landing
site
HMMW-V

HMMW-V /�h�m vi�/ noun an Ameri-
can-designed all-terrain vehicle (similar
to a jeep). Full form high-mobility
multipurpose wheeled vehicle. Also
called Hummer
HMS

HMS /�etʃ �em �es/ abbreviation prefix
given to all ships of the Royal Navy and
also to some naval establishments � I
served on board HMS Sheffield. Full
form Her Majesty’s Ship
HN

HN /�etʃ �en/ noun a type of blister
agent. Full form nitrogen mustard
HN-1

HN-1 /�etʃ �en w�n/ noun 2.2 9 dichlo-
ro-triethylamine
HN-2

HN-2 /�etʃ �en tu�/ noun 2.2 9 dichlo-
ro-diethyl methylamine
HN-3

HN-3    noun     2.2 9.2-trichloro-tri-
ethylamine
HNS

HNS abbreviation host nation support
hoax

hoax /həυks/ noun a false alarm in-
tended to waste time and resources �

The bomb warning turned out to be a
hoax.
hog’s back

hog’s back /�hɒ(z b�k/ noun a ridge
of high ground
Hokum

Hokum /�həυkəm/ noun a NATO
name for a Soviet-designed Ka-50 at-
tack helicopter
hold

hold /həυld/ noun a storage area in an
aircraft or ship � We found three men
hiding in the hold. � verb 1. to have
something in your hand � He was hold-
ing a pistol. 2. to have possession of �

The enemy are still holding the bridge.
3. to prevent the enemy from capturing
� We must hold this position until last
light. 4. to keep someone in custody �

He is being held by the police.
holding action

holding action /�həυldŋ ��kʃən/
noun an operation intended to stop ene-

my forces from moving from their ex-
isting positions, in order to keep them
away from another area of conflict or to
cause them to use up supplies
holding attack

holding attack /�həυldŋ ə|�t�k/
noun an attack mounted to halt the ad-
vance of an enemy and keep him occu-
pied, while other friendly forces con-
duct operations elsewhere � 5 Brigade
will mount a holding attack around
Fallingbostel to enable the rest of the
division to withdraw.
hold on

hold on /�həυld �ɒn/ verb to wait for a
short period � Hold on, I haven’t fin-
ished yet.
hold out

hold out /�həυld �aυt/ verb to continue
to defend or resist � Small units of the
enemy are holding out in the mountains.
� We can’t hold out much longer.
hollow

hollow /�hɒləυ/ noun a depression in
the ground
holster

holster /�həυlstə/ noun a carrying
case for a pistol, which is worn on a belt
or harness
HOM

HOM abbreviation Head of Mission
home defence

home defence /�həυm d|�fens/ noun
the defence of a state’s own territory in
the event of war, as opposed to territory
belonging to another state � The divi-
sion will be used for home defence.
Compare civil defence
home in

home in /�həυm �n/ verb � to home in
on something (of guidance systems
and locating equipment) to be guided
towards something (such as an emission
of radiation, heat source, radio signal,
etc.)
home-made explosive

home-made explosive /�həυm
med k|�spləυsv/ noun an explosive
substance manufactured by terrorists or
criminals from readily available ingre-
dients (such as fertilizer)
homogeneous

homogeneous /�həυməυ|�d%i�niəs/
adjective � rolled homogeneous ar-
mour
honor

honor /�ɒnə/ noun, verb US spelling of
honour
honorable

honorable /�ɒnərəb(ə)l/ adjective US
spelling of honourable
honour

honour /�ɒnə/ noun 1. a moral code of
conduct � Never surrendering to the en-
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emy is a matter of honour. 2. an official
or public recognition of a person’s
achievement � verb to acknowledge a
person’s achievement
honourable

honourable /�ɒn(ə)rəb(ə)l/ adjective
1. behaving in a good and moral way 2.
worthy of honour
honour guard

honour guard /�(ɑ�d əv �ɒnə/, guard
of honour noun a detachment of serv-
icemen assigned to salute a dignitary on
a parade or other formal occasion
hooch

hooch /hu�tʃ/ noun US an improvised
shelter, usually with some protection
from enemy fire (informal ) � Make sure
that your hooches are well camou-
flaged.
Hook

Hook /hυk/ noun a NATO name for the
Soviet-designed Mi-6 transport heli-
copter
horizon

horizon /hə|�raz(ə)n/ noun a line in
the far distance, on which the sky and
ground appear to meet � Two ships ap-
peared on the horizon.
horn

horn /hɔ�n/ noun an instrument fitted
to a vehicle, which makes a noise as a
warning signal � One of the signals for
a chemical attack is sounding the horn
of your vehicle.
Hornet

Hornet /�hɔ�nt/ noun � FA-18
horse

horse /hɔ�s/ noun a large four-legged
animal which can be ridden or used as a
transport animal

COMMENT: Horses still play a promi-
nent role in military life, especially in
the British Army. Horses are ridden
on ceremonial occasions and the
army encourages participation in
equestrian sports such as polo, stee-
plechasing, show jumping and fox-
hunting. Although they are now
equipped with tanks, British and
American cavalry regiments still re-
tain many of the traditions and ex-
pressions from the days when their
troopers fought on horseback.

hose

hose /həυz/ noun 1. a long flexible
tube made of rubber or waterproof fab-
ric, which is designed to convey liquid
over a short distance and then pour it
into a container or over an object � All
vehicles should carry a hose for siphon-
ing fuel. � The hoses weren’t long
enough to reach the fire. 2. a long sock,
reaching to just below the knee, which

is worn with shorts or a kilt (no plural
form) � The pipers were wearing kilts,
tartan hose and spats.
hose down

hose down /�həυz �daυn/ verb to
spray an object with liquid from a hose
� They hosed down the vehicles.
hospital

hospital /�hɒspt(ə)l/ noun an estab-
lishment which provides surgery, medi-
cal treatment and nursing to ill and in-
jured people
host

host /həυst/ noun a person who invites
other people as guests
hostage

hostage /�hɒstd%/ noun a person
who is seized and held, in order to force
other people to do something (e.g. pay-
ing a sum of money) or to deter them
from doing something (e.g. attacking
soldiers) � The aim of the operation is
to secure the release of the hostages.
(NOTE: The verb form is to take some-
one hostage.)
hostile

hostile /�hɒstal/ adjective 1. enemy �
All aircraft should be considered hos-
tile. 2. unfriendly � He was extremely
hostile towards me.

COMMENT: Hostile is normally used to
refer to the forces of a state which is
aggressive and threatening towards
your own country, but not officially at
war. Enemy is used when war has
actually been declared.

hostilities

hostilities /hɒ|�stltiz/ plural noun
military action
hostility

hostility /hɒ|�stlti/ noun aggressive
or threatening behaviour directed to-
wards another person or state
host nation

host nation /�həυst �neʃ(ə)n/ noun a
nation which receives NATO forces on
its territory
host nation support

host nation support /�həυst
�neʃ(ə)n sə |�pɔ�t/ noun support given
by a host nation to help NATO’s efforts.
Abbr HNS
HOT

HOT /hɒt/ noun a European-produced
wire-guided anti-tank missile (ATGW).
Full form high subsonic, optically
guided, tube fire
Hotel

Hotel /həυ|�tel/ noun the eighth letter
of the phonetic alphabet (Hh)
hot LZ

hot LZ /�hɒt el �zed/ noun a landing
zone which is under enemy fire (NOTE:
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The British Army uses the phrase drop
zone (DZ) for parachute landings.)
hot pursuit

hot pursuit /�hɒt pə|�sju�t/ noun the
pursuit of terrorists, guerrillas, etc., who
have just attacked someone � We are
only allowed to cross the border in the
event of a hot pursuit.
hour

hour /aυə/ noun a unit of time, corre-
sponding to sixty minutes. � H-Hour �

verb (used in the plural after a 4-digit
number) to show the time � H-Hour is
at 0600hrs.

COMMENT: Military timings are always
given using the twenty-four hour
clock, usually followed by the word
hours which when written, is abbre-
viated to hrs. Thus, 8.15am is
0815hrs, 1pm is 1300hrs, 6.30pm is
1830hrs, etc. (say ‘zero eight fifteen
hours’, ‘thirteen hundred hours’,
‘eighteen thirty hours’).

house arrest

house arrest /�haυs ə|�rest/ noun a
state in which a person is detained in his
own home
Household

Household /�haυshəυld/ adjective re-
lating to the elite troops who tradition-
ally guard the monarch
Household Cavalry

Household Cavalry /�haυshəυld
�k�vəlri/ noun the Life Guards and the
Blues and Royals
Household Division

Household Division /�haυshəυld d|

�v%(ə)n/ noun the Household Cavalry
and the Brigade of Guards
Household Troops

Household Troops /�haυshəυld
�tru�ps/ noun the Household Division
and the King’s Troop of the Royal
Horse Artillery
housewife

housewife /�haυswaf/ noun a small
mending kit, consisting of needles,
thread and spare buttons
hover

hover /�hɒvə/ verb to remain in the air
without moving in any direction � The
helicopter hovered over the village.
hovercraft

hovercraft /�hɒvəkrɑ�ft/ noun an am-
phibious vehicle which travels over
land or water supported on a cushion of
air
howitzer

howitzer /�haυtsə/ noun a short-bar-
relled artillery piece designed to fire
shells at high trajectories
HPM

HPM noun a bomb which sends out
powerful electromagnetic impulses.

These can cause massive increases in
electrical power and so destroy an ene-
my’s electrical and computer systems.
Full form high-power microwave
HQ

HQ abbreviation headquarters
hrs

hrs abbreviation hours
HUD

HUD /h�d/ noun a display of instru-
ment readings or other data, which is
projected onto the windscreen of an air-
craft, so that the pilot doesn’t have to
look down at inconvenient moments.
Full form head-up display
Huey

Huey /�hju�i/ noun an American-de-
signed utility/transport helicopter (UH-
1)
Huey Cobra

Huey Cobra /�hju�i �kəυbrə/ noun an
American-designed AH-1 attack heli-
copter
hulk

hulk /h�lk/ noun 1. the body of an old
ship, used as a target or as a floating
storehouse 2. an old tank or other ar-
moured vehicle, used as a target on a
range
hull

hull /h�l/ noun 1. the outer covering of
a ship or boat � Her hull almost touched
bottom as she was entering the harbour.
2. the lower part of an armoured fight-
ing vehicle � The explosion penetrated
the hull.
hull-down

hull-down /�h�l daυn/ adjective posi-
tioned so that only the top parts, such as
the turret of a tank are visible and ex-
posed � We could see the enemy fleet
hull-down on the skyline. � The tank
was hull-down behind a wall.
human intelligence

human intelligence /�hju�mən n|

�teld%əns/ noun full form of HUMINT
humanitarian

humanitarian /hju�|�m�n|�teəriən/
adjective intended to prevent or reduce
human suffering and hardship � The
battalion is being sent to the disaster
area to give humanitarian assistance.
human shield

human shield /�hju�mən �ʃi�ld/ noun
1. a group of hostages who are placed in
a location, in order to deter an attack on
that location 2. a group of hostages, be-
hind whom a person positions himself,
in order to deter people from shooting at
him
HUMINT

HUMINT /�hju�mnt, �h�mnt/ noun
information about the enemy obtained
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from people (e.g. friendly forces,
agents, civilians, POW). Full form hu-
man intelligence
Hummer

Hummer /�h�mə/ noun US an infor-
mal nickname for the HMMW-V all-
terrain vehicle
hunter-killer

hunter-killer /�h�ntə|�klə/ noun a
submarine designed to locate and de-
stroy other submarines
hunter-killer submarine

hunter-killer submarine /�h�ntə
�klə �s�bmə|�ri�n/ noun a submarine
which is designed to locate and destroy
enemy submarines
hussar

hussar /hu|�zɑ�/ noun a light cavalry-
man (historical )

COMMENT: Some armoured regi-
ments still retain their historical title of
Hussars.

hut

hut /h�t/ noun a simple wooden shelter
Hydra

Hydra /�hadrə/ noun an American-de-
signed unguided rocket, designed to be
fired by an aircraft at a ground target
hydrogen cyanide

hydrogen cyanide /�hadrəd%ən
�saə|�nad/ noun a type of blood agent.
Abbr HCN
hygiene

hygiene /�had%i�n/ noun the practice
of keeping oneself and your surround-
ings clean, in order to prevent disease. �
sanitation
hypothermia

hypothermia /�hapəυ|�θ$�miə/ noun
an abnormally low body temperature,
usually caused by exposure to wind,
rain or extreme cold, which is potential-
ly fatal � He was suffering from hypo-
thermia.
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IAAG

IAAG /�a�(/ noun an IRA-designed
home-made hand-thrown grenade, con-
taining a shaped-charge warhead which
is designed to explode when it hits the
side of a vehicle � There have been sev-
eral IAAG attacks over the past month.
Full form improvised anti-armour
grenade
IA drill

IA drill /�a �e �drl/ noun a standard
procedure to be carried out in the event
of something going wrong (such as an
ambush, weapon misfire, equipment
malfunction, etc.). Full form immedi-
ate action drill
IC

IC /�a �si�/, i/c abbreviation 1. in com-
mand � 2IC second-in-command 2. in
command of or in charge of � He is i/c
rations.
ICBM

ICBM abbreviation intercontinental
ballistic missile
ice

ice /as/ noun frozen water
ice up

ice up /�as ��p/ verb to become cov-
ered with ice � The aircraft crashed be-
cause the cockpit canopy had iced up.
ICM

ICM /�a si� �em/ noun an artillery shell
filled with a quantity of anti-personnel
or anti-tank bomblets, which is de-
signed to explode in the air and scatter
the bomblets onto the target area below.
Full form improved conventional mu-
nition
ICP

ICP /�a si� �pi�/ noun the location from
which the follow-up action to an inci-
dent is controlled � ‘Hello 2, this is 22.
ICP at grid 434621. Over.’ Full form in-
cident control point
ICRC

ICRC abbreviation International Com-
mittee of the Red Cross
ID

ID /�a �di�/ noun (informal) 1. identity
2. a proof of identity (such as an ID
card, driving licence, passport, etc.) �

Do you have any ID? 3. identification �
He made a positive ID on the gunman.
ID card

ID card /�a �di� �kɑ�d/ noun a card is-
sued by a government or organization
as a means of identification. Also called
identity card
ID disc

ID disc /�e �di� �dsk/ noun a metal or
plastic disc bearing a soldier’s personal
details, which is worn round the neck.
Also called identity disc, dog tag
identification

identification /a|�dentf|�keʃ(ə)n/
noun an act of identifying someone or
something
identification beacon

identification beacon /a|�dentf|

�keʃ(ə)n �bi�kən/ noun a radio beacon
which sends out a signal by which a ref-
erence point can be identified. � IFF
identification card

identification card /a|�dentf|

�keʃ(ə)n �kɑ�d/ noun an ID card
identification friend or foe

identification friend or foe /a|

�dentfkeʃ(ə)n �frend ɔ� �fəυ/ noun
full form of IFF
identify

identify /a|�dentfa/ verb 1. to estab-
lish the identity of a person or thing �

We haven’t identified the dead man. 2.
to recognise a person or thing � He
identified the gunman.
identity

identity /a|�dentti/ noun who a per-
son is (i.e. name, date of birth, national-
ity, etc.)
identity card

identity card /a |�dentti kɑ�d/ noun
same as ID card
identity disc

identity disc /a|�dentti dsk/ noun
same as ID disc
ideology

ideology /�adi|�ɒləd%i/ noun a system
of ideas and principles (especially polit-
ical)
IED

IED /�a i� �di�/ noun a home-made
bomb or mine. Full form improvised
explosive device
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IFF

IFF /�a ef �ef/ noun technology carried
in an aircraft which utilizes coded radio
signals to identify other friendly air-
craft. Full form identification friend or
foe
IFV

IFV abbreviation infantry fighting vehi-
cle
II

II abbreviation 1. image intensification
2. image intensifier
IL-76

IL-76 /�a el sevənt �sks/ noun a So-
viet-designed transport aircraft (NOTE:
known to NATO as Candid)
illegal immigrant

illegal immigrant /|�li�((ə)l
�m(rənt/ noun an immigrant who en-
ters a country without official permis-
sion to do so � Our main role is to catch
and arrest illegal immigrants.
Illum

Illum /|�lu�m/ abbreviation illumina-
tion round
illuminate

illuminate /|�lu�mnet/ verb to light
up (with artificial light)
illumination

illumination /|�lu�m|�neʃ(ə)n/ noun
artificial light
illumination round

illumination round /|�lu�m|

�neʃ(ə)n �raυnd/ noun an artillery or
mortar projectile designed to produce
light. Abbr illum

COMMENT: Illumination rounds are
usually painted white, with black let-
tering and markings.

image

image /�md%/ noun the appearance
of an object as viewed through an opti-
cal instrument or other equipment (such
as a thermal imager, radar, etc.)
image intensification

image intensification /�md% n|

�tensf|�keʃ(ə)n/ noun passive night-
viewing technology which utilizes nat-
ural light (such as ambient light, moon-
light, starlight). Abbr II
image intensifier

image intensifier /�md% n|

�tensfaə/ noun a night-viewing device
which uses image intensification. Abbr
II
immediate action drill

immediate action drill /|�mi�diət
��kʃən �drl/ noun full form of IA drill
immersion foot

immersion foot /|�m$�ʃ(ə)n �fυt/
noun a severe fungal infection of the
feet, caused by wearing wet boots over
a long period. Also known as trench
foot

immigrant

immigrant /�m(rənt/ noun a person
who enters a foreign country in order to
live there
immobilize

immobilize / |�məυblaz/, immobi-
lise verb 1. to do something to a vehi-
cle, so that it cannot be driven 2. to do
something to a machine or weapon, so
that it does not work. Compare mobi-
lize
impact

impact /�mp�kt/ noun an act of one
object hitting another object
impact area

impact area /�mp�kt �eəriə/ noun
the part of a live firing range where pro-
jectiles strike or come to rest
impassable

impassable /m|�pɑ�səb(ə)l/ adjec-
tive impossible to travel over, through
or across � The mountain roads are im-
passable in winter.
implementation

implementation /�mplmən |

�teʃ(ə)n/ noun putting something into
effect
implementation plans

implementation plans /�mplmən |

�teʃ(ə)n pl�nz/ plural noun plans
which allow NATO commanders to put
into action operations which have been
agreed between NATO and local forces
impregnable

impregnable /m|�pre(nəb(ə)l/ ad-
jective (of fortifications) impossible to
take by force � The guerillas are based
in impregnable hilltop camps.
improved conventional munition

improved conventional munition
/m|�pru�vd kən|�venʃənəl mju�|

�nʃ(ə)n/ noun full form of ICM
improvise

improvise /�mprəvaz/ verb to do or
make something without any proper
planning � We improvised a shelter out
of branches.
improvised anti-armour grenade

improvised anti-armour grenade
/�mprəvazd ��nti �ɑ�mə (r|�ned/
noun full form of improvised anti-ar-
mour grenade
improvised explosive device

improvised explosive device
/�mprəvazd k|�spləυsv d|�vas/
noun a home-made bomb, booby-trap
or mine. Abbr IED
IMR

IMR /�a em �ɑ�/ noun a Soviet-de-
signed armoured engineer vehicle
inaccessible

inaccessible /�nək|�sesb(ə)l/ adjec-
tive impossible to get to � The village
was inaccessible after the bridge was
destroyed.
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inactive

inactive /n |��ktv/ adjective not oper-
ating or working
incapacitating agent

incapacitating agent /�nkə|

�p�stetŋ �ed%ənt/ noun a chemical
designed to cause mental confusion
incendiary

incendiary /n|�sendiəri/ adjective de-
signed to set things on fire � incendiary
bomb � incendiary grenade � noun a
person who sets buildings, vehicles or
other objects on fire as an act of sabo-
tage � Several incendiaries have been
arrested.
incendiary bomb

incendiary bomb /n|�sendiəri bɒm/
noun a bomb designed to set buildings
alight
incendiary bullet

incendiary bullet, incendiary
round noun a bullet which is designed
to ignite after firing and burn in flight,
so that the fall of shot can be observed.
Also called tracer bullet
inch

inch /ntʃ/ noun a unit of linear meas-
ure corresponding to 2.54 centimetres
(NOTE: Inch is sometimes represented
as in (8in), or as ‘(8’))
incident

incident /�nsd(ə)nt/ noun a signifi-
cant event (such as an accident, explo-
sion, terrorist attack, etc.) � Three peo-
ple were injured in the incident. � The
observers reported no further incidents
during the night.
incident control point

incident control point /�nsd(ə)nt
kən|�trəυl �pɔnt/ noun full form of in-
cident control point
incite

incite /n|�sat/ verb to encourage other
people to do something (normally acts
of disorder) � He was inciting the crowd
to attack the police.
incline

incline /n|�klan/ noun a slope
inclusive

inclusive /n|�klu�sv/ adjective in-
cluding � Our area is inclusive of the
main road. Compare exclusive
incoming

incoming /�nk�mŋ/ noun artillery
fire which is landing or about to land on
your position
incompetent

incompetent /n|�kɒmpt(ə)nt/ ad-
jective unable to perform your role sat-
isfactorily (due to lack of knowledge or
motivation)
incursion

incursion /n|�k$�ʃ(ə)n/ noun an act of
entering the territory of another state,
without the authorization or permission

of that state (usually for offensive pur-
poses)
indecent assault

indecent assault /n |�di�sənt ə|�sɔ�lt/
noun a sexual assault on a person which
does not go as far as actual rape � An al-
legation of indecent assault has been
made against you. (NOTE: The verb form
is to indecently assault – Many of the
female prisoners had been indecently
assaulted.)
indecisive

indecisive /�nd|�sasv/ adjective 1.
unable to make decisions easily � He is
very indecisive. 2. having no clear result
� The battle was indecisive.
indent

indent noun /�ndent/ an official re-
quest for ammunition, equipment, ra-
tions, etc. � All indents are to be submit-
ted by 2200hrs. � verb /n |�dent/ to sub-
mit an official request for ammunition,
equipment, rations, etc. � He indented
for winter clothing.
India

India /�ndiə/ noun the ninth letter of
the phonetic alphabet (Ii)
indicate

indicate /�ndket/ verb 1. to draw
someone’s attention to something � He
indicated a tree on the skyline. 2. (of ve-
hicles) to signal the intention to turn left
or right � The lorry indicated left.
indication

indication /�nd|�keʃ(ə)n/ noun an
act of indicating something
indicator

indicator /�ndketə/ noun an instru-
ment which shows something
indicator lights

indicator lights /�ndketə �lats/
plural noun a flashing light on a motor
vehicle, which indicates that the driver
is turning to the left or right
indirect fire

indirect fire /�ndarekt �faə/ noun
fire of weapons which are not pointed
directly at the target (i.e. artillery or
mortar fire)
indirect weapon

indirect weapon /�ndarekt
�wepən/ noun a weapon which is not
pointed directly at its target (e.g. an ar-
tillery piece or mortar)
indiscriminate

indiscriminate /�nd |�skrmnət/ ad-
jective not aimed at a particular target,
or not done according to a plan
indoctrinate

indoctrinate /n|�dɒktrnet/ verb to
teach political, religious or nationalist
ideas in such a way that a person ac-
cepts them without question
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inf

inf abbreviation infantry
infantier

infantier /�nfən|�tə/ noun an expo-
nent of infantry tactics � Of course, the
infantiers among us may disagree with
me on this point.
infantry

infantry /�nfəntri/ noun soldiers who
fight on foot � The infantry will ad-
vance at daybreak. � The infantry attack
was beaten back.

COMMENT: Although most modern in-
fantry are now equipped with some
form of vehicle to move them around
the battlefield, their basic role re-
mains to get out of the vehicles and
fight on foot with the rifle and bayo-
net. ‘Infantry is the queen of battles’.
[Napier]

infantry fighting vehicle

infantry fighting vehicle /�nfəntri
�fatŋ �vi�k(ə)l/ noun an armoured
personnel carrier, fitted with a gun or
cannon, which is designed to transport a
section of infantry around the battle-
field and provide them with fire support
once they are fighting on foot. Abbr IFV
infantryman

infantryman /�nfəntrimən/ noun an
infantry soldier � British infantrymen
are famous for their discipline.
infect

infect /n |�fekt/ verb to transmit a dis-
ease or illness � The whole arm soon
became infected.
infectious

infectious /n|�fekʃəs/ adjective (of
diseases) capable of being transmitted
to other people � This strain of flu is
highly infectious.
inferior

inferior /n|�fəriə/ adjective 1. of a
lower rank than another person � A cor-
poral is inferior to a sergeant. 2. small-
er or weaker than something else � The
enemy artillery had an inferior rate of
fire to our guns. 3. of worse quality than
something else � Our boots are inferior
to those of the Germans. � noun a per-
son who holds a lower rank than anoth-
er person � He always treats his inferi-
ors with respect. Compare superior
infestation team

infestation team /�nfes|�teʃən
�ti�m/ noun a small special forces
grouping, which operates behind ene-
my lines, directing artillery fire and air
strikes
infiltrate

infiltrate /�nfltret/ verb to move
into enemy territory in small groups by
different routes, in order to avoid detec-

tion, and then to join up in order to at-
tack an objective in force. Compare ex-
filtrate
infiltration

infiltration /�nfl|�treʃ(ə)n/ noun an
act of infiltrating. Compare exfiltration
inflammable

inflammable /n|�fl�məb(ə)l/ adjec-
tive easy to set on fire � Many sailors
were badly burnt because their clothing
was made of inflammable material.
inflict

inflict /n|�flkt/ verb to do something
unpleasant to another person � The
bombing inflicted heavy casualties on
the civilian population. � We inflicted
the worst defeat of the war on the ene-
my. (NOTE: This verb is usually followed
by on or upon.)
in force

in force /�n �fɔ�s/ phrase 1. in large
numbers � Enemy armour is crossing
the border in force near Landshut. 2.
valid � The regulations have been in
force since Tuesday.
inform

inform /n|�fɔ�m/ verb 1. to tell some-
one something � He informed me of the
change in the timings. 2. � to inform on
someone to tell the authorities about
another person’s illegal activities � He
informed on his neighbour.
information

information /�nfə|�meʃ(ə)n/ noun
facts (whether accurate or not) which
are passed on from one person to anoth-
er
information blackout

information blackout
/�nfəmeʃ(ə)n �bl�kaυt/ noun the act
of withholding all information from the
media and general public (usually for
reasons of security)
information warfare

information warfare /�nfəmeʃ(ə)n
�wɔ�feə/ noun the act of hacking into an
enemy’s computer network in order to
disrupt it (e.g. by sowing a virus) or to
obtain information or to insert false in-
formation
informer

informer /n|�fɔ�mə/ noun someone
who tells the authorities about another
person’s illegal activities
infrared

infrared /�nfrə|�red/ adjective relating
to a form of red light which is used in
some night-viewing devices because it
is invisible to the naked eye. Abbr IR

COMMENT: Night-viewing devices
which utilize infrared light are de-
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scribed as active, while those which
do not are described as passive.

infrastructure

infrastructure /�nfrə |�str�ktʃə/
noun basic amenities and facilities upon
which a modern society relies in order
to function properly (such as electricity,
roads and railways, telecommunica-
tions, water, etc.)
inhabitant

inhabitant /n |�h�bt(ə)nt/ noun a
person who lives in a place � The origi-
nal inhabitants were removed from their
villages.
initial nuclear radiation

initial nuclear radiation /|�nʃ(ə)l
�nju�kliə �redi|�eʃ(ə)n/ noun the harm-
ful rays of energy given off by a nuclear
explosion
initial terminal guidance

initial terminal guidance /|�nʃ(ə)l
�t$�mn(ə)l �(ad(ə)ns/ noun US full
form of ITG
initiate

initiate /|�nʃiet/ verb 1. to start or in-
troduce something � The commanding
officer was forced to initiate legal pro-
ceedings. 2. to activate an explosive or
pyrotechnic device � The Claymores
were initiated electronically.
initiative

initiative /|�nʃətv/ noun 1. the abili-
ty to assess a situation and take action,
without asking for guidance � He lacks
initiative. 2. the ability to make the ene-
my conform to your own movements �

We must not allow the enemy to regain
the initiative. � to lose the initiative to
stop being able to force the enemy to re-
act to your actions

COMMENT: The initiative is usually
held by whichever side is attacking.
As soon as the attackers are stopped
and forced to defend themselves,
they are considered to have lost the
initiative.

inject

inject /n|�d%ekt/ verb to put a liquid
drug or vaccine into a person’s body, us-
ing a syringe or syrette � I injected him
with morphine ten minutes ago.
injection

injection /n|�d%ekʃən/ noun an act of
injecting � He was given an injection of
morphine.

COMMENT: There are three types of
injection: subcutaneous (SC) = un-
der the skin; intramuscular (IM) =
into a muscle; intravenous (IV) =
into a vein.

injure

injure /�nd%ə/ verb to do physical
harm to someone
injury

injury /�nd%əri/ noun physical harm to
a person
inland

inland /�nlənd/ adverb away from the
sea � Strong enemy forces are moving
inland.
inlet

inlet /�nlet/ noun a place where a lake
or the sea cuts into the land
INMARSAT

INMARSAT /�nmɑ�s�t/ noun an in-
secure satellite telephone system. Full
form international maritime satellite
inoculate

inoculate /|�nɒkjυlet/ verb to treat
someone with a vaccine or serum, in or-
der to prevent them contracting a dis-
ease
inoculation

inoculation /|�nɒkjυ|�leʃ(ə)n/ noun
an act of inoculating someone
inoperable

inoperable /n |�ɒpər(ə)b(ə)l/ adjec-
tive impossible to carry out � The plan
is now inoperable.
inoperative

inoperative /n |�ɒpərətv/ adjective
not working properly � All our commu-
nications equipment was made inopera-
tive by the nuclear explosion.
insect repellent

insect repellent /�nsekt r|�pelənt/
noun a liquid designed to stop insects
biting a person’s skin
insecure

insecure /�ns|�kjυə/ adjective 1. (of
objects) not properly attached or closed
� Your magazine is insecure. 2. (of loca-
tions) undefended � The bridge is inse-
cure. 3. (of communications) not coded
or scrambled � The enemy is equipped
with insecure radios.
insert

insert /n|�s$�t/ verb 1. to put one thing
into another � He inserted a new battery
into his torch. 2. to move into an area of
operations � We will insert by helicop-
ter. Compare extract
insertion

insertion /n|�s$�ʃ(ə)n/ noun an act of
inserting. Compare extraction
in-service

in-service /�n �s$�vs/ adjective cur-
rently being operated
in-service support

in-service support /�n �s$�vs sə|

�pɔ�t/ noun support which is organised
when in service
inshore

inshore /n|�ʃɔ�/ adjective designed for
use close to the shore � an inshore fish-
ing boat � adverb 1. at sea but close to
the shore � The boat was anchored in-
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shore. 2. towards the shore � The land-
ing craft moved inshore.
insignia

insignia /n |�s(niə/ noun a decorative
symbol (used to denote the identity of a
unit, specialist qualification, rank, etc.)
inspect

inspect /n |�spekt/ verb 1. (of people)
to examine a person in order to ensure
that he is correctly dressed or that he
has all his equipment � The general in-
spected his troops. 2. to examine some-
thing in order to ensure that it is in
working order � He inspected his pla-
toon’s weapons. 3. (in the event of an
accident or malfunction) to examine
something in order to look for defects or
signs of damage � The vehicle was in-
spected for defects. 4. to examine a
weapon in order to ensure that it is clean
or unloaded � Upon inspecting the
man’s rifle he found a live round in the
chamber.
inspection

inspection /n|�spekʃən/ noun an act
of inspecting a person or thing � The
soldiers stood to attention ready for in-
spection.
installation

installation /�nstə |�leʃ(ə)n/ noun a
building, complex or other permanent
structure, which contains some form of
technical equipment (such as communi-
cations equipment, radar, weapons sys-
tem, etc.) � Our target was the radar in-
stallations along the north coast.
instruct

instruct /n|�str�kt/ verb 1. to teach �

He instructs soldiers in the use of the
bayonet. 2. to tell someone to do some-
thing � I instructed him to clean his ri-
fle.
instruction

instruction /n|�str�kʃən/ noun 1. an
act of teaching something � We have
two periods of map-reading instruction
today. 2. an act of telling someone to do
something � He did not carry out my in-
structions. 3. written directions telling
someone how to do something � The in-
structions are printed on the side of the
container.
instructor

instructor /n|�str�ktə/ noun a teacher
� Cpl Smith is our bayonet instructor.
insubordinate

insubordinate /�nsə |�bɔ�dnət/ ad-
jective 1. unwilling to carry out orders
2. unwilling to show respect to your su-

periors � He was quite insubordinate
and had to be restrained.
insubordination

insubordination /�nsə|�bɔ�d|

�neʃ(ə)n/ noun 1. failure or refusal to
carry out an order 2. showing lack of re-
spect for a superior
insurgency

insurgency /n|�s$�d%ənsi/ noun
armed resistance to the established gov-
ernment or foreign domination
insurgent

insurgent /n|�s$�d%ənt/ noun a per-
son who uses force to resist the estab-
lished government or foreign domina-
tion. � rebel, revolutionary
insurrection

insurrection /�nsə|�rekʃən/ noun
armed resistance to the established gov-
ernment or foreign domination. � insur-
gency, rebellion, revolt, revolution
int

int /nt/ abbreviation intelligence
intake

intake /�ntek/ noun a place where
air, fuel or water is drawn into a ma-
chine
integrate

integrate /�nt(ret/ verb to link up
several things to form a whole
integrated logistic support

integrated logistic support
/�nt(retd lə|�d%stk sə|�pɔ�t/ noun
support which is integrated into all parts
of the project as it is being developed
intel

intel /�ntel/ abbreviation US intelli-
gence
intelligence

intelligence /n |�teld%əns/ noun 1.
any information which may be useful
(especially information about the ene-
my) � We have received some fresh in-
telligence on the enemy artillery. 2.
people and equipment involved in the
gathering, analysis and dissemination
of intelligence � We are feeding false in-
formation to the enemy’s intelligence.

COMMENT: The department responsi-
ble for intelligence in a headquarters
is known as G2.

intelligence officer

intelligence officer /n |�teld%əns
�ɒfsə/ noun an officer responsible for
intelligence. Abbr IO
intelligence summary

intelligence summary /n|

�teld%əns �s�məri/ noun a simple re-
port on the enemy’s locations, strength,
organization, intentions, etc., during a
specific period of time. Abbr INTSUM
intend

intend /n|�tend/ verb to decide to do
something
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intent

intent /n|�tent/ noun US a document
issued to subordinate commanders, ex-
plaining a commander’s idea of how a
future operation is likely to proceed
intention

intention /n|�tenʃən/ noun what a
person has decided to do � We do not
know the enemy’s intentions.
intercede

intercede /�ntə|�si�d/ verb to enter a
dispute in order to support another per-
son or group � The priest tried to inter-
cede on behalf of the young men.
intercept

intercept /�ntə|�sept/ verb 1. to meet
up with or catch persons or vehicles as
they move from one place to another �

We intend to intercept them at the river.
� Two squadrons of fighters were sent to
intercept the bombers. 2. to locate and
listen to another person’s radio trans-
missions � The message was intercept-
ed. � noun an enemy message which
has been intercepted � Here is a tran-
script of our last intercept.
interception

interception /�ntə|�sepʃən/ noun 1.
the act of intercepting a person or vehi-
cle 2. the act of locating and listening to
another person’s radio transmission; the
people who locate and listen to another
person’s radio transmissions � These
countermeasures are designed to con-
fuse the enemy interception.
interceptor

interceptor /�ntə|�septə/ noun a
fighter aircraft which is capable of fly-
ing great distances in order to intercept
and engage enemy aircraft
interchangeability

interchangeability /ntə|�tʃen%ə|

�bləti/ noun being able to be ex-
changed one for another
interchangeable

interchangeable /�ntə|

�tʃend%əb(ə)l/ adjective possible to
exchange one for another � The two
parts are interchangeable.
intercom

intercom /�ntəkɒm/ noun an internal
telecommunication system within an
aircraft, ship or vehicle allowing crew
members to speak to each other

COMMENT: The intercom is normally
incorporated into the radio system.

intercontinental ballistic missile

intercontinental ballistic missile
/ntəkɒntnent(ə)l bə|�lstk �msal/
noun a guided missile which flies from
one continent to another and ends its

flight in a ballistic descent. Abbr ICBM.
� ballistic missile
interdict

interdict /�ntədkt/ verb to deny the
enemy the use of something � The air-
strikes were intended to interdict the en-
emy’s supply lines.
interdiction

interdiction /�ntə|�dkʃ(ə)n/ noun the
act of denying the enemy the use of
something (typically, air attacks on ene-
my reinforcements and supply columns
as they move towards the battle area) �

Our principal role is the interdiction of
the enemy railway network.
interfere

interfere /�ntə|�fə/ verb 1. � to inter-
fere in to involve oneself in another
person’s activity without being asked �

He is always interfering in the running
of my platoon. 2. � to interfere with to
obstruct or hinder � These air strikes
are designed to interfere with the ene-
my’s supply system.
interference

interference /�ntə |�fərəns/ noun 1.
an act of interfering 2. the obstruction
of a radio signal by other radio waves
interior

interior /n|�təriə/ noun the part of a
country which is not close to its coast-
line or borders
interior lines

interior lines /n |�təriə �lanz/ plural
noun routes available in territory which
is protected by the forward and flank
positions of an army or other large tac-
tical grouping � The general failed to
take advantage of his interior lines.

COMMENT: Good interior lines enable
a commander to move troops directly
from one part of his line to another
over comparatively short distances,
while enemy forces may have to trav-
el a considerable distance around his
perimeter in order to redeploy against
him. Of course, on the modern battle-
field, he would need air and electron-
ic superiority to enjoy this advantage.

interlocking arcs of fire

interlocking arcs of fire
/�ntəlɒkŋ �ɑ�ks əv �faə/ noun a situ-
ation in which a weapon’s arc of fire
overlaps with that of its neighbour
intermediate staging base

intermediate staging base
/�ntəmi�diət �sted%ŋ �bes/ noun full
form of ISB
intern

intern /n|�t$�n/ verb to confine a per-
son in custody (usually for reasons of
national security rather than because
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they have committed an offence) � All
enemy aliens will be interned for the du-
ration of the war.
internal security

internal security /�n �t$�nəl
sk$�rt/ noun a state’s use of its armed
forces (usually in support of its civil po-
lice) to maintain or restore law and or-
der within its own territory � Several
battalions are engaged in internal secu-
rity duties.
international maritime satellite

international maritime satellite
/�ntən�ʃ(ə)nəl �m�rtam �s�təlat/
noun full form of INMARSAT
internment

internment /n|�t$�nmənt/ noun an
act of interning people � The govern-
ment has ordered the internment of all
enemy aliens.

COMMENT: Internment applies to civil-
ians; military personnel would be
treated as prisoners of war.

internment camp

internment camp /n|�t$�nmənt
k�mp/ noun a secure location where
people are interned
interoperability

interoperability /�ntə|�ɒpərə|�blti/
noun being able to operate in the place
of something else
interoperable

interoperable /�ntə |�ɒpərəb(ə)l/ ad-
jective able to operate in place of some-
thing else
interpreter

interpreter /n|�t$�prtə/ noun a per-
son who acts as a translator in a conver-
sation between two people who do not
understand each other’s language
interrogate

interrogate /n |�terə(et/ verb to ask a
series of questions in a systematic way,
in order to obtain information

COMMENT: This word normally implies
a confrontational situation (as when
an intelligence officer is interrogating
a prisoner). You interrogate an ene-
my, but you would debrief someone
from your own side.

interrogation

interrogation /n|�terə|�(eʃ(ə)n/
noun an act of interrogating � Under in-
terrogation he revealed the location of
the camp.
intersection

intersection /�ntə |�sekʃən/ noun US
a junction � Turn left at the next inter-
section.
interval

interval /�ntəv(ə)l/ noun a space be-
tween two persons or groups or vehicles
� I want intervals of twenty-five metres

between vehicles. � Vehicles will set off
at five minute intervals.
intervasion

intervasion /�ntə |�ve%ən/ noun in-
vading a state’s sovereign territory with
the reluctant approval of that state’s
government in order to deal with hostile
elements within the population. Full
form intervention & invasion
intervehicular information system

intervehicular information sys-
tem /�ntəvhkjυlə �nfə|�meʃ(ə)n
�sstəm/ noun full form of IVIS
intervene

intervene /�ntə |�vi�n/ verb to enter a
dispute between two other parties � We
were forced to intervene when they at-
tacked the refugees.
intervention

intervention /�ntə|�venʃən/ noun an
act of intervening � There is a strong
possibility of foreign intervention.
intimate support tank

intimate support tank /�ntmət sə|

�pɔ�t �t�ŋk/ noun a tank which is at-
tached to an infantry platoon for a spe-
cific phase of an attack and which fights
alongside that platoon throughout the
action
intimidate

intimidate /n|�tmdet/ verb to use
threats in order to make someone do or
not do something � The guerrillas are
trying to intimidate the local people.
intimidation

intimidation /n|�tm|�deʃ(ə)n/ noun
the use of threats in order to make
someone do or not do something � The
guerillas use intimidation to gain the
support of the local people.
intraregional

intraregional /�ntrə|�ri�d%ənəl/ ad-
jective inside a region
intraregional mobility

intraregional mobility
/�ntrəri�d%ənəl məυ|�blti/ noun the
ability of forces to move rapidly inside
a given region
intruder

intruder /n|�tru�də/ noun 1. a person
who enters an area or building without
the authority or right to do so 2. an uni-
dentified person, vehicle or aircraft
which enters your area of responsibility
Intruder

Intruder /n|�tru�də/ noun an Ameri-
can-designed A-6 ground-attack air-
craft
intruder alarm

intruder alarm /n|�tru�də ə|�lɑ�m/
noun a device designed to detect move-
ment
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INTSUM

INTSUM /�nts�m/, intsum abbrevia-
tion intelligence summary
invade

invade /n|�ved/ verb to enter another
state’s territory with military forces, in
order to conquer it � Troops are massed
on the border ready to invade. � The
country was invaded by rebel armies
from the south.
invasion

invasion /n |�ve%(ə)n/ noun an act of
invading � the invasion of Britain by the
Normans in 1066 � They planned the in-
vasion of the island.
invest

invest /n|�vest/ verb to surround an
area or town occupied by an enemy
force, in order to prevent its being rein-
forced and resupplied and also to pre-
vent any withdrawal, usually with the
ultimate intention of capturing the place
or of compelling the enemy force inside
it to surrender � Our main objective is
to invest Port Stanley. � besiege
investment

investment /n|�vestmənt/ noun an
act of investing a town or fortress. �

siege
IO

IO abbreviation intelligence officer
IR

IR abbreviation infrared
Irish Defence Force

Irish Defence Force /�arʃ d|�fens
fɔ�s/ noun the army of the Republic of
Ireland (Eire) (NOTE: The Irish Defence
Force should not be confused with the
Irish Republican Army (IRA), which is a
terrorist organization seeking to unite
the British-controlled province of North-
ern Ireland with the Republic of Ireland
(Eire).)
iron bomb

iron bomb /�aən �bɒm/ noun a bomb
which is simply dropped onto a target
by an aircraft. � ballistic bomb, gener-
al purpose bomb
iron ration

iron ration /�aən �r�ʃ(ə)n/ noun a
small pack of food carried by a soldier
in case of emergency
iron sight

iron sight /�aən sat/ noun a simple
sight, forming part of the basic design
of the weapon and consisting of a rear-
sight and a fore-sight, which are lined
up with each other and the point of aim
irregular

irregular / |�re(jυlə/ adjective not part
of the regular army � The refugees were
attacked by irregular troops. � noun a
member of a unit which is not part of
the regular army (i.e. guerrillas, merce-

naries, partisans, etc.) � He commands a
small unit of irregulars.
irreparable

irreparable /|�rep(ə)rəb(ə)l/ adjec-
tive impossible to repair � The bombing
has caused irreparable damage to the
airfield.
irreplaceable

irreplaceable /�r|�plesəb(ə)l/ ad-
jective which cannot be replaced � He is
irreplaceable because he speaks five
different languages.
irresponsibility

irresponsibility /rspɒnsə|�blti/
noun irresponsible behaviour � The op-
eration has been compromised by your
irresponsibility.
irresponsible

irresponsible /�r|�spɒnsb(ə)l/ ad-
jective acting without considering the
possible consequences of that action �

Your irresponsible behaviour could
have caused an accident.
irretrievable

irretrievable /�r|�tri�vəb(ə)l/ adjec-
tive impossible to retrieve � That data is
irretrievable.
irrevocable

irrevocable /|�revəkəb(ə)l/ adjective
impossible to alter or cancel � The or-
der is irrevocable.
irritant

irritant /�rt(ə)nt/ noun something
which causes irritation � The shells are
releasing some sort of eye irritant.
irritate

irritate /�rtet/ verb 1. to anger or an-
noy � He was irritated by the soldier’s
behaviour. 2. to cause discomfort or
pain � This chemical agent irritates the
eyes and respiratory system.
irritation

irritation /�r|�teʃ(ə)n/ noun 1. anger
or annoyance � He looked at me with ir-
ritation. 2. discomfort or pain � This
substance causes irritation to the skin.
ISB

ISB /�aes �bi�/ noun an administration
area located en route to a war zone or in
the rear area, where a deploying force
can offload and assemble its equipment
before moving forward to the front line.
Full form intermediate staging base
island

island /�alənd/ noun a piece of land
surrounded by water
ISO container

ISO container /�asəυ kən �tenə/
noun a huge metal container, which is
designed to be fitted to a lorry or loaded
onto a ship, in order to transport goods
overseas � We lived in ISO containers
until the camp had been built.
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isolate

isolate /�asəlet/ verb 1. to prevent
movement to or from a location � The
village has been isolated by snow. 2. to
surround a unit so that it can neither re-
treat, nor be reinforced or supported �

The enemy battalion was isolated and
then destroyed. � cut off
isolated

isolated /�asəletd/ adjective far
from anyone or anything else � There
are a few isolated villages in the hills. �
The platoon was left isolated when the
rest of the company withdrew.
issue

issue /�ʃu�/ noun an act of supplying
servicemen with equipment, supplies,
etc. � There will be an issue of rations at
1600hrs. � on issue provided by the lo-
gistical system � These boots are no
longer on issue. � verb to supply equip-
ment, supplies, etc. � Ammunition will
be issued at 1600hrs.

isthmus

isthmus /�sməs/ noun a narrow strip
of land connecting two larger pieces of
land
item

item /�atəm/ noun an object or thing
(especially one of several different
things)
ITG

ITG /�ati��|�d%i�/ noun US a task car-
ried out by pathfinders (i.e. advance re-
connaissance, security and marking of a
DZ or LZ or beach-landing site). Full
form initial terminal guidance
IVIS

IVIS /�avs/ noun an American-de-
signed computer system fitted to ar-
moured fighting vehicles (e.g. Abrams
M-1 tank), which shows the current lo-
cations of all other vehicles in the sub-
unit and their ammunition and fuel
states and which also has an e-mail fa-
cility for the transmission of orders.
Full form intervehicular information
system
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J1

J1 /�d%e �w�n/ noun the department of
a joint headquarters (JHQ) responsible
for personnel
J2

J2 /�d%e �tu�/ noun the department of a
joint headquarters (JHQ) responsible
for intelligence
J3

J3 /�d%e �θri�/ noun the department of
a joint headquarters (JHQ) responsible
for operations and training
J4

J4 /�d%e �fɔ�/ noun the department of a
joint headquarters (JHQ) responsible
for materiel
J5

J5 /�d%e �fav/ noun the department of
a joint headquarters (JHQ) responsible
for civil/military relations
JAAT

JAAT /d%�t/ abbreviation joint air at-
tack team
jack

jack /d%�k/ noun a machine which is
used to raise a vehicle or other heavy
object a short distance off the ground
JAG

JAG /d%�(/ noun US a legal depart-
ment for the US armed forces. Full form
judge adjutant general
Jaguar

Jaguar /�d%�(jυə/ noun a Brit-
ish/French-designed attack aircraft
jam

jam /d%�m/ verb 1. to block the ene-
my’s radio transmissions by causing in-
terference � We are being jammed. 2.
(of automatic weapons) to stop firing
because of a mechanical failure � The
machine-gun jammed.
jamming

jamming /�d%�mŋ/ noun an act of
blocking the enemy’s radio transmis-
sions by causing interference
jankers

jankers /�d%�nkəz/ noun extra fatigue
duty given as a punishment (especially
unpleasant tasks: e.g. cleaning out la-
trines) (slang)
Javelin

Javelin /�d%�vln/ noun 1. a British-
designed hand-held optically-tracked

surface-to-air missile (SAM) 2. an
American-designed precision-guided
anti-tank missile
JDAM

JDAM /�d%ed�m/ noun an aircraft
bomb which guides itself onto a target
using the GPS system. Full form joint
direct attack munition
jeep

jeep /d%i�p/ noun any type of light gen-
eral purpose all-terrain military vehicle

COMMENT: The original jeep was an
American-designed vehicle used dur-
ing the Second World War. The
name is derived from GP (= general
purpose).

jeopardize

jeopardize /�d%epədaz/, jeopardise
verb to place in a dangerous situation �
Your actions have jeopardized the en-
tire mission.
jerrycan

jerrycan /�d%erk�n/ noun a rectan-
gular container for transporting fuel or
water
jet

jet /d%et/ noun 1. a stream of fire, gas
or water sent out under high pressure 2.
an aircraft powered by jet propulsion �

Enemy jets bombed our positions.
jet engine

jet engine /�d%et �end%n/ noun an
engine which uses jet propulsion
jet fighter

jet fighter /�d%et �fatə/ noun a fighter
plane that is powered by a jet engine or
engines
jet propulsion

jet propulsion /�d%et prə|�p�lʃ(ə)n/
noun forward movement caused by the
backward ejection of a jet of gas at high
speed
jettison

jettison /�d%ets(ə)n/ verb to throw
objects out of an aircraft, ship or vehicle
because they are no longer needed or
dangerous or in order to lighten the load
� The aircraft was forced to jettison its
bombs.
JHQ

JHQ abbreviation joint headquarters
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jigger

jigger /�d%(ə/ noun � chigger
jihad

jihad /d%|�h�d/ noun in Arabic, a holy
war, waged by Muslims to defend the
Islamic faith. � mujahideen
Jock

Jock /d%ɒk/ noun a Scottish soldier
(informal )
join

join /d%ɔn/ verb 1. to become a part of
something � She joined the army. 2. to
come together � They joined us in the
briefing room. 3. to connect two objects
to each other � He joined the wires to-
gether.
joint

joint /d%ɔnt/ adjective with two or
more services working together, shar-
ing a common purpose
joint air attack team

joint air attack team /�d%ɔnt eə ə |

�t�k �ti�m/ noun an American doctrine
for a coordinated attack by aircraft
(both from the air force and army avia-
tion assets), artillery and naval gunfire.
Abbr JAAT
joint direct attack munition

joint direct attack munition
/�d%ɔnt da|�rekt ə|�t�k mju�|�nʃ(ə)n/
noun full form of JDAM
joint headquarters

joint headquarters /�d%ɔnt hed|

�kwɔ�təz/ noun the headquarters of a
joint force, with staff officers and other
personnel from all three arms (navy,
army and air force). Abbr JHQ
joint operation

joint operation /�d%ɔnt �ɒpə|

�reʃ(ə)n/ noun an operation involving
two or more different branches of the
armed forces
joint-service

joint-service /�d%ɔnt �s$�vs/ adjec-
tive performed and financed together by
two or more military services
joint special operations task force

joint special operations task
force /�d%ɔnt �speʃ(ə)l �ɒpəreʃ(ə)nz
�tɑ�sk �fɔ�s/ noun full form of JSOTF
joint surveillance and targeting attack radar system

joint surveillance and targeting
attack radar system /�d%ɔnt sə|

�veləns ən �tɑ�(tŋ ə|�t�k �redɑ�
�sstəm/ noun full form of JSTARS
joint task force

joint task force /�d%ɔnt �tɑ�sk �fɔ�s/
noun a large combined arms grouping
involving different branches of the
armed forces formed for a specific oper-
ation or campaign. Abbr JTF (NOTE: If
all services are involved in an opera-
tion, then they are not specified individ-

ually; if only two services are involved
jointly, then they are specified: joint
Navy-Air Force manoeuvres.)
join up

join up /�d%ɔn ��p/ verb to join the
armed forces � He joined up when he
left school.
Jolly Green Giant

Jolly Green Giant /�d%ɒli �(ri�n
�d%aənt/ noun an unofficial nickname
for the American-designed CH-53
heavy transport helicopter
joystick

joystick /�d%ɔstk/ noun a stick used
to steer an aircraft
JSOTF

JSOTF /�d%e es �əυ ti� �ef/ noun US
an elite unit of special forces personnel
designed to deploy (usually by helicop-
ter) at short notice and carry out special-
ised military tasks. Full form joint spe-
cial operations task force
JSTARS

JSTARS /�d%e stɑ�z/ noun Ameri-
can-designed technology used by spe-
cial aircraft to detect moving ground
targets at long range. Full form joint
surveillance and targeting attack ra-
dar system
JTF

JTF abbreviation joint task force
judge adjutant general

judge adjutant general /�d%�d%
��d%υtənt �d%en(ə)rəl/ noun US full
form of JAG
Juliet

Juliet /�d%u�li|�et/ noun the tenth letter
of the phonetic alphabet (Jj)
Juliett

Juliett /d%u�li|�et/ US spelling of Juliet
jump

jump /d%�mp/ noun a parachute drop �
He was injured on the last jump.
jump-jet

jump-jet /�d%�mp d%et/ noun a fighter
aircraft with vertical take-off capability
(e.g. Harrier, YAK-38, YAK-41)
jump-leads

jump-leads /�d%�mp li�dz/ plural
noun two lengths of electrical cable,
which are used to convey electrical
charge from one fully-charged vehicle
battery to another which has lost its
charge
jumpmaster

jumpmaster /�d%�mpmɑ�stər/ noun
an aircrew member who controls para-
troopers as they jump out of an aircraft
jump-start

jump-start /�d%�mp �stɑ�t/ verb to
start a vehicle, whose battery has lost its
charge, by pushing, towing or using
jump-leads
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junction

junction /�d%�ŋkʃən/ noun a place
where two or more roads or railway
lines meet each other
jungle

jungle /�d%�ŋ(əl/ noun an area (in the
tropics) which is covered by dense veg-
etation
junior

junior /�d%u�niə/ adjective of low rank
� the Junior Service the Royal Air
Force
junior non-commissioned officer

junior non-commissioned offic-
er /�d%u�niə �nɒnkəmʃ(ə)nd �ɒfsə/
noun a corporal or lance corporal

junior ranks

junior ranks /�d%u�niə �r�ŋks/ plural
noun junior non-commissioned officers
and privates of a unit
junior technician

junior technician /�d%u�niə tek|

�nʃ(ə)n/ noun a non-commissioned
rank in the air-force (equivalent to an
experienced or well-qualified private
soldier in the army). Compare senior
junk

junk /d%�ŋk/ noun a traditional Chi-
nese sailing ship
jurisdiction

jurisdiction /�d%υərs|�dkʃən/ noun
legal or other authority � We have juris-
diction over this area.
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k

k /ke/ abbreviation knot(s)
K

K noun a kilometre (used in speech) �

The village is 3 Ks beyond the river.
Ka-50

Ka-50 /�ke e �ffti/ noun a Soviet-de-
signed attack helicopter (NOTE: known
to NATO as Hokum)
Kalashnikov

Kalashnikov /kə|�l�ʃnkɒf/ noun a
Soviet-designed 7.62mm assault weap-
on
karst

karst /kɑ�st/ noun hilly terrain with
crags and outcrops of limestone
Katyusha

Katyusha /kə |�tju�ʃə/ noun a Soviet-
designed multiple rocket launcher,
mounted on a truck
KE

KE abbreviation kinetic energy
keel

keel /ki�l/ noun a structure forming the
base of a boat or ship
keg

keg /ke(/ noun a small metal barrel,
designed to hold beer � The device con-
sisted of several beer kegs filled with
homemade explosives.
kelp

kelp /kelp/ noun seaweed with large
brown leaves which grows in a dense
mass close to the shore
kennel

kennel /�ken(ə)l/ noun accommoda-
tion for dogs
kerosene

kerosene /�kerəsi�n/ noun a fuel dis-
tilled from petroleum, which is suitable
for aviation fuel and also for heating
and lamps. Also known as paraffin oil
Kevlar

Kevlar /�kevlə/ trademark a trademark
for a synthetic material used in the man-
ufacture of body armour, helmets, and
some types of vehicle armour
key

key /ki�/ adjective of vital importance �
noun 1. an instrument used to operate a
lock or to start an engine or motor � I
don’t have a key for this door. 2. an ex-
planatory list of symbols which are
shown on a map � The key is written in

English and German. 3. a system for in-
terpreting a code � We obtained a key to
the enemy’s codes. 4. a solution to a
problem � The village of Ladna is the
key to the enemy’s defences.
key point

key point /�ki� �pɔnt/ noun a location
or installation which is of strategic im-
portance (such as docks, government or
other administrative building, power in-
stallation, etc.) � Commandos will be
used to seize the key points. Abbr KP
key terrain

key terrain /�ki� tə|�ren/ noun ground
which you must occupy or control in or-
der to achieve your mission
KFOR

KFOR /�ke fɔ�/ noun the NATO-led
international peacekeeping force in Ko-
sovo. Full form Kosovo Force
kg

kg abbreviation kilogram
khaki

khaki /�kɑ�ki/ noun a brownish-green
colour used for army uniforms and ve-
hicle camouflage
kHz

kHz abbreviation kilohertz
KIA

KIA abbreviation killed in action
kill

kill /kl/ noun the killing of an enemy
soldier or destruction of an enemy air-
craft, vehicle or ship, when viewed as a
result � The patrol reported three kills.
� verb to deprive a person or animal of
life � Two of the hostages were killed in
the gun battle. � Their aim is to kill as
many enemy soldiers as possible.
killed in action

killed in action /�kld n ��kʃən/ ad-
jective killed during an engagement.
Abbr KIA
killing

killing /�klŋ/ noun an act of killing a
person or animal
killing area

killing area, killing ground, killing
zone noun an area of ground selected
as a place to destroy an enemy force
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Kilo

Kilo /�ki�ləυ/ noun the eleventh letter
of the phonetic alphabet (Kk)
kilometer

kilometer /k|�lɒmtə/ noun US spell-
ing of kilometre
kilometre

kilometre /�klə |�mi�tə/ noun a unit of
linear measure, corresponding to 1,000
metres or 0.6214 mile. Abbr km
kiloton

kiloton /�klət�n/ noun a unit of ex-
plosive power equivalent to 1,000 tons
of TNT
kilt

kilt /klt/ noun a garment, similar to a
woman’s skirt, traditionally worn by
some Scottish and Irish regiments
Kim’s Game

Kim’s Game /�kmz (em/ noun an
activity designed to develop observa-
tion skills; a selection of different ob-
jects are placed on the ground and cov-
ered with a blanket. The blanket is re-
moved for a few seconds and then
replaced again. The participants then
have to remember exactly what they
saw.

COMMENT: Kim’s Game is taken from
the adventure story ‘Kim’ by Rudyard
Kipling, in which the above exercise
was used in the training of spies. It
can be made as simple or as complex
as you like, and is extremely worth-
while, especially if practised on a reg-
ular basis.

kinetic energy

kinetic energy /ka|�netk �enəd%i/
noun energy produced by an object
moving at high speed. Abbr KE
kinetic energy round

kinetic energy round /k|�netk
�enəd%i �raυnd/ noun an anti-tank pro-
jectile, made of a heavy metal (such as
depleted uranium or tungsten carbide),
which is fired at a very high velocity, in
order to punch its way through armour.
Also called KE round. � long-rod pen-
etrator
King’s Commission

King’s Commission /�kŋz kə|

�mʃ(ə)n/ noun � Queen’s Commis-
sion
King’s Regulations

King’s Regulations /�kŋz �re(jυ|

�leʃ(ə)nz/ plural noun � Queen’s Reg-
ulations
kit

kit /kt/ noun 1. equipment � All the
platoon’s kit was left behind on the

truck. � Make sure that all your kit is se-
cure. 2. a set of tools or other articles
used for a specific purpose (e.g. clean-
ing kit, decontamination kit, first-aid
kit, etc.)
kitbag

kitbag /�ktb�(/ noun a long cylindri-
cal canvas bag, for storing spare cloth-
ing and other personal effects. � bivvy
bag, sleeping-bag

COMMENT: Kitbags are normally used
for any additional clothing which is
not carried in the rucksack.

Kiwi

Kiwi /�ki�wi�/ noun a soldier from New
Zealand (informal )
klaxon

klaxon /�kl�ksən/ tdmk a trademark
for a noise-making warning device,
similar to a vehicle’s horn
klick

klick /klk/ noun a kilometre (informal)
� It’s three and a half klicks to the RV. �
click
km

km abbreviation kilometre(s)
knife

knife /naf/ noun an instrument used
for cutting or stabbing, with a sharp
metal blade fixed in a handle � He si-
lenced the sentry with a knife. � verb to
kill or wound with a knife � He was
knifed while he slept.
knock out

knock out /�nɒk �aυt/ verb 1. to de-
stroy a vehicle � We knocked out three
tanks. 2. to make someone unconscious
� He was knocked out by the blast from
a shell.
knoll

knoll /nɒl/ noun a very small hill
knot

knot /nɒt/ noun a unit of speed for a
ship or aircraft, corresponding to one
nautical mile per hour � The patrol boat
was travelling at 15 knots or was doing
15 knots. Abbr k
Kormoran

Kormoran /�kɔ�mər�n/ noun a Ger-
man-designed anti-ship missile
Kosovo Force

Kosovo Force /�kɒsəvəυ �fɔ�s/ noun
full form of KFOR
KP

KP abbreviation key point
KPH

KPH abbreviation kilometres per hour
kukri

kukri /�kυkri/ noun a fighting knife
carried by Gurkha soldiers
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L

L /el/ noun a type of blister agent. Full
form dichloro (2-chloro-vynyl) ars-
ine. Also called Lewisite
laager

laager /�lɑ�(ə/, lager /�lɑ�(ə/ noun an
encampment of armoured vehicles �

The laager was attacked during the
night. � verb to form a laager � We will
laager at grid 417339. � leaguer
LAC

LAC abbreviation leading aircraftman
LAC-C2

LAC-C2 noun a command vehicle
LAD

LAD /�el e �di�/ noun a detachment of
vehicle mechanics from the Royal Elec-
trical and Mechanical Engineers
(REME), which is attached to an infan-
try battalion or armoured regiment on a
permanent basis. Full form light aid
detachment
lager

lager /�lɑ�(ə/ noun another spelling of
laager
lake

lake /lek/ noun a large area of water
surrounded by land
lamp

lamp /l�mp/ noun a device which pro-
duces light
lance

lance /lɑ�ns/ noun a long spear used by
cavalry soldiers
Lance

Lance /lɑ�ns/ noun an American-de-
signed tactical surface-to-air missile
lance-bombardier

lance-bombardier /�lɑ�ns �bɒmbə|

�də/ noun a lance-corporal in the artil-
lery. Abbr L/Bdr
lance-corporal

lance-corporal /�lɑ�ns �kɔ�prəl/
noun the lowest non-commissioned of-
ficer rank in the army or marines (usu-
ally second in command (2IC) of a sec-
tion or equivalent-sized grouping).
Abbr L/Cpl
lance-corporal of horse

lance-corporal of horse /�lɑ�ns
�kɔ�p(ə)rəl əv �hɔ�s/ noun a corporal in
the Household Cavalry. Abbr L/CoH

lancer

lancer /�lɑ�nsə/ noun a cavalry soldier
armed with a long spear or lance
(historical )

COMMENT: Some armoured regi-
ments still retain their historical title of
Lancers.

Lancer

Lancer /�lɑ�nsə/ noun an American-
designed B-1 long-range strategic
bomber aircraft
lance rank

lance rank /�lɑ�ns �r�ŋk/ noun an
army rank between private and corporal
lance-sergeant

lance-sergeant /�lɑ�ns �sɑ�d%ənt/
noun a corporal in the Brigade of
Guards. Abbr L/Sgt
land

land /l�nd/ noun a solid part of the
earth’s surface (i.e. not the sea) � verb 1.
to bring a flying aircraft back onto the
ground � The squadron has just landed.
2. to leave a ship and go back onto dry
land � We will start landing tomorrow
morning. 3. to deploy troops from air-
craft or ships � The invasion force land-
ed near Bremen. � Enemy paratroopers
are landing to the north of Arnhem.
land component

land component /�l�nd kəm|

�pəonənt/ noun same as ground com-
ponent
Land Cruiser

Land Cruiser /�lɑ�nt �kru�zə/ noun a
Japanese-designed all-terrain vehicle
similar to a jeep
land forces

land forces /�l�nd �fɔ�sz/ plural
noun same as ground forces � Allied
land forces drove the enemy back to the
coast.
landform

landform /��ŋðφo�,/ noun a natu-
ral physical feature of the earth’s sur-
face, e.g., a valley, mountain, or plain
landing

landing /�l�ndŋ/ noun 1. an act of
landing an aircraft � Landing on the
jungle airstrip was difficult. 2. an act of
leaving a ship and going back onto dry
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land � The landing took several hours.
3. a deployment of troops from aircraft
or ships
landing craft

landing craft /�l�ndŋ krɑ�ft/ noun a
small flat-bottomed boat designed to
move troops and vehicles from a trans-
port ship to a beach (NOTE: The term
craft is used for both singular and plu-
ral.)
landing craft air cushioned

landing craft air cushioned
/�l�ndŋ krɑ�ft �eə �kυʃ(ə)nd/ noun
full form of LCAC
landing craft medium

landing craft medium /�l�ndŋ
krɑ�ft �mi�diəm/ noun full form of
LCM
landing craft utility

landing craft utility /�l�ndŋ krɑ�ft
ju�|�tlti/ noun full form of LCU
landing craft vehicle and personnel

landing craft vehicle and per-
sonnel /�l�ndŋ krɑ�ft �vi�k(ə)l ən
�p$�sə |�nel/ noun full form of LCVP
landing helicopter assault

landing helicopter assault
/�l�ndŋ �helkɒptə ə|�sɔ�lt/ noun full
form of LHA
landing helicopter deck

landing helicopter deck /�l�ndŋ
�helkɒptə �dek/ noun full form of LHD
landing platform dock

landing platform dock /�l�ndŋ
�pl�tfɔ�m �dɒk/ noun full form of LPD
landing platform helicopter

landing platform helicopter
/�l�ndŋ �pl�tfɔ�m �helkɒptə/ noun
full form of LPH
landing ship

landing ship /�l�ndŋ ʃp/ noun a
transport ship designed to transport and
launch landing craft and helicopters
during amphibious operations
landing ship dock

landing ship dock /�l�ndŋ ʃp
�dɒk/ noun full form of LSD
landing ship logistics

landing ship logistics /�l�ndŋ ʃp
lə|�d%stks/ noun full form of LSL
landing ship tank

landing ship tank /�l�ndŋ ʃp
�t�ŋk/ noun full form of LST
landing vehicle tracked personnel

landing vehicle tracked person-
nel /�l�ndŋ �vi�k(ə)l tr�kd �p$�sə|

�nel/ noun full form of LVTP-7A1
landing zone

landing zone /�l�ndŋ zəυn/ noun 1.
an area of ground selected for the land-
ing or pick-up of troops by helicopter 2.
US an area of ground selected for the
landing of troops by parachute � abbr
LZ
land-line

land-line /�l�nd lan/ noun a tele-
phone system which operates through

electrical cable placed on, under or
above the ground � I will call you on
land-line.
landmark

landmark /�l�ndmɑ�k/ noun a dis-
tinctive natural or man-made feature,
which can be used as a reference point
or as an aid to navigation � It’s easy to
get lost when there are so few land-
marks.
landmine

landmine /�l�ndman/ noun an ex-
plosive device which is buried in or
placed on the surface of the ground, and
is designed to detonate when a person
steps on it or a vehicle drives over it.
Also called mine
Landrover

Landrover /�l�ndrəυvə/ noun a Brit-
ish-designed all-terrain vehicle (similar
to a jeep)
lane

lane /len/ noun 1. a narrow rural road
� These lanes are not wide enough for
tanks. 2. a cleared route through a mine-
field or other obstacle � The lane is
marked with mine tape. 3. one of several
parallel routes � The brigade advanced
along three parallel lanes. 4. a recog-
nized route for aircraft or ships � We
must avoid the main shipping lanes.
lanyard

lanyard /�l�njəd/ noun 1. a cord used
to attach a weapon or piece of equip-
ment to a person’s body 2. a coloured
cord, worn around the shoulder in order
to denote the wearer’s rank, role or unit
3. a cord which is pulled in order to ac-
tivate the firing mechanism of a gun
laser

laser /�lezə/ noun a device which
projects a beam of intense light
laser-guided bomb

laser-guided bomb, laser guided
missile noun a bomb or missile de-
signed to home in on a target which has
been illuminated by a laser beam. Abbr
LGB, LGM
laser range-finder

laser range-finder /�lezə �rend%
�fandə/ noun a device which utilizes a
laser beam in order to calculate the ex-
act distance to an object
laser target designator

laser target designator /�lezə
�tɑ�(t �dez(netə/ noun a device
which projects a laser beam onto a tar-
get in order to illuminate it for a laser-
guided bomb or missile
lashings

lashings /�l�ʃŋz/ plural noun ropes
used to tie a cargo down
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last light

last light /�lɑ�st �lat/ noun the time of
day when it becomes completely dark �
No move before last light.
Last Post

Last Post /�lɑ�st �pəυst/ noun a bu-
gle-call blown in barracks and bases at
bedtime (usually around 2200hrs) and
also at military funerals
latrine

latrine /lə|�tri�n/ noun a toilet (espe-
cially one constructed in the field)
launch

launch /lɔ�ntʃ/ noun 1. an act of
launching a missile or rocket � The
launch was delayed by 15 minutes. 2. a
ceremony of placing a newly-built ship
into the water for the first time � Are
you attending the launch next week? 3.
a small boat (especially one which is
carried on a ship and is used to transport
people or things to the shore or to other
ships) � verb 1. to put a boat into the
water (especially for the first time) �

The new destroyer was launched by the
Queen. 2. to fire a missile or rocket into
the air � They launched rockets at the
enemy positions. 3. to set an attack or
other offensive operation in motion �

The enemy launched a furious attack on
the castle.
launcher

launcher /�lɔ�ntʃə/ noun a device or
vehicle used to launch a missile or rock-
et
LAV

LAV /�l�v, �el e �vi�/ noun an Ameri-
can-designed multi-purpose amphibi-
ous armoured fighting vehicle (AFV).
Full form light armoured vehicle
LAV-25

LAV-25 /�l�v �twenti �fav/ noun an
armoured personnel carrier (APC)
LAV-AD

LAV-AD /�l�v e �di�/ noun an air de-
fence variant, fitted with Stinger mis-
siles and a Gatling gun
LAV-AT

LAV-AT /�l�v e �ti�/ noun an anti-tank
variant, fitted with TOW missiles
LAV-L

LAV-L /�l�v �el/ noun a load-carrying
variant, designed to transport supplies
LAV-M

LAV-M /�l�v �em/ noun a mortar vari-
ant, fitted with an 81mm mortar
LAV-R

LAV-R /�l�v �ɑ�/ noun a recovery vari-
ant
LAW

LAW /�el e �d�b(ə)lju�/ noun a hand-
held anti-tank rocket used by infantry.
Full form light anti-tank weapon

lay

lay /le/ verb to place or position an ob-
ject � The engineers are laying mines. �
to lay a gun to aim an artillery piece at
a target by adjusting the direction and
elevation of the barrel
laydown bombing

laydown bombing /�ledaυn
�bɒmŋ/ noun a low altitude attack in
which the aircraft passes very low over
its target and releases bombs fitted with
parachutes or other devices to slow
down the descent, so that the aircraft
can get clear before the bombs explode
L/Bdr

L/Bdr abbreviation lance-bombardier
LBE

LBE abbreviation load-bearing equip-
ment
LCAC

LCAC /�el si� e �si�/ noun an Ameri-
can-designed hovercraft which is used
as a landing craft. Full form landing
craft air cushioned
LCM

LCM /�el si� �em/ noun a landing craft
of simple design which is capable of
carrying a company of infantry or most
types of equipment, except large ar-
moured vehicles (it is smaller than the
LCU). Full form landing craft medi-
um
L/CoH

L/CoH abbreviation lance-corporal of
horse
L/Cpl

L/Cpl, LCpl abbreviation lance-corpo-
ral
LCU

LCU /�el �si� �ju�/ noun a large landing
craft which is capable of transporting
main battle tanks (MBT) and is able to
operate over long distances in all types
of sea conditions. Full form landing
craft utility
LCVP

LCVP /�el �si� �vi� �pi�/ noun a small
landing craft which is capable of carry-
ing a platoon of infantry or a small ve-
hicle. Full form landing craft vehicle
and personnel
LD

LD abbreviation line of departure
lead

lead /li�d/ adjective 1. moving in front
of others � The lead tank was destroyed
by a mine. 2. in charge � noun 1. an act
of moving in front of others � B Compa-
ny will take the lead. � B Company was
in the lead. 2. the distance which one
must aim in front of a moving target in
order to hit it � He did not give the tank
enough lead. � verb 1. to move in front
of others � B Company was leading. 2.
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to command men by inspiring them and
setting a good example � He leads from
the front. 3. to aim in front of a moving
target � You don’t lead your targets
enough. (NOTE: leading – led)
leader

leader /�li�də/ noun 1. a person who
leads � He is a natural leader. 2. a com-
mander
leadership

leadership /�li�dəʃp/ noun the ability
to make other people carry out your or-
ders effectively and willingly
leading

leading /�li�dŋ/ adjective 1. moving
in front of others � We engaged the
leading tank. 2. senior
leading aircraftman

leading aircraftman /�li�dŋ
�eəkrɑ�ftmən/ noun a junior non-com-
missioned rank in the air force (equiva-
lent to an experienced private soldier in
the army). Abbr LAC
leading rating

leading rating, leading seaman
noun a junior non-commissioned offic-
er (NCO) in the navy (equivalent to a
corporal in the army, marines or air
force)
lead nation

lead nation /�led �neʃ(ə)n/ noun a
nation which takes the responsibility for
organizing a multinational force, and
coordinates the forces of other countries
leaflet

leaflet /�li�flət/ noun a piece of paper
containing information or a message �

Leaflets were dropped over the enemy
lines.
leaguer

leaguer /�li�(ə/ noun an encampment
of armoured vehicles � verb to form a
leaguer. � laager
leapfrog

leapfrog /�li�pfrɒ(/ verb to move in al-
ternate bounds, with one person, vehi-
cle or sub-unit stationary and giving or
prepared to give covering fire, while the
other moves past to occupy a fire posi-
tion beyond (NOTE: leapfrogging –
leapfrogged)
leave

leave /li�v/ noun 1. permission � May I
have your leave to carry on, Sir? 2. a
holiday or vacation � He is on leave. �

verb 1. to go away from a place � The
CO has already left the barracks. 2. to
go away without something � He left his
rifle in my room. (NOTE: leaving – left)
Leclerc

Leclerc /lə|�kl$�k/ noun a French-de-
signed 1990s-era main battle tank
(MBT)

leech

leech /li�tʃ/ noun a worm-like creature
which lives in water and attaches itself
to an animal’s skin in order to suck its
blood
left-flanking

left-flanking /�left �fl�ŋkŋ/ adjec-
tive relating to an attack on the left flank
of an enemy position (as you are look-
ing at it) � Hello 2, this is 22, am going
left-flanking, over.
leg

leg /le(/ noun 1. a lower limb of the hu-
man body � His leg had to be amputat-
ed. � He was hit in the leg by shrapnel.
2. one section of a journey � The first
leg is 520 metres, on a bearing of 3214
mils.
legend

legend /�led%ənd/ noun the explanato-
ry notes on the symbols shown on a map
legion

legion /�li�d%ən/ noun 1. a division of
the Roman army with about 5,000 men
(historical) 2. a grouping of soldiers or
ex-servicemen
legionary

legionary /�li�d%ən(ə)ri/ noun a mem-
ber of a Roman legion (historical)
legionnaire

legionnaire /�li�d%ə|�neə/ noun 1. a
member of the French Foreign Legion
2. a member of the American Legion
Leopard

Leopard /�lepəd/ noun a German-de-
signed main battle tank (MBT)
lethal

lethal /�li�θ(ə)l/ adjective able to cause
death � He received a lethal dose of ra-
diation.
lethal force

lethal force /�li�θ(ə)l �fɔ�s/ noun same
as deadly force
letter-bomb

letter-bomb /�letə bɒm/ noun an ex-
plosive device concealed in a letter or
package and designed to explode when
the letter is opened
level-crossing

level-crossing /�levəl �krɒsŋ/ noun
a place where a railway line crosses a
road, and instead of using a bridge, the
tracks are actually embedded into the
tarmac of the road
Levinstein Mustard

Levinstein Mustard /�levnstan
�m�stəd/ noun � H
levy

levy /�levi/ noun soldiers who are
forced to join the army � The army re-
lies on levies from the provinces.
Lewisite

Lewisite /�lu�sat/ noun � L
LF

LF abbreviation low frequency
LGB

LGB abbreviation laser-guided bomb
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LGM

LGM abbreviation laser-guided missile
LGOP

LGOP /�el d%i� əυ �pi�/ noun US small
groups acting on their own initiative
during the confusion of a hot LZ � Once
the LGOPs had established a perimeter,
we started to reorganize. Full form little
groups of paratroopers
LHA

LHA /�el etʃ �e/ noun a ship which is
designed to transport and launch land-
ing craft and helicopters during am-
phibious operations. Full form landing
helicopter assault
LHD

LHD /�el etʃ �di�/ noun a ship which is
designed to transport and launch land-
ing craft and helicopters during am-
phibious operations (an updated version
of the LHA). Full form landing heli-
copter dock
LI

LI abbreviation light infantry
liaison officer

liaison officer /l|�ezən �ɒfsə/ noun
an officer who acts as a link between
one tactical grouping and another or be-
tween a headquarters and its subordi-
nate groupings. Abbr LO
liberate

liberate /�lbəret/ verb 1. to set a per-
son free from captivity � The prisoners
were liberated by the Americans. 2. to
set a country, region or town free from
occupation by a foreign power � Paris
was liberated in 1944. 3. to steal (slang)
� We’ve liberated a case of beer.
liberation

liberation /�lbə|�reʃ(ə)n/ noun an act
of liberating a person or place � The lib-
eration of Europe began with the Nor-
mandy landings.
liberty

liberty /�lbəti/ noun 1. freedom from
captivity, oppression or foreign domi-
nation 2. (in the navy) free time
liberty boat

liberty boat /�lbəti bəυt/ noun a
small boat taking naval ratings ashore
for time off
lice

lice /l�s/ � louse
lie

lie /la/ verb 1. to be in or adopt a hori-
zontal position � She lay on her bed. �

He lay down on the floor. (NOTE: lie – ly-
ing – lay – have lain) 2. to deliberately
say something which is untrue � He lied
about the troop movements. (NOTE: lie –
lying – lied) � noun a statement which
is untrue � That’s a lie!

lie up

lie up /�la ��p/ verb to rest or wait in a
concealed position before continuing a
patrol or other covert operation
lie-up position

lie-up position /�la �p pə|�zʃ(ə)n/
noun a concealed position where a pa-
trol can rest, wait or observe, before
carrying out the next phase of a covert
operation. Abbr LUP
lieutenant

lieutenant /lef|�tenənt/; US /lu�|

�tenənt/ noun 1. a junior officer in the
army or marines (equivalent of a first
lieutenant in the US Army; usually in
command of a platoon or equivalent-
sized grouping) 2. a junior officer in the
navy, below lieutenant-commander 3.
US an officer in the navy � abbr Lt
lieutenant-colonel

lieutenant-colonel /lef|�tenənt
�k$�n(ə)l/ noun an officer in the army or
marines (usually in command of a bat-
talion or equivalent-sized grouping)
sometimes referred to as half-colonel.
Abbr Lt-Col

COMMENT: In some regiments of the
British Army, the lieutenant-colonel
commanding a battalion or its equiv-
alent is addressed as ‘Colonel’ and
referred to as the Colonel. In others,
he is addressed as ‘Sir’ and referred
to as the Commanding Officer or
the CO.

lieutenant-commander

lieutenant-commander /lef|�tenənt
kə|�mɑ�ndə/ noun an officer in the navy
above lieutenant and below command-
er. Abbr Lt-Cmdr
lieutenant-general

lieutenant-general /lef|�tenənt
�d%enrəl/ noun a senior officer in the
army or marines (junior to general and
senior to major-general). Abbr Lt-Gen
lieutenant junior grade

lieutenant junior grade /lef|�tenənt
�d%u�niə �(red/ noun US a junior offic-
er in the navy (equivalent of sub-lieu-
tenant in British Royal Navy)
lifebelt

lifebelt /�lafbelt/ noun a plastic or
wooden ring designed to keep a person
floating in water
lifeboat

lifeboat /�lafbəυt/ noun a small boat
carried by a ship, in case the ship must
be abandoned at sea
lifer

lifer /�lafə/ noun a person who spends
his or her entire career in one of the
armed forces
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lifevest

lifevest /�lafvest/ noun a jacket de-
signed to keep a person floating in wa-
ter
lift

lift /lft/ noun 1. an act of transporting
equipment, men or supplies by air � We
lost three planes during the last lift. 2. a
machine which takes people up or down
from one floor to another in a building
� The lift was damaged by the explo-
sion. � verb 1. to raise an object to a
higher position � The bomb exploded as
they were lifting it. 2. to transport equip-
ment, men or supplies by air � We will
start lifting supplies tomorrow. 3. to re-
move a restriction � Radio silence has
been lifted. � airlift
light

light /lat/ adjective 1. bright enough to
see 2. low in weight � noun 1. a natural
or artificial brightness which makes it
possible to see 2. any source of artificial
light � We saw a light in the distance. 3.
any pyrotechnical device or projectile
which lights up an area of ground (e.g.,
an illuminating round, shermuly, star
shell, etc.) � The platoon commander
called for light. � verb to apply fire to
something � He lit his cigarette. (NOTE:
lighting – lit – has lit)
light aid detachment

light aid detachment /�lat ed d|

�t�tʃmənt/ noun full form of LAD
light anti-tank weapon

light anti-tank weapon /�lat ��nti
�t�ŋk �wepən/ noun full form of LAW
light armoured vehicle

light armoured vehicle /�lat
�ɑ�məd �vi�k(ə)l/ noun full form of
LAV
Light Gun

Light Gun /�lat �(�n/ noun a British-
designed 105mm artillery piece, made
of light alloy for ease of transportation
and high mobility
light infantry

light infantry /�lat �nfəntri/ noun
lightly equipped and highly mobile in-
fantry, who specialised in reconnais-
sance and skirmishing (historical) Abbr
LI
light machine-gun

light machine-gun /�lat mə |�ʃi�n
�(�n/ noun a light man-portable ma-
chine-gun designed to be carried by in-
fantry sections or squads. Abbr LMG
lights out

lights out /�lats �aυt/ noun the time
by which people in the armed forces are
supposed to be in bed or asleep, or a sig-
nal indicating this

lightstick

lightstick /�latstk/ noun a simple
light-producing device, consisting of a
slim plastic cylinder containing two
chemicals in liquid form. When the cyl-
inder is bent, the two liquids mix to-
gether and cause a chemical reaction
which produces a weak form of light,
lasting for several hours.

COMMENT: Lightsticks are available in
several different colours and are ide-
al for marking routes at night.

light support weapon

light support weapon /�lat sə|�pɔ�t
�wepən/ noun full form of LSW
light tank

light tank /�lat �t�ŋk/ noun another
name for a tracked armoured reconnais-
sance vehicle (CVRT)
light up

light up /�lat ��p/ verb to project light
onto an object or over an area � Flares
were dropped to light up the area. � illu-
minate
Lima

Lima /�li�mə/ noun the twelfth letter of
the phonetic alphabet (Ll)
limber

limber /�lmbə/ noun a vehicle or trail-
er carrying artillery ammunition, which
accompanies the guns
limit

limit /�lmt/ noun a level or point be-
yond which something cannot go � off
limits prohibited (to the persons speci-
fied) � This pub is off limits to officers
and NCOs. � verb to impose a limit on
something � Water has been limited to
one litre per man.
limit of exploitation

limit of exploitation /�lmt əv
�eksplɔ|�teʃ(ə)n/ noun a point on the
ground beyond which the exploitation
of a successful attack should not contin-
ue � Our limit of exploitation is the rear
edge of the wood.
line

line /lan/ noun 1. a long thin feature
which connects or appears to connect
two or more points 2. a tactical forma-
tion where troops or vehicles move side
by side in a single extended line � The
platoon advanced in line formation. 3. �
the Line armoured and infantry regi-
ments not forming part of the House-
hold Division 4. � the Line the Equator
� We will be crossing the Line tomor-
row. 5. an electrical cable used to con-
nect field telephones to each other � We
need to lay more line back to HQ. 6. a
track of a railway � The line was blown
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up by partisans. 7. a length of rope or
cord � He threw a line out to the life-
boat. � verb to position or place in such
a way as to form a line � The road was
lined with tall trees. � in line 1. side by
side forming a straight line � The battle-
ships passed in line astern. 2. one be-
hind the other
line of defence

line of defence /�lan əv d|�fens/
noun a line formed by a series of defen-
sive positions and defended localities
line of departure

line of departure /�lan əv d|�pɑ�tʃə/
noun a real or imaginary line, the cross-
ing of which marks the start of an ad-
vance, attack or other offensive opera-
tion � Our line of departure is formed
by the main road. Abbr LD. Also known
as start line
line of fire

line of fire /�lan əv �faə/ noun the
path of a bullet or other projectile from
the weapon to the target � Some of C
Company wandered into our line of fire.
line of march

line of march /�lan əv �mɑ�tʃ/ noun
a route taken by troops or vehicles from
one location to another
line of sight

line of sight /�lan əv �sat/ noun a
line from a gun’s position to the target
lines

lines /lanz/ plural noun a line or
boundary formed by the positions of an
army (often used in the plural)
lines of communication

lines of communication /�lan əv
kə|�mju�n|�keʃ(ə)n/ plural noun main
roads, air routes and sea routes which
connect a military force to its operation-
al base, along which supplies are moved
and along which its supply depots and
reserve forces are located
line up

line up /�lan ��p/ verb to form a line �
They lined up outside the armoury.
link

link /lŋk/ noun 1. something which
connects 2. a metal clip used to fasten
rounds of machine-gun ammunition to-
gether, in order to form belts 3. ma-
chine-gun ammunition (which is fas-
tened together by links) � We need
10,000 rounds of 7.62mm link. (NOTE:
no plural in this meaning) 4. a contact or
means of communication � A liaison of-
ficer acts as a link between two different
units. � We need another radio link with
the Germans. � verb to connect or join
� We were linked to Brigade HQ. � The

media have linked his name with the na-
tionalist movement.
link up

link up /�lŋk ��p/ verb to come togeth-
er � The battalion linked up with the
Royal Hussars on the far side of the riv-
er.
listening post

listening post /�ls(ə)nŋ �pəυst/
noun 1. a small patrol, sent out in front
of a defensive position at night, in order
to listen for the approach of the enemy
2. a small radio station where radio op-
erators listen to enemy communications
little groups of paratroopers

little groups of paratroopers plu-
ral noun full form of LGOP
littoral

littoral /�ltərəl/ noun a coastal area
live

live adjective /lav/ relating to real am-
munition, which is designed to kill (as
opposed to blank ammunition, which is
designed to simulate the firing of a
weapon) � verb /lv/ � to live off the
land to obtain food from the local area
(as opposed to using your own supplies)
live-firing exercise

live-firing exercise /�lv �faərŋ
�eksəsaz/ noun a training exercise
where live ammunition is used
live round

live round /�lav �raυnd/ noun a piece
of real ammunition (as opposed to a
blank round). Compare blank
LMG

LMG abbreviation light machine-gun
LO

LO abbreviation liaison officer
load

load /ləυd/ noun 1. something that is
carried by an aircraft, person or vehicle
� This helicopter is capable of carrying
heavy loads. 2. an amount or weight of
what is carried by an aircraft, person or
vehicle � In the Falklands conflict, sol-
diers were carrying loads in excess of
100 pounds. � verb 1. to put a load or
cargo onto an aircraft, vehicle or ship �

They were attacked as they were load-
ing the ship. 2. to put ammunition into a
weapon � Have you loaded your weap-
on yet? � Load with HE! 3. to put am-
munition into a magazine � They are
still loading magazines. 4. to put a load-
ed magazine onto a weapon � With a
magazine of 30 rounds, load!

COMMENT: A loaded weapon can be
in one of two states: made safe
means that a loaded magazine is fit-
ted, but the weapon is not cocked
and there is no round in the breech,
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whereas made ready means that a
loaded magazine is fitted, the weap-
on is cocked and there is a round in
the breech.

load-bearing equipment

load-bearing equipment /�ləυd
�beərŋ |�kwpmənt/ noun US a set of
equipment pouches attached to a belt or
harness. Abbr LBE
loader

loader /�ləυdə/ noun a crew member
responsible for loading an artillery
piece, gun or other weapons system
loam

loam /ləυm/ noun US soil � It was easy
digging into the soft loam.
loan service

loan service /�ləυn �s$�vs/ noun a
temporary secondment of servicemen
to the armed forces of a friendly foreign
state, usually to provide military exper-
tise or training
local superiority

local superiority /�ləυk(ə)l
�su�peυr|�ɒrt/ noun a situation in
which you have more troops than the
enemy on one part of the battlefield,
even though the enemy force as a whole
may be equal in strength or even superi-
or to your own
local time

local time /�ləυk(ə)l tam/ noun the
time of the country in which one is op-
erating � The general will be arriving at
1430hrs local time.
locate

locate /ləυ|�ket/ verb 1. to discover
the exact location of something � We
have located the enemy battery. 2. to
place or position something � The
dressing station is located in the bri-
gade administration area.
location

location /ləυ|�keʃ(ə)n/ noun 1. the
place where something is � He is not at
this location. 2. an act of locating some-
thing � He is responsible for the loca-
tion of the supply dumps. � The location
of the enemy positions is taking longer
than expected.
locator

locator /ləυ|�ketə/ noun a device or
equipment designed to locate some-
thing
lock

lock /lɒk/ noun 1. a mechanism for se-
curing one object to another (which
usually requires a key to open it) � We
had to smash the lock in order to open
the door. 2. an enclosed stretch of a ca-
nal or river, in which the water level can
be raised or lowered by the use of gates

� 5 Platoon is dug in around the lock. �
verb 1. to secure with a lock � This door
is to be locked at all times. 2. to secure
behind locked doors � The weapons will
be locked in the guardroom overnight.
lock and load

lock and load /�lɒk ənd �ləυd/ verb
US to operate the cocking lever of a
weapon so that a round is placed in the
chamber and the weapon is cocked and
ready to fire (informal) (NOTE: The Brit-
ish English term is make ready.)
locker

locker /�lɒkə/ noun a compartment,
cupboard or wardrobe which can be
locked � locker inspection at 1800hrs
lock-on

lock-on /�lɒk ɒn/ noun a moment
when the operator of a guided weapon
has the target in his sights and the guid-
ance system is activated. � acquisition,
solution
L of C

L of C abbreviation line of communi-
cation
log

log1 /lɒ(/ abbreviation logistics
log

log2 /lɒ(/ noun 1. the official diary of a
ship � The captain entered the ship’s
position in the log. 2. a chronological
record of events � All radio operators
must keep a log. 3. a record of journeys,
maintenance, repairs, etc., for an air-
craft, piece of equipment or vehicle �

He inspected the vehicle’s log. � verb to
make a chronological record � You are
required to log all messages.
loggie

loggie /�lɒ(/ noun a person involved
in logistics (informal)
logistic

logistic /lə|�d%stk/, logistical /lə|

�d%stk(ə)l/ adjective relating to logis-
tics
logistics

logistics /lə |�d%stks/ noun the coor-
dination of the supplying and resupply-
ing of military units with the resources
which they need in order to carry out
their operational tasks (such as ammu-
nition, equipment, food and water, fuel,
medical facilities, replacement men and
equipment, spare parts, transport, etc.)
(NOTE: takes a singular verb)

COMMENT: Logistics covers the de-
sign, development, acquisition,
movement and storage of material;
the movement of personnel; the con-
struction and maintenance of build-
ings and other facilities; the provision
of services such as medical services
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or food; the departments responsible
for logistics in a headquarters are
known as G1 (personnel) and G4
(materiel).

long-range

long-range /�lɒŋ �rend%/ adjective
used over a long distance
long-range reconnaissance and patrolling

long-range reconnaissance and
patrolling /�lɒŋ rend% r|�kɒnsəns
ən pə|�trəυlŋ/ noun special skills relat-
ing to covert patrolling far into enemy-
held territory � He is going on a LRRP
course. Abbr LRRP
long-rod penetrator

long-rod penetrator /�lɒŋ rɒd
�penətretə/ noun an anti-tank projec-
tile, consisting of a simple metal dart
(made out of a high density metal, such
as tungsten carbide or depleted uranium
and usually fitted with fins in order to
provide extra stability in flight) which is
fired at a very high velocity and uses ki-
netic energy to punch its way through
armour. � armour-piercing, kinetic en-
ergy round

COMMENT: Long-rod penetrators are
the only means of defeating many
modern types of armour. Because a
long-rod penetrator is considerably
smaller than the diameter of the gun
barrel through which it is fired, it is
usually fitted with a metal collar or
sleeve known as a sabot, which falls
away once the projectile has left the
barrel.

loot

loot /lu�t/ noun 1. any private property
belonging to the enemy, which is taken
for your own personal use or gain � We
found plenty of loot on the enemy posi-
tion. 2. anything which is stolen in war-
time or during a period of civil disorder
� Several valuable paintings were dis-
covered amongst the loot. � verb to steal
during a period of disorder � Soldiers
are looting the town.
looter

looter /�lu�tə/ noun a person who loots
� The army was ordered to shoot into
the air to discourage looters.
looting

looting /�lu�tŋ/ noun an action of re-
moving property during a period of civil
disorder � There have been reports of
widespread looting by the enemy.
lorry

lorry /�lɒri/ noun a large wheeled vehi-
cle designed to transport men, equip-
ment or supplies. � truck

lose

lose /lu�z/ verb 1. to be unable to find
something � He has lost his rifle. � to
lose your way to be unaware of your
exact location 2. not to have something
any more, because it has been de-
stroyed; not to have a person any more,
especially one who has been killed � We
lost three men yesterday. � B Squadron
lost four tanks. � to lose your nerve to
be unable to control your fear 3. to be
defeated � We have lost the battle.
(NOTE: losing – lost)
loss

loss /lɒs/ noun an act of losing some-
thing � He did not report the loss of his
rifle. � plural noun losses casualties �

personnel losses � The battalion suf-
fered heavy losses.
lost

lost /lɒst/ adverb unaware of your ex-
act location � We are lost. � lost at sea
missing, believed drowned
louse

louse /laυs/ noun a tiny parasitic in-
sect, which lives on a person’s body and
in their clothes, breeding in great num-
bers and being easily transmitted to oth-
er people, thereby causing great dis-
comfort and often transmitting disease
� He was covered in louse bites. � The
prisoners were covered in lice. (NOTE:
The plural form is lice /l�s/ and is nor-
mally used in preference to the singular
form.)
lower

lower /�laυə/ adjective below some-
thing else � We moved into the lower
part of the town.
lower case

lower case /�ləυə �kes/ noun small
letters written as a, b, c, etc.
low frequency

low frequency /�ləυ �fri�kwənsi/
noun the range of radio frequencies
from 30 – 300 kilohertz (kHz). Abbr LF
low-observables

low-observables /�ləυ əb|

�z$�vəb(ə)lz/ plural noun stealth tech-
nology � This aircraft design incorpo-
rates all the latest low-observables.
low tide

low tide /�ləυ �tad/ noun the point at
which the tide has fallen to its lowest
level � The low tide left the landing
craft stranded on the rocks.
low velocity

low velocity /�ləυ və|�lɒsəti/ adjective
(of projectiles) designed to travel slower
than the speed of sound � This helmet
will resist a low velocity bullet. Com-
pare high velocity
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low-wire entanglement

low-wire entanglement /�ləυ �waə
n|�t�ŋ(əlmənt/ noun an obstacle, con-
sisting of a lattice of barbed wire, which
is set at ankle height, in order to trip up
infantry as they assault a position
LPD

LPD /�el pi� �di�/ noun a ship which is
designed to transport and launch land-
ing craft and helicopters during am-
phibious operations. Full form landing
platform dock
LPH

LPH /�el pi�|�etʃ/ noun a ship designed
to transport and launch helicopters and
air-assault infantry during amphibious
operations. Full form landing platform
helicopter
LRRP

LRRP /l$�p/ abbreviation long-range
reconnaissance and patrolling
LS

LS abbreviation landing site
LSD

LSD1 /�el es �di�/ noun a ship which is
designed to transport and launch land-
ing craft during amphibious operations.
Full form landing ship dock
LSD

LSD2 /�el es �di�/ noun a drug which
causes intense hallucinations and can
have serious long-term effects. Full
form lysergic acid diethylamide

COMMENT: Although LSD is usually
associated with drug abuse, it could
be delivered as a chemical agent,
and would be particularly effective in
causing disruption in rear areas.

L/Sgt

L/Sgt abbreviation lance-sergeant
LSL

LSL /�el es �el/ noun an ocean-going
troop or supply ship. Full form landing
ship logistics
LSRV

LSRV abbreviation landing sight ren-
dezvous
LST

LST /�el es �ti�/ noun a ship designed to
transport and land armoured vehicles.
Full form landing ship tank
LSW

LSW /�el es �d�b(ə)lju�/ noun a Brit-
ish-designed 5.56mm light machine-
gun (LMG) based on the SA80 assault
weapon. Full form light support
weapon
Lt

Lt abbreviation 1. lieutenant 2. light
Lt-Cmdr

Lt-Cmdr abbreviation lieutenant-com-
mander
Lt-Col

Lt-Col abbreviation lieutenant-colonel

Lt-Gen

Lt-Gen abbreviation lieutenant-gener-
al
lubricant

lubricant /�lu�brkənt/ noun a sub-
stance, such as oil, which is applied to
machinery in order to make it run
smoothly
lull

lull /l�l/ noun a temporary period of in-
activity or quiet � He moved back dur-
ing a lull in the battle.
luminous

luminous /�lu�mnəs/ adjective (of a
substance, especially paint) producing
light (without electricity) � My watch
has a luminous face.
Lumocolor

Lumocolor /�lu�m |�k�lə/ trademark a
trademark for a felt-tipped pen, which is
suitable for writing on plastic (e.g. map-
cases, overlays, etc.) � The enemy posi-
tions are marked in red Lumocolor.

COMMENT: Lumocolors come in two
types: water-soluble will wash off on
contact with any liquid (e.g. rain-wa-
ter, saliva, sweat, etc.), while perma-
nent can only be removed by some
sort of cleaning fluid.

LUP

LUP abbreviation lie-up position
lurk

lurk /l$�k/ verb to wait in a concealed
position in the hope that a target might
present itself � I think there’s a tank
lurking in that wood. � noun a patrol
which waits in a likely area of enemy
activity, in order to react to any incident
which might occur there � Tonight
we’re going to do a lurk by the railway
bridge.

COMMENT: A lurk is really a counterin-
surgency term and differs from an
ambush in that it is not set with the
primary intention of killing anyone; in
fact an arrest would be the more
probable result.

LVTP-7A1

LVTP-7A1 /�e vi� ti� pi� �sevən e
�w�n/ noun an American-designed am-
phibious tractor. Full form landing ve-
hicle tracked personnel. Also called
Amphibious Assault Vehicle Seven
(AAV-7A1)
Lynx

Lynx /lŋks/ noun a British-made mul-
tirole helicopter
lysergic acid diethylamide

lysergic acid diethylamide /la|

�s$�d%k ��sd da|�eθləmad/ noun
full form of LSD
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LZ

LZ noun 1. an area of ground selected
for the landing or pick-up of troops by
helicopter � The LZ is at grid 941623. �
B Company will secure the LZ. 2. US an

area of ground selected for the landing
of troops by parachute � full form land-
ing zone
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M-1

M-1 /�em �w�n/ noun same as Abrams
M-2

M-2 /�em �tu�/ noun � Bradley
M-3

M-3 /�em �θri�/ noun � Bradley
M-16

M-16 /�em sks|�ti�n/ noun � Armalite
M-60

M-60 /�em �sksti/ noun 1. an Ameri-
can-designed 1960s-era main battle
tank (MBT) 2. an American-designed
7.62mm general purpose machine-gun
(GPMG) (NOTE: The plural form is M-
60s /�em|�skstiz/.)
M-61A1

M-61A1 /�em skstw�n|�ew�n/ noun
an American-designed 20mm multi-
barrelled anti-aircraft cannon. Also
called Vulcan. � M-163, Phalanx
M-82

M-82 /em �et �tu�/ noun � Barrett
M-109

M-109 /�em �w�n əυ �nan/ noun an
American-designed 155mm self-pro-
pelled howitzer (SPH) (NOTE: The plu-
ral form is M-109s /�em |�w�nəυ|

�nanz/.)
M-110

M-110 /�em w�n �w�n �əυ/ noun an
American-designed 203mm self-pro-
pelled gun (SPG) (NOTE: The plural
form is M-110s /�em |�w�n |�w�n|

[[ɑ.ɔʃ]]əυz/.)
M-113

M-113 /�em �w�nw�n|�θri�/ noun an
American-designed 1960s-era ar-
moured personnel carrier (APC) (NOTE:
The plural form is M-113s /�em
�w�nw�n|�θri�z/.)
M-163

M-163 /em �w�n skst �θri�/ noun an
American-designed M-113 armoured
personnel carrier fitted with the M-
61A1 Vulcan 20mm multi-barrelled
anti-aircraft cannon
M-198

M-198 /�em �w�n nanti �et/ noun an
American-designed 155mm artillery
piece (NOTE: The plural form is M-198s
/�em �w�nnanti|�ets/.)

M-247

M-247 /�em tu� fɔ�t �sevən/ noun an
American-designed self-propelled anti-
aircraft gun (SPAAG). Also called Ser-
geant York
M-249

M-249 /�em tu� fɔ� �nan/ noun an
American-designed 5.56mm light ma-
chine-gun (LMG). Also called Squad
Automatic Weapon
M-551

M-551 /�em fav fav �w�n/ noun �

Sheridan
M-1973

M-1973 /�em w�n �nan �sevən �θri�/
noun a Soviet-designed 152mm self-
propelled gun (SPG) (NOTE: The plural
form is M-1973s /�em �w�n|�nan|�sevən
�θri�z/.)
M-1974

M-1974 /�em w�n �nan �sevən �fɔ�/
noun a Soviet-designed 122mm self-
propelled howitzer (SPH) (NOTE: The
plural form is M-1974s /�em �w�n|�nan|

�sevən[[ðʃç]]�fɔ�z/.)
Mach

Mach /mɑ�k/ noun same as Mach
number
machete

machete /mə|�ʃeti/ noun in Central
America, a long broad-bladed knife de-
signed for clearing and often used as a
weapon. � panga, parang
machine-gun

machine-gun /mə |�ʃi�n (�n/ noun an
automatic firearm, which will continue
to fire and reload for as long as its trig-
ger is depressed � verb to shoot some-
one with a machine-gun � Enemy gun-
ships have been machine-gunning refu-
gee columns. � abbr (all senses) MG
machine-gunner

machine-gunner /mə|�ʃi�n �(�nə/
noun a person who operates a machine-
gun
Mach number

Mach number /�mɑ�k �n�mbə/ noun
the speed of an aircraft or missile in re-
lation to the local speed of sound

COMMENT: The Mach number of an
aircraft or missile will vary at different
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altitudes. An aircraft which travels
faster than Mach 1 is said to be su-
personic.

made ready

made ready /�med �redi/ adjective
state of a gun when a loaded magazine
is fitted, the weapon is cocked and there
is a round in the breech
made safe

made safe /�med �sef/ adjective
state of a gun when a loaded magazine
is fitted, but the weapon is not cocked
and there is no round in the breech
mag

mag /m�(/ noun a magazine
(informal )
magazine

magazine /�m�(ə|�zi�n/ noun 1. a
metal or plastic ammunition container,
which is fitted to a gun and is designed
to feed the rounds directly into the
breech � Every man is to carry five ex-
tra magazines. Also called mag 2. a
building used for storing ammunition
and explosives � We have captured an
enemy magazine. 3. a compartment in a
ship, used for storing ammunition � The
shell pierced the ship’s armour and ex-
ploded in the magazine. 4. a building or
compound, used for storing military
supplies (such as ammunition, clothing,
food, fuel, weapons, etc.) � The enemy
is resupplied by a network of magazines
located in his rear areas.
maggot

maggot /�m�(ət/ noun 1. the larva of
a fly � His wound was crawling with
maggots. 2. a sleeping-bag (slang) �

He’s still in his maggot.
magnetic

magnetic /m�(|�netk/ adjective 1.
having the property of attracting or re-
pelling iron 2. relating to magnetic
north
magnetic bearing

magnetic bearing /m�(|�netk
�beərŋ/ noun a bearing obtained using
a compass. � azimuth, back-bearing
magnetic north

magnetic north /m�(|�netk �nɔ�θ/
noun the direction in which the needle
of a compass points. Compare grid
north
magnetic tape

magnetic tape /m�(|�netk �tep/
noun a type of tape used for recording
sound, images or computer data
magnetic variation

magnetic variation /m�(|�netk
�veər|�eʃ(ə)n/ noun the difference be-
tween magnetic north and grid or true
north (as shown on a map)

COMMENT: The key of the map should
tell you whether to add or subtract the
magnetic variation in order to convert
grid bearings to magnetic bearings
and vice-versa.

main

main /men/ adjective 1. most impor-
tant 2. largest or strongest
Main

Main /men/ noun main headquarters �
Main is located at grid 675784.
main battle area

main battle area /�men �b�t(ə)l
�eəriə/ noun the part of the battlefield or
operational area in which most of the
activity is taking place. Abbr MBA
main battle tank

main battle tank /�men �b�t(ə)l
�t�ŋk/ noun heavily armoured tank, fit-
ted with a large-calibre gun, which is
primarily designed to destroy enemy
tanks. Abbr MBT
main defence forces

main defence forces /�men d|

�fens �fɔ�sz/ plural noun forces as-
signed to the major NATO commanders
main headquarters

main headquarters /�men hed|

�kwɔ�təz/ plural noun the primary re-
sourcing and planning headquarters for
a large tactical grouping (normally lo-
cated to the rear of the forward troops)
Mainstay

Mainstay /�menste/ noun a NATO
name for the Soviet-designed A-40 air-
borne early warning and control (AEW
& C) aircraft
maintain

maintain /men |�ten/ verb 1. to keep
an activity going � We need to maintain
the momentum of the attack. 2. to look
after equipment, so that it continues to
function properly � You are responsible
for maintaining our vehicles.
maintenance

maintenance /�mentənəns/ noun an
act of maintaining � This section is re-
sponsible for vehicle maintenance.

COMMENT: Maintenance covers the
inspection and repair of equipment
and materiel to make sure it is kept in
working order, the repair and upkeep
of buildings and other facilities, and
the continued supply of materiel to
forces in the field.

maintenance check

maintenance check /�mentənəns
tʃek/ noun the act of checking that a ve-
hicle or weapon is in good functioning
condition
Maj

Maj abbreviation major
Maj Gen

Maj Gen abbreviation major general
Maj-Gen

Maj-Gen abbreviation major-general
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major

major /�med%ə/ adjective very impor-
tant � That road is a major line of com-
munication for the enemy. � noun 1. an
officer in the army or marines, below
lieutenant-colonel and above captain
(normally in command of a company or
equivalent-sized grouping or employed
as a staff officer) 2. US an officer in the
army, marines or air force, below lieu-
tenant colonel and above captain. � ser-
geant major

COMMENT: In the Irish army, the
equivalent of major is commandant.

major general

major general /�med%ə �d%en(ə)rəl/
noun US a senior officer in the army,
marines or air force (junior to lieutenant
general and senior to brigadier general,
usually in command of a division or
equivalent-sized grouping). Abbr Maj
Gen
major-general

major-general /�med%ə �d%en(ə)rəl/
noun a senior officer in the army or ma-
rines (junior to lieutenant-general and
senior to brigadier, usually in command
of a division). Abbr Maj-Gen
Major NATO Command

Major NATO Command /�med%ə
�netəυ kə|�mɑ�nd/ noun one of two ar-
eas of command (Allied Command At-
lantic (ACLANT) and Allied Command
Europe (ACE)) within NATO; Allied
Command Europe is divided into three
major subordinate commands (MSCs)
which are south, central and north-west.
Abbr MNC
Major NATO Commander

Major NATO Commander
/�med%ə �netəυ kə|�mɑ�ndə/ noun one
of two commanders of NATO forces:
the Supreme Allied Commander Atlan-
tic (SACLANT) and the Supreme Al-
lied Commander Europe (SACEUR).
Abbr MNC
make

make /mek/ verb 1. to construct or
produce something � The soldiers made
improvised shelters in the woods. � He
you made your plan yet? � He is making
tea. 2. � to make ready to operate the
cocking mechanism of a loaded weap-
on, so that a round is fed into the breech
and the weapon is cocked and ready to
fire � to make safe to fully unload a
cocked weapon and then replace the
loaded magazine back onto the weapon

malaria

malaria /mə|�leəriə/ noun fever caused
by the parasite Plasmodium, which is
transmitted by the bite of a mosquito in
tropical regions
malfunction

malfunction /m�l|�f�ŋkʃən/ noun a
failure to work properly � The accident
was due to a malfunction in the steering
system. � verb to fail to work properly �
The guidance system has malfunc-
tioned.
malnutrition

malnutrition /�m�lnjυ |�trʃ(ə)n/
noun a weak and unhealthy physical
condition which is caused by not having
enough food to eat
man

man /m�n/ noun a member of the
armed forces � He sent six men to rec-
onnoitre the road. � verb to provide per-
sonnel to make something work � The
battery is manned by six gunners. � un-
manned
mandate

mandate /�m�ndet/ noun an instruc-
tion or directive from an official organ-
ization (e.g. EU, UN, etc.) � Our man-
date is to see that these people do not
starve.
maneuver

maneuver /mə|�nu�və/ noun, verb US
spelling of manoeuvre
maneuverability

maneuverability /mənu�vrə|�blti/
noun US spelling of manoeuvrability
maneuverable

maneuverable adjective US spelling
of manoeuvrable
manhole

manhole /�m�nhəυl/ noun a covered
hole providing access to a sewer � We
threw a grenade down every manhole.
manifest

manifest /�m�nfest/ noun a list of
passengers or cargo carried by an air-
craft � His name isn’t on the manifest.
man-made features

man-made features /�m�n med
�fi�tʃəz/ plural noun buildings, bridges,
canals, embankments, pylons, roads,
etc.
man-management

man-management /�m�n
�m�nd%mənt/ noun the practice of
getting the best out of your soldiers, by
treating them with respect and looking
after their welfare; his man-manage-
ment is very poor. � enlisted man
manoeuvrability

manoeuvrability noun the ability to
move easily over all types of terrain �

The main advantage of this vehicle is its
manoeuvrability.
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manoeuvrable

manoeuvrable adjective capable of
moving easily over all types of terrain �
The new tank is highly manoeuvrable.
manoeuvre

manoeuvre /mə|�nu�və/ noun 1. the
art of moving troops and vehicles in or-
der to achieve a military objective � The
new tactical doctrine places great em-
phasis on manoeuvre. 2. a planned
movement by troops or vehicles de-
signed to achieve a specific objective �

The manoeuvre was supposed to cut off
the enemy’s line of retreat. � verb 1. to
perform a manoeuvre � The brigade
manoeuvred against the enemy’s flank.
2. to perform a complicated movement
with a vehicle � We manoeuvred the
tank into the farmyard.
manoeuvre element

manoeuvre element /mə|�nu�və
�elmənt/ noun a separate force or unit
which is able to move about while en-
gaging the enemy
manoeuvres

manoeuvres /mə |�nu�vəz/ plural
noun military training exercises � The
manoeuvres will take place in April. �

exercises, war games
manoeuvre warfare

manoeuvre warfare /mə|�nu�və
�wɔ�feə/ noun a military doctrine which
seeks to break an enemy’s will to fight
by using mobility and constant aggres-
sion to shatter his cohesion and deprive
him of any opportunity to reorganize.
Compare attritional warfare, posi-
tional warfare

COMMENT: Manoeuvre warfare relies
on the use of directive command for
its success, since subordinate com-
manders must be free to use their
own initiative whenever necessary.

man-pack

man-pack /�m�n p�k/ verb to trans-
port something using people (as op-
posed to animals or vehicles or aircraft
or boats) � The ammunition will have to
be man-packed up to the gun line.
MANPADS

MANPADS /�m�np�dz/ noun any
hand-held surface-to-air missile (e.g.
Blowpipe, Grail, Stinger, etc.). Full
form man-portable air defence sys-
tem
man-portable

man-portable /�m�n �pɔ�təb(ə)l/ ad-
jective designed to be carried by one or
more persons � This missile launcher is
man-portable. � The enemy is equipped
with man-portable boats.

man-portable air defence system

man-portable air defence sys-
tem /�m�n �pɔ�təb(ə)l �eə d|�fens
�sstəm/ noun full form of MANPADS
� This missile launcher is man-porta-
ble. � The enemy is equipped with man-
portable boats.
manual

manual /�m�njuəl/ noun a book of in-
structions � There is a detailed diagram
in the manual. � Remember to take a
copy of the ‘Manual of Military law’ to
the court-martial.
MAOT

MAOT /�emeəυ �ti�/ noun a small
group of air traffic controllers for a tem-
porary helicopter landing site. Full form
mobile air operations team
map

map /m�p/ noun a scale drawing of an
area of ground, with symbols represent-
ing natural and man-made features
MAPEX

MAPEX /�m�peks/ noun an exercise
involving command elements of a
grouping, in which a tactical scenario is
played out on a map. Full form map ex-
ercise
map grid

map grid /�m�p �rd/ noun a system
of numbered squares printed on a map
in order to produce map or grid refer-
ences
map reading

map reading /�m�p �ri�dŋ/ noun the
ability to use a map to find out where
places are located or how to reach them
map reference

map reference /�m�p �ref(ə)rəns/
noun same as grid reference
map square

map square /�m�p skweə/ noun a
square area between the grid lines
marked on a map, usually designated by
a letter and a number, e.g. H6
march

march /mɑ�tʃ/ noun 1. movement on
foot � It was a long march to the assem-
bly area. 2. a piece of music, tradition-
ally played when a regiment is march-
ing on a parade � Our regimental march
is ‘The British Grenadiers’. � verb 1. to
move from one location to another on
foot � We had to march to the concen-
tration area. 2. to walk in a smart mili-
tary manner (especially on a parade) �

The recruits are learning how to march.
marching order

marching order /�mɑ�tʃŋ �ɔ�də/ ad-
jective equipped with webbing and ber-
gen
march past

march past /�mɑ�tʃ �pɑ�st/ verb to
march in ceremonial order past an offic-
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er or a saluting base � The battalion
marched past to the tune of ‘The British
Grenadiers’.
marchpast

marchpast /�mɑ�tʃpɑ�st/ noun a pa-
rade where troops march past a saluting
base � The Queen took the salute at the
marchpast. Compare flypast
Marder

Marder /�mɑ�də/ noun a German-de-
signed infantry fighting vehicle (IFV)
marine

marine /mə|�ri�n/ adjective relating to
the sea � He has a diploma in marine
engineering. � noun 1. an infantry sol-
dier serving with the navy, but trained to
fight on land 2. the lowest non-commis-
sioned rank in the marines (equivalent
of a private in the army)

COMMENT: In most armed forces, ma-
rines have the same or a similar rank
structure to the army, but they follow
the customs and traditions of the na-
vy. In the British armed forces, a ma-
rine’s rank has a higher status than
the same rank in the army. Thus, a
captain in the Royal Marines is con-
sidered to be the equivalent of a ma-
jor in the army.

marine expeditionary brigade

marine expeditionary brigade
/mə |�ri�n �ekspdʃ(ə)n(ə)ri br|�(ed/
noun full form of MEB
marine expeditionary force

marine expeditionary force /mə|

�ri�n �eksp|�dʃ(ə)n(ə)ri �fɔ�s/ noun full
form of MEF
marine expeditionary unit

marine expeditionary unit /mə|

�ri�n �ekspdʃ(ə)n(ə)ri �ju�nt/ noun
full form of MEU
maritime

maritime /�m�rtam/ adjective relat-
ing to the sea and ships
mark

mark /mɑ�k/ noun 1. anything which is
drawn, painted, written on, placed on or
cut into the surface of an object or the
ground, in order to convey a meaning 2.
any cut or indentation in the surface of
an object or the ground as a result of
damage � We could see the marks made
by the shrapnel. 3. model or type �

Mark II or Mk. II fragmentation gre-
nade. Abbr Mk � verb 1. to make a mark
on something � He marked the tree with
an ‘X’. � The map was marked with all
the enemy positions and minefields. 2.
(of targets, landing zones, etc.) to use a
sign, light or coloured smoke, so that

other people can see it � We will use yel-
low smoke to mark the LZ.
marker

marker /�mɑ�kə/ noun anything which
is used as a sign, in order to convey
meaning, or to draw other people’s at-
tention to a location or object � He used
a piece of mine tape as a marker.
market garden

market garden /�mɑ�kt �(ɑ�d(ə)n/
noun a large area of ground used for the
commercial cultivation of fruit and veg-
etables
marking

marking /�mɑ�kŋ/ noun 1. an act of
making a mark � The general has for-
bidden the marking of maps because of
security. 2. numbers, letters, symbols or
insignia, which are painted or printed
on an object as a means of identification
� High explosive shells are usually
painted dark green, with yellow mark-
ings.
marksman

marksman /�mɑ�ksmən/ noun a sol-
dier who is very good at shooting �

They positioned marksmen on the roofs
of surrounding buildings.
married quarters

married quarters /�m�rid �kwɔ�təz/
plural noun houses on a military base
where married servicemen and their
families live
marsh

marsh /mɑ�ʃ/ noun a large area of per-
manently wet ground
marshal

marshal /�mɑ�ʃ(ə)l/ noun the most
senior army rank in certain armies �

verb to direct and organize vehicles at
an assembly point or any other place
where a lot of vehicles are gathered �

We’ll need some NCOs for marshalling
the vehicles.
marshalling area

marshalling area /�mɑ�ʃ(ə)lŋ
�eəriə/ noun a location where vehicles
assemble before moving to another lo-
cation or before deploying into forma-
tion
marshalling yard

marshalling yard /�mɑ�ʃ(ə)lŋ jɑ�d/
noun a railway yard where trains are as-
sembled (NOTE: marshalling – mar-
shalled. The US spelling is marshal-
ing – marshaled)
Marshal of the Royal Air Force

Marshal of the Royal Air Force
/�mɑ�ʃ(ə)l əv ði� �rɔəl eə/ noun the
most senior officer rank in the RAF. �

air marshal, air chief marshal, air
vice marshal
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marshland

marshland /�mɑ�ʃl�nd/ noun terrain
consisting mainly of marsh
MASH

MASH /m�ʃ/ noun US a field hospital.
Full form mobile army surgical hos-
pital
MASINT

MASINT noun intelligence, derived
from many different sources and sen-
sors, which identifies the specific char-
acteristics of a target and enables it to be
located and tracked. Full form meas-
urement and signature intelligence
mask

mask /mɑ�sk/ noun a face covering
worn as protection or as a means of dis-
guise � The terrorists were wearing
masks. � verb 1. to conceal � That
hedge will mask our withdrawal. 2.
mask up =
mass

mass /m�s/ noun 1. a large quantity of
something � There is a huge mass of ref-
ugees at the frontier. � There are masses
of refugees at the frontier. (NOTE: can be
used in singular or plural form) 2. (as a
principal of war) a concentration of
troops and firepower at a decisive point
� verb to concentrate in large numbers �
Enemy troops are massing on the bor-
der.
massacre

massacre /�m�səkə/ noun an inci-
dent involving the killing of a large
number of people � We are receiving re-
ports of a massacre in Malmédy. � verb
to kill a large number of people (in one
incident) � The villagers were massa-
cred by the retreating troops.
mast

mast /mɑ�st/ noun a tall metal struc-
ture, usually situated on high ground,
for supporting communications equip-
ment (e.g. television, radio, mobile tel-
ephone technology)
master chief petty officer

master chief petty officer /�mɑ�stə
�tʃi�f �peti �ɒfsə/ noun US a senior
non-commissioned officer (SNCO) in
the navy
master gunnery sergeant

master gunnery sergeant
/�mɑ�stə �(�nəri �sɑ�d%ənt/ noun US a
senior non-commissioned officer (SN-
CO) in the marines
master sergeant

master sergeant /�mɑ�stə
�sɑ�d%ənt/ noun US a senior non-com-
missioned officer (SNCO) in the army,
marines or air force

master warrant officer

master warrant officer /�mɑ�stə
�wɒrənt �ɒfsə/ noun a rank for a senior
warrant officer in the armed forces of
the US and some other countries
material

material /mə|�təriəl/ noun 1. any sub-
stance from which things can be made �
This armour is made of steel and other
materials. 2. a fabric or cloth � The new
uniforms are made of flame-resistant
material. 3. information or data � This
material is classified secret.
materiel

materiel /mə |�təri|�el/ noun equipment
and supplies (as opposed to personnel)
� Logistics involves the purchase, trans-
port and storage of materiel.

COMMENT: The department responsi-
ble for materiel in a headquarters is
known as G4.

Matterhorn

Matterhorn /�m�təhɔ�n/ noun a type
of military boot made of soft leather
with a Gortex lining
maul

maul /mɔ�l/ verb to inflict a lot of cas-
ualties � The brigade was badly
mauled. (NOTE: This verb is normally
used in the passive.)
Maverick

Maverick /�m�vərk/ noun an Ameri-
can-designed air-to-ground missile
(AGM)
MAW

MAW abbreviation medium anti-tank
weapon
MBA

MBA abbreviation main battle area
MBT

MBT abbreviation main battle tank
MCCP

MCCP abbreviation movement control
and check-point
MCT

MCT(S) /�em si� ti� �es/ noun a variant
of Spartan armoured personnel carrier,
adapted to fire Milan ATGW. Full form
Milan compact turret (Spartan)
meal ready-to-eat

meal ready-to-eat /�mi�l �redi tə �i�t/
noun full form of MRE
mean point of impact

mean point of impact /�mi�n pɔnt
əv m|�p�kt/ noun full form of MPI
means

means /mi�nz/ noun a radio terminol-
ogy for a type of communications sys-
tem (e.g.: radio or telephone or fax or e-
mail, etc.) � Hello 22, this is 2, change
to secure means, over.
measurement and signature intelligence

measurement and signature in-
telligence /�me%əmənt ən �s(ntʃə
n|�teld%əns/ noun full form of
MASINT
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MEB

MEB /�em i� �bi�/ noun US a divisional-
scale combined-arms grouping of
BLTs, helicopter squadrons and logis-
tics units. Full form marine expedi-
tionary brigade
mech

mech /mek/ abbreviation mechanized
infantry
mechanic

mechanic /m|�k�nk/ noun a person
who repairs and services machinery
mechanized

mechanized /�mekənazd/, mecha-
nised adjective equipped with machin-
ery, especially transport

COMMENT: Mechanized infantry
equipped with infantry fighting vehi-
cles (IFVs) are often referred to as ar-
moured infantry.

mechanized battalion

mechanized battalion
/�mekənazd bə |�t�ljən/ noun an infan-
try battalion equipped with armoured
personnel carriers (APCs) or infantry
fighting vehicles (IFVs)
mechanized infantry

mechanized infantry /�mekənazd
�nfəntri/ noun infantry equipped with
armoured personnel carriers (APC) or
infantry fighting vehicles (IFVs) � The
infantry are crossing the bridge. � ma-
rine (NOTE: no plural; the word is fol-
lowed by a plural verb:)
mech-heavy task force

mech-heavy task force /�mek �hevi
�tɑ�sk �fɔ�s/ noun three infantry compa-
nies and one tank company
medal

medal /�med(ə)l/ noun an insignia
(usually consisting of a metal cross,
disk or star suspended from a piece of
coloured fabric), which denotes the
wearer’s participation in a campaign or
tour of operational duty, or that the
wearer has received an award for brav-
ery or for an outstanding achievement
(usually during operational service)
medal ribbon

medal ribbon /�med(ə)l �rbən/ noun
a piece of coloured fabric, which is
worn on the breast of a uniform, to show
that the wearer has received a medal.
Also called decoration
Médecins Sans Frontières

Médecins Sans Frontières
/�meds�n sɒn �frɒnti|�eə/ noun a non-
governmental organization (NGO)
which is dedicated to providing medical
treatment to all casualties, regardless of
nationality, during an armed conflict.
Abbr MSF

MEDEVAC

MEDEVAC /�mediv�k/, medevac
noun the evacuation of a person due to
illness rather than injury � We need to
arrange a MEDEVAC. Full form medi-
cal evacuation � verb to evacuate an ill
person � He was MEDEVACed because
he had malaria.
media

media /�mi�diə/ noun a general term
for the television, radio and newspa-
pers, and the reporters who work for
them
medic

medic /�medk/ noun a person who is
not a doctor, but is trained to give med-
ical treatment
medical

medical /�medk(ə)l/ adjective relat-
ing to the treatment of illness and injury
medical cover

medical cover /�medk(ə)l �k�və/
noun medical personnel, ambulances,
etc., which are available in the event of
casualties
medical evacuation

medical evacuation /�medk(ə)l |

�v�kju|�eʃ(ə)n/ noun full form of
MEDEVAC
medical officer

medical officer /�medk(ə)l �ɒfsə/
noun a doctor attached to a unit. Abbr
MO
medium

medium /�mi�diəm/ adjective 1. nei-
ther light nor heavy 2. neither small nor
large
medium anti-tank weapon

medium anti-tank weapon
/�mi�diəm ��nti �t�ŋk �wepən/ noun a
man-portable launcher designed to fire
a powerful anti-tank rocket or missile.
Abbr MAW
meeting engagement

meeting engagement /�mi�tŋ n|

�(ed%mənt/ noun a fight between op-
posing forces which is unplanned and
takes place at an unexpected time and
place
MEF

MEF /�em i� �ef/ noun US a corps-scale
combined-arms grouping of BLTs, hel-
icopter squadrons and logistics units.
Full form marine expeditionary force
megaton

megaton /�me(ət�n/ noun a unit of
explosive power, corresponding to that
produced by one million tons of TNT
MEL

MEL /�em i� �el/ noun a vehicle de-
signed to carry and launch a surface-to-
surface missile (SSM). Full form mo-
bile erector launcher. � TEL
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Mentioned in Dispatches
/�menʃənd n ds|�p�tʃz/ noun a Brit-
ish award in recognition of achievement
on operational service. Abbr MID
mercenary

mercenary /�m$�s(ə)n(ə)ri/ noun a
person who serves in the armed forces
of another state for payment � The
rebels are led by foreign mercenaries.

COMMENT: The term mercenary is
not usually applied to soldiers serving
in officially recruited foreign units,
such as the Gurkhas, or the French
and Spanish Foreign Legions.

merchant navy

merchant navy /�m$�tʃənt �nevi/
noun a state’s commercial shipping
Merkava

Merkava /m$�|�kɑ�v�/ noun an Israeli-
designed 1980s-era main battle tank
(MBT)
mess

mess /mes/ noun 1. a place where
servicemen of equal or similar rank eat
and relax together � the officers’ mess �
the sergeants’ mess 2. a meal � He’s at
mess.
message

message /�mesd%/ noun a verbal or
written instruction, request, question or
statement, which is passed from one
person to another
messenger

messenger /�mesnd%ə/ noun a per-
son who delivers messages
mess hall

mess hall /�mes hɔ�l/ noun a building
where servicemen eat their meals
mess-kit

mess-kit /�mes kt/ noun ceremonial
uniform for evening wear
mess night

mess night /�mes nat/ noun a formal
dinner in a mess, where mess-kit is
worn and certain customs and traditions
are observed
mess tin

mess tin /�mes tn/ noun a metal con-
tainer designed for cooking food in the
field and also for use as a plate or dish
met

met /met/ abbreviation 1. meteorolog-
ical 2. meteorology
metal detector

metal detector /�met(ə)l d|�tektə/
noun a portable electronic device which
is used to detect metal objects buried in
the ground
metalled US metaled

metalled US metaled /�metəld/ ad-
jective (of roads) covered with a pre-
pared surface of gravel or small stones
(NOTE: Also used, in a general sense, to
describe a surface of asphalt or tar-
mac.)

meteorological

meteorological /�mi�tiərə|

�lɒd%k(ə)l/ adjective relating to mete-
orology
meteorological office

meteorological office, met office
noun a British government establish-
ment for the study and prediction of
weather conditions
meteorology

meteorology /�mi�tiə|�rɒləd%i/ noun a
study of the weather
metric ton

metric ton /�metrk �t�n/, tonne
/t�n/ noun a unit of weight correspond-
ing to 1,000 kilograms
METT-T

METT-T /�met �ti�/ noun US factors
which a commander must consider
when making his appreciation. Full
form mission, enemy, terrain, troops
available, time
MEU

MEU /�em i� �ju�/ noun US a brigade-
scale combined-arms grouping, based
on a battalion landing team (BLT), a
squadron of helicopters (attack and util-
ity) and a logistics battalion, which can
be reinforced by more BLTs as the tac-
tical situation requires. Full form ma-
rine expeditionary unit

COMMENT: At any time, the USA usu-
ally has at least three MEUs at sea in
various parts of the world, ready to
respond to any crisis in which Ameri-
can interests might be at risk.

MFC

MFC abbreviation mortar-fire control-
ler
MG

MG abbreviation machine-gun
MGRS

MGRS /�em d%i� ɑ� �es/ noun a world-
wide series of maps which are compati-
ble with the GPS satellite navigation
system. Full form military grid refer-
ence system
Mi

Mi /�em �a/ noun a Soviet-designed se-
ries of helicopters
Mi-6

Mi-6 noun a transport helicopter known
to NATO as the Hook
Mi-8

Mi-8 /�em �a et/ noun a transport hel-
icopter known to NATO as the Hip
Mi-17

Mi-17 noun an updated version of the
Hip Mi-8 transport helicopter
Mi-24

Mi-24 noun an attack helicopter known
to NATO as the Hind
Mi-28

Mi-28 noun an attack helicopter known
to NATO as the Havoc
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Mi-35

Mi-35 noun an updated version of the
Hind Mi-24 attack helicopter
MIA

MIA abbreviation missing in action
MICLIC

MICLIC /�mklk/ noun US an appara-
tus for clearing a lane through a mine-
field, consisting of a long length of flex-
ible tube filled with explosive, which is
fired into the minefield by means of a
rocket, and then detonated. Full form
mine-clearing line charge. � Giant Vi-
per
microphone

microphone /�makrəfəυn/ noun 1.
an instrument (forming part of an inter-
com, radio or telephone mouthpiece)
which converts sound into electromag-
netic waves 2. the mouthpiece of an in-
tercom or radio
MID

MID abbreviation Mentioned in Dis-
patches
mid-air

mid-air /�md eə/ noun, adjective, ad-
verb while flying, in the air � a mid-air
collision � The helicopters collided in
mid-air.
middle distance

middle distance /�md(ə)l �dstəns/
noun an area half way between an ob-
server’s location and the horizon
middle watch

middle watch /�md(ə)l �wɒtʃ/ noun
the period of duty from 0001–0400hrs
midshipman

midshipman /�mdʃpmən/ noun the
lowest officer rank in the navy (an offic-
er in training)
MiG

MiG /m(/ noun a Soviet-designed se-
ries of fighter aircraft
MiG-21

MiG-21 noun a fighter aircraft with
secondary ground attack role known to
NATO as Fishbed
MiG-23

MiG-23 noun a multirole fighter
known to NATO as Flogger
MiG-25

MiG-25 noun a high-altitude intercep-
tor known to NATO as Foxbat
MiG-27

MiG-27 noun an updated version of
Flogger
MiG-29

MiG-29 noun a multirole fighter air-
craft known to NATO as Fulcrum
Mig-31

Mig-31 noun a strategic interceptor
known to NATO as Foxhound
mike

mike /mak/ noun (informal ) 1. a mi-
crophone 2. the mouthpiece of an inter-
com or radio

Mike

Mike /mak/ noun thirteenth letter of
the phonetic alphabet (Mm)
mil

mil /ml/ noun a unit of measurement
for angles or bearings (NOTE: There are
6,400 mils in a circle. 6,400 mils are the
equivalent of 360 degrees.)

COMMENT: Many armies use mils in-
stead of degrees in order to measure
bearings, because they offer greater
precision.

Mil

Mil abbreviation military
Milan

Milan /m|�l�n/ noun a French/Ger-
man-designed wire-guided anti-tank
missile (ATGW)
Milan compact turret 

Milan compact turret (Spartan)
/m|�l�n �kɒmp�kt �t�rt/ noun full
form of MCT(S)
Milbank bag

Milbank bag /�mlb�ŋk b�(/ noun a
fabric bag, which is designed to filter
dirty water
mile

mile /mal/ noun a unit of linear meas-
urement, corresponding to 1,760 yards
or 1,609 metres
mileage

mileage /�mald%/ noun the number
of miles travelled
MILES

MILES /malz/ noun an American-de-
signed battle-simulation technology
which uses harmless laser beams to
simulate the firing of weapons, and la-
ser detectors to record hits. Full form
multiple integrated laser engage-
ment system
militarize

militarize /�mltəraz/, militarise
verb to adapt for military use
military

military /�mlt(ə)ri/ adjective relating
to the armed forces (such as air force,
army and navy) � military intelligence �
noun � the military the armed forces
(in general) � the new government pro-
posals are being resisted by the military
military academy

military academy /�mlt(ə)ri ə|

�k�dəmi/ noun a college which trains
students to become officers in the
armed forces
military attaché

military attaché /�mlt(ə)ri ə |�t�ʃe/
noun an officer attached to an ambassa-
dor’s staff in order to deal with military
matters
military grid reference system

military grid reference system
/�mlt(ə)ri �(rd �ref(ə)rəns �sstəm/
noun a world-wide series of maps
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which are compatible with the GPS sat-
ellite navigation system. Abbr MGRS
military hospital

military hospital /�mlt(ə)ri
�hɒspt(ə)l/ noun a hospital for wound-
ed military personnel
military observer

military observer /�mlt(ə)ri əb|

�z$�və/ noun a person (usually a serv-
iceman), who observes the activities of
another state’s armed forces (especially
on operations). Abbr MILOB
military occupational specialty

military occupational specialty
/�mlt(ə)ri �ɒkjυpeʃ(ə)nəl
�speʃ(ə)lti/ noun the type of work that a
member of the armed forces specialises
in, e.g. personnel or supply. Abbr MOS
military or tactical crest

military or tactical crest
/�mlt(ə)ri ɔ� �t�ktk(ə)l �krest/ noun
a highest point of a slope, from which
there is an unrestricted view down to the
bottom
military police

military police /�mlt(ə)ri pə|�li�s/
noun the organization responsible for
police duties within the armed forces
military policeman

military policeman /�mlt(ə)ri pə|

�li�smən/ noun a member of the mili-
tary police � A military policeman di-
rected us to the Brigade RV. Abbr MP
military service

military service /�mlt(ə)ri �s$�vs/
noun service in one of the armed forces
� All men of 18 years and over and re-
quired to do two years’ military service.
military time

military time /�mlt(ə)ri �tam/ noun
time as measured by the 24-hour clock
militia

militia /m|�lʃə/ noun 1. a military
force which is raised to supplement the
regular army in the defence of a state’s
sovereign territory, and which does not
normally serve overseas (historical ) 2. a
military-style police force (mainly re-
sponsible for maintaining public order)
MILOB

MILOB /�malɒb/ abbreviation military
observer
mine

mine /man/ noun 1. an explosive de-
vice which is buried in or placed on the
surface of the ground, and is designed
to detonate when a person steps on it or
a vehicle drives over it. Also called land
mine 2. an explosive device which is
placed into or under water, and is de-
signed to detonate when a boat or ship
hits it or passes over it 3. a tunnel which
is dug in order to detonate an explosive

charge under an enemy fortification 4. a
tunnel or large hole, which is dug into
the ground in order to extract minerals �
verb 1. to lay mines in the ground or in
water � The road has been mined. 2. to
tunnel under an enemy fortification �

The engineers are mining under the for-
ward enemy trench positions. 3. to ex-
tract minerals from the ground
mine-clearing line charge

mine-clearing line charge /�man
�klərŋ �lan �t%ɑ�d%/ noun full form of
MICLIC
mine-detector

mine-detector /�man d|�tektə/ noun
a device designed to locate mines
minefield

minefield /�manfi�ld/ noun an area of
ground or sea in which mines have been
laid
minelayer

minelayer /�manleə/ noun 1. an air-
craft which scatters mines onto the
ground 2. a ship which places mines
into the water 3. a vehicle which places
mines into or on top of the ground
mine plough

mine plough /�man plaυ/ noun an
implement which is fitted to the front of
an armoured vehicle and is designed to
break up the ground, in order to dig up
or detonate mines
mine plow

mine plow /�man plaυ/ noun US
spelling of mine plough
minesweeper

minesweeper /�manswi�pə/ noun a
ship which is designed to destroy float-
ing and underwater mines
mine tape

mine tape /�man tep/ noun a white
or florescent tape, designed for marking
lanes through a minefield or for mark-
ing a boundary
miniflare

miniflare /�mnifleə/ noun a small il-
lumination flare, produced in several
different colours, which is fired from a
simple hand-held launcher and is used
mainly for signalling
Ministry of Defence

Ministry of Defence /�mnstri əv
d|�fens/ noun a British government de-
partment dealing with the armed forces
� The Ministry of defence has refused to
comment on the situation. � He works at
the MOD. Abbr MOD (NOTE: The Amer-
ican equivalent is the Department of
Defense or Pentagon)
minute

minute /�mnt/ noun a unit of time,
corresponding to sixty seconds or a six-
tieth part of one hour
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Mirage

Mirage /m |�rɑ�%/ noun a French-de-
signed fighter aircraft
MIRV

MIRV /m$�v/ noun a ballistic missile
which carries several warheads, each of
which is delivered to a different target.
Full form multiple independently-tar-
geted re-entry vehicle
misdemeanour

misdemeanour /�msd|�mi�nə/ noun
doing something illegal or in contraven-
tion of regulations (but usually not very
serious) � He’s always going in front of
his company commander for minor mis-
demeanours.
misfire

misfire /mis|�faə/ noun (of ammuni-
tion or weapons) an act of not firing �

The battalions have reported a large
number misfires with the new ammuni-
tion. � verb (of ammunition or weap-
ons) to fail to fire � His rifle misfired.
misinformation

misinformation /�msnfə|�meʃən/
noun the deliberate use of incorrect in-
formation in order to deceive or mislead
miss

miss /ms/ noun an act of missing a
target � The FOO has reported a miss
on the last fire mission. � verb 1. to fail
to hit a target � He missed the tank. 2. to
fail to keep an appointment � He missed
the briefing.
missile

missile /�msal/ noun an explosive
projectile, containing its own propellant
and usually equipped with a guidance
system to control its flight onto the tar-
get � The plane was brought down by an
enemy missile.
missile battery

missile battery /�msal �b�t(ə)ri/
noun a number of missile launchers op-
erating together as a unit
missile launcher

missile launcher /�msal �lɔ�ntʃə/
noun an apparatus or vehicle from
which a missile is fired
missile system

missile system /�msal �sstəm/
noun a missile launcher and its missiles
missing

missing /�msŋ/ adjective separated
from your unit during operational duty,
and possibly dead, wounded or cap-
tured by the enemy � He has been re-
ported missing.
missing in action

missing in action /�msŋ n
��kʃən/ adjective referring to a service-
man who has gone missing during a bat-
tle. Abbr MIA

mission

mission /�mʃ(ə)n/ noun a specific
task assigned to a tactical grouping �

Our mission is to capture the bridge.
mission, enemy, terrain, troops available, time

mission, enemy, terrain, troops
available, time noun full form of
METT-T
mission accomplished

mission accomplished /�mʃ(ə)n ə|

�k�mplʃt/ noun mission completed
mission analysis

mission analysis /�mʃ(ə)n ə |

�n�ləss/ noun a process where a subor-
dinate examines his mission in order to
identify the intentions of his command-
er and thereby determine what action he
should take or be prepared to take so
that those intentions will be achieved

COMMENT: Mission analysis is an es-
sential part of directive command

mission creep

mission creep /�mʃ(ə)n kri�p/ noun
alteration to an original mission, in re-
sponse to a changing situation (e.g.
troops being deployed to a disaster area
to help in the rescue work, and then
having to assist the local authorities in
restoring order because rioting has bro-
ken out over a shortage of food)
mission-oriented protective posture

mission-oriented protective
posture /�mʃ(ə)n �ɔ�rientd prə|

�tektv �pɒstʃə/ noun full form of
MOPP
mist

mist /mst/ noun 1. a cloud of water
vapour suspended in the air, close to the
ground 2. something which looks like
mist
mist up

mist up /�mst ��p/ verb (of glass) to
become obscured by water vapour, so
that visibility is obscured � My weapon
sight keeps misting up.
misty

misty /�msti/ adjective obscured by
mist
Mk

Mk abbreviation mark
MLRS

MLRS /�em el ɑ� �es/ noun an Ameri-
can-designed multiple rocket launcher
(MRL). Full form multiple-launch
rocket system
MNC

MNC abbreviation 1. Major NATO
Command 2. Major NATO Commander
MO

MO abbreviation medical officer
MOAB

MOAB abbreviation Massive Ord-
nance Airburst Bomb. � GBU-43/B
mobile

mobile /�məυbal/ adjective designed
for movement
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mobile air operations team

mobile air operations team
/�məυbal �eə �ɒpə|�reʃ(ə)nz �ti�m/
noun full form of MAOT
mobile army surgical hospital

mobile army surgical hospital
/�məυbal �ɑ�mi �s$�d%k(ə)l
�hɒspt(ə)l/ noun full form of MASH
mobile army surgical unit

mobile army surgical unit
/�məυbal �ɑ�mi �s$�d%k(ə)l �ju�nt/
noun US a field hospital. Abbr MASH
mobile defence

mobile defence /�məυbal d|�fens/
noun a defensive doctrine employing
the principles of manoeuvre warfare.
Compare positional defence, static
defence

COMMENT: In mobile defence, the
holding of ground is of secondary im-
portance, since the primary objective
is to destroy the cohesion of an at-
tacking force through the aggressive
use of manoeuvre.

mobile-erector launcher

mobile-erector launcher
/�məυbal |�rektə �lɔ�ntʃə/ noun full
form of MEL
mobile training team

mobile training team /�məυbal
�trenŋ �ti�m/ noun a US small group
of instructors sent to give military train-
ing to the armed forces of another coun-
try. Abbr MTT
mobility

mobility /məυ|�blti/ noun the ability
of a military force to move from one
place to another
mobilization

mobilization /�məυbla|�zeʃ(ə)n/,
mobilisation noun a state’s prepara-
tions for war by bringing soldiers to-
gether and organizing equipment, am-
munition, etc. so that armed forces are
trained and ready for action � The gov-
ernment ordered a general mobiliza-
tion.
mobilize

mobilize /�məυblaz/, mobilise verb
to prepare armed forces for war by
bringing them together � They are wor-
ried because the neighbouring states
have mobilized. Compare immobilize
MOD

MOD abbreviation Ministry of Defence
model

model /�mɒd(ə)l/ noun a representa-
tion (roughly to scale) of the ground
over which an operation will take place,
which is used as an aid to briefing the
participants

COMMENT: An efficient commander
will normally carry a simple modelling

kit, consisting of lengths of ribbon,
coloured card and other suitable ob-
jects (e.g. houses or hotels from a
MonopolyÔ set) to assist him in this
task.

MOD Police

MOD Police /�em əυ �di� pə �li�s/
noun a civilian police force responsible
for dealing with offences committed by
civilians on property owned by the Min-
istry of Defence (e.g. airfields, bar-
racks, depots, training areas, etc.)
Modular Lightweight Load-bearing Equipment

Modular Lightweight Load-bear-
ing Equipment /�mɒdjυlə �latwet
�ləυd �beərŋ |�kwpmənt/ noun full
form of MOLLE
MOLLE

MOLLE noun a waterproof backpack
with removable sections for carrying
weapons and ammunition. Full form
Modular Lightweight Load-bearing
Equipment
Molotov cocktail

Molotov cocktail /�mɒlətɒf
�kɒktel/ noun an improvised incendi-
ary device consisting of a bottle filled
with petrol and fitted with a wick of fab-
ric, which is lit and then thrown at a tar-
get. � petrol bomb
momentum

momentum /məυ|�mentəm/ noun the
forward movement of an advance or at-
tack � If we do not take that position im-
mediately, the whole attack will lose
momentum.
monarch

monarch /�mɒnək/ noun a king or
queen
monitor

monitor /�mɒntə/ verb 1. (of radio) to
listen to other people’s radio transmis-
sions, in order to know what is happen-
ing � We are monitoring B Company’s
net. 2. (of incidents or situations) to find
out what is happening, without getting
involved � UN observers are monitor-
ing the ceasefire. � noun part of a sur-
veillance or detection system which the
operator looks at or listens to (e.g. tele-
vision screen in a CCTV system) � This
monitor is not working.
monsoon

monsoon /mɒn|�su�n/ noun a season
of heavy rain in southern Asia. Com-
pare dry season, rainy season
monument

monument /�mɒnjυmənt/ noun a
large ornamental structure, usually built
to commemorate an important person or
historical event
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moor

moor /mυə/ noun a large area of flat,
uncultivated high ground, usually cov-
ered by heather or coarse grass � We ad-
vanced across the moor. � verb to se-
cure a boat or ship to an anchor or an
object on the shore, in order to stop it
drifting � They moored the ship near the
entrance to the harbour.
moorland

moorland /�mυələnd/ noun terrain
consisting mainly of moors
MOPP

MOPP /mɒp/ noun US a state of read-
iness against chemical attack, which de-
termines what protective measures
should be taken. Full form mission-ori-
ented protective posture
moral courage

moral courage /�mɒrəl �k�rd%/
noun the ability to disagree with or rep-
rimand other people � Although he is
very brave under fire, he lacks the mor-
al courage to control his NCOs. � brav-
ery
moral cowardice

moral cowardice /�mɒrəl �kaυəds/
noun reluctance to disagree with or rep-
rimand other people, even when you
think that you are right
morale

morale /mə|�rɑ�l/ noun a mental atti-
tude, in relation to happiness and confi-
dence � Morale is very high at the mo-
ment. � The enemy is suffering from low
morale.
morning watch

morning watch /�mɔ�nŋ wɒtʃ/ noun
the period of duty from 0400–0800hrs
morphine

morphine /�mɔ�fi�n/ noun a drug used
to relieve pain
Morse code

Morse code /�mɔ�s �kəυd/ noun an
international code, in which letters of
the alphabet are represented by combi-
nations of short signals (dots) and long
signals (dashes) � He sent the message
in Morse.
mortal

mortal /�mɔ�t(ə)l/ adjective (of
wounds) causing death � The wound is
probably mortal.
mortally

mortally /�mɔ�t(ə)li/ adverb (of
wounding) causing death � He was mor-
tally wounded in the battle.
mortar

mortar /�mɔ�tə/ noun a simple indi-
rect-fire weapon, which is designed to
fire projectiles at very high trajectories
� verb to fire at a target with a mortar �

‘Hullo 2 this is 22, am being mortared,
wait out’

COMMENT: Mortars are normally used
by the infantry, and provide a unit
with its own indirect fire support.

mortar-fire controller

mortar-fire controller /�mɔ�tə faə
kən |�trəυlə/ noun a non-commissioned
officer (NCO) from the mortar platoon,
who is attached to a rifle company in or-
der to direct mortar fire. Abbr MFC
mortar line

mortar line /�mɔ�tə lan/ noun the fire
position used by several mortars
MOS

MOS abbreviation US military occupa-
tional specialty
mosque

mosque /mɒsk/ noun a building used
for religious worship by Muslims, the
followers of Islam
motorized

motorized, motorised adjective (of
troops) equipped with vehicles
motor-rifle

motor-rifle /�məυtə �raf(ə)l/ adjec-
tive (of infantry) Soviet term for mecha-
nized � We have a motor-rifle regiment
facing us.
motor transport

motor transport /�məυtə
�tr�nspɔ�t/ noun full form of MT
Motor Transport Officer

Motor Transport Officer /�məυtə
tr�ns|�pɔ�t �ɒfsə/ noun full form of
MTO
motorway

motorway /�məυtəwe/ noun a large
road, with several lanes, which is de-
signed for fast traffic
mount

mount /maυnt/ noun a supporting
structure for a weapon or other equip-
ment � verb 1. (of attacks, campaigns,
operations, etc.) to plan, prepare and
carry out � This is the biggest operation
which has ever been mounted by the al-
lies. 2. (of weapons and other equip-
ment) to attach to supporting structure �
This machine-gun can be mounted on a
tripod. 3. to get onto a horse (historical)
� He mounted and rode away. 4. to get
into a high vehicle � He was shot as he
was mounting his tank.
mountain

mountain /�maυntn/ noun very high
land, rising much higher than the land
surrounding it � The plane crashed in
the mountains.
mountainous

mountainous /�maυntnəs/ adjective
(of terrain) consisting mainly of moun-
tains
mounted

mounted /�maυntd/ adjective riding
on a horse
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mounting

mounting /�maυntŋ/ noun 1. a sup-
porting structure for a weapon or other
equipment � The gun has come loose
from its mounting. 2. an action of pre-
paring an operation, including the as-
sembly of forces, embarkation into
transport, etc.
mounting area

mounting area /�maυntŋ �eəriə/
noun a place where forces are assem-
bled ready to be moved to the scene of
an operation
mouseholing

mouseholing /�m�ushəυlŋ/ noun a
FIBUA tactic of blowing a hole into the
wall of a building in order to provide an
entry for infantrymen � We cleared each
house by mouseholing through the attic
and then checking every room from top
to bottom.
MOUT

MOUT /m�υt/ abbreviation US mili-
tary operations in urban terrain
movement

movement /�mu�vmənt/ noun an ac-
tion of moving personnel, equipment or
supplies from one place to another
movement control

movement control /�mu�vmənt kən|

�trəυl/ noun the planning and schedul-
ing of the movement of personnel,
equipment or supplies from one place to
another
MP

MP abbreviation military policeman
MP-5

MP-5 /�em pi� �fav/ noun a German-
designed 9mm sub-machine-gun
MP-5K

MP-5K noun a shortened version of the
MP-5
MPH

MPH, mph abbreviation miles per hour
MPI

MPI /�em pi� �a/ noun the centre of a
grouping of shots fired at a target (espe-
cially when zeroing) � Your MPI is 4cm
to the left of the aiming mark. Full form
mean point of impact
MRE

MRE /�em ɑ� �i�/ noun American-pro-
duced individual ration of food. Full
form meal ready-to-eat
MRL

MRL abbreviation multiple rocket
launcher
MSC

MSC abbreviation major subordinate
command
MSF

MSF abbreviation Médecins Sans
Frontières
MSR

MSR abbreviation main supply route
MST

MST abbreviation mobile surgical team

MT

MT /�em �ti�/ noun all vehicles held by
a unit � The battalion’s MT will move to
the exercise area by rail. Full form mo-
tor transport
MT-LB

MT-LB /�em ti� el �bi�/ noun a Soviet-
designed multi-purpose armoured per-
sonnel carrier (APC)
MTO

MTO /�em ti� �əυ/ noun an officer with
overall responsibility for a unit’s vehi-
cles. Full form Motor Transport Offic-
er
MT Platoon

MT Platoon /�em �ti� plə|�tu�n/ noun a
platoon consisting of the drivers of a
unit’s wheeled transport vehicles
MTT

MTT /�em ti� ti�/ noun US a small
group of instructors sent to give military
training to the armed forces of another
country. Full form mobile training
team
mud

mud /m�d/ noun wet soil
muddy

muddy /�m�di/ adjective 1. covered
with mud 2. (of ground) consisting
mainly of mud
mudflat

mudflat /�m�dfl�t/ noun a wide area
of mud along the edge of a river or lake
or sea
mufti

mufti /�m�fti/ noun civilian clothing
(informal ) � He was in mufti.
mujahideen

mujahideen /�mu�d%əhə|�di�n/ noun
Arabic a Muslim guerrilla, who believes
that he is fighting a ‘holy war’ in de-
fence of the Islamic faith. � jihad
mule

mule /mju�l/ noun a four-legged ani-
mal produced by mating a horse with a
donkey, which is suitable for carrying
loads over rough terrain

COMMENT: Mules were used exten-
sively as transport animals during the
Second World War.

muleteer

muleteer /�mju�l |�tə/ noun a person
in charge of a mule � The muleteers will
be attached to Headquarter Company.
mullah

mullah /�m�lə/ noun a Muslim priest �
Mullahs have been inciting the crowd.
multinational

multinational /�m�lti|�n�ʃ(ə)nəl/ ad-
jective (of military forces) consisting of
contingents from several different na-
tions � The multinational force is made
up of British and German divisions.
multinational logistics

multinational logistics
/�m�ltin�ʃ(ə)nəl lə|�d%stks/ noun
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supporting operations which are made
up of forces from different nations
multiple

multiple /�m�ltp(ə)l/ adjective con-
sisting of several parts � noun a patrol,
consisting of several teams which move
along different routes, but are always
able to support each other
multiple independently-targeted re-entry vehicle

multiple independently-targeted
re-entry vehicle noun full form of
MIRV
multiple integrated laser engagement system

multiple integrated laser en-
gagement system /�m�ltp(ə)l
�nt(retd �lezə n |�(ed%mənt
�sstəm/ noun full form of MILES
multiple-launch rocket system

multiple-launch rocket system
/�m�ltp(ə)l lɔ�ntʃ �rɒkt �sstəm/
noun full form of MLRS
multiple rocket launcher

multiple rocket launcher
/�m�ltp(ə)l �rɒkt �lɔ�ntʃə/ noun a
rocket launcher which fires several
rockets at the same time. Abbr MRL
multi-purpose

multi-purpose /�m�lti �p$�pəs/ ad-
jective having several different purpos-
es
multirole

multirole /�m�lti|�rəυl/ adjective hav-
ing several different roles or functions �
The Americans are developing a multi-
role fighter.
munition

munition /mju�|�nʃ(ə)n/ noun any
type of explosive device which is used
as a weapon (such as a bomb, grenade,
mine, projectile, etc.) � The bomb hit a
munitions store.
munitionize

munitionize, munitionise verb same
as weaponize
munitions factory

munitions factory /mju�|�nʃ(ə)nz
�f�kt(ə)ri/ noun a factory where
bombs, shells, etc., are made
murder

murder /�m$�də/ noun an unlawful
killing of a person � He was accused of
murder. � verb to kill a person without
legal justification � The mayor of the
town has been murdered.
Murphy’s Law

Murphy’s Law /�m$�fiz �lɔ�/ noun a
popular idea that if anything can go
wrong, then it probably will go wrong �
You forgot to take Murphy’s Law into
account. � Sod’s Law
mushroom cloud

mushroom cloud /�m�ʃru�m klaυd/
noun a mushroom-shaped cloud of

smoke and dust produced by the explo-
sion of a nuclear weapon
musket

musket /�m�skt/ noun an obsolete
firearm, similar to a rifle, where the bul-
let and propellant are loaded through
the muzzle (historical)
mustard gas

mustard gas /�m�stəd �(�s/ noun a
type of gas which causes blisters on ex-
posed skin
muster

muster /�m�stə/ noun an act of assem-
bling troops � The muster will take
place at 0800hrs. � verb 1. to assemble
troops � They mustered all available
forces. 2. (of troops) to come together �
B Company will muster at 0800hrs.
muster parade

muster parade /�m�stə pə|�red/
noun an assembly of all soldiers at the
beginning of the day to receive instruc-
tions
muster-roll

muster-roll /�m�stə rəυl/ noun an of-
ficial list of all people serving in a unit
mutilate

mutilate /�mju�tlet/ verb 1. to inflict
a wound which causes severe physical
damage (especially the loss of a limb or
organ) � His face was mutilated by
shrapnel. 2. to deliberately inflict sever-
al serious wounds on a person or dead
body � The women’s bodies had been
mutilated.
mutineer

mutineer /�mju�t|�nə/ noun a serv-
iceman who mutinies
mutiny

mutiny /�mju�tni/ noun a rebellion by
servicemen against the military author-
ities � The mutiny has spread to other
units. � verb to take part in a mutiny �

Units of the navy have mutinied.
mutually supporting

mutually supporting /�mju�tʃυəl
sə|�pɔ�|�tŋ/ adjective able to provide
mutual support � The enemy was well
dug-in in mutually supporting posi-
tions.
mutual support

mutual support /�mju�tʃυəl sə|�pɔ�t/
noun the ability of two or more defen-
sive positions, groupings or vehicles to
give fire support to each other � This is
a bad position because there is no mu-
tual support between the three platoons.
muzzle

muzzle /�m�z(ə)l/ noun the open end
of a gun’s barrel
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muzzle velocity

muzzle velocity /�m�z(ə)l və |�lɒsti/
noun the speed of a projectile, at the

moment when it leaves the muzzle of a
weapon
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NAAFI

NAAFI /�n�fi/ noun 1. an organization
responsible for servicemen’s welfare 2.
a bar, canteen or shop which is run by
the NAAFI � full form Navy, Army and
Air Force Institutes
NAAFI break

NAAFI break /�n�fi brek/ noun a
break to have a cup of tea or coffee
NAIAD

NAIAD /�na�d/ noun an instrument
which detects and warns of the presence
of a nerve agent. Full form nerve agent
immobilised enzyme alarm and de-
tector
name tag

name tag /�nem t�(/ noun same as
ID disc
napalm

napalm /�nepɑ�m/ noun jelly made
from petroleum, which is used as an in-
cendiary weapon
NAPS

NAPS /n�ps/ plural noun tablets,
which are taken at regular intervals
when the chemical threat is high, in or-
der to give the body some resistance
against the effects of nerve agents �

We’ve been ordered to start taking
NAPS. Full form nerve agent pre-
treatment set
NATEX

NATEX noun an organization similar
to the British NAAFI which provides
shops and other services for personnel
on some NATO bases. Full form Nato
Exchange
nation

nation /�neʃ(ə)n/ noun a community
of people, united by a common lan-
guage and history, who form a state
national

national /�n�ʃ(ə)nəl/ adjective relat-
ing to a nation or state
nationalist

nationalist /�n�ʃ(ə)nəlst/ adjective
seeking national independence � noun a
person who is seeking national inde-
pendence

nationality

nationality /�n�ʃə|�n�lti/ noun being
a citizen of a particular state � His na-
tionality is Czech.
national logistic support

national logistic support
/�n�ʃ(ə)nəl lə|�d%stk sə|�pɔ�t/ noun
logistic support given by a nation to its
own forces, or as part of a multinational
force
National Missile Defence

National Missile Defence
/�n�ʃ(ə)nəl �msal d|�fens/ noun a
projected American defence shield
against hostile ballistic missile attacks,
involving the use of anti-missile-mis-
siles and missile-destroying lasers car-
ried in aircraft or deployed in space sat-
ellites. � guided missile, heat-seeking
missile. Abbr NMD
national service

national service /�n�ʃ(ə)nəl
�s$�vs/ noun compulsory military serv-
ice
NATO

NATO /�netəυ/ noun a military alli-
ance consisting of the USA, Canada and
most western European states, which
was originally formed in order to coun-
ter the growing threat from the Soviet
Union, following the end of the Second
World War, and which now acts in a
peacekeeping role in support of the
United Nations. Full form North Atlan-
tic Treaty Organization
NATO accounting unit

NATO accounting unit /�netəυ ə|

�kaυntŋ �ju�nt/ noun a fictitious cur-
rency used to calculate costs of con-
struction, manpower, etc., which are
funded from a common NATO source
NATO commander

NATO commander /�netəυ kə|

�mɑ�ndə/ noun the commander of part
of a NATO force. � non-NATO com-
mander
NATO Exchange

NATO Exchange /�netəυ ks|

�tʃend%/ noun full form of NATEX
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NATO military authority

NATO military authority /�netəυ
�mlt(ə)ri ɔ�|�θɒrti/ noun an organiza-
tion or HQ which is part of a NATO
command
NATO – T

NATO – T /�netəυ �ti�/ noun a method
of illuminating a helicopter landing
zone at night, by positioning five torch-
es in the shape of a capital letter T, with
the stem pointing downwind
natural features

natural features /�n�tʃ(ə)rəl
�fi�tʃəz/ plural noun hills, ridges, rivers,
valleys, woods, etc.
nautical mile

nautical mile /�nɔ�tk(ə)l �mal/ noun
a unit of linear measurement at sea, cor-
responding to 2,025 yards or 1,852 me-
tres. Also called sea mile
naval

naval /�nev(ə)l/ adjective 1. relating
to a navy � The British naval capacity in
the Atlantic. 2. relating to war at sea � It
was the biggest naval engagement of
the war.
naval forces

naval forces /�nev(ə)l �fɔ�sz/ plural
noun military forces which operate at
sea
naval gunfire support

naval gunfire support /�nev(ə)l
�(�nfaə sə|�pɔ�t/ noun indirect fire
provided by warships in support of
ground forces. Abbr NGS
navigable

navigable /�n�v(əb(ə)l/ adjective
(of canals, estuaries, rivers, etc.) allow-
ing the passage of boats and ships
navigate

navigate /�n�v(et/ verb to find your
way from one location to another
navigation

navigation /�n�v|�(eʃ(ə)n/ noun an
act or process of navigating
navigator

navigator /�n�v(etə/ noun an air-
crew member who is responsible for
navigation
navy

navy /�nevi/ noun the branch of a
state’s armed forces which operates at
sea � Ships from several NATO navies
were patrolling the area. � the Royal
Navy (RN) the British navy � the Unit-
ed States Navy (USN) the navy of the
USA
Navy Lynx

Navy Lynx /�nevi lŋks/ noun a Lynx
helicopter modified for operating from
a ship. Also called Sea Lynx
NBC

NBC /�en bi� �si�/ adjective relating to
nuclear, biological and chemical war-

fare. Full form nuclear, biological and
chemical
NBC state

NBC state /�en bi� �si� �stet/ noun the
degree of possibility or probability that
the enemy will mount a nuclear, chemi-
cal or biological attack
NBC suit

NBC suit /�en bi� �si� �su�t/ noun spe-
cial clothing, which provides protection
from radioactive fallout and biological
and chemical weapons. Also called
Noddy suit
NCO

NCO abbreviation non-commissioned
officer � He sent a squad of men with an
NCO to investigate. (NOTE: The plural
form is NCOs /�en �si� �əυz/.)
ND

ND abbreviation negligent discharge
need-to-know

need-to-know /�nid tə �nəυ/ adjec-
tive relating to secret information which
is only given to those people who actu-
ally need to know it (informal) � I’m
afraid that’s need-to-know at the mo-
ment, and you don’t need to know it.
negative

negative /�ne(ətv/ adjective incor-
rect � That is negative. � adverb that is
incorrect (radio terminology) � ‘Hullo
23D this is 2, are you in position, over?’
– ‘23D, negative, over’ Compare af-
firmative
negligence

negligence /�ne(ld%əns/ noun 1. a
lack of attention or proper care � The
device malfunctioned because of negli-
gence by the operator. � The accident
was due to the negligence of the safety
staff. 2. a failure to carry out correct
procedure � The officer was accused of
negligence.
negligent

negligent /�ne(ld%ənt/ adjective be-
having with negligence
negligent discharge

negligent discharge /�ne(ld%ənt
�dstʃɑ�d%/ noun the unintentional fir-
ing of a weapon. Abbr ND. Also called
accidental discharge
nerve agent

nerve agent /�n$�v �ed%ənt/ noun a
chemical agent designed to attack a per-
son’s central nervous system � The ene-
my are using a nerve agent.
nerve agent immobilized enzyme alarm and detector

nerve agent immobilized en-
zyme alarm and detector noun full
form of NAIAD
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nerve agent pre-treatment set

nerve agent pre-treatment set
/�n$�v �ed%ənt pri�|�triətmənt �set/
noun full form of NAPS
net

net /net/ noun 1. a woven material
made out of knotted cord, with large
holes 2. a net used as a container (espe-
cially for underslung loads) 3. (of radio)
a group of radio users (e.g. sub-units of
a battalion, company or platoon), who
are transmitting and receiving on the
same frequency � We are monitoring
the battalion net.
neutral

neutral /�nju�trəl/ adjective (of states)
not allied to or supporting either of two
opposing sides in a war or conflict
neutrality

neutrality /nju�|�tr�lti/ noun a state
of being neutral
neutralization

neutralization /�nju�trəla |�zeʃ(ə)n/,
neutralisation noun an act of neutraliz-
ing
neutralize

neutralize /�nju�trəlaz/, neutralise
verb to fire at an enemy, in order to pre-
vent him using his weapons. � sup-
press

COMMENT: When neutralizing enemy
forces, it is not necessary to kill them.
The object is simply to make them
keep their heads down.

neutron bomb

neutron bomb /�nju�trɒn bɒm/ noun
a tactical nuclear weapon which pro-
duces high levels of radiation but little
blast, thereby causing high loss of life
but comparatively little damage to
buildings and installations
next of kin

next of kin /�nekst əv �kn/ noun a
person’s closest living relative, who
must be informed in the event of death
or injury or other misfortune

COMMENT: For most married people,
the next of kin is their husband or
wife. For most unmarried people, it is
one of their parents.

NGO

NGO /�en d%i� �əυ/ noun a humanitari-
an organization, which is not sponsored
by any particular government, and can
thus claim neutral status in a war zone �
Several NGOs are already established
in the region. Full form non-govern-
mental organization
NGS

NGS abbreviation naval gunfire sup-
port
nickname

nickname /�nknem/ noun 1. a name
(often humorous), which is given to or

used by a person instead of his real
name � His nickname is Ferret. 2. a
codename 3. a codeword
nicknumber

nicknumber /�nkn�mbə/ noun a
number used to denote a location on the
ground
night

night /nat/ noun a period of darkness
between sunset and sunrise
night-capable

night-capable /�nat �kepəb(ə)l/ ad-
jective able to be used in darkness
Nighthawk

Nighthawk /�nathɔ�k/ noun � F-117A
night-observation device

night-observation device, night-
viewing device, night-vision device
noun optical equipment which utilizes
night-viewing technology
night sight

night sight /�nat sat/ noun a sight
consisting of an optical instrument such
as an image intensifier or infrared,
which improves visibility at night
night-viewing technology

night-viewing technology /�nat
�vju�ŋ tek |�nɒləd%i/ noun optical
equipment which makes it possible to
see things at night (e.g. image intensifi-
cation, infrared, thermal imaging, etc.)
Nimrod

Nimrod /�nmrɒd/ noun a British-de-
signed multi-purpose aircraft, based on
a passenger airliner
Nimrod MR MK 2

Nimrod MR MK 2 noun a maritime
patrol and anti-submarine aircraft
Nimrod R MK1

Nimrod R MK1 /�nmrɒd �ɑ� em ke
�tu�/ noun an electronic intelligence
(ELINT) aircraft
Nissen hut

Nissen hut /�ns(ə)n h�t/ noun a
semi-permanent structure with a curved
roof of corrugated iron which extends
down to ground level � Your objective is
the group of Nissen huts at the northern
end of the airfield.
nitroglycerine

nitroglycerine /�natrəυ|�(lsərn/
noun a chemical compound, used to
make dynamite
NLT

NLT abbreviation not later than � A
Company requests fuel replen NLT
1645hrs.
NMD

NMD /�en em �di�/ noun US a projected
American defence shield against hostile
ballistic missile attacks, involving the
use of anti-missile-missiles and missile-
destroying lasers carried in aircraft or
deployed in space satellites. Full form
National Missile Defence
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COMMENT: NMD is a new develop-
ment of the unrealized Strategic De-
fence Initiative (SDI) or Star Wars
programme.

NOD

NOD /nɒd/ abbreviation night observa-
tion device
noddy suit

noddy suit /�nɒdi �su�t/ noun an NBC
suit (slang)
NODUF

NODUF /�nəυd�f/, noduf adverb ra-
dio terminology indicating that the mes-
sage refers to a real situation rather than
an exercise scenario � Hello 2 this is 22,
NODUF, casualty with gunshot wound
at grid 332598, request CASEVAC,
over! � 22 has just sent a noduf message
saying that someone has been shot.
no fixed abode

no fixed abode /�nəυ fkst ə|�bəυd/
adjective not having a permanent home
or address
no-fly zone

no-fly zone /nəυ �fla �zəυn/ noun
airspace defined by a state or by interna-
tional agreement, which the aircraft of
another state are not allowed to enter
no-go area

no-go area /�nəυ �(əυ �eəriə/ noun an
area which is too dangerous for routine
patrolling by security forces or peace-
keepers � The eastern part of the town
is now a complete no-go area.
nomad

nomad /�nəυm�d/ noun a member of
an ethnic group which has no perma-
nent home, but travels around from one
place to another (often with herds of an-
imals)
nomadic

nomadic /nəυ|�m�dk/ adjective re-
lating to nomads
no-man’s-land

no-man’s-land /�nəυ m�nz �l�nd/
noun an area of ground between the for-
ward positions of two opposing forces �
A patrol was sent out into no-man’s-
land.
non-com

non-com /�nɒn �kɒm/ noun a non-
commissioned officer (informal ) � NCO
noncombatant

noncombatant /nɒn|�kɒmbətənt/
noun a person who has no military role
in a war or conflict (i.e. a civilian)
noncombatant status

noncombatant status /nɒn|

�kɒmbətənt �stetəs/ noun the status of
servicemen who are not directly in-
volved in the fighting or the support of
those who fight (such as chaplains and
medical personnel). Compare combat-
ant

non-commissioned officer

non-commissioned officer
/�nɒnkəmʃ(ə)nd �ɒfsə/ noun a serv-
iceman who holds a supervisory rank,
but is not a commissioned officer (such
as a corporal, sergeant, colour sergeant,
etc.) � He sent a squad of men with an
NCO to investigate. Abbr NCO
non-governmental organization

non-governmental organization
/�nɒn �(�vənmentəl �ɔ�(əna|

�zeʃ(ə)n/ noun full form of NGO
non-lethal force

non-lethal force /�nɒn �li�θ(ə)l �fɔ�s/
noun an action which may injure a per-
son, but will not kill him or her
non-NATO commander

non-NATO commander /nɒn|

�netəυ kə|�mɑ�ndə/ noun a command-
er from a country which is not a mem-
ber of NATO but who is part of the com-
mand structure of a NATO force
non-persistent

non-persistent /�nɒn pə|�sstənt/ ad-
jective (of chemical agents) designed to
disperse in the air after a few minutes
north

north /nɔ�θ/ noun 1. one of the four
main points of the compass, corre-
sponding to a bearing of 0 degrees or 0
mils 2. an area to the north of your loca-
tion � The enemy are approaching from
the north. 3. � the North the northern
part of a country � adjective relating to
north � The landings took place on the
north coast of France. � north wind
wind blowing from the north � adverb
towards the north � The enemy is mov-
ing north.
North Atlantic Treaty

North Atlantic Treaty /�nɔ�θ ət|

�l�ntk �tri�ti/ noun a treaty signed in
Washington in 1949 by which NATO
was set up
North Atlantic Treaty Organization

North Atlantic Treaty Organiza-
tion /�nɔ�θ ət|�l�ntk �tri�ti
�ɔ�(ənazeʃ(ə)n/ noun full form of
NATO
northbound

northbound /�nɔ�θbaυnd/ adjective
moving or leading towards the north � a
northbound convoy
northerly

northerly /�nɔ�ðəli/ adjective 1. to-
wards the north � They set off in an
northerly direction. 2. (of wind) from
the north 3. situated towards the north �
The most northerly point of a country.
northern

northern /�nɔ�ð(ə)n/ adjective relat-
ing to the north � The northern part of
the country.
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Northern Hemisphere

Northern Hemisphere /�nɔ�ð(ə)n
�hem|�sfə/ noun an area of the earth’s
surface north of the Equator
northing

northing /�nɔ�ðŋ/ noun 1. a horizon-
tal line of a map grid 2. one of the coor-
dinates running from bottom to top
across a map. Compare easting
northward

northward /�nɔ�θwəd/ adjective to-
wards the north � a northward direction
� adverb US towards the north � The
army is moving northward.
northwards

northwards /�nɔ�θwədz/ adverb to-
wards the north � The army is moving
northwards.
notice

notice /�nəυts/ noun 1. a written doc-
ument which is displayed in order to
pass on information or a warning � No-
tices about the curfew have been dis-
played throughout the town. 2. a speci-
fied period of time before something
happens � at short notice with little
warning � the platoon must be ready to
move at short notice � verb to become
aware of something � He noticed that a
tank was moving up the road.
notice to move

notice to move /�nəυts tə �mu�v/
noun a period within which a person or
unit must be ready to move � We were at
five minutes’ notice to move. Abbr NTM
notification

notification /�nəυtf|�keʃ(ə)n/ noun
an act of informing someone
notify

notify /�nəυtfa/ verb to inform some-
one � We were not notified of the change
in plan.
November

November /nəυ|�vembə/ noun the
fourteenth letter of the phonetic alpha-
bet (Nn)
NTM

NTM abbreviation notice to move
nuclear

nuclear /�nju�kliə/ adjective relating
to the use of nuclear energy

COMMENT: Although their meanings
are not identical, the word nuclear

has now superseded atomic for most
general contexts.

nuclear, biological and chemical

nuclear, biological and chemical
/�nju�kliə �baəlɒd%k(ə)l ənd
�kemk(ə)l/ adjective full form of NBC
nuclear deterrent

nuclear deterrent /�nju�kliə d|

�terənt/ noun the possession of nuclear
weapons in order to deter an attack by a
foreign power
nuclear disarmament

nuclear disarmament /�nju�kliə
ds|�ɑ�məmənt/ noun the removal or de-
struction of a country’s nuclear weap-
ons
nuclear energy

nuclear energy /�nju�kliə �enəd%i/
noun energy produced by a nuclear re-
action
nuclear power

nuclear power /�nju�kliə �paυə/
noun 1. a state which possesses nuclear
weapons. � superpower 2. energy pro-
duced by a nuclear reaction
nuclear-powered

nuclear-powered /�nju�kliə �paυəd/
adjective driven or propelled by nuclear
power
nuclear response

nuclear response /�nju�kliə r|

�spɒns/ noun the use of nuclear weap-
ons in order to defeat or punish an act of
aggression by another state
nuclear submarine

nuclear submarine /�nju�kliə
�s�bmə|�ri�n/ noun a submarine driven
by nuclear power
nuclear warfare

nuclear warfare /�nju�kliə �wɔ�feə/
noun warfare involving the use of nu-
clear weapons
nuclear weapon

nuclear weapon /�nju�kliə �wepən/
noun a bomb or missile or other device
which utilises the release of nuclear en-
ergy. � NBC, tactical
nuke

nuke /nju�k/ noun a nuclear weapon �
verb to attack with nuclear weapons �

Let’s nuke them!
NVG

NVG abbreviation night-viewing gog-
gles
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oasis

oasis /əυ|�ess/ noun a place in a
desert where water can be found � After
three days they came to an oasis. (NOTE:
The plural form is oases /əυ|�esi�z/.)
oath of service

oath of service /�əυθ əv �s$�vs/
noun a solemn promise of loyalty and
obedience made by people when join-
ing the armed forces
obey

obey /ə |�be/ verb to carry out a com-
mand or order � The soldiers were
court-martialled for refusing to obey
orders.
objective

objective /əb |�d%ektv/ noun 1. some-
thing which must be accomplished or
achieved � Our first objective is to im-
prove radio security throughout the bri-
gade. 2. a location or position which
must be destroyed or captured � The
platoon will reorganize on the objec-
tive.
obscure

obscure /əb|�skjυə/ verb to make
something difficult to see � The objec-
tive is obscured by smoke.
observation

observation /�ɒbzə|�veʃ(ə)n/ noun
an act of observing
observation post

observation post /�ɒbzə|�veʃ(ə)n
�pəυst/ noun 1. a covert position from
which an area of ground may be ob-
served � An enemy OP has been located
at grid 882014. 2. troops occupying an
observation post � All of the OP were
captured. � abbr OP
observation post vehicle

observation post vehicle /�ɒbzə|

�veʃ(ə)n pəυst �vi�k(ə)l/ noun full
form of OPV
observe

observe /əb|�z$�v/ verb to look at or
watch something � We can observe the
road from that hill.
observer

observer /əb|�z$�və/ noun a person
who observes

obsolescent

obsolescent /�ɒbsə|�les(ə)nt/ adjec-
tive no longer in general use (because it
is in the process of being replaced by
something more modern) � The enemy
reserves are equipped with obsolescent
tanks. (NOTE: Although it is not correct,
many people use the word obsolete in
this context.)
obsolete

obsolete /�ɒbsəli�t/ adjective not used
any more (because it has been replaced
by something more modern) � That
tank is now obsolete. (NOTE: When
something is becoming obsolete, but is
still capable of being used (and re-
paired), the correct term is actually ob-
solescent. However, many people use
the word obsolete in this context as
well.)
obstacle

obstacle /�ɒbstək(ə)l/ noun a natural
or man-made feature, which hinders or
obstructs the movement of a person or
vehicle

COMMENT: Natural obstacles include
features such as woods, rivers and
high ground, while man-made ob-
stacles include features such as
built-up areas, canals and railway
embankments. In addition, obstacles
can be specially constructed: for ex-
ample craters, barbed-wire entangle-
ments and minefields.

obstacle course

obstacle course /�ɒbstək(ə)l kɔ�s/
noun a training area where soldiers
have to get past various obstacles such
as ditches or high walls as quickly as
possible
obstruct

obstruct /əb |�str�kt/ verb 1. to make it
difficult or impossible for a person or
vehicle to pass � The road was obstruct-
ed by a burning tank. 2. to make it diffi-
cult or impossible for a person to carry
out a task or duty � He was constantly
obstructed by his platoon sergeant.
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obstruction

obstruction /əb|�str�kʃən/ noun 1. an
act of obstructing � Your platoon com-
mander has accused you of obstruction.
2. something which obstructs � We used
explosives to clear the obstruction. �

obstacle
OC

OC /�əυ �si�/ noun a term usually ap-
plied to an officer commanding a com-
pany or equivalent-sized grouping. Full
form officer commanding
occupation

occupation /�ɒkjυ |�peʃ(ə)n/ noun
the use of military forces to take posses-
sion of and then control territory be-
longing to another state
occupy

occupy /�ɒkjυpa/ verb 1. (of tactical
positions) to move into a position � We
will occupy the position at 1700hrs. 2.
(of tactical positions) to be in a position
� The Coldstream Guards are occupy-
ing the forward positions. � to occupy
a territory 1. to use military force to
take possession of territory belonging to
another state � Ruritania has occupied
the neighbouring country 2. to use mil-
itary forces to control territory belong-
ing to another state � the town has been
occupied by NATO troops
offence

offence /ə|�fens/ noun 1. an aggressive
military action (such as advance, attack,
invasion, etc.) � The country has been
condemned for its use of offence to con-
trol the indigenous population. Com-
pare defence 2. an illegal act � He has
committed several offences. (NOTE: Of-
fensive is more common for describing
aggressive military action.)
offense

offense /ə |�fens/ noun US spelling of
offence
offensive

offensive /ə|�fensv/ adjective relating
to aggressive military action (such as
advance, attack, invasion, etc.) � Their
strategy concentrates mainly on offen-
sive operations. � noun an aggressive
military action (such as advance, attack,
invasion, etc.) � The rebels are planning
a new offensive. � to go or to move
onto the offensive to change from de-
fence to offence � The transition from
the defensive to the offensive is one of
the most delicate operations in war –
Napoleon Compare defensive

offensive counter-air operations

offensive counter-air operations
/ə |�fensv �kaυntər �eə �ɒpəreʃ(ə)nz/
plural noun attacks on enemy airfields,
surface-to-air missile sites, radar sites
and other facilities associated with the
enemy air force
offensive systems officer

offensive systems officer /ə|

�fensv �sstəmz �ɒfsə/ noun full form
of OSO
office

office /�ɒfs/ noun 1. a room used for
administrative and clerical work � The
CO is in his office. 2. an administrative
or supervisory position within an organ-
ization � He is unsuitable for this office.
(NOTE: A person who holds an office in
the armed forces is known as an offic-
er, while a person who holds an office
in a civilian organization (especially
one involved in government or local ad-
ministration) is usually known as an of-
ficial.)
officer

officer /�ɒfsə/ noun � (commis-
sioned) officer a serviceman with a su-
pervisory rank, who derives his author-
ity from a commission (such as a lieu-
tenant, captain, major, etc.) � two
officers led the assault on the enemy po-
sition
officer cadet

officer cadet /�ɒfsə kə|�det/ noun a
rank held by a potential officer at an of-
ficer-training establishment
officer candidate

officer candidate /�ɒfsə
�k�nddet/ noun a person who wishes
to become, or is training to become, an
officer in the armed forces
officer commanding

officer commanding /�ɒfsə kə|

�mɑ�ndŋ/ noun an officer who com-
mands a unit or sub-unit. Abbr OC
officer of the watch

officer of the watch /�ɒfsə əv ðə
�wɒtʃ/ noun an officer on duty
official

official /ə |�fʃ(ə)l/ adjective approved
or authorized by someone who holds an
office in an organization � noun a per-
son who holds an office in a civilian or-
ganization (especially one involved in
government or local administration)
official channels

official channels /ə|�fʃ(ə)l
�tʃ�n(ə)lz/ plural noun official ways of
passing information � The complaint
was sent to the ambassador by official
channels.
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off limits

off limits /�ɒf �lmts/ adjective pro-
hibited (to the persons specified) � This
pub is off limits to officers and NCOs.
offr

offr abbreviation officer
off-route mine

off-route mine /�ɒf ru�t �man/ noun
an explosive device which is placed at
the side of a road or track, and is de-
signed to fire an anti-tank projectile into
a passing vehicle automatically
O Group

O Group /�əυ �(ru�p/ noun 1. same as
orders group 2. a meeting, where a
commander issues operational orders to
his subordinate commanders � The O
Group is at 2200hrs. 3. people who at-
tend an O Group � The O Group was in-
formed that the CO had been killed.
oil

oil /ɔl/ noun 1. a thick liquid refined
from petroleum, which is used to lubri-
cate machinery and protect metal from
rust and corrosion 2. petroleum, a liquid
mineral substance which is extracted
from the ground and then refined to pro-
duce petrol, diesel, kerosene and lubri-
cating oil � verb to apply oil to an object
� Weapons should be cleaned and oiled
before they are returned to the armoury.
oilfield

oilfield /�ɔlfi�ld/ noun an area where
petroleum is extracted from the ground
oil rig

oil rig /�ɔl r(/ noun a structure which
supports equipment for extracting pe-
troleum from an oil well
oil slick

oil slick /�ɔl slk/ noun a large patch
of oil or petroleum floating on water
(usually released from a damaged ship
as a result of an accident or enemy ac-
tion)
oil well

oil well /�ɔl wel/ noun a hole in the
ground from which petroleum is ex-
tracted
OK

OK /�əυ �ke/ adverb 1. I have under-
stood your instruction 2. all right or sat-
isfactorily � That went OK. 3. (as a
question) do you understand? 4. (as a
question) is everything all right?
OMG

OMG abbreviation operational ma-
noeuvre group
one-star general

one-star general /�w�n stɑ�
�d%en(ə)rəl/ noun US a brigadier gener-
al
one-up

one-up /�w�n ��p/ adverb using a tac-
tical formation in which one sub-unit is

leading as point, and the other two are
following abreast of each other � We’ll
be advancing one-up. Compare two-up

COMMENT: This formation is suitable
for an advance to contact.

OOB

OOB abbreviation out of bounds
OOM

OOM abbreviation order of march
OOTW

OOTW abbreviation operations other
than war
op

op /ɒp/ noun an operation (informal)
OP

OP abbreviation 1. observation post 2.
outpost
OP/Ack

OP/Ack /ɒp ��k/ noun an assistant to a
forward observation officer (FOO).
Also called surveyor
OPCON

OPCON /�ɒpkɒn/ abbreviation opera-
tional control
open arrest

open arrest /�əυpən ə|�rest/ noun a
state in which a person is considered to
be in custody and his movements are re-
stricted, but he is allowed to go about
his normal daily business
open city

open city /�əυpən �st/ noun a city
which is abandoned to the enemy, in or-
der to avoid the serious destruction and
loss of life, which would result from
trying to defend it � Vienna has been de-
clared an open city.
open fire

open fire /�əυpən �faə/ verb to start
shooting � The guerillas opened fire on
our platoon.
open ground

open ground /�əυpən �(raυnd/ noun
an area where there are no buildings or
major natural obstacles
operate

operate /�ɒpəret/ verb 1. to carry out
military activity � Enemy special forces
are operating in this area. 2. to carry
out surgery (medical ) � We will have to
operate in order to remove the bullet. 3.
to work the controls of an apparatus or
device � He operates the ship’s sonar
equipment. � He has not been trained to
operate this equipment. 4. (of an appa-
ratus or device) to work properly � The
mechanism failed to operate.
operation

operation /�ɒpə|�reʃ(ə)n/ noun 1. an
act of operating � He has not been
trained in the operation of this equip-
ment. 2. a planned military task � This
will be a covert operation. Also called
op 3. operations involving various
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branches of the armed forces (army and
marines, e.g.) � � on operations on op-
erational service � noun an act of sur-
gery (medical) � He will need an oper-
ation to remove the bullet.

COMMENT: The department responsi-
ble for operations in a headquarters
is known as G3.

operational

operational /�ɒpə|�reʃ(ə)nəl/ adjec-
tive relating to military operations
operational command

operational command
/�ɒpəreʃ(ə)nəl kə|�mɑ�nd/ noun au-
thority given to a commander to organ-
ize tasks, deploy personnel, etc., as he
feels necessary to carry out an operation
operational control

operational control /�ɒpəreʃ(ə)nəl
kən|�trəυl/ noun authority given to a
commander to direct the forces under
his command so as to carry out the mis-
sion that has been assigned to him.
Abbr OPCON
operational manoeuvre group

operational manoeuvre group
/�ɒpəreʃ(ə)nəl mə |�nu�və �(ru�p/ noun
a Soviet armoured grouping designed to
exploit a breakthrough. Abbr OMG
operational mobility

operational mobility
/�ɒpəreʃ(ə)nəl məυ|�blti/ noun the
ability of forces to move rapidly from
place to place
operational service

operational service /�ɒpəreʃ(ə)nəl
�s$�vs/ noun service involving the pos-
sibility of real combat (as opposed to
peacetime soldiering) (NOTE: In the Brit-
ish armed forces, the term operational
service is used to describe counter-in-
surgency and peacekeeping opera-
tions. When a state of war exists, the
term active service is used instead.)
operations

operations /�ɒpə|�reʃ(ə)nz/ plural
noun moving troops, equipment, etc., as
part of a planned military task. Also
called ops
operations centre

operations centre /�ɒpə |�reʃ(ə)nz
�sentə/ noun a place from which a unit
or group’s operations are controlled and
coordinated
operations officer

operations officer /�ɒpə |�reʃ(ə)nz
�ɒfsə/ noun an officer responsible for
the coordination and administration of a
unit or grouping’s operational tasks.
Also called ops officer

operations room

operations room /�ɒpə|�reʃ(ə)nz
ru�m/ noun same as Ops Room
operator

operator /�ɒpəretə/ noun a person
who operates an apparatus or device �

He is the platoon commander’s radio-
operator.
OPFOR

OPFOR /�ɒp �fɔ�/ noun an enemy on a
training exercise. Full form opposing
forces
op order

op order /�ɒp �ɔ�də/ noun a document,
containing detailed instructions for a
military operation (NOTE: short for op-
eration order)
oppo

oppo /�ɒpəυ/ noun a colleague who
holds the same position as you in anoth-
er unit or sub-unit (informal ) � My oppo
in 6 Platoon was killed. Also called op-
posite number
oppose

oppose /ə|�pəυz/ verb 1. to be hostile
to someone 2. to offer resistance � We
were opposed by a group of well-armed
snipers. 3. to disagree with someone �

The general is opposed to our plan.
opposing forces

opposing forces /ə|�pəυzŋ �fɔ�sz/
plural noun full form of OPFOR
opposite number

opposite number /�ɒpəzt �n�mbə/
noun same as oppo
opposition

opposition /�ɒpə |�zʃ(ə)n/ noun 1. an
act of opposing � There was some oppo-
sition to the CO’s plan. 2. resistance �

The brigade has met with little opposi-
tion so far.
ops

ops /ɒps/ plural noun same as opera-
tions
OPSCHED

OPSCHED /�ɒpʃed, �ɒpsked/ abbre-
viation operation schedule
OPSEC

OPSEC /�ɒpsek/ abbreviation opera-
tional security
Opso

Opso /�ɒpsəυ/ noun an air-force oper-
ations officer
ops officer

ops officer /�ɒps �ɒfsə/ noun same
as operations officer
Ops Room

Ops Room /�ɒps rυm/ noun a com-
mand post in a permanent base location.
Also called operations room
optic

optic /�ɒptk/ adjective relating to the
eyes or vision
optical

optical /�ɒptk(ə)l/ adjective relating
to the eyes and vision
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optical device

optical device /�ɒptk(ə)l d|�vas/
noun a device which a person looks
through (usually as a means of improv-
ing visibility)
optics

optics /�ɒptks/ plural noun optical
equipment (such as imaging equipment,
optic sights, periscopes, etc.) � The
tank’s optics were damaged by artillery
fire.
optic sight

optic sight /�ɒptk �sat/ noun a
weapon sight which gives the firer a
magnified image of the target
option

option /�ɒpʃən/ noun one of two or
more alternative courses of action � We
have no option but to withdraw.
OPV

OPV /�əυ pi� �vi�/ noun an armoured
personnel carrier (APC) used by a for-
ward observation officer (FOO). Full
form observation post vehicle
OR

OR abbreviation other rank
ORBAT

ORBAT /�ɔ�b�t/ abbreviation order of
battle
order

order /�ɔ�də/ noun 1. an instruction or
command � I gave you an order! 2. a
position or sequence in which things or
events are arranged 3. good behaviour �
There has been a breakdown of law and
order in the town. 4. a state in which
things are correct � Is everything in or-
der? 5. a style of dress or equipment 6.
tidiness � You are in bad order. � verb to
tell someone to do something � He or-
dered the platoon to load their weap-
ons.
orderly

orderly /�ɔ�dəli/ adjective 1. disci-
plined or under control � The brigade
carried out an orderly withdrawal. 2.
relating to the execution of orders �

noun 1. a serviceman who delivers mes-
sages and carries out various simple
tasks in a headquarters 2. a serviceman
who cleans an officer’s kit. � batman
orderly officer

orderly officer /�ɔ�dəli �ɒfsə/ noun a
duty officer
orderly room

orderly room /�ɔ�dəli ru�m/ noun ad-
ministrative office of a unit
order of battle

order of battle /�ɔ�də əv �b�t(ə)l/
noun an arrangement of people, vehi-
cles or sub-units as a tactical grouping.
Abbr ORBAT. � organization

order of march

order of march /�ɔ�də əv �mɑ�tʃ/
noun the sequence in which the sub-
units of a grouping move (either on foot
or by vehicle) from one location to an-
other � Order of march: B Company
will lead, followed by A Company, then
D Company, then C Company. Abbr
OOM
orders

orders /�ɔ�dəz/ plural noun detailed in-
structions for an operation, given by a
commander to his subordinates � noun
1. a unit or sub-unit parade, where dis-
ciplinary matters are dealt with � Com-
pany Commander’s orders are at
1000hrs. 2. the daily document pro-
duced by a unit or sub-unit, containing
a programme of the day’s events and
any other information which may be
important � It was written on battalion
orders.
orders group

orders group /�ɔ�dəz (ru�p/ noun a
meeting, where a commander issues op-
erational orders to his subordinate com-
manders. Abbr O Group
ordnance

ordnance /�ɔ�dnəns/ noun 1. military
equipment and supplies in general 2.
weapons and munitions
Org

Org abbreviation organization
organization

organization /�ɔ�(əna|�zeʃ(ə)n/, or-
ganisation noun 1. an act of organizing
� He is responsible for the organization
of our sports competition. 2. arrange-
ment of people, vehicles or sub-units as
a grouping � The organization of an in-
fantry battalion consists of three rifle
companies, a support weapons compa-
ny, a headquarter company and a bat-
talion headquarters. � order of battle 3.
a group of people who are arranged into
smaller groups or departments and are
given different responsibilities and
tasks, so that they can work together for
a common purpose � How long have
you been working for this organization?
Organization for Security and Cooperation in Europe

Organization for Security and
Cooperation in Europe
/�ɔ�(ənazeʃ(ə)n fə s|�kjυərəti ən
kəυ|�ɒpə|�reʃ(ə)n n �jυərəp/ noun in-
ternational organization of 55 member
states, including all European countries
and the USA and Canada, with the aim
of reducing tension and solving interna-
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tional problems within Europe. Abbr
OSCE
organize

organize /�ɔ�(ənaz/, organise verb
1. to arrange a group of people into
smaller groups or departments with in-
dividual responsibilities and tasks, so
that they can work together for a com-
mon purpose � An infantry battalion is
usually organized into three rifle com-
panies, a support weapons company, a
headquarter company and a battalion
headquarters. 2. (of events) to make all
the necessary arrangements, so that an
event can take place � He organized the
battalion sports day.
orient

orient /�ɔ�riənt/ verb US 1. � to orient
yourself to establish your exact loca-
tion 2. to hold a map, so that the top of
the sheet is pointing towards north
(NOTE: orient – oriented – orientation;
British English is orientate – orientat-
ed)
orientate

orientate /�ɔ�riəntet/ verb 1. � to ori-
entate yourself to establish your exact
location 2. to hold a map, so that the top
of the sheet is pointing towards north
(NOTE: orientate – orientated – orien-
tation. The US term is orient – orient-
ed.)
orientation

orientation /�ɔ�riən|�teʃ(ə)n/ noun 1.
the exact position of somebody or
something in relation to the points of
the compass and to other objects or nat-
ural features 2. an action of orientating
yourself 3. a map-reading race, where
competitors navigate their way from
one location to another
Orion

Orion /ə|�raən/ noun an American-de-
signed multi-purpose aircraft, which is
based on a passenger airliner
Orion AEW & C

Orion AEW & C noun an airborne
early warning and control aircraft, with
a large disk-like antenna (radome)
mounted on the fuselage
Orion EP-3

Orion EP-3 /ə|�raən i� pi� �θri�/ noun
an electronic intelligence (ELINT) air-
craft
Orion P-3

Orion P-3 /ə|�raən pi� �θri�/ noun an
anti-submarine and maritime patrol air-
craft
Orthodox Church

Orthodox Church /�ɔ�θədɒks
�tʃ$�tʃ/ noun an eastern European form

of Christianity, found in Greece, Rus-
sia, parts of the Balkans and the Near
East. Compare Protestant Church,
Roman Catholic Church
Oscar

Oscar /�ɒskə/ noun the fifteenth letter
of the phonetic alphabet (Oo)
OSCE

OSCE abbreviation Organization for
Security and Cooperation in Europe
OSO

OSO /�əυsəυ/ noun US an aircrew
member on a bomber who operates the
aircraft’s weapons systems. Compare
DSO
other rank

other rank /��ðə �r�ŋk/ noun a serv-
iceman who is not an officer. Abbr OR
(NOTE: The American English term is
enlisted man.)
Otomat

Otomat /�ɒtəm�t/ noun a French/Ital-
ian-designed long-range anti-ship mis-
sile (ASM)
out

out /aυt/ adverb this is the end of the
conversation (radio terminology) � 2,
roger, out. Compare over. � wait out

COMMENT: Although ‘over and out’ is
often heard in films, it is not correct
radio procedure.

outbrief

outbrief /�aυtbri�f/ noun a final brief-
ing before aircrew get into their aircraft,
including an update of weather condi-
tions, last minute changes to situation,
and equipment checks
outfit

outfit /�aυtft/ noun US a unit
outflank

outflank /aυt|�fl�ŋk/ verb to manoeu-
vre around an enemy’s flank � The ene-
my are outflanking us on the left.
outmaneuver

outmaneuver /�aυtmə|�nu�və/ verb
US spelling of outmanoeuvre
outmanoeuvre

outmanoeuvre /�aυtmə|�nu�və/ verb
to manoeuvre successfully against an
enemy force which is trying to manoeu-
vre against you
out of area operation

out of area operation /�aυt əv
�eəriə �ɒpə |�reʃ(ə)n/ noun a military
operation conducted outside the area in
which a state’s armed forces usually op-
erate (e.g. British troops operating in
South America)
out of bounds

out of bounds /�aυt əv �baυndz/ ad-
verb where one is not allowed to go �

That pub is out of bounds to troops.
Abbr OOB
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outpost

outpost /�aυtpəυst/ noun a small de-
tachment of troops placed at a distance
from the main force, in order to provide
warning of an approaching enemy � All
the outposts have withdrawn to the
main position.
outrange

outrange /aυt |�rend%/ verb to be able
to shoot further than another weapon �

During the Gulf War, British and Amer-
ican tanks outranged the Soviet-de-
signed tanks used by the Iraqis.
outrank

outrank /aυt|�r�ŋk/ verb to hold a
higher rank than someone else � A na-
val lieutenant outranks a lieutenant in
the army.
outrigger

outrigger /�aυtr(ə/ noun a projecting
part which is attached to a gun in order
to stabilize it, or which is attached to an
aircraft to carry a weapon
over

over /əυvə/ adverb it is your turn to
speak (radio terminology) � ‘Hullo 2,
this is 22, what is your location, over?’
Compare out
overalls

overalls /�əυvərɔ�lz/ plural noun 1. a
garment combining jacket and trousers,
which is worn over other clothes in or-
der to protect them from dirt, mud, oil,
etc. 2. skin-tight trousers worn by caval-
ry soldiers and members of certain sup-
porting arms, as part of a ceremonial
uniform or mess kit
overboard

overboard /�əυvəbɔ�d/ adverb from a
ship or boat, into the water � He fell
overboard.
overhead

overhead /�əυvə |�hed/ adverb directly
above you � Helicopters were flying
overhead. � adjective positioned above
you

overhead cover

overhead cover /�əυvəhed �k�və/
noun a roof of a trench or other field
fortification, which is designed to with-
stand bullets and shrapnel
overhead protection

overhead protection /�əυvəhed prə |

�tekʃən/ noun a roof constructed over a
trench, in order to provide protection
from shrapnel and chemical weapons
overlay

overlay /�əυvəle/ noun a piece of
transparent paper or plastic, marked
with boundaries, positions, routes, and
other information relating to an opera-
tion, which is designed to be placed
over a map as a means of briefing the
participants. Also called trace
overrun

overrun /�əυvə|�r�n/ verb to fight your
way onto an enemy position � We are
being overrun. � The enemy easily over-
ran our defences. (NOTE: overrunning
– overran – have overrun)
overseas

overseas adverb /�əυvə|�si�z/ in or to
a foreign country � He was posted over-
seas. � adjective /�əυvəsi�z/ located in a
foreign country � He wants an overseas
posting.

COMMENT: For American and British
servicemen and servicewomen, most
foreign countries are indeed located
overseas. The word would be less
appropriate for French soldiers serv-
ing in Germany, for example, since
the two countries are not separated
by a sea.

over-watch

over-watch /�əυvə|�wɒtʃ/ noun a role
in which troops or tanks observe and
give covering fire if necessary � Two
squadrons deployed into over-watch
positions.
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P-15

P-15 /�pi� ff �ti�n/ noun a Soviet-de-
signed long-range anti-ship missile
(ASM) (NOTE: known to NATO as Styx)
PAA

PAA /�pi� e �e/ noun the number of
aircraft allocated to a unit for the per-
formance of its operational role (as op-
posed to training aircraft, spares, air-
craft under maintenance). Full form pri-
mary aircraft authorized
pace

pace /pes/ noun 1. a single movement
of a foot when walking � The squad
took two paces forward. 2. the distance
which a person’s foot moves when
walking one pace � An officer should
march four paces in front of the parade.
3. speed (especially when walking) � to
keep pace with someone to move at the
same speed as another person or vehicle
� verb to measure distance by counting
your paces � He paced the distance to
the river.
pace-stick

pace-stick /�pes stk/ noun a giant
set of mathematical dividers, tradition-
ally carried by drill instructors in order
to determine the length of pace for
marching � He was charged for hitting
a recruit with his pace-stick.
Pacific Command

Pacific Command /pə |�sfk kə|

�mɑ�nd/ noun full form of PACOM
pacifism

pacifism /�p�sfz(ə)m/ noun the be-
lief that war is the wrong way to settle
disputes
pacifist

pacifist /�p�sfst/ noun a person who
believes that war is the wrong way to
settle disputes � He is a committed pac-
ifist. � adjective referring to pacifism �

He became a conscientious objector be-
cause of his pacifist beliefs.
pack

pack /p�k/ noun 1. a large fabric con-
tainer, designed to be carried on a per-
son’s back. � bergen, rucksack 2. a pa-

per or cardboard or plastic container � a
pack of cigarettes � a 24 hour ration
pack
package

package /�p�kd%/ noun 1. any object
which is wrapped in a protective cover-
ing of paper or plastic or fabric � The
package might be a bomb. 2. same as
package formation � This package
will neutralise the enemy’s defence ca-
pability.
package formation

package formation /�p�kd% fɔ�|

�meʃ(ə)n/ noun a large aerial attack
force made up of different types of air-
craft (e.g. attack, escort, reconnais-
sance, SEAD, EW)
pack-animal

pack-animal /�p�k ��nməl/ noun a
mule or horse used to carry ammunition
or equipment or supplies
pack rations

pack rations /�p�k �r�ʃ(ə)nz/ plural
noun individual rations which are car-
ried by each serviceman or service-
woman in a pack
PACOM

PACOM /�p�kɒm/ noun US the de-
partment of the US forces responsible
for defending American national inter-
ests in the Pacific. Full form Pacific
Command
pad

pad /p�d/ noun (slang) 1. a married
quarter � There’s been an explosion
down at the pads. 2. a soldier who lives
with his or her family in a married quar-
ter � We need to send trucks to pick up
the pads.
paddle

paddle /�p�d(ə)l/ noun an instrument
like a short oar, designed to propel an
assault boat or canoe by hand � He
dropped his paddle into the water. �

verb to propel a boat with a paddle �

They paddled quietly up to the castle
walls.
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paddy-field

paddy-field /�p�di fi�ld/ noun a field
which is submerged in water, in order to
cultivate rice
padre

padre /�pɑ�dre/ noun a Christian
army chaplain
pagoda

pagoda /pə|�(əυdə/ noun a tall build-
ing used for religious worship in China,
Korea, Japan, etc.
pain

pain /pen/ noun an unpleasant physi-
cal sensation, caused by illness or injury
painkiller

painkiller /�penklə/ noun a drug
(e.g. morphine) designed to stop pain
paint

paint /pent/ noun a liquid substance
which is applied to an object in order to
colour it (as for camouflage), to provide
protection from water and damp or to
provide resistance to certain types of
surveillance equipment (such as infra-
red) � verb 1. to apply paint to an object
� They painted the vehicles white. 2. to
illuminate a target with a laser target
designator (informal)
pair

pair /peə/ noun two people or things
acting or being used together � The sec-
tion assaulted the position in pairs. � I
saw a pair of tanks by the wood.
pallet

pallet /�p�lət/ noun a wooden plat-
form, designed to provide a firm base
for a heavy load
pallisade

pallisade /�p�l|�sed/ noun a barrier
or fortification constructed from wood-
en stakes, which are positioned vertical-
ly in the ground
Paludrin

Paludrin /�p�ljυdrn/ noun a drug
which provides resistance to malaria
panga

panga /�p�ŋ(ə/ noun in East Africa, a
long broad-bladed knife designed for
clearing vegetation and often used as a
weapon. � machete, parang
panic

panic /�p�nk/ noun loss of self-con-
trol as a result of fear or anxiety � The
civilian population fled in panic as the
soldiers arrived. � verb to be affected
by panic � He panicked when the enemy
opened fire. (NOTE: panicking – pan-
icked)
panoramic sketch

panoramic sketch /�p�nər�mk
�sketʃ/ noun a simple drawing of an
area of ground, made by an FOO or
MFC, with likely targets and other use-
ful information marked on it

panzer

panzer /�p�nzə/ noun a German noun
meaning ‘armour’
panzer grenadier

panzer grenadier /�p�nzə �(renə|

�də/ noun a German armoured infan-
tryman
Papa

Papa /�pɑ�pə/ noun the sixteenth letter
of the phonetic alphabet (Pp)
para

para /�p�rə/ noun a paratrooper
(informal ) � British paras have taken
the village.
parachute

parachute /�p�rəʃu�t/ noun an appa-
ratus consisting of a fabric canopy and a
suspension harness which allows a per-
son, vehicle or load to descend safely
from an aircraft in flight � He was killed
when his parachute failed to open. �

verb 1. to descend by parachute � The
group parachuted behind enemy lines.
2. to drop something by parachute �

They parachuted supplies into the vil-
lage.
parachutist

parachutist /�p�rəʃu�tst/ noun
someone who descends by parachute
parade

parade /pə |�red/ noun 1. an action of
assembling at a specified time and place
in order to be inspected before the com-
mencement of an operation or period of
duty 2. a ceremonial occasion (usually
involving marching and military music)
� The passing-out ceremony was fol-
lowed by a parade. � verb to assemble
for inspection at a specified time and
place � The platoon will parade at the
armoury at 0745 hours.
parade ground

parade ground /pə|�red (raυnd/
noun a large area near a barracks, where
troops can parade
parade square

parade square /pə |�red skweə/
noun same as parade ground
parados

parados /�p�rədɒs/ noun a raised
mound of earth protecting the rear of a
trench. Compare parapet
paraffin oil

paraffin oil /�p�rəfn ɔl/ noun same
as kerosene
paramedic

paramedic /�p�rə|�medk/ noun a
serviceman or civilian, with a high level
of medical training, who is qualified to
perform emergency treatment on seri-
ous casualties
paramilitary

paramilitary /�p�rə|�mlt(ə)ri/ ad-
jective organized like an army (and pos-
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sibly armed) � There are several para-
military groups operating in the region.
parang

parang /�p�r�ŋ/ noun in Southeast
Asia, a long broad-bladed knife de-
signed for clearing vegetation and often
used as a weapon. � machete, panga
parapet

parapet /�p�rəpt/ noun a raised
mound of earth protecting the front of a
trench. Compare parados
parasite

parasite /�p�rəsat/ noun an organ-
ism or insect which lives on or inside
another animal and feeds off that animal
(e.g. a louse, or worm) � The disease is
transmitted by a parasite.
parasitic

parasitic /�p�rə|�stk/ adjective relat-
ing to a parasite � The disease is trans-
mitted by a parasitic worm.
paratrooper

paratrooper /�p�rətru�pə/ noun an
infantryman or member of a supporting
arm who deploys into a war zone by
parachute

COMMENT: Paratroopers of most ar-
mies undergo an exceptionally hard
training programme and are conse-
quently considered to be elite troops.

paratroops

paratroops /�p�rətru�ps/ plural noun
paratroopers � Enemy paratroops land-
ed near the village.
park

park /pɑ�k/ verb to stop a vehicle be-
side a road or in a special area and leave
it there � noun an area on a military
base where military vehicles are kept
parole

parole /pə|�rəυl/ noun the release of a
prisoner on the condition of a promise
made by that prisoner (e.g. that he will
no longer fight against the army which
captured him) � He was released on pa-
role. � verb to release a prisoner on pa-
role � He has been paroled.
partisan

partisan /�pɑ�tz(ə)n, �pɑ�t|�z�n/
noun an irregular soldier fighting
against regular troops � The convoy was
ambushed by a group of partisans. �

guerrilla
Partnership for Peace

Partnership for Peace /�pɑ�tnəʃp
fə �pi�s/ noun full form of PfP
pass

pass /pɑ�s/ verb 1. to go past some-
thing � We passed the fuel dump an
hour ago. 2. to move on � We passed
through Hildesheim without stopping.
3. to hand something to another person
� Pass me that map, please. 4. to ap-

prove or allow something � I have
passed your application to join the
Mortar Platoon. 5. to complete an ex-
amination or test successfully � You
have passed the sergeants’ exam. �

noun 1. a document authorizing the
holder to do something � Show me your
leave pass, please. 2. a narrow route
through mountainous country � The en-
emy had blocked all the passes through
the mountains. 3. an approach flight to-
wards a target made by an attacking air-
craft � We hit the tank on our second
pass.
passage of lines

passage of lines /�p�sd% əv �lanz/
noun a process whereby a unit or group-
ing moves through the positions of an-
other unit or grouping. � front line
passive

passive /�p�sv/ adjective relating to
night-viewing devices which do not re-
quire an external source of infrared (IR)
light in order to operate. Compare ac-
tive
passive night goggles

passive night goggles /�p�sv
�nat �(ɒ((ə)lz/ plural noun full form of
PNG
pass out

pass out /�pɑ�s �aυt/ verb to success-
fully complete an officer training
course � He passed out of Sandhurst in
December. � Parents of cadets were in-
vited to the passing-out parade.
password

password /�pɑ�sw$�d/ noun words,
letters or numbers used as a verbal rec-
ognition signal, usually in the form of a
challenge and a reply � The sentry
opened fire because the patrol did not
give the correct password. � counter-
sign
path

path /pɑ�θ/ noun 1. a small track,
which has been made artificially, or
simply by people walking along it over
a long period � The guide led the group
along steep mountain paths. 2. a line
along which something travels � the
path of a missile
pathfinder

pathfinder /�pɑ�θ �fandə/ noun 1. an
aircraft which travels ahead of the main
attack force in order to test enemy air
defences and to mark targets 2. a soldier
(especially paratrooper or marine) who
deploys ahead of the main force in order
to reconnoitre, secure and mark a DZ or
LZ or beach-landing site. � ITG
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Patriot

Patriot /�petriət/ noun an American-
designed surface-to-air missile (SAM)

COMMENT: During the Gulf War in
1991, the Patriot proved itself to be
highly effective at shooting down Ira-
qi Scud missiles.

patrol

patrol /pə|�trəυl/ noun 1. a detachment
of soldiers or vehicles sent out by a larg-
er unit to carry out a specific task � The
patrol was ambushed as it entered the
village. 2. a covert or overt task carried
out by a small detachment of soldiers or
vehicles � He was killed on a patrol. �

We will have to mount a patrol to check
the route. 3. an act of walking or driving
around an area on a regular basis in or-
der to deter or prevent illegal or hostile
activity � There are regular enemy pa-
trols along this route. � verb to carry out
a patrol � Soldiers patrolled the streets
during the curfew. (NOTE: patrolling –
patrolled)
patrol base

patrol base /pə|�trəυl bes/ noun a
covert base established in no-man’s-
land or enemy territory from which pa-
trols can be mounted
patrol pack

patrol pack /pə|�trəυl p�k/ noun a
small pack which is designed to carry
the equipment a soldier needs while on
patrol
pattern

pattern /�p�t(ə)n/ noun 1. a decora-
tive design, which is printed or painted
on fabric or other materials 2. the de-
sign of clothing, footwear or webbing �
He was wearing the latest pattern of
combat boot.
Pave Tack

Pave Tack /�pev t�k/ noun an Amer-
ican-designed airborne laser target des-
ignator
Paveway

Paveway /�pevwe/ noun an Ameri-
can-designed laser-guided bomb (LGB)
pay

pay /pe/ noun the money which a per-
son receives for doing his job � He has
difficulty bringing up his family on a
corporal’s pay. � verb to give someone
his pay � The troops mutinied because
they had not been paid for months.
(NOTE: paying – paid)
pay attention

pay attention /�pe ə|�tenʃən/ verb to
concentrate on something
payload

payload /�peləυd/ noun 1. ordnance
and equipment carried by an aircraft �

This fighter is capable of carrying an
enormous payload. � The payload of
this aircraft includes laser-guided
bombs and heat-seeking missiles. 2. a
type of ordnance delivered by a missile
(such as bomblets, chemical agent, high
explosive, etc.) � This missile is de-
signed to carry a variety of payloads.
paymaster

paymaster /�pemɑ�stə/ noun a unit
officer who is responsible for pay
PB pill

PB pill /�pi� �bi� �pl/ noun a pill taken
to counter the effects of nerve agents
P Company

P Company /�pi� �k�mpən/ noun a
mandatory parachute training course
for airborne troops � He failed P Com-
pany.

COMMENT: P Company is an excep-
tionally difficult course to pass and
requires an extremely high level of
physical fitness. Only those soldiers
who have successfully completed
this course are entitled to wear the fa-
mous red beret of the Parachute
Regiment.

PD

PD /�pi� �di�/ noun a type of blister and
vomiting agent. Full form phenyl-
dichloroarsine
PE

PE abbreviation plastic explosive
peace

peace /pi�s/ noun 1. a state of not be-
ing involved in a war or armed conflict
� After the end of the war, Europe en-
joyed two decades of peace. 2. the end-
ing of a war or armed conflict
peacekeeper

peacekeeper /�pi�ski�pə/ noun a
serviceman, who is a member of a
peacekeeping force � Several UN
peacekeepers have been injured.
peacekeeping

peacekeeping /�pi�ski�pŋ/ noun a
deployment, usually by the United Na-
tions, of a neutral military force into an
area where two sides are, or have re-
cently been, engaged in armed conflict,
in order to prevent or deter further mili-
tary action by either side � adjective re-
ferring to peacekeeping � The UN is de-
ploying a peacekeeping force in the re-
gion. � Ireland is very active in its UN
peacekeeping role.
peace talks

peace talks /�pi�s tɔ�ks/ plural noun
negotiations aimed at ending a war or
armed conflict
peacetime

peacetime /�pi�stam/ noun a period
during which a state is not involved in a
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war or armed conflict � The army was
disbanded and the troops returned to
their peacetime occupations.
peace treaty

peace treaty /�pi�s �tri�t/ noun a
signed agreement between opposing
sides at the end of a war, stating the con-
ditions under which they agree to exist
in peace with each other � The peace
treaty was signed at Versailles.
peak

peak /pi�k/ noun 1. a sharp summit of
a mountain 2. a moment when some-
thing is at its worst, best, etc. � When
the bombardment was at its peak, hun-
dreds of shells were falling on the city
every minute.
peat

peat /pi�t/ noun a type of soil, com-
posed of decayed vegetation

COMMENT: During the Falklands Con-
flict in 1982, many artillery rounds
failed to explode because they land-
ed in soft peat.

penetrate

penetrate /�pentret/ verb 1. to force
a way through the surface of something
� This round is capable of penetrating
most modern types of armour. � pierce
2. to force your way through a fortifica-
tion or line of defence � The enemy
have penetrated our perimeter in sever-
al places. 3. to find a way through a bar-
rier or obstacle � Enemy engineers have
penetrated the minefield.
penetration

penetration /�pen|�treʃ(ə)n/ noun
an act of penetrating something � We
have managed to contain the enemy
penetration in the south.
Penguin

Penguin /�peŋ(wn/ noun a Norwe-
gian-designed anti-ship missile (ASM)
peninsula

peninsula /pə|�nnsjυlə/ noun a long
narrow strip of land projecting into a
sea or lake � The enemy advanced along
the peninsula.
penknife

penknife /�pennaf/ noun a small
pocket knife which folds up
pennant

pennant /�penənt/ noun a small trian-
gular flag
Pentagon

Pentagon /�pentə(ən/ noun a nation-
al headquarters of the US Department
of Defense

COMMENT: The Pentagon is named
after the five-sided building in which
the Defense Department is housed.

pepper-pot

pepper-pot /�pepə pɒt/ verb to skir-
mish (i.e. use fire and manoeuvre)
(informal) � The patrol pepper-potted
across the open ground.
percussion

percussion /pə|�k�ʃ(ə)n/ noun an act
of one object striking another object
percussion cap

percussion cap /pə |�k�ʃ(ə)n k�p/
noun a small explosive charge, de-
signed to ignite the propellant of a pro-
jectile, when struck by the firing mech-
anism of a weapon
perimeter

perimeter /pə |�rmtə/ noun an outer
boundary of a fortified or defended area
� The guerillas broke through the north-
ern perimeter of the camp. � They
strengthened the perimeter fence with
barbed wire.
perimeter lights

perimeter lights /pə|�rmtə lats/
noun lights round the edge of a helicop-
ter landing area
peripheral

peripheral /pə|�rf(ə)r1əl/ adjective on
the edge of an area or in the surrounding
area � The base has suffered some pe-
ripheral damage.
periphery

periphery /pə|�rf(ə)ri/ noun the edge
of an area or its surrounding area
periscope

periscope /�perskəυp/ noun an opti-
cal instrument, which enables an ob-
server on a lower level (e.g. in a sub-
merged submarine or at the bottom of a
trench) to see things on a higher level
(such as on the surface of the sea or
ground)
permission

permission /pə |�mʃ(ə)n/ noun con-
sent or authorization given by one per-
son, which allows another person to do
something � He left the barracks with-
out permission. � Permission to carry
on, Sir?
permit

permit noun /�p$�mt/ a document
which authorizes someone to do some-
thing � You will need a permit to get into
the camp. � verb to allow or authorize
someone to do something � This pass
permits two people to visit the HQ.
persistent

persistent /pə|�sstənt/ adjective (of
chemical agents) designed to remain
effective for several hours or days

COMMENT: Persistent agents are
normally used against targets in rear
areas, whereas non-persistent
agents are used against a forward
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position, shortly before an assault is
mounted.

personal details

personal details /�p$�s(ə)n(ə)l
�di�telz/ plural noun a person’s name,
date of birth, occupation, address, etc.
personnel

personnel /�p$�sə|�nel/ noun people
who are employed by an organization �
personnel replacements

COMMENT: The department responsi-
ble for personnel in a headquarters
is known as G1.

personnel carrier

personnel carrier /�p$�sə|�nel
�k�riə/ noun a vehicle (usually ar-
moured) designed to carry troops. �

anti-personnel
petrol

petrol /�petrəl/ noun a liquid fuel
made from petroleum, used by motor
vehicles
petrol bomb

petrol bomb /�petrəl bɒm/ noun an
improvised incendiary device consist-
ing of a bottle filled with petrol and fit-
ted with a wick of fabric, which is lit
and then thrown at a target. � Molotov
cocktail (NOTE: The American English
term is gasoline; in many other lan-
guages it is benzin.)
petroleum

petroleum /pə|�trəυliəm/ noun a liq-
uid mineral substance which is extract-
ed from the ground and then refined to
produce petrol, diesel, kerosene and lu-
bricating oil
petroleum transfer point

petroleum transfer point /pə|

�trəυliəm �tr�nsf$� �pɔnt/ noun full
form of PTP
petty officer

petty officer /�peti �ɒfsə/ noun a
non-commissioned officer (NCO) in the
British and US navies. Abbr PO
Pfc

Pfc abbreviation US private first class
PfP

PfP noun an agreement between NATO
and various non-NATO countries to co-
operate in the interests of peace and se-
curity, especially in Europe. Full form
Partnership for Peace
PGM

PGM abbreviation precision guided
munition
Phalanx

Phalanx /�f�l�nks/ noun an Ameri-
can-designed radar-controlled 20mm
naval anti-aircraft cannon (CIWS),
which automatically detects, tracks and
engages targets (NOTE: Phalanx is
based on the M-61A1 Vulcan.)

Phantom

Phantom /�f�ntəm/ noun � F-4
phase

phase /fez/ noun a specific stage in a
planned or predicted sequence of events
� This will be a five-phase operation.
phase line

phase line /�fez lan/ noun an imag-
inary line (often defined by a topo-
graphical feature, such as a road) used
as a reference point or objective during
movement � The squadron crossed
Phase Line Charlie at 1345 hours.
phonetic alphabet

phonetic alphabet /fə|�netk
��lfəbet/ noun an alphabet consisting
of words (such as Alpha, Bravo, Char-
lie), which is designed to avoid confu-
sion between similar letters, when
speaking on the radio
Phosgene

Phosgene /�fɒzd%i�n/ noun � CG
Phosgene Oxime

Phosgene Oxime /�fɒzd%i�n
�ɒksi�m/ noun � CX
phosphorus

phosphorus /�fɒsf(ə)rəs/ noun �

white phosphorus
photo

photo /fəυtəυ/ noun a photograph
(informal )
photograph

photograph /�fəυtə(rɑ�f/ noun a pic-
ture produced by a camera � verb to
take a photograph with a camera � He
was arrested while he was photograph-
ing the base.
photo-interpreter

photo-interpreter /�fəυtəυn
�t$�prtə/ noun a person who studies air
or satellite photographs
physical

physical /�fzk(ə)l/ noun a medical
examination for new recruits to find out
whether they are physically fit for serv-
ice
physical training

physical training /�fzk(ə)l
�trenŋ/ noun activities and exercises
designed to improve or maintain physi-
cal fitness. Abbr PT
physical training instructor

physical training instructor
/�fzk(ə)l �trenŋ n |�str�ktə/ noun a
serviceman who is trained to supervise
physical training. Abbr PTI
pick

pick /pk/ noun a simple tool consist-
ing of a curved metal bar with a point at
one end and a blade at the other, at-
tached at right angles to a long wooden
handle; designed to break up hard
ground � verb to select � The sergeant
picked two soldiers to carry the ammu-
nition.
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pickax

pickax /�pk�ks/ noun US spelling of
pickaxe
pickaxe

pickaxe /�pk�ks/ noun a simple tool
consisting of a curved metal bar with a
point at one end and a blade at the other,
attached at right angles to a long wood-
en handle; designed to break up hard
ground. � pick
picket

picket /�pkt/ noun 1. a small group of
soldiers sent out to watch for the enemy
or to cover the activities of other troops
� It was necessary to place pickets
along the route. � outpost, standing
patrol 2. a metal stake used in the revet-
ting of trenches and other fortifications
� verb to deploy a picket � It will be
necessary to picket the high ground.
pick helve

pick helve /�pk helv/ noun a pick
handle, sometimes used as a baton. �

pickaxe
pick off

pick off /�pk �ɒf/ verb to shoot sys-
tematically at selected targets � The
snipers were ordered to pick off the en-
emy commanders.
pick up

pick up /�pk ��p/ verb 1. to lift an ob-
ject off the ground (usually by hand) �

You should not pick up unexploded
bombs. 2. to collect people or things
with an aircraft, boat or vehicle, in order
to transport them to another location �

The patrol was picked up by helicopter.
pick-up point

pick-up point /�pk �p �pɔnt/ noun a
location where people or things are
picked up. Abbr PUP
picquet

picquet /�pkt/ noun another spelling
of picket
picquet officer

picquet officer /�pkt �ɒfsə/ noun a
duty officer
pierce

pierce /pəs/ verb to force a way
through the surface of something � The
shell pierced the tank’s armour. � pene-
trate
pillbox

pillbox /�plbɒks/ noun a small bunker
constructed from reinforced concrete
pilot

pilot /�palət/ noun 1. a person who op-
erates the flying controls of an aircraft
2. a person employed to take control of
ships which are entering or leaving a
harbour, or passing through a waterway
� verb to act as a pilot on an aircraft or
ship

pilot officer

pilot officer /�palət �ɒfsə/ noun the
lowest officer rank in the air force. Abbr
PO
pincer movement

pincer movement /�pnsə
�mu�vmənt/ noun a tactical manoeu-
vre, in which two groupings attack an
enemy force at the same time from dif-
ferent directions
pin down

pin down /�pn �daυn/ verb to direct
so much fire at an enemy that he is una-
ble to move (in any direction) � We were
pinned down for over an hour.
P-INFO

P-INFO /�pi� �nfəυ/ noun a depart-
ment responsible for dealing with the
media. Full form public information
Pink

Pink /pŋk/ noun � the Pink document
containing the planned or probable se-
quence of events for a military exercise
pioneer

pioneer /�paə|�nə/ noun an infantry
soldier who is trained to carry out field
engineering tasks for his unit (preparing
fortifications, clearing obstacles, etc.)
pip

pip /pp/ noun an insignia in the form
of a star, which is used in certain badges
of rank by the British Army. � star

COMMENT: A second lieutenant has
one pip; a lieutenant has two; a cap-
tain has three; a lieutenant-colonel
has a pip and a crown.

pipe

pipe /pap/ noun a tube made of con-
crete, metal or plastic, which is used to
convey gas or liquid
pipe bomb

pipe bomb /�pap bɒm/ noun a home-
made grenade consisting of a piece of
metal pipe filled with explosive
pipeline

pipeline /�paplan/ noun a huge pipe
built to convey water, oil or gas over
long distances � The pipeline will be a
serious obstacle for our tanks.
piper

piper /�papə/ noun a musician who
plays the bagpipes
pipe range

pipe range /�pap rend%/ noun an in-
door shooting range constructed from a
length of large-diameter concrete pipe,
which is used for the zeroing of weap-
ons
pipes

pipes /paps/ plural noun bagpipes
pipes and drums

pipes and drums /�paps ən
�dr�mz/ plural noun a band of pipers
and drummers, belonging to a battalion
or regiment
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pistol

pistol /�pstəl/ noun a small gun de-
signed to be held in one hand
pistol-grip

pistol-grip noun a handle shaped like
a pistol, which is mounted behind to the
trigger of a machine-gun. � handgun
pit

pit /pt/ noun a wide deep man-made
hole in the ground
pitch

pitch /ptʃ/ noun 1. (of aircraft and
ships) movement up and down by the
front and rear alternately � The elevator
is used to control pitch. 2. an area of
ground where a sport is played � The
helicopter landed on the football pitch.
� verb to erect a tent � We pitched our
tents in a small field.
pl

pl abbreviation platoon
plague

plague /ple(/ noun a highly infec-
tious and potentially fatal disease,
which is often carried by rat fleas and
can be transmitted to man, sometimes
resulting in widespread epidemics.
Also called bubonic plague

COMMENT: Caused by a bacterium
Pasteurella pestis, the symptoms of
plague are fever, shivering and
swellings on the lymph nodes. Cer-
tain nations are known to have devel-
oped plague for use as a biological
weapon.

plain

plain /plen/ noun a large comparative-
ly level area of ground (usually with
few trees) � The division advanced rap-
idly across the north German plains.
plan

plan /pl�n/ noun a procedure, decided
after consideration by a person or
group, by which a mission or task will
be carried out � The Company Com-
mander is making his plan. � according
to plan in the same way as it was
planned � the operation is running ac-
cording to plan � verb to make a plan �
‘No plan survives contact with the ene-
my.’ Moltke � They planned the opera-
tion very carefully. � We plan to attack
under cover of darkness. (NOTE: plan-
ning – planned)
plane

plane /plen/ noun a fixed-wing air-
craft. � aeroplane, airplane
planner

planner /�pl�nə/ noun a person in-
volved in the making of a plan � Mili-
tary planners have prepared the inva-
sion in great detail.

planning

planning /�pl�nŋ/ noun the process
of making a plan � He was involved in
the planning of the operation.
plastic

plastic /�pl�stk/ noun a man-made
material
plastic bullet

plastic bullet /�pl�stk �bυlt/, rub-
ber bullet /�r�bə �bυlt/ noun a large
projectile made of plastic or rubber
which is fired from a special gun and is
designed to knock a person over but not
to cause a serious injury. Also called
baton round
plastic explosive

plastic explosive /�pl�stk k|

�spləυsv/ noun a soft explosive sub-
stance which can be moulded into a re-
quired shape by hand. Abbr PE
plasticuff

plasticuff /�pl�st|�k�f/ noun a flexi-
ble plastic strip with a self-locking
catch, which is designed to bind a pris-
oner’s hands together � The prisoners
were secured with plasticuffs.

COMMENT: The advantage of plasti-
cuffs is that they are light and dispos-
able; thus each person can carry sev-
eral and does not have to worry about
retrieving them.

plateau

plateau /�pl�təυ/ noun a wide level
area of high ground
platform

platform /�pl�tfɔ�m/ noun 1. a raised
structure alongside the railway line at a
railway station, which enables the pas-
sengers to get into the train 2. a firm sur-
face or structure to which a weapon or
other device is fitted 3. an aircraft or
ship or vehicle upon which a weapon or
weapons system is fitted and used
platoon

platoon /plə|�tu�n/ noun 1. a tactical
and administrative infantry grouping of
three or more sections or squads (i.e.
about 30 men) 2. a tactical and adminis-
trative armoured grouping of three or
more tanks or armoured reconnaissance
vehicles

COMMENT: Platoons are usually com-
manded by lieutenants or second
lieutenants. In the British Army, pla-
toon-sized groupings of tanks, artil-
lery and certain supporting arms
(such as engineers) are known as
troops.

platoon commander

platoon commander /plə |�tu�n kə|

�mɑ�ndə/ noun the commander of a pla-
toon
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platoon leader

platoon leader /plə|�tu�n �li�də/ noun
US the officer in command of a platoon
platoon sergeant

platoon sergeant /plə|�tu�n
�sɑ�d%ənt/ noun a sergeant who acts as
second-in-command in a platoon
pliers

pliers /�plaəz/ plural noun a tool
shaped like scissors for squeezing, pull-
ing or cutting wire
plot

plot /plɒt/ noun a secret plan to carry
out an illegal act � verb 1. to make a se-
cret plan to carry out an illegal act �

They were plotting a coup. 2. to plan a
course or route on a chart or map � He
plotted a course between the islands.
plotter

plotter /�plɒtə/ noun a circular board,
printed with a grid of squares and fitted
with a revolving cursor, which is used to
calculate the bearing required for an ar-
tillery piece or mortar to hit a target

COMMENT: In most armies, plotters
have been replaced by computerized
fire-control data systems.

plume

plume /plu�m/ noun a tall decoration
of coloured feathers or animal hair,
which is attached to a ceremonial head-
dress � The Coldstream Guards wear
red plumes in their bearskins.
PMC

PMC abbreviation private military
company
PNG

PNG /�pi� en �d%i�/ noun a night-view-
ing device, similar to a pair of binocu-
lars, which is normally fitted to a per-
son’s face so that his hands are free. Full
form passive night goggles
PO

PO abbreviation 1. petty officer 2. pilot
officer
pod

pod /pɒd/ noun an external container
suspended under an aircraft (used to
carry electronic equipment or fuel or
weapon systems or munitions) � The
aircraft is fitted with a radar-jamming
pod under its starboard wing and a
chaff-dispensing pod under the port
wing.
point

point /pɔnt/ noun 1. a sharp or ta-
pered end � The point of my pencil has
broken. 2. a location � They found a
suitable point to dump the ammunition.
3. a precise moment � It was at this
point that he decided to withdraw. 4. the
reason or purpose � There was no point
in continuing the patrol. 5. an important

factor � The point is that we are short of
ammunition. 6. the leading soldier, ve-
hicle or unit in a formation � The point
was killed in the first exchange of fire. 7.
the role of leading a formation � We
were on point for the first phase of the
advance. � adjective leading � The
point tank was destroyed by a mine. �

verb 1. to indicate with finger, hand or
other object � He pointed at the wood. �
to point out to draw someone’s atten-
tion to an object or fact � I pointed out
the fact that the bridge was too narrow
for tanks 2. to direct or aim a weapon �
He pointed his gun at the officer.
point-blank range

point-blank range /�pɔnt bl�ŋk
�ren%/ noun very close range � He was
shot at point-blank range.
point defence

point defence /�pɔnt d|�fens/ noun
a naval anti-air warfare (AAW) term for
a warship’s use of its short-range sur-
face-to-air missiles (SAM) and other
weapons (e.g. CIWS) for self-defence
point of main effort

point of main effort /�pɔnt əv men
�efət/ noun the part of the battlefield or
operational theatre which a commander
identifies as the place to maximize his
efforts in order to fulfil his mission
POL

POL abbreviation petrol, oil, lubricants
police

police /pə|�li�s/ noun a civil organiza-
tion responsible for the maintenance of
law and order within a state � verb to
control an area using police officers or
soldiers � to police the battlefield US
to clear an area of dead bodies and dis-
carded equipment from both enemy and
friendly forces and take them to a cen-
tral location � The companies were or-
dered to police the areas in front of their
positions.
policeman

policeman /pə|�li�smən/ noun a mem-
ber of a police force
policy

policy /�pɒlsi/ noun decisions taken
by a government or military command
on the general way something should be
done
political officer

political officer /pə|�ltk(ə)l �ɒfsə/
noun US in Communist countries, an
officer who is responsible to the govern-
ment and outside the usual military
chain of command, and whose job is to
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ensure that troops remain loyal to the
regime
POL point

POL point /�pi� əυ �el �pɔnt/ noun a
location where vehicles are refuelled
poncho

poncho /�pɒntʃəυ/ noun a waterproof
cape
poncho liner

poncho liner /�pɒntʃəυ �lanə/ noun
a lightweight quilt used for bivouacking
pond

pond /pɒnd/ noun a very small lake
pongo

pongo /�pɒŋ(əυ/ noun a member of
the army (air-force slang)
pontoon bridge

pontoon bridge /pɒn|�tu�n brd%/
noun a temporary bridge supported by
boats
POR

POR /�pi�əυ|�ɑ�/ abbreviation post-op-
eration report
port

port /pɔ�t/ noun 1. a harbour, contain-
ing docks and other facilities for the
loading and unloading of ships 2. the
left-hand side of an aircraft, boat or ship
� Enemy fighters approaching port!
Compare starboard
portable

portable /�pɔ�təb(ə)l/ adjective able
to be carried easily. � air-portable,
man-portable
Portakabin

Portakabin /�pɔ�tək�bn/ noun a
small building, which is easy to assem-
ble and can be transported by vehicle
(designed for use as a temporary office
or shelter on building sites, etc.)
port arms

port arms /�pɔ�t �ɑ�mz/ verb to hold a
rifle diagonally across the chest � for
inspection port arms to hold a weapon
with the working parts pulled to the
rear, so that it can be inspected to make
sure that it is clear of ammunition
position

position /pə|�zʃ(ə)n/ noun 1. a place
occupied by troops or equipment for
tactical purposes � The enemy positions
were clearly visible in the satellite pho-
tograph. 2. a situation � Our position is
now critical. � verb to place in a specif-
ic location � He positioned the mortar
line in a shallow gully.
positional defence

positional defence /pə|�zʃənl d|

�fens/ noun a defensive doctrine which
relies on static defensive positions and
the use of attrition to halt an enemy ad-
vance. Also known as static defence.
Compare mobile defence

positional warfare

positional warfare /pə|�zʃənl
�wɔ�feə/ noun a military doctrine which
places emphasis on the possession of
ground and its denial to the enemy.
Compare manoeuvre warfare
position of attention

position of attention /pə |�zʃ(ə)n əv
ə|�tenʃən/ noun the act of standing
erect, with the feet together and the
arms held in to the sides
posn

posn abbreviation position
post

post /pəυst/ noun 1. a place where a
serviceman is stationed 2. a military
base or installation 3. a tactical position
4. a job or position in an organization �

verb 1. to assign a serviceman to a new
grouping or location � He has been
posted to HQ 7 Brigade. � I’ve been
posted to Belize. 2. to position soldiers
for a task � The sentries have been post-
ed. � Last Post bugle-call blown in bar-
racks and bases at bedtime (usually
around 2200hrs) and also at military fu-
nerals
post exchange

post exchange /�pəυst ks|�tʃend%/
noun US full form of PX
posting

posting /�pəυstŋ/ noun an assign-
ment of a serviceman to a new grouping
or location � My next posting is in Ger-
many.
postpone

postpone /pəυst|�pəυn/ verb to make
an event happen at a later time than
originally planned � H-Hour has been
postponed until 1530hrs.
post-traumatic stress disorder

post-traumatic stress disorder
/�pəυst trɔ�|�m�tk �stres ds |�ɔ�də/
noun mental collapse, as a result of a
frightening or horrific experience. Abbr
PTSD. � battle fatigue, shell shock
potable

potable /�pɒtəb(ə)l/ adjective US fit
for drinking � It was impossible to find
any potable water in the contaminated
area.
pouch

pouch /paυtʃ/ noun webbing or leath-
er container, which is attached to a sol-
dier’s belt and is designed to hold am-
munition or equipment
pound

pound /paυnd/ noun a unit of weight,
corresponding to 0.4536 kilograms
POW

POW abbreviation prisoner of war
POW camp

POW camp /�prz(ə)n k�mp/, prison
camp noun a secure location where
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prisoners-of-war are accommodated. �

concentration camp
power

power /�paυə/ noun 1. mechanical or
electrical energy � The village has been
deprived of power for ten days. � The
engine keeps losing power. 2. a military
strength � Does the gun have the power
to knock out that battery? 3. a state with
international influence which is based
upon military strength � There is a dan-
ger of involvement by foreign powers. 4.
an authorization to do something � verb
to supply an apparatus or machine with
mechanical or electrical energy � This
submarine is powered by nuclear ener-
gy.
power lines

power lines /�paυə lanz/ plural noun
wires, which convey large quantities of
electricity from one location to another
power of arrest

power of arrest /�paυə əv ə|�rest/
noun legal authority to arrest a person
powerpack

powerpack /�paυəp�k/ noun an en-
gine of an armoured fighting vehicle.
Also known as powerplant
powerplant

powerplant /�paυəplɑ�nt/ noun an
engine of an armoured fighting vehicle.
Also known as powerpack
powers of arrest

powers of arrest /�paυəz əv ə |�rest/
plural noun the conditions under which
a member of the security forces may le-
gally arrest a person � There is no pow-
er of arrest for this offence.
power station

power station /�paυə �steʃ(ə)n/
noun an installation which produces
electricity
PR

PR abbreviation public relations
precaution

precaution /pr |�kɔ�ʃ(ə)n/ noun an ac-
tion or procedure which is carried out in
advance, in order to counter or prevent
danger or failure � The accident hap-
pened because he failed to take the cor-
rect precautions. � Wear your helmet as
a precaution.
precautionary

precautionary /pr|�kɔ�ʃ(ə)n(ə)ri/
adjective (of actions or procedure) as a
precaution � This is just a precaution-
ary measure.
precision

precision /pr |�s%(ə)n/ noun accuracy
precision guided munition

precision guided munition /pr|

�s%(ə)n �(add mju�|�nʃ(ə)n/ noun a
bomb or missile, containing an auto-

matic guidance system (such as an anti-
radar missile, cruise missile, laser-guid-
ed a bomb, etc.). Abbr PGM. � smart
bomb
Predator

Predator /�predətə/ noun an Ameri-
can-designed hand-held anti-tank mis-
sile
pre-emptive strike

pre-emptive strike /pri|�emptv
�strak/ noun an act of attacking a po-
tential enemy before he attacks your
own forces or territory
preparation

preparation /�prepə|�reʃ(ə)n/ noun
an act of preparing for something � The
operation failed because of poor prepa-
ration. � We were still making our prep-
arations when the enemy attacked.
preparatory

preparatory /pr|�p�rət(ə)ri/ adjec-
tive as a preparation
preparatory bombardment

preparatory bombardment /pr|

�p�rət(ə)ri bɒm|�bɑ�dmənt/ noun the
bombardment of an objective, prior to
an assault
prepare

prepare /pr|�peə/ verb to make your-
self or a thing ready for something � He
prepared the weapon for firing. � Pre-
pare to move!
prepared for demolition

prepared for demolition /pr|�peəd
fə �demə|�lʃ(ə)n/ adjective fitted with
explosive charges
presence

presence /�prez(ə)ns/ noun the fact
of having people or units which repre-
sent a particular country or organization
within a particular area � a permanent
US presence in the Persian Gulf
presence patrol

presence patrol /�prezəns pə|�trəυl/
noun a patrol conducted for the purpose
of reminding people that there is a mil-
itary presence in the area
present

present /�prez(ə)nt/ adverb at this lo-
cation � The company is present and
ready for your inspection, Sir. � noun
this moment in time � At present, we are
unaware of the enemy’s intentions. �

verb to offer or give � He was presented
with a painting of a Warrior.
present arms

present arms /pr|�zent �ɑ�mz/ verb
to salute someone by holding a rifle in
front of the body in a vertical position
Presidential Guard

Presidential Guard /�prezdenʃ(ə)l
�(ɑ�d/ noun elite troops whose duty is
to protect the president
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pressel-switch

pressel-switch /�pres(ə)l �swtʃ/
noun a switch, connected to or forming
part of a microphone, which is pressed
in order to transmit a radio message �

No-one will hear you if you don’t keep
the pressel-switch pressed down. �

Three clicks on the pressel-switch
means that the enemy is approaching
the ambush.
prevent

prevent /pr|�vent/ verb 1. to stop
something happening � It was impossi-
ble to prevent the accident. 2. to stop
someone doing something � We man-
aged to prevent the civilians attacking
the prisoner.
primary aircraft authorized

primary aircraft authorized
/�praməri �eə|�krɑ�ft �ɔ�θə|�razd/ noun
full form of PAA
primary call sign

primary call sign /�praməri �kɔ�l
�san/ noun the main identifying call
sign used by a radio operator or station
primary jungle

primary jungle /�praməri �d%�ŋ(əl/
noun a jungle where the trees have
grown to a considerable height, and
there is little ground vegetation
primary objective

primary objective /�praməri əb|

�d%ektv/ noun the most important ob-
jective of an operation
primary radio frequency

primary radio frequency
/�praməri �rediəυ �fri�kwənsi/ noun
the usual or strongest radio frequency
prime

prime /pram/ verb to prepare an ex-
plosive device for detonation � He is
priming grenades. � The missile primes
itself when fired.
primer

primer /�pramə/ noun a small explo-
sive charge used to detonate the explo-
sive of a bomb or other explosive device
� He removed the primer from the
bomb.
principle

principle /�prnsp(ə)l/ noun a general
rule which is the basis for political or
military action
principles of war

principles of war /�prnsp(ə)lz əv
�wɔ�/ plural noun the mass, manoeuvre,
surprise, security, simplicity, objective,
offensive, economy of force, unity of
command
prison

prison /�prz(ə)n/ noun a secure loca-
tion, where people (especially convict-
ed criminals) are confined

prison camp

prison camp /�prz(ə)n k�mp/ noun
a camp, where prisoners of war are con-
fined
prisoner

prisoner /�prz(ə)nə/ noun 1. a person
who is confined in a prison 2. a person
who has been arrested or captured � to
take someone prisoner to capture
someone � A prisoner of war is some-
one who tries to kill you and fails, and
then asks you not to kill him – Sir Win-
ston Churchill
prisoner of war

prisoner of war /�prz(ə)nə əv �wɔ�/
noun a serviceman captured by the ene-
my during a war. Abbr POW, PW
private

private /�pravət/ noun the lowest
rank in the British and US armies. Full
form private soldier

COMMENT: In certain regiments and
corps of the British Army, privates are
known by different titles: for example
craftsman, guardsman, gunner,
trooper, etc.

private first class

private first class /�pravət f$�st
�klɑ�s/ noun US 1. an experienced pri-
vate soldier in the army, with certain su-
pervisory responsibilities (equivalent to
a lance corporal in the marines) 2. the
lowest rank in the marines � abbr Pfc
private military company

private military company /�pravt
�mltər �k�mpən/ noun a private
business organization, which markets
military training and expertise, and in
some cases, personnel and equipment,
to foreign clients (e.g. governments of
developing nations), usually in a coun-
ter-insurgency or internal security situ-
ation. Abbr PMC

COMMENT: This is an emotive subject,
and many critics, including journalists
and government officials, have dis-
missed PMCs as mercenaries, using
the term in a derogatory context.
PMCs which operate within the con-
straints of international law and the
Geneva Convention would argue that
they provide a legitimate service, es-
pecially to the governments of poorer
nations, whose own military assets
are inadequate and who, for political
or strategic reasons, have been una-
ble to obtain military assistance from
the international community (e.g. UN
peacekeeping forces).

PRO

PRO abbreviation public relations of-
ficer
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189 Provost – Marshal
proactive

proactive /prəυ|��ktv/ adjective tak-
ing the initiative in order to prevent
problems occurring (of actions or poli-
cy) � We need a more proactive re-
sponse to the increase in terrorism.
Compare reactive
probe

probe /prəυb/ verb to attack in order to
test the enemy defences and locate any
weak points � The enemy has been
probing our line throughout the night. �
noun 1. an act of making a probing at-
tack � The attack was just a probe. 2. a
long thin instrument which can be
pushed into something to search for or
examine something inside it. � refuel-
ling probe
procedure

procedure /prə|�si�d%ə/ noun a series
of actions, which are carried out in spe-
cific sequence or manner
procedure words

procedure words /prə |�si�d%ə
w$�dz/ plural noun special codewords
used in radio transmissions to indicate a
particular action, e.g. ‘roger’ or ‘over’
production logistics

production logistics /prə|�d�kʃ(ə)n
lə|�d%stks/ noun the design and manu-
facture of materiel for use by the armed
forces
prohibit

prohibit /prəυ |�hbt/ verb to make a
rule or law to stop something being
done
projectile

projectile /prə|�d%ektal/ noun 1. any-
thing which is fired at a target (e.g. a
bullet, missile, shell, etc.) 2. anything
which is thrown or propelled by other
means at a target � The defenders ran
out of ammunition and threw stones and
other projectiles at the attacking forces.
projectile velocity

projectile velocity /prə|�d%ektal və|

�lɒsti/ noun the speed at which a bullet,
shell, etc., travels
promote

promote /prə |�məυt/ verb to raise a
serviceman to a higher rank � He was
promoted to sergeant. Compare de-
mote
promotion

promotion /prə|�məυʃ(ə)n/ noun an
act of promoting someone � On his pro-
motion to sergeant he decided to get
married.
prone

prone /prəυn/ adjective lying on your
stomach � He was shooting from the
prone position.

prong

prong /prɒŋ/ noun one of two or more
pointed parts of a fork
pronged

pronged /prɒŋd/ adjective like prongs
propaganda

propaganda /�prɒpə |�(�ndə/ noun a
selective release of information (wheth-
er true or untrue), in order to influence
public opinion
propellant

propellant /prə|�pelənt/ noun an ex-
plosive charge, which is used to fire a
projectile
protect

protect /prə|�tekt/ verb 1. (of people)
to prevent injury or capture 2. (of
things) to prevent damage or capture
protection

protection /prə|�tekʃən/ noun 1. an
act of protecting � I am responsible for
the protection of these civilians. 2.
something which protects � Eye-protec-
tion should be worn when using this de-
vice.
protective

protective /prə|�tektv/ adjective de-
signed to protect � You should wear
protective clothing.
Protestant Church

Protestant Church /�prɒtstənt
�tʃ$�tʃ/ noun a western European form
of Christianity, promoting some beliefs
which differ widely from those held by
the Roman Catholic Church. Compare
Orthodox Church, Roman Catholic
Church
protocol

protocol /�prəυtəkɒl/ noun 1. correct
behaviour on official or ceremonial oc-
casions 2. a set of rules which specify
the correct way to do something
protractor

protractor /prə|�tr�ktə/ noun a math-
ematical instrument used to calculate
grid bearings
provocation

provocation /�prɒvə|�keʃ(ə)n/ noun
an act which provokes
provoke

provoke /prə|�vəυk/ verb to say or do
something, which causes another per-
son to act offensively � The soldiers
have been ordered not to react when
they are provoked.
provost

provost /prə|�vəυ/ adjective relating to
the military police
provost company

provost company /�prɒvəst
�k�mp(ə)ni/ noun a company of mili-
tary police
Provost – Marshal

Provost – Marshal /�prɒvəst
�mɑ�ʃ(ə)l/ noun a senior administrative
appointment in the military police
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Provost Sergeant

Provost Sergeant /�prɒvəst
�sɑ�d%(ə)nt/ noun an NCO in charge of
the Regimental Police (RP)
PROWLER

PROWLER /�praυlə/ noun � EA-6
prowords

prowords /�prəυw$�dz/ plural noun
same as procedure words
proxy bomb

proxy bomb /�prɒksi bɒm/ noun a
terrorist bombing tactic, where an inno-
cent civilian is forced by the terrorists to
carry an explosive device or drive a car
containing an explosive device up to a
target (e.g. security force base); the de-
vice is then initiated by a timer or by re-
mote control

COMMENT: The most effective way of
forcing a person to deliver a proxy
bomb is to take members of his or
her family hostage and threatening to
harm them if he or she does not com-
ply.

PSG pill

PSG pill /�pi� es �d%i� pl/ noun a pill
taken to counter the effects of nerve
agents
psychological

psychological /�sakə|�lɒd%k(ə)l/
adjective relating to a person’s mental
state
psychological operations

psychological operations
/�sakəlɒd%k(ə)l �ɒpə|�reʃ(ə)nz/ plural
noun activities designed to lower the
enemy’s morale (such as the use of leaf-
lets, radio transmissions, etc.). Abbr
PSYOPS
psychological warfare

psychological warfare
/�sakəlɒd%k(ə)l �wɔ�feə/ noun the use
of psychological operations in wartime.
Abbr PSYWAR
PSYOPS

PSYOPS /�saɒps/ abbreviation psy-
chological operations
PSYWAR

PSYWAR /�sawɔ�/ abbreviation psy-
chological warfare
PT

PT abbreviation physical training
PT-76

PT-76 /�pi� ti� �sev(ə)nt �sks/ noun a
Soviet-designed light tank
Pte

Pte abbreviation private
PTI

PTI abbreviation physical training in-
structor
PTP

PTP /�pi� ti� �pi�/ noun US a location
where fuel is transferred from large
tanker vehicles into smaller tanker vehi-
cles which are capable of advancing
with the fighting units. Full form petro-
leum transfer point

PTSD

PTSD abbreviation post-traumatic
stress disorder
public

public /�p�blk/ adjective 1. relating to
people in general 2. open to the general
public � This is not a public road. �

noun � the general public people in
general � the army base is not open to
the general public
public duties

public duties /�p�blk �dju�tz/ plu-
ral noun ceremonial duties in London or
at one of the other royal residences (e.g.
guarding Buckingham Palace, Trooping
the Colour, etc.)
public information

public information /�p�blk �nfə|

�meʃ(ə)n/ noun full form of P-INFO
public order

public order /�p�blk �ɔ�də/ noun a
state of law and order within a commu-
nity
public relations

public relations /�p�blk r|

�leʃ(ə)nz/ plural noun the management
of an organization’s image and reputa-
tion
public relations officer

public relations officer /�p�blk r |

�leʃ(ə)nz �ɒfsə/ noun a person whose
job it is to communicate with the public,
in order to improve the image of an or-
ganization. Abbr PRO
pulka

pulka /�pυlkə/ noun a lightweight
sledge designed to be towed by a man
on skis, and used to carry extra equip-
ment or stores
pull back

pull back /�pυl �b�k/ verb to with-
draw � We were forced to pull back.
pull out

pull out /�pυl �aυt/ verb to abandon a
position � The enemy is pulling out.
pull rank

pull rank /�pυl �r�ŋk/ verb to invoke
the authority of your rank when disa-
greeing with a subordinate � I’ll have to
pull rank on you over this matter.
pull-through

pull-through /�pυl θru�/ noun a
length of cord with a weight at one end
and a strip of flannelette at the other,
which is pulled through the barrel of a
weapon in order to clean it � I’ve broken
my pull-through.
pulse

pulse /p�ls/ noun the slight movement
which can be felt in the wrist or neck as
blood passes along a blood vessel when
the heart beats � His pulse is very weak.
Puma

Puma /�pju�mə/ noun a French-de-
signed transport helicopter
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punish

punish /�p�nʃ/ verb to make someone
suffer, because they have done some-
thing wrong � He was punished for be-
ing absent without leave.
punishment

punishment /�p�nʃmənt/ noun an
act of punishing a person
punitive

punitive /�pju�ntv/ adjective intend-
ed as a punishment � The government is
mounting a punitive expedition against
the rebels.
punji

punji /�p�nd%i/ noun in Vietnam, a
sharpened stick concealed in a shallow
pit in order to injure the foot of anyone
who steps on it
PUP

PUP abbreviation pick-up point
purification

purification /�pjυərf|�keʃ(ə)n/
noun the action of making something,
usually water, clean and fit for use
purification tablet

purification tablet /�pjυərf|�keʃən
�t�blt/ noun a tablet designed to make
water fit to drink by killing bacteria �

You must use purification tablets with
this water.
Puritabs™

Puritabs™ /�pjυər|�t�bs/ noun a
type of water purification tablet
pursue

pursue /pə|�sju�/ verb to follow a re-
treating or withdrawing enemy force,
with the intention of destroying or cap-
turing as much of it as possible � We
were too exhausted to pursue the enemy
into the mountains. � to pursue by fire
to shoot at a retreating enemy until he is
no longer visible or beyond the effective
range of your weapons
pursuit

pursuit /pə|�sju�t/ noun an act of pur-
suing (especially after a successful at-
tack)
push

push /pυʃ/ noun 1. an act of pushing �
The car’s stuck in the mud, can you give
us a push? 2. a large-scale offensive op-
eration � They made a push to capture
the capital before Christmas. � verb to

use physical force on an object, in order
to move it away from one � We had to
push the truck off the road. � We pushed
the enemy back to their original posi-
tions.
push on

push on /�pυʃ �ɒn/ verb to move for-
wards as fast as possible � Our aim is to
push on as fast as possible to capture
the capital.
puttee

puttee /�p�ti�/ noun a strip of cloth
(similar to a bandage) which is wrapped
around the ankle and lower leg in order
to provide support and to prevent small
stones and other loose objects going
into your boots � When I joined the ar-
my, we still wore puttees.
PW

PW abbreviation prisoner of war
PWO

PWO /�pi�wəυ/ noun an officer on a
warship who coordinates the sea battle.
Compare AWO
PX

PX /�pi� �eks/ noun US a shop or shop-
ping centre on an American military
base or camp. Full form post ex-
change (NOTE: The British equivalent is
the NAAFI.)
pylon

pylon /�palən/ noun a metal structure,
designed to support power lines above
the ground
pyrotechnic

pyrotechnic /�parə|�teknk/ adjec-
tive 1. designed to burn, in order to pro-
duce light for illumination or signalling
purposes 2. designed to explode, in or-
der to produce noise for battle simula-
tion � noun a pyrotechnic device (e.g. a
trip-flare, thunderflash, Very light, etc.)
pyrrhic victory

pyrrhic victory /�prk �vktər/
noun a victory in which the losses suf-
fered by the winning side are so high,
that they outweigh the advantages
gained by winning the battle
PZ

PZ abbreviation pick-up zone
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Q-5

Q-5 /�kju� �fav/ noun a Chinese-de-
signed close-support fighter aircraft
(NOTE: known to NATO as the Fantan)
Q-fever

Q-fever /�kju� �fi�və/ noun a disease of
cattle and sheep, which is transmissible
to humans

COMMENT: Caused by Coxiella bur-
netti., the symptoms of Q-fever are
fever, cough and headaches. Certain
nations are known to have developed
Q-fever for use as a biological weap-
on.

QM

QM abbreviation quartermaster
Q-matters

Q-matters /kju�|�m�təz/ plural noun
logistics at battalion level (i.e. those
dealt with by the quartermaster or com-
pany quartermaster sergeants)
QMG

QMG abbreviation quartermaster gen-
eral
QRA

QRA /�kju� ɑ�r �e/ noun an air force
state of readiness, where aircraft are
prepared to take off and go into action at
very short notice � The squadron is on
QRA. Full form quick reaction alert
QRF

QRF abbreviation quick reaction force
quarry

quarry /�kwɒri/ noun a place where
stone is extracted from the ground � The
RAP was located in a quarry.
quarter

quarter /�kwɔ�tə/ noun 1. a house or
flat provided for a married serviceman
and his family � We’ve got a lovely
quarter. 2. sparing an enemy’s life on
condition that he surrenders � Quarter
was neither expected nor given. � no
quarter! take no prisoners! � verb � to
quarter someone on someone to pro-
vide accommodation for someone � he
was quartered on the local priest

quartermaster

quartermaster /�kwɔ�təmɑ�stə/
noun an officer (usually a captain) re-
sponsible for the logistics of a battalion
or equivalent-sized grouping. Abbr QM

COMMENT: In the British Army, a quar-
termaster commission has a lower
status than a Queen’s Commission.
Thus, a captain holding a quarter-
master commission is considered to
be junior to a second lieutenant hold-
ing a Queen’s Commission.

quartermaster commission

quartermaster commission
/�kwɔ�təmɑ�stə kə|�mʃ(ə)n/ noun a
commission held by an officer who has
been promoted from the ranks, instead
of undergoing normal officer selection
and training which results in a Queen’s
Commission
quartermaster general

quartermaster general
/�kwɔ�təmɑ�stə �d%en(ə)rəl/ noun a
senior army officer, responsible for
quartering. Abbr QMG
quarters

quarters /�kwɔ�təz/ plural noun living
accommodation on a military base � He
was confined to his quarters. � He’s in
his quarters.
quay

quay /ki�/ noun a structure built along-
side or into water, which is used for the
loading and unloading of ships
Quebec

Quebec /kw|�bek/ noun the seven-
teenth letter of the phonetic alphabet
(Qq)
Queen’s Commission

Queen’s Commission /�kwi�nz kə |

�mʃ(ə)n/ noun a commission held by
an officer who has undergone normal
officer selection and training (NOTE:
When the British monarch is a king, the
commission becomes the King’s Com-
mission.)
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Queen’s Regulations

Queen’s Regulations /�kwi�nz
�re(jυ |�leʃ(ə)nz/ plural noun a set of
rules and regulations governing the
conduct of the British Army (NOTE:
When the British monarch is a king, the

regulations become King’s Regula-
tions.)
quick reaction alert

quick reaction alert /�kwk ri |

��kʃən ə|�l$�t/ noun full form of QRA
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RA

RA abbreviation Royal Artillery
rabble

rabble /�r�b(ə)l/ noun a disorganized
crowd of people � The enemy force dis-
integrated into a rabble.
rabid

rabid /�r�bd/ adjective infected with
rabies � A rabid fox came into the camp.
rabies

rabies /�rebi�z/ noun a fatal virus af-
fecting mammals (especially dogs, fox-
es and wolves but also man), which is
transmitted by the animal’s saliva

COMMENT: Wild animals infected with
rabies often lose their fear of people.

RAC

RAC abbreviation Royal Armoured
Corps
radar

radar /�redɑ�/ noun a system for de-
tecting aircraft, vehicles, ships or other
objects, through the transmission of
high-frequency electromagnetic waves
which are reflected back by the object �
The aircraft flew low in order to avoid
enemy radar.
radar-absorbent material

radar-absorbent material /�redɑ�
əb|�zɔ�bənt mə|�təriəl/ noun a sub-
stance which does not reflect radar
waves, used as a covering on earlier
types of stealth aircraft, in order to
make them invisible to enemy radar
equipment. Abbr RAM
radar-absorbent structural material

radar-absorbent structural ma-
terial /�redɑ� əb|�zɔ�bənt
�str�ktʃ(ə)rəl mə|�təriəl/ noun a sub-
stance which does not reflect radar
waves, used in the construction of
stealth aircraft, in order to make them
invisible to enemy radar. Abbr RAS
radar cross-section

radar cross-section /�redɑ� �krɒs
�sekʃən/ noun the shape of an object in
relation to its ability to reflect radar
waves. Abbr RCS

radar guided

radar guided /�redɑ� �(add/ adjec-
tive equipped with a guidance system
which uses radar to acquire its targets
radar scan

radar scan /�redɑ� sk�n/ noun the
movement of a radar beam as it turns
and searches for objects
radar seeker

radar seeker /�redɑ� �si�kə/ noun a
guidance system which uses radar to lo-
cate its targets
radar warning receiver

radar warning receiver /�redɑ�
�wɔ�nŋ r|�si�və/ noun full form of
RWR
radiation

radiation /�redi|�eʃ(ə)n/ noun an
emission of energy as rays of heat, light
or electromagnetic waves
radiation sickness

radiation sickness /�redi|�eʃ(ə)n
�sknəs/ noun an illness caused by ex-
posure to radiation from a radioactive
substance
radio

radio /�rediəυ/ noun 1. a transmission
and reception of audible signals, using
electromagnetic waves � to impose ra-
dio silence to start radio silence � to lift
radio silence to end radio silence 2. an
apparatus designed to transmit and re-
ceive radio signals
radioactive

radioactive /�rediəυ|��ktv/ adjec-
tive giving off radiation in the form of
harmful rays
radioactivity

radioactivity /�rediəυ�k|�tvti/
noun radiation given off by a radioac-
tive substance
radio check

radio check /�rediəυ tʃek/ noun a
radio transmission to ensure that the ra-
dios are working and on the correct fre-
quency
radio contact

radio contact /�rediəυ �kɒnt�kt/
noun the ability to communicate with
another person or grouping over the ra-
dio � We were in radio contact with the
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base this morning. � The HQ has lost
radio contact with the platoon.
radio control

radio control /�rediəυ kən|�trəυl/
noun a means of operating a device or
machine by radio signals (e.g. radio-
controlled aircraft, radio-controlled
bomb)
radio-controlled

radio-controlled /�rediəυ kən|

�trəυld/ adjective controlled by radio
signals
radio frequency

radio frequency /�rediəυ
�fri�kwənsi/ noun a radio setting on
which a signal is transmitted and re-
ceived � alternate radio frequency a
second or emergency radio frequency
radioman

radioman /�rediəυm�n/ noun same
as radio operator (NOTE: The plural
form is radiomen.)
radio operator

radio operator /�rediəυ �ɒpə|�retə/
noun a person whose job is to send and
receive signals on a radio
radio silence

radio silence /�rediəυ �saləns/
noun a state when no one is allowed to
transmit on the radio
radio watch

radio watch /�rediəυ wɒtʃ/ noun a
period of duty which is spent listening
to a radio
radome

radome /�redəυm/ noun a large disk-
like antenna, which is mounted on the
fuselage of airborne early warning and
control (AEW & C) aircraft such as A-
40, E-3, Orion AEW&C
RAF

RAF abbreviation Royal Air Force
raid

raid /red/ noun a military operation in
which a small force enters enemy terri-
tory in order to cause casualties, destroy
equipment or take prisoners, and then
withdraws back to its own lines again �
We must keep a look out for possible
raids by guerillas. � verb to carry out a
raid � The enemy raided our supply de-
pot.
rail

rail /rel/ noun 1. one of many long
metal bars, which are fitted together to
form a railway line 2. transport by train
� The battalion is moving by rail.
railhead

railhead /�relhed/ noun a point on a
railway, where troops leave their trains
and continue their journey using other
forms of transport
railroad

railroad /�relrəυd/ noun US a railway

rail warrant

rail warrant /�rel �wɒrənt/ noun an
official document which entitles a serv-
iceman to a free railway ticket
railway

railway /�relwe/, railway line
/�relwe lan/ noun two parallel lines
of rails, along which a train travels
rain

rain /ren/ noun drops of water, which
fall from the sky � Heavy rain delayed
the start of the offensive. � The tropical
rain turned the paths to mud. � verb (of
rain) to fall from the sky � It is raining
heavily and this makes any immediate
attack unlikely.
rainy season

rainy season /�reni �si�z(ə)n/ noun a
time of year when there is a lot of rain �
With the end of the rainy season, mili-
tary operations will restart. Compare
dry season, monsoon
raise

raise /rez/ verb 1. to lift or put an ob-
ject into a higher position � The tank
raised its gun barrel. 2. to promote to a
higher rank � He was raised to corpo-
ral. 3. to establish radio contact with an-
other call-sign (radio terminology) � I
can’t raise 22B.
rake

rake /rek/ verb to fire over a wide area
with an automatic weapon � They raked
the street with machine-gun fire.
rally

rally /�r�li/ verb to reassemble after a
period of confusion � The platoon ral-
lied at the edge of the village. � The ser-
geant rallied his men. (NOTE: rallying –
rallied)
RAM

RAM abbreviation radar-absorbent ma-
terial
RAMC

RAMC noun the unit of the British
army responsible for the medical care
of service personnel. Full form Royal
Army Medical Corps
ramp

ramp /r�mp/ noun an inclined surface
designed to enable people or vehicles to
move onto or off a vehicle or aircraft or
ship
R & D

R & D abbreviation research and devel-
opment
R & R

R & R /�ɑ� ən �ɑ�/ noun a period of hol-
iday taken during operational duty �

American troops come to the resort for
a period of R & R Full form rest and
recuperation
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range /rend%/ noun 1. the maximum
distance that a weapon can fire � This
missile has a range of one hundred kil-
ometres. � in range, within range
within the effective range of a weapon �
that tank is in range � out of range be-
yond the effective range of a weapon �

that tank is out of range 2. the distance
between a weapon and its target � He
destroyed the tank at a range of two
hundred metres. 3. an area of ground
used for shooting practice
range card

range card /�rend% kɑ�d/ noun a
card showing topographical features or
targets and the distance to them from a
specific location
rangefinder

rangefinder /�rend%fandə/ noun a
device designed to calculate the exact
distance to an object
Rangers

Rangers /�rend%əz/ plural noun a US
Army special forces organization
range tables

range tables /�rend% �teb(ə)lz/ plu-
ral noun a set of figures displayed in
columns, showing the elevations re-
quired by artillery or mortars to hit tar-
gets at specific distances

COMMENT: In most armies, range ta-
bles have been replaced by compu-
terized fire-control data systems.

rank

rank /r�ŋk/ noun 1. an official title, in-
dicating a serviceman’s position in the
hierarchy (such as corporal, sergeant,
lieutenant, etc.) 2. � the ranks ordinary
soldiers as a group � He rose through
the ranks to become a general. 3. a pa-
rade formation, in which men stand
side-by-side in a line � Form three
ranks!
ranker

ranker /�r�ŋkə/ noun a soldier who is
not an officer
rank insignia

rank insignia /�r�ŋk n |�s(niə/ noun
US insignia which show a person’s rank
RAP

RAP abbreviation regimental aid post
rape

rape /rep/ noun an act of raping a
woman � Two soldiers were accused of
rape. � verb to force a woman to have
sex � The marines were accused of rap-
ing a girl they had met in a bar.
rapid

rapid /�r�pd/ adjective quick
rapid fire

rapid fire /�r�pd �faə/ verb to fire
several shots in quick succession

rapid reaction force

rapid reaction force /�r�pd ri|

��kʃən �fɔ�s/ noun 1. a combined-arms
force, which is ready to deploy to an
area of operations at very short notice 2.
a multinational combined-arms force
under command of the European Union
(EU), with a primary role of peacekeep-
ing. Abbr RRF
Rapier

Rapier /�repə/ noun a British-de-
signed surface-to-air missile (SAM)
rappel

rappel /r�|�pel/ verb to descend, using
a rope � The patrol rappelled into the
jungle from a helicopter.
Raptor

Raptor /�r�ptə/ noun � F-22
RAS

RAS abbreviation radar-absorbent
structural material
rate of fire

rate of fire /�ret əv �faə/ noun the
number of rounds fired by a weapon in
one minute
rating

rating /�retŋ/ noun a junior non-
commissioned rank in the navy
ration

ration /�r�ʃ(ə)n/ noun a regulation
amount of food, fuel or other resource,
which is issued or available to a person
in times of shortage � The water ration
is one litre per man. � verb to limit the
amount of food, fuel or other resource
that a person is allowed to have � Petrol
is being rationed.
rationing

rationing /�r�ʃ(ə)nŋ/ noun the policy
of restricting supplies, especially dur-
ing wartime � The government is going
to introduce petrol rationing.
rations

rations /�r�ʃ(ə)nz/ plural noun food
issued to a soldier on operations or ex-
ercise � The company will draw rations
at 1400hrs.
rats

rats /r�ts/ abbreviation rations
Raven

Raven /�revən/ noun � EF-111A
ravine

ravine /rə|�vi�n/ noun a deep narrow
valley, with steep sides
raw

raw /rɔ�/ adjective 1. (of meat) un-
cooked � The refugees were eating raw
horse meat. 2. (of soldiers) very inexpe-
rienced � The reserves consisted of raw
recruits.
razor wire

razor wire /�rezə �waə/ noun a wire
with a sharp cutting edge, similar in use
to barbed wire. � concertina wire
RCS

RCS abbreviation radar cross-section
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Rct

Rct abbreviation recruit
RE

RE abbreviation Royal Engineers
react

react /ri |��kt/ verb to do something in
response to an incident or situation
reaction

reaction /ri|��kʃən/ noun 1. an act of
reacting to something � His immediate
reaction was one of shock. 2. an action
a person takes when reacting to some-
thing � The general’s reaction was to
order further bombing raids. 3. com-
bined-arms force, which is ready to de-
ploy to an area of operations at very
short notice 4. a multinational com-
bined-arms force under command of the
European Union (EU), with a primary
role of peacekeeping. � Allied Rapid
Reaction Corps
reaction force

reaction force /ri |��kʃən �fɔ�s/ noun
a small mobile multinational force
whose role is to provide immediate aid
in a crisis situation
reactive

reactive /ri |��ktv/ adjective dealing
with a problem once it has started to oc-
cur (of actions or policy) � Most of our
countermeasures seem to be purely re-
active. Compare proactive
reactive armour

reactive armour /ri|��ktv �ɑ�mə/
noun same as explosive reactive ar-
mour
readiness

readiness /�redinəs/ noun being
ready to do something
readiness state

readiness state, state of readiness
noun a period of time in which a person
or grouping must be ready to do some-
thing � The squadron is currently on a
readiness state of fifteen minutes.
ready

ready /�redi/ adverb fully prepared and
in a position to do something
real estate

real estate /�rəl |�stet/ noun US
ground (especially in a logistics or ad-
ministration context)
reallocate

reallocate /ri� |��ləket/ verb to allo-
cate in a different way � The national
forces which have been provided to
NATO may be reallocated to different
sectors.
reallocation

reallocation /�ri��lə|�keʃ(ə)n/ noun
the action of reallocating
reallocation authority

reallocation authority /�ri��lə|

�keʃ(ə)n ɔ� |�θɒrti/ noun authority giv-
en to a NATO commander to reallocate

multinational forces under his com-
mand
rear

rear /rə/ adjective 1. moving or locat-
ed at the back of a formation or position
� We engaged the rear platoon. 2. locat-
ed behind the forward positions � noun
1. the back of a formation or position �

He was moving at the rear. 2. an area
behind the front line � We are moving to
the rear.
Rear

Rear /rə/ noun rear headquarters �

Rear is located at grid 453654.
rear admiral

rear admiral /�rə ��dmərəl/ noun
US a senior officer in the navy
rear-admiral

rear-admiral /�rə ��dmərəl/ noun a
senior officer in the navy
rearguard

rearguard /�rə(ɑ�d/ noun a small
military force, positioned at the rear of
a withdrawing force, in order to fight
off the enemy pursuit
rear headquarters

rear headquarters /�rə hed|

�kwɔ�təz/ plural noun the primary lo-
gistical headquarters for a large tactical
grouping (normally located well to the
rear of the front line)
rearm

rearm /ri�|�ɑ�m/ verb to equip with new
weapons
rearmament

rearmament /ri�|�ɑ�məmənt/ noun an
act of rearming
rearmost

rearmost /�rəməυst/ adjective fur-
thest in the rear
rearward

rearward /�rəwəd/ adjective towards
the rear � All rearward movement has
been delayed by the chemical attack. �

adverb towards the rear � The enemy is
moving rearward.
rebel

rebel /�reb(ə)l/ noun a person who
uses armed force to oppose the estab-
lished government � The rebels have
captured the barracks. � insurgent,
revolutionary � verb to oppose the es-
tablished government with armed force
� Some mountain tribes have rebelled
against the provincial government.
rebellion

rebellion /r|�beljən/ noun armed re-
sistance to the established government
or to the army command � The rebellion
spread rapidly to neighbouring prov-
inces. � insurgency, insurrection
rebro

rebro /�ri�brəυ/ abbreviation rebroad-
cast
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rebroadcast

rebroadcast /ri�|�brɔ�dkɑ�st/ noun an
act of rebroadcasting a radio signal.
Abbr rebro � verb to receive a radio
signal and then transmit it on to another
receiver, which is too far away to re-
ceive the original signal. � relay
recall

recall /r|�kɔ�l/ verb to order a person or
unit to return to a location or grouping �
The patrol has been recalled. � The gov-
ernment is recalling reservists.
recapture

recapture /ri�|�k�ptʃə/ verb 1. to cap-
ture a position or location which has
been captured by the enemy � We re-
captured the positions we had lost the
previous day. 2. to capture a prisoner
who has escaped � After three days’
search, all the prisoners were recap-
tured.
recce

recce /�reki/ adjective relating to re-
connaissance � noun 1. a reconnais-
sance � We need to carry out a recce of
the bridge. 2. reconnaissance units �

Enemy recce has been sighted to the
east of Mikulov. � verb to reconnoitre �

We need to recce the bridge.
recce group

recce group /�reki (ru�p/ noun a
small group (usually consisting of a
commander and his subordinate com-
manders), which carries out a recon-
naissance before planning an operation
or task. Abbr R Group
recce patrol

recce patrol /�reki pə|�trəυl/ noun a
small covert patrol sent out to gather in-
formation or reconnoitre ground
receiver

receiver /r |�si�və/ noun 1. an instru-
ment which detects electronic signals
and converts them into a form in which
they can be seen or heard 2. a frame on
a gun that guides the round into the
chamber 3. a person who receives com-
munications
reception

reception /r|�sepʃən/ noun 1. an act
of receiving a radio signal � He ac-
knowledged reception of the signal. 2.
the quality of a radio signal � There is
very poor reception in this area.
recharge

recharge /ri�|�tʃɑ�d%/ verb 1. to put
electrical power into a dead battery 2. to
put ammunition into an empty maga-
zine or ammunition compartment
recognition

recognition /�rekə(|�nʃ(ə)n/ noun an
act of identifying a person or thing

recognition marking

recognition marking /�rekə(|

�nʃ(ə)n �mɑ�kŋ/ noun a distinctive
symbol painted on all vehicles, so that
friendly forces will not mistake each
other for the enemy � During the Gulf
War, the coalition recognition marking
was an inverted V.
recognition signal

recognition signal /�rekə(|�nʃ(ə)n
�s(n(ə)l/ noun a verbal or other signal
which identifies a person or unit as be-
ing friendly
recognize

recognize /�rekə( |�naz/, recognise
/�rekə(naz/ verb 1. to identify a per-
son, place or thing because one remem-
bers it � He recognized the crossroads.
2. to acknowledge that something is
correct or legal � I do not recognize
your authority in this matter. � The EU
countries have recognized the new gov-
ernment.
recoil

recoil /�ri�kɔl/ noun the backward
movement of a gun when it is fired �

This weapon has hardly any recoil. �

verb (of guns and firing mechanisms) to
move backwards when fired � He was
injured when the gun recoiled.
recon

recon /�ri�kɒn/ adjective relating to re-
connaissance � noun 1. a reconnais-
sance � We need to do a recon of the
bridge. 2. reconnaissance units � Ene-
my recon has been sighted to the east of
Mikulov. (NOTE: The British English
term is recce.)
reconnaissance

reconnaissance /r|�kɒnsəns/ ad-
jective relating to reconnaissance �

noun 1. an examination or survey of
ground or a specific location, in order to
plan an operation or task � He carried
out a detailed reconnaissance of the en-
emy position. 2. an act of examining ter-
rain in order to identify suitable routes
and give warning of natural and man-
made obstacles 3. an act of looking for
the enemy 4. reconnaissance units � En-
emy reconnaissance has been sighted to
the east of Mikulov. � Time spent in re-
connaissance is seldom wasted – Brit-
ish Army Field Service Regulations
1912. � recce, recon
reconnaissance aircraft

reconnaissance aircraft /r|

�kɒnsəns �eəkrɑ�ft/ noun an aircraft
designed for carrying out reconnais-
sance missions
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reconnaissance by fire

reconnaissance by fire /r |

�kɒns(ə)ns ba �faə/ noun the act of
firing at likely enemy positions, in order
to cause the enemy to reveal his location
by moving or by returning fire
reconnaissance in force

reconnaissance in force /r |

�kɒnsəns n �fɔ�s/ noun reconnais-
sance carried out by a large well-armed
grouping, which is strong enough to en-
gage the enemy if necessary
reconnaissance unit

reconnaissance unit /r|�kɒnsəns
�ju�nt/ noun a unit which moves ahead
of the main body of an advancing force,
in order to identify suitable routes, give
warning of natural and man-made ob-
stacles, and to locate the enemy
reconnoiter

reconnoiter /�rekə|�nɔtə/ verb US
spelling of reconnoitre
reconnoitre

reconnoitre /�rekə|�nɔtə/ verb to car-
ry out reconnaissance � A patrol was
sent out to reconnoitre the enemy posi-
tion. � recce, scout
recon platoon

recon platoon /�ri�kɒn plə|�tu�n/
noun a platoon which specializes in re-
connaissance
record

record noun /�rekɔ�d/ data or informa-
tion, which is written down for future
reference � Units will submit records of
all ammunition fired during the year. �

We captured a large quantity of enemy
records. � verb to write down data or in-
formation, so that it may be used in the
future � He recorded the information in
his notebook.
recover

recover /r|�k�və/ verb 1. to become
healthy after illness or injury � He is re-
covering from his wounds. 2. to find and
bring back � The crew of the helicopter
which was brought down have all been
recovered. 3. (of damaged or defective
vehicles) to collect and bring back for
repair � The tank has been recovered.
recovery

recovery /r|�k�v(ə)ri/ noun an act of
recovering a vehicle � ‘Hello 2, this is
22, request recovery at grid 559321,
over.’ � The recovery will have to be de-
layed until first light.
recruit

recruit /r|�kru�t/ noun a newly-enlist-
ed serviceman, who is undergoing basic
training � A batch of raw recruits ar-
rived at the barracks. � verb to encour-
age or persuade people to join the

armed forces, and then arrange for them
to do so � They are running a TV adver-
tising campaign to recruit for the ma-
rines.
recruitment

recruitment /r|�kru�tmənt/ noun the
process of recruiting men and women
for the armed forces � The marines are
planning a recruitment drive.
red

red /red/ noun, adjective the colour of
blood � He wore red flashes on his col-
lar.

COMMENT: The positions of enemy
forces are usually marked on a map
in red, while those of friendly forces
are marked in blue.

red berets

red berets /�red �berez/ plural noun
British paratroopers (informal) Com-
pare Blue Berets, Green Berets
redcap

redcap /�redk�p/ noun a military po-
liceman (informal) � Run for it boys!
The redcaps are here!
Red Crescent

Red Crescent /�red �krez(ə)nt/ noun
1. an international medical and relief
organization in Islamic countries,
which is closely connected to the Red
Cross 2. an internationally-recognized
insignia, consisting of a red crescent-
moon on a white background, used by
the Red Crescent, displayed on military
ambulances, hospital ships, and medi-
cal facilities, and worn by medical per-
sonnel in Islamic countries. � Red
Cross
Red Cross

Red Cross /�red �krɒs/ noun 1. an in-
ternational organization, dedicated to
providing assistance (especially medi-
cal) during times of war or natural dis-
aster 2. an internationally-recognized
insignia, consisting of a red cross on a
white background, used by the Red
Cross, displayed on military ambulanc-
es, hospital ships, and medical facili-
ties, and worn by medical personnel. �

Red Crescent
Red Ensign

Red Ensign /�red �ensan/ noun a
flag displayed by ships of the British
Merchant Navy (it is red, with the Un-
ion Jack in one corner)
redeploy

redeploy /�ri�d|�plɔ/ verb 1. to deploy
to a new location � We redeployed to a
position south of the hill. 2. to deploy
into a different tactical formation �

They redeployed into columns.
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redistribution

redistribution /ri� |�dstr|�bju�ʃən/
noun an action of distributing in a dif-
ferent way
redistribution authority

redistribution authority /ri�|�dstr|

�bju�ʃən ɔ�|�θɒrti/ noun authority giv-
en to a NATO commander to redistrib-
ute forces which have been assigned by
different nations in such a way that they
are best used in the operations he is con-
trolling
red-light district

red-light district /red �lat �dstrkt/
noun part of a town or city, containing a
large number of brothels, sex clubs, etc.
� The MPs went round the red-light dis-
trict collecting drunken soldiers.
reduce

reduce /r |�dju�s/ verb to make smaller
or less � The government is planning a
reduction in defence expenditure.
reduction

reduction /r|�d�kʃən/ noun an act of
reducing
redundancy

redundancy /r|�d�ndənsi/ noun the
practice of maintaining additional mili-
tary resources to replace those which
are destroyed or neutralized
re-entrant

re-entrant /ri�|�entrənt/ noun a small
valley cutting into the side of a hill or
mountain (often between two spurs)
(topographical term) � The vehicles
were concealed in a small re-entrant on
the other side of the hill.
re-entry vehicle

re-entry vehicle /ri�|�entr �vi�k(ə)l/
noun a warhead of a surface-to-surface
missile which is designed to travel
through space on its way to its target �

This missile is fitted with three nuclear
re-entry vehicles. � MIRV. Abbr RV

COMMENT: One missile might be fitted
with several re-entry vehicles, each
of which might be directed at a differ-
ent target.

ref

ref abbreviation reference
reference

reference /�ref(ə)rəns/ noun 1. a di-
rection for obtaining information � Ref-
erence: Section 69 of the Army Act,
1955. 2. a grid or map reference �

What’s your reference? � preposition in
relation to � ‘Hello 22, this is 2, refer-
ence my last order, cancel, over.’ � With
reference to my letter dated 26 Novem-
ber. � Reference the church.
reference point

reference point /�ref(ə)rəns pɔnt/
noun any object or feature on the

ground, which is used to assist in the
giving of directions or to draw another
person’s attention to a target or other
object of interest
reflect

reflect /r|�flekt/ verb (of heat, light,
sound, radar waves, etc.) to send some-
thing back towards its source � Sonar
detects underwater objects by transmit-
ting sound waves which are reflected
back by the object.
refuel

refuel /ri� |�fju�əl/ verb to put fuel into a
vehicle’s fuel tank � We made a refuel-
ling stop before crossing the desert.
(NOTE: refuelled – refuelling. The US
spelling is refueled – refueling.)
refuelling on the move

refuelling on the move /ri�|�fju�əl
ɒn θə �mu�v/ noun full form of ROM
refuelling point

refuelling point /ri�|�fju�əlŋ pɔnt/
noun a place where vehicles can refuel
refuelling probe

refuelling probe /ri�|�fju�əlŋ prəυb/
noun a long rigid tube, fitted to the front
of an aircraft, which is inserted into a
receptacle called a ‘basket’, in order to
carry out air-to-air refuelling
refuge

refuge /�refju�d%/ noun a place of
safety � The villagers sought refuge in
the crypt of the local church.
refugee

refugee /�refjυ|�d%i�/ noun a person
who leaves his or her home in order to
escape from danger (especially war),
and looks for refuge elsewhere � The
road is blocked with refugees.
refuse

refuse /r|�fju�z/ verb 1. to not agree to
do something � He refused to obey my
orders. � I refuse to believe that the en-
emy are beaten. 2. (of a line of defence)
to position one end of the line back at an
angle to the main frontage, in order to
meet the threat of a flanking attack or
envelopment
regiment

regiment /�red%mənt/ noun 1. a tac-
tical and administrative army grouping
of two or more battalions � Two enemy
regiments have crossed the river. 2. an
administrative grouping of one or more
infantry battalions plus a separate regi-
mental headquarters � He served in one
of the Highland Regiments. 3. a tank
battalion, consisting of three or more
squadrons � The brigade consists of two
infantry battalions and one armoured
regiment. 4. a battalion-sized artillery
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grouping, consisting of three or more
batteries � We have a regiment of artil-
lery in support. 5. a battalion-sized
grouping for certain supporting arms
(such as engineers) � The government is
sending a regiment of engineers to as-
sist in the rescue operation. 6. US an ar-
moured cavalry grouping of two or
more squadrons � An American ar-
moured cavalry regiment led the ad-
vance. � abbr Regt

COMMENT: In the British Army, the use
of the word regiment is rather con-
fusing, since it no longer refers to a
tactical grouping of two or more bat-
talions (the British use a brigade of
three or more battalions instead).
Regiments continue to exist in name,
however, because their histories and
traditions are considered to be ex-
tremely valuable in promoting unit
identity and esprit de corps. Infantry
regiments are essentially administra-
tive groupings, and most currently
consist of only one battalion plus a
regimental headquarters, which is re-
sponsible for recruiting, career plan-
ning and welfare. If a regiment does
have more than one battalion, these
do not normally serve together in the
same brigade. Battalion-sized group-
ings of artillery, tanks and certain
supporting arms (such as engineers)
are known as regiments for different
historical reasons. A British ar-
moured brigade might consists of two
armoured regiments and one ar-
moured or mechanized infantry bat-
talion or, alternatively, two infantry
battalions and one armoured regi-
ment, plus artillery and supporting
arms. On operations, these units are
broken down and combined into bat-
tle groups. As an example, an ar-
moured battle group might consist of
two squadrons of tanks and one in-
fantry company, which are organized
into two squadron and company
groups and a company and squad-
ron group under the command of the
armoured regimental HQ. The exact
composition will vary according to the
tactical requirement at the time. In
the US Army, a battle group is known
as a task force, while company and
squadron groups and squadron and
company groups are known as com-
pany teams.

regimental

regimental /�red%|�ment(ə)l/ adjec-
tive 1. relating to a regiment � regimen-

tal headquarters (RHQ) 2. (in certain
contexts only) relating to a specific in-
fantry battalion 3. relating to service
with a unit (as opposed to service on a
staff or at a training establishment) � He
is an excellent regimental officer.
regimental aid post

regimental aid post
/�red%ment(ə)l �ed �pəυst/ noun a
battalion casualty clearing-station,
where casualties are assessed and given
emergency medical treatment, before
being evacuated to a dressing station.
Abbr RAP
regimental commander

regimental commander
/�red%ment(ə)l kə|�mɑ�ndə/ noun the
officer in command of a regiment
regimental lieutenant-colonel

regimental lieutenant-colonel
/�red%ment(ə)l lef|�tenənt �k$�n(ə)l/
noun an officer commanding a regi-
mental headquarters (usually a colonel)
regimental medical officer

regimental medical officer
/�red%ment(ə)l �medk(ə)l �ɒfsə/
noun a doctor attached to a battalion.
Abbr RMO
regimental officer

regimental officer /�red%ment(ə)l
�ɒfsə/ noun an officer serving in a par-
ticular regiment
regimental police

regimental police /�red%ment(ə)l
pə|�li�s/ noun a small group of NCOs as-
signed to carry out police duties within
a battalion or equivalent-sized group-
ing. Abbr RP
regimental quartermaster sergeant

regimental quartermaster ser-
geant /�red%ment(ə)l �kwɔ�təmɑ�stə
�sɑ�d%ənt/ noun a warrant officer who
assists the quartermaster of a battalion
or equivalent-sized grouping. Abbr
RQMS
regimental sergeant major

regimental sergeant major
/�red%ment(ə)l �sɑ�d%ənt �med%ə/
noun the most senior warrant officer in
a battalion, who assists the adjutant in
disciplinary matters and the day-to-day
administration of the battalion. Abbr
RSM
regimental signals officer

regimental signals officer
/�red%ment(ə)l �s(n(ə)lz �ɒfsə/ noun
a battalion officer responsible for com-
munications. Abbr RSO
region

region /�ri�d%ən/ noun a large area of
land with well-defined boundaries or
distinctive features
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register

register /�red%stə/ noun 1. an official
record of information or data 2. a book
or document in which information or
data is recorded � verb 1. to record in
writing 2. (of artillery targets) to allo-
cate a target with a target number, and
then calculate and record the firing data,
which must be applied to the guns in or-
der to to hit it � to register with fire to
register an artillery target and then fire
at it in order to confirm that the firing
data is correct, making adjustments if
necessary
registration

registration /�red%|�streʃ(ə)n/ noun
an act of registering something
registration number

registration number /�red%|

�streʃ(ə)n �n�mbə/, vehicle registra-
tion noun a combination of numbers
and letters, which is displayed on a ve-
hicle as identification
regroup

regroup /ri� |�(ru�p/ verb to stop an ac-
tivity or operation temporarily, in order
to reorganize � The battalion was or-
dered to regroup south of the town.
Regt

Regt abbreviation regiment
regular

regular /�re(jυlə/ adjective 1. (of ac-
tions) always happening at the same
time or on the same day � This is a reg-
ular weekly inspection. 2. (of armed
forces and servicemen) relating to a
full-time professional force, with a
proper organization and rank structure
and regular training � noun a member
of the regular armed forces (as opposed
to a reservist, territorial or guerrilla) �

We were attacked by a battalion of reg-
ulars.
regular soldier

regular soldier /�re(jυlə �səυld%ə/
noun a person who makes a career of
soldiering
regulate

regulate /�re(jυ|�let/ verb to control
the actions of a person or thing
regulation

regulation /�re(jυ|�leʃ(ə)n/ noun an
official directive, restriction or rule
rehearsal

rehearsal /r|�h$�s(ə)l/ noun an act of
rehearsing � There will be a rehearsal
at 1430hrs.
rehearse

rehearse /r|�h$�s/ verb to practise car-
rying out an operation or task, before
doing it for real � The brigade re-
hearsed the passage of lines in some
fields outside the town.

reinforce

reinforce /�ri�n|�fɔ�s/ verb 1. to make
something stronger 2. (of military forc-
es) to send additional personnel and
equipment to give assistance or to re-
place casualties � Our right flank needs
reinforcing.
reinforcement

reinforcement /�ri�n|�fɔ�smənt/
noun an act of reinforcing � Before re-
inforcement, the brigade was down to
approximately 1,500 men. � plural noun
reinforcements men or units sent to re-
inforce another grouping � personnel
reinforcements � The division was una-
ble to send any reinforcements.
reinforcements

reinforcements /�ri�n|�fɔ�smənts/
plural noun men or units sent to rein-
force another grouping � The division
was unable to send any reinforcements.
rejoin

rejoin /ri� |�d%ɔn/ verb to return to a
person or grouping, after being away
from them � We were unable to rejoin
our unit after the bridge was blown up.
relay

relay /�ri�le/ noun an act of relaying a
radio signal � We are setting up a relay.
� verb 1. to receive a radio signal and
then transmit it on to another receiver,
who is too far away to receive the orig-
inal signal � The signal was relayed to 7
Brigade HQ. � rebroadcast 2. to pass
on a message to another person � He re-
ceived the message from HQ and imme-
diately relayed it to the troops.
release

release /r|�li�s/ noun an act of releas-
ing � The aim of the operation is to se-
cure the release of the hostages. � verb
1. to let a prisoner go free � We captured
the camp and released the prisoners. 2.
to remove a control or restriction � He
was released from duty to attend the fu-
neral. � He released the safety catch on
his rifle. 3. to allow a substance to come
out � The missile released a chemical
agent over our position.
release point

release point /r|�li�s pɔnt/ noun a
point on a route where sub-units leave
their parent unit and continue independ-
ently by different routes
relief

relief /r|�li�f/ noun 1. an act of provid-
ing assistance or support 2. an act of de-
stroying or driving off an enemy force
which has surrounded another friendly
force or is besieging or investing a
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friendly town or city � He took part in
the relief of Mafeking. 3. an act of tak-
ing over a duty or task from another per-
son or unit � My relief is at 2000hrs.
relief agency

relief agency /r |�li�f �ed%ənsi/ noun
a civilian organization which provides
assistance to victims of war or disaster
relief force

relief force /r|�li�f fɔ�s/ noun a mili-
tary force which is sent to relieve anoth-
er friendly unit or place which is sur-
rounded by the enemy
relief-in-place

relief-in-place /r|�li�f n|�ples/ noun
an act of taking over positions from an-
other unit or grouping
relieve

relieve /r|�li�v/ verb 1. to provide as-
sistance or support � We requested rein-
forcements to relieve the pressure on the
small garrison. 2. to destroy or drive off
an enemy force, which has surrounded
another friendly force or is besieging or
investing a friendly town or city � A
force of marines was sent to relieve the
town. 3. to take over a duty or task from
another person or unit � I’ll send some-
one to relieve you at 2100hrs.
religion

religion /r|�ld%ən/ noun a belief in a
god, and the rituals which express that
belief
religious

religious /�rə |�ld%əs/ adjective relat-
ing to religion
reload

reload /ri�|�ləυd/ verb to load a weapon
again after firing � He was shot as he
was reloading.
relocate

relocate /�ri�ləυ|�ket/ verb to move to
a new location � We’ll have to relocate
the RAP. � The sniper always relocates
after every shot.
REME

REME /�ri�mi/ abbreviation Royal
Electrical and Mechanical Engineers
remf

remf /remf/ noun a soldier who is not
serving in the front line (and is therefore
not in any danger) (slang)
remit

remit /�ri�mt/ noun instructions or
guidelines or rules (usually in relation
to a peacekeeping mission) � That sort
of task is not part of my remit.
remote

remote /r|�məυt/ adjective 1. distant
2. isolated � The village is very remote.
remote control

remote control /r|�məυt kən|�trəυl/
noun a means by which a device or ma-
chine can be operated from a distance

(e.g. command wire, radio signals) �

The bomb was detonated by remote
control. � self-control
remotely piloted vehicle

remotely piloted vehicle /r|�məυtli
�palətd �vi�k(ə)l/ noun a small un-
manned radio-controlled aircraft de-
signed to carry surveillance equipment.
Abbr RPV. Also called unmanned aer-
ial vehicle (UAV), drone
rendezvous

rendezvous /�rɒndevu�/ noun a
place where people have agreed to meet
up with each other � The rendezvous is
at grid 453213. � verb to meet up with
other people at a rendezvous � We will
rendezvous at grid 654776. � abbr (all
senses) RV
reoccupy

reoccupy /ri�|�ɒkjυpa/ verb to occu-
py again, after being away � The enemy
have reoccupied the village.
reorg

reorg /r|�ɔ�(/ abbreviation 1. reorgani-
zation 2. reorganize
reorganization

reorganization /ri� |�ɔ�(əna|

�zeʃ(ə)n/, reorganisation noun 1. an
act of reorganizing � The reorganiza-
tion of the brigade has been completed.
2. a phase following a successful as-
sault, during which the assaulting
troops go firm, in order to redistribute
ammunition, deal with any casualties or
prisoners, and reassess their situation
before continuing their task � There will
be a resupply of ammunition during re-
organization.
reorganize

reorganize /ri�|�ɔ�(ənaz/, reorgan-
ise verb 1. to organize in a different
way � The brigade has been reorgan-
ized. 2. to carry out the reorganization
phase of an attack � The platoon will re-
organize on the objective.
reorientate

reorientate /ri|�ɔ�riəntet/ verb to stop
and confirm your exact location and the
direction in which one should be head-
ing, before continuing a journey
repair

repair /r|�peə/ noun an act of repairing
� The vehicle must be sent back for re-
pair. � verb to mend something which is
damaged or defective � The vehicle is
being repaired.
repatriate

repatriate /ri�|�p�triet/ verb to return
a prisoner to his own country � He was
repatriated at the end of the war.
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repeat

repeat /r|�pi�t/ verb 1. to say some-
thing again � He repeated the question.
2. to do something again � He was
warned not to repeat his mistake. (NOTE:
On the radio, repeat is only used when
you want the artillery or mortars to re-
peat a fire-mission. It is never used
when you want someone to repeat a
message. In that situation, say again is
used instead.)
repel

repel /r|�pel/ verb to fight and push
back � They repelled all attempts to
board their ship.
replace

replace /r|�ples/ verb 1. to put some-
thing back in its original position � He
replaced the handset. 2. to obtain a new
object to take the place of one that has
been damaged or lost � We need to re-
place the firing pin. 3. to take the place
or job of another person � I am replac-
ing Major Knight. 4. to arrange for
someone to take the place of another
person � We will have to replace Ser-
geant Jones. 5. � to be replaced (in pas-
sive) to be dismissed from a position or
job � The general is being replaced.
replacement

replacement /r|�plesmənt/ noun a
person or thing which takes the place of
another person or thing
replen

replen /�ri�plen/ abbreviation replen-
ishment
replenish

replenish /r|�plenʃ/ verb to provide
someone with fresh supplies (such as
ammunition, food and water, fuel, etc.)
replenishment

replenishment /r|�plenʃmənt/ noun
an act of providing fresh supplies (such
as ammunition, food and water, fuel,
etc.)
report

report /r|�pɔ�t/ noun 1. verbal or writ-
ten information, which is given or sent
to another person 2. a disciplinary ac-
tion � I am putting you in the report. �

verb 1. to give or send information to
another person � B Company report en-
emy recce to the east of Karlsbad. 2. to
take disciplinary action against some-
one � I am reporting you for this of-
fence. 3. to show that you are officially
present � He reported for duty three
days late. � to report to a place to ar-
rive officially at a place � New recruits
are asked to report to the training camp.

report line

report line /r|�pɔ�t lan/ noun a real or
imaginary line on the ground, with a
code word which units use when they
cross, so that a commander can monitor
their progress
reprisal

reprisal /r|�praz(ə)l/ noun a severe
punitive action (usually intended as a
deterrent) � Ten villagers were shot as a
reprisal for the attack on the convoy.
Republican Guard

Republican Guard /r|�p�blkən
�(ɑ�d/ noun elite troops in some armies;
French ceremonial troops
repulse

repulse /r|�p�ls/ verb to beat off an at-
tack � All enemy attacks were repulsed
with considerable losses on both sides.
request

request /r|�kwest/ noun an act of ask-
ing for someone or something � Have
you received my ammunition request? �
verb to ask for something � ‘Hello 2,
this is 22, request immediate assistance,
over.’
required capability

required capability /r|�kwaəd
�kepə|�blti/ noun the resources that
are necessary to do what is required
re-route

re-route /�ri� �ru�t/ verb to make
someone travel by a different route �

The convoy was re-routed because of
the chemical attack.
rescue

rescue /�reskju�/ noun an act of sav-
ing someone � verb 1. to save someone
from a dangerous situation � We used a
helicopter to rescue the sailors. 2. to
free someone from captivity � All the
prisoners of war have been rescued. �

The hostages were rescued by the SAS.
research and development

research and development /r|

�s$�tʃ ən d|�veləpmənt/ noun full form
of R & D
reserve

reserve /r|�z$�v/ noun 1. units or sub-
units which are held back from an en-
gagement, so that they can be used to
reinforce or support any unit which gets
into difficulties � The general was un-
willing to use his reserves. � in reserve
acting as a reserve � 6 Platoon will be in
reserve for Phase 1. 2. � the Reserve
manpower (usually consisting of ex-
servicemen) which can be used to sup-
plement the regular forces in times of
war or national emergency � On leaving
the armed forces, a serviceman is liable
for a further seven years in the Reserve.
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� plural noun reserves spare manpow-
er or equipment
reservist

reservist /r|�z$�vst/ noun a person
(usually an ex-serviceman) who is lia-
ble for service with the Reserve, in the
event of war or national emergency �

All reservists must report to their near-
est police station.
reservoir

reservoir /�rezəvwɑ�/ noun a natural
or man-made lake, used as a supply of
water
residual force

residual force /r|�zdjυəl �fɔ�s/ noun
a small security force which remains in
a war zone after hostilities have ended
and the main force has withdrawn
residual nuclear radiation

residual nuclear radiation /r |

�zdjuəl �nju�kliə �redi|�eʃ(ə)n/ noun
the harmful rays of energy given off by
radioactive substances left after a nucle-
ar explosion
resist

resist /r|�zst/ verb 1. to fight against
something � We were surprised that the
garrison resisted so strongly. � The
snipers resisted all our attempts to dis-
lodge them. 2. to oppose something �

The Army is resisting the new propos-
als.
resistance

resistance /r|�zstəns/ noun 1. an act
of resisting � The enemy is putting up
little resistance. 2. also resistance
movement a secret organization which
opposes (often with armed force) the
established government or an occupy-
ing power � The Resistance attacked the
railway lines.
resource

resource /r|�zɔ�s/ noun anything
which is available for use (such as am-
munition, equipment, manpower, etc.) �
The guerrillas have enough resources
to cause considerable damage. � verb to
allocate resources � He is responsible
for resourcing within the Corps.
respirator

respirator /�respəretə/ noun a pro-
tective face-covering containing an ap-
paratus to filter air, which is used to pro-
tect a person from chemical agents and
radioactive contamination. � gas mask
respond

respond /r |�spɒnd/ verb 1. to answer
or reply � He did not respond to the ac-
cusation. 2. to take action as a result of
an incident or situation � They respond-
ed by shooting the hostages.

response

response /r|�spɒns/ noun 1. an act of
responding � There has been no re-
sponse to our demands. 2. a means or
method of responding
responsibility

responsibility /r|�spɒns|�blti/
noun 1. an obligation or duty � One of
my responsibilities is the security of the
ammunition compound. � tactical area
of responsibility 2. a person or thing
for which one is responsible � These
men are my responsibility. 3. sensible
behaviour � You should show more re-
sponsibility.
responsible

responsible /r|�spɒnsb(ə)l/ adjec-
tive 1. having an obligation or duty to do
something � You are responsible for
maintaining these vehicles. 2. behaving
in a sensible manner � You should be
more responsible.
rest and recuperation

rest and recuperation /�rest ən r |

�ku�pə|�reʃ(ə)n/ noun full form of R &
R
restrict

restrict /r|�strkt/ verb to put a limit
on something � Access to the training
ground is restricted to certain person-
nel only.
restricted

restricted /r |�strktd/ adjective low-
est security classification for informa-
tion or documents; relating to material
which is restricted to members of the
armed forces and may not be passed on
to the media or general public

COMMENT: Information is classified
according to its importance, eg: re-
stricted, confidential, secret, top se-
cret, etc.

restriction

restriction /r|�strkʃən/ noun 1. an
act of restricting � Gangrene can be
caused by a restriction of the blood sup-
ply. � The new restrictions mean that
there will be less ammunition for train-
ing. � All restrictions on movement have
been lifted. 2. something which affects
or limits a person’s choice of action �

Restrictions in time and space left us
with no alternative but to mount a fron-
tal assault.
restriction of privileges

restriction of privileges /r|

�strkʃən əv �prvld%z/ noun a mili-
tary punishment where a serviceman is
required to parade at certain times of the
day in a specified order of dress
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restrictive control

restrictive control /r|�strktv kən|

�trəυl/ noun a doctrine of command and
control which relies upon detailed plan-
ning and strict obedience to precise or-
ders. Compare directive command
resupply

resupply /�ri�s� |�pla/ noun an act of
providing fresh supplies (such as am-
munition, food and water, fuel, etc.) �

There will be a resupply of ammunition
at 1800hrs. � verb to supply something
again � They resupplied the garrison
with water.
retake

retake /ri�|�tek/ verb to capture a posi-
tion or location which has been cap-
tured by the enemy � B Company have
retaken the hill.
retaliate

retaliate /r|�t�liet/ verb to take ac-
tion in response to an attack, insult or
provocation � The soldiers have been
ordered not to retaliate if they are in-
sulted by the local population.
retaliation

retaliation /r|�t�li|�eʃ(ə)n/ noun an
act of retaliating � There has been no re-
taliation to the air strikes. � They killed
three villagers in retaliation for the
murder of the general.
retaliatory

retaliatory /r|�t�ljətər/ adjective
made in retaliation to an act or incident
� NATO has authorized retaliatory air
strikes.
retire

retire /r|�taə/ verb 1. to move away
from the enemy � We retired to our own
lines. 2. to move back towards your own
forces or territory � The enemy have re-
tired. � retreat, withdraw
retreat

retreat /r|�tri�t/ noun 1. an act of re-
treating � The enemy forces are in re-
treat. � The retreat from Moscow was
accompanied by huge losses. 2. (re-
treat) a ceremony to signify the close of
the working day in barracks (usually
around 1800hrs), when the flags are
lowered � beating the retreat ceremo-
nial parade of music and marching,
which is held in the evening � verb 1. to
move away from the enemy � We had to
retreat when B Company’s position was
overrun. 2. to move back towards your
own forces or territory � The enemy are
retreating. � retire, withdraw

COMMENT: The word retreat is nor-
mally used when one is forced to
move back (for example because

one has been defeated or your posi-
tion has become untenable), where-
as retire or withdraw imply rearward
movement as part of a planned ma-
noeuvre or in order to occupy a better
position. Consequently, retire or
withdraw are sometimes used in-
stead of retreat because they sound
more positive
COMMENT: if you are visiting a Brit-
ish barracks and you hear ‘Retreat’
being blown on the bugle, it is good
manners to stop what you are doing
and stand still until the call has fin-
ished.

return

return /r|�t$�n/ verb 1. to come back �

The patrol has returned. � All planes re-
turned safely to base. 2. to give some-
thing back � He returned the equip-
ment. � to return fire to shoot back,
when shot at
returned to unit

returned to unit /r |�t$�nd tu�
�ju�nt/ verb full form of RTU
reveille

reveille /r|�v�li/ noun a time at which
troops are woken up � Reveille at
0600hrs.
reverse

reverse /r|�v$�s/ verb to drive back-
wards � The tank reversed into a barn.
� noun a failure or misfortune � After
several reverses, the enemy withdrew. �

adjective opposite
reverse slope

reverse slope /r|�v$�s �sləυp/ noun
the far side of a hill, which is in dead
ground to the enemy � The Duke of Wel-
lington always preferred a reverse slope
position.
revet

revet /r|�vet/ verb to strengthen the
sides of a trench or other fortification,
using corrugated iron, wood or other
material � Pickets are used in the revet-
ting of trenches and other fortifications.
(NOTE: revetting – revetted)
review

review /r|�vju�/ noun a large-scale pa-
rade and inspection of troops � He is at-
tending a review. � verb to inspect a
large number of troops, etc., on parade
� The Queen came to review the fleet.
revolt

revolt /r|�vəυlt/ noun armed resistance
to the established government or to the
army command � The revolt has spread
to the neighbouring provinces. � verb to
oppose the established government
with armed force � We expect members
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of the former president’s bodyguard to
revolt against military rule.
revolution

revolution /�revə|�lu�ʃ(ə)n/ noun an
overthrow of a government or social or-
der by the use of force
revolutionary

revolutionary /�revə |�lu�ʃ(ə)n(ə)ri/
adjective relating to a revolution � noun
a person who takes an active role in a
revolution � Most of the leading revolu-
tionaries have been arrested.
Revolutionary Guard

Revolutionary Guard
/�revəlu�ʃ(ə)n(ə)ri �(ɑ�d/ noun elite
troops in some communist armies
revolver

revolver /r|�vɒlvə/ noun a hand-held
gun, with a chamber which turns when
a shot is fired, so that a fresh cartridge is
ready for firing � He used his revolver
to kill the civilian.
RF-4C

RF-4C /ɑ� �ef fɔ� �si�/ noun a recon-
naissance version of the F-4 Phantom
R Gp

R Gp abbreviation R Group
R Group

R Group /�ɑ� �(ru�p/ noun a small
group (usually consisting of a com-
mander and his subordinate command-
ers), which carries out a reconnaissance
before planning an operation or task.
Full form recce group
RHA

RHA abbreviation rolled homogeneous
armour
RHQ

RHQ abbreviation regimental head-
quarters
ricochet

ricochet /�rkəʃe/ noun a projectile
(especially a bullet) which bounces off
a surface � He was hit by a ricochet. �

verb (of projectiles, especially bullets)
to hit the ground or some other hard ob-
ject and bounce off (often in a different
direction to the original line of flight) �

The bullet ricocheted around the room.
(NOTE: The past form is pronounced
/�rkəʃed/.)
ride

ride /rad/ noun a wide path cut
through a wood or forest � We came un-
der fire as we were crossing a ride. �

verb 1. to travel on a horse or motorcy-
cle � The general rode into the defeated
city on a white horse. 2. to travel, sitting
on the top of a vehicle � The infantry
were riding on tanks. (NOTE: riding –
rode – has ridden)

ridge

ridge /rd%/ noun a long narrow line of
high ground, formed where two slopes
meet each other � After several hours of
hand-to-hand fighting we took the
ridge.
rifle

rifle /�raf(ə)l/ noun a hand-held fire-
arm with a long rifled barrel and a butt,
which is placed against the shoulder for
firing � verb to cut spiral grooves in the
barrel of a gun or artillery piece, in or-
der to make the projectile spin during
flight � The barrel is carefully rifled.
rifle company

rifle company /�raf(ə)l �k�mp(ə)ni/
noun a normal company in an infantry
battalion, as opposed to support compa-
ny
rifle grenade

rifle grenade /�raf(ə)l (r|�ned/
noun a grenade designed to be fired
from the muzzle of a rifle
rifleman

rifleman /�raf(ə)lmən/ noun an infan-
try soldier armed with a rifle (NOTE: The
plural form is riflemen.)

COMMENT: Most modern riflemen car-
ry assault weapons.

rifling

rifling /�raflŋ/ noun spiral grooves,
cut into the barrel of a gun or artillery
piece in order to make the projectile
spin during flight
right-flanking

right-flanking /�rat �fl�ŋkŋ/ adjec-
tive relating to an attack on the right
flank of an enemy position
ring of steel

ring of steel /�rŋ əv �sti�l/ noun a
tactical manoeuvre in which tanks, hav-
ing fought their way through an objec-
tive, then form a protective screen
around the flanks and far side so that
dismounted infantry can clear all the
trenches and bunkers on the objective
riot

riot /�raət/ noun a violent public dis-
turbance � There have been riots in all
the major cities. � verb to take part in a
riot � The inhabitants rioted when the
police arrested the editor of the local
newspaper.
rioter

rioter /�raətə/ noun a person who
takes part in a riot � Three of the rioters
were shot dead.
rip-cord

rip-cord /�rp kɔ�d/ noun a device
which is pulled by hand in order to open
a parachute
rise

rise /raz/ noun high ground � The en-
emy position is just over the next rise.
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risk

risk /rsk/ noun the danger or the pos-
sibility of a bad result
river

river /�rvə/ noun a body of fresh wa-
ter, which flows along a natural channel
towards a sea or lake
RLC

RLC noun the unit of the British Army
responsible for logistics. Full form
Royal Logistic Corps
RLG

RLG abbreviation rocket-launched gre-
nade
RM

RM abbreviation Royal Marines
RMO

RMO abbreviation regimental medical
officer
RN

RN abbreviation Royal Navy
road

road /rəυd/ noun a way with a pre-
pared surface, designed for use by vehi-
cles � Only one road was suitable for
tanks. � There are very few roads in the
region.
roadblock

roadblock /�rəυdblɒk/ noun 1. an ob-
struction set up by troops or police in
order to control the movement of vehi-
cles � We set up a roadblock on the edge
of the town. 2. the troops or police man-
ning a roadblock � The roadblock was
attacked during the night.
rock

rock /rɒk/ noun 1. a hard mineral sub-
stance, forming part of the earth’s sur-
face � The sappers were digging into
the rock under the castle walls. 2. a
piece of rock � Rocks had rolled down
the hillside and blocked the road.
rocket

rocket /�rɒkt/ noun a projectile which
contains its own propellant

COMMENT: The term rocket usually
refers to a direct-fire or indirect-fire
weapon, whereas a missile is nor-
mally equipped with its own guidance
system, which controls its flight onto
the target.

rocket-booster

rocket-booster /�rɒkt �bu�stə/ noun
an additional charge of propellant fitted
to an artillery shell, which detonates in
mid-air and increases its range
rocket-launched grenade

rocket-launched grenade /�rɒkt
�lɔ�ntʃd (r|�ned/ noun a grenade
which has been launched from a rocket.
Abbr RLG
rocket launcher

rocket launcher /�rɒkt �lɔ�ntʃə/
noun an apparatus or vehicle from
which a rocket is fired

rocky

rocky /�rɒki/ adjective (of terrain) con-
sisting mainly of rock
ROE

ROE abbreviation rules of engagement
roger

roger /�rɒd%ə/ adverb (radio terminol-
ogy) 1. that is correct � ‘Hullo 22, this is
2, confirm that you are at the RV, over.’
– ‘2, roger, out.’ 2. I have understood
your instructions � ‘Hullo 22, this is 2,
move now, over.’ – ‘2, roger, out.’ � af-
firmative, copy
Roland

Roland /�rəυlənd/ noun a French/Ger-
man-designed short-range surface-to-
air missile (SAM)
role

role /rəυl/ noun the function or pur-
pose for which a person or thing is used
� The role of an anti-tank platoon is the
destruction of enemy armour.
role specialization

role specialization /� rəυl �speʃəla |

�zeʃ(ə)n/ noun a situation where one
nation is responsible for supplying one
type of equipment or personnel for a
multinational force. � multirole
rolled homogeneous armour

rolled homogeneous armour
/�rəυld �hɒməd%i�niəs �ɑ�mə/ noun ar-
mour composed of a single substance
(such as steel alloy), which has been
rolled to a uniform thickness. Abbr
RHA (NOTE: Homogeneous is often
written incorrectly as homogenous,
pronounced /hə|�mɒd%ənəs]|�/ which is
actually a biological term describing or-
ganisms which are similar because
they share a common ancestry. The er-
ror is so common that many dictionar-
ies now treat the two words as inter-
changeable.)
roll up

roll up /�rəυl ��p/ verb to assault
through an enemy position sideways,
destroying or capturing it trench by
trench � Once we had gained a foothold
on the position, we were able to roll it
up from the right.
ROM

ROM /rɒm/ abbreviation refuelling on
the move
Roman Catholic Church

Roman Catholic Church /�rəυmən
�k�θlk �ʃ$�tʃ/ noun an original west-
ern European form of Christianity.
Compare Orthodox Church, Protes-
tant Church
Romeo

Romeo /�rəυmiəυ/ noun the eight-
eenth letter of the phonetic alphabet
(Rr)
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romer

romer /�rəυmə/ noun a simple mathe-
matical instrument for calculating accu-
rate grid references from a map, con-
sisting of a piece of clear plastic printed
with a grid which subdivides a grid
square into ten northings and ten east-
ings � I need a romer for a 1:20,000
map.

COMMENT: Military protractors are
usually printed with romers for the
most common scales of map (i.e.
1:50,000 and 1:25,000).

rookie

rookie /�rυki/ noun a recruit (slang)
rope

rope /rəυp/ noun a thick line of twisted
fibres, normally used for pulling or sus-
pending heavy objects
rotary-wing aircraft

rotary-wing aircraft /�rəυtəri|� wŋ
�eəkrɑ�ft/ noun a helicopter
rotate

rotate /rəυ|�tet/ verb 1. to revolve
around an axis � The rotor was not ro-
tating properly. 2. to complete one tour
of duty and move on to the next one � I
am rotating back to the States next
month.
rotor

rotor /�rəυtə/ noun a set of horizontal-
ly rotating blades, which gives a heli-
copter its upward lift
round

round /raυnd/ noun one projectile plus
the propellant required to fire it � We re-
quire 2,000 rounds of 5.56mm ball. �

Ten rounds HE, fire for effect!
roundel

roundel /�raυnd(ə)l/ noun a circular
identification mark painted on aircraft
(usually denoting nationality) � British
aircraft usually have roundels of red
and blue.
rout

rout /raυt/ noun a retreat following a
defeat, where command and control has
completely broken down � What was
intended to be an orderly retreat turned
into a rout. � verb to force the enemy
into a rout � The invaders were routed.
route

route /ru�t/ noun the way from one lo-
cation to another � the route into/out of
the town � The companies moved to the
FUP by different routes.
route card

route card /�ru�t kɑ�d/ noun a card
showing the different stages of a jour-
ney, with locations, distances, bearings
and other information

route march

route march /�ru�t mɑ�tʃ/ noun a
long-distance march, designed to im-
prove or maintain physical fitness
routine

routine /ru�|�ti�n/ adjective normal,
which happens all the time � This is a
routine inspection. � noun a regular
programme of tasks or duties � That is
not part of our routine.
routing

routing /�ru�tŋ/ noun the work of
finding the best route to send people,
vehicles or goods from one place to an-
other
royal

royal /�rɔəl/ adjective in the service of
a king or queen
Royal Air Force

Royal Air Force /�rɔəl �eə �fɔ�s/
noun the British air force. Abbr RAF
Royal Armoured Corps

Royal Armoured Corps /�rɔəl
�ɑ�məd �kɔ�/ noun the tank regiments of
the British Army. Abbr RAC
Royal Army Medical Corps

Royal Army Medical Corps /�rɔəl
�ɑ�mi �medk(ə)l �kɔ�/ noun full form
of RAMC
Royal Artillery

Royal Artillery /�rɔəl ɑ�|�tləri/ noun
artillery of the British Army. Abbr RA
Royal British Legion

Royal British Legion /�rɔəl �brtʃ/
noun a group which protects the inter-
ests of British ex-servicemen
Royal Corps of Signals

Royal Corps of Signals /�rɔəl kɔ�
əv �s(nəlz/ noun British troops who
specialize in communications
Royal Electrical and Mechanical Engineers

Royal Electrical and Mechanical
Engineers /�rɔəl |�lektrk(ə)l ən m|

�k�nk(ə)l �end%nəz/ noun a vehicle
mechanics of the British Army. Abbr
REME
Royal Engineers

Royal Engineers /�rɔəl �end%|

�nəz/ plural noun engineers of the Brit-
ish Army. Abbr RE. Also called Sap-
pers
Royal Logistic Corps

Royal Logistic Corps /�rɔəl lə |

�d%stk �kɔ�/ noun full form of RLC
Royal Marines

Royal Marines /�rɔəl mə |�ri�nz/ plu-
ral noun British marines. Abbr RM
Royal Military Academy Sandhurst

Royal Military Academy Sand-
hurst /�rɔəl �mlt(ə)ri ə |�k�dəmi
�s�ndh$�st/ noun full form of Sand-
hurst
Royal Navy

Royal Navy /�rɔəl �nevi/ noun the
British navy. Abbr RN
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Royal Warrant

Royal Warrant /�rɔəl �wɒrənt/ noun
an authority by which a warrant officer
holds a rank in the armed forces
RP

RP abbreviation regimental police
RPG-7

RPG-7 /�ɑ� pi� d%i� �sevən/ noun a So-
viet-designed hand-held anti-tank rock-
et
RPK

RPK /�ɑ� pi� �ke/ noun a Soviet-de-
signed light machine-gun (LMG),
based on the AK-47 assault weapon
RPV

RPV abbreviation remotely piloted ve-
hicle
RQMS

RQMS abbreviation regimental quar-
termaster sergeant
RRF

RRF abbreviation rapid reaction force
RSM

RSM abbreviation regimental sergeant
major
RSO

RSO abbreviation regimental signals
officer
RTU

RTU /�ɑ� ti� �ju�/ verb to remove a per-
son from a training course prematurely,
usually as a result of injury or failure or
misdemeanour � He’s been RTU’d. Full
form returned to unit
rubber bullet

rubber bullet /�r�bə �bυlt/ noun a
large projectile made of plastic or rub-
ber which is fired from a special gun
and is designed to knock a person over
but not to cause a serious injury. Also
called plastic bullet, baton round
rubble

rubble /�r�b(ə)l/ noun fragments from
damaged or destroyed buildings � The
streets are blocked with rubble.
rucksack

rucksack /�r�ks�k/ noun a large fab-
ric container, designed to be carried on
a person’s back. � bergen, pack
rudder

rudder /�r�də/ noun 1. a vertical blade
at the stern of a boat or ship which is
used for steering 2. a vertical blade
hinged to the tail of an aircraft, which is
used for steering
ruffles and flourishes

ruffles and flourishes /�r�f(ə)lz ən
�fl�rʃz/ plural noun drumbeats or an
introductory passage played before a
ceremonial piece of music such as a na-
tional anthem
rules of engagement

rules of engagement /�ru�lz əv n|

�(ed%mənt/ plural noun a set of rules
governing the firing of weapons and use
of force by soldiers (usually in a peace-

keeping or counter-insurgency role).
Abbr ROE
run

run /r�n/ verb 1. to move quickly on
foot � He ran to the latrine. 2. to man-
age something � He is running the mor-
tar course. (NOTE: running – ran –
have run)
runner

runner /�r�nə/ noun a soldier used to
deliver verbal messages � A runner
came up with a message from the gener-
al.
runway

runway /�r�nwe/ noun a prepared
surface used by aircraft for take-off and
landing � The runway has been cap-
tured by the enemy. � This runway if too
short for transport aircraft.
runway lights

runway lights /�r�nwe lats/ plural
noun lights arranged along the sides of
a runway or across it, to indicate where
it is
Rupert

Rupert /�ru�pət/ noun an officer (sol-
diers’ slang) � He got busted for hitting
a Rupert.
rural

rural /�rυərəl/ adjective relating to the
countryside (as opposed to towns and
cities). Compare urban
ruse

ruse /ru�z/ noun an act of deception �

The enemy withdrawal was just a ruse.
rush

rush /r�ʃ/ noun a sudden assault � The
last enemy rush overran 6 Platoon’s
trenches. � verb 1. to move suddenly
and quickly towards something � They
rushed towards the vehicles. 2. to make
a sudden assault � The enemy tried to
rush our positions.
rust

rust /r�st/ noun a harmful brown dis-
colouration to iron or steel, caused by
exposure to damp air or water � There is
rust on your weapon. � verb to be af-
fected by rust � Your weapon will rust if
you don’t oil it. � Rusting equipment lit-
tered the courtyard of the former com-
mand HQ.
rusty

rusty /�r�sti/ adjective affected by rust
� Look at that gun – it’s rusty. � The
road through the desert was lined with
rusty tanks.
rut

rut /r�t/ noun a deep mark made by
wheels passing over damp ground � The
lorry got stuck in a deep rut.
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rutted

rutted /�r�td/ adjective (of ground,
especially roads and tracks) affected by
ruts � The track is badly rutted.
RV

RV /�ɑ� �vi�/ noun 1. rendezvous � The
RV is at grid 453213. 2. a re-entry vehi-
cle � The missile is fitted with three nu-

clear RVs. � verb to meet at a rendez-
vous � We will RV at grid 453213.
RWR

RWR /�ɑ� d�b(ə)lju� �ɑ�, rɔ�/ noun a
device which warns a pilot that his air-
craft is being hit by a radar beam. Full
form radar warning receiver
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S-3

S-3 /�es �θri�/ noun an American-de-
signed sea-strike aircraft. Also called
Viking
SA-

SA- /�es �e/ abbreviation NATO prefix
given to Soviet-designed surface-to-air
missiles (SAM)
SA-1

SA-1 noun a Guild surface-to-air mis-
sile
SA-2

SA-2 noun a Guideline surface-to-air
missile
SA-3

SA-3 noun a Goa surface-to-air missile
SA-4

SA-4 noun a Ganef surface-to-air mis-
sile
SA-5

SA-5 noun a Gammon surface-to-air
missile
SA-6

SA-6 noun a Gainful surface-to-air
missile
SA-7

SA-7 noun a Grail surface-to-air mis-
sile
SA-8

SA-8 noun a Gecko surface-to-air mis-
sile
SA-9

SA-9 noun a Gaskin surface-to-air mis-
sile
SA-10

SA-10 noun a Grumble surface-to-air
missile
SA-13

SA-13 noun a Gopher surface-to-air
missile
SA-14

SA-14 noun a Gremlin surface-to-air
missile
SA-16

SA-16 noun a Gimlet surface-to-air
missile
SA-80

SA-80 /�es �e �eti/ noun a British-de-
signed 5.56mm assault rifle (NOTE: The
plural form is SA-80s /�es �e �etiz/.)
SAA

SAA abbreviation 1. small arms am-
munition 2. skill at arms
Saab-35

Saab-35 /�sɑ�b θ$�ti|�fav/ noun a
Swedish-designed multirole fighter air-
craft. Also called Draken

Saab-37

Saab-37 /�sɑ�b θ$�ti|�sevən/ noun a
Swedish-designed fighter aircraft,
which is also suitable for ground attack.
Also called Viggen
Saab-39

Saab-39 /�sɑ�b θ$�ti|�nan/ noun a
Swedish-designed multirole fighter air-
craft. Also called Gripen
saber

saber /�sebə/ noun US spelling of sa-
bre
sabkha

sabkha /�s�bkə/, sabqua noun the
firm crust on the surface of a dried-up
lake bed, underneath which is soft mud
(Arabic) � We got stuck in sabkha.

COMMENT: Sabkha is a serious haz-
ard in the desert, because the outer
margins are usually strong enough to
support the weight of a vehicle, thus
allowing it to get bogged down out in
the middle of the lake bed from where
it is extremely difficult to recover. It
therefore provides a useful natural
obstacle for the tactician. Good
desert maps will show known areas
of sabkha.

sabot

sabot /�s�bəυ/ noun 1. a metal collar
or sleeve, which is fitted to a long-rod
penetrator in order to give it stability
and extra kinetic energy as it travels up
the barrel of the gun, and which is de-
signed to fall away, once the projectile
has left the muzzle of the weapon 2. any
type of tank ammunition which consists
of a long-rod penetrator and a discard-
ing-sabot � Load with sabot! � armour-
piercing discarding-sabot, armour-
piercing fin-stabilized discarding-
sabot
sabotage

sabotage /�s�bətɑ�%/ noun an act of
damaging or destroying an enemy in-
stallation or piece of equipment, so that
it cannot be used � verb to carry out an
act of sabotage � Protesters tried to sab-
otage the missile installation.
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saboteur

saboteur /�s�bə|�t$�/ noun a person
who carries out an act of sabotage
sabqua

sabqua /�s�bkə/ noun another spell-
ing of sabkha
sabre

sabre /�sebə/ noun a heavy curved
sword, traditionally used by cavalrymen
sabre-rattling

sabre-rattling /�sebə �r�t(ə)lŋ/
noun an increase in military activity
during a period of international tension
(deployment of troops on a border, re-
call of reservists, etc.) (informal ) � After
a period of sabre-rattling by both sides,
the situation was resolved by the United
Nations.
sabre squadron

sabre squadron /�sebə �skwɒdrən/
noun a squadron of tanks
SACEUR

SACEUR /�s�k$�/ noun the most sen-
ior NATO commander in Europe, one of
the two MNCs. Full form Supreme Al-
lied Commander Europe
SACLANT

SACLANT /�s�kl�nt/ noun the most
senior NATO commander in the Atlan-
tic, one of the two MNCs. Full form Su-
preme Allied Commander Atlantic
SACLOS

SACLOS /�s�klɒs/ noun a missile
guidance system, which relies upon the
operator continuing to track the target
after launching until the missile actually
hits it. Full form semi-automatic com-
mand line of sight
sacrifice

sacrifice /�s�krfas/ verb to accept
the loss of one or more of your group-
ings in order to avoid greater loss else-
where � 5 Brigade was deliberately
sacrificed so that the rest of the corps
could withdraw.
saddle

saddle /�s�d(ə)l/ noun a ridge joining
the tops of two hills � The enemy
opened fire as we were moving across
the saddle.
safe

safe /sef/ adjective 1. free from dan-
ger � You are safe now. 2. (of weapons)
loaded, but not cocked and with no
round in the breech � made safe with a
loaded magazine fitted, but the weapon
is not cocked and there is no round in
the breech � on safe with the safety
catch applied 3. (of explosive devices)
not armed � The bomb is now safe. �

noun a strong container fitted with a
lock, which is used to store secret docu-
ments, money, valuable property, etc.

safe haven

safe haven /�sef �hev(ə)n/ noun a
peacekeeping term for a secure area in
which members of an ethnic or sectari-
an minority can seek safety from the
hostility of the main population
safe lane

safe lane /�sef len/ noun a route or
path which enables people or vehicles
to pass safely through a minefield
safety

safety /�sefti/ noun a state of being
safe
safety catch

safety catch /�sefti k�tʃ/ noun a
mechanism which prevents a weapon
from being fired
Sagger

Sagger /�s�(ə/ noun a Soviet-de-
signed wire-guided anti-tank missile
(ATGW)
sail

sail /sel/ verb to travel by ship � The
German fleet sailed along the English
Channel.
sailor

sailor /�selə/ noun 1. a member of a
ship’s crew � Sailors from the aircraft
carrier came ashore. 2. a person serv-
ing in the navy (especially one who is
not an officer) � Fights broke out when
a group of soldiers went into a sailors’
bar.
salient

salient /�seliənt/ noun part of an ar-
my’s front line, which sticks out at an
angle towards the enemy’s front line

COMMENT: A salient usually occurs in
one of two ways: either when an at-
tack has largely failed but a small part
of the attacking force has managed
to capture ground, or when an attack
has largely succeeded but a small
part of the defending force has man-
aged to hold its positions. Either way,
the troops occupying the salient are
particularly vulnerable, because they
can be attacked on two sides by the
enemy

Salmonella

Salmonella /�s�lmə|�nelə/ noun a
group of bacteria which cause food poi-
soning and typhoid fever

COMMENT: Certain nations are known
to have developed Salmonella bacte-
ria for use as a biological weapon.

salute

salute /sə|�lu�t/ noun a military greet-
ing made between officers and other
ranks, which is carried out by raising
the right hand to the peak of the cap � to
take the salute to salute and be saluted
by marching troops on parade � verb to
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carry out a salute � Ordinary ranks must
salute officers.

COMMENT: The British naval salute
has the hand more or less flat and
horizontal, and is similar to the Amer-
ican style of saluting. The British
army and air force salute has the
hand flat, but with the palm facing
outwards.

SALUTE

SALUTE /sə |�lu�t/ noun a word used to
help soldiers remember the important
things to note when observing a situa-
tion (Size, Activity, Location, Unit,
Time, Equipment)
saluting base

saluting base /sə |�lu�tŋ �bes/ noun
a small wooden stand for the officer or
important person taking the salute at a
military parade
salvo

salvo /�s�lvəυ/ noun 1. the firing of
several large-calibre guns at the same
time (especially at sea) 2. the firing of
several rockets at the same time
SAM

SAM /s�m/ abbreviation surface-to-air
missile
Sam Browne

Sam Browne /�s�m �braυn/ noun a
leather belt with a diagonal shoulder
strap, traditionally worn by army offic-
ers
sand

sand /s�nd/ noun a substance consist-
ing of tiny grains of rock, which covers
the ground on beaches and in deserts
sandbag

sandbag /�s�ndb�(/ noun a small
hessian sack, designed to be filled with
sand or soil, and used in the construc-
tion of fortifications
sandbank

sandbank /�s�ndb�ŋk/ noun a de-
posit of sand, found in shallow water in
rivers, estuaries and the sea
Sandhurst

Sandhurst /�s�ndh$�st/ noun a Brit-
ish army officer training establishment
� He passed out of Sandhurst in 1980.
Full form Royal Military Academy
Sandhurst
sangar

sangar /�s�ŋ(ə/ noun 1. a field forti-
fication, constructed by building a cir-
cular wall of rocks or sandbags, when
the ground is too hard or too wet to dig
trenches 2. a reinforced position for a
sentry, constructed on the perimeter of
an army base or installation
sanitation

sanitation /�s�n|�teʃ(ə)n/ noun 1.
the practice of keeping yourself and

your surroundings clean, in order to
prevent disease � Sanitation is extreme-
ly important in refugee camps. 2. wash-
ing and toilet facilities. � hygiene
sanitize

sanitize /�s�ntaz/, sanitise verb 1.
to disinfect something 2. to destroy or
neutralize enemy positions � Once the
tanks have sanitized the objective, they
form a ring of steel on the far side.
sapper

sapper /�s�pə/ noun (traditional) 1. an
engineer 2. the title of the lowest rank in
the Royal Engineers � Sapper Williams
SAR

SAR abbreviation search and rescue
Saracen

Saracen /�s�rəsən/ noun a British-
made wheeled armoured personnel car-
rier (APC)
Sarin

Sarin /�sɑ�rn/ noun � GB
SAS

SAS /�es �e �es/ noun an elite British
Army special forces organization. Full
form Special Air Service
satellite

satellite /�s�təlat/ noun an un-
manned spacecraft, which is positioned
in the earth’s orbit and is designed to
carry communications, surveillance or
other electronic equipment
satellite photograph

satellite photograph /�s�təlat
�fəυtə(rɑ�f/ noun a picture of an area
of ground, taken from a satellite
SATNAV

SATNAV /�s�tn�v/ abbreviation sat-
ellite navigation
savannah

savannah /sə|�v�nə/ noun a wide lev-
el area of grassland with few trees (in
tropical regions)
save

save /sev/ verb 1. to rescue a person
from danger � The helicopter managed
to save the crew of the ship. 2. to rescue
a person from captivity � The hostages
were saved by the SAS. 3. to avoid waste
� Save your ammunition. 4. to keep
something for future use � We are sav-
ing most of our mortar rounds for the
main assault.
SAW

SAW /sɔ�/ abbreviation Squad Auto-
matic Weapon. � M-249
Saxon

Saxon /�s�ksən/ noun a British-de-
signed wheeled armoured personnel
carrier (APC)
say again

say again /�se ə|�(en/ verb to repeat a
message (radio terminology) � ‘Hello 2,
this is 22. Say again last message. Over.’
(NOTE: On the radio, repeat is only used
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when you want the artillery or mortars
to repeat a fire-mission. It is never used
when you want someone to repeat a
message.)
SBS

SBS /�es �bi� �es/ noun an elite British
special forces organization, recruited
from the Royal Navy and Royal Ma-
rines. Full form Special Boat Service
scale

scale /skel/ noun 1. the ratio of size
between a map and the area of ground
which it represents � Most military
maps have a scale of 1:50,000. 2. a dia-
gram representing distance, which is
usually found on the key of a map �

Look at the scale to work out how far
the village is from here. 3. a quantity of
ammunition, equipment or weapons,
which are allocated to a unit or group-
ing � Special forces have larger scales
of ammunition than normal units. � The
new ammunition scale is 200 rounds
per gun.
Scarab

Scarab /�sk�r�b/ noun a Soviet-de-
signed tactical surface-to-surface mis-
sile
scarper

scarper /�skɑ�pə/ verb to run away
(slang) � The enemy have scarpered.
scatter

scatter /�sk�tə/ verb 1. to throw or
drop objects over a wide area � These
shells are designed to scatter leaflets
over the enemy lines. 2. (of a group or
crowd) to run away or take cover in dif-
ferent directions � The protesters scat-
tered when we opened fire.
scenes of crime officer

scenes of crime officer /�si�nz əv
�kram �ɒfsə/ noun full form of SOCO
schedule

schedule /�ʃedju�l/ verb to fix the
time at which something will happen �

The attack was scheduled to begin at
0600 hrs.
Schwerpunkt

Schwerpunkt /�ʃveυrpυnkt/ noun
German the point of main effort � The
Schwerpunkt for this attack will be at
Lingen. (NOTE: German nouns are al-
ways spelt with a capital letter.)
Scimitar

Scimitar /�smtə/ noun a British-
made light tank (CVRT), equipped with
a 30mm Rarden cannon
scorched earth

scorched earth /�skɔ�tʃt �$�θ/ noun
the deliberate destruction of your own
infrastructure and resources so that the
enemy cannot use them � Throughout

history, the Russians have used
scorched earth tactics to defeat invad-
ers.
scorpion

scorpion noun an insect with two
front claws and a long jointed tail which
it uses to inflict a venomous sting
Scorpion

Scorpion /�skɔ�piən/ noun a British-
made light tank (CVRT), equipped with
a 76mm gun
scout

scout /skaυt/ noun 1. a person sent out
on a reconnaissance � The scouts ha-
ven’t returned yet. 2. a person or vehicle
which moves ahead of a grouping, in or-
der to find a suitable route or locate the
enemy � The scout vehicle drove into a
minefield. � verb 1. to act as a scout 2.
to reconnoitre � 6 Platoon is scouting
the enemy position.
Scout

Scout /skaυt/ noun a small British-
made utility helicopter
scramble

scramble /�skr�mb(ə)l/ verb 1. to
move over rocky terrain, using your
hands when necessary 2. (of fighter air-
craft) to take off quickly in order to go
into action � Two fighter squadrons
scrambled. 3. (of communications) to
adapt a transmission electronically, so
that it can only be understood by some-
one with the correct receiving equip-
ment � All messages to HQ must be
scrambled.
scramble net

scramble net /�skr�mbəl net/ noun
a net used by soldiers to climb from a
ship into a landing-craft
scrape

scrape /skrep/ noun a shallow pit
dug to provide a hull-down position for
an armoured fighting vehicle � The tank
was hit as it was reversing out of the
scrape. � shell-scrape
scree

scree /skri�/ noun a loose surface of a
mountain slope, consisting of a thick
layer of small stones � We heard the en-
emy patrol moving across the scree.
scrim

scrim /skrm/ noun small pieces of
fabric, used as camouflage on helmets
and camouflage nets (NOTE: no plural)
scrub

scrub /skr�b/ noun 1. vegetation con-
sisting of small trees and bushes � The
hill is covered with scrub. 2. an area of
ground covered with scrub � The enemy
position is to the right up the scrub.
(NOTE: no plural)
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scrubland

scrubland /�skr�bl�nd/ noun terrain
consisting mainly of scrub
Scud

Scud /sk�d/ noun a Soviet-designed
surface-to-surface missile, capable of
carrying a variety of warheads (e.g.
chemical, high explosive, nuclear, etc.)
SDI

SDI abbreviation Strategic Defence In-
itiative
sea

sea /si�/ noun a mass of salt water,
which covers most of the earth’s surface
seaborne

seaborne /�si�bɔ�n/ adjective de-
ployed or carried by ships � The opera-
tion will be supported by a seaborne
landing near Ostend.
SEAD

SEAD /si�d/ abbreviation suppression
of enemy air defence
Sea Dart

Sea Dart /�si� �dɑ�t/ noun a British-de-
signed long-range naval surface-to-air
missile (SAM)
Sea Eagle

Sea Eagle /�si� �i�(l/ noun a British-
designed anti-ship missile
Sea Harrier

Sea Harrier /�si� �h�rə/ noun a Brit-
ish-designed multirole fighter aircraft
with a vertical take-off capability,
which is designed to operate from air-
craft carriers and certain other ships
Seahawk

Seahawk /�si�hɔ�k/ noun an Ameri-
can-designed multi-role helicopter de-
signed to operate from a ship
Sea King

Sea King /�si� �kŋ/ noun an Ameri-
can-designed multirole helicopter de-
signed for operating off ships
SEALs

SEALs /si�lz/ noun American naval
special forces. Full form sea, air, land
Sea Lynx

Sea Lynx noun same as Navy Lynx
seaman

seaman /�si�mən/ noun 1. a rank in
the British Navy (formerly) Also called
able rating, leading rating 2. US a
junior non-commissioned rank in the
navy
seaman apprentice

seaman apprentice /�si�mən ə|

�prents/ noun US the lowest non-com-
missioned rank in the navy
sea mile

sea mile /�si� �mal/ noun same as
nautical mile
seaplane

seaplane /�si�plen/ noun an aircraft
designed to take off from and land on
water
sea power

sea power /�si� �paυə/ noun warships
and weaponry used at sea

search

search /s$�tʃ/ noun an act of search-
ing � verb to look for someone or some-
thing
search and rescue operation

search and rescue operation
/�s$�tʃ ən �reskju� �ɒpəreʃ(ə)n/ noun
an operation to look for someone and
rescue them
searchlight

searchlight /�s$�tʃlat/ noun a pow-
erful electric light, which produces a
concentrated beam for illuminating ob-
jects
search warrant

search warrant /�s$�tʃ �wɒrənt/
noun a warrant authorizing the security
forces to search a specified building or
property
Sea Skua

Sea Skua /�si� �skju�ə/ noun a British-
designed anti-ship missile (ASM)
Sea Sparrow

Sea Sparrow /�si� �sp�rəυ/ noun an
American-designed medium-range na-
val surface-to-air missile (SAM)
Sea Stallion

Sea Stallion /�si� �st�ljən/ noun �

CH-53
sea-strike

sea-strike /�si� strak/ noun a naval
aviation role, involving the use of carri-
er-based aircraft to attack enemy ship-
ping

COMMENT: Sea-strike is the maritime
equivalent of fighter ground-attack.

Sea Wolf

Sea Wolf /�si� �wυlf/ noun a British-
designed short-range naval surface-to-
air missile (SAM)
second

second1 /�sekənd/ noun a unit of
time, corresponding to a sixtieth part of
one minute
second

second2 /s|�kɒnd/ verb to post a serv-
iceman to another arm or service or
even to the armed forces of a foreign
state, usually to provide specialist ex-
pertise or training � He was seconded to
the Sultan of Oman’s Armed Forces.
secondary armour

secondary armour /�sekənd(ə)ri
�ɑ�mə/ noun additional armour fitted
onto an armoured vehicle in order to in-
crease its protection
secondary jungle

secondary jungle /�sekənd(ə)ri
�d%�ŋ(əl/ noun a jungle where the orig-
inal trees have been cleared (by man or
by fire) and replaced by a dense growth
of bushes and young trees
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second dogwatch

second dogwatch /s|�kɒnd
�dɒ(wɒtʃ/ noun the period of duty from
1800–2000hrs. � watch
second in command

second in command /�sekənd n
kə|�mɑ�nd/ noun the most senior person
after the commander and nominated to
take command in his absence. Abbr 2IC
second lieutenant

second lieutenant /�sekənd lef|

�tenənt/; US /�sekənd lu�|�tenənt/ noun
1. the lowest officer rank in the army or
marines (usually in command of a pla-
toon or equivalent-sized grouping) 2.
US the lowest officer rank in the army,
marines or air force (usually in com-
mand of a platoon or equivalent-sized
grouping) � abbr 2Lt
secondment

secondment /s|�kɒndmənt/ noun an
act of being seconded � He went on se-
condment to the Sultan of Oman’s
Armed Forces.
secret

secret /�si�krət/ adjective 1. not for
common knowledge � They got out of
the camp through a secret tunnel. 2.
high level of security classification for
documents and information � This in-
formation is classified as secret. � noun
a fact or information which is secret �

He was charged with passing secrets to
the enemy.
Secretary for Defense

Secretary for Defense /�sekrətri fə
d|�fens/, Defense Secretary /d |�fens
�sekrətri/ noun a US government min-
ister in charge of the armed forces
Secretary of State for Defence

Secretary of State for Defence
/�sekrətri əv stet fə d|�fens/, Defence
Secretary /d|�fens �sekrətri/ noun a
government minister in charge of the
armed forces
sectarian

sectarian /sek|�teəriən/ adjective re-
lating to conflict caused by differences
in religion (e.g. Roman Catholic as op-
posed to Protestant or Orthodox) � This
was a sectarian attack. � The conflict in
Bosnia was sectarian rather than eth-
nic.
section

section /�sekʃən/ noun 1. a sub-unit
of a platoon 2. a tactical infantry group-
ing of eight men (usually divided into
two fireteams) 3. US a tactical ar-
moured grouping of two tanks (NOTE: In
the US Army, section-sized infantry
groupings are known as squads.)

COMMENT: British infantry sections
are usually commanded by corpo-
rals.

section commander

section commander /�sekʃən kə|

�mɑ�ndə/ noun an NCO in command of
a section
sector

sector /�sektə/ noun a subdivision of
an area of ground � There has been no
enemy activity in this sector.
secure

secure /s|�kjυə/ adjective 1. (of
ground) in your possession and pre-
pared for defence � The LZ is now se-
cure. 2. (of objects) properly attached or
fastened � Make sure that all your kit is
secure. 3. (of containers, rooms, build-
ings or places) locked or otherwise pro-
tected against theft � Put these docu-
ments in a secure place. 4. (of commu-
nications) encoded or scrambled � Is
the line to HQ secure? � verb 1. (of
ground) to capture or otherwise take
possession of a location, and prepare it
for defence � The objective has been se-
cured. 2. (of objects) to attach or fasten
properly � He secured the field dressing
to his webbing. � All hatches have been
secured. 3. to make sure that something
happens � The aim of the operation is to
secure the release of the hostages.
security

security /s|�kjυərti/ noun 1. all
measures taken by a unit to protect itself
from surveillance or offensive action by
the enemy � The enemy has breached
our security. 2. all measures taken by an
organization to protect its property and
personnel from attack, espionage, sabo-
tage, theft or any other threat or danger
� He is responsible for security on the
base. 3. a department or organization
responsible for protection against theft,
etc. � Security has reported a break-in.
security forces

security forces /s |�kjυərti �fɔ�sz/
plural noun a state’s armed forces and
police force (especially in a counter-in-
surgency situation)
security zone

security zone /s|�kjυərti zəυn/
noun an area of ground around a group-
ing’s positions, which is covered by its
weapons systems, surveillance equip-
ment and patrol activity
seek

seek /si�k/ verb 1. to look for some-
thing 2. to try to achieve something �

He is seeking promotion.
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seeker

seeker /�si�kə/ noun a person or de-
vice which is looking for something
segregate

segregate /�se(r(et/ verb to sepa-
rate a person or group from other peo-
ple, and keep them apart � The officers
were segregated from the other prison-
ers.
seize

seize /si�z/ verb 1. to capture � A Com-
pany has seized the objective. 2. to take
something by force � The security forc-
es have seized a large quantity of explo-
sives.
self-control

self-control /�self kən|�trəυl/ noun
the ability to control your own emotions
(e.g. anger, fear, etc.)
self-inflicted wound

self-inflicted wound /�self n|

�flktd �wu�nd/ noun a wound inflicted
by a person on himself, usually in order
to get out of the combat zone
self-loading rifle

self-loading rifle /�self �ləυdŋ
�raf(ə)l/ noun 1. a semi-automatic rifle
(that is, one that reloads itself after each
shot) 2. a British-produced 7.62mm as-
sault weapon, based on the Belgian-de-
signed FN-FAL � abbr SLR
self-propelled

self-propelled /�self prə|�peld/ adjec-
tive having a motor which makes it
move
self-propelled anti-aircraft gun

self-propelled anti-aircraft gun
/�self prə|�peld ��nti �eəkrɑ�ft �(�n/
noun an armoured fighting vehicle fit-
ted with an anti-aircraft gun. Abbr
SPAAG (NOTE: These weapons fre-
quently have two or more barrels.)
self-propelled gun

self-propelled gun /�self prə|�peld
�(�n/ noun an artillery piece, in the
form of an armoured vehicle. Abbr
SPG
self-propelled howitzer

self-propelled howitzer /�self prə|

�peld �haυtsə/ noun a howitzer in the
form of an armoured fighting vehicle
(AFV). Abbr SPH
semi-automatic

semi-automatic /�semi ɔ�tə|�m�tk/
adjective (of firearms) designed to re-
load automatically after each shot (as
opposed to bolt-action rifles, which are
operated by hand) � The government
forces are equipped with semi-automat-
ic weapons.
semi-automatic command line of sight

semi-automatic command line
of sight /�semi �ɔ�təm�tk kə |�mɑ�nd

lan əv �sat/ noun full form of SAC-
LOS
semi-automatic weapon

semi-automatic weapon /�semi
�ɔ�təm�tk �wepən/ noun a firearm
which reloads itself after each shot (e.g.
a self-loading rifle)
Semtex

Semtex /�semteks/ noun a Czech-pro-
duced plastic explosive (PE)

COMMENT: Semtex is favoured by ter-
rorists, because it has no smell and
does not ‘sweat’. This makes it very
difficult to detect.

send

send /send/ verb to make something
go from one place to another � Britain
has sent two battalions to the region.
sending nation

sending nation /�sendŋ �neʃ(ə)n/
noun a nation which has sent forces to
be part of a multinational force (NOTE:
sending – sent)
senior

senior /�si�niə/ adjective of higher
rank � He is senior to you. � The senior
officers were accommodated in a hotel.
� the Senior Service the Royal Navy
seniority

seniority /�si�ni|�ɒrti/ noun a position
in the rank structure � You do not have
the seniority to do this job.
sensitive site exploitation

sensitive site exploitation
/�senstv sat �eksplɔ|�teʃ(ə)n/ noun
full form of SSE
sensor

sensor /�sensə/ noun a device which
is designed to detect something (such as
chemical agent, movement, radiation,
etc.)
sentry

sentry /�sentri/ noun 1. a serviceman
assigned to guard a military base or in-
stallation � A sentry challenged us as
we approached the perimeter fence. 2. a
soldier assigned to watch for any ap-
proaching enemy, while others rest or
carry out other tasks
Sentry

Sentry /�sentri/ noun an American-
designed E-3 airborne warning and con-
trol system (AWACS) aircraft
sergeant

sergeant /�sɑ�d%ənt/ noun a non-
commissioned officer (NCO) in the US
and British army, marines or air force.
Abbr Sgt. � flight sergeant, master
sergeant, staff sergeant
sergeant major

sergeant major /�sɑ�d%ənt �med%ə/
noun 1. a warrant officer in the army or
marines 2. US a senior non-commis-
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sioned officer (SNCO) in the army, ma-
rines or air force
Sergeant York

Sergeant York /�sɑ�d%ənt �jɔ�k/
noun a nickname for the American-de-
signed M-247 self-propelled anti-air-
craft gun (SPAAG)
SERPACWA

SERPACWA noun a cream or paste
which is smeared on the skin in order to
reduce or delay the exposure to chemi-
cals used in chemical warfare. Full form
skin exposure reduction paste
against chemical warfare agents
serve

serve /s$�v/ verb to be employed in the
armed forces � Men serving in the
armed forces are eligible for a pension.
� She served ten years in the RAF.
service

service /�s$�vs/ noun 1. an act of
serving in the armed forces � He has ten
years’ service. � time in service the
number of years a person has been in
the services 2. � the services the armed
forces � verb to repair equipment and
keep it in good condition
service commander

service commander /�s$�vs kə|

�mɑ�ndə/ noun the most senior com-
mander from one particular service (e.g.
army, navy or air force) in a combined
arms force
service dress

service dress /�s$�vs dres/ noun
smart khaki uniform worn on formal
duties and parades
serviceman

serviceman /�s$�vsmən/ noun a
man serving in the armed forces. � ex-
serviceman
service number

service number /�s$�vs �n�mbə/
noun the number given to each individ-
ual member of the armed forces for
identification purposes
service support

service support /�s$�vs sə|�pɔ�t/
noun a general term for administration
and logistics at small unit level
servicewoman

servicewoman /�s$�vs |�wυmən/
noun a woman serving in the armed
forces
servicing

servicing /�s$�vsŋ/ noun doing
work for someone, repairing or main-
taining equipment. � cross-servicing
set

set /set/ adjective ready to function �

The ambush is now set. � noun appara-
tus � a radio set � verb to put something
into a certain position � He set the con-

trols to manual. (NOTE: setting – have
set)
set off

set off /�set �ɒf/ verb to start on a jour-
ney � They set off under cover of dark-
ness.
setting

setting /�setŋ/ noun a position in
which the control knobs or switches of
an apparatus are set
set up

set up /�set ��p/ verb 1. to assemble
something � We will set up the mortar
here. 2. to establish something at a loca-
tion � The RAP has been set up in the
village.
sewer

sewer /�su�ə/ noun a system of under-
ground tunnels, used to carry water
from drains and toilets
SF

SF /�es �ef/ noun a machine-gun in the
sustained fire role � The SF was dug in
on the forward edge of the wood. � The
SFs will be located on that small knoll.
� sustained fire
Sgt

Sgt abbreviation sergeant
shake out

shake out /�ʃek ��υt/ verb to deploy
from march formation (e.g. column or
file) into tactical formation for advance
or assault � As soon as we clear the
breach, we will shake out into assault
formation.
shanty town

shanty town /�ʃ�nti taυn/ noun an
area of poor dwellings built from waste
materials (often found on the edges of
cities in poor countries)
SHAPE

SHAPE /ʃep/ abbreviation Supreme
Headquarters, Allied Powers in Europe
shaped-charge warhead

shaped-charge warhead /�ʃept|

�tʃɑ�d% �wɔ�hed/ noun an anti-tank
warhead, in which the explosive is
packed around an inverted metal cone
(on detonation, the cone collapses in-
wards to form a high velocity liquid-
like jet which is capable of penetrating
armour). � HEAT
shaping fire

shaping fire /�ʃepŋ �faə/ noun a
preliminary attack which is an attempt
to weaken enemy forces so that they can
be easily destroyed by later attacks
shared

shared /�ʃeəd/ adjective used by sev-
eral different people together
shared use

shared use /�ʃeəd �ju�s/ noun the use
of forces or supplies sent by different
nations to a multinational force
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shell

shell /ʃel/ noun 1. artillery projectile
consisting of a metal case filled with
high explosive, which is designed to ex-
plode on impact with the ground or
when detonated by a fuse � Shells fell
on the town during the night. 2. US a
cartridge � verb to fire artillery shells at
a target � ‘Hello 2, this is 22, am being
shelled, wait out!’ � The enemy shelled
the town for several hours.
shell case

shell case /�ʃel kes/ noun a metal
cartridge, used to hold the propellant of
an artillery shell
shellfire

shellfire /�ʃelfaə/ noun firing of
shells � We could hear shellfire during
the night.
shell-scrape

shell-scrape /�ʃel skrep/ noun a
shallow pit designed to offer limited
protection from artillery fire to a man
lying on his stomach � We dig shell-
scrapes every time we halt.
shell shock

shell shock /�ʃel �ʃɒk/ noun mental
and physical collapse, as a result of be-
ing shelled or simply being in combat
for a long period of time � He is suffer-
ing from shell shock. � battle fatigue,
post-traumatic stress disorder
shemagh

shemagh /ʃ|�mɑ�/ noun Arabic a tra-
ditional Arab scarf, which may be worn
around the neck or as a headdress and is
suitable for protecting the nose and
mouth during sandstorms � During the
Gulf War, it was fashionable among
British troops to wear a shemagh.
Sheridan

Sheridan /�ʃerdən/ noun an Ameri-
can-designed light tank
shermuly

shermuly /ʃə|�mu�li/ noun a parachute
flare, which is fired from a small hand-
held disposable launcher
shield

shield /ʃi�ld/ noun 1. a piece of metal,
plastic or other material, which is de-
signed to be held in front of your body
as protection from blows or projectiles
� The riot police were equipped with
batons and shields. 2. anything which is
used as a shield 3. a structure which is
fitted to a piece of equipment or ma-
chinery, in order to protect the operator
from any dangerous effects � He was
injured because he had removed the
safety shield. � verb to protect a person
by placing something between him and

a source of danger � We were shielded
from the blast by the truck.
Shilka

Shilka /�ʃlkə/ noun a Russian nick-
name for a ZSU-23 anti-aircraft gun
ship

ship /ʃp/ noun a large boat
shipping

shipping /�ʃpŋ/ noun ships in gener-
al (especially commercial vessels)
shock

shock /ʃɒk/ noun 1. an effect caused
by the violent collision of two objects 2.
physical collapse, as a result of a seri-
ous wound or horrifying experience �

He was suffering from shock. � shell
shock
shock action

shock action /�ʃɒk ��kʃən/ noun 1.
formerly, a charge by heavy cavalry 2. a
sudden or aggressive attack or counter-
attack, especially by tanks
shock troops

shock troops /�ʃɒk �tru�ps/ plural
noun elite troops who are kept in re-
serve in order to attack or counter-at-
tack the enemy when he is at his most
vulnerable (e.g., during reorganization)
shoot

shoot /ʃu�t/ noun a field of fire � This
position offers a good shoot into the
valley. � verb 1. to fire a weapon at
something � Stop or I’ll shoot! 2. to kill
or wound someone by firing a weapon
at him � He was shot in the leg. � Both
commanders were shot in the fighting.
3. to kill someone as a punishment �

The deserters were taken away and
shot. (NOTE: shooting – shot – have
shot)
shoot away

shoot away /�ʃu�t ə |�we/ verb to re-
move part of a vehicle, aircraft, etc., by
firing a weapon at it � The tailplane was
almost shot away by cannon fire.
shooting

shooting /�ʃu�tŋ/ noun 1. an act of
shooting � We heard shooting during
the night. 2. an incident in which a per-
son is shot � There has been a shooting.
shore

shore /ʃɔ�/ noun land at the edge of a
lake or the sea
shortage

shortage /�ʃɔ�td%/ noun a situation
where there is not enough of something
� food shortages
short-range

short-range /�ʃɔ�t �rend%/ adjective
used over short distances � The Exocet
is a short-range missile.
short take-off and landing

short take-off and landing /�ʃɔ�t
�tek ɒf ən �l�ndŋ/ noun a technology
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which enables a fixed-wing aircraft to
take off and land over considerably
shorter distances than those required by
conventional fixed-wing aircraft. Abbr
STOL

COMMENT: Vertical take-off aircraft
also require a short take-off and land-
ing capability because vertical take-
off is not usually possible when the
aircraft is carrying a full payload of
munitions. Once these munitions
have been discharged, however, a
normal vertical landing would again
be possible. The acronyms STOVL
(short take-off and vertical landing)
and V/STOL (vertical or short take-off
and landing) are used to describe
these capabilities.

shot

shot /ʃɒt/ noun 1. an act of firing a
weapon � We heard a shot. � He took
two shots at the enemy tank. 2. a person
who shoots � He’s an excellent shot. 3.
small metal balls fired from a shotgun
(NOTE: The term is plural in this mean-
ing.)
shotgun

shotgun /�ʃɒt(�n/ noun a gun, usual-
ly with two barrels, which fires a quan-
tity of small metal balls (or shot)
shoulder-launched multipurpose assault weapon

shoulder-launched multipur-
pose assault weapon /�ʃəυldə
�lɔ�ntʃd �m�ltip$�pəs ə|�sɔ�lt �wepən/
noun full form of SMAW
shovel

shovel /�ʃ�v(ə)l/ noun a simple tool
consisting of a rounded metal blade at-
tached to a long wooden handle, de-
signed for digging holes in the ground
shovel recce

shovel recce /�ʃ�v(ə)l �reki/ noun
going to the toilet in the field � I’m just
going on a shovel recce.
shrapnel

shrapnel /�ʃr�pn(ə)l/ noun 1. an artil-
lery shell containing ball-bearings,
which become projectiles when the
shell explodes (historical) 2. projectiles
formed by fragments of an exploding
artillery shell or grenade � He was hit in
the leg by shrapnel. � He was blinded by
a piece of shrapnel. (NOTE: no plural)
Shrike

Shrike /ʃrak/ noun an American-de-
signed air-to-ground anti-radar missile
(ARM)
shrine

shrine /ʃran/ noun a small building or
structure which is used for religious
purposes

SIB

SIB /�es a �bi�/ noun the detective
branch of the military police, which in-
vestigates criminal offences committed
by servicemen while they are subject to
military law (e.g. on MOD property or
while on operational service) � The SIB
have been called in. Full form Special
Investigation Branch
sick

sick /sk/ adjective US suffering from
an illness or disease
side

side /sad/ noun 1. a vertical surface of
an object � He aimed at the side of the
tank. 2. one of two opposing states or
alliances, which are involved in a war or
conflict � opposite side, other side en-
emy forces � our side friendly forces �
Our side has inflicted considerable
damage on the enemy positions.
side arm

side arm /�sad ɑ�m/ noun a pistol
Sidewinder

Sidewinder /�sadwandə/ noun an
American-designed heat-seeking air-to-
air missile (AAM)
siege

siege /si�d%/ noun an act of surround-
ing a town or location and preventing
the entry of reinforcements and sup-
plies, in order to force the defenders to
surrender or to weaken them prior to an
assault � The siege of Leningrad lasted
more than a year. � besiege, invest-
ment

COMMENT: Siege is not normally used
in modern military English; it has now
been largely replaced by the noun in-
vestment.

Sierra

Sierra /si|�erə/ noun the nineteenth let-
ter of the phonetic alphabet (Ss)
sight

sight /sat/ noun 1. the ability to see �
out of sight no longer visible 2. a de-
vice on a weapon, which is used by the
firer to aim at a target � verb to see
something for the first time � 6 Platoon
have sighted the enemy. � The enemy
destroyer was sighted on the horizon.
sighting

sighting /�satŋ/ noun an act of see-
ing something (usually for the first
time) � There have been no sightings of
the enemy.
Sight Unit Small Arms Trilux

Sight Unit Small Arms Trilux
/�sat �ju�nt �smɔ�l �ɑ�mz �tral�ks/
noun full form of SUSAT
SIGINT

SIGINT /�s(nt/ noun intelligence ob-
tained by listening to the enemy’s radio
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transmissions. Full form signals intel-
ligence
sign

sign /san/ noun 1. written words or
symbols painted or printed on a board
or on the surface of an object, in order
to convey information (such as direc-
tion, identity of a unit, location of a
minefield, etc.) � Follow the signs to
Brigade HQ. 2. a gesture designed to
convey a meaning � He made a sign for
us to keep quiet. 3. evidence of activity
or the presence of something (such as
blood, discarded equipment, vehicle
tracks, etc.) � There was no sign of the
enemy. � verb to write your name in a
special way to show that you have ap-
proved a document � The report must be
signed by the author. � to sign on to join
the armed forces for a period of time
and sign a contract of employment � He
signed on for seven years.
signal

signal /�s(n(ə)l/ noun 1. a sign made
by flags, gestures, light or any other
means, in order to convey information
or instructions � The signal to withdraw
is a red flare followed by a green flare.
2. a message transmitted by radio � We
have received a signal from HQ. 3. the
electromagnetic waves transmitted by a
radio transmitter � I am getting a very
weak signal. � verb 1. to make a sign, in
order to convey information or instruc-
tions � He signalled to us to get down.
2. to send a message by radio � They
signalled HQ to request air support for
the operation.
signaler

signaler /�s(n(ə)lə/ noun US spelling
of signaller
signaller

signaller /�s(n(ə)lə/ noun 1. a serv-
iceman, who specializes in the use of
radios and other communications
equipment 2. the title of a private in the
Royal Corps of Signals � Signaller
Jones
signalman

signalman /�s(n(ə)lmən/ noun same
as signaller (NOTE: The plural form is
signalmen.)
signals

signals /�s(n(ə)lz/ plural noun com-
munications (especially radio) � We
have captured an enemy signals detach-
ment.
signals centre

signals centre /�s(n(ə)lz �sentə/
noun same as communication centre

signals intelligence

signals intelligence /�s(n(ə)lz n|

�teld%əns/ noun information obtained
by listening to the enemy’s radio trans-
missions. Abbr SIGINT
signals officer

signals officer /�s(n(ə)lz �ɒfsə/
noun an officer in charge of a unit’s
communications
signal van

signal van /�s(n(ə)l v�n/ noun a ve-
hicle containing communications
equipment
signature

signature /�s(ntʃə/ noun 1. a per-
son’s name written by him/her, usually
to show authorization for something � I
need your signature on this document.
2. any distinctive sign (e.g. heat, light,
smoke or radiation) which is produced
or emitted by a weapon or other piece of
equipment, and which reveals its loca-
tion to observers or surveillance equip-
ment � This tank produces a strong
thermal signature.
signpost

signpost /�sanpəυst/ noun a sign po-
sitioned at a road junction, which shows
the direction (and sometimes the dis-
tance) to a town or village � verb to put
signposts along a road or route to show
the direction of something
silence

silence /�saləns/ noun 1. a state when
there is no noise 2. a state when no one
speaks � verb 1. (of guards or sentries)
to kill or immobilize � He silenced the
sentry with a knife. 2. (of enemy artil-
lery, machine-guns, fire-positions, etc.)
to destroy or immobilize � The battery
has been silenced.
silencer

silencer /�salənsə/ noun a device
which is fitted to a firearm, in order to
reduce the noise made when it is fired
silent

silent /�salənt/ adjective 1. (of peo-
ple) not speaking � They were ordered
to remain silent. 2. (of things) not mak-
ing any noise � We made a silent ap-
proach to the objective.
silhouette

silhouette /�slu|�et/ noun the shape of
an object when seen on the skyline or
against a lighter background � We could
see the silhouette of a tank. � verb to ap-
pear as a silhouette � The tank was sil-
houetted on the ridge.
silo

silo /�saləυ/ noun 1. an underground
chamber where a missile is stored and
from which it can be launched 2. a large
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structure (often cylindrical) used for
storing grain
Silva

Silva /�slvə/ tdmk a trademark for a
compass which is designed to be placed
onto a map in order to calculate bear-
ings (without the need for a protractor)
simulate

simulate /�smjυlet/ verb to imitate
effects or conditions for training pur-
poses
simulation

simulation /�smjυ |�leʃ(ə)n/ noun an
act of simulating
simulator

simulator /�smjυletə/ noun an ap-
paratus designed to simulate effects or
conditions for training purposes (such
as the control of an aircraft, direction of
artillery fire, firing of a missile, etc.)
single file

single file /�sŋ((ə)l �fal/ noun a sin-
gle line of men or vehicles moving one
behind the other
sink

sink /sŋk/ verb 1. (of boats and ships)
to go to the bottom of the sea, river or
other area of water � The ship sank in a
storm. 2. to make a boat or ship sink (es-
pecially as a result of an attack) � The
enemy have sunk HMS Sheffield. (NOTE:
sinking – sank – have sunk)
Sioux

Sioux /su�/ noun an outdated Ameri-
can-designed reconnaissance helicopter
siphon

siphon /�saf(ə)n/, syphon /�saf(ə)n/
verb to move liquid from one container
to another using atmospheric pressure.
One container is placed in a higher po-
sition than the other and liquid is then
sucked from the higher container
through a hose and directed into the
lower container. The liquid will then
flow freely as a result of pressure. � We
caught some men trying to siphon fuel
from our truck.
siren

siren /�sarən/ noun a device which
makes a loud noise as a signal or warn-
ing
site

site /sat/ noun a location which is se-
lected for a particular purpose � This
would be a good site for the RAP. � verb
to select a location for a particular pur-
pose � Where have you sited the ma-
chine-gun?
SITREP

SITREP /�strep/ abbreviation situa-
tion report

situation

situation /�stʃu |�eʃ(ə)n/ noun what
is happening at a particular moment in
time
situation report

situation report /�stjυ|�eʃən r|

�pɔ�t/ noun a verbal or written message
describing everything of importance
which is happening or has happened in
a unit or sub-unit’s area of responsibili-
ty. Abbr SITREP
ski

ski /ski�/ noun one of a pair of long thin
pieces of wood or plastic, which a per-
son attaches to his feet in order to move
over snow � In winter, they patrol the
border on skis. � verb to move on skis �
We will have to ski to the RV.
ski-jump

ski-jump /�ski� d%�mp/ noun a ramp
at the end of the flight deck on an air-
craft carrier, which is designed to assist
take-off
skill

skill /skl/ noun the ability to carry out
a task or procedure (usually improved
by teaching and practice)
skill at arms

skill at arms /�skl ət �ɑ�mz/ noun
skill in the use of weapons, especially
small arms. Abbr SAA
ski-mask

ski-mask /�ski� mɑ�sk/ noun a wool-
len garment which covers the head,
neck and face, with holes for the eyes,
which is designed to protect a person’s
face in extremely cold conditions, but is
also sometimes used to conceal a per-
son’s identity � The terrorists were all
wearing ski-masks.
skin exposure reduction paste against chemical warfare agents

skin exposure reduction paste
against chemical warfare agents
/�skn k|�spəυ%ə r|�d�kʃən pest ə|

�(enst �kemk(ə)l �wɔ�feə �ed%(ə)nts/
noun full form of SERPACWA
skirmish

skirmish /�sk$�mʃ/ noun a short bat-
tle between small groups of soldiers �

Skirmishes broke out along the line. �

battle, engagement, firefight � verb
to assault or withdraw, using fire and
manoeuvre � The section skirmished
onto the forward edge of the enemy po-
sition.
Sky Flash

Sky Flash /�ska �fl�ʃ/ noun a Brit-
ish-designed radar-guided air-to-air
missile (AAM)
Skyhawk

Skyhawk /�skahɔ�k/ noun same as A-
4
SL

SL abbreviation start line
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slacken

slacken /�sl�kən/ verb to become less
intense � We assaulted as soon as the
enemy fire started to slacken.
SLAM

SLAM /sl�m/ noun an American-de-
signed long-range air-to-ground mis-
sile. Full form stand-off land attack
missile
sleeper

sleeper /�sli�pə/ noun an agent who
lives and works in an enemy country but
carries out no action until the time is
right (e.g. at the outbreak of war) � We
believe that a sleeper has planted a vi-
rus in our computer system.
sleeping-bag

sleeping-bag /�sli�pŋ �b�(/ noun a
quilted bag used for sleeping in. � bivvy
bag, kitbag
sleeping sickness

sleeping sickness /�sli�pŋ �sknəs/
noun a common name for the disease,
African trypanosomiasis, which is
spread by the tsetse fly
sling

sling /slŋ/ noun a leather or webbing
strap, by which a weapon can be hung
from a person’s shoulder so that he is
free to use his hands � We made a rope
out of rifle slings.
slingshot

slingshot /�slŋʃɒt/ noun US a weap-
on made of a Y-shaped piece of metal
with a rubber attached, used to send
stones and other small projectiles over
long distances (NOTE: The British Eng-
lish term is catapult.)
slit trench

slit trench /�slt trentʃ/ noun same as
fire trench
sloop

sloop /slu�p/ noun a small armed naval
ship
slope

slope /sləυp/ noun 1. an area of
ground, in which one part is higher than
the other � The tank rolled down the
slope. 2. the side of a hill � The enemy
is dug in on the forward slope. � verb (of
ground) to form a slope � The ground
slopes to the south.
SLR

SLR abbreviation self-loading rifle
small arms

small arms /�smɔ�l �ɑ�mz/ plural
noun arms which can be carried, such as
rifles, machine-guns and sub-machine-
guns
smallbore

smallbore /�smɔ�lbɔ�/ adjective with
a barrel which has a small bore � a
smallbore shotgun

smallpox

smallpox /�smɔ�lpɒks/ noun a poten-
tially fatal infectious disease, causing
fever and a severe rash on the skin,
which often results in permanent scars

COMMENT: Caused by the pox virus,
smallpox is also known as variola.
The disease has been practically
eradicated from the developed world
as a result of widespread vaccination
programmes. However, certain na-
tions are believed to have developed
strains of the virus for use as a bio-
logical weapon.

smart bomb

smart bomb /�smɑ�t bɒm/ noun a
name given by the media to precision
guided munitions (PGM). Compare
dumb bomb
SMAW

SMAW /smɔ�/ noun an American-de-
signed hand-held rocket launcher (basi-
cally an anti-tank weapon). Full form
shoulder-launched multipurpose as-
sault weapon
smoke

smoke /sməυk/ noun 1. particles of
carbon produced by a burning object or
substance, which are suspended in the
air to form a thick black or white cloud
� Clouds of smoke reduced visibility. 2.
any projectile or grenade, which is de-
signed to produce smoke, in order to
blind the enemy or to mask the move-
ments of friendly forces � Five rounds
smoke, fire for effect! � verb 1. to give
off smoke � The burnt-out tank is still
smoking. 2. to smoke a cigarette � He
reminded his men that they were not al-
lowed to smoke after dark.
smoke break

smoke break /�sməυk brek/ noun a
break to have a cigarette
smoke canister

smoke canister /�sməυk �k�nstə/
noun a metal container containing
chemicals which produce smoke
smoke discharger

smoke discharger /�sməυk ds|

�tʃɑ�d%ə/ noun a device which releases
smoke or smoke canisters
smoke grenade

smoke grenade /s |�məυk (r|�ned/
noun a grenade which releases smoke
smoking

smoking /�sməυkŋ/ noun an act of
smoking a cigarette � Smoking is dan-
gerous close to fuel supplies.
smooth-bore

smooth-bore /�smu�ð bɔ�/ adjective
referring to a gun with a barrel that has
a smooth inside surface with no rifling
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smuggle

smuggle /�sm�((ə)l/ verb 1. to import
illegal goods (e.g. drugs, weapons) or
import goods without paying customs
duty (e.g. alcohol, tobacco) � He was
prosecuted for smuggling cigarettes. 2.
to convey something secretly into or out
of a location � They were caught trying
to smuggle a girl into the barracks.
smuggler

smuggler /�sm�(lə/ noun a person
who smuggles � He is a well-known
drug smuggler.
snake

snake /snek/ noun a creature with a
very long, thin body and no legs, which
often has a poisonous bite
snatch

snatch /sn�tʃ/ verb to rush in and ar-
rest or capture a person � Our mission is
to snatch an officer from the enemy po-
sition.
snatch squad

snatch squad /�sn�tʃ skwɒd/ noun
a small group of soldiers detailed to
grab and arrest someone
sniffer dog

sniffer dog /�snfə dɒ(/ noun a dog
trained to detect explosives or weapons
by their smell
snipe

snipe /snap/ verb 1. to shoot at a per-
son from a hidden fire-position 2. to
shoot at selected enemy personnel such
as commanders, machine-gunners, sig-
nallers, etc., as opposed to any person
who happens to be within your field of
fire 3. to shoot at enemy personnel as a
form of harassment (especially when
they are not actually fighting)
sniper

sniper /�snapə/ noun a trained marks-
man, who specializes in sniping at the
enemy � The street patrol came under
sniper fire. � He was disabled by a snip-
er’s bullet.

COMMENT: Snipers are usually sited
away from the main force, so that
they can concentrate on shooting at
selected targets instead of being
drawn into the general firefight. They
are also less likely to be affected
when the main force comes under ar-
tillery fire.

snorkel

snorkel /�snɔ�k(ə)l/ noun 1. a tube
used by a person to breathe through,
when swimming underwater � He was
using a snorkel. 2. a breathing tube, fit-
ted to a tank for crossing rivers or land-
ing on a beach � This tank can be fitted
with a snorkel for river crossings.

snow

snow /snəυ/ noun flakes of crystal-
lized ice, which fall from the sky � Most
of the mountain roads were blocked by
snow. � verb (of snow) to fall from the
sky � It was snowing hard as the attack
began.
snowcat

snowcat /�snəυk�t/ noun a light-
weight tracked vehicle designed for use
in arctic conditions
snowshoe

snowshoe /�snəυʃu�/ noun a device,
similar in appearance to a tennis racket,
which is strapped on the foot to allow a
person to walk across deep snow
SOCEUR

SOCEUR /sɒk$�/ abbreviation US
Special Operations Command Europe
SOCO

SOCO /�sɒkəυ/ noun a civil police of-
ficer responsible for searching for evi-
dence at the scene of a terrorist incident
� SOCO has arrived at the ICP. Full
form scenes of crime officer
Sod’s Law

Sod’s Law /�sɒdz �lɔ�/ noun a further
development of Murphy’s Law, which
states that if something does go wrong,
then it is certain to go wrong in the
worst possible way � Well, that’s Sod’s
Law, isn’t it?
SOF

SOF /�es əυ �ef/ noun special forces
(e.g. commandos, rangers, SAS,
SEALs, Spetznaz, etc.). Full form spe-
cial operating forces
soft-skinned vehicle

soft-skinned vehicle /�sɒft �sknd
�vi�k(ə)l/ noun a vehicle which is not
protected by armour (such as a jeep, lor-
ry, truck, etc.) � All soft-skinned vehi-
cles were withdrawn to the rear.
soft target

soft target /�sɒft �tɑ�(t/ noun a per-
son or unit or vehicle which is vulnera-
ble or unable to defend itself properly �
The terrorists are only interested in at-
tacking soft targets.
soil

soil /sɔl/ noun a substance, consisting
of particles of rock and decayed vegeta-
tion, in which plants grow
solar still

solar still /�səυlə �stl/ noun an emer-
gency method of producing water in the
desert. A pit is dug in the sand and a
container placed at the bottom The pit is
then covered with some plastic sheeting
which is secured at the sides by heaped
sand and weighted in the centre by a
small stone, thereby forming an invert-
ed cone. Droplets of water form through
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condensation on the underside of the
sheet and trickle down into the contain-
er. (NOTE: Condensation can be in-
creased by placing pieces of vegetation
in the pit or even urinating in the sand of
the pit.)
soldier

soldier /�səυld%ə/ noun � (private)
soldier a person serving in the army � A
group of soldiers took command of the
radio station. � We were trapped in the
camp by enemy soldiers.
soldiering

soldiering /�səυld%ərŋ/ noun the
profession of being a soldier
soldier of fortune

soldier of fortune /�səυld%ə əv
�fɔ�tʃən/ noun a mercenary
solution

solution /sə|�lu�ʃ(ə)n/ noun 1. a mix-
ture of a solid substance with a liquid �
He cleaned the wound with a solution of
salt and water. 2. an answer to a prob-
lem � We’ve got a solution to your sup-
ply problem. 3. a moment when the op-
erator of a guided weapon has the target
in his sights and the guidance system is
activated � He achieved a solution on
the leading plane. � lock-on (NOTE:
used with the verb achieve)
Soman

Soman /�səυmən/ noun � GD
sonar

sonar /�səυnɑ�/ noun a system for de-
tecting underwater objects through the
transmission of sound waves, which are
reflected back by the object
SOP

SOP abbreviation standard operating
procedure
sortie

sortie /�sɔ�ti/ noun 1. an operational
flight � We lost two aircraft in the last
sortie. 2. a small offensive operation
mounted by troops who are occupying a
defensive position � We made a sortie
while the enemy were reorganizing.
SOS

SOS /�es əυ �es/ noun an international
distress signal, signifying an urgent re-
quest for assistance � They sent out an
SOS.
source

source /sɔ�s/ noun an agent or inform-
er who provides intelligence � We’ve
heard from a reliable source that the
terrorists are planning an attack.
south

south /saυθ/ noun 1. one of the four
main points of the compass, corre-
sponding to a bearing of 180 degrees or
3200 mils 2. an area to the south of your
location � The enemy are approaching

from the south. 3. � the South the
southern part of a country � adjective
relating to south � the South Gate �
south wind wind blowing from the
south � adverb towards the south � The
enemy is moving south.
southbound

southbound /�saυθbaυnd/ adjective
moving or leading towards the south � a
southbound convoy
southerly

southerly /�s�ðəli/ adjective 1. to-
wards the south � The troops were
heading in a southerly direction. 2. (of
wind) from the south
southern

southern /�s�ð(ə)n/ adjective relating
to the south � the southern part of the
country
Southern Hemisphere

Southern Hemisphere /�s�ð(ə)n
�hem|�sfə/ noun an area of the earth’s
surface south of the Equator
southward

southward /�saυθwəd/ adjective to-
wards the south � They moved in a
southward direction. � adverb US to-
wards the south � They are moving
southward.
southwards

southwards /�saυθwədz/ adverb to-
wards the south � They are moving
southwards.
Soviet

Soviet /�səυviət/ adjective of or relat-
ing to the Soviet Union � the Soviet
Union (USSR) the empire of commu-
nist Russia, which disintegrated in 1991

COMMENT: The former Soviet Union is
now generally known as the Com-
monwealth of Independent States
(CIS).

SP

SP abbreviation start point
SPAAG

SPAAG abbreviation self-propelled
anti-aircraft gun
space

space /spes/ noun 1. an empty area
between objects � There is not enough
space to deploy the brigade. 2. an un-
limited area beyond the earth’s atmos-
phere � The Americans have sent anoth-
er satellite into space.
Space Command

Space Command /�spes kə |�mɑ�nd/
noun the department of the US forces
responsible for the use of satellites (e.g.
for surveillance, communications, GPS,
missile guidance, NMD, etc.)
spacecraft

spacecraft /�speskrɑ�ft/ noun a ma-
chine designed to travel in space
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spade

spade /sped/ noun a simple digging
tool consisting of a metal blade attached
to a long wooden handle. � shovel
spall

spall /spɔ�l/ noun fragments of armour
which are broken off and blasted into
the interior of an armoured vehicle, as a
result of a hit by an anti-tank projectile
Spandrel

Spandrel /�sp�ndrəl/ noun a Soviet-
designed tube-launched, wire-guided
anti-tank missile (ATGW)
spanner

spanner /�sp�nə/ noun a metal tool
with an opening which fits round a nut
and which can be twisted to undo the
nut or tighten it
spare

spare /speə/ adjective kept in order to
replace something which is lost or dam-
aged � This vehicle doesn’t have a spare
wheel. � verb 1. to manage without � We
can’t spare the men for this task. 2. to
not kill � Only the women and children
were spared.
spares

spares /speəz/ plural noun spare parts
sparkle

sparkle /�spɑ�k(ə)l/ verb to illuminate
a target with a laser target designator
(forward air controller jargon) � Hello
G33 this is Cowboy, sparkle, sparkle,
over.
sparky

sparky /�spɑ�ki/ noun an electrician
(slang)
Sparrow

Sparrow /�sp�rəυ/ noun an Ameri-
can-designed radar-guided air-to-air
missile (AAM)
sparrow-fart

sparrow-fart /�sp�rəυ �fɑ�t/ noun
first light (slang) � We’ll move out at
sparrow-fart.
Spartan

Spartan /�spɑ�tən/ noun a small Brit-
ish-designed armoured-personnel carri-
er (APC) normally used by specialist
troops (e.g. anti-tank, artillery, engi-
neers)
spat

spat /sp�t/ noun a garment of fabric,
which is worn over the ankle and lower
leg and extends over the upper part of
the shoe or boot, in order to keep your
trousers dry and to prevent small stones
and other objects going into your boots
� The pipers were wearing kilts and
white spats.

COMMENT: Spats are now usually
worn as part of a ceremonial uniform,
although American troops wore them
in combat during World War II.

spearhead

spearhead /�spəhed/ noun leading
elements of a large-scale offensive op-
eration � The enemy’s spearhead has
reached Minden. � verb to act as spear-
head � 3 Brigade will spearhead the at-
tack.
special

special /�speʃ(ə)l/ adjective for a spe-
cific purpose
Special Air Service

Special Air Service /�speʃ(ə)l �eə
�s$�vs/ noun an elite British Army spe-
cial forces organization. Abbr SAS
Special Boat Service

Special Boat Service /�speʃ(ə)l
�bəυt �s$�vs/ noun an elite British spe-
cial forces organization, recruited from
the Royal Navy and Royal Marines.
Abbr SBS
special forces

special forces /�speʃ(ə)l �fɔ�sz/ plu-
ral noun highly trained elite troops, who
specialize in unconventional military
operations (such as covert operations,
intelligence gathering, raids, sabotage,
etc.)
Special Investigation Branch

Special Investigation Branch
/�speʃ(ə)l n |�vest|�(eʃ(ə)n �brɑ�ntʃ/
noun the detective branch of the British
military police, which investigates
criminal offences committed by serv-
icemen while they are subject to mili-
tary law (e.g. on MOD property or
while on operational service). Abbr SIB
speciality

speciality /�speʃi|��ləti/ noun some-
thing that a person is specially trained to
do, or is particularly good at
special operating forces

special operating forces /�speʃ(ə)l
�ɒpəretŋ �fɔ�sz/ plural noun full
form of SOF
special operations capable

special operations capable
/�speʃ(ə)l �ɒpəreʃ(ə)nz �kepəb(ə)l/
adjective having sufficient training and
expertise to carry out specialized mili-
tary tasks. Abbr SOC
special training

special training /�speʃ(ə)l �trenŋ/
noun training in specialist areas such as
guerrilla warfare
specialty

specialty /�speʃ(ə)lti/ US same as
speciality
special weapon

special weapon /�speʃ(ə)l �wepən/
noun same as weapon of mass de-
struction
specifications

specifications /�spesf|�keʃ(ə)nz/
plural noun detailed information about
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how a piece of equipment or a vehicle is
made and what it can do, or a detailed
description of how something should be
made and what it should be able to do
spent

spent /spent/ adjective used � Spent
ammunition lay round the machine-
gun.
Spetznaz

Spetznaz /�spetsn�z/ noun an elite
Soviet special forces organization �

Spetznaz units are operating in this ar-
ea.
SPG

SPG abbreviation self-propelled gun
SPH

SPH abbreviation self-propelled how-
itzer
Spigot

Spigot /�sp(ət/ noun a Soviet-de-
signed wire-guided anti-tank missile
(ATGW)
spinney

spinney /�spn/ noun a small wood �

We think the enemy has an OP in that
spinney.
Spiral

Spiral /�sparəl/ noun a Soviet-de-
signed laser-guided anti-tank missile
(ATGW)
spire

spire /�spaə/ noun a sharp pointed
tower, usually forming part of a church
Spirit

Spirit /�sprt/ noun � B-2
spitlock

spitlock /�sptlɒk/ verb to mark the
proposed layout of a trench or other
field fortification, by digging its outline
into the turf � The recce group had spit-
locked the positions for us.
splash

splash /spl�ʃ/ verb (of liquids) to be
thrown in small drops onto another ob-
ject or thing � He was splashed with
burning petrol when the jeep exploded.
� noun the impact of an explosive pro-
jectile as seen by an observer (usually
the firer) � We didn’t see the splash but
we heard the explosion.
splice

splice /splas/ verb � splice the main
brace  according to a naval custom, to
give every man a measure of rum � The
admiral told his captains to splice the
mainbrace.
splint

splint /splnt/ noun a stiff support tied
to a broken leg or arm to prevent the
bone from moving
splinter

splinter /�splntə/ noun a thin, sharp
fragment � He was killed by a shell
splinter.

spoil

spoil /spɔl/ noun soil or sand which is
dug out of the ground � The spoil from
a trench is used to build the parapet and
parados.
spoiling attack

spoiling attack /�spɔlŋ ə|�t�k/
noun an attack mounted on an advanc-
ing enemy force in order to disrupt its
activities and prevent it carrying out its
intentions � H-hour was delayed when
the enemy mounted a spoiling attack in
3 Brigade’s sector.
spook

spook /spu�k/ noun a person involved
in extremely covert operations (e.g. spy,
special forces, etc.) (slang)
spore

spore /spɔ�/ noun a reproductive body
in certain bacteria � This warhead re-
leases spores of anthrax into the atmos-
phere.
spot

spot /spɒt/ verb 1. to catch sight of � I
spotted someone moving in the garden.
2. to observe and direct artillery fire
(usually from an aircraft) � He was
spotting from a helicopter. � noun a lo-
cation � This is a good spot for the mor-
tars. � on the spot at the particular
place where something happens
spot height

spot height /�spɒt hat/ noun a point
marked on a map to show where a
measurement of altitude has been made
spotter

spotter /�spɒtə/ noun an officer or
NCO who directs artillery fire (usually
from an aircraft)
spotter aircraft

spotter aircraft, spotter plane noun
an aircraft used for observing and di-
recting artillery fire
spring

spring /sprŋ/ noun 1. a place where
water comes out of the ground naturally
� There are very few springs in these
mountains. 2. a flexible piece of metal
(often in the form of tightly coiled
wire), which is used as a shock absorber
or to keep a catch or clip closed or to
maintain tension � We need to replace
the springs on this vehicle.
springing-mine

springing-mine /�sprŋŋ �man/
noun an anti-personnel mine, which is
designed to jump into the air in order to
inflict injury to a person’s upper body
spur

spur /sp$�/ noun a ridge protruding
from a hill or mountain into lower-lying
ground (topographical ) � We cannot ad-
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vance until the enemy have been
cleared off that spur.
spy

spy /spa/ noun a person who secretly
tries to obtain information about the en-
emy, or about a foreign power � Infor-
mation about the troop movements
came from our spies in the capital. �

verb to act as a spy � He was accused of
spying for the enemy.
Sqn

Sqn abbreviation squadron
SQN LDR

SQN LDR abbreviation squadron lead-
er
squad

squad /skwɒd/ noun 1. a small group-
ing of servicemen, formed for a specific
purpose or task (such as drill) 2. a sub-
unit of an infantry platoon 3. US a tacti-
cal infantry grouping of nine men (usu-
ally divided into two fire teams) 4. US a
tactical armoured cavalry grouping of
seven men 5. a US Marine Corps tacti-
cal grouping of thirteen men (usually
divided into three fire teams)

COMMENT: American infantry squads
are usually commanded by ser-
geants.

Squad Automatic Weapon

Squad Automatic Weapon
/�skwɒd �ɔ�təm�tk �wepən/ noun � M-
249. Abbr SAW (NOTE: In the British Ar-
my, a squad-sized infantry grouping is
known as a section.)
squaddie

squaddie /�skwɒdi/ noun an ordinary
soldier (slang)
squad leader

squad leader /�skwɒd �li�də/ noun
US the commander of an infantry squad
squadron

squadron /�skwɒdrən/ noun 1. a
small tactical grouping of warships �

He commanded a British squadron in
the West Indies. 2. an air force unit con-
sisting of two or more flights, ie be-
tween ten and eighteen aircraft � Two
squadrons of fighters were sent to inter-
cept the bombers. 3. a company-sized
tank grouping of three or more troops 4.
US a battalion-sized armoured cavalry
grouping, consisting of three cavalry
troops, one tank company and one bat-
tery

COMMENT: The number of aircraft in a
squadron will vary according to air-
craft type and role. A bomber squad-
ron may have as few as six aircraft
while a fighter squadron may have as
many as twenty-four. In the army, a

British armoured brigade might con-
sist of two armoured regiments and
one armoured or mechanized infan-
try battalion or, alternatively, two in-
fantry battalions and one armoured
regiment, plus artillery and support-
ing arms. On operations, these units
are broken down and combined into
battle groups. As an example, an ar-
moured battle group might consist of
two squadrons of tanks and one in-
fantry company, which are organized
into two squadron and company
groups and a company and squad-
ron group under the command of the
armoured regimental HQ. The exact
composition will vary according to the
tactical requirement at the time. In
the US Army, a battle group is known
as a task force, while company and
squadron groups and squadron and
company groups are known as com-
pany teams.

squadron and company group

squadron and company group
/�skwɒdrən ən �k�mp(ə)ni �(ru�p/
noun a combined arms grouping based
on a tank squadron (equivalent of a
company team in the US Army)
squadron leader

squadron leader /�skwɒdrən �li�də/
noun an officer in the air force, below
wing commander and above flight lieu-
tenant (usually in command of a squad-
ron)
squall

squall /skwɔ�l/ noun a sudden storm
of wind and rain, at sea
square

square /skweə/ adjective having four
sides of equal length � a square piece of
wood � noun a flat area where drill is
carried out
square-bashing

square-bashing /�skweə �b�ʃŋ/
noun drill practice (informal )
square brigade

square brigade /�skweə br|�(ed/
noun a brigade, consisting of two ar-
moured regiments and two battalions of
armoured or mechanized infantry
SR-71

SR-71 /�es ɑ� �sevənti �w�n/ noun an
American-designed strategic reconnais-
sance aircraft. Also called Blackbird
SS

SS abbreviation submarine
SSB

SSB abbreviation submarine (with bal-
listic missiles)
SSBN

SSBN abbreviation submarine (nucle-
ar-powered, with ballistic missiles)
SSE

SSE noun the detection and removal of
weapons of mass destruction or possi-
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ble weapons of this type, and the mate-
rials used in building them. Full form
sensitive site exploitation
SSG

SSG abbreviation submarine (with
guided missiles)
SSGN

SSGN abbreviation submarine (nucle-
ar-powered, with guided missiles
S/Sgt

S/Sgt, SSgt abbreviation staff sergeant
SSM

SSM abbreviation surface-to-surface
missile
SSN

SSN abbreviation submarine (nuclear-
powered)
stab

stab /st�b/ verb to pierce someone’s
body with a knife or bayonet
Staballoy

Staballoy /ste|�b�lɔ/ noun US de-
pleted uranium (DU)
stable

stable /�steb(ə)l/ noun a building
used to accomodate horses or mules
staff

staff /stɑ�f/ noun a group of officers
and other ranks, who assist the com-
mander of a large tactical grouping
(such as a brigade, division, corps, etc.),
and who form his headquarters
staff car

staff car /�stɑ�f kɑ�/ noun a car used
for official purposes by a senior officer
staff college

staff college /�stɑ�f �kɒld%/ noun
training establishment, which prepares
officers for high command
staff officer

staff officer /�stɑ�f �ɒfsə/ noun an
officer who serves in a staff
staff sergeant

staff sergeant /�stɑ�f �sɑ�d%ənt/
noun 1. a senior non-commissioned of-
ficer (SNCO) in the army (usually em-
ployed as the quartermaster sergeant of
a company or equivalent-sized group-
ing) 2. US a senior non-commissioned
officer (SNCO) in the army, marines or
air force (NOTE: In the British Army, the
infantry equivalent of staff sergeant is
colour sergeant (C/Sgt).) � abbr S/Sgt
stag

stag /st�(/ noun a period of duty as a
sentry or on radio watch (slang)
stagger

stagger /�st�(ə/ verb 1. to arrange ac-
tions so that they do not happen at the
same time � The departures of the com-
panies were staggered at fifteen minute
intervals. 2. to arrange vehicles or air-
craft or men so that they are not in a
straight line � We advanced in a stag-
gered formation.

staging area

staging area /�sted%ŋ �eərə/ noun
a place along a route where troops can
stop, in order to rest and reorganize be-
fore continuing their journey � The ene-
my are using that wood as a staging ar-
ea.
staging camp

staging camp /�sted%ŋ �k�mp/
noun a camp where troops are accom-
modated for a short period, before mov-
ing to another destination � You will go
to a staging camp, where you will wait
until we can move you forward to your
battalion.
stalk

stalk /stɔ�k/ verb to creep towards a
person or vehicle, in order to shoot at
him or it from a close range
stand

stand /st�nd/ verb to support your-
self, using your feet and legs, in a sta-
tionary position � He was standing next
to the tank. (NOTE: standing – stood)
standard

standard /�st�ndəd/ adjective 1. ba-
sic or normal � This is the standard type
of respirator. 2. officially recognized as
the correct way to do something � noun
1. a measure of quality, by which all
similar things are judged � Your boots
are not up to standard. � The standard
of shooting is very high. 2. a regimental
flag (especially in cavalry regiments)
standard issue

standard issue /�st�ndəd �ʃu�/ ad-
jective for normal everyday use (as op-
posed to specialist tasks) � He was
wearing standard issue combat cloth-
ing.
standardization

standardization /�st�ndəda|

�zeʃ(ə)n/, standardisation noun mak-
ing sure that all procedures, personnel
and material all work in the same way
standardization agreement

standardization agreement
/�st�ndəda|�zeʃ(ə)n ə|�(ri�mənt/
noun an agreement between various na-
tions to use standard equipment, operat-
ing procedures, etc.
Standard Missile

Standard Missile /�st�ndəd
�msal/ noun an American-designed
long-range naval surface-to-air missile
(SAM)
standard operating procedure

standard operating procedure
/�st�ndəd �ɒpəretŋ prə|�si�d%ə/ noun
a set of instructions, produced by an
arm, grouping or unit, which explain
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exactly how various duties and tasks
should be carried out. Abbr SOP
stand by

stand by /�st�nd �ba/ verb to be
ready to do something � B Company is
standing by to give fire support.
stand-by

stand-by /�st�nd ba/ noun an act of
standing by � on stand-by ready to do
something � the battalion is on stand-by
to deploy to the Gulf
stand down

stand down /�st�nd �daυn/ verb 1. to
stop standing to 2. to stop standing by �
The Brigade was ordered to stand
down. � noun an act of standing down
(as part of a routine) � Stand down is
thirty minutes after first light. Compare
stand by, stand to
stand fast

stand fast /�st�nd �fɑ�st/ verb to stop
what you are doing and wait for further
instructions � We were ordered to stand
fast.
standing army

standing army /�st�ndŋ �ɑ�mi/
noun the regular army of a state, as op-
posed to reserve forces � The country
maintains a standing army of 100,000
men.
standing orders

standing orders /�st�ndŋ �ɔ�dəz/
plural noun a set of rules and regula-
tions relating to duties and discipline
standing patrol

standing patrol /�st�ndŋ pə|�trəυl/
noun a patrol sent out to occupy a cov-
ert position in no-man’s-land in order to
provide warning of enemy activity
stand off

stand off /�st�nd �ɒf/ verb to remain
at a distance from something � The
tanks stood off in order to engage the
enemy from the flank.
stand-off land attack missile

stand-off land attack missile
/�st�nd ɒf �l�nd ə|�t�k �msal/ noun
full form of SLAM
stand to

stand to /�st�nd �tu�/ verb (of a unit
or sub-unit) to be awake and at battle
stations, in order to receive an enemy
attack � The battalion stood to at first
light. � noun an act of standing to (as
part of a routine) � Stand to is at
0545hrs.
star

star /stɑ�/ noun 1. a tiny point of light,
visible in the sky at night 2. an insignia
in the shape of a star, used as a badge of
rank. Also called pip

COMMENT: In the British Army, one
star denotes a second lieutenant, two

a lieutenant and three a captain. In
the US Army, one star denotes a brig-
adier general, two a major general,
three a lieutenant general and four a
general.

starboard

starboard /�stɑ�bəd/ noun a right-
hand side of an aircraft, boat or ship �

Enemy fighters approaching starboard!
Compare port
Starlifter

Starlifter /�stɑ�lftə/ noun � C-141
starlight scope

starlight scope /�stɑ�lat �skəυp/
noun a type of image intensifier
Stars and Stripes

Stars and Stripes /�stɑ�z ən
�straps/ noun a national flag of the
United States of America (USA)
star shell

star shell /�stɑ� ʃel/ noun an illumi-
nating round used by artillery
Starstreak

Starstreak /�stɑ�stri�k/ noun a Brit-
ish-designed surface-to-air missile
(SAM)
start

start /stɑ�t/ verb to begin an activity �
We will start the advance at 0600hrs. �

He started to run.
start line

start line /�stɑ�t lan/ noun a real or
imaginary line, the crossing of which
marks the start of an advance, attack or
other offensive operation. Abbr SL. �

line of departure
Star Wars

Star Wars /�stɑ� �wɔ�z/ noun a media
name for the American Strategic De-
fence Initiative (SDI). � NMD
state

state /stet/ noun 1. condition or situ-
ation � He was horrified by the state of
the prisoners. 2. an independent com-
munity of people, with its own territory,
government and armed forces. � coun-
try, nation � plural noun � the States
United States of America (USA)
state of hostilities

state of hostilities /�stet əv hɒ|

�stltiz/ noun armed conflict
COMMENT: State of hostilities is nor-
mally used to describe a situation
where fighting occurs between the
armed forces of two states, but they
are not officially at war. Thus, the
Falklands conflict of 1982 was de-
scribed as a state of hostilities rather
than a war, because Great Britain
never actually declared war on Ar-
gentina.

static

static /�st�tk/ adjective not moving,
in a fixed position
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static defence

static defence /�st�tk d|�fens/
noun a defensive doctrine which relies
on static defensive positions and the use
of attrition to halt an enemy advance.
Also known as positional defence.
Compare mobile defence
static line

static line /�st�tk �lan/ noun a
method used to pull a parachute open as
the parachutist jumps out of the aircraft.
Compare free-fall
station

station /�steʃ(ə)n/ noun 1. a place
where soldiers are based � He was not
happy at his last station. 2. a base loca-
tion for an air-force grouping 3. a regu-
lar stopping place on a railway line �

The train finally arrived at the station
two hours late. � verb to send a service-
man to serve in a particular location � I
was stationed in Germany.
stationary

stationary /�steʃ(ə)n(ə)ri/ adjective
not moving � He aimed at the station-
ary tank.
station commander

station commander /�steʃ(ə)n kə|

�mɑ�ndə/ noun a commanding officer
of a RAF unit
steal

steal /sti�l/ verb to take another per-
son’s property without his or her agree-
ment or permission � Someone has sto-
len my helmet. (NOTE: stealing – stole
– have stolen. The noun for this verb is
theft.)
stealth

stealth /stelθ/ adjective referring to an
aircraft which is difficult or impossible
to detect by radar and other surveillance
equipment, as a result of its design: e.g.
reduced radar cross-section (RCS) and
the use of materials such as radar ab-
sorbent material (RAM) and radar-ab-
sorbent structural material (RAS) �

Stealth bombers were used in the oper-
ation. � B-2, F-117A, F-22
steel

steel /sti�l/ noun a metal, made of iron
and carbon, which is used in the pro-
duction of armour, weapons and vehi-
cles
steep

steep /sti�p/ adjective (of hills or
slopes) to slope at a high angle
steppe

steppe /step/ noun a wide area of un-
cultivated grassland with few trees (es-
pecially in Russia and Eurasia) (NOTE:
The American English term is prairie)

Step Up

Step Up /�step ��p/ noun a small
headquarters party, which moves for-
ward in advance of the main party to set
up a new headquarters location; once
Step Up is established, the old head-
quarters hands over control of the battle
and moves forward to join it
stern

stern /st$�n/ noun 1. the rear part of a
ship. Compare bow 2. a thin sheet of
metal or plastic or stiff card, out of
which letters or numbers or other
shapes have been cut, and which is
placed on the surface of an object (e.g.
vehicle, container, etc.) and painted
over to reproduce the shapes on the sur-
face below � I need stencils for the let-
ters A and G. 3. a stiff sheet of plastic,
out of which a selection of geometrical
shapes have been cut, and which is used
for drawing tactical symbols on a map
stick

stick /stk/ noun 1. a long thin piece of
wood, which is broken or cut from a
branch of a tree 2. a quantity of bombs,
which are released by an aircraft at the
same time 3. a group of paratroopers,
who jump out of an aircraft during a
single pass over the drop zone (DZ)
Stinger

Stinger /�stŋə/ noun an American-
designed hand-held surface-to-air mis-
sile (SAM)
stock

stock /stɒk/ noun a quantity of sup-
plies held ready for use
Stockholm Syndrome

Stockholm Syndrome /�stɒkhəυm
�sndrəυm/ noun a psychological reac-
tion to fear and stress, in which hostag-
es start to feel sympathetic towards their
captors
STOL

STOL abbreviation short take-off and
landing
stone

stone /stəυn/ noun a small piece of
rock � The sentry heard stones rolling
down the slope. � verb to throw stones
at a person or vehicle � The patrol was
stoned by a group of youths.
stonk

stonk /stɒŋk/, stonking noun an at-
tack by artillery or mortars (slang) � We
gave the enemy OP a bloody good
stonking!
stood to

stood to /�stυd �tu�/ adverb standing
to (i.e. awake and at battle stations) �

The battalion was stood to for most of
the night.
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stop

stop /stɒp/ verb 1. to finish doing
something � He stopped working. 2. to
stop moving and stand still � Stop, or I
will shoot! 3. to prevent someone or
something from moving � Our orders
are to stop all vehicles and check the
drivers. 4. to prevent the enemy from
advancing or successfully completing
an attack � The enemy have been
stopped at the river.
stoppage

stoppage /�stɒpd%/ noun (of auto-
matic or semi-automatic firearms) a
mechanical failure, which prevents fur-
ther firing
store

store /stɔ�/ noun 1. a quantity of
things, which are kept for future use �

The fire destroyed our store of winter
clothing. 2. a place used for storing
things � He works in the clothing store.
3. US a shop � Several stores were loot-
ed during the riot. � verb to keep things
for future use
stores

stores /stɔ�z/ plural noun quantities of
different things which are stored for a
particular purpose � We airlifted stores
to the garrison.
storm

storm /stɔ�m/ noun 1. violent weather,
consisting of high wind and rain, snow
or hail � The sortie was cancelled be-
cause of the storm. 2. � by storm using
force in order to occupy an enemy posi-
tion � the troops took the enemy posi-
tions by storm � verb to assault and cap-
ture a position or place � The town was
stormed by the 7th Infantry Regiment.
storm channel

storm channel /�stɔ�m �tʃ�n(ə)l/
noun a ditch designed to receive water
produced by seasonal rainstorms
Storm Shadow

Storm Shadow /�stɔ�m �ʃ�dəυ/
noun a cruise missile which was devel-
oped for attacking fortified buildings
STOVL

STOVL abbreviation short take-off and
vertical landing
stow

stow /stəυ/ verb to pack equipment or
supplies tidily into an aircraft, ship or
vehicle � All the equipment has been
stowed ready for take-off.
straddle

straddle /�str�d(ə)l/ verb 1. (of
troops, formations or positions) to be
positioned on either side of something �
A Company’s position straddles the

main road. 2. (of artillery or mortar fire)
to land rounds on either side of a target
strafe

strafe /stref/ verb (of fighter aircraft)
to shoot at targets on the ground, espe-
cially along a road, or at ships at sea �

Enemy fighters strafed the advancing
column.
straggle

straggle /�str�((ə)l/ verb to be unable
to keep up with your unit during a long
journey or march � Many of the soldiers
were unfit and started to straggle.
straggler

straggler /�str�(lə/ noun a soldier
who is unable to keep up with his unit
during a long journey or march � We
captured some enemy stragglers.
strait

strait /stret/, straits /strets/ noun,
plural noun a narrow stretch of sea con-
necting two larger areas of sea � the
straits of Gibraltar (NOTE: often used in
the plural)
strap

strap /str�p/ noun a long thin piece of
webbing or leather, which forms part of
a soldier’s load-bearing equipment or is
used to fasten objects together
STRATCOM

STRATCOM /�str�tkɒm/ noun US
the department of the US forces respon-
sible for inter-continental ballistic mis-
siles (ICBM) and missile submarines.
Full form strategic command
strategic

strategic /strə |�ti�d%k/ adjective 1.
relating to strategy � This town is of
great strategic importance. 2. (of
bombs and missiles) directed at the en-
emy’s home territory, in order to de-
stroy both his civil and his military in-
frastructures, thereby reducing his abil-
ity to conduct a war
strategic bombing

strategic bombing /strə|�ti�d%k
�bɒmŋ/ noun bombing of enemy towns
and cities, industrial centres or commu-
nications (such as ports and airports,
railways, roads, etc.), command cen-
tres, missile sites, airfields or any other
target of strategic importance
strategic command

strategic command /strə|�ti�d%k
kə|�mɑ�nd/ noun full form of STRAT-
COM
Strategic Defence Initiative

Strategic Defence Initiative /strə|

�ti�d%k d|�fens  |�nʃətv/ noun an
American programme to develop satel-
lites which are capable of destroying
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enemy missiles in space. � NMD. Abbr
SDI. Also called Star Wars
strategic mobility

strategic mobility /strə|�ti�d%k məυ |

�blti/ noun the ability of forces to
move over very great distances
strategic nuclear weapon

strategic nuclear weapon /strə|

�ti�d%k �nju�kliə �wepən/ noun a large
long-range nuclear weapon designed to
destroy targets of strategic importance.
Compare tactical
strategist

strategist /�str�təd%st/ noun a per-
son who is concerned with strategy �

Military strategists in the high com-
mand recommended a different course
of action.
strategy

strategy /�str�təd%i/ noun an art of
using of large military groupings (such
as armies, corps, fleets, etc.) in order to
achieve long-term objectives which will
affect the course of a campaign or war �
The commander’s long-term strategy
was to wear the enemy down by cutting
off his supply routes. Compare tactics

COMMENT: Strategy refers to the
movement of armies in order to
achieve the overall objectives of a
campaign or war (for example the
capture of a port, which can be used
to land supplies and reinforcements
for future operations), while tactics
refers to the movement of battalions,
brigades, divisions and equivalent-
sized groupings, in order to achieve
local objectives (for example the de-
struction of an enemy battalion,
which is defending one of the ap-
proaches to the port).

stray round

stray round /�stre �raυnd/ noun a
bullet or other projectile, which misses
the target at which it was aimed � He
was killed by a stray round.
stream

stream /stri�m/ noun a small river
street

street /stri�t/ noun a road with build-
ings on each side
strength

strength /streŋθ/ noun 1. a state of
being strong or in large numbers � This
projectile will test the strength of the
tank’s armour. 2. the number of men,
aircraft, ships or vehicles available to a
grouping � at full strength having all
the men, aircraft, ships or vehicles
which one should have � in strength in
large numbers � The enemy is crossing
the river in strength. � on strength av-

aliable to a unit � We have 875 men on
strength.
stretcher

stretcher /�stretʃə/ noun a piece of
fabric suspended between two poles,
which is used to carry an injured person
stretcher-bearer

stretcher-bearer /�stretʃə �beərə/
noun a person who helps to carry a
stretcher
stretcher-case

stretcher-case /�stretʃə kes/ noun
a casualty who needs to be carried on a
stretcher
strike

strike /strak/ noun 1. (of projectiles,
especially missiles) an act of hitting a
target 2. an attack (especially by aircraft
or missiles on ground targets) � The last
strike destroyed our fuel dump. � verb
to hit someone or something � He was
arrested for striking an officer. � The
missile hit an enemy command post.
(NOTE: striking – struck)
strike aircraft

strike aircraft /�strak �eəkrɑ�ft/
noun a fighter aircraft used to attack tar-
gets on the ground. � fighter-bomber
(NOTE: The term aircraft is used for
both singular and plural.)
string

string /strŋ/ noun a thin line of twist-
ed fibres, normally used for binding ob-
jects together
string of mines

string of mines /�strŋ əv �manz/
noun several mines which are connect-
ed in such a way that the detonation of
one will cause all the others to detonate
too
strip

strip /strp/ verb 1. (of people) to take
off all your clothing 2. � to strip down
to take a weapon to pieces (for clean-
ing)
stripe

stripe /strap/ noun a chevron (slang)
strip map

strip map /�strp m�p/ noun a simple
map showing a route between two plac-
es and any significant features along
that route, but giving no details of the
surrounding area
stripwood

stripwood /�strpwυd/ noun long thin
wood
strobe

strobe /strəυb/ noun a lamp which
produces intermittent flashes of very
bright light and is used by someone on
the ground to attract the attention of air-
craft � We switched on the strobe when
we heard the helicopter.
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strong point

strong point /�strɒŋ pɔnt/ noun a
key point in a defensive position, which
is usually heavily fortified and well-
armed
Stryker

Stryker /�strakə/ noun an eight-
wheeled armoured vehicle used by the
US Army
stun grenade

stun grenade /�st�n (r|�ned/ noun a
blast grenade designed to stun its vic-
tim, but not inflict physical injury
Styx

Styx /stks/ noun a NATO name for
Soviet-designed P-15 long-range anti-
ship missile (ASM)
SU-24

SU-24 /�es ju� twenti �fɔ�/ noun a So-
viet-designed fighter-bomber (NOTE:
known to NATO as Fencer)
SU-25

SU-25 /�es ju� twenti �fav/ noun a
Soviet-designed ground-attack aircraft
(NOTE: known to NATO as Frogfoot)
SU-27

SU-27 /�es ju� twenti �sevən/ noun a
Soviet-designed fighter aircraft (NOTE:
known to NATO as Flanker)
sub

sub /s�b/ abbreviation submarine
subaltern

subaltern /�s�bəltən/ noun a lieuten-
ant or second lieutenant
sub-lieutenant

sub-lieutenant /�s�b lef|�tenənt/
noun a junior officer in the navy. Abbr
Sub-Lt
Sub-Lt

Sub-Lt abbreviation sub-lieutenant
sub-machine-gun

sub-machine-gun /�s�bmə |

�ʃi�n(�n/ noun a small hand-held ma-
chine-gun, which is carried as a person-
al weapon
submarine

submarine /�s�bmə |�ri�n/ noun a war-
ship designed to move and operate un-
der water, armed with torpedoes or nu-
clear weapons � Submarines attacked
and sank three of our ships. � Their ship
was torpedoed by an enemy submarine.
submariner

submariner /s�b|�m�rnə/ noun a
sailor who serves on a submarine
submerge

submerge /səb |�m$�d%/ verb to go or
position something under water � The
submarine has submerged.
submunitions

submunitions /�s�bmju�|�nʃənz/
plural noun small projectiles, which are
often used in clusters. � TGSM
subordinate

subordinate /sə|�bɔ�dnət/ adjective
1. of a lower rank (than another person)
� All subordinate commanders will at-

tend the O Group. 2. working under an-
other person’s command or supervision
� You are subordinate to Captain Jones
for this operation. � noun a person who
works under another person’s command
or supervision � He is always rude to
his subordinates.
subsonic

subsonic /s�b|�sɒnk/ adjective trav-
elling at less than the speed of sound �

This is a subsonic projectile.
substantive

substantive /səb|�st�ntv/ adjective
(of rank) permanent (as opposed to act-
ing or temporary) � He has the substan-
tive rank of colonel.
sub-unit

sub-unit /�s�b �ju�nt/ noun a group-
ing, which forms part of a larger group-
ing

COMMENT: A section is a sub-unit of a
platoon; a platoon is a sub-unit of a
company; a company is a sub-unit of
a battalion.

subway

subway /�s�bwe/ noun 1. a tunnel
under a road 2. US an underground rail-
way
suffer

suffer /�s�fə/ verb to experience dis-
comfort, pain or unhappiness � The ci-
vilian population suffered many casual-
ties. � We have suffered heavy losses. �

The enemy is suffering from low morale.
� After three months on the front line he
suffered a breakdown.
suffering

suffering /�s�f(ə)rŋ/ noun an experi-
ence of discomfort, pain or unhappiness
suicide bomb

suicide bomb /�su�sad bɒm/ noun
a terrorist bombing tactic, where a ter-
rorist carries an explosive device or
drives a vehicle containing an explosive
device up to a target (e.g. a security
force base) and initiates it, deliberately
killing himself in the process
suicide bomber

suicide bomber /�su�sad �bɒmə/
noun a terrorist who detonates, or at-
tempts to detonate, a suicide bomb
Sukhoi

Sukhoi /�sυkɔ/ noun a Soviet-de-
signed fighter aircraft
Sultan

Sultan /�s�ltən/ noun a British-de-
signed armoured vehicle, which is de-
signed to be used as a mobile command
post
summit

summit /�s�mt/ noun the highest
point of a hill or mountain
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Sunray

Sunray /�s�nre/ noun the commander
of a unit or sub-unit (radio terminology)
� Sunray will be at your location in ten
minutes.
sunrise

sunrise /�s�nraz/ noun a time at
which the sun appears over the horizon
in the morning. � dawn, first light
sunset

sunset /�s�nset/ noun a time at which
the sun disappears below the horizon in
the evening. � dusk, last light
Super Etendard

Super Etendard /�su�pər �etəndɑ�d/
noun a French-designed multirole fight-
er aircraft, designed to operate from an
aircraft carrier
superior

superior /sυ |�pəriə/ adjective 1. of
higher rank than another person � He is
always rude to superior officers. 2. big-
ger or stronger than something else �

We were attacked by a superior force. 3.
of better quality than something else �

Our night-viewing equipment is superi-
or to the enemy’s. � noun a person who
holds a higher rank than another person
� You must obey your superiors. Com-
pare inferior
superiority

superiority /sυ|�pəri|�ɒrti/ noun a
state of being superior
supernumerary

supernumerary /�su�pə|�nju�mərər/
adjective additional to the establish-
ment of a grouping � All supernumer-
ary personnel will return to their own
units. � noun an extra or unwanted per-
son or thing � All supernumeraries were
ordered to move to the rear.
superpower

superpower /�su�pəpaυə/ noun an
extremely powerful country with great
economic strength and large armed
forces � The USA is the world’s single
superpower.
supersonic

supersonic /�su�pə|�sɒnk/ adjective
capable of travelling faster than the
speed of sound
Super Stallion

Super Stallion /�su�pə �st�ljən/
noun � CH-53
supervise

supervise /�su�pəvaz/ verb to con-
trol or guide the actions or work of other
people � He is supervising the digging
of the latrines.
supervisor

supervisor /�su�pəvazə/ noun a per-
son who supervises other people

supervisory

supervisory /�su�pəvazəri/ adjec-
tive controlling or guiding the actions or
work of other people � He has been giv-
en a supervisory job.
supplies

supplies /sə|�plaz/ plural noun items
which an army needs in order to carry
out its tasks (such as ammunition, food,
fuel, etc.) � The enemy is short of sup-
plies.
supply

supply /sə|�pla/ noun 1. an act of sup-
plying something � He is responsible
for the supply of food. 2. a quantity of
equipment, materiel, etc., which is
available for use � We have a large sup-
ply of fuel. � verb to provide a person or
group with the things they need � We
haven’t been supplied with NBC suits.
supply depot

supply depot /sə|�pla �depəυ/ noun a
military establishment, where supplies
are stored
supply dump

supply dump /sə |�pla d�mp/ noun a
temporary store of supplies in the field
supply point

supply point /sə|�pla pɔnt/ noun a
temporary place where military sup-
plies and services are issued
support

support /sə|�pɔ�t/ noun 1. assistance
or help � B Company are calling for
support. � in support providing or
ready to provide support 2. units or sub-
units which provide support � Brigade
can’t send us any support. 3. fire sup-
port � We are providing support to C
Company during phase 3. � verb 1. to
assist or help another person or group 2.
to provide fire support to another group-
ing � Company B will support us.
support company

support company /sə |�pɔ�t
�k�mp(ə)ni/ noun a company of an in-
fantry battalion, consisting of specialist
platoons (e.g. anti-tank, mortar, recon-
naissance, etc.)
supporting arms

supporting arms /sə|�pɔ�tŋ �ɑ�mz/
plural noun arms which support the
teeth arms (e.g., engineers, signals,
transport). Compare teeth arms
support weapons

support weapons /sə |�pɔ�t
�wepənz/ plural noun specialist weap-
ons held by an infantry unit (such as
anti-tank weapons, machine-guns, mor-
tars, etc.)
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suppress

suppress /sə |�pres/ verb to fire at an
enemy, in order to prevent him using his
weapons. � neutralize

COMMENT: When suppressing enemy
forces, it is not necessary to kill them.
The object is simply to make them
keep their heads down.

suppression

suppression /sə|�preʃ(ə)n/ noun an
act of suppressing
supreme

supreme /sυ|�pri�m/ adjective most
senior � the Supreme Commander of
NATO forces in Europe.
surface

Supreme Allied Commander At-
lantic /sυ|�pri�m ��lad kə|�mɑ�ndər ət|

�l�ntk/ noun full form of SACLANT
Supreme Allied Commander Europe

Supreme Allied Commander Eu-
rope /sυ|�pri�m ��lad kə|�mɑ�ndə
�jυərəp/ noun full form of SACEUR
Supreme Headquarters, Allied Powers in Europe

Supreme Headquarters, Allied
Powers in Europe noun the main
NATO headquarters in Europe. Abbr
SHAPE. � SACEUR, SACLANT
surface

surface /�s$�fs/ noun 1. the outside of
an object 2. the top part of the earth (i.e.
the land or sea) � verb (of submarines)
to return to the surface of the sea after
being under water � We dropped depth
charges in order to try to force the sub-
marine to surface.
surface-to-air missile

surface-to-air missile /�s$�fs tə
�eə �msal/ noun an anti-aircraft mis-
sile designed to be fired from the
ground or from a ship. Abbr SAM
surface-to-surface missile

surface-to-surface missile
/�s$�fs tə �s$�fs �msal/ noun a mis-
sile designed to be fired from a launcher
on the ground or on a ship at a target on
the ground. Abbr SSM
surface vessel

surface vessel /�s$�fs �ves(ə)l/
noun a boat or ship which travels on the
surface of water (as opposed to a sub-
marine)
surgeon

surgeon /�s$�d%ən/ noun a doctor
who specializes in surgery
surgeon-captain

surgeon-captain /�s$�d%ən �k�ptn/
noun a naval medical officer with the
rank of captain
surgery

surgery /�s$�d%əri/ noun the process
of treating illness or injury by cutting
into a person’s body in order to repair or
remove damaged tissue or organs � He
will need surgery.

surgical

surgical /�s$�d%k(ə)l/ adjective relat-
ing to surgery � A surgical team is on
stand-by.
surprise

surprise /sə|�praz/ noun 1. an unex-
pected action or event � The raid was a
complete surprise to the enemy. 2. an
act of surprising someone � Surprise
will be vital to the success of this oper-
ation. � verb 1. to do something unex-
pected to another person � We surprised
him as he was stealing petrol. 2. to
mount a surprise attack � We surprised
the enemy as they were crossing the riv-
er.
surprise attack

surprise attack /sə |�praz ə|�t�k/
noun an attack which is mounted on the
enemy when he is not expecting it
surrender

surrender /sə|�rendə/ noun an act of
surrendering � We don’t know what
happened to him after the surrender. �

At the surrender, the defeated enemy
general gave up his sword. � verb to
stop fighting and hand oneself over to
the enemy � 7 Brigade has surrendered.
� Two thousand soldiers surrendered to
our unit.
surround

surround /sə|�raυnd/ verb 1. to be on
all sides of something � The village is
surrounded by woods. 2. to position
your forces on all sides of an enemy, so
that he is unable to escape or be rein-
forced � 6 Brigade is surrounded.
surveillance

surveillance /sə|�veləns/ noun 1. any
method which can be used to locate the
enemy or observe his activities and
movements or listen to his radio trans-
missions � The general places great im-
portance on good surveillance. 2. peo-
ple or equipment involved in surveil-
lance � This manoeuvre is designed to
confuse the enemy surveillance.
surveyor

surveyor /sə|�veə/ noun an assistant
to a forward observation officer (FOO).
Also called OP/ack
survival

survival /sə|�vav(ə)l/ noun an act or
process of surviving
survival area

survival area /sə|�vav(ə)l �eəriə/
noun a concealed location, to which a
unit deploys when war is imminent, be-
cause the unit’s peacetime location is
probably registered as a target and may
be attacked as soon as hostilities begin
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survival course

survival course /sə|�vav(ə)l kɔ�s/
noun a series of lessons, lectures and
practical exercises on how to survive in
a particular situation � I am going on a
survival course.
survive

survive /sə|�vav/ verb to remain alive,
in spite of a dangerous situation or life-
threatening injury � He survived the
plane crash.
survivor

survivor /sə|�vavə/ noun a person
who survives � There were no survivors
from the massacre.
SUSAT

SUSAT noun an optical sight used on a
combat rifle. Full form Sight Unit
Small Arms Trilux
suspect

suspect /�s�spekt/ noun a person
who is thought to have committed a
crime
sustainability

sustainability /sə|�stenə|�blti/ noun
the ability of a force to remain equipped
and ready for action during the whole of
an operation
sustained fire

sustained fire /sə|�stend �faə/ noun
fire from a machine-gun, which has
been mounted on a tripod and fitted
with a special sight, so that it can en-
gage registered targets at long ranges,
even when visibility is poor. Abbr SF
swamp

swamp /swɒmp/ noun a thick wood-
land growing on wet ground, much of
which is permanently under water
sweep

sweep /swi�p/ noun a search of an area
of ground or sea � verb to search an area
of ground or sea (especially for mines)
� The channel has been swept for
mines. (NOTE: sweeping – swept)

Swingfire

Swingfire /�swŋfaə/ noun a British-
designed wire-guided anti-tank missile
(ATGW), usually fired from a variant of
the AFV-432
sword

sword /sɔ�d/ noun a weapon with a
long blade, formerly used in warfare,
but now ceremonial � At the surrender,
the defeated enemy general gave up his
sword.
sword of honour

sword of honour /�sɔ�d əv �ɒnə/
noun a sword presented to the best stu-
dent in a class at a military college
synagogue

synagogue /�snə(ɒ(/ noun a build-
ing used for religious worship by Jews
synchronize

synchronize /�sŋkrənaz/, syn-
chronise /�sŋkrə|�naz/ verb 1. to
make (actions, etc.) happen at the same
time � The attacks were not synchro-
nized properly. 2. to adjust clocks or
watches, so that they are all showing the
same time � The commanders forgot to
synchronize their watches at the O
Group.
syphon

syphon /�saf(ə)n/ noun another
spelling of siphon
syrette

syrette /s|�ret/ noun a device similar
to a syringe, containing an individual
dose of a drug or vaccine, which is de-
signed to be carried by a soldier so that
he can inject himself in an emergency �
Each man was issued with three syrettes
of atropine.
syringe

syringe /s|�rnd%/ noun a device, con-
sisting of a tube, plunger and needle,
which is used to inject liquid into a per-
son’s body or to extract blood or other
fluids � We found a syringe in his locker.
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T-54

T-54 /�ti� ffti �fɔ�/ noun a 1950s-era
Soviet-designed main battle tank
(MBT) (NOTE: The plural form is T-54s
/�ti� |�ffti|�fɔ�z/.)
T-62

T-62 /�ti� sksti �tu�/ noun a 1960s-era
Soviet-designed main battle tank
(MBT) (NOTE: The plural form is T-62s
/�ti� |�sksti|�tu�z/.)
T-64

T-64 /�ti� sksti �fɔ�/ noun a 1970s-era
Soviet-designed main battle tank
(MBT) (NOTE: The plural form is T-64s
/�ti� |�sksti|�fɔ�z/.)
T-72

T-72 /�ti� sevənti �tu�/ noun a simpler
version of the Soviet-designed T-64
main battle tank, produced for export to
Warsaw Pact countries and other allies
of the Soviet Union (NOTE: The plural
form is T-72s /�ti� |�sevənti|�tu�z/.)
T-80

T-80 /�ti� �eti/ noun a 1980s-era Sovi-
et-designed main battle tank (MBT)
(NOTE: The plural form is T-80s /�ti�|

�etiz/.)
TA

TA abbreviation Territorial Army
TAA

TAA abbreviation tactical assembly
area
tab

tab /t�b/ noun 1. a small coloured
patch worn on each side of the collar �

The general is the one with the red tabs.
2. a march (infantry slang) � We had a
long tab to our pick-up point. � verb to
go on foot (infantry slang) � We were
tabbing for most of the night.
Tabun

Tabun /tə |�bυn/ noun � GA
TAC

TAC /t�k/, TAC HQ abbreviation tacti-
cal headquarters
TACC

TACC /�ti� e si� �si�/ noun US the prin-
cipal command centre for air operations
in an operational theatre. Full form tac-
tical air command centre
TACP

TACP /�t�k �pi�/, Tac-P noun US a
small group, trained to direct close air

support � We’ve got a TACP attached to
us for Phase 1. Full form tactical air
control party. � FAC
TACSAT

TACSAT /�t�ks�t/ noun a secure ra-
dio system, in which the signal is trans-
mitted to a satellite before being redi-
rected to another radio with the correct
receiving equipment. Full form tactical
satellite radio
tac-sign

tac-sign /�t�k san/ noun 1. a small
unobtrusive signpost (often marked
with symbols instead of words) � Just
follow the tac-signs. 2. identification
symbol painted on a vehicle � Our tac-
sign is a black triangle. � full form tac-
tical sign
tactic

tactic /�t�ktk/ noun a combination of
firepower, formation and manoeuvre,
which is used to achieve a military ob-
jective

COMMENT: Strategy refers to the
movement of armies in order to
achieve the overall objectives of a
campaign or war (for example the
capture of a port, which can be used
to land supplies and reinforcements
for future operations), while tactics
refers to the movement of battalions,
brigades, divisions and equivalent-
sized groupings, in order to achieve
local objectives (for example the de-
struction of an enemy battalion,
which is defending one of the ap-
proaches to the port).

tactical

tactical /�t�ktk(ə)l/ adjective 1. re-
lating to tactics 2. relating to the battle-
field
tactical air command centre

tactical air command centre
/�t�ktk(ə)l eə kə|�mɑ�nd �sentə/ noun
full form of TACC
tactical air control party

tactical air control party
/�t�ktk(ə)l eə kən|�trəυl �pɑ�ti/ noun
full form of TACP
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tactical area of responsibility

tactical area of responsibility
/�t�ktk(ə)l �eəriə əv r|�spɒns|�blti/
noun the area of ground defended and
patrolled by a unit or other tactical
grouping. Abbr TAOR
tactical bombing

tactical bombing /�t�ktk(ə)l
�bɒmŋ/ noun bombing carried out in
direct support of ground forces
tactical bound

tactical bound /�t�ktk(ə)l �baυnd/
noun a distance which ensures that one
group is close enough to support anoth-
er group without the risk of both com-
ing under effective fire from the same
enemy � Platoon HQ was moving a tac-
tical bound behind the point section.
tactical electronic reconnaissance system

tactical electronic reconnais-
sance system /�t�ktk(ə)l
�elektrɒnk r |�kɒnsəns �sstəm/ noun
full form of TEREC
tactical exercise without troops

tactical exercise without troops
/�t�ktk(ə)l �eksəsaz w|�ðaυt �tru�ps/
noun full form of TEWT
tactical fighter wing

tactical fighter wing /�t�ktk(ə)l
�fatə �wŋ/ noun US a tactical air-force
grouping of three fighter squadrons plus
supporting arms. Abbr TFW
tactical headquarters

tactical headquarters /�t�ktk(ə)l
hed|�kwɔ�təz/ plural noun a small mo-
bile headquarters, used by a command-
er when he is moving around the battle-
field. Abbr TAC
tactical mobility

tactical mobility /�t�ktk(ə)l məυ|

�blti/ noun the ability to move forces
to respond to an enemy attack
tactical nuclear weapon

tactical nuclear weapon
/�t�ktk(ə)l �nju�kliə �wepən/ noun a
small nuclear weapon designed to de-
stroy enemy forces on the battlefield
tactical recovery of aircraft and personnel

tactical recovery of aircraft and
personnel /�t�ktk(ə)l r|�k�v(ə)ri əv
�eəkrɑ�ft ən �p$�sə|�nel/ noun full form
of TRAP
tactical reserves

tactical reserves /�t�ktk(ə)l r|

�z$�vz/ plural noun reserve forces kept
for use in the battlefield
tactical satellite radio

tactical satellite radio /�t�ktk(ə)l
�s�təlat �rediəυ/ noun full form of
TACSAT
tactical sign

tactical sign /�t�ktk(ə)l san/ noun
full form of tac-sign

tactical situation

tactical situation /�t�ktk(ə)l �stjυ|

�eʃ(ə)n/ noun positions, strengths and
known or probable intentions of both
friendly forces and enemy forces. Com-
pare strategic
tactical withdrawal

tactical withdrawal /�t�ktk(ə)l
wð|�drɔ�əl/ noun withdrawal from the
enemy as part of a planned manoeuvre
tactician

tactician /t�k|�tʃ(ə)n/ noun a person
who is an expert at tactics
tactics

tactics /�t�ktks/ plural noun the art
of employing military forces on the bat-
tlefield. Compare strategy
tail

tail /tel/ noun 1. the rear elements of a
large military force or grouping � The
enemy’s tail is now extremely vulnera-
ble to air attack. 2. the rear end of an
aircraft (informal ) � Look out! There’s a
bogey on your tail!
tailplane

tailplane /�telplen/ noun a small
wing-like structure at the rear of an air-
craft � The tailplane was almost shot
away by cannon fire.
tail wind

tail wind /�tel wnd/ noun a wind
blowing in the same direction as that in
which an aircraft or ship is travelling
take

take /tek/ verb 1. to acquire � He took
a cigarette from the packet. 2. to capture
� The enemy has taken the bridge. � The
patrol took two prisoners. 3. to remove
� Someone has taken my rifle. 4. to car-
ry with you � The patrol is taking a
night viewing device. 5. to be accompa-
nied by � We took a local farmer as a
guide. (NOTE: taking – took – have tak-
en)
take action

take action /�tek ��kʃən/ verb to do
something
take off

take off /�tek �ɒf/ verb (of aircraft) to
leave the ground � The fighters took off
at first light.
take-off

take-off /�tek ɒf/ noun an action of an
aircraft taking off from the ground �

Take-off at 0630hrs. � The plane
crashed on take-off. � Take-off was de-
layed by fog.

COMMENT: Vertical take-off is not usu-
ally possible when the aircraft is car-
rying a full payload of munitions. In
such cases, the aircraft would need
to take off from a runway like any
conventional fixed-wing aircraft. Most
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vertical take-off aircraft, however, re-
quire a considerably shorter distance
to take off than do conventional air-
craft, and would therefore be able to
use stretches of road or grass areas
as runways. Once the aircraft has
discharged its munitions it would be
able to carry out a normal vertical
landing. The acronyms STOVL (short
take-off and vertical landing) and
V/STOL (vertical or short take-off and
landing) are used to describe these
capabilities.

take out

take out /�tek �aυt/ verb to kill or de-
stroy � B troop took out six APCs.
talc

talc /t�lk/ noun clear plastic sheeting,
which is used to cover maps and which
may be written upon or marked
tally

tally /�t�l həυ/, tally ho adverb I have
seen an enemy aircraft or other target
(air force terminology)

COMMENT: This expression is taken
from the sport of foxhunting.

tandem warhead

tandem warhead /�t�ndəm
�wɔ�hed/ noun an anti-tank warhead,
consisting of two shaped charges posi-
tioned one behind the other, which is
designed to defeat explosive reactive ar-
mour (ERA); the first charge activates
the ERA and the second charge then
penetrates the main armour underneath
Tango

Tango /�t�ŋ(əυ/ noun the twentieth
letter of the phonetic alphabet (Tt)
tank

tank /t�ŋk/ noun 1. an armoured fight-
ing vehicle fitted with tracks and a gun
2. a large container or structure de-
signed to hold liquid or gas � A shell hit
a fuel storage tank. 3. part of an aircraft
or ship or vehicle which contains its
fuel � The plane exploded when a round
hit its fuel tank.
tank action

tank action /�t�ŋk ��kʃən/ noun the
act of using a gun as a direct-fire weap-
on against tanks
tank commander

tank commander /�t�ŋk kə|

�mɑ�ndə/ noun an officer in charge of a
tank or tank unit
tanker

tanker /�t�ŋkə/ noun 1. an aircraft,
ship or vehicle fitted with a tank or
tanks designed to carry liquid or gas
(especially fuel) 2. a soldier in an ar-
mored unit
tank gunner

tank gunner /�t�ŋk �(�nə/ noun a
soldier operating a tank’s guns

tank-heavy task force

tank-heavy task force /�t�ŋk �hevi
�tɑ�sk �fɔ�s/ noun three tank companies
and one company of infantry
tank transporter

tank transporter /�t�ŋk tr�ns|

�pɔ�tə/ noun a large wheeled vehicle,
designed to carry a tank or other ar-
moured vehicle over long distances by
road
tannoy

tannoy /�t�nɔ/ tdmk a trademark for
a system of loudspeakers in a ship or
building, which are used to make an-
nouncements
TAOR

TAOR abbreviation tactical area of re-
sponsibility
tape

tape /tep/ noun 1. a strip of fabric or
plastic, used to bind objects together or
as a marker or for other purposes 2. a
magnetic tape, used for recording sound
� He was listening to a tape of military
music. � They played back the tape of
the conversation. � verb 1. to record on
magnetic tape � We have taped some of
the enemy radio transmissions. 2. � to
tape off to use mine tape as a barrier or
boundary � We have taped off the area
of the explosion.
Taps

Taps /t�ps/ noun US a nickname for
the bugle-call ‘Last Post’
target

target /�tɑ�(t/ noun any object or area
which is shot at, fired upon or bombed
� They dropped six bombs on the target.
� Two of our shells missed the target. �

verb to select as a target � The enemy
have denied that they were targeting ci-
vilians.
target acquisition

target acquisition /�tɑ�(t ��kw|

�zʃ(ə)n/ noun the act of selecting and
locking onto a target with a weapon
guidance system
target indication

target indication /�tɑ�(t �nd|

�keʃ(ə)n/ noun a sequence of verbal in-
structions for informing your comrades
of the exact location of a target
tarmac

tarmac /�tɑ�m�k/ tdmk a trademark
for a road surface made of a mixture of
tar and gravel (NOTE: The American
English term is asphalt.)
tarp

tarp /tɑ�p/ abbreviation tarpaulin
tarpaulin

tarpaulin /tɑ�|�pɔ�ln/ noun a water-
proof sheet used to protect an object
from dust or rain
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tartan

tartan /�tɑ�t(ə)n/ noun a traditional
Scottish fabric pattern of coloured lines
and checks � Some Scottish regiments
wear tartan flashes on their bonnets.
task

task /tɑ�sk/ noun something which
must be done � He failed to complete
his task. � We have been given the task
of collecting information on under-
ground organizations. � verb to allocate
a task � B Company has been tasked for
this mission.
task force

task force /�tɑ�sk fɔ�s/ noun 1. a US
combined arms grouping based on an
infantry or tank battalion (NOTE: The
British equivalent is battle group; the
US Marine Corps equivalent is battal-
ion landing team (BLT).) 2. a large
combined arms grouping formed for a
specific operation or campaign � The
government is sending a task force to
the area. � joint task force 3. an outdat-
ed British Army term for an armoured
brigade

COMMENT: An American task force
often organizes its companies into
combined arms groupings known as
company teams, containing a mix of
tank platoons and mechanized infan-
try platoons. The exact composition
will depend on the tactical require-
ment at the time. The British equiva-
lents of company teams are known
as company and squadron groups
and squadron and company
groups.

team

team /ti�m/ noun a group of people
who work together
tear agent

tear agent /�tə �ed%ənt/ noun a
chemical agent designed to irritate the
eyes and throat, normally used for
crowd control
tear gas

tear gas /�tə (�s/ noun a chemical
agent which irritates the eyes and makes
people choke. � CS gas
technical

technical /�teknk(ə)l/ adjective relat-
ing to instruments, machinery, radios,
weapons, etc.
technical arrangements

technical arrangements, techni-
cal agreements plural noun agree-
ments reached between commanders of
different NATO forces regarding the
implementation of higher level agree-
ments on the ground. Also called de-
tailed support arrangements

technical officer

technical officer /�teknk(ə)l �ɒfsə/
noun an officer who has technical skills,
e.g. in engineering or communications
technical quartermaster

technical quartermaster
/�teknk(ə)l �kwɔ�tə|�mɑ�stə/ noun an
officer (with a quartermaster commis-
sion) responsible for all technical
equipment and machinery held by a bat-
talion or equivalent-sized grouping.
Abbr TQM
technical quartermaster sergeant

technical quartermaster ser-
geant /�teknk(ə)l �kwɔ�təmɑ�stə
�sɑ�d%ənt/ noun a warrant officer who
assists the technical quartermaster of a
battalion or equivalent-sized grouping.
Abbr TQMS
technical sergeant

technical sergeant /�teknk(ə)l
�sɑ�d%ənt/ noun US a senior non-com-
missioned officer in the air force
technician

technician /tek|�nʃ(ə)n/ noun a per-
son trained in the repair and mainte-
nance of technical equipment
teeth arms

teeth arms /�ti�θ �ɑ�mz/ plural noun
branches of the armed forces which ac-
tually fight (such as armour, artillery,
infantry). Compare supporting arms
TEL

TEL /�ti� i� �el/ noun a vehicle designed
to carry and launch a surface-to-surface
missile (SSM). Full form transporter-
erector-launcher. � MEL
telescope

telescope /�telskəυp/ noun an opti-
cal instrument formed of a single long
tube with lenses at both ends, designed
for looking at distant objects � He ex-
amined the bridge through a powerful
telescope. � field-glasses, binoculars
telescopic

telescopic /�tel|�skɒpk/ adjective 1.
relating to a telescope 2. made in sec-
tions which slide together, for ease of
carriage or storage � telescopic antenna
telescopic sight

telescopic sight /�telskɒpk �sat/
noun a small telescope used as a sight
for a rifle
template

template /�tem |�plet/ noun 1. a sim-
ple mathematical instrument for work-
ing out the danger area for a field-firing
range, consisting of a thin piece of plas-
tic cut to specific angles and measure-
ments � On this course, officers are
shown how to construct and apply
range templates. 2. a range danger area,
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marked on a map by means of a tem-
plate � That road is inside the template.
tenable

tenable /�tenəb(ə)l/ adjective possible
to defend � Our position is no longer
tenable.
tent

tent /tent/ noun a portable shelter
made of waterproof fabric, which is
supported by poles � The unit will be
housed in tents for the period of the ex-
ercises.
TEREC

TEREC /�terek/ noun an airborne ra-
dar receiving system used for the loca-
tion of enemy radar sites. Full form tac-
tical electronic reconnaissance sys-
tem
terminally guided

terminally guided /�t$�mnəli
�(add/ adjective capable of guiding it-
self automatically towards its own tar-
get
terminally guided submunitions

terminally guided submunitions
/�t$�mn(ə)li �(add �s�bmju� |�nʃənz/
plural noun full form of TGSM
terminally guided warhead

terminally guided warhead
/�t$�mn(ə)li �(add �wɔ�hed/ noun an
anti-tank missile which uses a radar
seeker to search for suitable targets.
Abbr TGW
terminate

terminate /�t$�mnet/ verb 1. to fin-
ish something � We will have to termi-
nate the conference now. 2. US to kill �
He has been terminated.
terrace

terrace /�terəs/ noun one of a series of
level areas constructed on the side of a
hill, in order to cultivate crops
terraced housing

terraced housing /�tert �haυzŋ/
noun a line of houses along a street or
road, which are all joined to each other
terrain

terrain /tə|�ren/ noun 1. ground 2. a
type of land (such as desert, farmland,
mountains, woodland, etc.) � The attack
will be launched through wooded ter-
rain.
terrain feature

terrain feature /tə |�ren �fi�tʃə/ noun
part of a landscape, e.g. a mountain or
river
terrain-orientated mission

terrain-orientated mission /tə |

�ren �ɔ�riəntetd �mʃ(ə)n/ noun a
mission with the principal aim of either
capturing or holding ground. � MOPP
terrier

terrier /�teriə/ noun a member of the
Territorial Army (TA) (informal) �

We’re being relieved by a battalion of
terriers.
territorial

territorial /�ter|�tɔ�riəl/ adjective re-
lating to the territory of a state � noun a
member of the Territorial Army � 200
territorials were sent to the area.
Territorial Army

Territorial Army /�terətɔ�riəl �ɑ�mi/
noun a volunteer force of part-time sol-
diers, designed to reinforce the regular
army in the event of war. Abbr TA
territorial waters

territorial waters /�tertɔ�riəl
�wɔ�təz/ plural noun an area of sea
coming under the jurisdiction of a state
� The ship was attacked in French terri-
torial waters.
territory

territory /�tert(ə)ri/ noun an area or
region coming under the control or ju-
risdiction of a state or military force �

The squad wandered into enemy-occu-
pied territory.
terrorism

terrorism /�terərz(ə)m/ noun the use
of physical violence to intimidate a gov-
ernment or the general public, in order
to achieve political objectives
terrorist

terrorist /�terərst/ noun a person in-
volved in terrorism

COMMENT: The use of this word is
very much a question of perception.
A terrorist in one person’s view may
very well be seen as a freedom
fighter by another person holding
opposing views.

tetanus

tetanus /�tet(ə)nəs/ noun a some-
times fatal bacterial disease, an infec-
tion affecting the nervous system
caused by Clostridium tetani in the soil;
it affects the spinal cord and causes
spasms in the muscles which occur first
in the jaw
TEWT

TEWT /�tju�t/ noun an exercise involv-
ing only the command elements of a
tactical grouping, who examine an area
of ground in order to plan and then dis-
cuss a hypothetical military operation �
We are going on a TEWT tomorrow.
Full form tactical exercise without
troops
TEZ

TEZ abbreviation 1. tactical exclusion
zone 2. total exclusion zone
TF

TF abbreviation task force
TFW

TFW abbreviation tactical fighter wing
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TGSM

TGSM /�ti� d%i� es �em/ noun small
anti-armour projectiles, which are re-
leased by a missile over a target area
and which then independently seek out
and attack their own targets. Full form
terminally guided submunitions
TGW

TGW /�ti� d%i� �d�bl(ə)ju�/ abbrevia-
tion terminally guided warhead
theater

theater /�θətə/ noun US spelling of
theatre
theatre

theatre /�θətə/ noun an area in which
operations are being carried out � Stra-
tegic mobility implies the ability of forc-
es to move rapidly between theatres.
theft

theft /θeft/ noun an act of stealing
thermal

thermal /�θ$�m(ə)l/ adjective relating
to heat
thermal identification panel

thermal identification panel
/�θ$�m(ə)l a|�dentf|�keʃ(ə)n
�p�n(ə)l/ noun a battle command iden-
tification system consisting of panels
which are attached to vehicles and uni-
forms and which radiate heat and glow
when they are viewed through infrared
optical devices. They show whether the
vehicles and troops belong to friendly
forces.
thermal image

thermal image /�θ$�m(ə)l �md%/
noun an image produced by equipment
which can identify the varying levels of
heat given off by different objects. Abbr
TI
thermal imager

thermal imager /�θ$�m(ə)l �md%ə/
noun an optical instrument which pro-
duces a thermal image. Abbr TI
thermal imaging sight

thermal imaging sight /�θ$�m(ə)l
�md%ŋ �sat/ noun a weapon sight de-
signed around a thermal imager. Abbr
TIS
thermal radiation

thermal radiation /�θ$�m(ə)l �redi|

�eʃ(ə)n/ noun the rays of heat and light
given off by a nuclear explosion
thermobaric bomb

thermobaric bomb /�θ$�məυb�rk
�bɒmb/ noun a bomb that sends out a
cloud of explosive material which then
ignites and so creates a pressure wave
thermos

thermos /�θ$�mɒs/ tdmk a trademark
for a container designed to keep drinks
hot for several hours � I took a thermos
of tea out to the gun position.

threat

threat /θret/ noun 1. something which
is dangerous or hostile � The partisans
are posing a major threat to our supply
routes. 2. enemy forces � The main
threat is from the east. 3. a statement de-
claring a person’s intention to do harm
� He was making threats to other peo-
ple in the bar.
threaten

threaten /�θret(ə)n/ verb 1. to ma-
noeuvre against � The enemy is threat-
ening our left flank. 2. to say that you
intend to do harm to someone � He
threatened me. � He threatened to shoot
me.
three-star general

three-star general /�θri� stɑ�
�d%en(ə)rəl/ noun a lieutenant general
throat-mike

throat-mike /�θrəυt mak/ noun a ra-
dio microphone which is strapped to the
user’s throat and utilizes the vibrations
from his vocal cords
thrust

thrust /θr�st/ noun an advance � G2
reports a strong enemy thrust in the di-
rection of Prague. � verb to move for-
ward with force � The invaders thrust
on towards the capital.
thumbs-up

thumbs-up /�θ�m �z�p/ noun a ges-
ture, consisting of a clenched fist with
the thumb pointing upwards, which in-
dicates that everything is alright, or that
the next phase of an activity may pro-
ceed � Once the minefield was
breached, he gave a thumbs-up to the
company commander. � to give some-
thing the thumbs-up to approve a
course of action � The operation has
been given the thumbs-up.
Thunderbolt

Thunderbolt /�θ�ndəbəυlt/ noun
same as A-10
thunderbox

thunderbox /�θ�ndəbɒks/ noun a la-
trine, usually consisting of a box-seat
positioned over a pit (slang) � As a pun-
ishment, you can clean out the thunder-
box.
thunderflash

thunderflash /�θ�ndəfl�ʃ/ noun a
pyrotechnic device, producing a small
explosion but no shrapnel or other dan-
gerous fragments, which is designed to
simulate artillery or grenade explosions
on training exercises
TI

TI abbreviation 1. thermal image 2.
thermal imager
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tick

tick /tk/ noun a small insect which at-
taches itself to an animal’s skin in order
to suck its blood
tidal

tidal /�tad(ə)l/ adjective affected by
tides � The river is tidal as far as Car-
rick-on-Suir.
tide

tide /tad/ noun the rise and fall of the
sea which takes place twice a day
tilt-switch

tilt-switch /�tlt swtʃ/ noun a device
for initiating an explosive device (espe-
cially booby traps), consisting of a
small glass or plastic container, fitted
with a positive and a negative electric
wire and half-filled with mercury; when
the container is moved, the mercury
flows over the exposed ends of the two
wires, completing the electrical circuit
and thus initiating the explosion

COMMENT: Terrorist bombs which
have been designed to be initiated by
timer or remote control, are often fit-
ted with a tilt-switch as well, in case
anyone tries to remove or defuse the
device

time-bomb

time-bomb /�tam bɒm/ noun a bomb
detonated by a time mechanism
time phased force deployment list

time phased force deployment
list /�tam �fezd fɔ�s d|�plɔmənt lst/
noun full form of TPFDL
timer

timer /�tamə/ noun a device for arm-
ing or initiating an improvised explo-
sive device (IED) at a pre-set time �

They used a small alarm clock as a tim-
er.
timing

timing /�tamŋ/ noun a time at which
an event is scheduled to occur � All the
timings were changed at the last mo-
ment. � He sent a list of timings to HQ.

COMMENT: Military timings are always
given using the twenty-four hour
clock, usually followed by the word
hours which is abbreviated to hrs.
Thus, 8.15am is 0815hrs, 1pm is
1300hrs, 6.30pm is 1830hrs, etc.
NATO forces normally use Green-
wich Mean Time (GMT) for their tim-
ings. This is known as Zulu time (for
example: H-Hour at 0645Z. The time
of the country in which one is operat-
ing is known as local time.

tin

tin /tn/ noun a metal container in
which food or drink is hermetically
sealed for storage over long periods �

We found some tins of meat left in the

camp. (NOTE: In American English, can
is more usual.)
T intersection

T intersection /�ti� �ntə|�sekʃən/
noun US same as T-junction
tire

tire /�taə/ noun US spelling of tyre
TIS

TIS abbreviation thermal imaging sight
T-junction

T-junction /�ti� �d%�ŋkʃ(ə)n/ noun a
place where two roads meet at right an-
gles to each other
TNT

TNT /�ti� en �ti�/ noun a type of high
explosive. Full form trinitrotoluene
TOGS

TOGS /tɒ(z/ abbreviation thermal ob-
servation gunnery sight
Tomahawk

Tomahawk /�tɒməhɔ�k/ noun an
American-designed cruise missile
Tomcat

Tomcat /�tɒmk�t/ noun � F-14
ton

ton /t�n/ noun 1. a unit of weight cor-
responding to 1,016.05 kilograms (long
ton) 2. US a unit of weight correspond-
ing to 907.19 kilograms (short ton)
tonne

tonne /t�n/ noun a unit of weight cor-
responding to 1,000 kilograms (metric
ton)
topographical crest

topographical crest
/�tɒpə(r�fk(ə)l �krest/ noun an actual
crest from which the bottom of the
slope may not be visible
top secret

top secret /�tɒp �si�krət/ adjective
highest security classification for docu-
ments and information � That informa-
tion is classified top secret. � He left
some top-secret documents on the back
seat of a taxi.
torch

torch /tɔ�tʃ/ noun a hand-held battery-
powered device for producing light �

He used a torch to attract attention. �

flashlight � verb to set fire to some-
thing (informal) � They torched the vil-
lage.
Tornado

Tornado /tɔ�|�nedəυ/ noun a Brit-
ish/German/Italian-designed fighter
aircraft
Tornado F-3

Tornado F-3 /tɔ�|�nedəυ ef �θri�/
noun a long-range interceptor
Tornado GR.1

Tornado GR.1 /tɔ�|�nedəυ d%i� ɑ�
�w�n�/ noun a multirole fighter opti-
mized for ground-attack
torpedo

torpedo /tɔ�|�pi�dəυ/ noun an under-
water missile, designed to explode
when it hits a ship � verb to hit (and
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sink) a ship using a torpedo � Their ship
was torpedoed by an enemy submarine.
torpedo-boat

torpedo-boat /tɔ�|�pi�dəυ bəυt/ noun
a small fast-moving warship, designed
to fire torpedos at other ships
torpedo tube

torpedo tube /tɔ�|�pi�dəυ tju�b/ noun
a barrel through which a torpedo is fired
from a submarine
torture

torture /�tɔ�tʃə/ noun a deliberate act
of inflicting pain on a person (usually in
order to extract information) � The ene-
my is known to use torture. � The pris-
oner died under torture. � verb to delib-
erately inflict pain on another person �

The rebels have been torturing civil-
ians.
toss-bombing

toss-bombing /�tɒs �bɒmŋ/ noun an
attack where bombs are released as the
aircraft is making a shallow climb at
high speed; the bombs’ trajectories then
carry them forward a considerable dis-
tance before they hit the ground, mak-
ing it unnecessary for the aircraft to
pass directly over its target
TOT

TOT abbreviation time over target
total personnel strength

total personnel strength /�təυt(ə)l
�p$�sə|�nel �streŋθ/ noun the total
number of personnel available for an
operation
touch

touch /t�tʃ/ verb to come into physical
contact with another thing � He
couldn’t touch the dead man. � noun
physical contact � I can’t stand the
touch of a dead body. � in touch radio
contact with another call-sign (radio ter-
minology) � Are you in touch with 33? �
to get in touch to establish radio con-
tact with another call sign � Get in
touch with 22B and ask them for a SI-
TREP.
touch down

touch down /�t�tʃ �daυn/ verb (of air-
craft) to land � The aircraft touched
down at 1500 hrs.
tour

tour /tυə/ noun a period of operational
duty � The regiment has just completed
its second tour of duty in the region.
tourniquet

tourniquet /�tɔ�nke/ noun an act of
twisting a stick through a bandage
which is bound around a limb, in order
to constrict the artery and thus reduce
the bleeding from a serious wound � He
applied a tourniquet.

COMMENT: A tourniquet can do more
harm than good if it is incorrectly ap-
plied.

tow

tow /təυ/ verb to move a vehicle, air-
craft or ship by pulling it � We had to
tow the tank off the battlefield. � noun
an act of pulling a vehicle behind anoth-
er one using e.g. a rope � The broken-
down truck was on tow.
TOW

TOW /təυ/ noun an American-de-
signed anti-tank missile. Full form
tube-launched, optically-tracked,
wire-guided missile
tower

tower /�taυə/ noun a tall structure, usu-
ally built for observation or defence
town

town /taυn/ noun a large settlement
toxic

toxic /�tɒksk/ adjective poisonous �

Clouds of toxic gas rose from the burn-
ing supply dump.
TP

TP abbreviation troop
TPFDL

TPFDL /�ti� pi� ef di� �el/ noun US a
document showing the order in which
units and groupings deploy to an area of
operations. Full form time phased
force deployment list
TPr

TPr abbreviation trooper
TQM

TQM abbreviation technical quarter-
master
TQMS

TQMS abbreviation technical quarter-
master sergeant
TR-1

TR-1 /�ti� ɑ� �w�n/ noun an American-
designed high-altitude reconnaissance
aircraft
trace

trace /tres/ noun a piece of transpar-
ent paper or plastic, marked with
boundaries, positions, routes, and other
information relating to an operation,
which is designed to be placed over a
map as a means of briefing the partici-
pants. Also called overlay
tracer

tracer /�tresə/ noun a bullet which is
designed to ignite after firing and burn
in flight, so that the fall of shot can be
observed. Also called incendiary bul-
let
tracer bullet

tracer bullet /�tresə �bυlt/ noun
same as incendiary bullet
track

track /tr�k/ noun 1. marks on the
ground, made by the movement of a
person or vehicle � We followed the
tracks of the convoy. 2. a rough path or
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road � Someone is moving along the
track. � There are several tracks
through the wood. 3. a railway line �

The track has been blown up in several
places. 4. a moving band of metal links
fitted around the wheels of a tank or
other armoured vehicle, enabling it to
move over soft or uneven ground � The
tank came off the road when it lost a
track. � half-track � verb 1. to follow
the track of a person or vehicle � The
deserters were tracked to the local rail-
way station. 2. to follow the movement
of an aircraft, vehicle or ship using sur-
veillance equipment or a missile guid-
ance system � They were unable to
track the aircraft. � We are being
tracked.
tracked

tracked /tr�kd/ adjective (of ar-
moured vehicles) fitted with tracks
tracker dog

tracker dog /�tr�kə dɒ(/ noun a dog
trained to follow the smell of a person
tracking

tracking /�tr�kŋ/ noun the act of fol-
lowing the movement of an aircraft, ve-
hicle or ship using surveillance equip-
ment or a missile guidance system
trade

trade /tred/ noun 1. a general term for
the business of buying and selling
goods (especially between different
countries) � The war has severely dis-
rupted all trade in the region. 2. targets
(especially enemy aircraft) (air-force
jargon) � Hello Fruitbat, this is Merlin.
I have some trade for you, north-west of
Minden.
traffic

traffic /�tr�fk/ noun 1. vehicles mov-
ing on a road � The convoy was delayed
by heavy traffic. 2. a mass of messages
on radio � There is too much unneces-
sary traffic on this net.
trail

trail /trel/ adjective relating to the sub-
sequent waves of an advancing force,
which are in a position to reinforce the
leading elements or take over the lead
when required � The enemy trail units
were broken up by our airstrikes. � fol-
low-on forces � noun 1. a rough path
or track � The patrol made its way up
the trail. 2. marks on the ground, made
by the movement of a person or vehicle
� We followed the trail left by enemy
soldiers. 3. a structure at the rear of an
artillery piece, which enables it to be

towed by a vehicle � He fell over the
trail of the gun. 4. the way in which a
bomb falls behind an aircraft after it has
been dropped, because the aircraft’s
forward speed is greater than that of the
bomb
trailer

trailer /�trelə/ noun a vehicle with no
engine, designed to be towed by another
vehicle
train

train /tren/ noun 1. several railway
carriages towed by a railway engine �

The battalion will move by train. 2. a
column of vehicles carrying supplies,
which accompanies a military force �

The enemy has captured our train. �

verb 1. to teach or instruct � He has
been trained in the use of explosives. 2.
(of artillery) to point a gun � They
trained their guns on the town.
trainer

trainer /�trenə/ noun an aircraft used
for training
training

training /�trenŋ/ noun the teaching
and practice of military skills � We were
sent to signals school for training. � The
unit spent two weeks in Norway under-
going Arctic training.
traitor

traitor /�tretə/ noun a person who as-
sists an enemy power against the inter-
ests of his own state
trajectory

trajectory /trə|�d%ekt(ə)ri/ noun the
curved flight of a projectile from the
weapon to the point of impact � Mor-
tars fire projectiles with a very high tra-
jectory.
transceiver

transceiver /tr�n|�si�və/ noun a com-
bined radio receiver and transmitter
transfer

transfer /�tr�nsf$�/ noun an action of
moving someone or something to a dif-
ferent position
transfer of authority

transfer of authority /�tr�nsf$� əv
ɔ�|�θɒrti/ noun the action of passing au-
thority over forces from one command-
er to another, or from a national com-
mand to a NATO command
transistor

transistor /tr�n |�zstə/ noun part of a
radio which amplifies the signal re-
ceived
transit

transit /�tr�nst/ noun movement
from one location to another � in tran-
sit moving from one location to another
� The equipment was damaged in tran-
sit.
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transit camp

transit camp /�tr�nst k�mp/ noun
a camp providing temporary accommo-
dation for people who are moving from
one location to another
transmission

transmission /tr�nz|�mʃ(ə)n/ noun
an act of sending a radio signal
transmit

transmit /tr�nz|�mt/ verb 1. to send a
radio signal � We were unable to trans-
mit the signal. 2. to infect with a disease
� The disease is transmitted by a para-
site.
transmitter

transmitter /tr�nz|�mtə/ noun an ap-
paratus used to send a radio signal � We
found a transmitter hidden in the attic
of the farmhouse.
transport

transport /�tr�nspɔ�t/ noun 1. an act
of moving people or things by aircraft,
ship or vehicle � The transport of the
brigade will be carried out by aircraft.
2. an aircraft, ship or vehicle used to
transport people or things � They stayed
in the camp for ten days, waiting for
transport. � verb to move people or
things by aircraft, ship or vehicle � The
tanks were transported by train.
transportation

transportation /�tr�nspɔ�|�teʃ(ə)n/
noun same as transport
transport helicopter

transport helicopter /�tr�nspɔ�t
�helkɒptə/ noun a helicopter designed
to transport men or equipment. � chop-
per, gunship, rotary-wing aircraft
trap

trap /tr�p/ noun a deception or trick
which encourages a person to place
himself in a dangerous situation from
which there is no escape � B Company
have walked straight into a trap. � verb
to place a person in a dangerous situa-
tion from which there is no escape � 3
Brigade has been trapped by the enemy
encirclement. � The pilot was trapped
in his cockpit.
TRAP

TRAP /tr�p/ noun a mission to recov-
er an aircraft and its crew, after being
shot down or crashing in enemy territo-
ry. Full form tactical recovery of air-
craft and personnel
trapdoor

trapdoor /�tr�p|�dɔ�/ noun a small
door or hatch in a ceiling, floor or roof
traveller

traveller /�tr�v(ə)lə/ noun 1. a person
who travels from one place to another 2.
same as gipsy

traverse

traverse /trə |�v$�s/ noun a pair of
right-angled bends in a trench, which is
designed to prevent anyone firing up the
entire length (in the event of the enemy
capturing part of the trench) � verb 1. to
move across an area of ground � We had
to traverse 200m of open field. 2. (of
guns) to move the barrel sideways when
aiming or firing � Traverse left!
treachery

treachery /�tretʃəri/ noun an act of
betraying your country or comrades
treason

treason /�tri�z(ə)n/ noun an act which
threatens the interests or security of
your own state
treaty

treaty /�tri�ti/ noun a legal agreement
made between countries, e.g. to form an
alliance or set out peace terms after a
war
treeline

treeline /�tri�lan/ noun 1. a line of
trees � There is an enemy OP in that
treeline. 2. the edge of a forest or wood
� We stopped at the treeline. 3. an alti-
tude above which trees cannot survive �
The patrol moved back down to the
treeline.
trembler

trembler /�tremblə/ noun a device de-
signed to initiate an explosive device at
the slightest movement. � tilt-switch
trench

trench /trentʃ/ noun a narrow hole or
channel dug into the ground, in order to
provide protection from enemy fire

COMMENT: The length of a trench can
vary from a few metres to several kil-
ometres, depending upon the tactical
requirement at the time. During the
First World War (1914–18), both the
Allies and the Germans occupied
trench systems which extended,
without a break, from the North Sea
to the Alps.

trench foot

trench foot /�trentʃ �fυt/ noun a se-
vere fungal infection of the feet, caused
by wearing wet boots over a long period
trews

trews /tru�z/ noun trousers of tartan
cloth, worn by some Scottish regiments
triage

triage /�tri�ɑ�%/ noun the process of as-
sessing a casualty’s priority for medical
treatment according to the nature of his
injuries � We’ll set up triage over there.
triangulate

triangulate /tra|��ŋ(jυlet/ verb 1.
to locate a radio using direction-finding
equipment, by taking bearings on its
emissions from three different locations
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and then seeing where the bearings in-
tersect on a map 2. to calculate your po-
sition by working out the back-bearings
from three known or probable reference
points and then seeing where the back-
bearings intersect on a map
triangulation point

triangulation point /tra|��ŋ(jυ |

�leʃ(ə)n �pɔnt/ noun a small concrete
or stone pillar, designed to serve as a
firm base for cartographers’ surveying
instruments. Also called trig point

COMMENT: Triangulation points are
permanent structures, and are repre-
sented on maps by a triangle with a
dot in the centre.

tribal

tribal /�trab(ə)l/ adjective relating to
tribes � The civil war is essentially a
tribal conflict.
tribe

tribe /trab/ noun a group of families
or communities sharing a common lan-
guage or dialect, distinct ethnic or reli-
gious links, and a strong sense of group
identity and loyalty to their own leaders
� In Nigeria, the two main tribes are the
Ibo and the Yoruba.

COMMENT: The word tribe has rather
a primitive connotation, and is really
only applicable to communities in
certain developing countries, espe-
cially Africa.

tributary

tributary /�trbjυt(ə)ri/ noun a river
or stream which flows into a larger river
tricolor

tricolor adjective US spelling of tri-
colour
tricolour

tricolour /�trak�lə/ noun a flag con-
sisting of three different blocks of col-
our (usually side by side) � The French
national flag is a tricolour of blue,
white and red.
trigger

trigger /�tr(ə/ noun a moving lever
which releases the firing mechanism of
a gun
trigger-happy

trigger-happy /�tr(ə �h�pi/ adjec-
tive lacking in judgement when using
firearms, willing to shoot at random
trig point

trig point /�tr( pɔnt/ noun same as
triangulation point
trinitrotoluene

trinitrotoluene /tranatrəυ|

�tɒljυi�n/ noun � TNT
trip

trip /trp/ verb to stumble or fall as a re-
sult of catching your legs in something
� He tripped over an ammunition box.

trip-flare

trip-flare /�trp fleə/ noun a flare
which is activated by a trip-wire
Triple-A

Triple-A abbreviation anti-aircraft ar-
tillery
triplicate

triplicate /�trplkət/ noun a third
copy of a document � in triplicate in
three copies
tripod

tripod /�trapɒd/ noun a three-legged
stand designed to support a weapon or
other piece of equipment
tripwire

tripwire /�trpwaə/ noun a wire
which is stretched horizontally close to
the ground, in order to activate an ex-
plosive device, trip-flare or other device
when someone trips over it
troop

troop /tru�p/ noun 1. a platoon-sized
armoured grouping of three or more
tanks 2. a platoon-sized artillery group-
ing of two or more guns 3. a platoon-
sized grouping in certain supporting
arms, such as engineers 4. US a compa-
ny-sized armoured cavalry grouping of
three or more platoons � abbr Tp
troop commander

troop commander /�tru�p kə|

�mɑ�ndə/ noun the officer in command
of a troop
trooper

trooper /�tru�pə/ noun a private sol-
dier in an armoured regiment. Abbr Tpr
(NOTE: also used as a title: Trooper Wil-
liams)
Trooping the Colour

Trooping the Colour /�tru�pŋ ðə
�k�lə/ noun a ceremonial parade where
a unit’s colours are displayed to the
troops
troops

troops /tru�ps/ noun soldiers in gener-
al � Troops are being deployed in the re-
gion. � The enemy fell back, their troops
were tired and demoralized. � British
troops entered the capital on Friday
morning.
troopship

troopship /�tru�pʃp/ noun a ship de-
signed or adapted to transport troops
tropical

tropical /�trɒpk(ə)l/ adjective 1. re-
lating to the Tropics � We had to get
used to tropical conditions. 2. designed
for use in hot climates � Tropical cloth-
ing will be issued for the operation.
Tropics

Tropics /�trɒpks/ noun � the Tropics
the region between latitudes 23º 28N
(Tropic of Cancer) and 23º 28S (Tropic
of Capricorn)
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truce

truce /tru�s/ noun an agreement by
both sides to stop fighting � Both sides
agreed to sign a truce. � armistice,
ceasefire
truck

truck /tr�k/ noun a large wheeled ve-
hicle designed to transport men, equip-
ment or supplies (NOTE: British English
also uses the word lorry.)
tsetse fly

tsetse fly /�tetsi fla, �setsi fla/ noun
an African insect, whose bite can cause
African trypanosomiasis or sleeping
sickness � That region is infested with
tsetse flies.
TU-16

TU-16 /�ti�ju� sk|�sti�n/ noun a Soviet-
designed medium bomber aircraft
(NOTE: known to NATO as Badger)
TU-22

TU-22 /�ti�ju� �|�twentitu�/ noun a So-
viet-designed medium bomber aircraft
(NOTE: known to NATO as Blinder; a
strategic variant of this aircraft is known
as Backfire)
TU-95

TU-95 /�ti�ju� �nanti|�fav/ noun a So-
viet-designed strategic bomber aircraft
(NOTE: known to NATO as the Bear)
TU-160

TU-160 /�ti�ju� �w�n|�sksti/ noun a
Soviet-designed strategic bomber air-
craft (NOTE: known to NATO as the
Blackjack)
tube

tube /tju�b/ noun a cylindrical con-
tainer � a tube of cam-cream
tube-launched, optically-tracked, wire-guided missile

tube-launched, optically-
tracked, wire-guided missile
noun full form of TOW
tumulus

tumulus /�tju�mjυləs/ noun a small
man-made mound, usually marking the
site of an ancient grave (NOTE: The plu-
ral form is tumuli.)
tunic

tunic /�tju�nk/ noun a close-fitting
jacket, worn as part of a ceremonial uni-
form � The soldiers wore red tunics.
tunnel

tunnel /�t�n(ə)l/ noun a man-made
passage dug under the ground or
through a hill � Terrorists have blown
up the railway tunnel. � We found a sys-
tem of tunnels under the enemy posi-
tion. � verb to dig a tunnel � They man-
aged to escape by tunnelling under the
prison wall.
turf

turf /t$�f/ noun a layer of grass and the
soil surrounding its roots, which can be
removed from the ground intact or in

sections � The turf is used to camou-
flage the parapet and parados.
turning movement

turning movement /�t$�nŋ
�mu�vmənt/ noun a manoeuvre de-
signed to force an enemy to change his
positions to meet a new threat, usually
achieved by advancing on him from an
unexpected direction (e.g. from a flank)
turret

turret /�t�rt/ noun a revolving gun
compartment on an aircraft or armoured
fighting vehicle (AFV) or warship
turret-mounted

turret-mounted /�t�rt �maυntd/
adjective referring to a gun which is fit-
ted inside a turret
twenty-four hour clock

twenty-four hour clock /�twenti
fɔ� aυə �klɒk/ noun � timing
twin

twin /twn/ adjective fitted as a pair
twin-barrelled

twin-barrelled /�twn �b�rəld/ ad-
jective with two barrels
twin-mounted machine-guns

twin-mounted machine-guns
/�twn �maυntd mə|�ʃi�n �(�nz/ plural
noun two machine-guns mounted coax-
ially
2IC

2IC /�tu� a �si�/ abbreviation second in
command
2Lt

2Lt abbreviation second lieutenant
two-pronged attack

two-pronged attack /�tu� prɒŋd ə|

�t�k/ noun an attack mounted on two
different parts of the enemy’s line at the
same time
two-star general

two-star general /�tu� stɑ�
�d%en(ə)rəl/ noun a major general
two-up

two-up /�tu� �w�p/ adverb in a tactical
formation in which two sub-units are
leading abreast of each other, and the
third sub-unit is following � We’ll be as-
saulting two-up. Compare one-up

COMMENT: This formation is suitable
for an assault.

typhoid fever

typhoid fever /�tafɔd �fi�və/ noun
an infection of the intestine, caused by
Salmonella typhi in food and water
typhus

typhus /�tafəs/ noun an infectious fe-
ver caused by the Rikettsia bacterium,
which is transmitted by lice

COMMENT: Epidemics of typhus are
very common in wartime due to a
breakdown in hygiene and sanitation.

tyre

tyre /�taə/ noun a circular rubber cov-
er containing an air-filled inner tube,
which is fitted to a vehicle wheel
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UAV

UAV /�ju� e �vi�/ noun another name
for a drone. Full form unmanned aeri-
al vehicle. Also called remotely pilot-
ed vehicle (RPV)
UCAV

UCAV noun an attack aircraft which is
controlled remotely from the ground or
the air. Full form unmanned combat
aerial vehicle
UCMJ

UCMJ noun the laws that govern the
conduct of the members of the US
armed forces. Full form Uniform Code
of Military Justice
UFO

UFO /�ju� ef �əυ, �ju�fəυ/ noun any un-
explained object which is seen flying
through the air or detected on a radar
screen. Full form unidentified flying
object (NOTE: This term is usually ap-
plied to suspected alien spacecraft.)
UGS

UGS abbreviation unattended ground
sensor
UH-1

UH-1 /�ju� �etʃ �w�n/ noun � Huey
UH-60

UH-60 /�ju� �etʃ �sksti/ noun � Black-
hawk
UHF

UHF abbreviation ultra high frequency
UK

UK abbreviation United Kingdom
UKLF

UKLF abbreviation United Kingdom
Land Forces
UKLO

UKLO abbreviation United Kingdom
liaison officer
ULC

ULC /�ju� el �si�/ noun a large metal
container pre-packed with artillery
rounds, designed to be transported onto
the battlefield
ultimatum

ultimatum /��lt|�metəm/ noun a de-
mand accompanied by a threat to take
action if the demand is not met
ultra high frequency

ultra high frequency /��ltrə ha
�fri�kwənsi/ noun the range of radio
frequencies from 300 – 3,000 mega-
hertz (Mhz). Abbr UHF

umpire

umpire /��mpaə/ noun a person as-
signed to observe a military training ex-
ercise and to assess the performance of
those taking part � He was acting as
umpire. � verb to act as an umpire � He
is umpiring the exercise.
UN

UN abbreviation United Nations
unarmed

unarmed /�n|�ɑ�md/ adjective without
weapons
unarmed combat

unarmed combat /�n|�ɑ�md �kɒm|

�b�t/ noun fighting using the hands,
arms and feet, but not guns � Marines
receive special training in unarmed
combat.
unarmoured

unarmoured /�n|�ɑ�məd/ adjective
(vehicle) which is not protected by ar-
mour (such as a jeep, lorry, truck, etc.).
Also called soft-skinned
unattached

unattached /��nə|�t�tʃt/ adjective
not attached
unattached personnel

unattached personnel /��nət�tʃt
�p$�sə|�nel/ noun people who are not
members of or attached to a specific
unit
unauthorized

unauthorized /�n |�ɔ�θərazd/, unau-
thorised noun not authorized � Unau-
thorized entry is prohibited.
unclassified

unclassified /�n |�kl�sfad/ adjective
(of documents or information) without a
security classification (such as restrict-
ed, secret, etc.) � This information is
unclassified.

COMMENT: Unclassified information is
information which may be passed to
the media and the general public.

unconditional surrender

unconditional surrender
/��nkəndʃ(ə)nəl sə |�rendə/ noun sur-
render where the side which is surren-
dering is not permitted to dictate any of
its own terms or conditions � They de-
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manded the unconditional surrender of
the whole battalion.
unconscious

unconscious /�n|�kɒnʃəs/ adjective
not awake and unaware of your sur-
roundings as a result of illness or injury
� One of the casualties is unconscious.
undercarriage

undercarriage /��ndək�rd%/ noun a
structure to which the wheels of an air-
craft are attached � The pilot was una-
ble to lower the undercarriage.
underground

underground /��ndə(raυnd/ adjec-
tive 1. constructed or designed to oper-
ate beneath the surface of the ground �

an underground railway 2. relating to a
group or movement which is working
secretly against the established authori-
ty or an occupying power � I have been
given the task of collecting information
on underground organizations. � noun
1. an underground railway 2. a group or
movement which is working secretly
against the established authority or an
occupying power � The commandos
were working with the local under-
ground.
undergrowth

undergrowth /��ndə(rəυθ/ noun
bushes and plants growing beneath the
trees of a wood or forest � Someone is
moving through the undergrowth on our
left.
underpass

underpass /��ndəpɑ�s/ noun a road
which passes beneath another road (by
means of a tunnel or bridge)
underslung load

underslung load /��ndəsl�ŋ �ləυd/
noun a load of equipment or supplies
which is carried suspended from a heli-
copter
unexploded

unexploded /��nk |�spləυdd/ adjec-
tive referring to a bomb or other device
which has failed to explode but is still
capable of exploding
UNHCR

UNHCR abbreviation United Nations
High Commission for Refugees
unidentified flying object

unidentified flying object
/��nadentfad �flaŋ �ɒbd%ekt/ noun
full form of UFO
UNIFICYP

UNIFICYP abbreviation United Na-
tions Peacekeeping Force in Cyprus
unified command

unified command /�ju�nfad kə|

�mɑ�nd/ noun the process of placing all
your military assets under one overall

commander (commander in chief) and
his headquarters
uniform

uniform /�ju�nfɔ�m/ adjective (of pat-
tern, shape, size, weight, etc.) exactly
the same, identical � The armour is of
uniform thickness all over the vehicle. �
noun standard military clothing worn
by members of the same arm or group-
ing
Uniform

Uniform /�ju�nfɔ�m/ noun the twen-
ty-first letter of the phonetic alphabet
(Uu)
Uniform Code of Military Justice

Uniform Code of Military Justice
/�ju�nfɔ�m kəυd əv �mlt(ə)ri
�d%�sts/ noun full form of UCMJ
UNIMOG

UNIMOG abbreviation United Nations
Iran-Iraq Military Observer Group
uninhabited

uninhabited /��nn|�h�btd/ adjec-
tive not lived in � The village is unin-
habited.
Union flag

Union flag /�ju�njən �fl�(/ noun the
national flag of Great Britain. Also
called Union Jack
Union Jack

Union Jack /�ju�njən �d%�k/, Union
flag /�ju�njən �fl�(/ noun the national
flag of Great Britain (NOTE: The term
Union flag is more correct, but Union
Jack is more usual.)
Union of Soviet Socialist Republics

Union of Soviet Socialist Repub-
lics /�ju�njən əv �səυviət �səυʃ(ə)lst
r|�p�blks/ noun full form of USSR
unit

unit /�ju�nt/ noun 1. a military group-
ing with its own organization and com-
mand structure 2. a standard quantity �

A kilometre is a unit of linear measure.
COMMENT: In the army, a unit normal-
ly refers to a battalion or equivalent-
sized grouping.

United Kingdom

United Kingdom /ju�|�natd
�kŋdəm/ noun a country formed of
Great Britain and Northern Ireland.
Abbr UK
United Nations

United Nations /ju�|�natd
�neʃ(ə)nz/ noun an international or-
ganization dedicated to the promotion
of world peace, and able to call upon its
member states to contribute military
forces for international peacekeeping
operations. Abbr UN
United States

United States /ju�|�natd �stets/,
United States of America noun a large
country in North America, the world’s
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single superpower � The United States
were not involved in the peace talks.
Abbr US
United States Air Force

United States Air Force /ju� |�natd
stets �eə �fɔ�s/ noun the American air
force. Abbr USAF
United States Marine Corps

United States Marine Corps /ju�|

�natd stets mə |�ri�n �kɔ�/ noun
American units of marines. Abbr
USMC
unlawful combatant

unlawful combatant /�n|�lɔ�f(ə)l
�kɒmbətənt/ noun US someone such as
a terrorist who undertakes military-
style operations, but is not a member of
a country’s regular armed forces or fol-
lowing the rules of war
unload

unload /�n|�ləυd/ verb 1. to remove
ammunition from a weapon � They
were ordered to unload. 2. to remove a
load from an aircraft, ship or vehicle �

The enemy attacked while we were un-
loading the ship.
unloading bay

unloading bay /�n|�ləυdŋ be/ noun
a place where weapons may be loaded
and unloaded safely
unmanned

unmanned /�n|�m�nd/ adjective 1.
(of an aircraft) designed to fly without a
pilot (that is, by remote control) 2. (of
an installation) not needing people to
man it � The rebroadcasting station is
unmanned.
unmanned aerial vehicle

unmanned aerial vehicle /�n|

�m�nd �eəriəl �vi�k(ə)l/ noun full form
of UAV
unmanned combat aerial vehicle

unmanned combat aerial vehicle
/�n|�m�nd �kɒmb�t �eəriəl �vi�k(ə)l/
noun full form of UCAV
unmetaled

unmetaled /��nmetəld/ adjective US
spelling of unmetalled
unmetalled

unmetalled /��nmetəld/ adjective (of
roads and tracks) without a surface of
asphalt or tarmac or other strengthening
materials (e.g. gravel or small stones). �

dirt road
UNMO

UNMO /�υnməυ/ abbreviation United
Nations military observer
unobtainable

unobtainable /��nəb|�tenəb(ə)l/ ad-
jective not in radio contact (radio termi-
nology) � B Company is unobtainable
at the moment.

UNPA

UNPA /�υnpə/ abbreviation United Na-
tions protected area
UNPF

UNPF abbreviation United Nations
peace forces
UNPROFOR

UNPROFOR /�n|�prəυ |�fɔ�/ abbrevia-
tion United Nations Protection Force
UNSC

UNSC abbreviation United Nations
Security Council
UNSCR

UNSCR abbreviation United Nations
Security Council resolution
unserviceable

unserviceable /�n |�s$�vsəb(ə)l/ ad-
jective (of equipment) damaged or de-
fective (so that it does not work proper-
ly) � The radio is unserviceable. Abbr
u/s
untenable

untenable /�n |�tenəb(ə)l/ adjective
impossible to defend � Our position is
untenable.
update

update /��pdet/ noun fresh informa-
tion � Here is the latest intelligence up-
date. � verb to give someone fresh in-
formation � I need to update you on the
latest intelligence.
updraught

updraught /��pdrɑ�ft/ noun a strong
upward current of air
upgrade

upgrade /�p|�(red/ verb to improve
the design or capability of something
upper case

upper case /��pə �kes/ noun capital
letters written as A, B, C, etc. (NOTE:
The opposite, i.e. small letters written
as a, b, c, etc., is lower case.)
upstream

upstream /��p|�stri�m/ adverb in the
opposite direction to that in which a riv-
er or stream is flowing � We moved up-
stream. � The enemy are crossing up-
stream of the town. Compare down-
stream
upwind

upwind /�p |�wnd/ adverb in a posi-
tion where the wind is blowing from
your own location towards another lo-
cation � Fortunately, our position was
upwind of the chemical attack. Com-
pare downwind
urban

urban /�$�bən/ adjective relating to
towns and cities. Compare rural
urgent

urgent /�$�d%ənt/ adjective requiring
immediate action or attention � We have
received an urgent message from HQ.
US

US /�ju� �es/ adjective referring to the
United States of America � US troops
landed last night.
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u/s

u/s abbreviation unserviceable
USA

USA abbreviation 1. United States
Army 2. United States of America
USAF

USAF abbreviation United States Air
Force
USAFE

USAFE abbreviation United States Air
Force in Europe
USAREUR

USAREUR abbreviation United States
Army in Europe
USEUCOM

USEUCOM abbreviation United
States European Command
USMC

USMC abbreviation United States Ma-
rine Corps
USN

USN abbreviation United States Navy
USS

USS /�ju� es �es/ abbreviation prefix
given to all ships of the United States
Navy � I served on board the USS Sara-
toga. Full form United States Ship
USSR

USSR /�ju� es es �ɑ�/ noun the full of-
ficial title of the former Soviet Union.
Full form Union of Soviet Socialist
Republics

utility

utility /ju�|�tlti/ adjective designed
for general use
utility helicopter

utility helicopter /ju�|�tlti
�helkɒptə/ noun US a helicopter de-
signed to transport men, equipment or
supplies
U-turn

U-turn /�ju� t$�n/ noun an act of turn-
ing a vehicle sharply around, so that it is
facing in the direction from which it has
just come � The tank did a U-turn and
disappeared behind the church.
UXB

UXB abbreviation unexploded bomb
UXO

UXO noun any bomb, missile, explo-
sive projectile or other explosive device
which has been dropped or fired or ini-
tiated and has failed to explode, either
partly or completely � There is a lot of
UXO lying about. � They’re doing UXO
disposal in the village. Full form unex-
ploded bomb. � UXB
Uzi

Uzi /�u�zi/ noun an Israeli-designed
9mm sub-machine-gun
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vaccinate

vaccinate /�v�ksnet/ verb to give
someone a vaccine which prevents him
or her from contracting a disease � We
were vaccinated against anthrax. � in-
oculate
vaccination

vaccination /�v�ks|�neʃ(ə)n/ noun
an act of vaccinating someone � The
troops were given anthrax vaccinations.
� inoculation
vaccine

vaccine /�v�ksi�n/ noun a substance,
containing the germs of a disease,
which provides a person with immunity
to that disease
V-agent

V-agent /�vi� �ed%ənt/ noun a persist-
ent nerve agent
valley

valley /�v�li/ noun an area of low
ground flanked by hills, usually with a
river running through it
van

van /v�n/ noun 1. a light motor vehicle
designed for carrying goods � The
bomb was hidden in a small white van.
2. a vanguard � The general was moving
in the van of the advancing force.
vanguard

vanguard /�v�n(ɑ�d/ noun leading
elements of the main body of an ad-
vancing force

COMMENT: The vanguard should not
be confused with the advance guard
which moves ahead of the main
body.

vantage point

vantage point /�vɑ�ntd% �pɔnt/
noun a place from which one can ob-
serve a thing or area � That hill is an ex-
cellent vantage point.
vapor

vapor /�vepə/ noun US spelling of va-
pour
vapour

vapour /�vepə/ noun particles of liq-
uid or other substance suspended in air
� This chemical agent is used in the
form of a vapour.

variable-time fuse

variable-time fuse /�veəriəb(ə)l
�tam �fju�z/ noun a fuse fitted to an ar-
tillery shell, which causes it to explode
at a specified height above the ground.
Abbr VT
variant

variant /�veəriənt/ noun a model
which is different from the original de-
sign � The Russians are testing a new
variant of the T-80.
VCP

VCP /�vi� �si� �pi�/ noun 1. a place on a
road where soldiers or policemen stop
vehicles in order to search them or to
check the identity of the occupants � We
set up a VCP at the crossroads. 2. the
persons manning a vehicle check-point
� The VCP was attacked by partisans. �
full form vehicle check-point
VD

VD abbreviation venereal disease
vector

vector /�vektə/ noun a course taken by
an aircraft � Vector two-three-nine for
CAP.
vegetation

vegetation /�ved%|�teʃ(ə)n/ noun
plants in general � There is very little
vegetation on the island.
vehicle

vehicle /�vi�k(ə)l/ noun a machine
which moves on land
vehicle check-point

vehicle check-point /�vi�k(ə)l
�tʃek �pɔnt/ noun full form of VCP
vehicle state

vehicle state /�vi�k(ə)l stet/ noun
the condition of vehicles held by a unit
or sub-unit
vehicular first-aid kit

vehicular first-aid kit /v|�hkjυlə
�f$�st �ed �kt/ noun a first aid kit kept
in a vehicle
veiled speech

veiled speech /�veld �spi�tʃ/ noun
an act of speaking on a telephone or ra-
dio, in such a way as to conceal the true
meaning of the conversation, without
actually using a code
veld

veld /velt/, veldt noun in South Africa,
an uncultivated grassland
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velocity

velocity /və |�lɒsti/ noun the speed at
which an object travels
venereal disease

venereal disease /və|�nəriəl d|

�zi�z/ noun a disease which is passed by
sexual contact (e.g. gonorrhoea, syphi-
lis, etc.). Abbr VD
venomous

venomous /�venməs/ adjective (of
snakes, insects and some other crea-
tures) having a poisonous bite or sting �
I don’t think this snake is venomous.
verbal

verbal /�v$�b(ə)l/ adjective spoken (as
opposed to written or other forms of
communication) � All verbal requests
should be confirmed in writing.
verification

verification /�verf|�keʃ(ə)n/ noun
the process of establishing if something
is accurate or true � We need verifica-
tion of the report.
verify

verify /�verfa/ verb 1. to establish if
something is accurate or true � We need
to verify the report. 2. to confirm that
something is accurate or true � He veri-
fied the allegation.
vertical take-off and landing

vertical take-off and landing
/�v$�tk(ə)l �tekɒf ənd �l�ndŋ/ noun
technology which enables a fixed-wing
aircraft to take off and land from a sta-
tionary position (i.e. without the need
for a runway) � The Harrier has a ver-
tical take-off and landing capability.
Abbr VTOL

COMMENT: Vertical take-off is not usu-
ally possible when the aircraft is car-
rying a full payload of munitions. In
such cases, the aircraft would need
to take off from a runway like any
conventional fixed-wing aircraft. Most
vertical take-off aircraft, however, re-
quire a considerably shorter distance
to take off than do conventional air-
craft, and would therefore be able to
use stretches of road or grass areas
as runways. Once the aircraft has
discharged its munitions it would be
able to carry out a normal vertical
landing. The acronyms STOVL (short
take-off and vertical landing) and
V/STOL (vertical or short take-off and
landing) are used to describe these
capabilities.

very high frequency

very high frequency /�veri �ha
�fri�kwənsi/ noun the range of radio
frequencies from 30 – 300 megahertz
(Mhz). Abbr VHF

Very light

Very light /�vəri �lat/ noun an illumi-
nating flare which is fired from a Very
pistol
Very pistol

Very pistol /�vəri �pst(ə)l/ noun a
pistol designed to fire an illuminating
flare into the air
vessel

vessel /�ves(ə)l/ noun a boat or ship
vet

vet /vet/ noun 1. a person who is qual-
ified to give medical treatment and sur-
gery to animals � The guard dog was
taken to the vet. 2. US a veteran
(informal ) � A party of vets is visiting
the base. � verb to check a person’s his-
tory and family and social connections,
in order to establish whether they are
suitable for a job or to have access to
classified information � He will have to
be vetted. (NOTE: vetting – vetted)
veteran

veteran /�vet(ə)rən/ noun 1. a person
with considerable combat experience �

They replaced the battalion of recruits
with veterans of the last campaign. 2.
US an ex-serviceman or ex-service-
woman

COMMENT: In recent years, the media
have started to apply this term to an-
yone who has taken part in a military
operation, however short the duration
(for example Falklands veterans,
Gulf veterans, etc.)

vetting

vetting /�vetŋ/ noun an act of vetting
a person � He was given a thorough vet-
ting.
VHF

VHF abbreviation very high frequency
vice admiral

vice admiral /�vas ��dmərəl/ noun a
senior officer in the US Navy
vice-admiral

vice-admiral /�vas ��dmərəl/ noun a
senior officer in the British Navy, above
a rear-admiral
vicinity

vicinity /və|�snti/ noun an area which
surrounds a place � Enemy special forc-
es are operating in the vicinity of Linz.
victim

victim /�vktm/ noun a person who is
killed or injured as the result of an ac-
tion or occurrence
victor

victor /�vktə/ noun a person who is
victorious
Victor

Victor /�vktə/ noun the twenty-sec-
ond letter of the phonetic alphabet (Vv)
victorious

victorious /vk|�tɔ�riəs/ adjective re-
lating to a military force or state which
has defeated an enemy � The victorious
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troops looted the town. � The victorious
army conquered one state after another.
victory

victory /�vkt(ə)ri/ noun the defeat of
an enemy in battle or war � It was a de-
cisive victory which changed the out-
come of the war. � Marlbrough won a
series of victories in Northern Europe.
view

view /vju�/ noun an area which is visi-
ble from a particular location
Viggen

Viggen /�v(ən/ noun � Saab-37
vigilance

vigilance /�vd%ləns/ noun an act of
guarding against a possible danger or
threat � We need to show extra vigilance
tonight.
vigilant

vigilant /�vd%lənt/ adjective alert to
a possible danger or threat
vigor

vigor /�v(ə/ noun US spelling of vig-
our
vigorous

vigorous /�v(ərəs/ adjective show-
ing or demanding strong physical effort
� Paratroops undergo a vigorous train-
ing course.
vigour

vigour /�v(ə/ noun a strong physical
effort � The attack was not pressed
home with sufficient vigour.
Viking

Viking /�vakŋ/ noun see � S-3
village

village /�vld%/ noun a small rural set-
tlement
virus

virus /�varəs/ noun a germ cell which
infects the cells of living organisms,
thus causing disease
visibility

visibility /�vz|�blti/ noun the
amount of what is visible � Visibility
was poor because of the fog. � Visibility
is down to two hundred metres.
visible

visible /�vzb(ə)l/ adjective able to be
seen � The tanks were clearly visible.
vision

vision /�v%(ə)n/ noun the ability to
see � He suffered a temporary loss of vi-
sion.
visor

visor /�vazə/ noun a movable shield
attached to a helmet, which is designed
to protect the face while allowing the
wearer to see
visual

visual /�v%υəl/ adjective relating to
sight � to have a person on visual to be
able to see a person
visual contact

visual contact /�v%υəl �kɒnt�kt/
noun a situation where two or more
people or groupings can see each other

visual display unit

visual display unit /�v%υəl d|�sple
�ju�nt/ noun an apparatus similar to a
television, attached to a computer,
which shows data on a screen. Abbr
VDU
vital

vital /�vat(ə)l/ adjective 1. of the
greatest importance � It is vital that you
capture that position. 2. essential to the
outcome of a matter
vital ground

vital ground /�vat(ə)l �(raυnd/ noun
an area of ground which, if captured by
the enemy, will make it impossible for a
unit or sub-unit to fulfil its mission

COMMENT: The vital ground of a sub-
unit (such as a platoon) will often con-
stitute the ground of tactical impor-
tance of its higher formation (i.e. the
company). If a unit’s vital ground is
captured, then that unit has effective-
ly lost its part of the battle.

voice procedure

voice procedure /�vɔs prə|�si�d%ə/
noun the standard words and expres-
sions which are used when talking on a
radio � ‘Hello 22, this is 2, use correct
voice procedure, out!’
volatile

volatile /�vɒlətal/ adjective likely to
change suddenly, or likely to become
violent and dangerous without warning
� The situation in the capital is still ex-
tremely volatile.
volley

volley /�vɒli/ noun an act of firing sev-
eral weapons at the same time, in order
to produce a concentration of fire �

They fired several volleys into the
crowd. � verb to fire several guns to-
gether
volume

volume /�vɒlju�m/ noun a quantity of
sound given out by a radio or other ap-
paratus
volunteer

volunteer /�vɒlən |�tə/ noun 1. a per-
son who offers to do a task � I need a
volunteer to take a message back to
headquarters. 2. a person who joins the
armed forces because he wishes to,
rather than because he is conscripted �

Most of the men in the battalion are vol-
unteers. � conscript � verb to offer to
carry out a task (usually one which is
dangerous or unpleasant) � He volun-
teered to take the message back to HQ.
vomit

vomit /�vɒmt/ verb to bring up food
from one’s stomach � The gas made him
vomit.
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vomiting agent

vomiting agent /�vɒmtŋ �ed%ənt/
noun a chemical agent designed to
make a person feel ill and vomit
voyage

voyage /�vɔd%/ noun a journey made
by a ship
VR55

VR55 /�vi� ɑ� �ffti �fav/ noun a NATO
name for Soviet-produced nerve agent
VSI

VSI abbreviation very seriously injured
V/STOL

V/STOL abbreviation vertical or short
take-off and landing
VT

VT abbreviation variable-time fuse
VTOL

VTOL abbreviation vertical take-off
and landing
Vulcan

Vulcan /�v�lkən/ noun 1. a nickname
for the American-designed M-61A1

20mm anti-aircraft cannon 2. an obso-
lete British-designed strategic bomber
aircraft
vulnerable

vulnerable /�v�ln(ə)rəb(ə)l/ adjective
1. (of people) easy to injure or kill � We
are extremely vulnerable in this posi-
tion. 2. (of things) easy to damage or de-
stroy � This vehicle is vulnerable to
small-arms fire. 3. (of groupings) easy
to outmanoeuvre or overrun � Our left
flank is now extremely vulnerable.
VX

VX /�vi� �eks/ noun an American-pro-
duced type of nerve agent

COMMENT: The chemical composition
of VX is still secret.
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WAC

WAC /w�k/ abbreviation weapons-
aiming computer
wade

wade /wed/ verb to walk through wa-
ter � The company had to wade the riv-
er.
wadi

wadi /�wɒdi/ noun in Arabic countries,
a dry river-bed or gully (in desert re-
gions) � The mortar line was sited in a
wadi.
wage

wage /wed%/ verb � to wage war on
someone to fight a war against someone
wait out

wait out /�wet �aυt/ phrase I am too
busy to give you further information at
the moment, but I will call you as soon
as I am able to (radio terminology) �

‘Hello 2, this is 22, contact, grid
021944, wait out!’ � ‘Hello 3, this is
33d, am being shelled, wait out!’
war

war /wɔ�/ noun 1. an armed conflict be-
tween nations � War broke out in the
Middle East. � to declare war on
someone to state officially that you are
in a state of war with someone � to be
on a war footing to be at full strength
and fully equipped and prepared to fight
a war � The battalion is now on a war
footing. 2. used in names of particular
wars � the Crimean War � the First
World War
war correspondent

war correspondent /�wɔ�
�kɒrspɒndənt/ noun a journalist or re-
porter who is attached to a military
force, in order to report on a war
war crime

war crime /�wɔ� kram/ noun an act
which violates international rules of
war
wardroom

wardroom /�wɔ�drυm/ noun an offic-
ers’ mess on a warship
warehouse

warehouse /�weəhaυs/ noun a large
building used for storing goods

warfare

warfare /�wɔ�feə/ noun a war (in gen-
eral) � arctic warfare � nuclear warfare
warfighter

warfighter /�wɔ�|�fatə/ noun some-
one engaged in fighting in a war or
armed conflict
warfighting

warfighting /�wɔ�|�fatŋ/ noun active
engagement in armed conflict
wargame

wargame /�wɔ�(em/ verb to test the
viability of an operational plan, by play-
ing it out on a map and calculating like-
ly enemy responses � We wargamed
several different scenarios.
war games

war games /�wɔ� (emz/ plural noun
a military training exercise. � exercis-
es, manoeuvres
War Graves Commission

War Graves Commission /wɔ�r
(revz �kə|�mʃən/ noun an official
British organization responsible for set-
ting up and maintaining cemeteries for
servicemen who die or are killed in war-
time
warhead

warhead /�wɔ�hed/ noun an explosive
head of a missile or other projectile
War in Iraq

War in Iraq /�wɔ� n |�rɑ�k/ noun same
as Gulf War II
warn

warn /wɔ�n/ verb 1. to inform another
person of a danger or threat � We
warned him of the increased chemical
threat. 2. to inform another person that
his actions or conduct are unacceptable
and that he will be punished if it hap-
pens again � He was warned about his
behaviour.
warning

warning /�wɔ�nŋ/ noun 1. an act of
warning someone � We have received a
warning of a probable nuclear strike. 2.
an official record that a person has been
warned about his actions or conduct �

He was given a warning.
warning order

warning order /�wɔ�nŋ �ɔ�də/ noun
a message which warns a unit or sub-
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unit of a future operation or task, and
provides sufficient information for the
unit to start making its preparations. �

heads-up
COMMENT: Apart from the task itself,
the most important piece of informa-
tion in a warning order is the timing
‘no move before …’.

warning signal

warning signal /�wɔ�nŋ �s(n(ə)l/
noun a signal such as a red light, which
warns that something has gone wrong
warrant

warrant /�wɒrənt/ noun a document
which authorizes a person to do some-
thing
warrant officer

warrant officer /�wɒrənt �ɒfsə/
noun 1. a senior non-commissioned of-
ficer in the army or air force who holds
his or her rank by Royal Warrant 2. US
a senior non-commissioned officer who
holds a special rank because his or her
job requires a greater level of responsi-
bility than that which is normally ex-
pected of senior enlisted personnel �

abbr WO
warrant officer first class

warrant officer first class
/�wɒrənt �ɒfsə f$�st �klɑ�s/ noun a
regimental sergeant major or someone
of equivalent seniority. Abbr WO1
warrant officer second class

warrant officer second class
/�wɒrənt �ɒfsə �sekənd �klɑ�s/ noun a
company sergeant major or regimental
quartermaster sergeant or someone of
equivalent seniority. Abbr WO2
war reserves

war reserves /�wɔ� i|�z$�vz/ plural
noun stocks of equipment and supplies
kept to be available immediately in case
of war
warring

warring /�wɔ�rŋ/ adjective actively
involved in armed conflict � Negotia-
tions between the warring factions have
collapsed.
Warrior

Warrior /�wɒriə/ noun a British-de-
signed 1980s-era infantry fighting vehi-
cle (IFV)
Warsaw Pact

Warsaw Pact /�wɔ�sɔ� �p�kt/ noun a
military alliance, consisting of the Sovi-
et Union and other communist countries
of Eastern Europe (e.g. Czechoslova-
kia, Hungary, Poland, etc.), which dis-
integrated following the collapse of
communism at the end of the 1980s

warship

warship /�wɔ�ʃp/ noun an armoured
ship, equipped with guns or missiles,
which is designed for fighting at sea. �

aircraft carrier, battleship, cruiser,
destroyer, submarine
Warthog

Warthog /�wɔ�thɒ(/ noun an unoffi-
cial nickname for the American-de-
signed A-10 ground-attack aircraft
wartime

wartime /�wɔ�tam/ noun a period
during which a war is fought
war zone

war zone /�wɔ� zəυn/ noun a region
where a war is in progress. � landing
zone
wash

wash /wɒʃ/ noun a disturbance on the
surface of water, left by a passing boat
or ship � We followed the wash of the
destroyer. � verb to clean oneself or an
object with water � He is washing his
clothes. � He washed the blood off his
hands.
wastage

wastage /�westd%/ noun 1. an act of
wasting a resource 2. an amount that
has been wasted
waste

waste /west/ noun an act of using
more of a resource (such as ammuni-
tion, fuel, manpower, water, etc.) than is
necessary � That was a waste of ammu-
nition. � verb 1. to use a resource un-
necessarily � Cease fire! You are wast-
ing ammo. 2. to use more of a resource
than is necessary � You are wasting fuel
by driving in such a low gear. 3. to kill
someone (slang) � He got wasted.
watch

watch /wɒtʃ/ noun 1. a small clock
which is normally attached to a person’s
wrist 2. a period of daily duty on a ship
3. a period of guard duty � to keep
watch to watch for the approach of dan-
ger, while your comrades sleep or carry
out other tasks 4. a detachment of men
assigned to guard a location � verb 1. to
look at something which is happening �
We watched the enemy as they were
crossing the river. 2. to look at an area
of ground, in order to see any activity
which might occur there � The OP was
ordered to watch the main road. 3. to
look at a person, in order to see if he
does something � We were told to watch
the crowd of rioters. 4. to guard a per-
son or thing � He was ordered to watch
the prisoners. � observe
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watchkeeper

watchkeeper /�wɒtʃ|�ki�pə/ noun 1. a
naval duty officer on a warship who, in
the event of an unforeseen incident, is
qualified to make command decisions
until a more senior officer takes over �

He’s just been awarded his watchkeep-
er’s ticket. 2. an operational appoint-
ment in the army, in which an officer or
non-commissioned officer has limited
control over a headquarters department
while the normal staff officer is resting
or engaged in other tasks � I acted as a
G4 watchkeeper in Bosnia.
watch-tower

watch-tower /�wɒtʃ �taυə/ noun a
tower from which one can watch an
area of ground
water bottle

water bottle /�wɔ�tə �bɒt(ə)l/ noun a
storage bottle for carrying a personal
supply of drinking water
water bowser

water bowser /�wɔ�tə �baυzə/ noun a
water storage tank mounted on the back
of a vehicle
watercourse

watercourse /�wɔ�təkɔ�s/ noun a ca-
nal, river, stream or dry river-bed
waterfall

waterfall /�wɔ�təfɔ�l/ noun a place
where a river or stream flows over a cliff
or rocks
water point

water point /�wɔ�tə pɔnt/ noun a lo-
cation where water may be replenished
waterproof

waterproof /�wɔ�təpru�f/ adjective
(of clothing, footwear, etc.) designed to
prevent the passage of water � I’ve got
a waterproof sleeping-bag cover. � verb
to make something waterproof � He is
waterproofing his boots.
water tank

water tank /�wɔ�tə t�ŋk/ noun a
large container for storing water
watertight

watertight /�wɔ�tətat/ adjective (of
compartments, doors, joints, etc.) de-
signed to prevent the passage of water �
All the compartments in the boat are
watertight.
water trailer

water trailer /�wɔ�tə �trelə/ noun US
a water tank on a wheeled frame, suita-
ble for being towed behind a vehicle
waterway

waterway /�wɔ�təwe/ noun a canal or
navigable river
wave

wave /wev/ noun 1. a moving ridge of
water � A huge wave broke over the
ship. 2. one of several tactical groupings
which are advancing or attacking, one

behind the other � Waves of bombers at-
tacked the town. � verb 1. to raise your
hand and move it about as a greeting �

The girls waved at the soldiers as they
marched past. 2. to raise your arm and
move it as a signal � He waved the men
away. 3. to display something by raising
it and moving it about � The enemy
were waving white flags.
way

way /we/ noun 1. a road, path, track or
any other natural or man-made feature
which allows movement � We could not
find a way through the marsh. 2. meth-
od � That’s not the way to do it. 3. a di-
rection � B Company HQ is that way. 4.
a route � Do you know the way to the
dressing station?
waypoint

waypoint /�wepɔnt/ noun a place or
feature on the ground which is used as a
navigational reference point (especially
with satellite navigation systems) � Our
next waypoint is the church at grid
637921.
W/Cdr

W/Cdr abbreviation wing commander
WCP

WCP /�d�bəlju� �si� �pi�/ noun a loca-
tion set up by a peacekeeping force to
collect weapons from soldiers who have
been involved in an armed conflict. Full
form weapon collection point
weak

weak /wi�k/ adjective 1. (of people)
not strong � He was very weak through
loss of blood. 2. (of groupings) not at
full strength � We have a weak brigade
in front of us.
weapon

weapon /�wepən/ noun 1. any object
which is designed to kill or injure (such
as a bayonet, grenade, rifle, etc.) � He
has lost his weapon. 2. any object which
is used to kill or injure (such as a broken
bottle, knife, piece of wood, etc.) � A
wide variety of weapons were taken
from the rioters. 3. any object which is
designed to cause damage (such as a
bomb, missile, rocket, etc.) � The ene-
my are threatening to use nuclear
weapons.
weapon collection point

weapon collection point /�wepən
kə|�lekʃən �pɔnt/ noun full form of
WCP
weaponize

weaponize, weaponise verb to proc-
ess chemical, nuclear, or biological ma-
terial so that it can be deployed as a
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weapon, especially a weapon of mass
destruction
weapon of mass destruction

weapon of mass destruction
/�wepən əv �m�s ds |�tr�kʃən/ noun a
weapon, usually nuclear, biological, or
chemical, which can cause huge devas-
tation and loss of life
weapon pit

weapon pit /�wepən pt/ noun a pit
dug as a fire-position for a large weap-
on, which offers concealment and pro-
tection from enemy fire
weaponry

weaponry /�wepənri/ noun weapons
in general
weapons-grade uranium

weapons-grade uranium
/�wepənz (red jυ |�reniəm/ noun same
as depleted uranium
weapon state

weapon state /�wepən stet/ noun
the condition in which a weapon is car-
ried (i.e. unloaded, made safe or made
ready)
weapons training

weapons training /�wepənz
�trenŋ/ noun training for soldiers in
the use of their weapons
weapon system

weapon system /�wepən �sstəm/
noun a weapon which utilizes sophisti-
cated technology (such as a guided mis-
sile)
weapon systems officer

weapon systems officer /�wepən
�sstəmz �ɒfsə/ noun full form of
WSO
weather

weather /�weðə/ noun the daily
changes in the condition of the earth’s
atmosphere (such as rain, sunshine,
wind, etc.)
webbing

webbing /�webŋ/ noun 1. a strong
fabric used to make belts, equipment
pouches, rifle slings, etc. 2. a set of
equipment pouches attached to a belt or
harness � He has lost his webbing.
web gear

web gear /�web (ə/ noun same as
webbing
wedge

wedge /wed%/ noun a tactical forma-
tion in the shape of a triangle (e.g. one
sub-unit leading as point, with the other
two sub-units following abreast of each
other)
weight

weight /wet/ noun the heaviness of an
object
well

well /wel/ noun a man-made hole in the
ground from which water is obtained

wellington boot

wellington boot /�welŋtən �bu�t/
noun 1. a waterproof rubber boot which
reaches up to the knee 2. an elegant
leather boot, which reaches up to the
knee but is worn covered by the trouser
leg, as part of a ceremonial uniform or
mess kit
Wessex

Wessex /�wesks/ noun a British-
made utility helicopter
west

west /west/ noun 1. one of the four
main points of the compass, corre-
sponding to a bearing of 270 degrees or
4800 mils 2. an area to the west of your
location � The enemy are approaching
from the west. 3. � the West Europe and
North America 4. the western part of a
country � adjective relating to the west
� the West Gate � west wind wind
blowing from the west � adverb to-
wards the west � The enemy is moving
west.
westbound

westbound /�westbaυnd/ adjective
moving or leading towards the west � a
westbound convoy
westerly

westerly /�westəli/ adjective 1. to-
wards the west � They pushed forward
in a westerly direction. 2. (of wind)
from the west
western

western /�westən/ adjective relating
to the west � The western part of the
country.
Western Bloc

Western Bloc /�westən �blɒk/ noun a
term sometimes applied to NATO
Western European Union

Western European Union
/�westən �jυərəpi�ən �ju�njən/ noun a
group of European countries linked to-
gether for mutual protection; the Union
is now seen as the European Union’s fu-
ture defence arm, and it now includes
several Eastern European countries as
associate members. Abbr WEU
West Point

West Point /�west �pɔnt/ noun a US
Army officer training establishment �

He is a graduate of West Point.
westward

westward /�westwəd/ adjective to-
wards the west � a westward direction �
adverb US towards the west � They are
moving westward.
westwards

westwards /�westwədz/ adverb to-
wards the west � They are moving west-
wards.
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263 wind-chill factor
WEU

WEU abbreviation Western European
Union
WFP

WFP /�d�b(ə)lju� ef �pi�/ noun a Unit-
ed Nations organization responsible for
the distribution of food and other hu-
manitarian aid in disaster areas and war
zones. Full form World Food Pro-
gramme
WG CDR

WG CDR abbreviation wing com-
mander
wheel

wheel /wi�l/ noun a round piece which
turns round an axle, and on which a ve-
hicle runs � The mine damaged the front
wheels of the truck. � verb to swing
round in line � The brigade wheeled
left-handed and advanced towards Ess-
ingen.
wheelbarrow

wheelbarrow /�wi�lb�rəυ/ noun 1. a
small cart with one wheel, which is de-
signed to be pushed by a person on foot
(normally used by gardeners, builders
and farmers) � We brought up the am-
munition in an old wheelbarrow. 2. a
small unmanned tracked vehicle, which
is operated by remote control and which
can be fitted with a CCTV camera and
other instruments or tools for examin-
ing suspected improvised explosive de-
vices (IED) � The wheelbarrow was de-
stroyed in the explosion.
wheeled

wheeled /wi�ld/ adjective (of vehicles)
fitted with wheels � This route is not
suitable for wheeled vehicles.
Whiskey

Whiskey /�wski/ noun US spelling of
Whisky
Whisky

Whisky /�wski/ noun the twenty-third
letter of the phonetic alphabet (Ww)
whisper

whisper /�wspə/ verb to speak very
quietly
whistle

whistle /�ws(ə)l/ noun 1. an instru-
ment which is blown through to pro-
duce a clear shrill noise � He blew his
whistle as a signal to advance. 2. the
noise produced by a whistle or by blow-
ing air through your lips � We heard a
whistle, and then the noise of small-
arms fire. � verb to produce the sound
of a whistle � He whistled to show that
the coast was clear.
White Ensign

White Ensign /�wat �ensan/ noun a
flag displayed by ships of the British

Royal Navy (it is white, with a red cross
and the Union Jack in one corner)
white phosphorus

white phosphorus /�wat �fɒsfərəs/
noun 1. a chemical substance which
burns on contact with oxygen, produc-
ing dense clouds of white smoke 2. a
smoke-producing projectile, or grenade
containing white phosphorus � abbr WP

COMMENT: Projectiles and grenades
containing white phosphorus are
usually painted light green, with red
lettering and markings.

WHO

WHO /�d�bəlju�etʃ �əυ/ noun an
United Nations organization dealing
with health matters. Full form World
Health Organization
WIA

WIA abbreviation wounded in action
wilco

wilco /�wlkəυ/ adverb I will carry out
your instructions (radio terminology) �

‘Hello22, this is 2, move now, over.’ –
‘22, wilco, out.’ Full form will comply
Wildcat

Wildcat /�waldk�t/ noun a German-
designed wheeled self-propelled anti-
aircraft gun (SPAAG)
wilderness

wilderness /�wldənəs/ noun an un-
inhabited and uncultivated area or re-
gion
Wild Weasel

Wild Weasel /�wald �wi�zl/ noun US
an air-force role, involving the use of ra-
dar-detecting equipment and anti-radar
missiles (ARM) to suppress enemy sur-
face-to-air missile sites
winch

winch /wntʃ/ verb to lift or drop from
a helicopter using a rope � The injured
man was winched to safety. � Two crew-
members were winched down to the for-
ward position.
wind

wind /wnd/ noun a strong movement
of air � The high winds brought down
two aerials.
windage

windage /�wndd%/ noun 1. an effect
of wind on a projectile in flight 2. an al-
lowance made for wind when aiming a
weapon
wind-chill

wind-chill /�wnd tʃl/ noun an effect
of cold wind on a person when the air
temperature is low, making him even
colder
wind-chill factor

wind-chill factor /�wnd tʃl �f�ktə/
noun a method of calculating the risk of
hypothermia by adding the speed of the
wind to the number of degrees of tem-
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windscreen 264

perature below zero � The wind-chill
factor is dangerously high at the mo-
ment.
windscreen

windscreen /�wndskri�n/ noun the
glass window in the front of a vehicle
(NOTE: The American English term is
windshield.)
windshield

windshield /�wndʃi�ld/ noun US
same as windscreen
wing

wing /wŋ/ noun 1. a thin horizontal
structure extending from either side of
an aircraft, in order to support it in flight
2. an air-force grouping of several
squadrons
wing commander

wing commander /�wŋ kə|�mɑ�ndə/
noun a senior officer in the air force,
above a squadron leader (usually in
command of a wing). Abbr W/Cdr
wingman

wingman /�wŋm�n/ noun the pilot
of the other aircraft, when you are fly-
ing as a pair � My wingman was hit by a
surface-to-air missile.
wipe out

wipe out /�wap �aυt/ verb to kill all
the members of a grouping � B Compa-
ny has been almost wiped out. (NOTE:
This verb is normally used in the pas-
sive.)
wire

wire /�waə/ noun a cord-like material
made of metal
wire-cutters

wire-cutters /�waə �k�təz/ plural
noun a special type of scissors used for
cutting through barbed wire � He
dropped his wire-cutters. � Remember
to bring a pair of wire-cutters. (NOTE:
Wire-cutters, like scissors, are always
plural and come in pairs or sets.)
wire-guided missile

wire-guided missile /�waə �(add
�msal/ noun a missile, which remains
connected to its firing post by a length
of wire, through which signals are
transmitted in order to control its flight
onto the target
wireless

wireless /�waələs/ noun an obsolete
term for a radio
wiring party

wiring party /�waərŋ �pɑ�ti/ noun a
detachment of soldiers sent out to con-
struct or repair a barbed-wire obstacle
withdraw

withdraw /wð|�drɔ�/ verb 1. to move
away from the enemy � B Company is
withdrawing. 2. to move back towards
your own forces or territory � The ene-

my withdrew across the border. � retire,
retreat (NOTE: withdrawing – with-
drew – have withdrawn)

COMMENT: The word retreat is nor-
mally used when one is forced to
move back (for example, because
one has been defeated or your posi-
tion has become untenable), where-
as retire or withdraw imply rearward
movement as part of a planned ma-
noeuvre or in order to occupy a better
position. Consequently, retire or
withdraw are sometimes used in-
stead of retreat because they sound
more positive.

withdrawal

withdrawal /wð|�drɔ�əl/ noun an act
of withdrawing
within visual range

within visual range /w|�ðn �v%υəl
�rend%/ adjective, adverb full form of
WVR
without delay

without delay /w|�ðaυt d|�le/ ad-
verb immediately
WMD

WMD abbreviation weapon(s) of mass
destruction
WO1

WO1 abbreviation warrant officer first
class
WO2

WO2 abbreviation warrant officer sec-
ond class
wood

wood /wυd/ noun 1. an area of ground
covered by trees � We spent the night in
a wood. 2. a material obtained from
trees � The handguard is made of wood.
wooden

wooden /�wυd(ə)n/ adjective made of
wood
woodland

woodland /�wυdlənd/ noun terrain
consisting mainly of woods or forest
working parts

working parts /�w$�kŋ �pɑ�ts/ plural
noun the internal mechanism (usually
consisting of several different parts) of
an automatic or semi-automatic weap-
on, which moves backwards and for-
wards to cock the weapon, feed a round
into the breech, fire the round and ex-
tract the empty cartridge case � On the
command ‘Unload!’, remove the maga-
zine, pull the working-parts to the rear
several times and then look inside.
World Food Programme

World Food Programme /�w$�ld
�fu�d �prəυ(r�m/ noun full form of
WFP
World Health Organization

World Health Organization
/�w$�ld �helθ �ɔ�(ənazeʃ(ə)n/ noun
full form of WHO
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265 WVR
wound

wound /wu�nd/ noun serious injury,
usually involving a cut or other penetra-
tion of the skin and flesh � He has a
shrapnel wound to his leg. � He died of
his wounds. � verb to inflict a wound �

He was wounded in the leg.
wounded

wounded /�wu�ndd/ adjective suffer-
ing from a wound � Wounded soldiers
were removed to the field hospital. �

noun � the wounded people who have
received a wound � The  wounded were
removed from the battlefield.
WP

WP abbreviation white phosphorus
wreck

wreck /rek/ noun 1. the accidental de-
struction of a ship (usually by running
onto rocks) � Here is the report on the
wreck of HMS Ardent. 2. the remains of
a ship which has been wrecked � Most
of the cargo was removed from the
wreck. 3. the remains of a destroyed or

badly damaged aircraft or vehicle � We
took cover behind a tank wreck. � verb
to destroy or badly damage an aircraft,
ship or vehicle � The ship has been
wrecked. � We took cover behind a
wrecked tank.
wreckage

wreckage /�rekd%/ noun pieces of an
aircraft, ship or vehicle which has been
wrecked
Wren

Wren /ren/ noun a female member of
the Royal Navy (informal )
WSO

WSO abbreviation weapon systems of-
ficer
WVR

WVR /�d�b(ə)lju� vi� �ɑ�/ adjective,
adverb close enough to an enemy air-
craft to see it with the naked eye � We’ll
need WVR missiles. Full form within
visual range. Compare BVR
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X-RAY - Xx
XO

XO abbreviation US executive officer
X-ray

X-ray1 /�eks �re/ noun the twenty-
fourth letter of the phonetic alphabet
(Xx)
X-ray

X-ray2 /�eks �re/ noun 1. electromag-
netic radiation of a very short wave-

length, which is able to pass through the
human body and can thus produce pho-
tographs of internal injuries 2. a X-ray
photograph � You will need a chest X-
ray. � verb to produce an X-ray photo-
graph � We will have to X-ray your leg.
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YANKEE - Yy
YAK-38

YAK-38 /�j�k θ$�ti �et/ noun a Sovi-
et-designed multirole fighter aircraft
with a vertical take-off capability, de-
signed to operate from aircraft carriers
(NOTE: known to NATO as Forger)
YAK-41

YAK-41 /�j�k fɔ�t �w�n/ noun a Sovi-
et-designed multirole fighter aircraft
with a vertical take-off capability, de-
signed to operate from aircraft carriers
(NOTE: known to NATO as Freestyle)
Yank

Yank /j�ŋk/ noun an American soldier
(informal )
Yankee

Yankee /�j�ŋki/ noun the twenty-fifth
letter of the phonetic alphabet (Yy)
yard

yard /jɑ�d/ noun 1. a unit of linear
measure corresponding to 3 feet or
0.9144 metres � There are 1,760 yards
in a mile. 2. an area of enclosed ground
attached to a building � The vehicles
were parked in the yard next to HQ.
yd

yd abbreviation yard (NOTE: The plural
form is yds.)
yeoman

yeoman /�jəυm(ə)n/ noun 1. a petty
officer in charge of signals 2. US a petty
officer responsible for clerical duties
yeomanry

yeomanry /�jəυmənri/ noun a unit of
volunteer cavalry (historical )

COMMENT: Certain armoured regi-
ments in the Territorial Army (TA) re-
tain their historical title of Yeomanry.

yield

yield /ji�ld/ noun the amount of explo-
sive power produced by a nuclear weap-
on � verb � to yield ground to with-
draw, to go back from � The brigade
was forced to yield the high ground in
front of Skalice.

COMMENT: The explosive yield of nu-
clear weapons is measured in kilo-
tons or megatons.

Y-junction

Y-junction /�wa �d%�ŋkʃ(ə)n/ noun a
place where a single road divides into
two. � fork
yob

yob /jɒb/, yobbo /�jɒbəυ/ noun an un-
sophisticated youth or young man, who
behaves in a rude, inconsiderate and of-
ten aggressive manner (slang) � The pa-
trol was attacked by a crowd of yobs. �

We’ve been getting a lot of aggro from
the local yobbos.
yomp

yomp /jɒmp/ (slang) noun a long
march across country � verb to march
across country, usually a long distance
youth

youth /ju�θ/ noun a person of an ap-
proximate age between 13 and 18 years
� The patrol was attacked by a crowd of
youths. (NOTE: The plural form is
youths /ju�ðz/.)
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ZEBRA - Zz
zap

zap /z�p/ verb US to shoot dead
(slang) � He zapped three of the enemy.
zariba

zariba /zə |�ri�bə/ noun Arabic a defen-
sive enclosure made from pieces of
thorn bush � The guerrilla base was
protected by a thick zariba.
zed bag

zed bag /�zed b�(/ noun a sleeping
bag
zero

zero /�zərəυ/ noun a figure 0 (nought
or nil) � verb to ensure that a weapon is
accurate, by firing a few rounds at a tar-
get and then adjusting the sights as re-
quired � 3 Section are zeroing their
weapons.
Zeus-23

Zeus-23 /�zju�s twent �θri�/ noun US
an informal nickname for the Soviet-de-
signed ZSU-23–4 self-propelled anti-
aircraft gun
zilch

zilch /zltʃ/ noun US nothing (slang) �
We observed the bridge for six hours but
saw zilch.
zone

zone /zəυn/ noun an area or region
which has some specific importance or
purpose

ZSU

ZSU noun a Soviet-designed series of
self-propelled anti-aircraft guns
ZSU-23–4

ZSU-23–4 noun a 1960s-era weapon,
fitted with four radar-controlled 23mm
cannon (NOTE: The Russian nickname
for this is the Shilka.)
Zulu

Zulu /�zu�lu�/ noun the twenty-sixth
letter of the phonetic alphabet (Zz)
zulu muster

zulu muster /�zu�lu� �m�stə/ noun
the location in the field where vehicles
are kept when not in use
Zulu time

Zulu time /�zu�lu� �tam/ noun Green-
wich Mean Time (GMT); that is, the lo-
cal time on the meridian at Greenwich,
London, which is used to calculate in-
ternational time � H-Hour at 0600Z

COMMENT: Greenwich Mean Time or
Zulu time is used by NATO forces on
operations.

Zuni

Zuni /�zu�ni/ noun an American-de-
signed unguided rocket, designed to be
fired by an aircraft at a ground target
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The Phonetic Alphabet
Certain letters of the alphabet sound very similar, especially when a person is
talking on the telephone or radio. The phonetic alphabet is designed to prevent
confusion, by using a distinctive word to represent each letter.

Aa Alpha* ��lfə
Bb Bravo �brɑ	vəυ
Cc Charlie �tʃɑ	l
Dd Delta �deltə
Ee Echo �ekəυ
Ff Foxtrot fɒkstrɒt
Gg Golf �ɒlf
Hh Hotel həυ�tel
Ii India �ndiə
Jj Juliet �d�u	li�ət
Kk Kilo �ki	ləυ
Ll Lima �li	mə
Mm Mike mak
Nn November nə�vembə
Oo Oscar �ɒskə
Pp Papa �pɑ	pə
Qq Quebec kw�bek
Rr Romeo �rəυmiəυ
Ss Sierra si�erə
Tt Tango �t�n�əυ
Uu Uniform �ju	nfɔ	m
Vv Victor �vktə
WW Whisky** �wski
Xx X-Ray �eks�re
Yy Yankee �j�nki
Zz Zulu �zu	lu	

* Alfa in US English
** Whiskey in US English



Numbers
0 zero [�zərəυ] 10 ten [ten]
1 one [w$n] 11 eleven [�lev(ə)n]
2 two [tu	] 12 twelve [twelv]
3 three [θri	] 13 thirteen [�θ&	�ti	n]
4 four [fɔ	] 14 fourteen [�fɔ	�ti	n]
5 five [fav] 15 fifteen [�fif�ti	n]
6 six [sks] 16 sixteen [�sk�sti	n]
7 seven [�sev(ə)n] 17 seventeen[�sevən�ti	n]
8 eight [et] 18 eighteen [�e�ti	n]
9 nine [nan] 19 nineteen [�nan�ti	n]

Note: when speaking on the radio, 9 is often pronounced [�nanə]

20 twenty [�twenti] 30 thirty [�θ&	ti]
21 twenty-one 31 thirty-one
22 twenty-two 32 thirty-two
23 twenty-three 40 forty [�fɔ	ti]
24 twenty-four 50 fifty [�ffti]
25 twenty-five 60 sixty [�sksti]
26 twenty-six 70 seventy [�sev(ə)nti]
27 twenty-seven 80 eighty [�eti]
28 twenty-eight 90 ninety [�nanti]
29 twenty-nine 100 one hundred [w$n �h$ndrəd]

101 one hundred and one 200 two hundred
110 one hundred and ten 700 seven hundred
115 one hundred and fifteen 850 eight hundred and fifty
125 one hundred and twenty-five 900 nine hundred

1,000 one thousand [w$n �θaυz(ə)nd]

1,001 one thousand and one 10,250 ten thousand, two hundred
1,025 one thousand and twenty-five and fifty
1,100 one thousand, one hundred 15, 000 fifteen thousand

or eleven hundred 20,000 twenty thousand
1,155 one thousand, one 25,000 twenty-five thousand

hundred and fifty-five 100,000 one hundred thousand
1,500 one thousand, five hundred 250,000 two hundred and fifty

or fifteen hundred thousand
2,000 two thousand 255,000 two hundred and fifty-five
10,000 ten thousand thousand

1,000,000 one million [w$n �mljən]



Timings
To avoid confusion, the twenty-four-hour clock is used in military timings:

1am = 0100
2pm = 1400
8:15am = 0815
8:45pm = 2045

Verbal timings are given as follows:
1400 = fourteen hundred
1515 = fifteen fifteen
1435 = fourteen thirty-five
1528 = fifteen twenty-eight
1500 = fifteen hundred

A single 0 in the timing is normally pronounced as ‘zero’:
0800 = zero eight hundred
0805 = zero eight zero five

Note: This does not apply to a single 0 at the end:
1110 = eleven ten
1620 = sixteen twenty

Note: A single 0 at the beginning of a timing is sometimes
pronounced like the letter O:
0500 = O five hundred
0830 = O eight thirty
0605 = O six zero five
0955 = O nine thirty-five

Midnight is usually avoided as a timing. When it is used, it may be given in
several different ways:

2400 = twenty-four hundred
2359 = twenty-three fifty-nine
0001 = zero zero zero one

Note: Timings between midnight and 0100 are given as follows:
0005 = zero zero zero five
0015 = zero zero fifteen
0035 = zero zero thirty-five

In order to indicate timing, the word ‘hours’ is usually added to the end. In
written timings, this is abbreviated to ‘hrs’:

0300hrs = zero three hundred hours
1210hrs = twelve ten hours

On Operations, NATO forces normally use Greenwich Mean Time (GMT),
which is also known as Zulu time, regardless of the time of the country in
which they are operating:

1010Z = ten ten hours Zulu time

Note: Other time zones around the world are identified by different
letters of the alphabet. The time of the country in which one is
operating is also known as ‘local time’, for example: ‘The general
will be arriving at 1430 hrs local time.’



Military Ranks of the United Kingdom, Australia  
and New Zealand 
 

Army Marines Navy Air Force 
Field Marshal 1 Admiral 

of the Fleet 
Marshal of the 
Royal Air Force 

General General Admiral Air Chief 
Marshal 

Lieutenant-
General 

Lieutenant-
General 

Vice-Admiral Air Marshal 

Major-General Major-Admiral Rear-Admiral Air Vice Marshal 

Brigadier Brigadier Commodore Air Commodore 

Colonel Colonel Captain Group Captain 

Lieutenant-
Colonel  

Lieutenant-
Colonel 

Commander Wing 
Commander 

Major Major Lieutenant-
Commander 

Squadron 
Leader 

Captain Captain Lieutenant 
 

Flight 
Lieutenant 

Lieutenant Lieutenant Sub-Lieutenant Flying Officer 

Second 
Lieutenant 

Second 
Lieutenant 

 Pilot Officer 

  Midshipman  

*    

Warrant Officer 
(1st, 2nd Class) 

Warrant Officer 
(1st, 2nd Class) 

Warrant Officer Warrant Officer  

Colour/Staff 
Sergeant 

Colour 
Sergeant 

Chief 
Petty Officer 

Flight 
Sergeant 

   Chief Technician 

Sergeant Sergeant Petty Officer Sergeant 

Corporal Corporal Leading Rate
2
 Corporal 

Lance-Corporal Lance-Corporal   

Private Marine 
1st Class 

Able Rate
3
 Junior Technician/ 

Senior Aircraftman 
 Marine 

2nd Class 
 Leading 

Aircraftman/ 
Aircraftman 

* Indicates the end of officer rank 
 

1 Marine Service is not applicable for Australia and New Zealand. 
2 Leading Rate: also called ‘Leading Seaman’ in some forces. 
3 Able Rate: also called ‘Able Seaman’ in some forces. 



Military Ranks of the United States 
 

Army Marines Navy Air Force 
General of the 
Army (wartime) 

 Fleet Admiral 
(wartime) 

General of the Air 
Force (wartime) 

General General Admiral General 
Lieutenant General Lieutenant General Vice Admiral Lieutenant General 
Major General Major General Rear Admiral 

Upper Half 
Major General 

Brigadier General Brigadier General Rear Admiral 
Lower Half 

Brigadier General 

Colonel Colonel Captain Colonel 
Lieutenant Colonel Lieutenant Colonel Commander Lieutenant Colonel 
Major Major Lieutenant 

Commander 
Major 

Captain Captain Lieutenant Captain 
First Lieutenant First Lieutenant Lieutenant Junior 

Grade 
First Lieutenant 

Second Lieutenant Second Lieutenant Ensign Second Lieutenant 

*    

Chief Warrant 
Officer 2-5 

Chief Warrant 
Officer 2-5 

Chief Warrant 
Officer 2-4 

 

Chief Warrant 
Officer 1 

Chief Warrant 
Officer 1 

Chief Warrant 
Officer 1 (no 
longer in use) 

 

Sergeant Major of 
the Army 

Sergeant Major of 
the Marine Corps 

Master Chief Petty 
Officer of the 
Navy 

Chief Master 
Sergeant of the Air 
Force 

Command 
Sergeant Major & 
Sergeant Major 

Sergeant Major & 
Master Gunnery 
Sergeant 

Fleet/ Command 
Master Chief Petty 
Officer & Master 
Chief Petty Officer 

Command Chief 
Master Sergeant, 
Chief Master 
Sergeant & First 
Sergeant 

First Sergeant & 
Master Sergeant 

First Sergeant & 
Master Sergeant 

Senior Chief Petty 
Officer 

Senior Master 
Sergeant & First 
Sergeant 

Sergeant First 
Class 

Gunnery Sergeant Chief Petty Officer Master Sergeant & 
First Sergeant 

Staff Sergeant Staff Sergeant Petty Officer 1st 
Class 

Technical Sergeant 

Sergeant Sergeant Petty Officer 2nd 
Class 

Staff Sergeant 

Corporal & 
Specialist 

Corporal Petty Officer 3rd 
Class 

Senior Airman 

Private First Class Lance Corporal Seaman Airman First Class 
Private Private First Class Seaman 

Apprentice 
Airman 

Private Private Seaman Recruit Airman Basic 
* Indicates the end of officer rank 



Military Ranks of Canada 
 

Army and Air Force Navy 
General Admiral 

Lieutenant General Vice Admiral 

Major General Rear Admiral 

Brigadier General Commodore 

Colonel Captain 

Lieutenant Colonel Commander 

Major Lieutenant Commander 

Captain Lieutenant 

Lieutenant Sub Lieutenant 

Second Lieutenant Acting Sub Lieutenant 

*  
Chief Warrant Officer Chief Petty Officer (1st Class) 

Master Warrant Officer Chief Petty Officer (2nd Class) 

Warrant Officer Petty Officer (1st Class) 

Sergeant Petty Officer (2nd Class) 

Master Corporal Master Seaman 

Corporal Leading Seaman 

Private Able Seaman 

 Ordinary Seaman 

 
* Indicates the end of officer rank 



Formal Orders
The British Army and the US Army both use the same standard format for
issuing orders. This can be applied to any type of operation or task and is
designed to ensure that no important points are omitted. The following
sequence is always used:

1. GROUND:
A detailed description of the terrain over which the operation or task will be
carried out.

2. SITUATION:
a. Enemy Forces: i.e. locations, strengths, organization, current activity

and future intentions
b. Friendly Forces: i.e. overall plan of the higher formation and

locations and tasks of neighbouring groupings
c. Attachments and Detachments: i.e. any sub-units which are attached

to the grouping for this operation, and any of the grouping’s own
sub-units which have been detached for other tasks.

3. MISSION:
A simple and concise statement, which explains exactly what the grouping is
trying to achieve, for example: ‘our mission is to capture the bridge at grid
324599’.

4. EXECUTION:
a. Concept of Operations: i.e. a general outine of how the operation is

intended to proceed
b. Detailed Tasks: i.e. specific tasks allocated to each sub-unit of the

grouping
c. Coordinating Instructions: e.g. timings, orders for opening fire,

indirect-fire support, actions to be carried out in the event of
something going wrong etc.

5. ADMINISTRATION AND LOGISTICS:
General administrative details such as: ammunition, equipment, food and water,
medical facilities etc.

6. COMMAND AND SIGNAL:
a. Command: i.e. command structure of the grouping and nomination of

alternative commanders in the event of casualties
b. Signal: e.g. radio frequencies, codes and codewords, report lines,

passwords etc.



Example of Formal Orders
6 Platoon, which is part of B Company, is about to take part in a battalion
attack. The platoon commander has prepared the following orders:

1.GROUND:
The feature we are attacking is Ladna Hill, which runs from north to south
along the 44 easting, from the 07 northing to the 04 northing. The company
objective is the northern end of the feature. The northern slope is quite steep
and consists of grass, with scattered gorse bushes. 500 metres to the north of
Ladna Hill is a road, which will form our line of departure. To the north of the
road is an area of dead ground, which will be used as our FUP.

2. SITUATION:
a. Enemy Forces:
Ladna Hill is occupied by a company of the 7th Infantry Regiment. They are
well dug in and are expected to stand and fight. There is a platoon position on
the southern end of the feature, facing south-west, and a second platoon on the
centre of the hill facing west. The third platoon is on the northern end facing
north and their position is our company objective. The platoon has two sections
forward and one in reserve. The forward right section (as we look at it) is in the
area of grid 433064. The reserve section is in the area of grid 437063. The
forward left section (as we look at it) is in the area of grid 437067. There are
four trenches in this position, two of which are on the forward edge of a patch
of gorse, while the other two are on a grass slope approximately 50 metres to
the rear. The forward left section is our platoon objective.

b. Friendly Forces:
The battalion has been ordered to capture Ladna Hill by 1200hrs tomorrow. The
attack will be in two phases. In phase 1, B Company will capture the platoon
position on the northern end of the hill. This must be accomplished by first
light. In phase 2, A and C Companies will assault the other two enemy platoons
in the centre and south, while B Company provides fire support from the
northern end. B Company’s attack will be carried out in darkness. 5 Platoon
will assault the forward right section, while we assault the forward left. Once
both section positions have been captured, 7 platoon will move through us, in
order to assault the rear section. There are no friendly units to our left. When
the entire position is secure, 5 and 7 Platoons will prepare to provide fire
support for phase 2 of the battalion attack, while we remain on the northern
slope in order to cover the rear.

c. Attachments and Detachments:
41 Field Battery will be on call to B Company during phase 1 and an FOO will
be attached to Company HQ. We will have L/Cpl. Smedhurst from the Mortar
Platoon to act as MFC.

3. MISSION:
6 Platoon’s mission is to capture the enemy section position at grid 437067.



Example of Formal Orders continued
4. EXECUTION:
a. General Outline:
The company will leave this location at 2000hrs and move to the FUP at grid
433074. Once there, the platoon will deploy into assault formation, with 1
Section forward left, 3 Section forward right and 2 Section in reserve. Platoon
HQ will be between 1 and 3 Sections. 5 Platoon will be on our right and 7
Platoon to the rear.

At 2130hrs, the company will move forward to the road which forms our line of
departure. H-Hour is at 2200hrs. We will then advance directly towards our ob-
jective. Once we come under effective enemy fire, the platoon will skirmish by
sections up to the forward edge of the enemy position.

Then the sections will break down into fireteams in order to assault the individ-
ual trenches. As soon as the rear trenches have been taken, the platoon will go
firm. Once both our objective and 5 Platoon’s objective are secure, 7 Platoon
will move forward to assault the depth enemy section. When the entire com-
pany objective is secure, the platoon will reorganize and occupy the enemy
trenches in order to cover the northern approaches to the hill. Meanwhile, 5 and
7 Platoons will move forward to take up their fire positions for phase 2.

b. Detailed Tasks:
1 Section will be forward left in the assault. Your objectives are the two
left-hand trenches. On reorganization, you will occupy all the trenches on our
objective.

3 Section will be forward right in the assault. Your objectives are the two
right-hand trenches. You are also to keep the platoon commander informed of 5
Platoon’s progress. On reorganization, you will occupy the trenches on 5
Platoon’s objective.

2 Section will be in reserve. You will move to the rear of 1 Section and will
also cover our left flank. Remember, there are no friendly units to our left. You
must be prepared to support either of the two forward sections as required. On
reorganization, you will occupy the trenches on 7 Platoon’s objective. L/Cpl.
Smedhurst will move with platoon headquarters.

c. Coordinating Instructions:
(1) Timings: 1700 - meal

1800 - last light
1930 - ready to move
2000 - move to FUP
2130 - move to line of departure
2200 - H-Hour
0615 - first light (company objective must be taken by then)

(2) Indirect Fire Support: sections may request mortar fire on the platoon net.
We have also been allocated twenty illuminating rounds.



Example of Formal Orders continued
5. ADMINISTRATION AND LOGISTICS:
a. Ammunition: in addition to his magazines, each man will carry 2 bandoliers,
4 anti-personnel grenades and 2 WP grenades.
b. Equipment: bergens are to be left at this location.
c. Rations: a hot meal will be provided at 1700hrs. Each man will carry two
ration packs. Water will be resupplied at 1700hrs.
d. Medical: the RAP will be at grid 401079

6. COMMAND AND SIGNAL:
a. Command: in the event of the platoon commander and platoon sergeant
becoming casualties, the order of seniority is Cpl. Smith., Cpl. Hobbs,
Cpl. Rigby.
b. Frequencies: as shown in the company signals instructions.
c. Call signs: L/Cpl. Smedhurst’s call sign is 42D
d. Codewords: Peter Ross – 5 Platoon’s objective secure

Jock Scott – 6 Platoon’s objective secure
Willy Gunn – 7 platoon’s objective secure

e. Password: Brick – Church



Military Grouping Symbols

Grouping Size

Section/Squad � Brigade x
Platoon ��� Division xx
Company ❙ Corps xxx
Battalion ❙ ❙ Army xxxx
Regiment ❙ ❙ ❙

Arms

armour armoured armoured or infantry
(i.e. tanks) reconnaissance mechanized infantry

artillery air defence engineer signals

vehicle repair medical ordnance transport
and recovery

Examples

infantry infantry infantry infantry
section platoon company battalion

Notes:
1. In the British Army:
a. A platoon-sized grouping of tanks and certain supporting arms is known as a troop
b. A company-sized grouping of tanks and certain supporting arms is known as

a squadron
c. A battalion-sized grouping of tanks and certain supporting arms is known as a regiment

2. In the US Army:
a. A company-sized armoured cavalry grouping is known as a troop
b. A battalion-sized armoured cavalry grouping is known as a squadron

3. In most armies, a company-sized grouping of artillery is known as a battery
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